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PREFACE 

The First and Second International Symposia on Wafer Cleaning 
Technology in Semiconductor Device Manufacturing were held during the 
Society's Fall Meetings in October of 1989 in Hollywood, Florida, and in 
October of 1991 in Phoenix, Arizona. The attendance was beyond 
expectation, and the number and quality of papers presented during these 
symposia confirmed that meetings devoted solely to wafer cleaning 
technology are both needed and timely. This success prompted the 
Electronics and Dielectrics Science and Technology divisions to continue 
joint sponsorship of this series. Consequently, ucleaning symposia" are 
organized on the biannual basis during the Fall Meetings of the 
Electrochemical Society. 

This softbound proceeding volume contains the papers presented during 
the Third International Symposium of Cleaning Technology in 
Semiconductor Device Manufacturing held during the Electrochemical 
Society Fall meeting in New Orleans, Louisiana, October 15-20, 1993. The 
number of papers submitted to this symposium was almost twice the 
number of papers submitted to the previous symposium in this series. Also, 
the number of people involved in this last meeting as the authors and co
authors of papers was almost as high as during the first two meetings 
combined. These observations, as well as excellent attendance during all 
eight symposium sessions testify to the deep reaching interest wafer 
cleaning technology currently enjoys. 

It is readily noticeable from the content of the papers presented in this 
volume that the degree of scientific sophistication and technical complexity 
of the state-of-the art wafer cleaning methods are very high. Our 
understanding of surface reactions involved in both liquid-phase and gas-
phase cleaning is continuously improving. Also, new processing methods 
and process characterization techniques are certain to have a positive impact 
on production yield and improved device reliability. As a result, we are now 
better than ever before prepared to extrapolate correctly the future role of 
wafer cleaning operations in high-end microchip manufacturing. In order 
to reach the next phase in terms of device complexity, new manufacturing 
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methods will have to be implemented. More than any other operation 
performed on the wafer, wafer cleaning will have to go through major 
changes to meet these future requirements. The organizers hope that the 
Electrochemical Society's "Cleaning Symposia" will continue having a 
noticeable contribution to this process. 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all symposium authors 
and participants who turned this symposium into a very informative and 
productive meeting. In particular, we would like to thank all our colleagues 
who assisted us in editing this volume and who chaired the symposium 
sessions. Moreover, our thanks are due to the invited speakers for their 
excellent contributions and to all the participants for their encouragement 
and support which makes us look toward the next symposium in this series 
in October 1995 with great enthusiasm and excitement. 

Jerzy Ruzyllo 
Richard E. Novak 
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LIQUID-PHASE CLEANING 





ADVANCED WET CHEMICAL CLEANING 
FOR FUTURE ULSI FABRICATION 

Tadahiro OHMI 
Department of Electronics Faculty of Engineering 

TOHOKU UNIVERSITY 
Aza Aoba, Aramaki, Aoba-ku, 

Sendai, 980 JAPAN 

Realizing ultra clean wafer surfaces has become increasingly important for 
ULSI fabrication. In this paper some new wet chemical cleaning technique 
are introduced. Particles adhesion in the liquid can be prevented by adding 
surfactant into the solution. Organic impurities can be removed by 
ozonized ultrapure water at room temperature. The anion species in the 
solution strongly affect the noble metal adhesion onto silicon wafers. 
Finally, a new wet chemical cleaning sequence and a newly developed 
wafer spin cleaner featuring high cleaning performance and low cost are 
proposed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Reduction in minimum dimensions of semiconductor devices and the resultant 
enhancement in the integration density have been continuously advancing. The rate of 
growth of integration density has never been reduced, but it seems likely that the growth 
is even accelerated toward the deep submicron era. The problem now is how to construct 
manufacturing lines for the production of such ULSI circuit chips that preserve high 
manufacturing yields under moderate investment costs for the line. As many as 10 
million to 100 million active devices are to be integrated on a single chip of a deep 
submicron design rule ULSI. A huge number of transistors on a wafer must behave 
exactly as they are designed, and such a tight control in manufacturing must be preserved 
from wafer to wafer, from lot to lot during a long period of production operation. Perfect 
uniformity and perfect reproducibility must be guaranteed for deep submicron wafer 
manufacturing lines. 

We have claimed that the simultaneous fulfillment of the following three principles 
is most essential to establish high performance processes that assure both perfect 
uniformity and perfect reproducibility. The three principles are: 
1. ULTRA CLEAN PROCESSING ENVIRONMENT; 
2. ULTRA CLEAN WAFER SURFACE; 
3. PERFECT-PROCESS PARAMETER CONTROL. 
The importance of these three principles have been demonstrated by various experimental 
data(1_4). In order to create ultra clean processing environment tremendous efforts have 
been devoted to the development of Ultra Clean Technologies such as super cleanroom 
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technology(5), ultra clean gas technology(6-9), ultra pure water technology(5,10-12), ultra clean 
chemicals technology(13~17) and so forth. As a result, we have achieved extremely high 
levels of cleanliness and purity in a cleanroom system, gases, ultra pure water and 
chemicals. This is quite important because they directly affect the quality of wafer 
processing. In spite of the remarkable advancement in these clean technologies, there still 
exist difficulties in realizing Ultra Clean Wafer Surface which, we believe, is most 
essential in establishing high performance processes. 

The Ultra Clean Wafer Surface is characterized as a surface of following conditions. 
1. PARTICLE FREE 
2 ORGANIC CONTAMINATION FREE 
3. METALLIC CONTAMINATION FREE 
4. NATIVE OXIDE FREE 
5. COMPLETELY HYDROGEN TERMINATED 
6. SURFACE MICROROUGHNESS FREE 
The particle, organic materials, and metallic elements are the well-recognized "classical'" 
contaminations. The elimination of such contaminations has been greatly improved owing 
to the advancement of ultraclean processing environment technologies, namely ultrapure 
water technologies and ultra clean chemicals technologies. It is important to note that we 
have included native oxide in the category of contamination in a sense that it severely 
deteriorates the processing integrity. It was found that the native oxide growth occurs 
only under the coexistence of 02 and H20

(18). This is why the dissolved oxygen(DO) 
concentration in ultrapure water must be reduced to a level as low as possible. It is 
shown that the growth of native oxide is suppressed when wafers are rinsed in ultrapure 
water with reduced DO concentrations. The silicon surface removed of native oxide by 
diluted HF, for instance, is very active and easily contaminated by adsorbed air 
molecules. The molecular adsorption on a cleaned Si surface also degrades the processing 
quality(19). In order to prevent such degradation, the cleaned silicon surface must be 
perfectly hydrogen-terminated. Finally silicon surfaces must be perfectly flat at an atomic 
level. The improvement in the surface microroughness has great impacts on the integrity 
of thin gate oxide as well as the channel electron mobility(20_22). 

The RCA cleaning method, which was established by W.Kern et al., has been 
helped us for a long time, since it is very effective to remove the three classical 
contaminations such as particle, organic impurities, and metallic elements(23). However, 
as active scientific investigations has been conducted to reveal the interaction between 
various contaminations and substrates, it is necessary to develop a new cleaning process 
which can simultaneously realize the six conditions for ultra clean wafer surface. The 
purpose of this paper is to establish the advanced wet chemical cleaning method based 
on solid/liquid interface science. Firstly I wish to show some of our latest experimental 
results to understand how to realize ultra clean wafer surface. Secondly I wish to 
introduce an Advanced Wet Chemical Cleaning Process which is devised as the 
conclusion of the experimental results for the purpose of reducing the cost of wet 
chemical cleaning. 
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STRATEGIES FOR ULTRA CLEAN WAFER SURFACE 

1. Prevention of Particle Deposition by Adding Surfactant in Cleaning Solution 

In the RCA cleaning method, particles are mainly removed by NH4OH/H202/H20 
cleaning (APM or SC-1 cleaning). In this cleaning solution, the chemical oxide layer on 
a wafer, which is formed by H202 oxidation, is etched by NH4OH. Particles on a wafer 
are lift off and separated from the wafer surface. The separated particles cannot readhere 
onto the surface due to the electrical repulsion between particles and the wafer surface, 
because most of the particles and silicon substrate are charged the same polarity 
(negative) in alkaline solution. Then particles are removed. This is the reason why the 
APM cleaning is very effective to remove particles from silicon wafer surface(24). 
However, in the case of silicon nitride (SiNx) surface, APM solution rather promotes 
particle adhesion than removal, because the silicon nitride surface charges positive even 
in alkaline solution. The negative charged particles easily adhere on the positive charged 
surface. Therefore APM cleaning cannot be used for silicon nitride surface. This means 
that there is no effective cleaning solution which can clean the wafers on which the 
silicon surface and the silicon nitride surface coexist. Moreover, this problem often 
happens as a cross contamination problem that the particles which are removed from the 
contaminated back wafer surface adhere onto the front wafer surface when the back and 
front surface have different layers (e.g., silicon, silicon oxide, and silicon nitride), because 
the back surface is often more contaminated than the front surface. 

In order to overcome this basic problem, we propose the addition of surfactant in 
the cleaning solution(25). Table 1 shows the zeta potential of various substrates (silicon, 
silicon oxide, and silicon nitride) and poly-styrene latex particles with and without 
surfactant in the acidic solution. In this experiment, PSL particles were used as the 
representative particles due to their uniformity and chemical stability. The surface charge 
of substrates and particles is described by the zeta potential. The polarity of the zeta 
potential can be made equal by adding a surfactant to the solution. It is therefore 
expected that the particle deposition in the liquid is prevented by the addition of 
surfactant. 

Table 1 Zeta Potential Change by Adding Surfactant (pH3.3HCl) 

1 si 
Si,N4 

Si09 

1 PSL 

without surfactant 

-23mV 

43mV 

7mV 

39mV 

anionic surfactant 

-32mV 

-52mV 

-7mV 

-67mV 

cationic surfactant 

63mV 

45mV 

55mV 

78mV 1 

Figure 1 shows the effect of the addition of surfactant applied to the silicon 
surface in acidic solution. The wafers were immersed in the HF solution with surfactant 
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contaminated by PSL particles (105/ml). The anionic surfactant completely prevents the 
particle deposition. On the other hand, the cationic surfactant reduces the particle 
deposition but about 1,000 PSL particles still deposit onto the surface. We have 
considered that the reason of the limited effect of the cationic surfactant is because some 
PSL particles adhered on negative charged silicon surface faster than the cationic 
surfactant changed the polarity of silicon surface from the negative to the positive. 
Therefore, PSL particles deposit immediately at the initial stage of the immersion, but no 
more PSL particles deposit on the wafer after that. This is different from the case of 
"without surfactant" where the number of the PSL particles on the silicon wafer increases 
with time. In the experimental result shown in Figure 2, where the silicon wafer was 
immersed in the clean HF solution with the cationic surfactant to change the polarity 
(pre-treatment) before it was immersed in the HF solution contaminated with PSL 
particles, the particle deposition was completely eliminated. In the case of the anionic 
surfactant applied to silicon surface, pre-treatment is not necessary, because the silicon 
surface is already negatively charged. 

Figure 3 shows PSL particle deposition on the silicon and silicon nitride substrates 
where the anionic surfactant is added to the HF solution. When the pre-treatment is 
applied for silicon nitride surface, PSL particle deposition was eliminated on both 
substrates. 

We will propose the surfactant adding method (Figure 4) to prevent particle 
deposition onto the wafers where the substrate materials having opposite zeta potential 
coexist. For example, addition of the anionic surfactant makes silicon, silicon oxide, 
silicon nitride, and particles charged negative resulting in a reduced particle deposition 
by the electric repulsive force. It is important to make sure that surfactant molecules 
cover the wafer surface before particles start depositing. Therefore, particles in cleaning 
solution must be reduced to an extremely low level, especially when this method is 
applied to prevent cross contamination from wafer back surfaces to front surfaces. 

2. Organic Contamination Removal Using Ozone-Injected Ultrapure Water 

Organic material is one of the most difficult contaminations on wafer surfaces. 
Organic contamination seriously deteriorates the wet chemical cleaning efficiency for 
other contaminations, because the adsorbed organic molecules often prevent the chemical 
cleaning solution from contacting with the wafer surface, resulting in a low cleaning 
efficiency and non-uniform etching which results in surface microroughness. Therefore, 
organic contamination must be removed from wafers at the first stage. 

We have developed a new method to remove organic contamination using the 
combination of oxidation by ozonized ultrapure water and etching by diluted HF solution 
featuring low temperature processing(26'27). In this cleaning method, ozonized ultrapure 
water contributes not only to the direct decomposition of organic contamination but also 
to the formation of silicon oxide layer which is removed together with contaminations 
on it by following diluted HF etching. From the experimental results using various 
surfactant as representative organic impurities, we have found that ozonized ultrapure 
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cleaning works effectively regardless of molecular weight (Figure 5) and hydrophobic 
degree (Figure 6) of organic molecules. Besides, this cleaning method does not increase 
surface microroughness. 

3. Understanding the Anion Effects on Metallic Contamination 

It has been revealed that metallic atoms get adsorbed onto the silicon surface in 
aqueous solution by two different mechanisms(28). Metals featuring higher 
electronegativity than Si such as Pb, Cu, Hg, Ag, Pt, and Au, when being ionized, are 
reduced at the silicon surface and get directly adsorbed in a chemical manner (Table 2). 
On the other hand, metals featuring lower electronegativity than Si such as Sn, Ni, Fe, 
Zn, Al, Na, and K do not directly form any chemical bond with the silicon surface. Many 
of these metals featuring lower electronegativity than Si are included in the chemical 
oxide, which is formed on the silicon surface during the wet cleaning process, in the form 
of metal oxides because they are oxidized more easily than Si. 

Table 2 Electronegativity of various metals 

Element 

Au 
Pt 
Ag 

a Pb 
Si 

Sn 
Ni 
Fe 
Zn 
Al 
Mg 
Ca 
Na 

1 K 

Electronegativity 
(Pauling) 

2.4 
2.2 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 O

C
O

O
 

1.8 
1.8 
1.8 
1.6 
1.5 
1.2 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 

Electron Attraction 
Capability 

higher than Si 

It 

lower than Si 

The metallic atoms which are included in the chemical oxide can be removed in 
the diluted HF cleaning together with the oxide. However noble metals such as Cu are 
not removed in the diluted HF cleaning because they directly form a chemical bond with 
the silicon surface. We have found that the Cu contamination which is directly adhered 
onto the silicon surface depends on the kind and the concentration of the anion species 
in the solution(29,30). In Figure 7, the level of Cu contamination is compared by using 
various anion species of Cu salts which are added into diluted HF. Among them CuCl2 

results in the largest amount of Cu adhesion. From this result, it is thought that Cu 
contamination is promoted by chloride ions in the solution. Then we evaluated the effect 
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of the concentration of chloride ions and bromide ions, which are expected to facilitate 
Cu adhesion. This was carried out by spiking HCl and HBr into the diluted HF solution 
which was contaminated by lppm Cu using CuF2 salt. Figure 8 (n-type wafer) and 9 (p-
type wafer) indicate that Cu adhesion is promoted by chloride ions and bromide ions on 
both type of wafers. We can learn from these experimental results that chloride and 
bromide ions must be eliminated from the cleaning solution. The HC1/H202/H20 (HPM) 
cleaning solution may be the most dangerous source of chloride contamination. The HPM 
cleaning has been used to remove the alkaline metals from the silicon surfaces, but 
alkaline metals can be removed by a diluted HF solution. The HPM cleaning functions 
as an accelerator for Cu contamination if chloride ions are not rinsed completely. 
Therefore, the HPM cleaning must be eliminated from wet chemical cleaning processes. 
In order to remove Cu from silicon wafers, HF/H202/H20 (FPM) cleaning has been found 
to be effective(31,32). Besides, in the FPM solution, Cu does not adhere onto silicon wafers 
even when the solution is contaminated with Cu and chloride (Figure 10). 

ADVANCED WET CHEMICAL CLEANING 

1. Cost-Effective Wet Chemical Cleaning - Simple Cleaning Sequence 

Table 3 shows the typical wet chemical cleaning sequence based on RCA cleaning 
method. The original RCA cleaning cycle consists of 2 steps (APM and HPM cleaning). 
Some SPM and DHF steps are usually applied before and after RCA cleaning. After 
every step a ultrapure water rinse is performed. 

Table 3 Conventional Wet Chemical Cleaning Sequence Based on RCA Cleaning 

H.SOVH^O, (SPM) 

HF/H90 (DHF) 

NH4OH/H7OVH,0 (APM) 

HC1/H909/H90 (HPM) 

1 HF/H20(DHF) 

mixing ratio 

4:1 

1:100 

1:1:5 

1:1:6 

1:100 

temperature 

120°C 

room temp. 

70-90°C 

70-90°C 

room temp. 

cleaning targets 

organic 

native oxide, metal 

particle, organic, metal 

alkali metal 

native oxide 1 

This RCA cleaning has helped us greatly over the past 25 years. However, we 
would like to propose that it should be changed now for the purpose of improving the 
cleaning performance and reducing the cleaning costs. Concerning cleaning performance, 
we have shown that HPM cleaning promotes the contamination of noble metals when 
followed by diluted HF cleaning and that HF/H202/H20 (FPM) cleaning is effective. 
Moreover, the purity of chemicals and ultrapure water have improved dramatically in 25 
years. Furthermore, the situation around semiconductor device manufacturing industry is 
becoming more and more stringent. One must consider to reduce the total cost of 
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manufacturing, including the cost of wet chemical cleaning. Specifically, future wet 
chemical cleaning must satisfy following three principles. 
1. The number of the process steps should be decreased. 
2. The chemical consumption should be reduced to an ultimately low level 
3. The entire wet process should be conducted at room temperature. 

We will propose Advanced Wet Chemical Cleaning Sequence for future ULSI 
fabrication shown in Table 4(4). 

Table 4 Advanced Wet Chemical Cleaning Sequence 

Ozonized Ultrapure Water 

HF/H,0 (DHF) 

NHdOH/H909/HoO (APM) 

1 HF/H?02/H2Q (FPM) 

mixing ratio 

2ppm 0 ? 

1:100 

0.05:1:5 

1:35:65 

temperature 

room temp. 

room temp. 

80°C 

room temp. 

cleaning targets 

organic 

native oxide, metal 

particle, organic, metal 

native oxide | 

Organic impurities can be sufficiently removed by the ozonized ultrapure water 
cleaning. This process can be performed at room temperature. Unfortunately APM 
cleaning still requires a high temperature. As a final step of this advanced wet chemical 
cleaning sequence, we would like to propose HF/H202/H20 (FPM) cleaning. In this step, 
heavy metals featuring higher electronegativity than Si are removed together with 
chemical oxide formed by H202. HPM cleaning which was mainly conducted for the 
removal of alkali metals will not be performed, because HPM solution enhances the 
adhesion of heavy metals onto silicon wafers, and alkali metals can be removed by FPM 
cleaning. This simple cleaning sequence is enough to sufficiently fulfill the six conditions 
for ultraclean wafer surface. 

2. Dynamic Wet Chemical Cleaning - Spin Cleaning 

The essential functions of wet chemical cleaning can be listed as the following 
three functions. 
1. The function to SEPARATE contaminants from wafer surfaces. 
2. The function to PREVENT READHESION of contaminants onto wafer surfaces. 
3. The function to TRANSPORT contaminants away from wafer surfaces. 
For example, when the NH4OH/H202/H20 (APM) cleaning is used to remove particles, 
firstly, Due to the etching by NH4OH, particles are lift off and separated from the wafer 
surface together with chemical oxide formed by H202. This is the function 1. The 
separated particles cannot readhere onto the surface due to the electrical repulsion 
between particles and the wafer surface in an alkaline solution. This is the function 2. 
However, the conventional "liquid chemical waiting - wafer transiting" method, that is 
the static method in which wafers are immersed into chemicals, can hardly work for 
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function 3 except the slow diffusion during the immersion period or only at the moment 
when wafers are pulled out of chemicals. The following ultrapure water rinse does not 
work for function 2 and 3 resulting in readhesion. Therefore, in order to realize rapid and 
complete cleaning efficiency, simultaneous fulfillment of the three functions is necessary. 

On the other hand, when the dynamic "wafer waiting - liquid chemical transiting" 
method is introduced, the complete cleaning efficiency can be obtained within a short 
time. Practically speaking, we will propose the spin cleaning method, where fresh 
chemicals are continuously introduced onto the center of a rotating wafer(33). The 
appearance of the newly developed spin cleaner is shown in Figure 11. In the spin 
cleaner, wafers are sealed by nitrogen in order to realize native oxide free processing. 
The cleaning efficiency of HF/H202/H20 cleaning for Cu removal is compared between 
spin cleaning method and batch cleaning method. Figure 12 indicates that Cu is removed 
to less than 5xl010atms/cm2 within 10 seconds by spin cleaning while it takes an hour by 
batch cleaning. The spin cleaning method requires less time and smaller chemical volume 
to remove Cu from the silicon surface completely. Moreover, spin cleaning is free from 
the cross contamination from back surfaces to front surfaces that is the most difficult 
problem of batch cleaning. Furthermore, in spin cleaning the chemical reaction can 
remain uniform because the fresh chemicals are supplied continuously and there is no 
change in chemical proportion. 

CONCLUSION 

The improvement for higher cleaning performance and lower cost are continuously 
requested to the wet chemical cleaning. Only the scientific investigation of solid/liquid 
interfaces can realize these demands simultaneously. Particles adhesion in the liquid can 
be prevented by adding surfactant into the solution. Organic impurities can be removed 
by ozonized ultrapure water at room temperature. The anion species in the solution 
strongly affect the noble metal adhesion onto silicon wafers. A new wet chemical 
cleaning sequence and a newly developed wafer spin cleaner are proposed based on the 
experimental results. We believe that these new technologies will contribute to future 
ULSI fabrication. 
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A N E W C L E A N I N G C O N C E P T FO R PARTICLE A N D 
METAL REMOVAL O N Si S U R F A C E S 

M. Meuris, S. Verhaverbeke1, P.W. Mertens, 
H.F. Schmidt, A.L.P. Rotondaro, M.M. Heyns, 

IMEC, Kapeldreef 75, 3001 Leuven, BELGIUM, E.C. 

and A. Philipossian2 

Digital Equipm. Corp., 77 Reed Road, Hudson, MA, U.S.A. 

In this study the IMEC Clean Concept will be proposed. It is a sim
ple two-step cleaning, based on a oxidation step and an oxide removal 
step. It is demonstrated that this clean performs excellent regarding 
the particle and metal removal efficiencies, combined with a minimal 
surface roughness. Electrical breakdown measurements show also very 
good performance of the gate-oxide integrity after this clean. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n . 

The RCA-clean (SCl-f-SC2) [1] is the most widely used cleaning recipe in sil
icon processing. Since its original publication in 1970 several modifications were 
introduced to improve its cleaning efficiency. During last years most research effort 
concentrated on a better understanding of the SCl-step of the RCA-clean, which 
originally consisted of a N H 4 O H / H 2 0 2 / H 2 0 mixture of a (1/1/5) ratio at 85-90°C. 

Although the particle removal efficiency of the SCI step is excellent, it was re
vealed that this SCI step may cause several problems. The metal contamination 
resulting from this step may be very high and a one-to-one correlation between the 
metal concentration of the SCI bath and the metal contamination of the silicon sur
faces was found [2,3]. A second problem is caused by the continuous etching of this 
step resulting in the roughening of the silicon surface [4-6]. Recently a correlation 
between some specific metal contamination and the decomposition of hydrogen per
oxide in this mixture was revealed [7]. This decomposition will lead to the formation 
of light point defects measured with laser scattering (LPDs) on the wafer and can 
be correlated with reduced gate oxide integrity in the LPD regions. 

To prevent these problems, the control of the SCI treatment regarding the ratio, 

temperature and metal contamination needs to be extremely stringent to make it a 

1present address: Prof. Ohmi's Lab., Tohoku Univ., Sendai, Japan. 
2present address: Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA. 
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reliable cleaning mixture in todays silicon circuit manufacturing. The control of this 
cleaning step becomes a serious manufacturability issue. Further, it increases the 
cost of the cleaning of silicon wafers, by the necessity of sub-ppb metal contamination 
specifications of chemicals. This also implies that extreme care should be taken not 
only to the chemicals, but also to prevent metal contamination sources in the SCI 
bath from the tank and cassette material and even from the silicon wafers itself. 

Therefore, micro-electronic industry is searching for new chemical mixtures, which 
makes the cleaning sequence in a manufacturing line more cost effective. This can 
be achieved by reducing the chemical cost (more dilute chemical mixtures and/or 
less stringent specifications) or by reducing the time of the cleaning (more effec
tive use of the baths). In this study it will be shown that by the understanding of 
the particle removal mechanism on silicon wafers it is possible to formulate more 
cost-effective cleaning recipes. 

2. T h e I M E C Clean C o n c e p t . 

During last years, the ratio and temperature of the SCI step were optimised by 
balancing the reduction of the silicon surface roughening (decreasing the etch rate) 
and keeping an equal particle removal efficiency (minimal etch rate necessary). A 
(0.05/1/5) N H 4 O H / H 2 0 2 ratio at 85-90°C [4] and a (0.25/1/5) ratio at 70-75°C 
[6] were proposed. In Fig. 1 the amount of thermal oxide etched during 10 min. 
for the two different ratios as a function of the temperature is plotted. For both 
"optimised" SCI mixtures the etch speed of thermal Si02 is equal and approximately 
0.2 nm/min [6]. From these data the question arises if the particle removal is caused 
by a minimal etch rate or if only a certain etched depth is required to undercut the 
particles and lift off from the silicon surfaces into the chemical liquid. 

In Fig. 2 the particle removal efficiency is shown as a function of thermal oxide 
etched depth for various SCI mixtures. The etch rates of thermal oxide varied from 
0.2 nm/min down to 0.05 nm/min in this experiment. The etch rate was measured 
on thermal oxide wafers by ellipsometry. At various immersion times wafers were 
taken out of the SCI bath and measured for particle removal efficiency of controlled 
particle contaminated wafers. A non-optimised HF-last procedure was used for the 
particle contamination. Note that the total immersion time to reach a thermal oxide 
etched depth of 3 nm for the lowest etch rate was 60 min. Anyhow, the particle 
removal efficiency is independent on the etch speed. It reaches a value of 0.80-0.90 
as soon as 1.5-2 nm is removed. 

In the SCI mixture particles are removed by the continuous oxidising effect of 
the H2O2 and dissolution or etching effect of the NH4OH. Due to this action, the 
particles are undercut and lift-off. Because oxidation and etching takes place at the 
same time in the same bath, it is difficult to control the roughening effect of this 
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Table I: The IMEC-Clean Concept Step 1: growth of about 1.5 nm chemical oxide; 
step 2: removal of the oxide; optionally step 3: make a hydrophilic Si surface before 
drying; drying procedure. 

step 1 
oxide growth 

• H 2 S 0 4 / H 2 0 2 

• H 2 S 0 4 / 0 3 

• H 2 0 / 0 3 

• UV-O3 

step 2 
oxide 
removal 

• wet DHF 

• HF vapour 
-f rinsing 

(step 3) 
optional 

• clean chemical 

oxide growth 

drying 

• IPA-vapour 
• Marangoni 
• spin dry 
• hot Dl-water 

mixture. 

On the basis of this knowledge, we propose a new cleaning concept. In the 
IMEC-clean concept the oxidising and the etching action of the silicon surface is 
separated. This is summarized in Table I. In step 1 an oxide is grown. In step 2 this 
oxide is etched away selectively versus the silicon. The total etched depth should 
be sufficient to remove the particles. This means that the chemical oxide grown in 
step 1 should be sufficiently thick. The advantage of separating the cleaning in two 
steps is that formation of the oxide layer is a self-limiting process. So, the thickness 
of the chemical oxide will be very uniform. In step 2 this chemical oxide is etched 
selectively versus the silicon, resulting in an easy control of the Si surface roughness. 

The only requirement for step 1 is the growth of an oxide of a minimal thickness 
(about 1.5-2 nm). For step 1 a H2SO4/H2O2 mixture can be used. Also ozonated 
mixtures are possible: H2SO4/O3, H2O/O3 [8] or UV-O3. Another benefit of step 1 
is the removal of organic contamination by the oxidising power of the mixture. 

In step 2 this chemical oxide is removed selectively. The most logical choice is 
an HF based etchant. This step has to be optimised in such a way that a high 
passivation of the silicon surface is obtained (high contact angle, delayed regrowth 
of native oxide), that the silicon surface is not roughened (use of surfactans or other 
additives) and that high selectivity vs. thermal or deposited oxide layers is obtained 
(cleaning of patterned wafers). 

After the cleaning the wafers have to be dried. When a good drying technique is 
available for hydrophobic surfaces, no pretreatment of the silicon surface is required 
and one can proceed to the drying step immediately. 

In the other case, when hydrophilic wafers are preferred, a very clean chemical 
oxide can be grown by using e.g. ozonated DI-water, or an H2O2 based mixture. 
Note, that this optional step is very critical regarding roughening and metallic con
tamination. So, this optional step has to be optimised in such a way that a low 
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1.0 

run number 

Figure 3: Particle removal efficiency (0LSE > 0.5 /xm) for different runs of a 
NH4OH/H2O2/H2O (0.25/1/5) mixture at 70°C. 

particle and metal contamination and small roughening occur. A diluted SCI mix
ture and a short immersion time was very suitable to grow a clean chemical oxide on 
the silicon surface and maintain a low particle density in our experimental set-up. 

3. Resul ts . 

3.1 Part ic le r e m o v a l 

Our particle removal model of silicon surfaces predicts that every cleaning mix
ture, which etches about 2 nm of thermal oxide will result in sufficient particle 
removal. Experiments were designed with different etching treatments of the silicon 
surface. Controlled particle contamination of 125mm wafers was performed. HF-
last: Wafers with particles from an HF-last treatment followed by a non-optimised 
rinse dry procedure (wafer surface is hydrophobic); Latex spheres: Wafers were con
taminated with latex spheres of the size of 0.2, 0.3 and 0.63 /im in diameter (wafer 
surface is hydrophilic); silica: Wafers were contaminated with 0.2 /tm diameter sil
ica particles. Particle densities were measured with a Censor ANS100 instrument. 
Particle removal efficiencies were calculated as 
(Particles'/ore - Particlesa/,e r) / Particles^/ore • 

A . S C I mixture: The SCI mixture is in the first place used for particle removal. 
Therefore a particle removal efficiency base line was established by performing sev
eral SCI cleans. In Fig. 3 the particle removal efficiency (0LSE >0.5 /im) is plotted 
for a SCI (0.25/1/5) mixture at 70 °C for 10 minutes, each datapoint is taken from 
a separate cleaning experiment. The average particle removal efficiency of the SCI 
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Table II: Particle removal efficiency of particle contaminated wafers as a function of 
the particle type and size after SPM-DHF treatment. 

type 

latex 
spheres 

HF-last 

silica 

diameter LSE 
(/mi) 

0.18-0.24 
0.27-0.33 
0.55-0.70 

0.18-0.7 

0.18-0.24 

original number 
per wafer 

690 ± 10 
698 ± 5 
24 ± 2 

1130 ± 120 

750 ± 50 

removal 
efficiency 

0.90 ± 0.02 
0.98 ± 0.03 
0.95 ± 0.05 
0.92 ± 0.05 

0.97 ± 0.02 

step is 0.86 ± 0.06 (one excursion excluded). The etched thermal oxide depth of 
this treatment is about 2 nm. 

B . I M E C C l ean concep t : Step 1 of the IMEC clean was taken as a variable. 
Step 2 consisted of a 2 min 0.5%HF/0.1%IPA in H 2 0 mixture at room tempera
ture, followed by 10 min rinsing. No dry was used. The hydrophilic wafers were 
transferred into a dry cassette and measured. 

B l . H 2 S 0 4 / H 2 0 2 m i x t u r e : As step 1 we used a 2 min H 2 S 0 4 / H 2 0 2 (4/1) 
mixture at 90°C, followed by a 10 min Dl-water rinsing in an overflow bath. In 
Table II the particle removal is shown for different types of particles. The particle 
addition of this experiment was 32 ± 8 particles per 125mm wafer (0LSE >0.18 
/xm). The particle removal efficiency of this cleaning is at least performing as good 
as an optimised SCI clean. The chemical oxide of a H 2 S 0 4 / H 2 0 2 mixture is about 
1.3 nm measured with AFM [9]. Spectroscopic ellipsometry indicates 2.0 nm for the 
chemical oxide thickness. 

B 2 . U V / O 3 : UV/O3 was used as a dry alternative for step 1 of the IMEC 
clean concept. The particle removal efficiency of (0LSE > 0.3 fim) is 0.83 ± 0.05. 
The chemical oxide thickness of the UV/O3 is 2.2 nm measured with spectroscopic 
ellipsometry. The apparent lower particle removal efficiency compared with a SPM 
treatment we attribute to the fact that during the UV/O3 step in our experimental 
set-up a few hunderd of particles were added. It decreases the calculated particle 
removal efficiency. 

C . SC2-f-DHF c lean: The importance of the chemical oxide thickness grown 
in step 1 is illustrated by experiments with a SC2 -f DHF sequence. In this case 
we used (1/1/5) H C 1 / H 2 0 2 / H 2 0 mixture at 70 °C for 10 minutes followed by an 
equivalent DHF treament of paragraph B. The particle removal efficiency was only 
0.25 ± 0.15. This can be easily explained because since only a 0.6 nm thick chemical 
oxide is grown in the SC2 mixture [9]. 

D . Spray processor: The question of the difference between a cleaning in a wet 
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Figure 4: Particle removal efficiency (0LSE > 0.5 /xm) for different runs of a spray 
processor (a) RCA-clean (SC1-SC2), (b) SPM-DHF-SC1-SC2 cycle 

bench (tank) and a spray cleaning tool often arises. In Fig. 4a the particle removal 
efficiency is given for a RCA cleaning (SC1-SC2) in a spray processor. It is not 
very high and also not reproducible. Similar data were also measured when using 
a SCl-only recipe in the spray tool. This can be understood since the SCI step 
is short (< 120 sec) and, more important, the temperature of the mixture when it 
reaches the silicon wafer is below 50 °C. This results in a etched depth of thermal 
oxide of about 0.5 ± 1 . 5 nm. The observation that this etching is very non-uniform 
over the silicon wafer further explains the irreproducibility of the particle removal 
efficiency of this cleaning sequence in the spray processor. However, in Fig. 4b it 
is shown that the particle removal efficiency of a SPM-DHF-SC1-SC2 cycle in the 
same equipment results in very reproducible and high particle removal efficiencies. 
The etched depth of this particular 4-step cycle is 4.4 ± 0.5 nm of thermal oxide. 
The particle removal efficiency is > 0.95. It confirms the particle removal model 
explained in section 2. 

Further, in Fig. 5 the particle removal efficiency is shown for two cleaning se
quences. One sequence consists of a SPM-DHF cycle. It is well known that HF-last 
cycles in a spray tool equipment result in very high particle addition. In this partic
ular experiment the treatment was stopped before the drying cycle. The wafers were 
taken out of the equipment in the wet cassette and transferred to a dry cassette. 
After this treatment low particle densities and a high particle removal efficiency 
were measured as indicated in Fig. 5. Although this procedure is not suitable for 
manufacturing, it proves again the validity of the IMEC clean concept. However, the 
problem of the spray tool is to dry hydrophobic surfaces without particle addition. 
As a second cleaning sequence a SCI cycle was added to the SPM-DHF cleaning 
cycle and now the wafers were dried with a conventional spin-dry recipe of the spray 
tool. In this case the spray processor can dry the wafers with low particle densities 
and so, high particle removal efficiencies were found. Note that the conventional 
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Table III: Metal contamination (in IP10 at .cm"2) after IMEC vs R C A + H F clean. 
cleaning treatment 
original metal level 
IMEC 
RCA+HF 
5x(IMEC) + HF 
5x(RCA) + HF 

Ca 
15 
0.7 
2.5 

<0.1 
4.5 

Fe 
1 

0.3 
0.8 

<0.1 
0.3 

Cu 
2 

<0.1 
0.5 

<0.1 
<0.1 

Zn 
1 

0.7 
4.9 
0.1 
0.3 

SPM-DHF-SC1-SC2 cycle of a spray tool is infact a SPM-DHF cleaning cycle and 
the SC1-SC2 cycle is only necessary to grow a clean chemical oxide (step 3 of the 
IMEC clean concept, Table I), whereafter the wafers are spin-rinse-dried. 

3.2 M e t a l r e m o v a l 

In a previous study [10] a HF-last procedure before gate oxidation was proven to 
be very effective for removing the metallic contamination. In Table III the metallic 
contamination after a RCA+HF-clean and after an IMEC-clean is shown. Less 
metallic contamination is present after the IMEC-clean. When the cleaning sequence 
is repeated five times similar results are observed, but the repeated cleaning cycles 
result in lower metal contamination. The reason that a SPM-DHF cycle has the 
lowest metal contamination can be understood since in this clean only acid mixtures 
are present and these tend to keep metals in solution. Note also that after the 
IMEC-clean a lower Cu contamination is measured compared with the R C A + H F 
clean. This is consistent with the observation reported by F. Derouin et al. [11]. 

3.3 R o u g h n e s s 

For the roughness measurements the cleaning treatments were repeated 5 times 
to increase the roughening effect of the cleaning. Note that also the drying step is 
performed after each cleaning sequence [in total 5 x (clean-(-dry)] Following cleaning 
cycles were used. 

I M E C : As step 1 we used a 2 min H2SO4/H2O2 (4/1) mixture at 90°C, followed 
by a 10 min DI-water rinsing in an overflow bath. Step 2 consisted of a 2 min 
0.5%HF/0.1%IPA in H 2 0 mixture at room temperature, again followed by 10 min 
rinsing and no dry. 
I M E C + l m i n S C l : a second cleaning sequence consisted of this IMEC clean and 
a 1 min SCI treatment was added as the optional step 3 to obtain a hydrophilic 
surface before drying. The wafers were spin dried. 
R C A : The RCA-clean consisted of a 10 min SCI treatment [(0.25/1/5) ratio at 
70°C] + 10 min SC2 treatment [(1/1/5) ratio at 70°C] with rinsing equal to the 
IMEC-clean. Note that especially for this RCA-cleanings great care was taken not 
to introduce any metal contamination in the baths. Wafers were dried in the spin 
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Table IV: Silicon surface roughness measured with AFM. The r.m.s. value and Az 
(peak-to-valley) value were measured on 4 different areas. Area =1x1 fim2. 

cleaning treatment 

no clean 
5 x (IMEC) + HF 
5 x ( IMEC+lmin .SCl ) + HF 
5 x (RCA) + HF 
5 x (SPRAY) + HF 

rms-z (nm) 

0.15 ± 0.02 
0.19 ± 0.02 
0.23 db 0.02 
0.36 ± 0.01 
0.24 ± 0.01 

Az (nm) 

1.5 
2.9 
2.6 
4.2 

3.1 

Table V: Defect density of 15 nm gate-oxide capacitors grown on EPI-wafers (0.15 
cm2; voltage ramp breakdown; breakdown field > 12 MV/cm). After the cleans all 
wafers went to the same HF-last, rinsing and drying procedure and underwent the 
same processing. 

cleaning treatment 

IMEC 
R C A + H F 

5x( IMEC) 4- HF 
5 x ( I M E C + l m i n . S C l ) + HF 
5x (RCA) + HF 
5 x (SPRAY) + HF 

defect density (cm 2) 
1.3 ± 0.3 
1.4 ± 0.3 
2.1 ± 0.6 
1.7 ± 1.1 
3.0 db 1.8 
2.8 db 2.1 

dryer. 
S P R A Y : A conventional SPM-DHF-SC1-SC2 cycle was used in a spray processor. 

After the 5 X four different cleanings all wafers underwent a DHF treatment , 
identical to step 2 of the IMEC-clean. The chemicals used in all these cleanings 
were of a < 1 ppb metal content specification (except HC1 and H 2 S0 4 < 10 ppb) . 

Table IV summarizes the AFM measurements. As can be derived from these 
results, the IMEC-clean has a small effect on the Si surface roughness even after 5 
repeated cleans. 

3.4 Electrical r e s i s t s 

Finally, in Table V the defect density of capacitor structures (0.15 cm2) with 
15 nm gate oxides are shown. The cleaning cycles were equal to the ones used for 
the AFM measurements. Note that the yield definition is very severe, since only 
capacitors surviving fields of 12 MV/cm are taken as good capacitors. Gate oxides 
were grown at 950°C in dry oxygen with no chlorine addition. The IMEC-clean 
shows equivalent or better breakdown properties compared with RCA+HF-clean. 
Also when the cleaning is repeated 5 times the gate oxide integrity of the IMEC-
clean remains excellent. 
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4. Conclusions - Advantages of the I M E C Clean Concept . 

It was shown that the IMEC Clean Concept results in high particle and metal 
removal efficiencies and low Si surface roughening (even after repeated cleans). 

Since only acid mixtures are used, the latti tude of the clean regarding metallic 
contamination of the baths is less severe compared with the SCI step. 

An important issue is the total cleaning time. Step 1 and step 2 can be performed 
within 1 or 2 min. By using a combination of megasonic and quick-dump Dl-water 
rinsing, the rinsing time can also be reduced to 2 to 3 minutes. This opens the 
perspective of a clean with a total time of less than 15 minutes. 

Another advantage is that the cleaning concept reduces the consumption of chem
icals and in this way also the chemical waste. 

Last but not least, it was shown that the IMEC Clean Concept result in excellent 
breakdown properties of gate oxides. 
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Figure 5: Particle removal efficiency of a spray processor (a) particle contamination 
from HF-last followed by a non-optimised drying; (b) contamination from latex 
spheres. SPM-HF: After the SPM-HF cycle the wafers were taken out of the tool 
without drying. SPM-DHF-SCl: a SCl-step was added after the SPM-DHF cycle 
and the conventional drying cycle was used. 
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ELECTROCHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM OF Fe IN ACID/BASE/PEROXIDE 
SOLUTIONS RELATED TO Si WAFER CLEANING 

C. R. Helms and Heungsoo Park 
Department of Electrical Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 95305 

In this paper we show that the equilibrium properties of Fe dissolved in 
water in the presence of oxidizing agents such as H2O2 lead to instabilities 
that can explain the deposition of Fe on Si surfaces during SCI cleaning as 
well as during rinse cycles. The wafer surface acts as a heterogeneous 
nucleation site for the precipitation of Fe203 from supersaturated solutions 
ofFe3+ ion. It can also be shown that the tendency to produce Fe^+ leads 
to another instability where the decomposition of H2O2 to O2 and H2O is 
catalyzed. 

INTRODUCTION 
The process of removing various types of contamination from a wafer surface is 

highly dependent on the chemical nature of the contaminant and its physical location, both 
in macroscopic as well as nanoscopic terms. We have shown [1-4] that a metals chemical 
nature is critical in determining how effective a particular clean will be in removing it. For 
example, metals contained in metal salts or oxides on the surface are relatively easy to 
remove, whereas those bonded directly to the surface Si require a more extensive chemical 
sequence and are generally more difficult to remove. Possible locations, and therefore 
chemistries, of metals are illustrated in Fig. 1. Two cases are shown in the two columns, 
the left for a "clean" Si surface, such as might be expected for an HF-last surface (possible 
hydrogen termination left out for simplicity), and the right for a surface with a native oxide 
present. For metal atoms on the surface for these two cases, two very different bonding 
configurations might be expected, an intimate metal/Si bonding for the clean surface case or 
a metal/oxygen bonding for the case of the native oxide. To remove the metal from the 
clean surface, the metal/Si bond must be broken; to remove the metal from the native oxide 
surface, the metal may be already oxidized and therefore easily dissolved in a low pH 
solution or one containing an appropriate complexing agent. For metal in but near the 
surface, similar bonding issues need to be considered. In addition it is clear from the 
diagram that some Si must also be removed to access the metal atoms. This is an indication 
of the value of alternate sequences that oxidize the Si in a first step and then strip the oxide 
in the second step; this last step therefore will always require HF or other Si02 etch. The 
final type of chemistry that we encounter is shown at the bottom of the figure, where the 
metal is depicted as being present as a metal salt. This is the case we might expect for 
many metals deposited on the Si surface out of solution such as Fe203 A guide to 
understanding metal surface bonding can be obtained from the bulk metal/oxygen/Si ternary 
phase diagrams. One such phase diagram for Fe is shown in Fig. 2 [2,3] along with a 
diagram illustrating where different forms might be expected. Note in this diagram the 
existence of silicates has been included; in past publications we have neglected the silicates 
for simplicity. Possible distributions of Fe and the corresponding region of the phase 
diagram are also shown in the figure. An effective clean must be capable of removing all of 
the chemical forms shown. This is only part of the cleaning problem; the remainder is 
determining under what conditions the Fe will dissolved in solution and be stable enough to 
resist plateback. The remainder of the paper will deal with this issue for Fe in solution as a 
function of pH and peroxide concentration in solution. 
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CHEMICAL CONCEPTS 
In very simple terms the removal of metals from the Si surface can be described by 

the following "reaction": 

(Metal)adsorbed + Reactants <=> 
(Metal)dissolved + Reaction Products + Surface Residue (1) 

The chemistry of the metal adsorbed on the Si surface is determined by its bonding 
to the surface region as discussed above. It can be in the form of the element, its oxide, 
hydroxide, other salts, silicides, silicates, or organometallic compounds and carbides. 
Since we are dealing with individual atoms in many cases, the concept of a compound, 
such as a silicide, may not be entirely correct. However, for numerous cases in surface 
science, the binding of an "adsorbate" can be closely associated with a similar bulk 
compound [5]. In the case of "silicide-bonded" metal, we refer to the metal with Si nearest 
neighbors, whose binding energy might be expected to semi-quantitatively determined by 
the bond strengths in the corresponding silicide. 

The goal of a cleaning process, of course, is to convert the adsorbed metal into its 
soluble form. High solubility's normally are found only for oxidized forms of metals, 
typically as the metal ions, hydroxylated ions (HFe02~, Fe(OH)2+, ...)> and complexes 
(CuCl2", TiF6"2, ...) [6,7]. Therefore a major role of the reactant must be to oxidize the 
metal or provide an environment to keep it in an oxidized, soluble form. This is in 
competition with the equilibrium between insoluble oxides (hydroxides) and the soluble 
oxidized forms. Thus low pH solutions (high oxide solubility) coupled with oxidizing 
agents (H2O2, HNO3,...) are commonly employed for metal removal. 

We will now present an analysis of the electrochemical properties of Fe in solutions 
as a function of pH and dissolved oxygen concentration (or H2O2). From this analysis it 
is easy to see why the reaction above is driven to the left in all situations except for very 
low pH. In addition, the analysis predicts that the deposited Fe should be in an oxidized 
from (probably as a Fe3+ ion). This also indicates that the deposited Fe should be easily 
removed in a subsequent low pH step, since the Fe 3 + ion is quite soluble in these 
solutions. 

The discussion in this paper will relate to the thermodynamics of the system. The 
kinetics of the chemical process is also critical. For example, if a metal is buried in or 
under a native oxide, favorable thermodynamics, although necessary, may be unimportant; 
the effectiveness of the cleaning chemistry may be determined by the kinetics of the 
leaching of the metal through the oxide or the removal of the oxide entirely. This is the 
reason that HF has been demonstrated to be effective for metal removal [1,2,8,9]. On the 
one hand HF can provide a low pH environment leading to high metal ion solubility and on 
the other it provides a mechanism to dissolve the native oxide that may be passivating not 
only the Si but adsorbed metal. In addition although we will show that Fe is 
thermodynamically stable dissolved in many cleaning solutions, the rate at which it 
precipitates is obviously quite slow. It seems likely that the Si surface provides a 
heterogeneous site for the nucleation of the precipitated phase, leading to the strong 
plateback effect observed in the literature [10]. 

The solubility of Fe 
In contact with aqueous solutions Fe will exist as an oxide or hydroxide. Although 

there are other possible oxides, we will limit this discussion to Fe203 (Fe+3) and Fe(OH)2 
(Fe+2), the most stable forms in contact with water and oxidizing agents. Given one of 
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these solid forms the solubility of the Fe+ 2 and Fe+3 can be determined by the following 
reactions [6,7]: 

l/2Fe203 + 3H+ » Fe+3 + 3/2H20 (2) 

Fe(OH)2 + 2H+ <=> Fe+2 + 2H20 (3) 

This leads to equilibrium concentrations at room temperature given by: 

[Fe+2] = i .95xlO ( 1 3-2 p H ) 

[Fe+3]= 0 .19xlO ( ' 3 p H ) 

Unfortunately there are additional forms of Fe that must also be considered. These 
are HFe02", FeOH+2, and Fe(OH)2+, the first being in the +2 oxidation state the last two 
in the +3 state. The appropriate equilibrium reactions are: 

HFe02_ + 3H+ <=> Fe+ 2 + 2H20 (4) 

FeOH+2 + H+1=> Fe+3 + H2O (5) 

Fe(OH)2+ + 2H+ <=> Fe+3 + 2H2O (6) 

These lead to equilibrium relationships: 

i ^ ^ = 2.63xl0(3PH-3 2) 
[Fe+2] 

E ^ l = 3 . 7 x l 0 ( P H - 3 > 
[Fe+J] 

» ^ = 7.59xl0(2PH-8) 

The total Fe concentration in solution can be determined by the sum of the 
concentration of the various forms. This is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of pH. For 
trivalent Fe the Fe+3 form dominates for the range of pH shown. For the divalent case, 
high solubility for low pH is obtained for Fe+ 2 itself, whereas at high pH the HFe02" 
form dominates. In looking at these curves we might therefore expect that Fe has a 
solubility greater than 1 ppb for all conditions (minimum in the Fe+ 2 curve). However we 
must also include the equilibrium between the Fe+ 2 and Fe+3 forms themselves. 
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Fe Solution Equilibrium 
The equilibrium between the Fe4"2 and the Fe+ 3 forms is determined by the 

concentration of available oxidizing agents and can be represented by the following 
reactions for cases of interest: 

Fe+2 + H+ + 1/2H202 <=> Fe+3 +H2O (7) 

2Fe+2 + 2H+ + 1/202 <=> 2Fe+3 + H2O (8) 

2Fe+2 + 2H+ +O3 <=> 2Fe+3 + 02 + H2O (9) 

Note the equilibrium depends on the concentration of an appropriate oxidizing(or 
reducing) agent for the system to be completely specified. In aqueous solutions we must 
use the appropriate free energy for the dissolved species in equilibrium with the appropriate 
partial pressure of the species in the gas phase. In equilibrium one reaction can be easily 
converted to anther. However, these reactants are seldom in equilibrium. H2O2 for 
example is thermodynamically unstable except in equilibrium with enormous 02 partial 
pressures. For simplicity we will deal exclusively with the first reaction; this is appropriate 
since many cleaning solutions contain H2O2 in any case. The effect of dissolved O2 will 
be quantitatively similar. The relationship between concentrations and free energies for the 
first reaction can be written as: 

[Fe^[H222P = 1 5 x l o ( p H - 1 7 ) 
[Fe40] 

The ratio of 
F e+2 

and Fe"1"3 is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of pH for various 
H2O2 concentrations. It is seen that the Fe4"3 is favored down to extremely low H2O2 
concentrations for all ranges of pH. Applying this to Fig. 3 we see that the Fe+ 2 form will 
tend to be converted to the Fe+3 form by even minute amounts of peroxide present. The 
solubility of the Fe overall is therefore much better described by the Fe+ 3 curve by itself. 
This being the case the solubility of Fe in typical cleaning solutions above pH of about 4 is 
quite low leading to a driving force for the precipitation of Fe203. The kinetics of the 
process may however lead to reaction rates that are so slow as to effectively stop the 
equilibration. In this case it is likely to find Fe+ 2 in supersaturated concentrations for 
peroxide (or dissolved 02, or dissolved O3) containing solutions. 
Peroxide Decomposition Effects 

Give the above analysis there is an additional effect to be considered, peroxide 
decomposition. H2O2 is, of course, thermodynamically unstable with regard to 
decomposition to H2O2 and 02- The presence of the Fe3+ ions predicted above can lead 
to an acceleration of this decomposition as has been observed in recent work [11]. The 
reaction of interest is: 

Fe+3 + 1/2H202 <=> Fe+ 2 + H++1/202 (7) 

This reaction is thermodynamically driven to the right, especially at high pH. If we 
compare to reaction (7) above we see that one scenario is the catalytic decomposition of the 
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H2O2 by the presence of Fe in solution. This points out the difficulty of analyzing a 
system that is fundamentally unstable (H2O2) using equilibrium analysis. In the present 
case there will be a competition between the precipitation of Fe and the catalytic 
decomposition of the H2O2 to H2O and O2. 

Relationship to Cleaning 
To see how these effects may be important in cleaning we will consider a few 

examples. First let us imagine we start with NH4OH with 10 ppb Fe impurity; this would 
be in the form of HFe02". This is now mixed with H2O and H2O2 to form a cleaning 
solution. The addition of the H2O2 leads to a driving force for the conversion of the 
HFe02~ to Fe+3. The Fe+3 is itself unstable with respect to the precipitation of Fe203 at 
the high pH's present. Kinetics however may limit the conversion of Fe+ 2 to Fe+3 as well 
as the precipitation of the Fe203. The immersion of Si wafers into the solution now 
provides for the possibility of heterogeneous nucleation of the Fe203 form on the Si 
surface. This explains the Fe plateback effect without the need to invoke an additional 
chemical iteraction with the Si itself; the Si for this mechanism serves only as a catalyst for 
the precipitation reaction. 

As another example let us consider an HC1:H202:H20 solution with 1 ppb Fe 
present. For pH< 2 the Fe will be stable in solution in the Fe+3 form. Now we expose 
wafers to the solution, remove and attempt to rinse. The rinse will cause the pH of any 
carried over chemical to be driven to near 7; in the process the solubility of the Fe is 
considerably reduced, leading to the possibility of precipitation driven plateback. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A detailed understanding of the metal cleaning problem defined by equation (1) 

requires a knowledge of the Si metal interaction as well as the solution chemistry. In this 
paper we have presented a model by which the solution chemistry side of the problem can 
be understood for Fe. It suggests that high pH solutions with oxidizing agents present can 
lead to Fe plateback through simple heterogeneous precipitation of Fe203. To alleviate this 
effect altogether, Fe concentrations in the bases must be kept to a value below what is 
practical. Some Fe plateback from these solutions must therefore be expected. To remove 
this metal such cleans must be followed by a low pH treatment which redesolves the 
Fe203. Even in this case some Fe plateback due to the pH swing caused by a subsequent 
rinse may be expected. This leads to a scenario whereby sequential dilution's of the 
dissolved Fe by low pH cleans followed by rinses will lead to lower and lower surface 
concentrations as more clean/rinse cycles are added. 

An additional mechanism suggested by other workers is the electrochemical 
replacement of a Si atom on the surface by the metal atom with oxidation and dissolution of 
the silicon, although this is possible and probably occurs in some cases, our analysis 
shows an additional channel for metal plate back that does not require dissolving Si. In this 
regard, however, a few comments are appropriate concerning the use of electronegativity 
and/or half cell potentials to predict such effects. It has been suggested that metals that are 
more electronegative than Si (or have larger half cell reduction potentials) will tend to plate 
out due to a simple oxidation/reduction reaction [12]. This would be true if the dominant 
soluble species are the elemental ions. This is not the case for Si or the more 
electronegative metals; the typical soluble species for some of these are: AuCl4", PtCl4"2, 
HgCU -2, HCuOr, CuCl2, SiF6"2, HPb04", and HSn04" [5,6]. A prediction of the 
details of the plating reaction must consider the equilibrium and kinetics of the set of 
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reactions involving these species. The kinetics are particularly important as the Si surface 
may catalyze the plating reaction even though it is not directly involved in the overall 
reaction itself. 

Unfortunately, the process of cleaning a Si wafer requires not only the removal of 
metals but also organics, particles, and in some cases native oxide. The particle issue is 
particularly perplexing with regard to metal contamination, since the use of high pH SC1-
type solutions for particle removal lead to conditions conducive to metal plating as 
discussed above. Even at today's ppb chemical purity levels, effects of Al and Fe 
deposition from SCI solutions are still observed. We are left with the situation of the 
undesirability of SCI-last surfaces due to metal contamination, but the undesirability of 
anything else due to particle contamination. It is however becoming more necessary for 
modern processing to replace SCI-last sequences with others (SC2 if native oxide is 
acceptable or HF or HF/H2O2 if native oxide free surfaces are required). 

For metal removal water rinses can play an important role, as discussed above. 
This might be particularly critical in deep trenches. In addition water normally contains 
dissolved oxygen which can rapidly oxidize HF-last surfaces. This has led to a 
recommendation of adding 10-100 ppm HF to a rinse (especially after an HF-last clean) 
providing a low pH, and sufficient HF, to mitigate the possible effect of the dissolved 
oxygen. Clearly much work is still needed to develop more effective rinsing and drying 
approaches for sub 0.35|j,m device structures. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the possible locations of metals on a silicon surface, (a) 
represents metal atoms on a "clean" surface, which would be encountered if metal were 
deposited in ultrahigh vacuum; (b) represents the same case if a native oxide were present; 
(c) and (d) represent the case of a metal just below the surface; (e) and (f) represent the case 
of a metal salt deposited from solution. 

Figure 2. The phase diagram for the Fe/Si/O system is shown (other silicides neglected for 
clarity). The likely chemical forms of Fe in an MOS structure are shown on the right. The 
substrate is best represented by the lower right corner of the phase diagram in equilibrium 
with Si02 and FeSi, whereas the oxide in an oxidizing ambient would be in equilibrium 
with Fe203 and Fe2Si04. 
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Figure 3. Diagram showing the relative solubilities of the various forms of Fe+ 3 and Fe+ 2 

as a function of pH, neglecting any equilibrium between the 2 forms. 

Figure 4. Diagram showing the ratio between total Fe+ 2 and Fe+ 3 as a function of pH for 
various concentrations of H2O2. 
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APPLICATION OF THERMODYNAMIC ELECTROCHEMICAL POTENTIAL-pH 
AND ACTIVITY-ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS IN WET CLEANING OF Si: 

M:H20, M:NH4OH:H20 AND M:C1 :H20 {M= Fe, Cu} systems. 
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Thermodynamic stability diagrams for the systems M-NH3-H20, M-C1-
H20 and M-H20 { M= Fe, Cu} have been generated using the 
DIAGRAM computer program. The open circuit potential (OCP) and the 
current-potential measurements were made using p-type silicon electrodes 
in the presence of various electrolytes. Electrochemical measurements 
indicate the presence of an oxide-related passivating film on the silicon 
electrode in HO electrolyte under the open circuit condition. On the other 
hand, in the presence of HF electrolyte, no passivation region was 
observed even at high potentials. A detailed electrochemical interpretation 
for the contamination/cleaning of Fe and Cu on/from silicon surface has 
been presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is believed that future technologies with sub 100A gate oxides will require 
metallic contamination significantly below 1011 atoms/cc(l). As a result numerous studies 
aimed at lowering the concentration of surface metals by wet cleaning have been reported 
(2-5). However, rather limited studies have focussed on gaining a detailed understanding 
of the mechanism of deposition/ removal of metals from silicon wafers using wet 
cleaning(6-7). The processes involving deposition/ removal of metals across a 
semiconductor/ aqueous interface as well as etching/ microroughening of the silicon 
surface are electrochemical in nature. In this study, thermodynamic aspects of Fe and Cu 
cleaning are studied first in detail using electrochemical potential-pH diagrams and 
activity-activity diagrams. Electrochemical measurements, such as the open circuit 
potential(OCP) and current-potential(i-V) relationship, were made to elucidate the 
mechanism of metallic contamination on silicon surface. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A standard three-electrode cell configuration was used for electrochemical 
measurements. The conventional three-electrode system consisted of a saturated calomel 
electrode (SCE), a p-type Si working electrode and a Pt counter electrode. The working 
electrode was made using a p type CZ sample with resistivity of 4 to 6 ohm cm. The 
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ohmic contact was made by rubbing the electrode with Ga-ln eutectic. An EG&G 
Princeton Applied Research Model 273 electrochemistry system was used for 
electrochemical measurements. All potentials reported in this study were converted to the 
SHE scale (SHE = 0.241 + SCE). 

The minority carrier diffusion length was measured using the Surface Photovoltage 
(SPV) method(8). The SPV method utilizes a very low level of excitation. The method 
of determining Fe using SPV is described elsewhere(9). The following cleaning systems 
with varying compositions were used: 

NH4OH:H202:H20 
HC1:H202:H20 
HF:H20. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Thermodynamic Data 

To construct stability diagrams, the equilibrium constant data for the reactions of 
interest were culled from the literature(10-12). Representative thermodynamic data used 
in the construction of these diagrams are shown in Table 1. The data analysis and the 
generation of predominance diagrams were accomplished using the Diagram computer 
program. The computer program has been discussed elsewhere(13). 

Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) present equilibrium Eh-pH diagrams for the Fe-H20 and Fe-
NH3-H20 systems, respectively. The activity of dissolved iron-containing species is 
assumed as 10"10. The ammonia-ammonium activity {N} is 1.0. These values were 
selected to represent typical compositions of cleaning solutions used in the semiconductor 
industry. These thermodynamic road maps delineate the stabilities of various solid and 
dissolved aqueous species. The upper and lower dotted lines in these figures correspond 
to the oxygen evolution and the hydrogen evolution reactions, respectively. In general, 
the stability of a phase, and hence cleaning or contamination would depend upon the pH 
and electrode potential, Eh of a cleaning solution. In the case of SCI cleaning, with a pH 
value between 10 and 11, FeOOH enjoys a large stability field. On comparing the Eh-pH 
diagrams in Figs.(la) and (lb), it is clear that the presence of ammonia introduces a 
ferrous ammine stability field in the F e ^ and FeOOH regions centered around pH 9.3. 
Thus under certain oxidation conditions, it is possible to dissolve/ clean Fe from a solid 
silicon wafer surface. However, on increasing the oxidation potential, iron-oxides, 
FeOOH/ Fe203 become stable. Thus Fe is predicted to precipitate out from the SCI 
cleaning solution onto a solid surface such as silicon wafer (eqs. 2 and 3). Further, the 
rate of Fe contamination would depend upon the Fe concentration in the chemicals and 
the rinse time. On lowering the pH to the neutral regime, iron-oxide continues to be the 
stable product. This indicates that rinsing with de-ionized water following SCI does not 
remove any iron oxide from the wafer surface. On further lowering the pH, aqueous 
species such as Fe2f and Fe3f predominate. Iron cannot deposit as elemental Fe as the 
oxidation potential at the silicon/ electrolyte interface falls in the stability field of Fe2+ 

and Fe3+. This explains the dissolution of iron-oxide-related contamination from silicon 
surfaces by cleaning using acid media such as HF, HC1 and sulfuric acid. 
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Figs. 2(a-b) present Eh-pH diagrams for the systems Cu:H20 and Cu:NH3:H20 
respectively. Again it is clear from comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) that the presence of 
ammonia under basic pH introduces a copper-ammine-related stability field. In order to 
examine the effect of the concentration of ammonia on the predominance diagram, Fig 
2c presents a plot of Log{NH3+ NFL*} vs. pH at a fixed {Cu24} activity of 102 and an 
Eh of 0.1 V. It can be seen that Cu contamination can occur by forming Cu- oxides at 
higher pH. On the other hand at lower pH, contamination is due solely to the formation 
of elemental copper. To avoid the deposition of elemental copper at lower pH values, the 
electrochemical potential of the solution needs to be raised. In practice, this is achieved 
by the addition of H202 so that the Eh falls above the Cu/Cu2' boundary line (Figs. 2a 
and 2b). 

Potential Determining Reactions and Contamination 

In order to predict the thermodynamic stability of a phase, both pH and Eh need 
to be defined. The important potential determining reactions in aqueous phase across the 
silicon/ electrolyte interface can be summarized as follows: 

2H+ + 2e - H2 124J 
02 + 4H+ + 4e = H20 [25 J 
H202 + 2Hf + 2e = 2H20 [26J 
Si + 2H20 + 4(+)= Si02 + 4H+ [27J 

Further, in reaction 27, silicon oxides, other than stoichiometric Si02 have been reported 
to form (14). The open circuit potential, OCP or mixed potential, i.e., the potential at 
which net current density is zero, is determined by the electron accepting hydrogen 
evolution reaction 24 and the hole consuming silicon oxide formation reaction 27. This 
has been schematized in Fig. 3. Oxygen and H202 reactions raise the OCP to a higher 
potential, if present in significant amounts. The other reactions which donot affect the 
OCP due to the negligible concentration of the relevant ions, could result from trace 
metallic impurities, such as, 

Cu2+ + 2e = Cu 128J 
Fe2+ + 2e = Fe [29J 

Thus, as shown in Fig.3, the efficiency of contamination causing reactions 28 and 29 is 
controlled by the OCP which in turn is determined by the rate of reactions 24-27. In 
Table 2, experimentally measured OCP values, in various solutions, are presented. On 
comparing these values with Figs. 1-2, it can be seen that the OCP values of-0.03V 
(SCI), 0.25V(SC2) and 0.27 V (HF) fall in the stability regime of FeOOH, Fe2+ and 
Fe2+ respectively. In a set of experiments, samples were cleaned with these chemicals 
and the surface metals were driven in by heat treatment at 1000C for 30 min. in nitrogen 
ambient. The Fe concentration was determined using the SPV method. These results are 
shown in Figure 4. As expected from the consideration of the Eh-pH diagram, the Fe 
contamination resulting from SCI bath cleaning is 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than 
that depositing from SC2 or HF bath. The band energy diagram in relation to the 
standard redox levels and the OCP is presented in Fig. 3b. A value of 0.64 V for the flat 
band potential, VFB in HF electrolyte has been used(19). The deposition of copper and the 
removal of Fe from silicon surface can be easily explained on the basis of the 
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semiconductor-electrochemical model(16). In brief, electroreduction of copper by 
electrons from the conduction band is energetically favorable. On the other hand, the 
unfilled levels of the Fe2+ /Fe redox couple lies well above the conduction band and is 
not energetically favorable for the deposition of Fe from HF. Further, p-Si is reverse 
biased under the open circuit condition( OCP< VFB). AS a result, enhanced copper 
contamination of p-Si under the band gap illumination is observed (6,16). 

Effect of Anions on Copper contamination 

In Figs. 5a and b, experimentally determined Log i vs. E relationships are shown 
for a p-Si electrode in the presence of 1M HC1 and 25% HF solution. Figure 5a shows 
three distinct regions, i.e., hydrogen evolution region, active dissolution region and a 
passive region. Such behavior is also seen in basic pH electrolytes(14-15). 
Electrochemical reactions related with etching, microroughening and metal contamination 
are dependent upon the value of OCP(16). At lower potentials, hydrogen evolution is the 
predominant reaction. The sharp increase in the current in region 2 is due to the anodic 
dissolution of Si. The reaction products of dissolution donot inhibit the reaction. On 
further increase in the potential, a drop in the current is indicative of the surface 
passivation (reduction in the current was found to increase at lower potential scan rates 
than that used in Fig.5). However, on comparing Figs. 5a and 5b, the passive region is 
not observed in the log i-E plots in the presence of HF ( Fig. 5b). Thus, in the case of 
HF, the silicon surface is free of oxides, thus facilitating the copper deposition reaction. 
In the case of HC1, the value of OCP falls in the passive regime of the Log i-E plot 
shown in Fig. 5a, indicating the presence of an oxide film. Thus a higher overpotential 
for the copper deposition than that in the presence of HF is required. Further, in the case 
of HC1 the standard electrode potential for deposition reaction is shifted towards lower 
potentials. Consider the electrode potentials of the following reactions. The electrode 
potentials for these reactions have been calculated for the activity of dissolved Cu-related 
species at 1010 . 

E CuVCu = -0.07V [30J 
ECuCl27Cu = -0.27 V [31] 
ECuCl4

3/Cu = -0.43V [32] 

This explains why contamination of Cu from HC1 solution is lower than that from HF 
based cleaning(17). 

Effect of HX), 

It should be noted that the addition of H202 raises the OCP, which reduces the 
copper contamination in acidic medium. In SCI condition, the addition of H202 brings 
the OCP in the passive dissolution regime (-0.36V in the absence of hydrogen peroxide 
vs. a value of -0.03V in the presence of H202). Since the dissolution current density is 
several fold lower in the passive regime than that in the active dissolution regime in the 
absence of- H202, the roughness decreases significantly(4). However, Fe and Cu 
contamination is not reduced as the OCP is further pushed in the stability regime of Fe 
and Cu oxides. 
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SUMMARY 

The application of thermodynamic electrochemical potential-pH diagram in wet 
cleaning of silicon has been demonstrated. The deposition of Fe and Cu at higher pH is 
caused by the precipitation of metal oxides. Under acidic pH, the open circuit potential 
as well as the potential corresponding to the Ec ( conduction band edge) lie well above 
the Fe/ Fe 2i boundary, thus keeping the Fe in the electrolyte. On the other hand, the 
position of Ec and the Cu/Cu2+ boundary are energetically favorable for the deposition of 
elemental copper on oxide-free silicon surface. The i-V behavior of silicon in HC1 
indicates that the OCP falls well within the passive regime. This passivating film results 
in a large overpotential for the copper deposition reaction. 
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TABLE 1 Selected equilibrium constants for the Fe-NH3-H20, and the Cu-NH3-H20 
systems at 25 C. 

Reaction 

1. Fe = Fe2+ + 2e 
2. Fe203 + 2e + 6H+ 

3. FeOOH + e + 3H+ 

4. Fe304 + 2e + 8H+ 

5. FeO + 2H+ = Fe21 

6. Fe(OH)3 + e +3H+ 

7. Fe(OH)2 + 2H+ = 
8. Fe(NH3)

2+ + H+ = 
9. Fe(NH3)2

2+ + 2H + 

10.Fe(NH3)4
2+ + 4H+ 

= 2Fe2f + 3H20 
= Fe2+ + 2H20 

- 3Fe2+ + 4H20 
+ H20 
= Fe2+ + 3H20 
Fe 2+ + 2H20 
Fe24 + NH4

f 

= Fe2+ + 2NH4
+ 

= Fe2+ + 4NH/ 
II.NH4+ = H+ + NH3 
12.Fe(OH)3 + 3H+ = 
13.Fe(OH)4

2 + 4H+ = 
14.CuO + 2H + = Cu 
15.Cu = Cu2+ + 2e 
16.Cu20+ 2H+ = 2Cu2 

17.Cu(NH3)
+ + H+ = 

18.Cu(NH3)2
+ +2H+ = 

19.Cu(NH3)
++ + H+ = 

20.Cu(NH3)2
++ + 2H+ 

21.Cu(NH3)3
++ + 3H+ 

22.Cu(NH3)4
++ + 4H + 

23.Cu(NH3)5
++ + 5H+ 

Fe2+ + 3H20 
= Fe21 + 4H20 
i2+ + H20 

+ +H20 + 3e 
Cu2' + NH4

+ + e 
= Cu2f + 2NH4

+ + e 
= Cu2f + NH,+ 

= Cu2f + 2NH4
f 

= Cu2+ + 3NH4+ 

= Cu2+ + 4NH4
+ 

= Cu2+ + 5NH4
 + 

LogK 

16.16 
26.93 
13.37 
36.81 
14.77 
15.63 
12.90 
7.84 
16.28 
33.26 
-9.24 
31 
46 
7.34 
-11.48 
-7 
0.75 
5.22 
5.06 
10.76 
17.06 
24.12 

33.87 

TABLE 2 Open circuit potential (OCP) values for p-type silicon electrodes. 

Resistivity Electrolyte OCP, SHE, Volts References 

4-6 0hmcm IM HC1 0.17 This work 
4-6 Ohmcm IM HC1 + H202 0.25 This work 
4-6 Ohmcm IM NH4OH -0.36 This work 
4-6 Ohmcm IM NH4OH+ H202 -0.03 This work 
1.3 Ohmcm IM KOH -1.07 18 
4.2 Ohmcm IM KOH -1.25 18 
0.5 Ohmcm 5% HF -0.11 19 
4-6 Ohmcm 25%HF+0.1MKC1 0.28 This work 
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AN ELECTROCHEMICAL PERSPECTIVE OF SILICON CONTAMINATION 
DURING PROCESSING 

Yaw S. Obeng 
AT&T Bell Laboratories 
555 Union Boulevard 
Allentown, PA 18103 

Copper contamination of silicon wafers during 
etching in HF, and the consequent pitting of the 
substrates are described. The observations are 
discussed in terms of oxidation-reduction 
processes at the silicon-solution interface. A 
guide for identifying potential metallic 
contaminants, and contamination extents are 
proposed. Strategies for preventing metallic 
contamination are also discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Transition metal contamination continues to plague 
the IC industry; electrodeless plating of noble metals is 
considered a nuisance in substrate cleaning by wet 
chemical etching. The metal contaminants in wet chemical 
cleaning can be traced to a number of sources such as 
equipment (metal components of wafer handlers), process 
materials (Si materials), cleaning chemicals, as well as 
cross contamination from metal deposition processes. 
Transition metals tend to diffuse rather quickly via 
interstitial lattice sites and form deep level traps which 
can readily affect the electrical and optical properties 
of Si. Metal contaminants are known to passivate dopants, 
create generation-recombination centers in Si, increase 
reverse-bias junction leakage currents, affect the 
dielectric properties of oxides, decorate dislocations and 
induce stacking fault formation. Furthermore, transition 
metal contamination can degrade devices to an extent well 
beyond what would be expected from the contamination 
levels. For example, an initially deposited submonolayer 
of Cu can induce other metals that will not normally 
deposit, such as Mo and Pb, to deposit from solution 
through the phenomenon of underpotential deposition (UDP) 
of metals. 
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Kern et al. have identified three basic mechanisms by 
which metals contaminate wafers: physisorption, 
precipitation of insoluble metal complexes, and deposition 
of free metal species (1). The latter mechanism is 
difficult to control even in the purest commercially 
available solutions. It is also well known that 1 ppb 
levels of Cu in HF can plate out to yield 10 1 1 - 1012 

atom/cm2 concentrations on Si surfaces (2). 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

Silicon wafers etched in contaminated 49% HF emerge 
from the processing bath with a hazy dull appearance. 
Optical and scanning electron microscopies suggested the 
haze was formed by deposits on the Si wafer during 
chemical etching of dielectric films in the HF bath. 
Surface SIMS analysis of the hazed areas showed traces of 
fluorine (F) , presumably from adsorbed HF or some fluoride 
salts, and large amounts of copper (Cu) contaminants. 
Auger microprobe analysis of the haze particles showed 
that the Cu contamination was confined to these plate-like 
particles. ICP-MS analysis suggest that the Cu deposits 
originated from the HF bath. 

Figure 1 shows the SEM of the top surface of a Cu 
contaminated wafer that has been stored in an analytical 
laboratory ambient for about 4 months. The wafer surface 
developed pits at the sites that originally had Cu 
containing deposits, and surface area of the pits match 
the foot prints of the original deposits. Atomic force 
microscopy (AFM, Figure 2) shows the pits to be ~ 900A 
deep. Auger analyses within the pits showed Cu and traces 
of chlorine (CI) as the only contaminants, while the areas 
adjacent to the pits show only carbon (C) and oxygen (0) 
contaminants. These observations suggest that the pitting 
may be a consequence of Si and F loss, possibly as 
volatile SiF4. The pit sizes and their distribution 
suggest that the pitting process is limited by the amount 
of F available locally in the initial Cu-rich deposits. 

DISCUSSION 

The bare Si surface is a fairly strong reductant 
(Efb = -0.7V/NHE), with a small band gap (l.lev). Thus, 
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for metallic ions with redox potentials negative of Effc> 
both oxidation and reduction will occur through the 
conduction band of the Si, irrespective of dopant type and 
level, although ion reduction rate on p-type Si is 
expected to be slower than on n-type. This suggests that 
p-type Si should be less susceptible to noble metal 
contamination; Cachet et al. have demonstrated that in the 
presence of a p/n junction, Pt and Pd deposit selectively 
on n-type areas (3) . 

The observed pitting is the net result of Cu 
catalyzed formation of volatile SiF4 from reaction of the 
Si substrate, atmospheric humidity, and fluorine sources 
such as adsorbed HF. The proposed chemical processes are 
summarized in equations [1] and [2] . 

Si(s) + 2H20 — ^ Si02(s) + 2H2 [1] 

Si02(s) + 4HF — ^ SiF4(g) + 2H2<3 [2] 

Thermodynamics of Metal Contanmination Process 

The reduction of metal ions at the clean 
Si/electrolyte interface is accompanied by the oxidation 
of Si by hole injection. The surface contamination 
process can be summarized as 

Mn+(aq) + ne > M(s) E = E M (reduction) [5] 

Si(s) + 2H20(1) >Si02(s) + 2H2(g) E Q = 0.84V/NHE [6] 

The formal potential of the reduction step, EM, is related 
to the solution concentration of the metallic ion, Mn+, of 
interest by the Nernst equation (equation [7]) 

EM = Eo(M) + (RT/nF) In([Mn+]/[M] ) [7] 
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where Eo(M) is the standard reduction potential of the 
M/M n + couple, R the gas constant, F Faraday's constant, 
and [Mn+] the molar concentration of M n + (moles/cirP) . 

Since the reduced metal goes out of solution as free 
metal, its activity ([M]) is effectively unity, and 
equation [8] reduces to 

E M = Eo + (RT/nF)ln[Mn+] [8] 

The driving force for the contamination process , E c, is 

Ec = E M - 0.84 V/NHE [9] 

The metal ion reduction at the interface is feasible as 
long as Ec is a positive quantity. This restricts the 
reduction potential of possible metal contaminants to 
species with E M > +0.84 V/NHE. E c determines only the 
feasibility, but not the rate, of the reduction of M n + on 
bare Si (in HF). In VLSI grade HF, the concentration of 
most divalent metal ions, e.g., Cu 2 + , Zn2 + , and Pb2 +, is 
around O.lOppb. At these concentrations positive E c 

restricts potential direct contaminants to species of E Q ^ 
0.3 V/NHE, i.e., only metals below C o 2 + or Cu 2 + in the 
electromotive series. 

Contamination Kinetics 

The wafer surface concentration of electrodeposited 
metal after HF cleaning should be proportional to the 
reduction and deposition rates. For a M n +/M couple, E 0 (M) 
does not change, but E M floats as a function of [M] and 
[M n+]. Define, AE as 

AE = (RT/nF) [In (A ( [Mn+] / [M] ) ] [10] 

where (A([Mn+]/[M]) is the change in the ratio of reduced 
to oxidized metal ion concentrations. The rate of 
metal/contaminant deposition is described by 
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AE/At = (RT/nF)ln (A[Mn+])/At [11] 

The slope of the metal deposition rate curve, (RT/nF), 
depends on the charge on the metallic species. Equation 
[11] also suggests that the electrodeposition will cease 
at the point when AE/At effectively approaches zero. 

The total amount of metal deposited on the wafer 
surface is determined by the total charge passed (Q), 
equation [12] 

Q = (RT/nF) In (A[Mn+]).t [12] 

p = Q(l + 1/A) = (RT/nFA)t.ln[Mn+] [13] 

Under diffusion controlled conditions the density, 
( p ), of free metal depends on the solution concentration 
of the reducible metal ions, their charges, and the 
duration of contact of the clean Si wafer with the 
contaminated solution, equation [13]. The form of 
equation [13] agrees with the empirical relationships 
derived for heavy metal contamination of Si wafers from 
deliberately contaminated HF solutions (2). 

Strategies for Preventing Metallic Contamination 

It has been demonstrated that the addition of H2O2 to 
HF cleaning solutions prevents the formation of metal 
deposits on the cleaned Si surface- The added peroxide 
presumably oxidizes the H-capped Si to Si02 by the 
reaction: 

Si + 2H202 — ^ Si02 + 02 + 2H2 E r x n ~2.1V/NHE [14] 

The Efb of Si02 is such that there is no direct deposition 
of metals on the surface as the oxide film can not be 
further oxidized. The addition of the peroxide to the HF 
solution introduces a new dimension to the metal 
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contamination problem, as the passivating oxide is very 
susceptible to a wider range of metallic contamination. 
Many of the metal ions present in HF solution oxidize 
rather readily and are incorporated into the growing Si02 
film. Thus, care must be taken to effectively strip off 
the in-situ grown oxide before further processing. 

Another strategy to preventing metallic contamination 
during HF etching is the addition of surfactants to the HF 
cleaning solutions. For example, the addition of anionic 
perfluorocarbon surfactants to 5% HF etching solutions 
have been demonstrated to reduce Si surface Cu 
concentration by four fold, relative to neat 5% HF. The 
addition of surfactants has two potential benefits: (a) 
surfactant films adsorb on and passivate substrate 
surfaces, and (b the micelles immobilize the metal 
ions(4). The micelle immobilized ions tend to be more 
stable than the hydrated precursors, towards reduction as 
the efficiency of the electron transfer kinetics is 
decreased. Furthermore, the micelle-ion complexation 
drastically decreases the free metal concentration, thus 
pushing the formal potential of potential metallic 
contaminants to below the threshold of -0.3 V/NHE. 

SUMMARY 

The pitting of Cu contaminated Si wafers is 
attributed to Cu catalyzed Si loss as volatile SiF4 from 
the Si substrate. In HF media, only metals with reduction 
potentials more positive than 0.3/NHE will deposit on Si 
wafers. The rate of deposition, and the wafer surface 
density of such metals, depend on the solution 
concentration of the reducible species. Hydrogen peroxide 
added to HF etching solutions oxidizes the cleaned Si 
surface, thus passivating it with an oxide film. The film 
prevents the Si from coming into direct contact with the 
reducible metal ions. The addition of surfactants 
prevents metallic contamination by drastically decreasing 
the free metal ion concentration. 
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Figure 1: SEM or Pitted Si Sunace of a Cu Contaminated Si wafer after 4 months 
in an analytical laboratory ambient. 
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Figure 2: Atomic Force Microeraph of a 900A deep pit on Si Surtace of a Cu 
Contaminated Si wafer after 4 months in an analytical laboratory ambient. 
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EFFECTS OF SURFACE IRON ON RECOMBINATION 
LIFETIME AND ITS REMOVAL FROM SILICON 

SURFACES 
Heungsoo Park and C. R. Helms 

Solid-State Electronics Laboratory 
Stanford University, Stanford CA 94305 

M. Tran and B. B. Triplett 
Intel Corporation, Santa Clara CA 95052-8125 

Vacuum-evaporated iron caused a severe degradation in the lifetimes 
irrespective of the cleans used indicating lifetime degradation is related to 
initial iron concentration, not merely to final iron concentration after 
cleaning. We also found that it took at least three separate steps (within the 
RCA-based cleans) to effectively remove iron from hydrofluoric acid 
solution (HF)-last surfaces. 

INTRODUCTION 

The current metal-oxide-silicon (MOS) processing, the concentration of 
"process-induced" metallic impurities on the silicon surfaces is often higher than 
1012 atoms/cm2.(l) Iron in particular has been one of the impurities of greatest 
concern in wafer degradation, leading to reduction of the minority-carrier 
recombination lifetime as well as poor gate oxide reliability. Therefore, it is 
important to understand the behavior of iron in silicon and silicon oxides, and 
develop effective methods for the removal and control of metals from the silicon 
surface. 

In this paper, we report effects of surface iron contamination on the 
photoconductivity recombination lifetime of p-type silicon and its removal from 
silicon surfaces. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

For this study, 4"(100) p-type Czochralski (CZ)-grown wafers were used 
in most cases. We prepared iron-contaminated wafers by vacuum-evaporating sub-
monolayer concentrations of iron atoms on wafers precleaned with either an 
ammonium hydroxide-hydrogen peroxide solution (SCl)-last step or an HF-last 
step at a very low rate (< 1013 atoms-cm^-sec-1) for about 2-3 sec to give a 
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contamination level of less than about 3xl013 atoms-cm-2. The relative efficiency 
of various chemical cleans was determined, using Auger electron spectroscopy 
(AES) as well as total reflection X-ray fluorescence (TXRF).(2,3) 

The photoconductivity recombination lifetimes of the wafers were measured 
with a Semitex LIFETECH-88. For the lifetime measurement, both the 
uncontaminated and the contaminated wafers were cleaned with standard RCA 
cleans followed by HF solutions and were then oxidized at 920°C to an oxide 
thickness of 110 A. In order to study its temperature dependence, the 
photoconductivity recombination lifetime of the wafers were measured from room 
temperature up to 250°C. 

To see surface microroughness of iron-contaminated wafers and 
uncontaminated wafers, we assessed some of the wafers cleaned with standard 
RCA cleans followed by HF solutions by means of Tapping Mode™ atomic force 
microscopy (TMAFM). The measurements were done on an area of 1 fj.m x ljum 
with 512 x 512 data points for the samples. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Chemical cleaning efficiency of the removal of iron from silicon surfaces 

Table I shows the efficiency of RCA-based cleans for the removal of iron 
on silicon surfaces. The cleaning efficiency here is defined as follows: 

100 
Chemical Cleaning Efficiency = , n ^ . . ~—r—\ 1 

° J the % Fe remaining after the cleans 

As shown in the table, we found that it took at least three separate steps to 
effectively remove iron from HF-last surfaces. We also found that the SCI was 
more effective in removing iron from HF-last surfaces than the hydrochloric acid-
hydrogen peroxide solution (SC2). Note the sequence ofHF + S C l + H F i s 
interesting because, even without an SC2 step, it effectively removed iron from 
silicon surfaces. 

When wafers are contaminated, several possible situations can result and we 
can group them into two categories in terms of surface conditions: one with native 
silicon oxides, and the other without native oxides (HF-last surface). In the former 
case (SCI-last surface), we could remove iron from native oxide surfaces even with 
single-step cleans.(2, 3) The iron on HF-last surfaces was much more difficult to 
remove. To understand this behavior, we must consider the bonding between 
metals and silicon itself when we aim to dissolve metals in chemical solutions. 
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Most elemental metals tend to dissolve in acidic solutions containing moderate 
oxidants and/or suitable complexing agents.(4) According to the potential-pH 
equilibrium diagram of the iron-H^O system (4), iron is not stable with H2O. It 
dissolves in acid solutions but becomes gradually passive as the pH of the solution 
increases. The presence of oxidizing agents in the solution also can help the 
dissolution of iron in the solution when the pH of the solution is below about 8. 

Table I 
Efficiency of RCA-based cleans on the removal of iron either from SCI-last 

surfaces or from HF-last surfaces. 

Chemical Cleaning 

HF only 

SCI only 

SC2 only 

SCI + SC2 

SC1+HF 

SC2 + HF 

HF + SC1 

HF + SC2 

SCI + SC2 + HF 

SCI + HF + SC2 

HF + SC1+HF 

HF + SC1+SC2 

Cleaning Efficiency 
(Fe on HF-last surface) 

6 

2 

0 

4 

99 

9 

49 

11 

24 

>99 

>99 

>99 

Therefore, we can expect that either an SC2 solution or an HF solution will be more 
effective to dissolve iron from silicon surfaces than an SCI solution. When 
compared with the previous experimental results (2, 3), this is the case when iron is 
deposited on the SCI-last surfaces, but it is not the case when iron is on HF-last 
surfaces. Our model is that iron on HF-last surfaces exhibits silicide-like bonding 
to Si; therefore, it is possible that the etching of silicon is necessary for iron 
removal from HF-last surfaces. HF and HF-oxidizing-HF sequences are therefore 
effective for the removal of iron in this case due to the attack of silicon by the HF 
solutions. 
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Effect of chemical cleaning of surface iron on photoconductivity recombination 
lifetime 

Table II shows the photoconductivity recombination lifetime of the 
uncontaminated p-type silicon wafers and the iron-contaminated wafers, with 
different chemical cleans prior to the oxidation step. As shown in the table, the 
chemical cleans before oxidation can strongly affect the lifetime of the wafers: a 
very low lifetime for the silicon wafer with SCI-last surfaces before oxidation and a 
high lifetime for the silicon wafer with HF-last surfaces before oxidation. 
However, for all of the cleans performed after iron deposition, the lifetimes were 
lower suggesting that the cleans still left iron that could dissolve into the silicon 
during oxidation. 

Table H 
Photoconductivity recombination lifetime on TCA-oxidized wafers having different 
chemical cleans prior to oxidation for the uncontaminated wafers, and for the iron-

contaminated wafers. 

Processes Lifetime [jisec] 
Uncontaminated Contaminated* 

HF + SCI 1 

HF + SC1+SC2 180-250 4 - 6 

SCI + SC2 + HF 5 - 10 

HF + SCI + SC2 + HF 400-500 5 - 10 

SCI + HF + SC2 + HF 20 - 30 

* The initial iron contamination level was about 3 x 1013 atoms/cm2. 

The use of the SCI solution has been controversial due to the possible 
recontamination of metallic impurities like aluminum and iron from the solution to 
the silicon surfaces during cleaning. Since aluminum does not greatly affect the 
recombination lifetime (5), we consider iron the more likely cause for the low 
lifetime of the silicon wafers cleaned in the SCI solution.(see Table II) Compared 
to the SCI solution, the SC2 solution is believed to produce clean silicon surfaces 
passivated by chemical oxides, relatively free of metallic contamination. In fact, 
Atsumi et al. suggested that recontamination of the silicon surfaces by iron in the 
solution did not occur because iron became soluble (or rather stable) ion at the low 
pH of the solution.(5) Indeed, iron tends to be absorbed more by the silicon 
surfaces as the pH of the solution goes up.(6) Therefore, it is not surprising that 
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the silicon wafers with a final SC2 solution clean show a much higher lifetime than 
the silicon wafers with a final SCI solution clean. The HF solution can produce 
very clean and flat silicon surfaces when compared with those produced by the 
other two solutions.(7) On the other hand, a silicon surface cleaned in the HF 
solution attracts particles and organic contaminants from the solution, deionized 
(DI) water, and ambient air.(8) It is not clear at this point how the vulnerability of 
the HF-cleaned silicon surfaces to particle and/or organic contamination before 
oxidation affects the recombination lifetime afterwards. However, it is the wafers 
cleaned in the HF solution that have the lowest iron contamination surfaces and that 
thus show the highest lifetime among the wafers cleaned in the three solutions. 

Effect of Initial Fe Coverage on Photoconductivity Recombination Lifetime of Si 

The lifetime is also dependent upon the concentration of surface iron: the 
higher the surface concentration, the lower the lifetime. However, it is surprising 
to see that the lifetime is also dependent on the initial concentration of surface iron 
before cleaning. Figure 1 shows the effect of the initial iron coverage on the 
lifetime of the wafers with different chemical cleans before oxidation. Likewise in 
Table II, the wafers with a HF-last surface before oxidation showed a higher 
lifetime than the wafers with a SC2-last surface before oxidation. 

As shown in the figure, the initial iron concentration has an effect on the 
lifetime: the larger the lifetime as the lower the initial iron concentration. The TXRF 
measurements on the iron-contaminated-but cleaned silicon surfaces showed that 
the surface iron concentration of the contaminated wafers was the same as that of 
the uncontaminated wafers. Since the TXRF measurements can not tell iron atoms 
from iron complexes on the surfaces, the concentration of "effective" iron on the 
uncontaminated wafers may, in fact, be lower than that of the contaminated wafers. 
Besides, iron was deposited on the HF-last surfaces in this study, which means 
some of surface iron atoms can survive during cleaning and later diffuse into the 
bulk during oxidation. Therefore, we suspect that the concentration of the 
"effective" iron atoms on the surfaces after cleaning is proportional to the initial 
concentration of iron deposited to a certain extent and thus that the lifetime is 
dependent upon the initial concentration of surface iron. 

However, we can not exclude the possibility that the dependency of the 
lifetime on initial surface iron coverage might be related to the surface 
microroughness of the wafers. As mentioned earlier, iron on HF-last surfaces is 
believed to have silicide-like bonding with surrounding silicon atoms, and those 
silicon atoms could be taken off with iron during cleans. If it is the case, then the 
surfaces of the iron-contaminated wafers becomes much rougher locally than those 
of the uncontaminated wafers after cleans: the more iron on the surfaces, the more 
roughened spots on the surfaces. We, then, can expect that the surface 
recombination velocity will be higher for the contaminated wafers than for the 
uncontaminated, resulting in lower lifetimes for the contaminated wafers than for 
the uncontaminated wafers. Table III shows the root-mean-square (rms) roughness 
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of an iron-contaminated wafer and a uncontaminated wafer, measured by AFM. 
They were cleaned through standard RCA cleans with HF solutions. For the 
contaminated wafer, only its center region was contaminated with iron. As shown 
in the table, the center of the contaminated wafer shows a slightly higher rms 
roughness than other areas of the same wafer and the center of the uncontaminated 
wafer, which does not seem to suggest that there was a large difference in surface 
microroughness between the contaminated wafer and the uncontaminated wafer 
after cleans. Since the table only shows the average values, it is not clear at this 
moment whether there were much roughened local regions on the contaminated 
wafer related with iron—if any, they should be the ones that deteriorates the lifetime 
severely. 

Table m 
Root-mean-square (rms) roughness of an iron-contaminated wafer and a 

uncontaminated wafer, measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM), after cleans 

Samples RMS Roughness [nm] 

Center of the iron-contaminated wafer . 104 

Edge of the iron-contaminated wafer . 09 5 

Center of the uncontaminated wafer .082 

* The initial iron contamination level was about 1 x 1014 atoms/cm2. 

Figure 2 shows the lifetime of an iron-contaminated-but-cleaned wafer as a 
function of temperature for both ramp-up and ramp-down of the sample. As shown 
in the figure, the lifetime exhibits the same trend for both cases. Since we were 
measuring the lifetime of the top layer of about 10 jim from the silicon surfaces due 
to the limitation from the penetration depth of the laser, we believe that the Fei's 
freed from the iron-born pairs at elevated temperatures did not diffuse far away, and 
thus that the reverse reaction to the formation of the iron-boron pairs became 
available as temperature went down. In fact, the diffusion coefficient of iron in 
silicon is not high at temperatures up to 250°C.(9) 

CONCLUSION 

Experiments on photoconductivity recombination lifetime of the wafers 
showed a very low lifetime for silicon wafers with SCI-last surfaces, a relatively 
high lifetime for silicon wafers with SC2-last surfaces, and a high lifetime for 
silicon wafers with HF-last surfaces. In addition, vacuum-evaporated iron caused a 
severe degradation in the lifetimes irrespective of the cleans used indicating lifetime 
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degradation is related to initial iron concentration, not merely to final iron 
concentration after cleaning. 
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Figure 2. The photoconductivity recombination lifetime of an iron-contaminated-
but-cleaned wafer as a function of temperature for both ramp-up and ramp-down. 
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ABSTRACT 

The effect of sodium and aluminum contamination on the dielectric 
behaviour of gate oxides is investigated for concentrations in the order of 
1011 atoms/cm2. No degradation of the breakdown field distribution has 
been observed for sodium and aluminum contaminated wafers. However, the 
presence of a tail in the charge-to-breakdown analysis of both the Na and Al 
contaminated samples indicates that both elements can be very detrimental to 
the reliability characteristics of thin gate oxides. 

INTRODUCTION 

The effect of metal contamination on the characteristics of thin gate oxides is a 
field of study that has received an increasing amount of attention in the last years (1-3). 
In this study, sodium and aluminum were selected to be investigated as both are 
supposed to get incorporated into the oxide layer (3). It has been demonstrated (4,5) 
that Na can cause a reduction in the breakdown field as a result of barrier height 
lowering. However, relatively high levels of sodium contamination were used in these 
cases. Moreover, it has been reported that aluminum contamination introduced prior to 
oxidation does not affect the recombination lifetime of silicon substrates (6). 
Unfortunately, the effect of the aluminum contamination on the characteristics of thin 
oxides was not investigated in detail. In this paper the effect of sodium or aluminum 
contamination on the dielectric behaviour of thin gate oxides is presented for 
contamination levels in the range of 1011 atoms/cm2. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Sodium or aluminum was introduced at a typical level of 1011 atoms/cm2 by 
spinning on the wafers a NaCl or Al spiked HNO3 solution (6). Reference wafers 
without intentionally introduced contamination were oxidised separately in order to 
avoid cross-contamination. For all wafers the typical background contamination level 
for elements with atomic number from 16 (Sulphur) to 36 (Krypton) and from 47 
(Silver) to 83 (Bismuth) was determined using a combination of Vapour Phase 
Decomposition (VPD), Droplet Surface Etching (DSE) and Total reflection X-Ray 
Fluorescence (TXRF). In all cases the background contamination level is below 1010 

atoms/cm2. 
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The effect of Na contamination on the oxide characteristics was investigated for 
a contamination level of 1011 atoms/cm2 which is introduced at two stages of the MOS 
capacitor fabrication process: just prior to oxidation and after the gate oxidation is 
performed i.e. just prior to the poly-Si electrode deposition. In this way the effect of the 
gate oxidation process on the Na contamination can also be investigated. The Al 
contamination was only introduced prior to the oxidation but at two levels: 1011 and 
1012 atoms/cm2. Both n-type Cz and p on p+ type epitaxial Si-wafers were used. Gate 
oxides of 15 or 60 nm were grown in dry O2 (no CI added) after ramp-up in argon 
ambient to an oxidation temperature of 900 °C in a double wall furnace. Standard n+ 
poly-Si gate capacitors were fabricated for electrical evaluation. 

The Na or Al levels on the various wafers after processing were determined 
using SIMS measurements. Breakdown histograms are constructed using a ramp-
voltage breakdown test until destructive breakdown occurs. The capacitors were 
measured with the top plate grounded and the silicon substrate biased in accumulation. 
The defect density (dd) was obtained from the field breakdown yield determined at 12 
MV/cm. The charge-to-breakdown distributions were determined with a constant-
current stressing using a current density of 100 mA/cm2. The amount of mobile charge 
on the Na samples was calculated from the voltage shift of the CV characteristics of the 
capacitors after a Bias-Temperature-Stress (BTS) at a temperature of 250 °C and a field 
of 2 MV/cm. The total oxide charge of (Q0x,SCA) the Al samples was determined by 
Surface Charge Analysis (SCA) performed with a Semitest SCA2000 immediately after 
oxidation and also after the removal of 2 nm of the oxide layer in a 5% HF solution. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Na concentration results (Table I) indicate that the contamination level on 
the reference wafers is at least one order of magnitude lower than on the contaminated 
ones. The Na concentration after processing on the 15 nm gate oxide samples is close 
to the targeted value of 10 * * atoms/cm2 for contamination introduced before or after the 
oxidation (Table I). However, for the 60 nm gate oxide samples it can be noticed that 
part of the Na has been removed during the oxidation step as the final Na concentration 
of the pre-oxidation contaminated wafers is lower when compared to the values 
detected on the post-oxidation contaminated ones (Table I). This loss of Na atoms can 
most likely be explained by the sodium evaporation during the oxidation step. 

The fixed oxide charge (Q0x) and interface state density (Djt), as determined 
from CV measurements, and the mobile charge (Qm) obtained from the voltage shift of 
the CV characteristics after BTS are also shown in Table I. These values can only be 
determined for capacitors with 60 nm oxides since the voltage shifts of the CV 
characteristics of the 15 nm samples are too small to be measured. There is no apparent 
correlation between the fixed charge and the sodium contamination. Also very little 
influence of the sodium contamination on the interface state density can be noticed. As 
expected, a relatively good agreement between the mobile charge and the sodium 
content determined by SIMS is found suggesting that all the sodium is mobile in the 
oxide. 
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The SCA results (Table II) indicate that the total oxide charge (Q0x,SCA) is 
shifted to negative values due to the Al contamination. The shift in Qox SCA is found to 
be proportional to the Al contamination level introduced on the wafers (Table II). 
However, if 2 nm of all the oxide layers are removed by a dip in 5%HF a negative 
charge even for the reference material can be measured probably due to the high 
concentration of F atoms at the etched oxide surface (Table II). On these samples the 
effect of the Al contamination on Qox,SCA is n°t observed anymore (Table II). 

Analysing the oxide charge shift introduced by the Al contamination on the non 
etched oxides it is possible to notice that either each Al atom corresponds only to a 
partial charge or only a fraction of the Al atoms get incorporated in the oxide layer 
(Figl). The latter assumption is supported by the SIMS data, as less aluminum is 
detected when the thermal budget is increased (Fig 1). However, the Al contamination 
introduced on the wafers that have only received poly deposition (no gate oxidation 
performed) is close to the targeted values (Fig 1). 

The defect density (dd) Na contaminated Cz and Epi wafers is shown in Fig. 2 
for capacitors with 15 nm gate oxide. No significant change in defect density is 
observed for Na introduced before or after the gate oxidation on Epi wafers. No clear 
trend can be seen for capacitors fabricated on Cz material since for these wafers a 
substrate related breakdown mode is dominating (7). This can be observed in the 
breakdown histograms of Fig. 3 where a dominant breakdown mode in the mid-field 
region (6-10 MV/cm) is observed even for the reference Cz material which is not seen 
on the Epi wafers. 

As in the case of Na, the aluminum contamination has no significant effect on 
the defect density (da) of the 15 nm gate oxide capacitors (Fig 4) fabricated on Epi 
wafers. Also in this case the performance of the Cz material is determined by a 
substrate effect which renders the results non-significant for the contamination effect 
analysis. 

Charge-to-breakdown (QBD) pl° ts f°r Cz and Epi wafers are shown in Fig 5 for 
Na contaminated samples. The substrate related defect mode dominates the QBD plots 
for the Cz wafers and no effect can be seen from the sodium contamination (Fig 5a). 
However, on the Epi wafers a large tail is observed in the QBD plots for the Na 
contaminated samples, which is not present for the uncontaminated ones (Fig 5b). This 
leads to the conclusion that Na contamination levels as low as 10 *1 at/cm2 can present 
an important reliability problem, especially when the Na is introduced after the gate 
oxidation. Therefore, great care should be taken to avoid Na contamination prior to the 
electrode deposition. 

The QBD analysis of the Al contaminated samples present similar results to what 
has been observed for the Na contaminated ones (Fig 6). The behaviour of the Cz 
wafers is strongly dominated by the substrate effect (Fig 6a) which has masked the 
possible influence of the Al contamination on the results. On Epi material such substrate 
related problems do not occur and a good correlation between the Al contamination 
introduced before the oxidation and the degradation of the QBD characteristics of the 
oxides can be noted (Fig 6b). This indicates that Al contamination can have a strong 
detrimental effect on the reliability properties of thin gate oxides. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The effect of a low level of sodium and aluminum contamination on the gate 
oxide characteristics was investigated. The amount of sodium and aluminum 
contamination after processing are dependent on the thermal budget applied to the 
wafers. In both cases by increasing the thermal budget the final concentration on the 
wafers is reduced. The sodium concentration after processing correlates well with the 
mobile charge observed in the oxide. Aluminum introduces a negative shift proportional 
to the Al concentration on the gate oxide charge detected by SCA. Both elements have 
no significant influence on the breakdown field distribution of the capacitors for the 
contamination levels under study. A tail in the charge-to-breakdown (QBD) plots is 
found for the Na and Al contaminated epitaxial wafers, which indicates that both 
elements can cause reliability problems. It should be noted, however, that 
contamination of other elements (i.e. Ca) at the same level (1011 atoms/cm2) can have a 
much greater detrimental effect on the gate oxide characteristics (8). 
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Table I: Na concentration on wafers determined by poly-encapsulated SIMS 
measurements; fixed oxide charge (Q0XX interface state density (Djt) and mobile charge 
(Qm) as determined by CV and BTS measurements. 

Na contamination 
(101 1 atoms/cm2) 

No 
No 

Pre-oxidation 
Post-oxidation 

No 
Pre-oxidation 

Post-oxidation 

Gate oxide 
thick, (nm) 

-
15 
15 
15 
60 
60 
60 

Na cone. 
(1010/cm2) 

2.7 
1.5 
10 
12 

0.8 
3.5 
13 

Qox 
(1010/cm2) 

-
-
-
-

4.1 
0.2 
12 

Dit 
(1010/cm2) 

-
-
-
-

3.5 
5.5 
4.0 

Qm 
(101 0/cm2) 

-
-
-
-

1.6 
3.6 
11 

Table II: Al concentration on wafers determined by SIMS measurements and fixed 
oxide charge ( Q 0 X , S C A ) determined by surface charge analysis for fresh and 2 nm HF 
etched oxides, (d.l.) stands for detection limit. 

Targeted Al 
contamination 

Wafer 
processing 

Al cone. 
(101Q/cm2) 

Qox,SCA fresh 
(101Q/cm2) 

Qox,SCA HF 
(101Q/cm2) 

No 
No 
No 

mil 
mi l 
mn 
1E12 
1E12 
1E12 

Poly 
Oxide 

Poly + Oxide 
Poly 

Oxide 
Poly + Oxide 

Poly 
Oxide 

Poly + Oxide 

<d.l . 
<d.l . 
<d.l . 

15 

3 
45 

11 

+ 14.9 

+7.6 

-4.3 

-63 

-58 

-59 
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-AQox,SCA 
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oxid. + poly 

mn 
contaminat ion 
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(at /cm2) 
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J* Targeted Al 

Figure 1: Surface concentration of: Al measured by SIMS on samples that have 
received poly deposition direct on silicon (o); Al measured by SIMS on samples that 
have received poly deposition on 15 nm oxide ( Q ) and absolute fixed oxide charge 
shift measured by SCA on 15 nm oxides (A). 
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Figure 3: Breakdown field (EBD) histograms for 15 nm gate oxide capacitors 
fabricated on Cz (full bars) and Epi substrates (dashed bars). The dashed line indicates 
the yield criteria of 12 MV/cm. 
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Figure 4: Defect density extracted from the field breakdown (EBD) yield defined at 12 
MV/cm for 15 nm gate oxide capacitors fabricated on Cz and Epi substrates that have 
received no, 1011 and 1012 atoms/cm2 pre-oxidation Al contamination. 
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Figure 6: Charge-to-breakdown (QBD) plots obtained with a current density of 
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contaminated samples are shown for (a) Cz and (b) Epi substrates. 
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CONTROL OF NATIVE OXIDES 
ON DEEP-SUBMICRON CONTACT-HOLE-BOTTOM SURFACES 

N.Aoto, M.Nakamori, H.Hada, T.Kunio*, Y.Teraoka**, I.Nishiyama** and E.Ikawa 
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*Microelectronics Research Laboratories, 
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NEC Corporation 

1120 Shimokuzawa, Sagamihara, Kanagawa 229, Japan 
**34 Miyukigaoka, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan 

The effects of cleaning and treatments on contact-hole-bottom Si 
surfaces were investigated by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
and thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS). Suboxide-rich native oxides 
are formed on dry-etch-damaged Si surfaces and still exist after DHF 
treatment, resulting in high contact resistance. The suboxide-rich native 
oxide layers are removed by chemical dry etching (CDE). After the 
oxide removal, native oxidation of the bottom Si surfaces immediately 
occurs under clean-room air exposure, while oxidation is suppressed in 
N2 atmosphere. Therefore low resistance and high reliability of contacts 
can be achieved by the suboxide removal and by keeping contact-holes 
in less-oxidizing atmospheres. 

INTRODUCTION 

The down-scaling of current VLSI yields a minimum interconnection dimension 
of 0.2 (im with high aspect ratios. In cleaning and treatments of contact-holes having 
such deep-submicron dimensions, there are some problems to be solved in order to 
achieve low resistance and high reliability of the contacts. The most essential subject 
is the elimination of native oxides at the interface between contact-hole-bottom Si 
surfaces and plugging materials. For the native oxide elimination, it is necessary to 
satisfy the following requirements: first the complete removal of oxides on the contact-
hole-bottom Si surfaces, and secondly the suppression of re-oxidation of oxide-removed 
Si surfaces. 

In the present work, cleaning and treatment effects on characteristics of contact-
hole-bottom Si surfaces are investigated in order to meet the requirements. Native 
oxides on Si surfaces under contact-hole processing are analyzed by using x-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for non-patterned surfaces. Suppression of native 
oxides on the contact-hole-bottom Si surfaces by exposing to an N2 atmosphere is also 
examined by thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS). 
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EXPERIMENTS 

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of treatment processes for contact-holes and 
non-patterned Si surfaces. Non-patterned Si surfaces of ion-implanted n+ layers were 
treated in the same way as contact-holes after etch-back of HTO layers. The non-
patterned Si surfaces simulate the properties of contact-hole-bottom Si surfaces. 

02 plasma treatment and wet cleaning in a H2S04 and H202 mixture (SPM) were 
performed for removing carbon-polymer deposition films. Chemical dry etching (CDE) 
was used for removing dry-etch damaged layers. For comparison, a part of samples 
was not treated by CDE. Wet cleaning in both a NH4OH, H202 and H?0 mixture, and 
a HC1, H202 and H20 mixture (HPM) were used for removing particles and metal 
contaminations. Dipping in a diluted HF solution (DHF) was used for native oxide 
removal. 

Non-patterned Si surfaces were analyzed using XPS after each treatment step. 
The non-patterned Si surfaces can roughly simulate the properties of the contact-hole-
bottom Si surfaces. Contact-hole-bottom Si surfaces were analyzed by TDS after 
exposing to clean-room air or to an N2 atmosphere. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shows compositions, analyzed by XPS, of non-patterned n+ layers after 
each treatment. Contaminations of C and F, which form CFX polymers as indicated in 
C(ls) spectra, were removed by 0 ? plasma treatment. The surfaces treated by CDE 
showed an increase in Si composition and a decrease in O composition after the last 
DHF dipping step. In contrast, the surfaces without CDE showed considerable O 
composition even after DHF dipping. The measurement of contact resistance for 
contact arrays showed that CDE lowered the resistance corresponding to the O 
composition decrease. 

It has previously been reported that CDE improves the electronic properties of 
contacts by removing dry-etching damage on contact-hole-bottom Si surfaces (1). The 
effect of CDE was precisely examined in the present work by means of Si(2p) XPS 
spectra. Figure 3 shows the Si(2p) spectra for n+ layers after each treatment. The 
spectra show chemical shifts, which are assigned to SiOx as follows. As shown in 
Fig.2, the F compositions after treatments are small in comparison with O composition. 
The C compositions after treatments are less than 10%. It has been reported that the 
C composition of less than 29% in SiCx cause the Si(2p) chemical shifts of less than 
0.4 eV (2). Thus the influence of F and C on the Si(2p) chemical shifts is negligible. 
Therefore chemical shifts shown in Fig.3 after treatments are mainly due to Si oxides. 
The shifts are deconvoluted to Si suboxide peaks. 

In Fig.3, the CDE-treated surfaces show low amounts of suboxides after APM 
and HPM, and show no oxides except Si1+ after the last DHF dipping step. On the 
other hand, the Si(2p) spectra for surfaces without CDE show higher amounts of the 
suboxides after every treatment step. On the suboxide-rich surfaces, even Si4+ is not 
easily dissolved by DHF dipping. 

The Si4+ persistence on the suboxide-rich surfaces after DHF-dipping is 
considered as follows. The Si4+ on non-CDE surfaces are mixed with suboxides. The 
Si-Si bonds of the suboxides are not dissolved by DHF dipping. Thus the Si4+ located 
deeper than the suboxides cannot be dissolved by DHF dipping. Such suboxide-rich 
layers is considered to be caused by dry-etching damage such as crystalline defects. 

Based on the above mentioned experimental results, the contact-hole-bottom Si 
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surface conditions can be schematically illustrated in Fig.4. After etching, the contact-
hole-bottom Si surface contains CFX polymers on dry-etch-damaged defect layers. After 
the removal of CFX by 02 plasma treatment and SPM cleaning, the surface becomes 
suboxide-rich. CDE completely removes the damaged layer, resulting in a native oxide 
of a low suboxide density after APM and HPM cleaning. On the other hand, a surface 
without CDE still contains the damaged layer, whose top becomes the suboxide-rich 
native oxide. After the last DHF dipping step, the suboxide-free native oxide is 
dissolved, while the suboxide-rich native oxide stays on the surface. 

After the oxide removal on the contact-hole-bottom Si surfaces, it is necessary 
to prevent re-oxidation of the bottom surface before plugging in order to avoid the 
increase of contact resistance. Native oxidation of bare-Si surfaces easily occurs in a 
humid air environment, while oxidation is prevented in a dry N2 atmosphere (3). Thus, 
the control of surrounding atmospheres is needed for the prevention of contact-hole 
bottom oxidation. 

In this point of view, TDS analysis was employed for the examination of the 
effect of oxidation prevention under exposure to an N2 atmosphere. Figure 5 shows 
TDS spectra of 30SiO (m/e=46) for 0.4 jam-diameter contact-holes which are formed on 
p-Si surfaces with contact-walls of thermal oxide. The ratio of peak intensities for the 
desorption spectra of m/e = 44, 45 and 46 are in good agreement with the existence 
ratio of Si-isotopes, 28Si, 29Si and 30Si. Therefore it is indicated that the influence of the 
background C02 (m/e=44) on the TDS peak intensities is negligible. Since SiO 
desorption was not observed from the thermal oxide films, the peaks are due to SiO 
desorption from the hole-bottom Si surfaces. On samples after APM and HPM cleaning 
following etching and treatments (see Fig.l), the spectrum of SiO desorption shows a 
peak which indicates the existence of the native oxide layer on the contact-hole-bottom 
Si surface. The peak disappears after DHF dipping, indicating that the oxide layer is 
removed. After exposure to clean-room air for 43 hours, a SiO desorption peak appears 
again, while no peak is observed on the spectrum for a sample exposed to a 1 atm N2 
atmosphere for the same period. 

In the TDS analysis, the temperature of SiO desorption reflects the thickness and 
the quality of the oxide films on Si surfaces. Figure 6 shows TDS peak temperature 
of SiO desorption for contact-hole-bottom Si surfaces of n+ and p+ as a function of 
exposure time to clean-room air and 1 atm N2. Oxidation of contact-hole-bottom Si 
surfaces of both n+ and p+ is prevented in N2 for less than 43 hours. In contrast, 
oxidation easily occurs on both surfaces under exposure to clean-room air. In order to 
prevent oxidation of contact-hole bottoms for obtaining low resistance, therefore, it is 
necessary to keep contact-holes in a N2 atmosphere or to plug them immediately after 
oxide removal. 

CONCLUSION 

Thin oxide layers formed on contact-hole-bottom Si surfaces were investigated 
by XPS and TDS. The effects of cleaning and treatments on the surfaces were also 
examined. Suboxide-rich native oxides are formed on dry-etch-damaged Si surface and 
still exist after DHF treatment, resulting in high contact resistance. The suboxide-rich 
native oxide layers are removed by chemical dry etching (CDE). After oxide removal 
on contact-hole-bottom Si surfaces, native oxidation of the bottom Si surfaces 
immediately occurs under clean-room air exposure, while oxidation is suppressed in N2 
atmosphere. Therefore low resistance and high reliability of contacts can be achieved 
by the suboxide removal and by keeping contact-holes in less-oxidizing atmospheres. 
The results obtained here can be effectively applied to designing the integrated 
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processes of contact-hole treatments, from dry etching to contact-hole plugging, in the 
fabrication of deep-submicron contacts for future devices. 
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ABSTRACT 

We have investigated electrical characteristics of MOS devices with 
the gate oxide films incorporating the chemical oxides used as a 
passivation film of silicon surface. The gate oxide films incorporating the 
chemical oxides formed in H2S04/H202, 03/H20 and hot H202 are superior 
to those incorporating the chemical oxides formed in NH4OH/H202/H20 
and HC1/H202/H20 in reliability. In the characteristics of charge to 
breakdown(QBD), the gate oxides with the chemical oxide formed in 
OyT^O is superior to the gate oxides with other chemical oxides. We 
suggest using the chemical oxide formed in OyT^O as a passivation film. 

INTRODUCTION 

Future ultra large scale integrated (ULSI) devices demand ultra thin oxide films 
with high reliability for the scaling down of the minimum device dimension. Perfect 
control of silicon surface condition is essential to form highly reliable oxide films. It has 
been reported that the increase of silicon surface microroughness and impurities adsorbed 
on silicon wafer cause the degradation of the reliability of thin gate oxide films[1-4]. 
During device fabrication, the silicon wafer is treated with various chemical cleaning. 
Before gate oxidation, the silicon wafer is treated with RCA cleaning and which is 
followed by the treatment in the diluted HF solution and rinsed in ultrapure water. After 
this, the silicon wafer is transported in air ambience and loaded into the oxidation furnace. 
At this stage, the silicon surface is subject to various contaminations such as adsorption 
of impurities in air and native oxide growth. As a result, this is one reason that device 
performances is degraded. 

Furthermore, the wafer may be maintained in inert gas ambience during the wafer 
heating up to oxidation temperature, because an oxide layer must not be formed during 
the wafer heating up[5]. However, heating the wafer in an inert gas ambience leads to an 
increase in silicon surface microroughness, because the silicon surface is etched by trace 
moisture and oxygen in the inert gas[6]. Therefore, a passivation film is necessary. The 
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growth of the passivation film must also be controlled before gate oxidation, because the 
current density level through the gate oxide with a thick passivation oxide film is 
enhanced in the low electric field region[5]. Because of these reasons, the passivation 
films formed on silicon surface are required to be as thin as possible. Accordingly, we 
use the chemical oxides formed in various chemicals at the final step of wafer cleaning 
for the passivation films, because the thin oxide film is easily formed in chemical and 
because impurity concentration in chemicals is extremely low[7]. In this paper, we 
describe electrical characteristics of the gate oxides using chemical oxide films. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

In this experiment, we used Cz, B-doped p-Si(lOO) wafers with 0.4-0.6 ohm-cm 
resistivity. MOS devices were fabricated after field oxide was formed by wet oxidation. 
Table 1 shows the experimental procedure and the condition for passivation film 
formation. Before gate oxidation, the silicon wafer was treated with RCA cleaning, 
HF/H202 solution, and ultrapure water rinsing. At this point, the control wafer in Table 
1 was transported in air ambience and loaded into the oxidation furnace. It was heated up 
to 300°C in ultraclean argon gas, and oxidized at 300°C in ultraclean oxygen gas in order 
to form a 0.4nm oxide passivation layer. The wafer was heated to oxidation temperature 
of 900°C in ultraclean argon gas in the oxidation furnace and was oxidized at 900°C in 
ultraclean oxygen for gate oxidation. In Other samples, after chemical cleaning, silicon 
wafer was treated with one of various chemicals such as SPM, OyT^O, hot H202, APM 
and HPM, to form the chemical oxide on the silicon wafer. After this, the silicon wafers 
were transported in air ambience and loaded into the oxidation furnace. The wafers were 
heated to oxidation temperature of 900°C in ultraclean argon gas in the oxidation furnace 
and were oxidized at 900°C in ultraclean oxygen for gate oxidation. The control and gate 
oxides were formed in the ultraclean oxidation system characterized by extremely low 
moisture and extremely low metal impurity concentration due to investigate the effects 
of chemical oxides[5,8]. The gate electrodes for the MOS devices were n+-polycrystalline 
silicon. The forming gas annealing was performed at 400°C for 30min in H2/N2(10% 
hydrogen 90% nitrogen). 

The quality of chemical oxide was evaluated by etching rate. As etchant, BHF 
solution with O.lnm/min etching rate for thermal oxide at 25°C was used. The chemical 
oxide thickness was measured by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy(XPS)[9,10]. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 shows the etching rates of various chemical oxides. The etching rate of 
all the chemical oxides is higher than that of thermal oxide (etching rate O.lnm/min). The 
chemical oxide quality is different by the forming method. Also the etching rate varies 
with time, presumably because the oxide quality is not uniform across the film. 
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Figure 2 shows dielectric breakdown characteristics of MOS(n+-polycrystalline 
Si/Si02/p-Si) diodes with 5nm thick gate oxide films incorporating chemical oxides 
formed by various chemicals. Breakdown field events concentrate in the range of 12-
13MV/cm in the case of the gate oxide films with the passivation oxide formed by 
control, SPM, OyT^O and hot H202 method. While the breakdown fields of the gate 
oxides with the chemical oxides formed in APM and HPM are distributed in the lower 
electric field region. This result indicates that the chemical oxides formed in APM and 
HPM cannot be used as the passivation film for 5nm thick gate oxide film. 

Figure 3 shows cumulative failure of MOS(n+-polycrystalline Si/Si02/p-Si) diodes 
with 6nm thick gate oxide films incorporating chemical oxides formed by various 
chemicals. The gate electrode is negatively biased, the current density is -lOOmA/cm2. 
The gate area of measurement device is lxl0 - 3cm2 . The characteristics of the gate oxide 
incorporating the chemical oxide formed in HPM is inferior to the others. This is thought 
to be because of the chlorine and hydrogen, which are taken in the chemical oxide formed 
in HPM, diffuse and combine with silicon in the gate oxide[ll], therefore many traps are 
formed in the gate oxide. On the other hand, the characteristics of the gate oxide 
incorporating the chemical oxide formed in OyT^O is superior to the others. This result 
indicates that the reliability of the 6nm thick gate oxide incorporating the chemical oxide 
formed in HPM is lower. 

Figure 4 shows current density-average oxide field characteristics of MOS (n+-
polycrystalline Si/Si02/p-Si) diodes under the negatively biased metal electrodes for 5nm 
thick gate oxide films incorporating the chemical oxides formed by various chemicals. 
The current level through the gate oxide incorporating the chemical oxide formed in APM 
is higher than that through the others in the low electric field range. This is thought to 
be because silicon surface is deeply etched during APM cleaning. As a result, the leakage 
current at a low electric field increases due to the electric field concentration near the gate 
electrode edge. It is also possible that the metal impurities in the APM solution, such as 
Fe and Al, are taken in the chemical oxide during the formation of the chemical oxide[12] 
and diffuse in the gate oxide. It is believed that this influence of the gate oxide reliability 
is great even when the metal impurity concentration in the gate oxide is low. 

The above indicates that the chemical oxide formed in OyT^O is the most 
effective film as a passivation film. That chemical oxide is formed at room temperature 
in a solution in which only H 20 and 0 3 exist. Therefore it is easy for the chemical oxide 
to be controlled. We suggest using the chemical oxide formed in OyTH^O as a passivation 
film. We will call the chemical oxide formed in OyT^O the ozonized ultrapure water 
preoxide. 

Figure 5 shows the threshold voltage(Vth) shift of n-MOSFET with 9nm thick 
gate oxides as a function of the number of injected electrons. The hot electrons are 
injected from the substrate into the gate oxide[ 13,14]. The current density into the gate 
oxide is ImA/cm2, the oxide field is 5MV/cm and the substrate bias is -10V. The 
threshold voltage(Vth) is defined as the gate voltage at which the channel current of 
MOSFET is lxlO~6A. The threshold voltage(Vth) shift for the sample having the gate 
oxide with ozonized ultrapure water preoxide is the same as that of the control sample. 
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Therefore, the number of electron traps in gate oxide is also the same level. It has been 
reported that electron traps are caused by the water-related trap[15,16]. So it is 
considered that the water-related traps inducing by ozonized ultrapure water preoxide are 
rare in the gate oxide though the passivation film is formed in ultrapure water. 

Figure 6 shows the gate voltage(Vg) shift of MOS(n+-polycrystalline Si/Si02/p-Si) 
diodes with 6.6nm thick gate oxide films. The gate electrode is negatively biased, the 
current density is -ImA/cm2 . The gate area of measurement device is lxl0_4cm2 . The 
gate voltage(Vg) shift of the sample having the gate oxide with ozonized ultrapure water 
preoxide is smaller than that of the control sample. Therefore, it is considered that the 
gate oxide with ozonized ultrapure water preoxide has lower hole traps. 

CONCLUSION 

We have investigated the electrical characteristics of MOS devices with the gate 
oxides incorporating the chemical oxides formed in various chemicals. The gate oxide 
films incorporating the chemical oxides formed in SPM, 03/H20 and hot H 20 2 are 
superior to those incorporating the chemical oxides formed in APM and HPM in 
reliability. This indicates that the reliability of gate oxides depends on passivation oxide 
film formation method. We feel that the chemical oxide films formed in SPM, OyTH^O 
and hot H 2 0 2 are effective to protect silicon surface for the formation of the gate oxide 
film with high reliability. Among those chemical oxides, the chemical oxide formed in 
Os/I^O is the most effective film as a passivation film. The chemical oxide thickness and 
quality are influenced by the chemical concentration in the solution. In the hot chemical 
solution, the chemical concentration is continuously changing because of evaporation and 
decomposition. While ozonized ultrapure water preoxide is formed at room temperature. 
So the 0 3 concentration in the solution is easy to control. As a result, high quality 
passivation film is formed reproducably. Therefore, we suggest the use of a chemical 
oxide formed in OyT^O as a passivation film before gate oxidation. 
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Table 1 Experimental procedure and condition of chemical oxide formation 

RCA cleaning - * HF/H202 cleaning -> Ultrapure water rinse-^Sample formation 

NH4OH:H2O2:H2O=0.05:1:5 HF:H202:H20=1:30:60 

HCI:H,0,:H,0=1:1:6 

Samples 

Control 

SPM 

03 /H20 

hot H202 

APM 

HPM 

Method 

Preoxidation in dry 0 2 for 20 min and annealing 

in Ar for 20min at 300°C. 

Chemical oxide formed in SPM solution (H2S04:H202=4:1) 

for 5 min at 120°C. 

Chemical oxide formed in Ultrapure water injected 0 3 

(concentration: 2 ppm) for 10 min at R.T. 

Chemical oxide formed in 30%H2O2 solution for 10 min 

at 80-90°C. 

Chemical oxide formed in APM solution 

(NH4OH:H2O2:H2O=0.05:1:5) for 10 min at 80-90°C. 

Chemical oxide formed in HPM solution 

(HCI:H202:H20=1:1:6) for 10 min at 80-90°C. 
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Figure 1. Etching rates of various 
chemical oxides. The ctchant is BHF with 
O.lnm/min etching rate for thermal oxide at 
25°C. 
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Figure 2. Dielectric breakdown characteristics of MOS diodes for 5nm thick gate 
oxide films incorporating chemical oxides formed by various chemicals. 
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Figure 3. Cumulative failure under the 
negatively biased metal electrodes of MOS 
diodes with 6nm thick gate oxide films 
incorporating chemical oxides formed by 
various chemicals, as the current through 
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PECULIARITIES OF HOT PHOSPHORIC ACID 
USED IN ETCHING SILICON NITRIDE 

W. Syverson, M. Fleming 
IBM Microelectronics 

Essex Junction, Vermont 05452 

The process of etching silicon nitride with hot phosphoric acid is 
commonly used by many semiconductor producers. Although the 
process appears fairly straightforward, knowledge of its peculiarities 
and actual mechanics is typically fairly limited. This paper details the 
aspects of chemical transformations during heating, the importance of 
DI water makeup, nitride and oxide etch rates, acid contaminant levels 
and wafer foreign-material levels, as well as the importance of 
adequately rinsing the wafers with DI water after phosphoric acid 
exposure. 

Introduction 

Hot phosphoric acid is commonly used in the semiconductor industry to remove 
silicon nitride (Si3N4) from patterned wafer surfaces. As with any process, many diverse 
factors must be considered simultaneously to adequately control the phosphoric-acid 
silicon-nitride etch process: 

1) A chemical transformation begins at 154°C during heating and water is given off as a 
by-product of the reaction. 

2) The silicon nitride (Si3N4) etch rate is stable over a typical bath: however, the silicon 
dioxide (SiC>2) etch rate is not. 

3) For etch-process stability, makeup water must be continuously added to the 
phosphoric acid. 

4) The manufacturer of the acid can play a major role in minimizing wafer foreign-
material levels. 

5) A time-dependent wafer-hazing phenomenon post-phosphoric has been observed and 
characterized. 

This paper identifies and describes several findings relative to the process intricacies of 
removing silicon nitride from semiconductor wafer surfaces using hot phosphoric acid. 
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Phosphoric-Acid Dynamics During Heating 

Ortho-phosphoric acid (H3PO4), as purchased from most suppliers, is received at 
about an 85% standard concentration. But, during heating, the acid concentration 
increases due to the evaporation of excess water and a chemical reaction begins to occur 
within the phosphoric acid. When a temperature of 154°C is reached, the ortho-
phosphoric acid transforms to pyro-phosphoric acid (H4P2O7) and water is given off as a 
by-product of the reaction. Pyro-phosphoric acid will begin to form at 154°C per the 
equation: 

2H3PO4 <==> H4P2O7 + H 2 0 

Further heating of the phosphoric acid to its typical processing temperature range 
of 165°C to 185°C will extend that chemical reaction. Additional water produced in the 
reaction will slow the heating of the acid bath (Figure 1). Heating a phosphoric-acid bath 
to a standard processing temperature of up to 185°C can take up to three hours. At that 
temperature, the phosphoric acid concentration will reach 93%. Continued heating of the 
acid well beyond 200°C would result in a second chemical transformation where meta-
phosphoric acid (HPO3) would be formed and, eventually, solid phosphate (P2O5). Once 
again, water is the by-product of these chemical reactions. 

Phosphoric-Acid Etch Rates 

As with any semiconductor manufacturing process, a stable and predictable 
operating condition is highly desirable. Etching silicon nitride with phosphoric acid is 
extremely useful in that regard because at a steady-state operating condition, the nitride 
etch rate of phosphoric acid is very stable. In addition, the etch rate is stable when 
measured for both duration of the bath life and wafer throughput through the bath. The 
nitride etch rate is also very repeatable with each successive bath. 

Although phosphoric acid etch-rate selectivity of nitride to silicon dioxide is 
typically very good (e.g., >20:1), the oxide etch rate itself is not very stable. In 
particular, the number of wafers processed through a given bath largely determines the 
oxide etch rate. Figure 2 shows how the oxide etch rate decreases as wafer-throughput 
levels in a bath increase. Although the oxide etch rate appears to decrease predictably, 
the rate of etching never quite reaches zero over the life of the bath. The oxide etch rate 
does not vary over the bath life and is repeatable bath-to-bath. 
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Importance of Makeup Water 

A stable phosphoric acid concentration is very important because it determines 
the stability of nitride and oxide etch rates over the life of the bath. But, maintaining a 
stable acid concentration is very difficult due to the very high operating conditions of the 
phosphoric acid. To maintain etch-rate stability, there must be a continuous, controlled 
replenishment of the bath DI water lost through evaporation when the tank temperature 
was at its operating temperature. The constant introduction of sufficient makeup DI water 
plays an important role in etching both nitride and oxide films. Without an excess of 
water, the etch rates for both nitride and oxide films are not easily controllable or 
predictable. 

From a steady-state condition of sufficient DI water addition, the nitride etch rate 
is directly related to the amount of makeup DI water added to the acid bath. A prolonged 
deficiency of DI water will significantly DECREASE the nitride etch rate and increase 
the oxide etch rate. 

Two methods are commonly employed to compensate for the loss of water: a 
condensing tank lid and injecting makeup DI water. When a condensing tank lid is used 
to trap escaping water vapor, a portion of the escaping DI water vapor, or steam, is 
condensed and allowed to drain back onto the surface of the acid bath. But, when trapped 
in this manner, a large portion of the condensed water vapor again flashes to steam 
before it can be reabsorbed by the acid. Therefore, this technique is generally insufficient 
to capture all of the escaping water vapor and efficiently return it to the acid. 

However, when makeup DI water is injected well below the acid surface, 
additional time is allowed for the water to be effectively absorbed into the acid. Any 
excess DI water will merely result in a more vigorous boiling of the acid due to steam 
generation. An excess of DI water also insures that both nitride and oxide etch rates are 
stabilized. 

Turning off a DI water injection system that supplies makeup water to a bath will 
not cause an immediate change in nitride or oxide etch rates. It takes time for enough 
water to evaporate due to the viscous nature of the acid. However, in as little as two 
hours after turning off the water injection system, the change in etch rates is measurable. 

Wafer Contamination Levels 

The hot phosphoric acid nitride etch process is inherently one of the dirtier 
processes used today in semiconductor processing. The contamination is widely known 
to derive from two primary sources ~ acid viscosity and high processing temperatures, 
which make effective filtering of the acid difficult. However, two lesser known sources 
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can also play a significant role in controlling contamination. Both have been identified as 
originating from the acid manufacturer. 

Phosphoric acid suppliers can be a first-order contributor to device defect density. 
Figure 3 compares wafer foreign-material (FM) levels measured on flat, thermal-oxide 
monitor-wafer wafer surfaces using a standard wafer-surface FM measurement tool with 
a 0.5-fim detection sensitivity threshold. Both acid suppliers were site-qualified to supply 
standard VLSI phosphoric acid. However, when wafer-surface FM levels were measured, 
Vendor 'A' averaged 1,580 FM adders, and Vendor 'B' averaged 58 FM adders. Although 
the reason for these differences was never pursued, the dedication to the best-of-breed 
supplier of the phosphoric acid was an easy decision. 

The second finding is that phosphoric acid supplied by various vendors can 
contribute to alpha-particle emission levels as measured on wafer surfaces; emissivity 
levels also appeared to be wafer-surface film dependent. Wafers were prepared with 
either a nitride:oxide:silicon, oxide:silicon or just a bare silicon wafer surface and the 
following process was performed for each of the three vendor acids. Groups of wafers 
were immersed for 20 minutes in 185°C phosphoric acid from each vendor. Next, the 
wafers received a standard set of DI water rinses and centrifuge dry. Finally, the wafers 
were measured using a very sensitive zinc-sulfide alpha-particle scintillation counter. The 
results were significant (Figure 4). Not only were there vendor-to-vendor differences in 
alpha-particle emissivity levels, there were also differences between wafer-surface types. 
The vendor results should not be surprising. Phosphoric acid is manufactured from raw 
materials from various sources that possess natural levels of radioactivity. The wafer-
surface results should be of minimal concern as long as an oxide remains on the wafer 
surface after processing to protect the underlying silicon. 

Phosphoric Acid Tank Material 

The construction materials used for phosphoric acid tanks also need to be 
considered. The semiconductor industry commonly uses quartz material to fabricate hot 
phosphoric acid tanks. However, repeated thermal stresses caused by the high operating 
temperatures of phosphoric acid can cause a quartz tank to rupture during use; to design 
and construct an adequate spill-containment facility would be very costly and 
cumbersome. Also, quartz, or silicon dioxide, is consumed by the phosphoric acid during 
processing. With all of the process variables that can affect a process, a variable that 
includes consumption of the very material intended to contain a process, is highly 
questionable. Both of these facts are cause for considering a material other than quartz 
for the phosphoric acid tanks. 
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Time-Dependent Wafer Hazing 

When wafers are exposed to hot phosphoric acid, they become extremely difficult 
to rinse clean. Although very hygroscopic, the acid is also very viscous and highly 
hydrophilic, making it very difficult to preclude wafers from developing a haze. Even 
with extensive DI water rinsing, oxide wafer surfaces can retain as much as 0.5 atomic-
weight percent of phosphorous, as measured by electron spectroscopy for surface 
analysis (ESCA). 

An artifact of this residual phosphoric acid on oxide wafer surfaces is an observed 
time-dependent wafer-hazing phenomena. Although not visible immediately after 
processing wafers through the acid-rinse-dry process, the haze can be seen after 8 to 24 
hours subsequent to acid exposure and when the wafers are stored in an ambient 
fabricator room air environment. The more aggressive the subsequent DI water rinses, 
the longer it will take for the haze to develop. 

The haze is best observed with either dark-field or phase-contrast optical 
microscopy. Figure 5 is an optical dark-field photograph of the haze. The haze is 
comprised as a field of high-density light-point wafer surface defects. However, bright-
field optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) are of limited value in 
identifying the haze. Figure 6 is an SEM micrograph of the haze; a thin gold film was 
evaporated on the sample to highlight the shape and size of the haze defect itself. 
Monochromatic light can used to detect the haze, but only when the haze is fully 
developed several days after exposure to the acid. 

Two physical properties can be used to characterize the haze: (1) Simple heating 
of the wafer to at least 150°C for several minutes can eliminate the visual appearance of 
the haze; however, the haze will reappear within several hours; and (2) Once the haze is 
present, it can be rinsed from the wafer surface with DI water and will not return. In this 
case, the surface phosphorous concentration can be reduced to as little as 0.07 atomic-
weight percent, as measured by ESCA surface analysis. These physical properties, 
coupled with the ESCA analysis, imply that haze is a manifestation of the residual 
hygroscopic phosphoric acid which will absorb atmospheric moisture over an extended 
period of time. 

Conclusion 

Silicon nitride etching with hot phosphoric acid is one of the more common wet 
chemicals used in semiconductor manufacturing today. The phosphoric acid process is 
very cost effective and traditionally has been as good or better than available alternatives. 
However, for many of the those same reasons, phosphoric acid is also one of the most 
overlooked and least understood wet chemicals. Under closer examination, phosphoric 
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acid has been shown to be much more dynamic than it would first appear. A myriad of 
factors from etch-rate control to source of the acid, to residue rinsability needs to be 
considered to adequately control the process. As with any wafer process, the unique 
aspects of phosphoric acid must be thoroughly understood for the silicon nitride etch 
process to be truly optimized and effectively applied. 
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Figure 5. Optical dark-field microscopy photograph showing phosphoric acid haze. 
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Figure 6. Gold-decorated SEM micrograph of phosphoric acid haze. 
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ABSTRACT : The use of commercial MOS, VLSI and ULSI grade 
chemicals in the RCA cleaning process are evaluated here in terms of 
minority carrier lifetimes (Bipolar or DRAM applications) and of 7 nm dry 
gate oxide yield (MOS application). In these tests, the generation lifetime of 
minority carriers measured on MOS capacitors is clearly correlated to the 
purity of the chemicals used during the last cleaning step before oxidation 
(SC2). The key element is Iron. 
The results obtained on 7 nm thin dry oxide and 17 mm2 large capacitors 
show that at the contamination levels reached after RCA cleaning using 
chemicals available from the market, defectivity is affected in the first order 
by the particles present before oxidation. These particles generate pin
holes. Metallic contamination levels greater than about 1011 to 1012 at/cm2 

have to be artificially reached to measurably degrade dry thin oxides (mean 
breakdown field drop of lMV/cm). 

INTRODUCTION 

In integrated circuit manufacturing, cleaning processes play a particularly important role in 
the critical steps of advanced technologies and represent up to a quarter of elementary 
operations. If the purity of the chemicals used during these cleaning processes is 
considered as one of the key points which conditions the final residual contamination of 
silicon wafers, its real impact on actual devices is unfortunately not yet very well 
quantified. 
As high-grade chemicals are of course expensive, the real interest of their use before critical 
process steps in terms of yield or reliability improvement has to be demonstrated. 
The practical consequences linked with the use of commercial MOS, VLSI and ULSI grade 
chemicals in the RCA cleaning process are evaluated here in terms of minority carrier 
lifetimes (Bipolar or DRAM applications) and of 7 nm dry gate oxide yield (MOS 
application).The results are correlated with the more academic ones obtained by intentional 
contamination of silicon wafers. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

After a high/low/high thermal treatment, 100 mm p-doped [1.0.0] silicon wafers are etched 
with a 1% HF dip followed by RCA cleaning : diluted SCI [0.25,1,5] and SC2 [1,1,5] 
both processed at 70°C for 10'. The baths are constituted with NH4OH, H2O2 and HC1 
chemicals of MOS, VLSI and two ULSI grades : ULSI-1 and ULSI-2 all available on the 
market. In order to minimize wafer-related defects and to better simulate actual wafer 
processing which includes a sacrificial oxidation, a high/low/high thermal treatment under 
partial oxygen pressure was performed prior to any other steps. All the different cleanings 
are carried out sequentially in the same vessel, after intensive preconditioning. This point is 
particularly critical. After cleaning, the actual contamination of each bath is analyzed by 
ICPMS. Reference wafers are measured by TXRF and VPD-AAS for light elements (Na, 
Al). A particle count is performed on TENCOR 4500 equipment (particles > 0.2|im) just 
before a 7 nm dry thermal oxidation at 900°C. 
A 420 nm thick polysilicon layer is then deposited on oxide and patterned. A final 450 °C 
anneal under oxygen and hydrogen is carried out to get rid of interface states. 

CHEMICAL BATH CONTAMINATION 

The specifications of MOS, VLSI and ULSI grades may be different from one supplier to 
another. Nevertheless, it is commonly assumed that metallic and alkaline contaminations 
should each not exceed 1 ppb for S-ULSI grade, 10 ppb for ULSI grade, 50 ppb for VLSI 
grade and 100 ppb for MOS grade. Generally, the concentrations actually measured are 
often better than specifications, in particular for the low grades. This is what can be 
observed in table 1 which gives the measured contamination of the SCI and SC2 baths 
after wafer cleaning. Indeed, in this studied case, the MOS quality, taking the DI dilution 
into account, could be sold as a VLSI chemical, apart from the particulate criterion. Bath 
contamination as a general rule follows the expected order, especially for Iron and Zinc. 
(SC2 ULSI-1 does however present an anomaly for Sodium, Potassium, Magnesium and 
Calcium, probably due to accidental pollution of the bath). 
It is interesting to note that as bulk chemicals are diluted with ultra-pure DI water , bath 
contaminations are lower. This represents a further advantage in using diluted SCI or 
diluted HFiast based chemistry. 

WAFER CONTAMINATION 

Although alkaline treatments such as SCI or Choline today appear to be a must to remove 
particles from silicon wafers by under-oxide etching, they do however deposit a large 
amount of chemical contaminants (see table 2). This contamination reaches an equilibrium 
with the bath concentration when the adsorption mechanism is predominant^) (in the case 
of Iron, Zinc and to a lesser extent Copper and Nickel) or is added by hydroxide 
precipitation which can in a certain ratio coagulate in the form of particles. 
The latter phenomenon can be demonstrated for example by observation of particle 
deposition on wafers processed in a Calcium-contaminated SCI (see figure 1). 
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To obtain a very clean surface, it therefore seems difficult to finish off a cleaning process 
by an alkaline treatment even with ultra-pure or highly diluted chemicals. 
The results obtained show the efficiency of SC2 acid treatment in dissolving Iron and Zinc. 
In these tests, the final residual metallic wafer contamination depends only on the purity of 
the last RCA bath : SC2. 
The purities of the Hydrochloric acid and Hydrogen peroxide are therefore determinant 
factors for the final chemical cleanliness of wafers after RCA cleaning. 
We can conclude that the different commercial purities of the chemicals available today used 
in the RCA cleaning process have a measurable impact on wafer surface cleanliness. 

IMPACT OF RCA BATH PURITY ON MINORITY CARRIER LIFETIME 
(BIPOLAR AND DRAM APPLICATIONS) 

Several metals such as Gold, Copper, Iron, etc. induce particularly active generation 
recombination centers in Silicon since their energy level is very close to that of the middle 
of the silicon bandgap(^) and their cross section is high. 
In these tests, the generation lifetime of minority carriers measured on MOS capacitors is 
clearly correlated to the quality of the chemicals used for the last cleaning step before 
oxidation. Indeed, it can be seen in figure 2 that a clear correlation exists between the Iron 
concentration left on the surface after cleaning and the lifetime. 
A general dependence on a larger scale has been obtained between surface Iron 
concentration and lifetime after intentional Iron wafer contamination in polluted SCI as 
depicted in figure 3. For an Iron concentration higher than 3 1011 at/cm2 the lifetime 
decreases with a slope of -1 in log-log scale as expected from the Shockley-Read-Hall 
theory where Lifetime = 1/(A x [Fe]). In this relationship, A depends on carrier thermal 
velocity and recombining center capture cross section(2). This result is also well known in 
literature^). For a lower Iron concentration a smaller variation is obtained. It is expected to 
be due to parasitic phenomena such as surface generation lifetime, initial wafer purity or 
contaminants coming from the other processes. 
The variation of lifetime with the quality of the chemicals (figure 2) and with the Iron 
concentration which is clearly obtained for the low Iron contamination range does not 
follow the same 1/(A x [Fe]) law obtained for high concentration. We have not come up 
with a full satisfactory interpretation for the moment 

An attempt was made to establish a correlation between lifetime and other contaminants 
present such as Nickel, Zinc or Copper but this was unsuccessful. 
However, to act as traps, the elements must be present as point defects in silicon. Since the 
solubility of heavy metals is very low at room temperature^), they must therefore be 
quenched in a metastable state after the last thermal treatment. 
Very fast diffusing elements such as Nickel, Copper or Zinc moreover precipitate very 
easily and rapidly even at low temperature. 
On account of the low quenching rate used in our experiment (usual cooling under laminar 
flow), these elements were not expected to be present as point defects. On the contrary, 
Iron is less mobile in Silicon and does not precipitate easily : oc-FeSi2 requires a large 
consumption of interstitial silicon which means that a large proportion can therefore be 
quenched as interstitial or Fe-B complexes at room temperature. 
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IMPACT OF RCA BATH PURITY ON THIN GATE OXIDE DEFECTTvTTY 
(MOS APPLICATION) 

The results obtained on 7 nm thin dry oxide and 17mm2 large capacitors show that at 
contamination levels reached after RCA cleaning using chemicals available from the market, 
defectivity is first affected primarily by the particles present before oxidation. These 
particles generate pinholes as shown in figure 4 where all the points are averaged on each 
split of 10 wafers. The VLSI grade used in this experiment was particularly clean in terms 
of particles and gave the best results. 
The linear relationship between defect rate and particle density before oxidation is usually 
observed in the case of very thin oxides and when the particle distribution at the wafer 
surface is relatively homogeneous. 
The sensitivity of 7 nm dry oxide to particles counted before oxidation depends on their 
size and chemical nature as depicted in figure 5, and also on the kind of the cleaning 
process : see figure 6. This phenomenon is particularly enhanced for hydrophobic wafers 
when thermal ramping is performed without oxygen. For wafers with initial native oxide 
like those used in the tests described in figures 5 and 6, the influence of oxygen during 
ramping is not so critical. 
The metallic contaminations observed on wafers after RCA cleaning with MOS, VLSI or 
ULSI grade chemicals remain too low to enable a statistical identification of any effect on 
breakdown distribution (see figure 7). The mean breakdown fields obtained are 10 MV/cm 
and 13 MV/cm respectively for 17mm2 and 1mm2 capacitors. (However in the evaluation 
performed with the ULSI-1 grade accidentally contaminated with Alkalines and 
Magnesium, the electrical performances of the oxide are lower. Action of the Magnesium is 
suspected here). 
Reliability tests probably have to be performed in order to expect a measurable effect. 
To highlight the action of metallic impurities in terms of thin oxide defectivity, silicon 
wafers have to be intentionally polluted to reach sufficient contamination levels. 
Two examples are given for Calcium and Iron where the wafers are contaminated in 
intentionally polluted SCI baths. 
On the contrary, no defectivity effects were detected even for very large amounts of 
Sodium, Zinc or Copper deposited at the surface of the wafers before oxidation 
The two cases of Iron and Calcium are interesting as they are representative of two possible 
contaminant behaviours during oxidation. Indeed, as shown by figure 8, the Iron remains 
at the oxide surface (and partially inside) whereas the Calcium like the copper or zinc 
segregates to the Si/Si02 interface. 
This result was obtained by TXRF measurement (0 = 0.1°) on a 25 nm oxide etched step 
by step in a 1% HF bath. 
The silicon surface before 25 nm dry oxidation at 900°C was intentionally contaminated 
with Iron, Copper and Zinc in the 1012 at/cm^ range and with Calcium in the 1011 at/cm2 

range. 
TXRF analysis performed at different points of the wafers also reveals that segregation to 
the Si/Si02 interface occurs non-homogeneously in the contamination range studied. The 
values shown on curve 8 are therefore averages. 
The insulator integrity loss mechanisms for these two contaminants are probably very 
different (a polysilicon fog is observed in the case of Iron) but they lead to the same 
macroscopic behaviour in terms of defectivity. 
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Curves 9 and 10 give the evolution of the mean breakdown fields obtained with 7 nm dry 
oxide for Iron and Calcium contamination. Similar results have already been obtained on 15 
nm dry oxide by Verhaverbeke and al (4). 
The major conclusion is that metallic contamination levels greater than about 1011 to 10 ^ 
at/cm^ have to be reached to measurably degrade dry thin oxides (mean breakdown field 
drop of lMV/cm). This conclusion was already established by Ohsawa and al(^). 

CONCLUSION 

The use of ultra-pure chemicals in RCA cleaning processes results in an appreciable 
improvement of minority carrier lifetime (Bipolar and DRAM applications). The major 
contaminant to be taken into account is Iron. 
The critical chemicals are Hydrochloric acid and Hydrogen peroxide (SC2). 

The thin oxide yields are probably mostly degraded by particles present before oxidation 
rather than by the low residual metallic contamination levels usually encountered after RCA 
cleaning. Bath particulate cleanliness is therefore a critical parameter for MOS technologies. 

To measurably degrade dry tin oxidees in term of meanbreakdown field (drop of 1 
MV/cm), metallic contamination has to be greater than 10*1 to 1012 at/cm^. 
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Figure 1: Calcium 
deposit in SCI, in 
particulate form 
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In this report we studied the metallic impurities removal and the 
organic impurities removal during spin cleaning. We show the use of 
Ozonized Ultra Pure Water for the removal of organic impurities. From the 
simulation tests, we optimized rotation speeds and cleaning time. The 
simulation test result were confirmed by Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy ( FT-IR ). The experimental results demonstrate that the 
spinning method is more effective in removing organic impurities and 
metallic impurities from the wafer surface than the immersion type of 
cleaning in batch mode. The cleaning time could be greatly reduced. This 
is because the reaction is accelerated by chemical mixing and reaction 
products formed by the cleaning reaction are removed immediately by the 
constant flow of chemicals induced by the centrifugal force of Spin 
Cleaning System. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the semiconductor manufacturing field, We have claimed that the simultaneous 
fulfillment of the following three principles is essential to establish high performance 
processes that assure both perfect uniformity and perfect reproducibility. These three 
principles are: 1) ULTRA CLEAN PROCESSING ENVIRONMENT, 2) ULTRA 
CLEAN WAFER SURFACE, 3) PERFECT-PROCESS PARAMETER CONTROL. The 
importance of these three principles have been demonstrated by various experimental 
data.(l) It has been shown that when a wafer is exposed to clcanroom air, a native 
oxide layer grows. Clcanroom air is nothing more than dustless air and contains oxygen 
and water, along with other impurity gas molecules. Therefore, wafers should never be 
exposed to air in the advanced manufacturing process, and this is why the closed 
manufacturing is essential.(2) We propose here a closed manufacturing scheme in which 
wafers arc processed in a nitrogen gas scaled wet station. The clean nitrogen gas seal 
processing has been proven to be very effective at performing high quality processes. 
The establishment of the ultra clean wafer surface requires the complete elimination of 
the following six contaminant sources; 1) Particles, 2) Organic Contaminants, 3) Metallic 
Impurities, 4) Native Oxide, 5) Molecules adsorbed on the surface, 6) Surface 
Microroughness 
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However, the conventional batch treatment method will not meet the requirement 
of high-precision process control essential for ULSI manufacturing primarily due to 
cross-contamination in the batch process. 

The variation in chemical composition occurring in the batch process also limits 
its performance. Furthermore, the increase in consumption of chemicals due to the 
increase in wafer diameter is also an important issue. In an attempt to solve the 
problems of the conventional batch cleaning method, we have developed a system which 
fully controls process parameters which we will report here. In this system, we 
introduced single wafer cleaning process which docs not allow cross-contamination to 
occur or composition to change, and it also performs very accurate and uniform etching. 
Furthermore, we have found that we can reduce both cleaning time and the chemical 
consumption by using the new high-precision Spin Cleaning System. 

In this report we studied the metallic impurities removal and the organic 
impurities removal during spin cleaning. From the simulation tests, we discovered the 
correct rotation speeds and cleaning time. The simulation test result was confirmed by 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy ( FT-IR ). The experimental results demonstrate 
that the spinning method is more effective in removing organic impurities and metallic 
impurities from the wafer surface than the batch method. The cleaning time was greatly 
reduced. This is because the reaction is accelerated by chemical mixing and reaction 
products formed by the cleaning reaction are removed immediately by the constant flow 
of chemicals induced by the centrifugal force of Spin Clean System.(3) 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

We employed a newly-developed chemical delivery system to uniformly 
distribute chemicals, ozonized ultra pure water and ultra pure water immediately after 
they are filtrated. As shown in Figure 1, filtrated chemicals arc introduced into funnels 
placed at an elevated position. When the diaphragm valve is opened the chemicals arc 
gravitationally delivered due to the height difference between the funnel and nozzle. 
This system makes it possible to perform the circulation filtration without affecting the 
volume of delivered chemicals. In this way if the tank gets contaminated, it is possible 
to continue the chemical delivery because the tank can be cleaned while delivering only 
newly-filtrated chemicals. The air-driven pumps employed in this system can withstand 
high temperature. The filters in this system have an absolute rating down to 0.05 
micron. Bubbles generated during the circulation filtration arc automatically removed 
by the tank/funnel arrangement. Figure 2, shows the ozonized ultra pure water line. 
Ultra pure water line is diverged from the main line introduce into the ozonizcr. 
Generated ozone is injected into ultrapurc water, which is returned to the main line. All 
these lines are made of PFA. We cleaned these lines to remove the organic and the 
metallic impurities by SPM solution. Ever afterwards, we were flowing ultra pure water 
into the tubes. The cleanliness was confirmed by an ozone concentration meter. Figure 
3, shows the structure of the wafer spinner. The maximum wafer size that this spinner 
can handle is 6-inch. Since the wafers arc rotated at a high speed during the chemical 
cleaning, a special chuck is mounted on the spinner to making use of centrifugal force 
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with increasing rotation speed.( Figure 4 ) Nitrogen gas is continuously introduced into 
the cleaning chamber to prevent air contamination from the environment. Chemicals are 
introduced onto the center of wafers from a nozzle having a uniform end. The chuck, 
cleaning chamber, and the nozzle arm feature a self-cleaning function which allow them 
to be cleaned with chemicals or ultra pure water at any time. 

NITROGEN GAS SEAL PROCESS 

In the case of the conventional wet station which are exposed to the clcanroom 
air, even if the particulates are completely removed, there are still a lot of impurity 
atoms and/or molecules. If the wafer surface is exposed to air this causes the formation 
of a native oxide, resulting in device characteristics degradation. In Figure 5, the native 
oxide thickness on n, n+, and p+ substrate surfaces is plotted as a function of the 
air-exposure time, where the clean room air is maintained at 23°C and RH ( relative 
humidity ) at 42%. Native oxide thickness was measured by XPS. It should be noted 
that the native oxide grows in the air in a layer-by-laycr manner, and the native oxide 
growth on the highly doped n+ region is very fast compared to that on the n or p+ region. 
It is quite interesting to note that no native oxide grows in moisture-free air which was 
created by mixing ultra clean oxygen and nitrogen at a volume ratio of 1 : 4 . 
The coexistence of oxygen and moisture is essential for native oxide growth. Figure 6, 
shows native oxide growth in UPW with three concentrations of dissolved oxygen 9, 0.6, 
and 0.04 ppm. The thickness of native oxide increases with time and with increasing 
dissolved oxygen concentration. The surface roughness of a wafer decreases with the 
growth of native oxide. The initial native oxide growth on the n+ surface is faster than 
that on the n surface, but saturates at a thickness of 10 A. 
A decrease in dissolved oxygen concentration slows the native oxide growth in pure 
water, again demonstrating that the coexistence of oxygen and water is essential for 
native oxide growth. So, we must decrease oxygen or water. If possible, we have to 
decrease both parameters. Therefore, in our tests, dissolved oxygen concentration has 
been less than 1 ppb and an wet chamber isolated from the atmosphere was used. The 
existence of native oxide has been shown to degrade high-quality film growth, highly 
selective reactive etching, and highly selective film deposition such as silicon, 
germanium, and aluminum deposition. 

One of the easiest ways and the most economical way to realize a closed 
manufacturing scheme, is to perform all wafer processing in a clean nitrogen ambient. 
Since the native oxide grows only under the coexistence of oxygen and moisture, native 
oxide-free processing is possible only in a closed manufacturing system in which wafers 
go through all fabrication processes completely isolated from the ambient air. 

Our tests needed to decrease both parameters. Therefore, we controlled that 
dissolved oxygen concentration has been less than 1 ppb and that we have an isolated 
wet chamber from the atmosphere. Figure 7 shows FT-IR data of wafer surface after 
spin cleaning. Native oxide grows very slow. Figure 8, shows the XPS spectrum of 
a n+ silicon surface which shows that the native oxide is not formed on an n+ surface 
wafer. In this spinning cleaning test the n+ surface wafer is spin cleaned with HF-H202 
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solution (HF:0.5%, H2O2:10%), the flow rate is 300ml/min and the rotation speed is 
200 rpm for 2min to remove the native oxide, followed by rinsing with ultra clean water 
for 5 min by the spinning method in a nitrogen gas sealed process. 

IMPURITIES REMOVAL WITH SPIN CLEANING METHOD 

1. Removal of metallic impurities 
Two mechanisms are considered to explain the metallic impurity segregation on 

the Si surface. The first mechanism is the direct precipitation as a result of the charge 
exchange between metallic ions and Si atoms or hydrogen atoms terminating the Si 
surface. The second mechanism is the precipitation caused when the metal oxides 
formed from the metallic impurities arc included in the oxide film as it grows on the Si 
surface. The metallic impurities included in the Si02 film can be removed as the Si02 

film is etched in a diluted HF solution. However, the noble metallic impurities binding 
directly with the bare Si surface, such as Cu, can not be removed easily. Usual, these 
metallic impurities need to be ionized by the HC1-H202-H20 cleaning in the cleaning 
process to be removed. It is also possible to remove them to some extent by etching the 
Si substrate in the NH4OH-H202-H20 cleaning. However in either method, the solution 
needs to be heated to around 90°C. 

The dilute HF-H202 cleaning has recently been proposed as a method to remove 
metallic contamination on the Si surface at room tcmpcrature(4). It is considered that, 
in this method, H202 induces the formation of oxide film on the Si surface while the 
oxide film is then etched with HF. Eventually the metallic impurities adhering on the 
surface are removed by slightly etching the Si substrate. 

To test this cleaning method similar to the actual service operation, the following 
experiment was performed. The 5-inch wafers were immersed in a 0.5% HF solution 
for 1 minute to remove the native oxide, followed by rinsing with ultra clean water for 
10-minutes. Then the wafers were immersed into pure water, with Cu of O.lppm added, 
for 10-minutes and then they were rinsed in ultrapurc water for 10-minutes. After 
going through the above treatments, the entire surface of the wafers was contaminated 
with Cu at a level of 1013 - 1014 atoms/cm2. These contaminated wafers were then 
treated with a dilute HF-H202 solution ( HF:0.5%, H2O2:10% ) to remove Cu on the 
silicon wafer surface by different methods, the spinning method and the dipping method. 
The Cu removal efficiency of each treatment was evaluated with Total Reflection X-ray 
Fluorescence Spectroscopy ( TRXRF ). As shown in Figure 9, the dilute HF-H202 

solution was found effective in removing Cu from bare silicon surface. It was also 
observed that the spinning method required shorter time than the dipping method to 
completely remove Cu from the silicon wafer surface. This means that, compared with 
the conventional dipping method, the spinning method can save both cleaning time and 
chemical consumption. 

2. Removal of organic impurities 
The removal of organic impurities can be performed in two ways. One method 

is the conventional SPM cleaning. The mechanism is the oxidation of organic impurities 
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and native oxide growth on the Si wafer surface. Native oxide and decomposed organic 
impurities are separated from the surface by a following diluted HF solution. But the 
SPM solution contains sulfuric acid which is environment contaminating. Therefore, we 
have used high concentration ozonized ultra pure water. The removal mechanism is the 
same as in the SPM solution. The decomposed organic impurities included in the Si02 

film and adhered on the wafer surface can be removed as the Si02 film is etched in the 
DHF solution. However, some organic impurities can not be removed easily from 
surface in the immersion cleaning method. 

The Spin cleaning method has two important additional features for removal, one 
is the supply of fresh ozonized ultra pure water, the second is the centrifugal force. 
Organic impurities arc removed immediately , after decomposition. 

To test this cleaning method similar to the actual operation, the following 
experiment was performed. The sample wafers were immersed in 0.5% HF solution 
for 1 minute to remove the native oxide, followed by rinsing with ultra pure water for 
10-minutcs. Then the wafers were immersed into surfactant solution of 0.001mol/l, for 
10-minutcs and then they were dried by ultra pure N2 gas. We used surfactant which 
is n-Octylamine Hydrochloride ( CH3(CH2)7NH2HC1 ). After going through the above 
treatments, wafers were contaminated with surfactant. Figure 10, shows the FT-IR 
spectrum of the contaminated and the cleaned wafers. The contaminated wafers were 
treated with lOppm ozonized ultra pure water, followed by rinsing with ultra pure water. 
Then the samples were treated with a 0.5% dilute HF solution and rinsed to remove the 
reaction products and the native oxide on the surface. In these experiments the rotation 
speed was used as a variable. We can sec the organic contamination removal efficiency 
for each rotation speed. The Removal efficiency is increasing with rotation speed. And 
so, 3000 rpm and 1500 rpm can remove the organic contaminants in 5 minutes. 
3000r.p.m. can remove the impurities in just only 3 minutes. 

In Figure 11, the FT-IR spectrum of the Si surface by each treatment is shown 
when performed in immersion mode. The Ozonized ultra pure water and the SPM 
solution can decompose the organic impurities, but arc not able to completely remove 
them. This figure demonstrates Hydrogen termination peaks after each treatment. 
However, besides the Hydrogen peaks also hydrocarbon peaks can be observed. 
Therefore, the 0 3 dipping and SPM solution performed in immersion mode do not 
achieve the complete removal. On the other hand, the spin cleaning can remove organic 
contamination from the Si surface. 

CONCLUSION 

It has been found that the spinning method is more effective than the batch ( 
dipping ) method for removal of various impurities from the wafer surface, metal 
impurities such as Cu, organic impurities and native oxide. Since the fresh chemicals 
are constantly supplied to the wafer surface, the reaction remains uniform, which enables 
the wet processing to be conducted in a predetermined and controlled manner. 

We have developed the chemical delivery system, ozonized ultra pure water 
injection system and the spinner system to secure a high cleanliness level. The 
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following results have been obtained in the simulation test with pure water, the spinning 
metal cleaning test and the spinning organic cleaning test ; 

l.The spinning system improves the cleaning performance : the spinning method 
requires shorter time and smaller chemical volume to completely remove the Cu and 
organic impurities. Moreover, it does not need high temperature and the system enables 
continuous processing. 

2.The atmosphere has to be kept clean : comparison of the Nitrogen sealed 
system with the batch method proved that pure environment is of utmost importance. 

3.We believe that advanced wet cleaning process must be made in a dynamic 
mode in a single chamber. Because conventional batch cleaning limits the cleaning 
performance. Those limits are contamination from the environment and transit from 
chamber to chamber. 

4.Combination of Ozone and the spinning method is very effective and 
environment friendly. 
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Abs t rac t 

The decomposition of H2O2 is a well known problem for the stability and 
therefore the suitability of H2O2 based cleaning solutions in the semiconduc
tor industry. It was found, that this decomposition plays an important role 
especially for the NH4OH - H2O2 mixture, which is known as the SCI step 
in the RCA cleaning procedure. This paper will describe recent progress in 
correlating H2O2 decomposition to microroughening of silicon surfaces and will 
provide some information on the nature and the mechanism of this roughen
ing effect. Also a direct correlation between Gate Oxide Integrity (GOI) and 
surface roughening by the decomposition of H2O2 will be shown. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Metal contamination, particles and silicon surface roughness are important causes 
for defect related gate-oxide breakdown in MOS technology. It was found that a major 
part of these impurities and defects are introduced to the wafer surface during the 
wet pre-gate cleaning steps, due to the use of an unsuitable quality of chemicals [1], 
Certain trace metal impurities in standard wet cleaning solutions were identified to 
have detrimental impact on gate oxide integrity in two ways: first directly through 
contaminating the silicon surface [2,3] and second indirectly through degradation of 
the chemical mixture [4,5]. The SCI step in the RCA cleaning procedure [4], where a 
NH4OH/H2O2/H2O mixture is applied to the silicon wafer surface, could be identified 
to be one of the most critical ones, because of its slight etching of silicon to remove 
particles and because of its low solubility of metal impurities. The low solubility of 
the metal impurities results in the above mentioned surface contamination through 
precipitation and inclusion into the Si02 film, while the slight etching of silicon can 
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result in an increase in surface roughness. It was found that silicon surface roughening 
depends on the mixing ratio of NH4OH/H2O2/H2O [6,7]. NH4OH, in particular the 
0 H ~ , acts as a catalyst for the dissolution of Si02 [8], and has the chemical at tr ibute 
to etch silicon. Because this etching has a strong anisotropic character and forms (111) 
facets on the (100) surface, it is necessary, that the oxidation is done by a slightly 
faster concurrent reaction to achieve a homogeneous removal of Si. This is the role 
of H2O2 in the SCI mixture, which acts in this way as an inhibitor of the etching of 
silicon. 

Recently it was found that the decomposition of H2O2, where gaseous oxygen 
becomes liberated, has a strong impact on the roughening of silicon wafer surfaces in 
the SCI cleaning bath [9]. 

D E C O M P O S I T I O N OF H Y D R O G E N P E R O X I D E 

The overall decomposition reaction of H2O2 is given by the equation 

2 H 2 0 2 ^ 2H 2 0 + 0 2 . (1) 

To investigate decomposition rates in real time, a gasometric technique has been 
used to measure the amount of O2, generated through the decomposition of H2O2 as 
a function of time. In this way the decomposed mol H 2 0 2 per unit time can be deter
mined and normalised to the residual mol H2O2 in the solution. The decomposition 
rate is defined accordingly as a fraction of H2O2 decomposed per unit time. A special 
tool has been constructed to avoid errors from the evaporation of water and ammonia. 
The accuracy of temperature control was ± 1 °C. 

It was found, that the decomposition rate of H2O2 in a SCI solution initially 
increases and reaches a constant value after a certain time (Fig. 1). The time t = 0 is 
defined as the time, when the components of the test solution are mixed together and 
between t = 0 and t=15 min, the sample is heated up to 70 °C. Because of the time 
dependence of the H2O2 decomposition in a SCI solution, all measurements were 
carried out until a constant decomposition rate was achieved. H2O2 (30 w-% ±2) 
with different impurity levels were used for the experiments, two without a stabiliser 
(< lppb and < lOppb grades) and one with stabiliser (< lOOppb grade), while the 
NH4OH quality was always of the same high purity (< lppb for all metals). For 
selectively spiking of H2O2 with Fe and Cu, Fe(III)-nitrate and Cu(II)-nitrate AAS 
standards were used. 

Fe and Cu are two of the most investigated catalysts for the decomposition of 
H2O2 [10]. In Fig. 2 it is shown that already low ppb levels of Fe and Cu are influencing 
the decomposition rate of an ultra pure H2O2. The impact of metal impurities, which 
originate mainly from the applied H2O2 becomes also obvious from Fig. 3, where the 
decomposition rates of different grades of H2O2 are plotted versus the SCI mixing 
ratio. A very strong initial dependence of the decomposition rate on the NH4OH 
concentration was found, especially in the case of the low grade H2O2. Because it 
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contains a very effective stabiliser, the decomposition rate without adding NH4OH 
is comparable to the ultra pure one. When NH4OH is added, the stabiliser becomes 
inactive and the decomposition rate increases by around three orders of magnitude. 

The decomposition of hydrogen peroxide is extremely sensitive to catalysis, both 
homogeneous and heterogeneous. In a basic solution, especially an NH4OH environ
ment, a very active colloidal form of Fe(OH)3 is mentioned to be involved into the 
catalysis [10]. In the case of Cu its tetrammine complex is believed to be mainly 
responsible for the high activity as H2O2 decomposition catalyst [11]. This can ex
plain why H2O2 decomposes so much faster in a SCI mixture. This can also be an 
explanation why the decomposition rate in the beginning is time dependent. The 
chemical environment for the catalytic active species changes when H2O2 is mixed 
with NH4OH. By coming from a weak acid environment (H2O2) with high oxidis
ing potential into a basic environment, where the oxidising potential of H2O2 is re
duced [12], the impurities are changing their chemical status. On the other hand, the 
so-called base catalysed decomposition of H2O2 is proposed to take place in a basic 
environment [10]: 

2 H 2 0 2 + H 0 2 ~ ^ H 2 0 + OH" + 0 2 . (2) 

The next figure (Fig. 4) shows the temperature dependence of the decomposition 
rate of H2O2 in two different, so called modified SCI solutions. Both mixtures give 
the same particle removal efficiency when applied to silicon wafers for 10 minutes, 
but the more or less small variation in temperature results in a significant change 
in the decomposition rate, because of the Arrhenius type behaviour of the H2O2 
decomposition [13]. Therefore, to increase the stability of the SCI bath, it is necessary 
to lower the temperature. The resulting decrease in the particle removal efficiency can 
be compensated by increasing the NH4OH concentration or the cleaning time [14]. 

R O U G H E N I N G O F T H E S I L I C O N S U R F A C E 

Silicon surface roughness, generated by the decomposition of H2O2 in a SCI mix
ture shows up in form of small Light Point Defects (LPDs) in sensitive light scattering 
maps (Censor ANS100). In most cases, this kind of roughening is identifiable through 
typical patterns in which the LPDs are arranged. Also the size of the LPDs, mainly 
in the range of 0.1 to 0.3 fim LSE (Latex Sphere Equivalents), is characteristic. In 
Fig. 5 three examples are shown. Entire area damage on the surface can occur if the 
silicon wafer is exposed to that region of a strong decomposing cleaning bath, where 
assembly of the O2 bubbles occurs (Fig. 5a). Nucleation centres of O2 bubbles in front 
or beneath the wafer surface can cause patterns shown in Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c. In the 
second case, (c), decomposition occurred at the contaminated backside of the front 
wafer (Cu contamination from a vacuum tweezers). Fig. 6a shows another typical 
pattern, which arises from the decomposition of H2O2 at a metal contaminated part 
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of the PFA carrier. All these wafers had initially a hydrophobic surface before they 
were immersed into SCI mixtures of different quality. 

The result of AFM (Atomic Force Microscopy) investigations on the damaged 
part of the wafer (square, marked with an arrow) is represented in Fig. 6b. This plot 
shows significant spikes, which were measured to be around 2nm in height and can 
not be found on the "good" part of the wafer (square without an arrow). By applying 
SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) on wafers with similar patterns, also spikes of a 
diameter between 0.1 and 0.3 fim can be observed. The impact of this decomposition 
roughening on GOI was investigated by testing the electrical breakdown of thin Si02 
capacitors, which were produced on wafers with such typical patterns. A comparison 
between the light scattering map (Fig. 7a) and the E^d (Electrical breakdown) wafer 
mapping of the test wafers, results in a direct correlation between LPDs and Low 
Field breakdown (Fig. 7b). 

To investigate the effect of the surface pre-treatment of a silicon wafer on roughen
ing through H2O2 decomposition, an experiment was carried out using an ultra pure 
SCI mixture (0.25/1/5) which was selectively spiked to 1 w-ppb Fe. All wafers (p-
and n- type, 125mm) got initially a full clean (Piranha + RCA) in a spray tool. A 
part of the wafers got a supplementary HF-dip before they were immersed into the 
SCI solution to obtain hydrophobic surfaces. Then two PFA carriers, each containing 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic wafers were immersed one after each other into the same 
Fe spiked SCI cleaning bath at 70 °C for 10 minutes. After the SCI step, the wafers 
were rinsed in DI water and dried in a spin drier. The surface quality of the wafers 
were then evaluated using sensitive light scattering. As it can be seen from Fig. 8, 
the surface roughness increases with the age of the bath only on wafer surfaces which 
were hydrophobic and not on wafers which were covered with a chemical oxide (hy
drophilic) before they were immersed into the Fe spiked SCI solution. Hydrophobic 
wafer surfaces are critical, because O2 bubbles, which are present in the mixture will 
adhere on the bare silicon. While these bubbles are sticking on the surface, the silicon 
beneath is shielded against the etching action of the SCI mixture. The surrounding 
silicon surface will be etched. In general the shielding effect is determined by the 
growth rate and shape of the bubble and also by the parameters influencing its adhe
sion to the silicon surface. It has been reported [15], that the detachment diameter of 
O2 bubbles decreases with increasing hydrophilic character of a heterogeneous cata
lyst surface for H2O2 decomposition. Because silicon itself does not act as a catalyst 
for the decomposition of H2O2, the bubbles, which are sticking on the surface are not 
growing and therefore they are not reaching the so-called detachment diameter. The 
bubbles will stay on the surface until the end of the cleaning. An additional indication 
for this mechanism is the height of around 2nm of the spikes. This correlates with 
the etch depth of silicon in the used SCI mixture [14]. 

The Fe concentration on the wafers, measured with TXRF (Total X-ray Reflec
tion Fluorescence) after the 1 w-ppb Fe spiked SCI treatment was typically 1012 
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at . /cm 2 [16]. All other elements were below detection limit (around 1010 a t . /cm 2 ) 
except Zn, which reached some 1010 a t . /cm 2 . Applying an additional SC2 cleaning 
(HCI/H2O2/H2O) on wafers which are showing decomposition roughening patterns, 
reduces all metal levels to below IO10 a t . /cm 2 but does not change the picture of 
roughness. 

C O N C L U S I O N S 

A direct correlation between the decomposition of H2O2 in a SCI mixture and 
roughening of hydrophobic silicon surfaces was found. Through atomic force and 
scanning electron microscopy it could be shown, that this roughness is caused by 
spikes. The formation of these spikes seems to occur through micro masking effects. 
O2 bubbles, which are formed during the decomposition of H2O2 and which adhere 
very easily to hydrophobic surfaces shield the bare silicon beneath against the slow 
etching action of the SCI mixture in the surrounding. It was also found, that this 
kind of roughness has a direct impact on gate oxide integrity and causes low field 
breakdown of thin gate oxide capacitors. This experiments and observations made in 
other studies [3,7,9,17], allow to conclude, that the pre-treatment of wafers before 
SCI and the SCI quality itself is much more important than the post-treatment by 
SC2. Metals are removed by the SC2 but indirectly they have already contributed to 
surface damage. 
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Figure 1: Decomposition rate of a SCI mixture versus age of the solution (0.25/1/5 
at 70 °C, metal levels: < 0.5ppb in total SCI) . 
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Figure 2: Dependence of the decomposition rate of an ultra pure H2O2 on the Fe and 
Cu contamination level at 70 °C (all other metals: < 0.4ppb). 
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Figure 3: Decomposition rate of three different grades of H2O2 as a function of the 
NH4OH/H2O2/H2O ratio at 70 °C (metal concentrations in total SCI) . 
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Figure 4: Decomposition rates of ultra pure SCI mixtures: 0.05/1/5 at 85 °C and 
0.25/1/5 at 70 °C compared to the ultra pure H2O2 itself (metal levels: < 0.2ppb in 
total SCI and < 0.4ppb in H 2 0 2 ) . 
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Figure 5: Typical LPD patterns (LSE: 0.14 - 0.24 ^m, ofFzone 5mm): 
a) after treatment in a low grade SCI mixture (metal levels: ~ lppb) , 
b) after treatment in an ultra clean SCI mixture (metal levels: < 0.2ppb), 
H2O2 decomposition occured at two bubble sources in front of the wafer surface, 
c) like b) but decomposition occured at the contaminated backside of the front wafer. 

Figure 6: Decomposition-LPDs and their atomic nature: a) Light point defects (LSE: 
0.15 - 0.30 /mi, ofFzone 0mm) after treatment in an ultra clean SCI solution (metal 
levels: < 0.2ppb); typical patterns when decomposition of H2O2 occurs at the PFA 
carrier, b) AFM plot from the roughened area of this wafer (arrow). 
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Figure 7: LPDs and GOI: 
a) Light point defects (LSE: 0.11 - 0.14 /zm, ofFzone 5mm) after treatment in an ultra 
clean SCI solution (metal levels: < 0.2ppb); typical patterns from decomposition of 
H2O2 at the bottom of the cleaning bath, 
b) J£bd wafer mapping, 15nm gate oxide, cap.area=15.8 mm2, black dots symbolise 
low field breakdown ( < 2MV/cm). 

hydrophilic hydrophobic 
fresh SCI 

10 min old SCI 

Figure 8: Light point defects (LSE: 0.10 - 0.19 ^m ofFzone 5mm) after treatment in a 
1 w-ppb Fe spiked SCI solution (0.25/1/5 at 70 °C). The different wafers were taken 
out from 2 consecutively cleaned batches. 
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ABSTRACT 

SCI (NH4OH:H202:H20) is evaluated at 50°C, 
60°C, and 80°C as one step in several 
sequences for post ash silicon wafer cleaning. 
The ratio of SCI used is 1:2:10 for this work. 
A comparison is made of various wet cleaning 
sequences using defect density analysis, 
minority carrier lifetime (MCLT), and surface 
contamination analysis. Results indicate that 
the defect density using 60°C and 80°C SCI for 
post ash cleaning is less than 0.25 def/cm2. 
These results are an order of magnitude lower 
than those obtained using ozonated piranha. 
The MCLT values for SCI alone are possibly low 
due to Zn contamination in the H202 as shown by 
Total Reflection X-ray Fluorescence. However, 
the MCLT recovers if followed by an HF step. 
The data shows that using heated SCI followed 
by HF is an excellent choice for pre oxidation 
cleaning combined with a post ash process. 

INTRODUCTION 

Cleaning and particulate removal of silicon surfaces 
following ion implantation and/or plasma etch processes can 
be difficult. For Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) , the 
cleaning efficiency, from the point of view of both defects 
and of surface contamination, is critical. Defects, such 
as particles, immediately before gate oxidation growth may 
cause pin holes in the gate oxide, early oxide breakdown, 
reduced gate oxide integrity, etc. Surface contamination 
by metallics may cause degradation of gate oxide properties 
such as lower oxide capacitance and increased interface 
trap density as well as a reduction in minority carrier 
lifetime. Particles present on the silicon wafer surface 
before film deposition (such as silicon nitride, 
polysilicon, etc.) will result in higher particles in and 
under the film through decoration of the particulate, 
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thereby causing pattern and etch defects. 

Resist which has been ion implanted can be much more 
difficult to remove than un-implanted resist. The 
difficulty of removal depends on the type of ion implanted, 
the ion implantation dose, and the energy and the beam 
current. An ashing process is almost always required in 
such cases before any cleaning using a wet process can be 
attempted. 

An ashing process is used to oxidize organic surface 
residue or films such as photoresist. An oxygen plasma is 
generated and the surface of the substrate is exposed to 
the plasma. The organics volatilize in the chamber. 

Plasma etching is used as a dry etching process. Certain 
gases are used to obtain selective or non-selective etching 
of surface films or the substrate itself. During the 
plasma etching process, a certain amount of contamination 
is generated by the simultaneous etching of particles and 
residue both in the chamber and on the substrate. The 
gases used may also generate defects on the wafer. 

The combination of resist coating, ion implantation or 
plasma etching, and ashing is one of the more difficult wet 
cleaning processes due to the increased 'hardness' of the 
resist from ion bombardment during the implant and defects 
generated by the plasma etch process. 

As a comparison to ion implantation with ash, results are 
also reported on work done using plasma etching and ashing 
of un-implanted resist. The plasma etch which is chosen is 
an Si02 etch and one which has been found to have a 
potential particulate problem in the past. In this case, 
using un-implanted resist, the resist coating, plasma 
etching, and resist ashing are the primary source of 
particles. 

In a previous publication [3], the authors have reported on 
particulate removal efficiency of the heated SCI solution. 
In this report, a more thorough study of particulate 
removal using different wet process sequences is done. 
This data is also combined with minority carrier lifetime 
and TRXRF data to provide an overall result of post ash wet 
cleaning of both implanted and un-implanted silicon wafers. 

After processing test wafers through the post ash cleaning 
sequence, some wafers also continue processing through a 
typical pre diffusion wet cleaning sequence. Continuation 
of these wafers through a pre diffusion wet cleaning 
simulates normal wafer processing in the production 
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environment. Production wafers receive a post ash wet 
clean before continuing through a more stringent wet clean 
if the process to follow is a diffusion process such as 
thermal oxidation, annealing, or film deposition. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
P-type, <100>, 1.6-1.9 ohm-cm, 150 mm silicon wafers are 
used for all studies, including particulate tests and TRXRF 
analysis. The starting defect density for silicon wafers 
is less than 0.09 defects/cm2. For particulate removal 
studies, Si wafers are coated with 1.0-2.0 /xm of resist. 
In the case of ion implanted wafers, particle counts 
reported are the total final particle counts over the wafer 
surface. The delta defect density from pre to post process 
is not reported because the combination of ion implantation 
and ashing causes very large numbers of defects on the 
surface. Using the ESTEK WIS-8500, these defects, due to 
the large quantity present, are reported as 'haze' and it 
is difficult to assign a true number to them. In the case 
of etch and ash only, there is no such issue and the delta 
values between pre and post wet process are reported. 

Arsenic, boron, and phosphorus are ion implanted into bare 
silicon coated with photoresist. The arsenic and boron 
implant parameters for this work use high dose and high 
energy. The implanters used are high current implanters. 
Arsenic is implanted at a dose of 3.0E15 ions/cm2 at 120 
keV, phosphorus at a dose of 4.0E14 ions/cm2 at 50 keV and 
boron at 2.0E15 ions/cm2 at 20 keV. The resist is baked at 
120°C for 60 min. before ion implantation. 

For Minority Carrier Lifetime (MCLT) measurements, a 
thermal silcon dioxide of 150A is grown on bare Si P<100> 
wafers. Silicon wafers used are high resistivity (8 to 12 
ohm-cm). The oxidation process includes 6% HC1 (standard 
gate oxidation conditions) flowing in the furnace during 
oxidation. MCLT evaluation is done using a Leo Giken Wafer 
Tau measurement tool. 

A fresh bath of SCI solution is mixed for each test. The 
control process is room temperature SCI with megasonic (SCI 
RT) -> 0.49% HF -> IPA VD. This process is referred to as 
'HF*'. SC15 refers to SCI at 50°C, SC16 to SCI at 60°C, 
and SC18 to SCI at 80°C. For SC15, SC16, and SC18, the 
process sequence is heated SCI and spin dry. This sequence 
is then followed by an HF dip and dry using an IPA vapor 
dryer, where required. The 'HF -> IPA V/D' process will be 
referred to as 'HF'. The spin dry procedure prior to the 
HF clean is due to equipment limitations. '03P' refers to 
ozonated piranha in an autohood with two sequential 
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sulfuric acid tanks. The solution is heated to 130°C ± 
10°C and ozone gas is bubbled through the solution to form 
piranha. The room temperature SCI process is done in a 
manual stand-alone hood which is also commercially 
available. The megasonic transducers are located in the 
bottom of the process tank and are fixed in place. In this 
particular equipment setup, the wafers, which are placed in 
teflon cassettes, are automatically moved over the fixed 
transducers. The drying technique is an SRD for all 
processes other than 'HF' or 'HF*'. The sequences tested 
are listed below in Table I. 

For pre diffusion cleaning processes such 'HF*' or 'HF', 
the equipment used is an autohood with recirculation and 
filtration for each chemical tank. All material transfer 
between load and unload is done by robotic transfer. An 
IPA V/D is used for drying wafers. 

Table I. Process sequences used in this study. 

1 PROCESS 

I HF* 

HF 

03P 

03P-HF* 

SC15 

SC16 

SC18 

03P-SC15 

03P-SC16 

03P-SC18 

03P-SC15-HF 

03P-SC16-HF 

1 03P-SC18-HF 

DESCRIPTION I 

{SC1->H50->HF->H90->IPA V/D} 

{HF->H?0->IPA V/D} 

{PIRANHA->PIRANHA->H?0->S/D} 

03P => HF* 

{SC15->H90->S/D} 

{SC16->H:>0->S/D} 

{SC18->HP0->S/D} 

03P => SC15 

03P => SC16 

03P => SC18 

03P => SC15 => HF 

03P => SC16 => HF 

03P => SC18 => HF J 

The inspection tool used is an ESTEK WIS-8500. The WIS-
8500 is used to detect particles on unpatterned Si wafers. 
The edge exclusion is 8 mm on the wafer. Defects of size 
0.2/xm and larger are detectable using this tool. 
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MCLT results are obtained using high resistivity (8 to 12 
ohm-cm) wafers especially procured for this test. All 
oxidation is done using a horizontal furnace with 6% HC1 
(standard gate oxidation conditions) flowing during the 
oxidation process. The targetted oxide film thickness is 
150 A. 

RESULTS. Defect Density Evaluation 
The SCI solution is heated to 50°C, 60°C, and 80°C. A new 
batch of chemicals is mixed for each test. The temperature 
range is set to ± 2°C for each of the temperatures tested. 
The solution is allowed to come to equilibrium for a 
minimum of 2 minutes. 

In order to obtain optimum characterization and results, an 
autohood with recirculation and filtration for each 
chemical tank and with IPA V/D is an absolute necessity for 
optimum particle evaluation. The type of rinse is also 
important, whether heated or not, or quick dump spray, or 
overflow. The manual, bottle filled hood with spin dryer 
routinely results in particles added of an average defect 
density of 0.21 defects/cm2. The autohood with robotic 
transfer and IPA V/D has a average defect density of 0.01 
defects/cm2. The defect size being measured is greater 
than or equal to 0.2/xm in each case. 

As mentioned previously, two types of samples are 
processed. One group of wafers is resist coated, ion 
implanted, and ashed. The other group is resist coated, 
plasma etched, and ashed. Figure 1 below shows the process 
flow for the test procedure. 

Figure 2 shows the defect density for ion implanted wafers. 
It is important to note that defect density values reported 
here for the ion implanted wafers are the post wef. process 
values. The delta in values between pre and post wet 
process are not valid due to the present of 'haze' as 
detected by the ESTEK WIS-8500. 

Figure 2 contains data for 03/P, 03/P-HF*, 03/P-SC1 and 
03/P-SC1-HF*. The 1-step process sequence of 03/P only 
results in the highest final remaining defect density as 
seen in the figures shown. For ion implanted wafers, the 
03/P process also shows the presence of 'haze' as detected 
by the WIS-8500 and due, in this case, to defects too 
numerous to count. These defects are then categorized as 
'haze'. Note as the temperature of the SCI increases so 
does its defect removal efficiency. Regardless of the 
process which follows the 03/P, it results in a defect 
reduction. 
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Defect densities are much lower overall for these samples 
which are plasma etched and ashed than for the ion 
implanted samples. Figure 3 compares data for 03/P versus 
heated SCI. As for ion implanted samples, 03/P shows the 
highest defect density"for the sequences investigated here. 

Results. Chemical analysis 
The average of the data is reported where applicable. The 
standard deviation of the data is also reported on the 
figures and can be seen by the smaller squares inset into 
the bar graph. 

Chemical analysis of the Si surface is performed using 
Total Reflection x-Ray Fluorescence (TRXRF). The 
instrument used is a Rigaku 372 6 TXRF system. The angle of 
incidence is a few minutes of arc such that there is total 
reflection from the sample. The elements capable of being 
detected by this system are Na to U. Some elements such as 
Al are more difficult to detect due to the limits of mass 
resolution. The spot size for detection is about 1 cm in 
diameter. The detection limits for the system and 
parameters used on the samples for which results are 
reported are listed below. 

Table III. Detection Limits (atoms/cm2) for TRXRF Analysis 

ELEMENT 

Ni 

Fe 

| Zn 

DETECTION LIMIT 

3.50E+10 

5.00E+10 

5.00E+10 J 

TRXRF analysis is completed on samples which have been 
processed through resist coat, ion implant or etch, ash, 
and wet processes. Figure 4 compares TXRF data for 
implanted versus un-implanted (or plasma etched) samples 
for several wet processes. Different wet process sequences 
are analyzed in each figure. It is important to note that 
the values reported are the average of 5 data points. 
Values below the detection limit for each element are set 
to the detection limit value. 

Figure 4 compares the two types of samples using the 03/P 
and 03P+heated SCI processes. '12' refers to ion implanted 
samples and 'Etch' refers to plasma etched only samples. 
There does not seem to be a significant difference due to 
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either the ion implant or plasma etch processes for metal 
contamination. Both types of samples show similar levels 
of Ni, Fe, or Zn. Differences which are noticeable seem 
more to be due to the wet processes themselves. 

Results. Electrical Evaluation 
To evaluate the possible impact of cross contamination and 
effective surface cleaning of ion implant, plasma etch, and 
Oo ash processes, MCLT wafers are processed through the pre 
diffusion clean along with samples which have been resist 
coated, ion implanted or etched, and ashed. Due to the 
sensitive nature of the MCLT analysis, it is difficult to 
process the MCLT wafers themselves through processes such 
as ion implantation or plasma etching and still obtain 
minority carrier lifetime values which are sensitive to 
possibly small differences. MCLT also is affected by 
surface damage. In this case, ion implantation may confuse 
the issue of contamination with that of surface damage. 
The various process parameters are listed below. 

The 'HF*' process in this case refers to room temperature 
megasonic SCI (SCI RT) - HF (75 seconds) - IPA V/D. 

Table II. Evaluation of SCI process for MCLT evaluation 

PROCESS 

'HF*' 

03 P 

SC15 

SC16 

SC18 

03P->SC15 

03P->SC16 

I 03P->SC18 

HF TIME 

75 sec 

75 sec 

NONE 

NONE 

NONE 

NONE 

NONE 

NONE 

SCI TEMP 

NONE 

NONE 

50°C 

60°C 

80°C 

50°C 

60°C 

80°C 

SCI 
TIME 

NONE 

NONE 

15 min 

15 min 1 

15 min 

15 min 

15 min I 

15 min I 
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PROCESS 

'HF*' 

03P->HF* 

SC15->'HF' 

SC16->'HF' 

SC18->'HF' 

SC15->'HF' 

SC16->'HF' 

1 SC18->'HF' 

HF TIME 

75 sec 

75 sec 

75 sec 

75 sec 

75 sec 

75 sec 

75 sec 

75 sec 

SCI TEMP 

NONE 

NONE 

40 C 

50 C 

60 C 

60 C 

80 C 

80 C 

SCI 
TIME 

NONE 

NONE 

15 min 

15 min 

15 min 1 

15 min 1 

15 min 

15 min 1 

A total of 9 points per wafer are taken. The data reported 
below is the average of all points from at least 2 wafers. 
MCLT depends quite heavily on the exact furnace, type of 
furnace, and oxidation conditions used. Trends provide 
information in this case where quantitative data is 
sensitive to many other parameters. 

Figure 5 presents MCLT trends and includes all post ash 
cleaning sequences investigated. The process 'HF*' is used 
as a benchmark in this case. As can be seen from Figure 5, 
SCI last processing at temperatures higher than room 
temperature show a much degraded MCLT value as compared to 
03/P. It is important to note that if SCI last processing 
is followed by an HF last step before gate oxidation, the 
MCLT trend recovers to values as high as those for 03/P or 
'HF*'. 

It appears that while heated SCI last processing may 
degrade MCLT values, if the heated SCI process is followed 
by an HF last step, MCLT recovers to optimum levels. 
Considering the results of the TXRF analysis, it may be 
that the presence of Zn detected on heated SCI last 
processed wafers aids in degrading MCLT. The data has 
shown that heated SCI is more efficient than the standard 
ozonated piranha process in removing defects. Because MCLT 
data shows that metallic impurities are removed by an HF 
last process following the heated SCI process, the 
contamination resulting from the heated SCI process should 
not be an issue. For these reasons, it is recommended that 
heated SCI be used only for the purpose of reducing defect 
densities. Heated SCI should be followed by another 
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sequence such as HF last for gate oxidation cleaning. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The heated SCI solution heated to 50°C, 60°C, and 80°C is 
characterized using physical, chemical, and electrical 
criteria. Impurity analysis completed using the TRXRF 
analytical technique provides quantitative data on metallic 
impurity levels for heated SCI, heated SCI + 'HF', and 
'HF*' processes and correlates these results with MCLT. 
The data shows some reduction in metallic levels for SCI + 
'HF' processes. 

The degradation in MCLT from SCI last processing to either 
03/P or 'HF*' last processing has not yet been completely 
explained. The investigation is ongoing using various 
analytical tools to understand the results obtained. 
Ongoing investigation includes the use of Time of Flight 
Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (TOF-SIMS) to study further 
the possible effects of lighter mass metallic contamination 
and of organic contamination. 
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PROCESS 

Figure 3. Defect density analysis of 03P versus heated 
SCI processes for plasma etched samples 

2.50E+11 

Figure 4. Surface contamination analysis using TRXRF for 
03P versus heated SCI processes 
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ABSTRACT 

The effect of dissolved oxygen and dissolved ozone has been 
studied on integrated N+ doped polycrystalline to N+ doped crystalline 
silicon contact resistance devices. Dissolved ozone in concentrations of 15 
ppb or higher has been shown to sharply increase the contact resistance of 
this structure. Dissolved oxygen in concentrations as high as 3 ppm has 
been shown to have no statistical effect on the contact resistance of this 
structure. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fast Static Random Access Memory (FSRAM) lots utilizing self-aligned 1 bit cell 
contacts were being routinely run to exercise the process integration and make appropriate 
changes to the processes in order to develop a robust transferable process to a high volume 
manufacturing fab. It was found that most of the lots that were processed showed 
excessively high and variable arsenic implanted and diffused N+ polysilicon to arsenic 
implanted N+ monocrystalline silicon contact resistance. Figure 1 shows the self-aligned 
N+ polysilicon to N+ silicon contact. Analysis of the data led to the observation that the 
pre-clean, which utilized low level ozonated water (-40 ± 5ppb dissolved ozone) as the 
final rinse, prior to poly deposition, was causing the unacceptable contact resistance. 
Wafers pre-cleaned prior to polysilicon deposition using a special vapor HF process 
showed extremely low values for the contact resistance as compared to the conventional 
wet process^. In addition to the problems caused by the pre-clean, problems associated 
with rapid thermal annealing were also present such that furnace annealing was being 
utilized. Furnace annealing accentuated the contact resistance problem when the fully 
ozonated water process was used. Rapid thermal annealing showed much better contact 
resistance data even when the ozonated water was used at the poly pre-clean. 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analyses of the interface showed that a thin 
oxide was formed on the monocrystalline N+ silicon when low level ozonated water was 
used. No discernible difference in oxide was present when unozonated water was used. 
This thin oxide acts as a diffusion barrier to arsenic. This explains why furnace annealing 
accentuates the problem and why RTA processed wafers gave much better contact 
resistance even with low level ozonated water. Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) will break 
up the oxide interface and arsenic can also diffuse through a thin oxide with the help of 
RTA. 
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The recent technical literature suggested that the excessive dissolved oxygen in the 
ultrapure water could be causing the high contact resistance due to native oxide growth 
studies.3"6 More experiments were devised that split a contact resistance lot (fully 
integrated contact process) through water that had extremely low dissolved oxygen (no 
ozonation) and water that was ozonated at a low level. In addition, the rinse times were 
varied to see if this had a negative effect on contact resistance. The graphs in Figures 2 and 
3 show dramatic differences between wafers rinsed in water containing approximately 
20ppb dissolved oxygen and those rinsed in ozonated water containing 3500 ppb dissolved 
oxygen. Further, the longer rinses in ozonated water gave increased values of contact 
resistance. It was obvious from this data that the low level ozonated water process used 
was unacceptable for the polysilicon to N+ contact process. 

From the above experiment, it was not known if the cause of the high contact 
resistance was due to excessive dissolved oxygen in the water or to the low level of ozone 
in the water. Several more integrated short flow contact resistance experiments were 
devised that examined dissolved oxygen and ozone separately. When water is ozonated, 
low levels of ozone are present and extremely high levels of oxygen are present due to the 
inefficient conversion of oxygen to ozone through a corona discharge ozonation system. 
Therefore, dissolved oxygen in ultrapure water can either exist by itself or in conjunction 
with low level ozone. 

PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 

Low level ozonation of ultrapure water was accomplished by converting gaseous 
oxygen in to ozone through a corona discharge cell. The ozone is then pressurized above 
the pressure of the ultrapure water and injected into the ultrapure water stream as it flows 
into wet process tool. Figure 4 shows the schematic for the ozone injection apparatus. 

One fully integrated contact resistance device experiment was split four ways at the 
polysilicon deposition pre-clean . The four splits consisted of a final rinse in water 
containing 20, 100, 550, or 3000ppb dissolved oxygen with NO ozone following the 
.normal dilute HF pre-clean. Pure oxygen was bubbled into the water stream in the same 
manner that ozone is injected into the water as was depicted in Figure 4. A ball type 
flowmeter was utilized to control the amount of oxygen entering the water in order to keep 
the dissolved oxygen level constant for each of the four splits. Dissolved oxygen 
measurements were taken with a calibrated dissolved oxygen probe that sampled ultrapure 
water past the point of injection. The data in Figure 5 shows the contact resistances from 
these four splits are not statistically different via a students t-test at an alpha risk of 0.05. 
Therefore, dissolved oxygen levels as high as 3500ppb (3.5ppm) have no effect on the 
contact resistance of this integrated process. The second fully integrated contact resistance 
experiment was also split four ways at polysilicon deposition pre-clean by simply varying 
the electric current on the ozone generator's cell such that no ozone was present in the water 
(oxygen injection with 1=0) for one split, followed by splits of 15, 30 and 45ppb dissolved 
ozone. The data in Figure 6 shows that the contact resistance increases an order of 
magnitude for rinse water containing as little as 15ppb dissolved ozone! The 30 and 45ppb 
splits showed similar contact resistances while the no ozone split showed very good contact 
resistance. All of these splits were processed at 3500ppb dissolved oxygen levels. 
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Therefore, the no ozone split in this experiment repeated the 3000ppb dissolved oxygen 
split in the first experiment and yielded the same results. 

DISCUSSION 

The experiments above were repeated several times and the same results were 
obtained each time. The dissolved oxygen in the water showed no statistical effect on the 
contact resistance of the fully integrated structure, but dissolved ozone concentrations as 
low as 15ppb raised the contact resistance of this structure by an order of magnitude. 
Therefore, it was clear that ozone, not dissolved oxygen, was the cause of the interfacial 
oxide growth enhancement and this increase in interfacial oxide was the cause the of the 
high contact resistance. The growth of native oxide by ozonated water is well known^-S. 

CONCLUSION 

Dissolved ozone, in concentrations as low as 15 ppb, has a deleterious effect on 
N + doped polycrystalline to N+ doped monocrystalline silicon contact resistance. The 
same work also indicates that much higher dissolved oxygen concentrations can be allowed 
(over two orders of magnitude higher than has previously been recommended in the 
literature) with no statistically significant effect on the contact resistance of this structure. 
We therefore conclude that dissolved oxygen in ultrapure water is not the major concern 
once believed. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, megasonic cleaning was applied to the multilevel metal 

planarization RIE etchback process. The characterization of a newly 

designed quick dump megasonic cleaner for VLSI post planarization RIE 

treatment was studied. It was found that the megasonic power during 

rinse cycle is the most significant parameter that affects the cleaning 

efficiency. A new megasonic cleaning process with optimized parameter 

conditions were obtained. The new process significantly reduced the 

planarization post cleaning defectivity level. The results were confirmed 

by patterned planarization monitor wafer inspection, and the yield of 

snake/comb wafers. 

INTRODUCTION 

The megasonic wafer cleaning technique has been widely used in the 

semiconductor industry in recent years, especially in front end wafer processes. The 

megasonic energy in a tank or in a DI jet spray has been found to greatly enhance the 

particle removal capability of the cleaning liquid (1-3). In this investigation, 

megasonic cleaning has been applied to a back end multilevel metal planarization RIE 

etchback process. It was observed that megasonic cleaning is very effective in the 

removal of planarization dry etch process particles. It was found that it is very 

important to turn on high power of megasonic energy during rinse cycle to keep 

particles from re-attaching to the wafer surface. 
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In this paper, the characterization of a newly designed quick dump megasonic 

cleaner for this RIE process will be described. The snake/comb and inline defectivity 

Inspex data comparing different types of megasonic cleaners will be presented. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A newly designed Verteq quick dump megasonic cleaner was used in this 

study. In conventional megasonic cleaners, the megasonic transducer is flat. The 

megasonic energy propagates through a half-moon shaped quartz lens to the liquid in 

the tank. In this new cleaner, the transducer itself is half-moon shaped which 

increases the efficiency of propagation of the megasonic energy. The new equipment 

consists of only one tank for both cleaning and rinsing. The advantage of this 

arrangement is the availability of megasonic power during the rinse cycle. The 

equipment also features quick dump and filtration capabilities. 

For the characterization of the new megasonic cleaner, Catalyst/DOE software 

from BBN was used to set up a test matrix of 30 runs. The key parameters 

investigated in this experiment were megasonic cleaning power and time, number of 

quick dumps after megasonic clean, as well as power and time during rinse cycle as 

shown in Table I: 

Table I Parameter Settings For The 
Characterization Experiment 

Parameters SettfagS 

Megasonic Cleaning Power 100 to 300 W 

Megasonic Cleaning Time 5 to 15 Min 

# Of Quickdumps Prior To Rinse 0 to 7 Times 

Megasonic Power During Rinse 0 to 300 W 

Rinse Time 8 to 15 Min 
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A fixed surfactant (NCW 601 from Wako Chemical) to DI water ratio of 1:2000 

was used in the cleaning cycle. In order to simulate the planarization etchback RIE 

process, particle test silicon wafers were coated with 1000 A of TEOS to create an 

oxidized surface. Fused silica particles ranging from 0.1 to 5.0 urn were mixed in a 

DI water solution with a 1: 500,000,000 ratio. The solution was sprayed onto the 

silicon wafer surfaces with resultant particle counts ranging from 1000 to 25,000 

particles per wafer. Five wafers representing the above range of the particle counts 

were run in each test. The change in particle counts after megasonic clean was plotted 

versus the starting particle counts for each run. A simple curve was fitted to the data. 

The slope of the line was used as the figure of merit for comparing test results. 

After the new equipment was characterized and optimized, the new process 

was compared with the standard process of the existing conventional Verteq Sunburst 

stand alone megasonic system. The megasonic transducer of the stand alone system 

is flat and did not have megasonic power capability during the rinse cycle. Patterned 

planarization monitor wafers and snake/comb wafers were used for this comparison 

study. The patterned planarization monitor wafers and snake/comb wafers were 

prepared by running silicon wafers through the metal and planarization module to 

simulate the real planarization process in the production flow. 

The patterned planarization monitor wafer test flow is shown as follows: 

1. Wafer mark 

2. Metal deposition 

3. Metal patterning 

4. Metal etch 

5. Planarization deposition 

6. Planarization etchback RIE 

7. Inspex 

8. Planarization post megasonic cleaning 

9. Inspex 

The snake/comb wafer test flow is shown as follows: 

1. wafer mark 

2. Planarization deposition 
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3. Planarization etchback REE 

4. Planarization post megasonic cleaning 

5. Metal deposition 

6. Metal patterning for snake/comb structure 

7. Metal RIE 

8. Metal anneal 

9. Snake/comb probe 

Each of the patterned planarization monitor lot or snake/comb lot was split to be 

run in the new and the old machine at the post planarization megasonic clean step. 

The patterned planarization monitor wafers were inspected using an INSPEX EX3000 

station both after planarization etchback RIE, and again after post planarization 

megasonic cleaning. The reduction of particle counts on the planarization monitor 

wafers after megasonic cleaning were calculated. The snake/comb wafers were tested 

for electrical opens and shorts at probe. Defect density was calculated using 

Poisson's model on these snake/comb wafers (4). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For the new quick dump megasonic cleaner characterization, 30 tests were run 

with the conditions as shown in Table I. Figure 1 shows the particle removal as a 

function of pre-clean particle counts for one of the 30 Catalyst test runs. The set 

points were megasonic cleaning power of 100 Watts and time of 10 min., 7 quick 

dumps after megasonic clean and prior to rinsing, rinse power of 300 Watts and time 

of 15 min during rinse cycle. A simple curve was fitted with R2=0.99. The slope of 

the resulting line (0.768) was used as the figure of merit for comparing test results. It 

is important to note that the figure of merit is not simply a particle removal efficiency 

of the run. Rather, it is considered as a function of average particle removal 

capability of each test within the starting particle range investigated. 

The figure of merits for all of the 30 runs were entered into Catalyst 

experimental design worksheet as the response of the experiment. Figure 2 is the 

Catalyst model graph of this experiment. Two lines for each factor are displayed for 

the factor-response relationship when that factor interacts with other factors. The top 
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line for each factor shows the most positive effects that factor can have on the 

response. The bottom line shows the most negative effects that factor can have on the 

response (5). Rinse power stands out as the most influential of the five parameters 

investigated. Other parameters, on the other hand, did not appear to be as significant 

as rinse power for cleaning efficiency. It is noticed that for the rinse power, both of 

the two effect lines (positive and negative) show that cleaning efficiency (figure of 

merit) increases dramatically as rinse power increases. There is little interaction 

between rinse power and the other factors, since the two rinse power effect lines are 

almost parallel. It is believed that during the rinse cycle, it is very important to use 

high megasonic power to prevent the particles in the fluid re-attaching to the wafer 

surface. 

The optimized conditions for this experiment were determined by applying the 

Catalyst interpretation tool, and maximizing the effects of all parameters. The 

maximum predicted average efficiency rating (figure of merit) is 0.78. 

The optimized process using the new machine was compared with the old 

process using the old machine. Figure 3 shows the snake/comb defectivity boxplot 

versus post planarization RIE megasonic clean process for each of the machines. It is 

seen that the new megasonic process of the new equipment significantly reduces the 

snake defectivity level of post-planarization RIE treatment from 0.78 to 0.22 

defects/cm2. The distribution of the defectivity for the wafers run on the new 

megasonic cleaner was also tighter than that of the old machine. The Inspex results 

from patterned planarization monitor wafer were compared for new and old 

equipment. It is noticed that the new process in the new machine increases the mean 

particle removal rate from 68% to 77%. 

SUMMARY 

In this study, the characterization of a newly designed quick dump megasonic 

cleaner for post planarization RIE treatment was performed. It was found that the 

megasonic power during rinse cycle is the most significant parameter that affects the 

cleaning efficiency. A new process with optimized parameters was obtained. The 

maximum particle removal efficiency rating (Figure of merit) is about 0.78. The new 
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process significantly reduced the planarization post cleaning defectivity level. The 

results were confirmed by planarization patterned Inspex monitor wafers and 

snake/comb wafers. 
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ABSTRACT 

The efficiency of the rinse process in automated wet cleaning stations is 
examined following HF-last cleans. Experimental results are presented 
showing the effects of tank geometry, flow parameters, cassette geometry, 
cassette materials, and wafer load. A theoretical model for the fluid 
dynamics in a rinse tank is developed which yields information regarding 
the flow distributions between and around wafers in a cassette. The time 
dependence of the tank resistivity during the rinse process is fitted to a 
second order mathematical model based on convective transport and ideal 
mixing assumptions. The effectiveness of the model confirms the impor
tance of the fluid dynamics in the rinse process. 

INTRODUCTION 

The rinse process has received considerable attention in recent years. With the 
increasing complexity of semiconductor manufacturing technologies, the number of wet 
process and rinse steps has increased dramatically. Considering that typical rinses can 
consume up to 70 liters per minute of UHP DI water, and given the high throughput of 
automated wet cleaning stations, it becomes apparent that DI water consumption is a 
major cost issue. The problem is further compounded for large diameter wafers, which 
require larger tank volumes and even greater quantities of DI water. Recent cost of 
ownership models for automated wet stations show that the wafer cost component for DI 
water has increased from 13% for 150 mm wafers to 32% for 200 mm wafers (1). 
Clearly, there is considerable motivation to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
rinse process in order to reduce DI water consumption. 

The cleaning and rinsing of wafers can be limited by a number of factors, including: 
1) the surface reaction kinetics; 2) thermodynamics; 3) diffusion of reactants, products, 
and contaminants; and 4) convective transport of reactants, products, and contaminants. 
The relative importance of these factors depends upon the prior wafer history, the chem
istries involved, the fluid dynamics, and the design of the process vessels. For simple 
rinsing of soluble residues, the predominant mechanisms are convective and diffusive mass 
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transport of contaminants from the wafer surface. Any residues left on the wafer surface 
after the rinse process will be transferred to the next process step, or, in the case of drying, 
will ultimately deposit on the wafer as a surface contaminant. 

Recent studies have attempted to address these phenomena from a theoretical 
point of view in order to determine the rate-limiting factors in rinsing (2,3,4). One theory 
maintains that the wafer is covered with a uniform carryover layer coming out of the 
chemical bath, and subsequently sheathed within a static boundary layer during the rinsing 
process. Therefore, the removal of surface residues requires diffusion through the 
boundary layer, and then convective transport in the bulk fluid (2). This paper will dem
onstrate that such models are not applicable to well-designed rinsing processes. 

CARRYOVER OF RESIDUES INTO THE RINSE TANK 

When wafers are removed from a chemical bath, there is a residual liquid which 
adheres to the wafer and cassette surfaces, and is subsequently carried over into the rinse 
tank. This total carryover volume will depend upon a number of factors, including: 1) the 
extraction rate from the chemical bath; 2) the transfer time between baths; 3) the immer
sion rate into the rinse tank; 4) the number of wafers; 5) the cassette surface area; and 6) 
the cassette material. The carryover volume may be categorized as either: 1) a bulk 
carryover in the form of liquid droplets or puddles which are nonuniform in nature; and 2) 
a carryover layer which is a somewhat uniform liquid film that remains on the surface due 
to viscous forces. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the carryover volume. 
The nature of the carryover volume depends upon the balance between gravitational, 
viscous, and surface tension forces. Gravitational and surface tension forces will tend to 
pull liquid off the surface during removal from the solution, whereas the viscous force will 
react against velocity gradients, holding a layer of liquid on the surface. For typical 
process conditions, this force balance seldom results in a uniform film of liquid on the 
surface. In fact, for hydrophobic surfaces, the surface tension forces are so dominant that 
the notion of a carryover layer is certainly not applicable. 

Previous analyses of the carryover layer thickness have neglected surface tension 
effects (which can be significant Tor both hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces), and 
drainage of the fluid after extraction. A more accurate relationship for the carryover layer 
thickness h, accounting for viscous, gravitational, and surface tension forces during the 
removal process is given by (5): 

h={^iV/pg}1/2Ca1/6 [1] 

where û  is the viscosity (0.01 g/cm-s for water), V is the extraction velocity, p is the 
density (1 g/cm3 for water), g is the gravitational acceleration (980 cm2/s), and Ca is the 
capillary number given by: 
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Ca = |i V la [2] 

with a being the surface tension (70 dynes/cm for water). Substituting the values for 
water yields 

h = (0.0007) V273 [3] 

For slow extraction velocities V < 10 cm/s, this gives a carryover layer thickness 
of h < 30 jim. In the case of automated wet stations with robotic systems set for high 
throughput, the extraction velocities are in the range of 20 - 60 cm/s, giving a thickness 
range of 50 - 100 u,m. Note that this analysis is only valid during the extraction phase, and 
is not applicable once the wafers have come to rest or have begun the lateral transfer to 
the rinse tank. During this phase, fluid drainage will occur, forming droplets and puddles 
which will drip off when a critical mass is reached. Thus, the value of the carryover layer 
thickness given above represents the upper limit, and is only applicable for hydrophilic 
surfaces with very fast pull rates and short transfer times. In most cases, the concept of a 
bulk carryover, with perhaps isolated regions of a carryover layer, is more accurate. Upon 
immersion into the rinse tank, this carryover will then be removed by diffusive or convec-
tive processes. 

DIFFUSION OF RINSE RESIDUES 

In the case of a static system, which is the limit of no convective mass transport, 
the rinsing of a wafer surface will be limited by the diffusion of chemical residues or 
contaminants from the wafer surface into the bulk solution. The problem becomes the 
classical one of diffusion from a limited-source, with a Gaussian solution for short times 
(2, 6). For longer times, the outdiffusion from the neighboring wafer must be considered. 
Assuming an initial concentration of residue Co (cm"3) in a carryover volume of average 
thickness 20 u,m, the fraction of concentration remaining as a function of time and distance 
from the wafer surface is shown in Fig. 2 for a 50 wafer load. Two items are apparent 
from the profile: 1) the surface concentration (at x = 0) decreases very quickly initially, 
and 2) the tail of the distribution" advances at a much slower rate. 

If we assume the case of a carryover layer sheathed in a static boundary layer (2), 
the overall rinse process would be limited by the time required for the diffusion front to 
reach the edge of the boundary layer, where convective transport would then be dominant. 
Using a value for the static boundary layer thickness of 0.26 cm, as suggested in reference 
(2), would result in a time delay of over 2 minutes. As will be shown below, this does not 
agree with the experimental evidence. 
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CONVECTIVE TRANSPORT OF RINSE RESIDUES 

In order to determine the relative importance of the convective transport of rinse 
residues, the fluid dynamics in a rinse tank must be determined. In particular, the behavior 
of the wafer gap flow field within a rinse tank determines, to a large degree, the effective
ness and efficiency of the rinse cycle. In the following analysis, the fluid dynamics in an 
overflow rinse tank (OFR) will be modeled from first principles. More extensive com
puter simulations will be reported in a future publication. 

Rinse Tank Geometry and Flow Field Regions 

The geometry used for the analysis consists of fifty 200 mm diameter wafers in a 
cassette with 0.55 cm gap spacing (0.25 inch centerline spacing). This is the configuration 
used in the Santa Clara Plastics Advanced Automated Tool, which was used for experi
mental verification. Figure 3 shows a top view of the tank and wafer geometry (the wafer 
cassette is not shown). Typical DI flowrates range from 40 - 60 liters per minute, corre
sponding to an average velocity Uo of 0.85 cm/s at the tank inlet. The three flow regions 
of interest are 1) in the gaps between wafers; 2) in the short sidewall areas at the ends of 
the tank; and 3) in the long sidewall areas at the sides of the tank. Regions 1 and 2 consist 
of two flat parallel boundaries which can be treated as a 'channel' flow, while region 3 
consists of only one flat boundary which can be treated as 'flat plate' flow (7). 

Results of flow computations show that average velocities in the three regions of 
interest are comparable, suggesting that convective transport in the wafer gap region can 
be a significant factor in rinsing. These results have been confirmed by visual observa
tions and testing. Therefore, for the sake of brevity, the analysis presented herein will be 
restricted to the wafer gap region, although results will be given for all regions. 

Wafer Gap Flow Field Analysis - Channel Flow 

A first order approximation to the flow field behavior begins with a Reynolds 
number calculation based upon a characteristic distance for the region of interest (7). This 
is used to determine the flow regime - laminar or turbulent - which then allows for a 
calculation of the flow boundary layer profile. Finally, the velocity profile within the 
boundary layer and the shear stress distribution along the boundaries are determined. 

In the region between the wafers, a suitable characteristic length is the gap width. 
A Reynolds number based on the gap width has the form 

(Re)b= (Uo b) / v [4] 

where Uo is the average entrance velocity, b is the spacing between wafers, and v is the 
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kinematic viscosity (0.01 cm2/s for water). Inserting values yields a relatively low Reyn
olds number of 47, indicating a laminar flow field between the wafers. In general, the flow 
between two flat parallel boundaries will experience an acceleration along the length due 
to the thickening of the two closely spaced boundary layers. The velocity increases until 
the boundary layers from both sides merge and the flow achieves a steady-state condition, 
at which point it is called 'fully developed' laminar flow. The length required to fully 
develop the inlet flow is given by (7) 

Le= (0.02) (b) (Re> [5] 

which, upon inserting values, yields a distance of only 10 mm from the wafer leading edge. 
Therefore, the flow is undeveloped for the first 10 mm of the fluid inlet, and fully devel
oped for the remaining 190 mm... The velocity distribution for fully developed plane flow 
moving in the x-direction (lengthwise) is obtained by simplifying the Navier-Stokes 
equation for 1-d parallel flow. For fully developed flow in the x-direction, this becomes: 

d2U/dy2 = (l/u)(dp/dx) [6] 

where U is the velocity, p is the pressure, and the y-axis represents the transverse direction 
across the wafer gap. Inserting the appropriate boundary conditions to satisfy the no-slip 
condition at the boundary (U = 0 at y = 0 and y=b), integrating, and solving for the 
integration constants yields the parabolic velocity distribution 

U(y) = 6Uo(y/b)( l -y/b) [7] 

with a maximum velocity Umax= U(at y=b/2) = V2 Uo, where Uo is the average entrance 
velocity. Figure 4 shows the boundary layers and the velocity profiles between the wafers 
for undeveloped flow (x < 10 mm) and fully developed flow (x > 10 mm). The most 
obvious feature of the velocity profile is the absence of a 'static' boundary layer region. 

The effect of the fluid flow on the residue (carryover volume) at the wafer surface 
can be estimated by calculating the shear stress at the surface. Since the velocity for fully-
developed flow is independent of x, the shear stress is constant and can be estimated from 
Newton's law of friction: 

Ft = ji (dU/dy)y=o [8] 

where F t is the shear stress, and (dU/dy) is the slope of the velocity profile at the bound
ary (y=0). This gives a constant value of x =0.1 dyne/cm2. The importance of the shear 
stress acting on the carryover layer cannot be overlooked. Due to the fluid viscosity and a 
no-slip (U = 0) condition at a given boundary, a shear stress exists at the boundary along 
its entire length. The shear stress initially acts upon the outermost lamina of the carryover 
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layer, resulting in a downstream motion, which subsequently generates a shear stress on 
the lower lamina (Fig. 4c). This viscous entrainment is repeated until a solid boundary, 
the wafer surface, is reached. The result is a streamwise transport of the carryover layer 
along the wafer length, and a very effective removal of wafer residues. Table I summa
rizes the important flow characteristics for the three regions in the rinse tank. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Rinse evaluation experiments were carried out using 200 mm diameter wafers in 
two fully automated wet process stations manufactured by Santa Clara Plastics: 1) Auto
mated Wet Station (AWS), designed to handle two standard cassettes of 25 wafers; and 2) 
Advanced Automated Tool (AAT), featuring a reduced cassette design capable of han
dling 50 wafers. The reduced cassette design of the AAT allows for smaller tank volumes 
and improved fluid dynamics, thereby reducing chemical and DI water consumption 
significantly. Wafer pitch in these experiments was held constant at 6 mm (0.25"), 
although results for reduced pitch experiments will be reported in a future publication. 

All rinse processes were carried out on bare Si wafers following a typical native 
oxide removal process (50:1 HF at 25°C for 120 seconds), except where noted. Rinse 
efficiencies were monitored using standard resistivity and pH probes. For typical HF last 
processes, the resultant change in hydrogen ion concentration in a rinse tank, as monitored 
by resistivity or pH, is an accurate indicator of the HF concentration over the range of 
interest. For extreme high concentrations of HF, the incomplete dissociation of HF must 
be considered, while for very dilute concentrations, the hydrogen ion concentration due to 
the water must be accounted for. 

IDEAL MIXING MODEL 

In order to understand the time dependence of the rinse water resistivity following 
an HF clean, a second order mathematical model with relatively few parameters was 
developed. The model is based on the assumption that convective transport of the HF 
carryover volume is the dominant removal mechanism. The basic premise of the model is 
that upon immersion in the rinse tank, the entire carryover volume of HF is dissolved and 
ideally mixed in the DI rinse water volume. 

The concentration of HF (or hydrogen ion concentration) in the rinse tank would 
then follow a simple exponential behavior given by: 

C(t) = Co exp (- t/x) [9] 

where C(t) is the concentration of HF in the rinse tank at a time t after the immersion at 
t=0; Co is the total volumetric concentration of the HF carryover (the total quantity of HF 
residue divided by the total volume of rinse water); and T is a characteristic time constant 
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for the mixing process. 

In the case of an overflow rinse tank, where DI water is continually flowing into 
the tank, the time constant T will depend upon the flow rate and the tank geometry. For 
the simplest case with a uniform flow inlet at the bottom of the tank, and a probe mounted 
at the top of the tank, the time constant will be related to the bath turnover rate: 

x = (Volume of Tank) / (DI Flow Rate) [ 10] 

In order to compare the model to experimental data, the concentration values 
predicted by the model are converted to conductivity values, accounting for the conduc
tivity of water and the dissociation constant of HF. For dilute concentrations, the con
ductivity can be expressed as: 

G(t) = GH20 + Go exp(-t/x) [11] 

where G(t) is the conductivity as a function of time t after immersion in the rinse tank 
(S/cm); GH2O is the conductivity of the incoming DI water; Go is the conductivity of the 
total rinse volume; and x is the bath turnover time constant. The resistivity is then simply 
the inverse of equation [11], after converting units to MOhm-cm. 

The expected values of x can be calculated based on the tank geometries and flow 
rates. For the AWS, with it's larger tank volume, the calculated bath turnover rate is 48 
seconds, while the corresponding value for the AAT is 25 seconds. The parameter Go is 
related to the total carryover volume, and should therefore be dependent on the cassette 
area, the number of wafers in the cassette, the extraction rate from the chemical tank, the 
immersion rate into the rinse tank, and the total volume of DI. 

The parameters of equation [11] can be extracted from the experimental resistivity 
vs. time data. The correlation of the model constants to physical values will give an 
indication of the validity of the model assumptions. If the time constant x is approximately 
equal to the bath turnover rate, then the assumption of convective limited mass transport 
via ideal mixing is validated. A longer time constant would indicate a two-step process 
involving diffusive and convective mass transport. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results for the fitted vs. experimental values of rinse water resistivity for a post-
HF overflow rinse are shown in Figs. 5-8. Data are shown for the AAT, with teflon and 
quartz reduced cassettes, in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Note that the rinse time to 
resistivity (RTTR) for the teflon cassette is highly dependent upon the wafer load. This 
suggests that the carryover volume is predominantly associated with the wafers (most 
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likely droplets and puddles). As such, the tank resistivity is an accurate indicator of the 
wafer rinse efficiency. In the case of quartz, there is considerably less wafer dependence, 
even though the quartz reduced cassette surface area is identical to the teflon reduced 
cassette. This is probably due to increased wetting of the quartz hydrophilic surface, and 
possible surface chemical reactions (quartz etching). 

For comparison, a standard full cassette (Fluoroware PA-192) was run in the AAT 
with varying wafer loads. The results shown in Fig. 7 indicate very little rinsing depend
ence on the wafer load. The implication here is that the increased surface area and re
duced drainage of the full cassette results in a carryover volume which is dominated by the 
cassette attributes. Therefore, the resistivity value in the rinse tank is probably more 
indicative of the cassette rinsing.behavior than of the wafer rinsing efficiency. 

Similar data are shown in Fig. 8 for the AWS. Here, a standard 25 wafer full 
cassette (Fluoroware PA-192) is compared to a 25 wafer cassette made of quartz. Again, 
the quartz cassette exhibits slower rinsing behavior. 

The model time constants extracted from the experimental data are summarized in 
Table II. The excellent agreement with the bath turnover rates confirms the model 
assumptions of convective transport and ideal mixing. The time constant is shown to be 
dependent primarily on the bath turnover rates, and not on the cassette materials, cassette 
geometry, and wafer load. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The fluid dynamics in an overflow rinse tank were modeled analytically. The 
results show that fully developed laminar flow is prevalent in the region between the 
wafers. Calculations of the velocity profiles and shear stress forces indicate that the wafer 
gap flow fields are predominant in removing rinse residues via shear stress and convective 
transport. A model was developed to predict the time dependence of the rinse tank 
resistivity. The excellent agreement of the model with experimental data confirms the 
assumptions of convective transport and ideal mixing. An understanding of the removal 
mechanisms in the rinse process can be used to improve rinse efficiency and reduce DI 
water consumption in automated wet stations. 
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Table I. Rinse tank laminar flow field parameters 

Region 
1 
2 
3 

Flow Regime 
Channel Flow 
Channel Flow 
Flat Plate 

t - Undeveloped channel flow 

Characteristic 
Length x (cm) 

0.55 
4.8 
25.4 

Rex 

47 
408 
2151 

Le(cm) 

1 
39 
-

F (dyne/cm2) 

0.10 
0.026/Vxt 
0.026/-\/x 

Table II. Ideal mixing model parameters extracted from experimental data 

|CASSETTE TYPE 

Teflon Reduced Cassette 
Teflon Reduced Cassette 
Teflon Reduced Cassette 
Quartz Reduced Cassette 
Quartz Reduced Cassette 
Quartz Reduced Cassette 
Standard Full Cassette 
Standard Full Cassette 
Standard Full Cassette 
Standard Full Cassette 
Quartz Cassette 

TOOL 

AAT 
AAT 
AAT 
AAT 
AAT 
AAT 
AAT 
AAT 
AAT 
AWS 
AWS 

# WAFERS 
0 

25 
50 
0 

25 
50 
0 

10 
25 
25 
25 

Go(uS/cm) 

3.00E-05 
8.00E-05 
1.30E-04 
3.00E-04 
2.60E-04 
2.20E-04 
6.50E-05 
8.00E-05 
8.00E-05 
3.10E-05 
4.40E-05 

TAU(sec) 

21 
21 
21 
20 
20 
20 
19 
19 
19 
45 
45 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Physical representation of carryover volume, (a) Bulk carryover, 
(b) Carryover layer, (c) Force diagram 
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Figure 2. Fractional concentration profile C(x,t)/Co for diffusion of residues in a carryover 
volume of initial concentration Co and average thickness of 20 um. 
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Figure 3. Rinse Tank and Wafer Geometry - Top View 
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Figure 4. Wafer Gap flow field, (a) Velocity profiles, (b) Boundary layer profile, 
(c) Lamina shear diagram 
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Figure 5. Experimental (points) and calculated (lines) rinse resistivity curves for the 
Teflon reduced cassette in the AAT with wafer load indicated in parentheses. 
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Figure 6. Experimental (points) and calculated (lines) rinse resistivity curves for the 
quartz reduced cassette in the AAT with wafer load indicated in parentheses. 
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Figure 7. Experimental (points) and calculated (lines) rinse resistivity curves for the 
standard full cassette in the AAT with wafer load indicated in parentheses. 
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Figure 8. Experimental (points) and calculated (lines) rinse resistivity curves for the 
Teflon and quartz full cassette in the AWS with 25 wafers. 
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THE USE OF CENTRIFUGAL FORCE TO IMPROVE RINSING EFFICIENCY 
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ABSTRACT 

The success of aqueous based cleaning of silicon wafers depends on the 
complete removal of both the residual contaminants and the cleaning 
solutions from the silicon surface by a water rinse process. The efficiency of 
rinsing in a bath is limited by the rate at which contaminates diffuse away 
from the silicon surface, through the nearly stagnant boundary layer, and into 
the bulk of the water. Typical reported rinse water requirements for 200 mm 
wafers range from 13 to 20 liters/wafer for each chemical step (1,2). This 
paper reports the improvement in rinsing efficiency gained by repeatedly "ramp
ing" the wafer to a high RPM to spin off this stagnant layer. The rinse effi
ciency is sufficient to allow complete rinsing with 0.75 liters/wafer for each 
chemical step, a 20x reduction in water usage compared to present immer
sion techniques. 

INTRODUCTION 

The success of aqueous based cleaning of silicon wafers depends on the complete 
removal of both the residual contaminants and the cleaning solutions by a rinse process. 
An analysis by Tonti indicates that after 15 minutes in an overflow rinse tank, 0.88% of 
the initial surface contamination is still carried over into the subsequent process bath or 
dry sequence in the 20 |im "carry over film" of water on the wafer (3). This poor rinsing 
performance is caused by a stagnant boundary layer near the surface of the wafer. Con
taminants must diffuse through this boundary layer to reach the flowing rinse water and be 
swept away. Diffusion coefficients for dissolved ionic and molecular species are typically 
in the range of 10"5 cm2/sec which allows an average diffusion length of approximately 1 
mm during a 10 minute rinse (3,4). Figure 1 shows the approximate distribution of small 
ionic and molecular contaminants in a stagnant water rinse bath 60,300,600 and 900 
seconds after insertion of a contaminated wafer. 
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Rinse tanks are normally not stagnant, but have flow velocities parallel to the surface 
of the wafers near 1 cm/sec. The fluid motion in these "overflow" rinse tanks acts to 
sweep away contaminates that have diffused into the flow stream from the surface of the 
wafers. The water's velocity distribution between the wafers is parabolic; 1.5 times the 
average velvety halfway between the wafers and zero at the surface of the wafer where 
the contaminants are concentrated. Figure 2 shows the velocity distribution near the 
surface of a 200 mm wafer for a 1 cm/sec average flow. Only at a distance of 0.55 mm 
from the wafer does the fluid reach 0.33 mm/sec, the velocity necessary to transit the 
wafer in one minute. As shown in Figure 1,35% of the contaminants never diffuse to a 
distance of 0.55 mm during a 10 minute rinse cycle. Therefor, the flow of water between 
the wafers in an over flow rinser does little to help rinse the surface of the wafers. 

"Dumping" and refilling the rinse tank periodically during the rinse cycle allows 
contaminants that have diffused some distance into the bulk of the boundary layer drain 
away. Only the contaminants in the "carry over film" remain on the wafer. The film's 
thickness is approximately 20 |im and is primarily determined by the drain time, viscosity 
and density of the water and the force of gravity (3). The thickness can be reduced by 
supplementing the force of gravity with centrifugal force by spinning the wafers either 
about their axis as in a spin rinse drier, or off axis as in a multiple position spray processor. 
The carry over thickness after a 10 second ramp at 500 RPM in a multiple position spray 
processor was measured to be less than 2 |im. Reducing the thickness of the carryover 
layer by lOx results in a 90% reduction in the residual contamination in the carry over 
film. Figure 3 shows the contaminant distribution in the rinse water after 40 seconds. The 
2 jim (0.0002 cm) layer that remains after the 500 rpm ramp is approximately equal to the 
thickness of the "y" axis. 

A highly efficient rinse sequence is as follows: At low rpm, the wafers are wetted and 
contaminants diffuse freely from the wafer surface into a thick layer of water. The bulk of 
this layer is then removed by centrifugal force. In a second rinse cycle, the wafer is 
rewetted and contaminants from the thin carry over layer are again allowed to diffuse into 
this fresh layer of water which is then ramped off... Figure 4 shows the calculated aerial 
concentration of contaminants in a 2 ̂ im layer at the surface of the wafer for a stagnant 
bath and for a ramped rinsing sequence. These calculations indicate that ramped rinsing 
achieves a 175x reduction in the contamination levels at the surface of the wafer after each 
1 minute rinse / spin cycle. A single, 1 minute rinse / spin cycle leaves 0.57% of the initial 
contaminates. A second one minute cycle would reduce the contamination level by an
other 175x to 0.003% of the initial contamination level. This should be compared to 
Tonti's calculation of 0.88% remaining after 15 minutes in an over flow rinse1. 

The situation is even more extreme for particles. Figure 5 shows the concentration 
profile for 0.3 |im particles for diffusion times of 60,200,600 and 900 seconds. The 
diffusion coefficient for these particles is near 1.4xl0-8, nearly three orders of magnitude 
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lower than for small molecular contaminants. Virtually no particles would diffuse into 
the flow stream during a 10 minute over flow rinse. Only 12% would diffuse out of the 
20 \im carry over layer in 1 minute to be removed during a "dump" of the rinse bath. But 
88% of the particles that are dislodged from the surface would be removed after each 1 
minute ramped rinsing cycle. Ramped rinsing should have a strong, positive effect on 
particle removal efficiency. 

^EXPERIMENTAL 

The process sequence in an FSI MERCURY® MP spray processor was modified such 
that the rinse sections after each chemical dispense included a series of 40 second, low 
speed rinses followed by 20 second, 500 RPM ramps to remove the boundary layer. The 
MERCURY was also mechanically modified to include an atomized rinse Side Bowl Spray 
Post (SBSP) in the side of the bowl to rinse the outside of the carriers. Additional fan jets 
were also included on the bottom of the bowl to better rinse the bottom of the turn table. 
The base process program was a standard FSI B Clean which consists of an SPM, dilute 
HF, APM, HPM chemical sequence. Experimental data was collected on 150 mm, <100>, 
p type wafers using "Semi" grade chemicals from Ashland chemical. 

A sodium challenge was prepared by dipping clean wafers in a NaCl solution and 
spinning them dry without rinsing a SRD. The Na removal rinse sequences consisted of 
portions of the final rinse sequence of the modified B Clean. Sodium levels were mea
sured by Static SIMS at Evans Central, Minnetonka, Minnesota. The metal challenge was 
added by plasma ashing 0.5 |im of photo resist on the wafer. VPD-ICP-MS analysis was 
performed at Balazs Labs, Sunnyvale, California and TXRF measurements were taken at 
Evans West, Redwood City, California. "HF Last" particle challenge wafers were pre
pared by dipping clean wafers in a 10% HF solution for 1 minute followed by a spin rinse 
dry. Pre and post measurements of particles larger than 0.15 Jim were performed on an 
ESTEK™ 8500 Wafer Inspection System calibrated with NIST traceable latex spheres. 

RESULTS 

The improved rinsing performance allowed the total cycle time of the clean to be 
reduced from 43 minutes for the standard B Clean to 30 minutes for the optimized clean 
utilizing ramped rinsing and the Side Bowl Spray Post (SBSP). Figure 6 shows the results 
of rinsing the Na contaminated wafer for 30 and 120 seconds followed by a 500 rpm ramp 
and performing the entire final rinse sequence from the modified B clean. In the first 30 
seconds the sodium levels dropped by a factor of 3000 to near background levels. This 
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experimental rinsing rate for ramped rinsing of over 6 LRV/min (Log Reduction Value) is 
above the 2.25 predicted by the theory. Apparently there is significant turbulence within 
the fluid during the ramp that acts to further dilute the contaminants in the 2 jim carry 
over layer. Figure 6 also shows the results of rinsing a soluble ionic salt in an overflow 
rinse tank (5). Overflow rinsing provided a 0.25 LRV/min in the surface concentration of 
the salt. The overflow rinsing appears to be 9x less efficient than the theoretical ramped 
rinsing models and 24x less efficient than the ramped rinsing experimental data. 

The metals results were also encouraging. With the exception of nickel, all metal 
levels after both the standard and SBSP B Cleans were below the detection limits of 
TXRF and VPD-FIA-ICP-MS (Table 1). The plasma ashing may have transformed some 
of the nickel into nickel silicide which is insoluble in standard wafer cleaning chemistries. 
No nickel is normally detected after either clean on unashed wafers. Further research is 
needed in the area of nickel removal. 

Table I. A series of experimental cleaning sequences utilizing the Side Bowl Spray 
Post and ramped rinsing. Surface concentration in units of 1010/cm2. 

Element 
Analysis Method 

Control / Prime 
Control / Ashed 
SBSP2/Ashed 
SBSP7/Ashed 
SBSP8/Prime 
SBSP8/Ashed 
SBSP9/ Ashed 
SBSP10/Ashed 
SBSP11/Ashed 
SBSP13/Ashed 
B Clean/Ashed 

Na Al 
VPDVPD 

<10 
570 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
52 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 

25 
102k 
26 
<5 
<5 
<5 
<5 
<5 
<5 
<5 
<5 

Ti V Cr Fe Ni Cu 
TXRF TXRF BOTH TXRF TXRF TXRF 

<1 
15 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 

<1 
15 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 

<1 
950 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 

1 
200 

1 
2 

<1 
<1 
1 
2 
1 
2 

<1 

1 
9 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 

300 
150 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 
<1 

Zn 
VPD 

<2 
26 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
2.2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 

Surface roughness, as determined by "haze" measurements in a CENSOR ANS wafer 
inspection system, were 0.112 ppm for the control wafer, 0.117 ppm after the standard B 
Clean and 0.112 after the SB SP B Clean. The haze added by the SB SP clean is apparently 
less than 1/5 of that added by the standard clean. 

Particle removal efficiency for two runs of 25 wafers each is shown in figure 7. 
The modified B clean with ramped rinsing averaged 98% removal of particles larger than 
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0.15 Jim. The overall particle performance for 10 runs of 25 wafers each is shown in 
Figure 8. Overall, the cleans averaged removing 6 particles/wafer for each clean. In 
reality, the first clean removed the contamination from the "as received" wafers and 
subsequent cleans averaged particle neutral (neither adding nor removing particles). 

SUMMARY 

The use of centrifugal force to reduce the thickness of the carry over layer between 
rinse steps and improved distribution of the rinse sprays greatly improved the theoretical 
and experimental rinsing efficiency in an acid processor. These changes allowed a 25% 
decrease in process time and water usage while maintaining metal removal performance, 
improving particle performance and reducing surface roughening. Water usage in the 
process was less than 10% that used for immersion "over flow" rinsing. 
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Figure 1. The calculated concentration distribution of molecular contaminants that have 
diffused away from the surface of the wafer into the rinse water for diffusion times of 60, 
300,600 and 900 seconds. The calculation assumes a stagnant bath and a diffusion 
coefficient of 105 cm2/sec, typical of ionic and molecular species (4). 
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Figure 2. The fluid velocity profile near the wafer in an overflow rinse bath with an 
average fluid velocity of 1 cm/sec. 
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Figure 3. The calculated concentration of contaminants that have diffused away from the 
surface of the wafer in the rinse water for a diffusion time of 40 seconds. During a 20 
second ramp at 500 rpm, all but 2 Jim of this layer would be is spun off of the wafer by 
centrifugal force. The residual contamination in this 2 Jim layer 0.57% of the initial 
surface contamination. 
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Figure 4. The aerial concentration in a 2 (im thick layer versus rinse time for a stagnant 
bath and ramped rinsing. Each 1 minute ramped rinsing cycle consisted of a 40 second 
period to allow contaminants to diffuse into the boundary layer followed by a 20 second 
ramp to remove the bulk of the boundary layer. Calculations were based on an initial 
surface concentration of 5000/cm2, a diffusion coefficient of 10*5 cm2/sec and a 2 |im 
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Figure 5. The calculated concentration of 0.3 jam particles that have diffused away from 
the surface of the wafer in stagnant rinse water for diffusion times of 60, 300, 600 and 900 
seconds. 
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Figure 6. Experimental rinsing data for an ionic salt in an over flow rinse tank and for 
sodium in an acid processor utilizing ramped rinsing (5). 
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ASPECTS OF THE ETCHING OF SILICON DIOXIDE 
IN FLUORIDE-BEARING SOLUTIONS 

C. W. Pearce1 and B. C. Chung2 

AT&T Microelectronics, Allentown, PA 18103 * 
Bell Laboratories, Princeton, NJ 08542-09002 

This paper reviews existing literature and presents new data on 
certain aspects of the etching of silicon dioxide in fluoride bearing 
solutions. Specifically, the role of glass doping on the etch kinetics 
and the role of ammonium fluoride as a buffering agent are 
explored. For example, the etch rate of a BPSG film was found to 
decrease with increasing ammonium fluoride concentration. 

INTRODUCTION 
Because of its simplicity and versatility, wet etching is widely used and assumes 

an important role in IC fabrication. It is repeatedly used for the delineation of 
patterns and removal of impurities from wafer surfaces. The nature of the surface 
preparation, prior to the growth of oxides, is also of great importance, and is being 
extensively investigated for submicron devices and is affected by the nature of the 
HF solution. Depending on the etch requirements, various concentrations of HF 
or HF buffered with ammonium fluoride (NH4F) are used. The etching reaction is 
sensitive to various parameters such as: temperature, etch time, and concentration 
of etchant. The etch process typically has a narrower window compared to other 
wet cleaning techniques used in IC processing, necessitating tighter process 
control. With increasing circuit density and decreasing feature sizes and in spite of 
recent extensive characterization of gas phase techniques involving anhydrous HF 
in the presence of water or alcohol vapors (1, 2), the etching of silicon dioxides in 
acidic, aqueous fluoride-bearing solutions will continue to play an important role in 
the IC manufacture. 

Numerous papers are available in the literature regarding the characteristics of 
the etch when using different types of oxides, dopant levels, chemical 
concentrations and temperature; these include several excellent review articles (3, 
4). Also several studies have been reported elucidating the etching reaction itself 
(5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12). This paper gives an overview of the etching of doped 
and undoped silicon dioxides in hydrofluoric acid or mixed with ammonium 
fluoride. 
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PROPERTIES OF HF 
Anhydrous HF 

HF, a simple binary compound, is a strong acid and powerful solvent in the 
anhydrous state. It is extremely hygroscopic, dissolving readily in water with a 
large amount of heat evolution. The self ionization of anhydrous HF is 
approximated in its simple form as: 

2HF = H2F+ + F- HI 

Based on the conductivity measurements, the ionization constant is reported to be 
1.0 x 10*12 ^ d ft j s postulated that this value could be lowered through the 
further exclusion of moisture (13). It is interesting to compare this value to the 
ionization constant of water, which is 1.0 x 10"^. As in most protonic acids, the 
ionized species are very likely stabilized by hydrogen bonding. In the gaseous 
phase HF molecules are associated as dimers, tetramers and hexamers. 
Comprehensive physical properties are published elsewhere (14). 

Aqueous HF 
Dissolved in water , HF becomes a weak acid and dissociates as: 

HF = H+ + F" and [2] 

HF + F" = HF2" t3] 

The equilibrium constants for the dissociation are defined by the following 
equations: 

[H+][F-] - K![HF] [4] 

[HF][F~] = K2[HF2"] [5] 

The dissociation constants have been measured by a number of different workers 
and, in the concentration range of 1 M solutions, Kj and K2 values are 1.3 x 10"3 
and 1.04 x 10"1 respectively (15, 16, 17). Unlike most of the other protonic acids, 
the HF2" ion is formed in hydrofluoric acid at high concentrations and the F" ion 
concentration is negligible. Several studies using IR, NMR and x-ray 
crystallography and phase-rule investigations point to the existence of higher 
polymeric H2F3~ and H3F4" anions at high concentrations. In dilute solutions, F" 
is dominant and the HF2" ion is negligible (6, 11). When the acidity of 
hydrofluoric acid is compared, as a function of concentration, to strong acids such 
as hydrochloric acid, the hydrofluoric acid behaves in a similar way to the 
hydrochloric acid solutions of lower concentration. For example, the acidity of 1 
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M hydrofluoric acid will be approximately the same as that of 0.1 M hydrochloric 
acid. 

Buffered Hydrofluoric Acid Solutions 
Hydrofluoric acid buffered with its conjugate base F" in the form of NH4F is 

commonly used for etching silicon dioxide. The NH4F reacts with HF according 
to the following reaction, producing a high concentration of HF2" ions. 

NH4F + HF = NH4+ + HF2" I61 

A buffer solution is a mixture of a weak acid and its conjugate base. If hydrogen 
ions are generated, they react with F" to increase the amount of HF and if 
hydrogen is consumed, hydrofluoric acid dissociates to give more hydrogen ions, 
thus minimizing a change in the hydrogen ion concentration (pH). The buffer 
capacity is a measure of the amount of strong acid or base that is required to 
change the pH by a given amount. The larger the buffer capacity, the larger the 
amount of acid or base is required. At high HF concentrations, the pH of the 
solution is not easily varied due to the buffering action of water. 

The concentrations of HF2" vs. pH have been calculated for different 
concentrations ofMfyF (6). The pH of 7:1 NH4F/HF mixtures is calculated to be 
approximately 4. The pH of 1 M HF solution is approximately pH 1. 

ETCHING OF SILICON DIOXIDE 
Anhydrous HF does not appreciably etch silicon oxide at room temperature. 

Weston and Mattox (18) investigated the etch process using gaseous HF at 
reduced pressures and found that the reaction did not occur until the temperature 
reached 80°C. An enhanced etching took place under negative photoresist. They 
postulated that HF2" was formed as a result of interaction of HF with carbonyl 
groups in the photoresist (18). More recently Wong et al (19) reported that as the 
temperature is raised, the etch rate of undoped oxides decrease, reducing to 50% 
of the original etch rate at temperatures above 40°C (19). It is known that the 
adsorbed layer of water on the surface is rapidly removed with a rise in 
temperature. The etching reaction observed with anhydrous HF gas in a nitrogen 
atmosphere is hypothesized to be due to the interaction with moisture adsorbed on 
the Si02 surface, resulting in the ionization of HF into HF2" ions (20, 1). All 
these observations indicate that anhydrous HF needs to form hydrofluoric acid 
with water, which then etches silicon dioxide. Thus, the presence of water (even 
in trace amounts) is considered to be necessary for the reaction of HF with silicon 
dioxide to occur. 

Tertykh and his coworkers (21) observed by IR spectroscopy the etch reaction 
of gaseous HF at 650°C with silica surfaces and identified a four-center cyclic 
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complex as an intermediate species. The silanol group, complexed with HF, was 
stable at room temperature when in vacuum. 

-r 
Depending on the required application, different thermal oxidation techniques 

are used. If sodium ion contamination is a concern, the oxidation is carried out In 
the presence of HC1. The oxidation in dry oxygen is slow and thus used to grow 
thin oxide layers. In contrast, steam or wet oxidation techniques are used to grow 
thick oxide layers. 
The properties of oxides such as refractive index, density, hydrogen content, etc. 
are dependent on the experimental conditions used in the oxide growth. Figs. 1 and 
2 illustrate the hydrogen content determined by SIMS for thermal oxides grown by 
high pressure oxidation (HBPOX) and by dry oxidation. These concentrations of 
bulk hydrogen are similar to the reported values in the literature (22). A higher 
hydrogen content is observed for the HIPOX oxide. It is well known that 
hydrogen, introduced in the form of water, remarkably affects thermal growth and 
the properties of silicon dioxide (22). However, there is a dearth of information 
about how the hydrogen in the silanol form affects the physiochemical properties 
of the oxide such as etch rate.. When the etch rates were compared in a buffered 
HF solution, a consistently higher etch rate was observed for the HIPOX oxide, as 
shown in Fig. 3. 
Numerous studies using IR spectroscopy, NMR, SIMS, and radioactive analysis 
demonstrate that the hydrogen atom is incorporated into the silicon dioxide 
network as SiOH and SiH (22, 23, 24, 25, 26,27). 
The role of water in the etching process has been established and the presence of a 
silanol group preexisting in the oxide is considered to augment the etching 
reaction, thus explaining the dependence of etch rate on the manner of growth. 
Thus, it would appear that the etch rate is not simply related to the hydrogen 
content as summarized in Table I, but does depend explicitly on its form in the 
oxide (i.e. SiOH). 

The etching mechanism of silicon dioxide in aqueous solutions has been postulated 
to be initiated by the cleavage of the siloxane bond, forming a silanol group. In 
acidic fluoride bearing solutions, the silanol group is to undergo a nucleophilic 
substitution by such nucleophiles as HF or HF2", replacing the OH group with F. 
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H 

)o — ^ ^ / 0 N - £ — 2>Si-0H * H+ [8] 

> s / >Si H >Si-OH 

>Si-0-H HU>Si-o'H ^ >Si ° " H — * >Si-F . H20 + H* [9] 
N H F . 

Born, et al (11) considered the chemical adsorption of H* and first order rate 
dependence on HF2", when they examined the etch rate in HF and HC1 mixtures. 
In dilute solutions of hydrofluoric acid, an etch rate increase could not be 
confirmed by the addition of HC1. The work by Kline, et al indicates that the etch 
kinetics is of the first order dependence on HF concentration rather than HF2" (9). 
They propose a direct complex formation of the HF molecule with siloxane 
groups, similar to the gas phase etch reaction. On the other hand, the etch rate 
for thermal oxides is reported to be dependent on HF2" ion and HF (6, 10). The 
maximum etch rate is realized in a given HF and NH4F solution, when the 
concentration range of HF and NH4F is equimolar (10). As the following reaction 
equation indicates, any additional amount of NH4F does not increase the formation 
of H2*7" ion appreciably. 

HF + NH4F = NH4+ + HF2" I10! 

For doped oxides, the etching is more complicated, and an additional etch 
mechanism appears to be present. The etch rate of P doped oxides, as shown in 
Fig. 4, increases with increasing phosphorus concentrations (28) in a given 
concentration of etch solution, and is much higher, compared to undoped CVD 
oxides (Table I). Solutions buffered with NH4F differ from the aqueous case in 
that increased availability of the hydrogen difluoride increases the etch rate of 
undoped oxides by about a factor of one half to an order of magnitude depending 
on the HF concentration or HF2" concentration. The etch rate differences of a 
thermal oxide and a doped oxide, such as BPSG , in the same etching solution are 
illustrated in Fig. 5. While the etch rate for the thermal oxide remains constant 
after the equimolar additions of NH4F, the etch rate for the BPSG continues to 
decrease. Unlike the thermal oxide the etch rate of the P doped oxide or BPSG 
film decreases as NH4F is added to hydrofluoric acid. 
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The etch rate differences of P or B doped oxides have been hypothesized to be 
a result of an electron donating or withdrawing from P and B respectively (8). If 
the etching of silicon dioxides is initiated by the cleavage of siloxane groups, 
followed by the formation of a silanol group before the substitution of F occurs at 
the silicon atom, the concentration of water present and the acidity of the solution 
would affect the etching of doped oxides greatly. The higher etch rate of P doped 
glasses is believed to be related to the more easily cleaved Si-O-P bonds due to its 
strong affinity to water and protonation in strong acidic medium, resulting in rapid 
dissolution of the phosphorus pentoxide . The relatively weak acidity and high 
content of NH4F that might affect the hydration and solubility of phosphorus oxide 
is believed to lead to the observed lowering of the etch rate for these glasses. 
There is at least one study linking the acidity to etch rate on P doped glasses (12). 

DISSOLVED SILICA IN HF AND BHF SOLUTIONS 
When silicon dioxides are etched in hydrofluoric acid or hydrofluoric acid 

solutions, buffered with ammonium fluoride, hexafluorosilicates are formed. The 
overall reactions are generally expressed as; 

6HF + Si02 = H2SiF6 + 2H20 and [11] 

NH4F + 4HF + Si02 = (NH4)2SiF6 + 2H20 [12] 

The stability of the hexafluorosilicate ion is not well known, especially in 
relation to hydrolysis and condensation into larger molecules. Aqueous reactions 
involving the etching solution and etch product are in equilibria, and these 
equilibria are affected by the concentrations of the chemical species and 
temperature. The hydrolysis of SiF6= in hydrofluoric acid has been studied using 
NMR techniques (31). It is reported that SiF^^ is partially hydrolyzed into 
SiF4(OH)2= 

SiF6
= + 2H20 = SiF4(OH)2

= + 2HF [13] 

In phosphorus-doped oxides, the majority of phosphorus is present in the 
pentavalent form as P205 and some in the trivalent form as P203_ They are 
identified using ion chromatography (29). For boron doped oxides, the boron is 
likely to be present in the trivalent state as B203. 

When etched in hydrofluoric acid solutions phosphorus oxides would result in 
the corresponding acids, and the boron as boric acid. Fluorinated phosphate ions 
are hydrolyzed in dilute acidic solutions (30). 
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SUMMARY 
A brief overview of essential chemical properties of HF and BHF, relating to 

the etching aspects of doped and undoped silicon dioxides has been presented. 
The etching of silicon dioxides is hypothesized to be initiated by the cleavage of 
the siloxane group, followed by the replacement of the silanol group with a 
fluoride in a nucleophilic substitution reaction. Several kinetic models have been 
reported. However, little is known about the transition state of the etching 
reaction. One of the factors that affect the etch rate is the dopant concentration in 
the oxides which influences the etch rate both in HF and BHF. While undoped 
oxide etch rates are increased with an increase of NH4F concentration, in 
contrast, the etch rate of phosphorus doped oxide decreases . This difference is 
considered to be associated with the difference in the acidity of the etching 
solution or the availability of water for hydration and protonation, playing a 
greater role for the doped oxides. 
Etch selectivity and post etch cleanliness are important considerations to be made. 
One of the major contaminants in an etch process is the accumulation of 
hexafluorosilicates, which are known to hydrolyze in aqueous medium, and little is 
known about the fate of the hydrolyzed silicates in terms of colloidal particle 
generation. 
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Thermal Oxide Etch Rate in 30:1 BHF 
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Table I 
H Content In Silicon Oxides 

Type of Oxides Oxid. Temp. Hl Cone, (atoms/cm3) 
Bulk Surface 

Etch Rate2 

o 

(A/min.) 
HIPOX Field Oxide 900°C -2X1020 ~5xl021 208.3±0.6 
Standard Oxide 
Pyrogenk Field Oxide 
Dryox Field Oxide 

900°C 
900°C 
900°C 

-2X1020 

~7xl019 

~6xl019 

~5xl021 

~5xl021 

-8xl02 1 

195.5±0.6 
195.510.9 
185.8±4.0 

Note: DDeteitnined by SIMS analy sis. 2) Etch Temp = 23.5 °C 

Table n 
Etch Rates (angstrom/min) of Various Oxides 

In Different HF and BHF Solutions 

Type of Oxides 

Thermal Oxide 
TEOS (densified) 
3 % P-Glass 
BPSG 

HF 
(0.6%) 

30 
140 

1864 
225 

HF 
(1.8%) 

140 

-
-

850 

HF 
(39.3%: 1.7%) 

200 
700 

4948 
1600 

BHF 
(37.3%:6.8%) 

270 
475 

1969 
560 

BHF 

1075 
1950 

17942 
1680 
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MODELLING OF THE HYDROGEN PASSIVATION KINETICS 
OF SI IN DILUTE HF SOLUTIONS 

S. Verhaverbeke* , M. Meuris, H. Schmidt, P. Mertens, M. Heyns 

IMEC, Kapeldreef 75, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium 

Abstract 
The kinetics of the H-passivation is modelled as a combination of the 
etching of the chemical oxide and the etching of the first monolayer of Si. 
From this, the increase in selectivity when using very dilute HF solutions 
can be explained. 

Introduction 
In a recent publication, we have shown that the etched thermal oxide and TEOS oxide 

thickness after complete native oxide removal is reduced when lowering the fluoride 
concentration (1). In this paper we have modelled the kinetics for removing the native 
oxide. 

Model for the removal of the native oxide 
The removal of the native oxide in HF solutions can be modelled as follows : first 

the native oxide is etched and subsequently, the first monolayer of Si is etched to obtain the 
H-passivation (2). This is schematically shown in fig. 1. 
Therefore, the time needed to obtain the passivation of the Si surface can be modelled as : 

tp = tox + tiSi 

with tp : time to passivation 
tox " time to etch the native oxide 
tisi " time to etch 1 monolayer of Si 

In order to study the passivation kinetics, it is thus necessary to study the etching kinetics 
ofbothSi02andSi. 
Before studying the etching kinetics, it is necessary to investigate the equilibria in dilute 
HF solutions, in HF/HC1 and in Buffered HF solutions. 

Equilibria in HF solutions 
In dilute HF solutions the following equilibria are well established : 

HF = H+ + F" (ri) 
HF + F" = HF2" 0*2) 

For the equilibrium constants Ki and K2 of respectively reaction ri and r2, the values 
of 6.85* 10~4 mol/1 and 3.963 1/mol will be used (3). These are the equilibrium constants at 

presently at Prof. Ohmi's Laboratory, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan 
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25 °C and corrected for zero ionic strength. The ionic strength in dilute HF solutions is 
very low and therefore these values can be used. 

In general, it has been well accepted that other equilibria exist as well, but usually it is 
thought that these other equilibria only come into play at higher concentrations of HF. 
However, L.J. Warren (4) already showed in 1971 that the dimerisation reaction of HF 
cannot be neglected and he found the equilibrium constant K3 for the reaction 

2HF = (HF)2 (r3) 

to be K3 = 2.7 1/mol. 
From these known equilibrium constants, together with the mass law and charge 

conservation laws, the composition of the solutions can be calculated. The different species 
are HF, F~, HF2", (HF)2 and H+. 

A fraction a can now be defined as the ratio of the molarity of each species divided by the 

total fluoride content C F = [HF]+ [F"] + 2[HF2_] + 2[(HF)2] : 

<x[HF] = [HF] / Cp 

a[F"] = [F-] / Cp 

a[HF2"] = [HF2-] / C F 

a[(HF) 2 ] = [(HF)2] / C F 

a[H+] = [H+] / C F 

In fig. 2 a of the various species is shown as a function of the molar concentration of 
fluoride (in mol/1). From these graphs we can see that the HF is indeed a very weak acid. 
Only below 0.05 M, HF becomes strongly dissociated, which is according to the Ostwald 
law, stating that a weak acid becomes strongly dissociated upon strong dilution. The 
dissociation becomes increasingly important once below 0.25 M HF. This is important in 
applications such as where HF is being reprocessed. Above 0.25 M the concentration of 
the F" and the HF2" does not drastically change. However, the HF becomes now partially 
dimerised and shows a maximum at 0.05 M, which is 0.1 %-weight. 

Equilibria in diluted HF/HC1 solutions 

When HC1 is added to diluted HF solution, the equilibria of the various components in 
the HF solution shift drastically. In these calculations, always 0.5 M HC1 was added to the 
HF solutions. In such solutions, the equilibrium of reaction r i is completely shifted to the 
left side, leaving only HF in the solution. Because the F" concentration becomes 
negligible, also reaction r2 is shifted to the left, preventing the formation of HF2" . 
Therefore, in case the dimerisation reaction is not taken into account, the solution will exist 
only of HF molecules regardless of the total fluoride atom concentration. If the 
dimerisation reaction is taken into account, the only 2 species present are HF and (HF)2-
Their fraction a as defined earlier, is given in fig. 3. 

It can be concluded that the composition of HF/HC1 solutions is simple and that it offers 
excellent possibilities to study the basic reaction phenomena of HF and (HF)2 without the 
presence of HF2* or F". 
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Finally, in all these mixtures, since the HC1 concentration is held constant, the pH is 
also constant and is equal to 0.3 . 

Equilibria in HF solutions as a function of pH 

The previous calculations the composition and the pH were calculated as a function of 
the fluoride atom concentration added to the solution. One can also perform the calculation 
of a, given a certain fluoride molarity, as a function of the pH. The total fluoride 
concentration was taken as the fluoride concentration in traditional buffered HF solutions. 

The result of these calculations is shown in fig. 4. 
From this graph it is seen that at low pH, the HF is not dissociated and is partially 

dimerised. At intermediate pH, the HF is mainly transformed into HF2" and at high pH, 
the mixture contains predominantly the F~ ion. 

Etch rate study and modelling of Si02 
From the etch rate measurements in HF/HC1 solutions and in HF solutions as a function 

of the fluoride concentration, a general model of the etch rate of Si02 in HF can be derived 
by fitting the experimental data to the calculated species in the HF solution (5). The best 
fitting for the measured Si02 etch rate as a function of the calculated species in the HF-
solution resulted in the following etch rate description (in nm/min !) : 

R = 
25.7[(HF)2]+ 5.53[(HF)2]2 + 99.2±62.5[HF2"] + 206.8±123.5*[HF2-]*k)g([H+]/[HF2-]) 

The active etching species are thus the dimer of HF and the HF2" ion. 
Kikuyama et al. (6) have studied the etching of Si02 in buffered HF solutions. 

Buffered HF solutions typically have a pH of around 4 to 5. From fig. 4, it can be seen 
that at these pH values almost uniquely HF2" and F" are present in the solution. Therefore, 
since F" does not etch SiC>2 (6), buffered HF solutions provide the best medium for 
determining the coefficients of [HF2"]. When taking the coefficients from Kikuyama et al. 
(6) for the etching by HF2" and the coefficients found by us from the HF/HCl solution (5), 
the following etch rate description results (in nm/min !) : 

R= 25.7[(HF)2] + 5.53[(HF)2]2+128.2[HF2-]+38.88*[HF2-]*log([H+]/[HF2-]) 

Both these fitting together with the measured data points is shown in fig. 5 on the 
relative etch rate graph. The relative etch rate graph is a graph of the etch rate per mole of 
fluoride as a function of the total fluoride concentration. 

Etch rate study and modelling of Si 
In order to understand more about the etching of the first monolayer of Si, the etching 

of Si in dilute HF was investigated. In order to do this, the etch rates of poly-Si layers on 
top of Si02 were measured. For these layers the thickness can be measured with light 
reflectance techniques. It is believed that even if the etching of poly-Si would not exactly 
be the same as the etching of monocrystalline Si, these measurements will certainly give an 
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indication on the Si etching mechanism. Moreover, even the etching of bulk 
monocrystalline Si will almost certainly not be the same as the etching of the first 
monolayer. However, it is thought that the etching of the first monolayer of Si is at least 
proportional to the etching of poly-Si. 
The etch rate of poly-Si was measured in dilute HF mixtures with and without the addition 
of0.5MHCl. 
The obtained etch rates are shown in fig. 6. 

Also the etch rate of poly-Si in standard buffered HF (BHF) was measured. Standard 
buffered HF contains 7 parts NH4F (40%-weight) and 1 part HF (48%-weight). This 
mixture has a pH of about 4.5. In this etch mixture, poly-Si has an etch rate of 0.265 
nm/min, which is 7 times higher than the most concentrated HF solution which was 
investigated (6 M HF) as can be seen from the absolute etchrates in fig. 5. From this, we 
can conclude that the HF2" is certainly an important species in the etching of poly-Si, since 
at these pH values, the HF2" is the most abundant species in the BHF. When adding 
NH4OH to the BHF, at first the etch rate increased, but upon further NH4OH addition, the 
etch rate decreases again. From fig. 4, it can be seen that in such solutions, only F" is left. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the F" is etching the Si at much reduced rates compared 
to HF2'. 
The poly-Si etch rate can now again be modelled as a function of the species present in the 
solution. At first, the HF/HC1 mixture was modelled. In this mixture, the etch rate can best 
be described by the following equation : 

R = 0.0119 [HF] + 0.0025 f(HF)2] 

The measurement points and the modelled etch rate is shown in fig. 7 on the relative 
etch rate graph. It must be remarked that the uncertainty on these reaction rate constants is 
rather large due to the few measurement points. 

The relative contribution of both etching mechanisms is shown in fig. 8. This graph is 
only meant to give an indication, since there exists a substantial uncertainty on the reaction 
rate constants. However, the trend which is given in this graph stays valid. From this 
graph we can see that the etching by (HF)2 becomes more important at higher 
concentrations up to 40% at concentrations of more than 6 mol/1 (=12 %-weight). For very 
dilute HF/HC1 mixtures, the etching occurs exclusively by the HF molecule. In contrast to 
the etching of Si02 (5), it is seen that for the etching of Si, the HF molecule plays an 
important role. 

Then, the HF solution was modelled, while taking the rate constants for the [HF] and 
the [(HF)2] from the HF/HC1 solution. In this case, we have to do this because there are 
not enough measurement points to do the fitting with 5 independent species. In the HF 
solution, the etch rate can then best be described by the following equation : 

R = 0.0119 [HF] + 0.0025 [(HF)2] + 0.0356[F'] + 0.267[HF2l 

The measurement points and the modelled etch rate is shown in fig. 9 again on the relative 
etch rate graph. The same remark on the reaction rate constants as above is also valid here. 

The relative contribution of the different etching species is shown in fig. 10. This graph 
is also only meant to show the trends when changing the concentration. From this graph 
we can see that the etching at high concentrations occurs through HF, HF2" and (HF)2. 
For very dilute HF solutions, the etching occurs also by the F" ion. 
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Kinetics study of the etching of the native oxide 
until passivation 

When complete passivation is obtained, the surface hydrophobicity is characterized by 
contact angles of more than 70° (1). The loss of thermal oxide and TEOS oxide (densified 
at 850° Q as a function of the process to obtain a hydrophobicity of over 70° after removing 
the chemical oxide (a RCA oxide) was investigated. The result is shown in fig. 11. From 
this graph, it is seen that when the concentration of HF is lowered to 0.1% HF at 
roomtemperature, the thermal oxide loss can be reduced to 1.0 nm. This is comparable to 
the thickness of the chemical oxide which is being removed. It can be remarked that it is 
less than what is removed during a SC-1 treatment, where typically 2.0 nm is removed! 
The TEOS loss is 6.5 nm at room temperature which is in the same range as the loss 
during a SC-1 treatment. The process time for this HF concentration at room temperature is 
at least 260s. When shorter process times are needed, higher temperatures can be used. 
The etch rate of thermal Si02 and TEOS oxide in a 0.25/1/5 NH4OH/H2O2/H2O SC-1 bath 
at 70°C is respectively 0.195 nm/min and 0.557 nm/min. 
Increasing the temperature of the HF bath (shown for the 0.5% case and the 0.1% case in 
fig. 11) does not increase the selectivity. 

When considering the fact that the etching of the native oxide involves the etching of the 
chemical oxide itself and the etching of 1 monolayer of Si to obtain the passivation, the 
increase in selectivity can be understood. The time to passivation can be modelled as 
shown earlier as : 

tp = t0x + tisi 

where t0x is the time to etch the chemical oxide and tisi is the time to etch the first 
monolayer of Si until the passivation is reached. A chemical oxide is typically about 1.0 
nm thick (7). Considering the fact that chemical oxides are expected to be etched much 
faster than thermal oxides and considering the etch rate difference between oxides and Si, 
in a first approximation the time to etch the chemical oxide can be neglected. The time to 
passivation is then mainly determined by the time needed to etch 1 monolayer of Si. 
Indeed, if we plot the etch rates of Si02 and poly-Si on the same graph, fig. 12 is 
obtained. We can see that there is roughly a factor 1000 difference in etch rate between 
oxide and Si. In figure 12, it is clear that for decreasing concentrations, the relative etch 
rate of the poly-Si increases while the etch rate of the thermal oxide decreases. This already 
explains the increase in selectivity for low concentration HF solutions. 
When we then approximate the time to passivation as : 

tp = a* tisi 

for a 0.05 M, a 0.25 and a 1 M HF solution, we find the best fit for a - 1/30 (assuming 
the thickness of 1 monolayer to be 0.2 nm). This means that the etching of the first top-
monolayer of Si in order to get the passivation still occurs 30 times faster than the etching 
of 1 monolayer of poly-Si during a prolonged etching process. Even so, this step will still 
be the time limiting step since the etching of the oxide will occur at least 30 times faster 
than the etching of 1 monolayer of Si, whereas its thickness is only 5 times larger, i.e. 
about 5 monolayers. 

In the above reasoning the etch rates for the chemical oxide are taken as the etch rates of 
thermal oxide. It is however expected that the etching of the chemical oxide goes faster 
than the etching of the thermal oxide. 
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Finally, it must be remarked that this situation changes when going to the very low 
concentrations as can be seen from fig. 12. In this figure we can see that the ratio between 
thermal oxide and poly-Si becomes only about 180 instead of more than 1000 when going 
to the high fluoride concentratons. Taking into account the factor 1/30, the ratio betwen the 
etching of the first monolayer of the Si substrate and the etching of the oxide (taken as the 
etch rate of thermal oxide) becomes now only 6. This means that, because the thickness of 
the oxide is about 5 monolayers, the tox term in tp = t0x + tisi is not negligible any 
longer. 

The same comparison can now be performed for the HF/HC1 mixture. This is shown in 
fig. 13. 

The contact angle measurements of HF and HF/HC1 mixtures for 0.5% HF content are 
shown in fig. 14. From this figure, it is seen that there is no marked difference when the 
HC1 is added for this concentration, well in agreement with the graphs of fig. 12 and 13. 
Until now the etch rate of the chemical oxides was always investigated on a RCA type 
grown chemical oxide. This chemical oxide was always grown in an automatic spray tool, 
which sprays the chemicals on the wafer. It can be expected that the etch rate is dependent 
on the actual structure of the chemical oxide and especially the last monolayer, since this 
determines the time to passivation. The effect of this was investigated by monitoring the 
contact angle as a function of time in a 0.1 % HF solution on several oxides. This is 
shown in fig. 15. It is clear from this figure, that the nature of the chemical oxide 
determines the time to passivation. Already after 1 to 2 min on all chemical oxides contact 
angles of at least 30 ° are found. These contact angles are typical for surfaces with 
submonolayer coverage of oxygen (8). However, depending on the exact structure of the 
chemical oxide, the remaining time to reach the high degree of hydrophobicity, 
characterized by contact angles of 70 ° can be widely different. This can be modelled by a 
different a factor. This a factor represents the proportionality between the etching of the 
first monolayer of Si after removing the chemical oxide and the etching of 1 monolayer of 
bulk Si and is dependent upon the exact structure of the chemical oxide. 
The following order was found for the time to passivation of the different chemical oxides, 
starting with the easiest to remove oxide : SC-2 > SC-1 + SC-2 : spray-tool > SC-1 > 
H2SQ.4ZH2.Q2. This order agrees remarkably well with the H-content of the chemical 
oxides (9,10). This difference was only observed for the very low concentration HF 
(0.1% = 0.05 M). This could be due to the fact that the etching mechanism of the first 
monolayer of Si in HF is depending on the concentration as shown in fig. 10. 

Conclusions 
From the modelling of the etching of Si02 and Si, the kinetics of the hydrogen 

passivation after etching the chemical oxide could be derived. This provided the insight to 
explain the increase in selectivity when using very dilute HF solutions. Finally, a 
dependence of chemical oxide growth could be seen on the kinetics. 
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Figure 1 : Removal of the native oxide until 
the Si surface is passivated. 
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Figure 3 : Calculated composition of 
HF/HC1 mixtures in the case the 
dimerisation reaction is taken into account. 
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Figure 2 : Calculated composition of the HF 
mixture as a function of total fluoride 
concentration, when taking the dimerisation 
reaction into account. 
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Figure 6 : Etch rates of poly-Si in HF 
and HF/HC1 solutions as a function of 
the total fluoride concentration. 

Figure 4 : Calculated composition as a 
function of pH for a fixed 7.5 mol/l fluoride 
concentration. 
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Figure 5 : Measured relative etch rate (dots) 
and fitted etch rates when the dimerisation 
reaction is taken into account. 
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Figure 7 : Modelling of the relative etch 
rate of poly-Si as a function of fluoride 
concentration CF in the case of a HF/HC1 
mixture. 
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Figure 8 : Relative contributions to the etch 
rate of poly-Si as a function of fluoride 
concentration CF in the case of a HF/HC1 
mixture. 
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Figure 10 : Relative contributions to the 
etch rate of poly-Si as a function of 
fluoride concentration CF in the case of a 
HF solution. 
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Figure 9 : Modelling of the relative etch rate 
of poly-Si as a function of fluoride 
concentration CF in the case of a HF 
solution. 
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Figure 11 : Thermal oxide and TEOS 
oxide loss as a function of the process to 
remove the native oxide (concentration 
and temperature are varied). 
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Figure 12 : Relative etch rates for thermal 
oxide and for poly-Si as a function of the 
total fluoride concentration for the HF 
mixture. 
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Figure 14 : Contact angle as a function of 
time for HF and HF/HC1 mixtures. 
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Figure 15 : Contact angle as a function of 
the dipping time in a 0 .1 % H F solution 
for different chemical ox ides . 
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Figure 13 : Relative etch rates for thermal 
oxide and for poly-Si as a function of the 
total fluoride concentration for the H F / H C L 
mixture . 
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HYDROGEN PASSIVATION OF HF-LAST CLEANED (100) SILICON 
SURFACES : A MIR-FTIR STUDY 
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Kapeldreef 75 
B-3001 Leuven, Belgium 

The hydrogen passivation of (100) silicon surfaces is characterized as 
a function of the chemical treatment by means of Multiple Internal 
Reflection (MIR) Infrared Spectroscopy. The stability of the surfaces 
against oxidation and the build-up of a CHX contamination layer are 
examined. A new feature is observed in the MIR spectra between the 
peak positions generally attributed to the di- and trihydrides and ten
tatively attributed to inclined dihydrides. This peak occurs for etchings 
with lower HF concentration and after DI water rinsing. Prolonged DI 
water rinsing results in facetting of the surface. A new Multiple Inter
nal Reflection sample preparation method is proposed. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has recently been shown that HF-last cleanings of silicon result in superior 
dielectric characteristics [1]. The quality of thin gate oxides is strongly correlated 
with the interface flatness. Infrared spectroscopy can yield information on the 
surface micro-roughness through investigation of the relative amount of mono-, di-
and trihydrides and their direction of polarization [2-8]. Indirectly it can yield 
information on surface reconstruction, as e.g. after H2 annealing [9]. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Multiple Internal Reflection (MIR) infrared measurements are performed on 
a Matt son-Galaxy Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscope (FTIR) with polarized 
or unpolarized light. For this purpose a dedicated sample preparation technique 
is developed, based on standard device processing steps. Double side polished 
(100) silicon wafers are covered with a patterned nitride mask on both sides and 
subsequently etched in KOH at 80°C (Fig. 1). This results in (111) oriented sidewall 
planes which are used as IR entrance/exit planes. The silicon crystal is mounted in 
the MIR set-up so that the IR light is incident orthogonal to the sidewalls. For the 
125 mm diameter silicon wafers with a standard thickness of 625 /im 132 internal 
reflections are thus obtained. The advantage of this sample preparation technique 
is that standard device quality (double side polished) silicon can be used so that 
the relationship between surface fmishment, MIR spectral features and electrical 
properties can be studied on the same type of wafers. All spectra are acquired with 
N2 purging of the FTIR analysis chamber. The resolution is set at 2 c m - 1 . It is 
checked that using better spectral resolution does not reduce the peak width. 

All samples are first wet chemically oxidized in a NH4OH/H2O2/H2O (0.25/1/5) 
bath at 70°C ("SC-l"). One of these samples is used as reference for the MIR mea
surements. The period between preparation and measurements is kept as short as 
possible. 
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RESULTS 

Aqueous HF solutions 
MIR spectra with unpolarized light are acquired as a function of the etching 

time in an aqueous HF solution with 0.1, 0.5 and 5% HF with or without a subse
quent rinse in DI water. A typical example is shown in fig. 2. The arrows indicate 
the peaks related to the coupled monohydride (M), dihydride (D) and trihydride 
(T). A very weak shoulder between the two monohydride peaks can sometimes be 
observed (not indicated on the figures). Although the exact peak position cannot 
be determined with certainty, this shoulder might be due to the 'ideal' monohydride 
peak (M') on (111) surfaces (peak position at 2083.7 cm"1 [5] - 2082.5 [6]). It would 
then be due to 'ideal' monohydride on (111) terminated surface steps. The positions 
of the M, D and T peaks are in accordance with the theoretical predictions [2,10]. 
It can be seen that the spectrum is dominated by the dihydride peak which has two 
maxima at respectively 2114 and 2106 c m - 1 corresponding to the asymmetric and 
symmetric stretching vibrations. This type of spectrum is interpreted as due to a 
rough silicon surface [2,3]. The integrated intensity of the SiHx stretching mode as 
a function of the etch time is represented on fig. 3. Saturation of the passivation is 
reached after shorter etching time for increasing HF concentration. 

The intensity of the asymmetric dihydride peak depends on the HF concen
tration. This is illustrated in fig. 4 which shows spectra after etching with a 0.1%, 
0.5% and 5% H F / H 2 0 solution (pH 2.5, 2 and 1.5 respectively). The intensity of 
T>AS increases for lower HF concentrations. Furthermore simultaneously with the 
increase of the intensity of the asymmetric dihydride peak a new feature (marked 
'N') appears in the spectrum between the D and T peaks at 2123 c m - 1 . This peak 
is also reported by other authors (e.g. on fig. 7 in [3]), but is inadequately explained. 

Spectra acquired with polarized light show a partial polarization dependence 
of the dihydride peaks and a weak polarization dependence of the trihydrides, while 
the peaks of the monohydride and the one at 2123 c m - 1 are almost independent 
of the polarization (Fig. 5). The degree of polarization of the dihydride peaks is 
independent of the HF concentration in the etch solution and is similar for both D 
peaks. The polarization dependence indicates that the dihydride groups are only 
partially oriented orthogonal to the surface as would be expected on an ideally 
hydrogen terminated (100) surface and that almost all the mono- and trihydrides 
are inclined with respect to the surface normal, i.e., present on surface steps and 
edges. Hence, the surfaces are rough on a microscopic scale. 

The strength of the T>AS and the new peak at 2123 c m - 1 further increases after 
rinsing in DI water independent of the fluoride concentration used during the etch 
step (Fig. 6). During the 5 minutes water rinse the monohydride concentration 
diminishes. The total hydrogen coverage (integrated absorbance) increases slightly 
during the rinse (Fig. 3). The polarized spectra of the samples after DI water rins
ing show a similar polarization dependence of the peaks as for the unrinsed samples. 
During extended water rinsing a decrease of the dihydride peaks and an increase of 
the monohydride peaks is observed. Fig. 7 shows the polarized spectra after a 24 h 
DI water rinse. The ideal monohydride peak M' can now clearly be distinguished 
and the unstrained coupled monohydride peaks M show an important polarization 
dependence. No peak of OxSiH can be observed. This result shows similarity with 
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the etching in buffered HF (see below) and indicates roughening of the (100) surface 
by formation of (111) facets during the long time DI rinse. Etching of (111) surfaces 
during treatment in boiling water has previously been reported [11]. 

HF/HC1/H20 solutions 
The probable dependence on the pH of the solution is further examined by 

adding HC1 to the etch bath in a concentration of 0.5 mol/1. This solution has a 
pH of 0.3 independent of the HF concentration. In comparison with the spectra 
obtained without HC1, the intensity of the asymmetric dihydride peak is reduced 
for equal HF concentrations and the peak at 2123 c m - 1 is absent in all cases. The 
spectrum for 0.5% HF with HC1 is similar to the one for 5% HF without HC1. These 
observations indicate that the pH of the solution is not the most important factor 
influencing the strength of the DAS and N peak, but that the HF concentration 
plays a major role. The HF/HC1 solutions have the advantage compared to the 
aqueous HF bath that the uniformity of the SiC>2 etching is much improved [12]. 
On the other hand, the presence of CI in the solution is generally believed to result 
in etching of the silicon surface and therefore in increased roughness. However, the 
MIR spectra show that the surface microroughness is not changed to any significant 
extent for the conditions investigated in this work. 

HF/acetic acid solutions 
Etching of the silicon can be avoided by using a more weak acid. A straight

forward candidate for this purpose is acetic acid. Samples which are etched with 
2% HF added to pure glacial acetic acid show again a SiHx spectrum in which the 
symmetric D peak dominates similar as for the 5% HF etching. After rinsing in DI 
water again the asymmetric D peak dominates and also the peak at 2123 c m - 1 is 
present. 

HF/isopropyl a lcohol /^O solutions 
Adding isopropyl alcohol (IPA) to the H F / H 2 0 solution results in improved 

electrical characteristics and lower particle densities [13]. No effect on the MIR 
spectra can be noticed, i.e., the microroughness is not changed by the IPA so that 
the improved electrical characteristics should be related to the difference in particle 
density. 

Buffered HF solutions 
Etchings at a higher pH are performed in a buffered HF solution (pH = 4-5). 

As a function of the etch time a change of the spectrum from dihydride dominated 
to monohydride dominated is observed (Fig. 8). The integrated absorbance under 
the SiHx peak is almost independent of the etch time. Without rinsing the asym
metric dihydride peak is more intense than the symmetric one. After rinsing this 
effect becomes more pronounced and also the peak at 2123 c m - 1 can clearly be 
observed. The intensity of the latter peak decreases proportional with the decrease 
of the dihydride peaks. Up to 30 s etching in BHF, the polarization dependence 
of the different peaks is similar as for the aqueous HF solutions. Already for the 
5 s etching the ideal monohydride (M') peak can be observed as a clear shoulder 
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peak. For longer etch times the intensity of the monohydride M peaks as well as 
of the M' peak increase (Fig. 9). The strength of the latter peak is independent of 
the polarization, i.e., corresponds to inclined monohydrides as is expected for ideal 
monohydrides on (111) facets. The monohydride peak at 2088 c m - 1 shows an im
portant polarization dependence, while the M peak at 2071 c m - 1 has a weak inverse 
polarization dependence, i.e., it is the largest in the s-polarized measurements. It 
can be concluded that this coupled monohydrides are mainly oriented in a plane 
orthogonal to the surface. As their peak positions indicate that they are unstrained, 
they are likely situated at the [110] edges of intersecting (111) facets. Furthermore 
a peak is present at 2100 c m - 1 which has a polarization dependence similar to the 
one for the 2088 c m - 1 peak. Its peak position can be related to strained coupled 
monohydrides on (100) [4]. 

Stability of the H-passivation 
The stability of the H-passivation is studied in time-resolved MIR measure

ments. The build-up of CHX bonds starts immediately after the preparation of the 
samples and saturates after approximately 5-8 hours independent of the condition 
of the H-passivation (Fig. 10). Peaks can be distinguished of the stretch vibrations 
of the sp3 configuration of CH (m), CH2 (d) and CH3 (t) at peak positions which 
are in accordance with those observed for hydrogenated hard carbon [14]. The spec
trum is dominated by the d and t peaks. Only the dihydrocarbide shows a partial 
polarization dependence. It can be concluded that the hydrocarbides are mainly 
randomly oriented on the surface. 

The build-up of this hydrocarbon contamination layer also occurs on the chem
ical oxide sample, with a similar time dependence. Therefore care should be taken 
to use a freshly prepared chemical oxide as reference and to minimize the time 
between preparation and measurement of the cleaned samples. It is important to 
realize that due to the measurement relative to the reference sample, equal amounts 
of hydrocarbon or other IR active contaminants initially present on the chemical 
oxide as well as on the cleaned samples cannot be investigated with MIR. Indeed 
some adsorbed carbon can be measured on the cleaned samples with XPS even 
when no carbon bonds are found by MIR [15]. 

The only samples which show in the MIR spectra initially no CHX bonds, are 
those etched in a HF/acetic acid solution. This agrees with XPS measurements 
which indicate that the treatment with acetic acid results in the lowest C contami
nation on the surface [15]. 

The peak of OxSi-H (~2260 c m - 1 ) is observed once the samples are kept for 
at least a few days in air. During this period the fine structure of the Si-Hx peak 
disappears. After 1 week still ~50% of the passivation is present (Fig. 11). The 
remaining SiH* slowly decreases further but partially remains present for more than 
10 weeks. For the samples treated in BHF, the monohydride peak decreases much 
faster than the dihydride peak (Fig. 12), but the decrease of the integrated hydrogen 
peak intensity is slower than for samples treated in aqueous HF (Fig. 11). 

DISCUSSION 

The described experiments point out that the N peak arises for treatments in 
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solutions with lower HF concentrations and after rinsing in DI water. Its presence 
is also linked to an increase of the intensity of the DAS peak. The peak separation 
between N and DAS is 9 c m - 1 , which is very similar to the experimental (8 c m - 1 ) and 
predicted (9 cm"1 [10]) separation between the two dihydride peaks. No explanation 
for the N peak is available in the literature. In view of the peak positions and the 
strength of the N peak, it seems unlikely that the N peak arises from a coupling 
between the dihydrides and monohydrides resulting in three dihydride peaks as 
reported for vicinal (111) surfaces [7]. Also a shift of the trihydride peak over 
more than 7 c m - 1 or a new trihydride related peak seems to be unlikely for a (100) 
surface. It is tentatively proposed that actually two new dihydride peaks are present 
after treatment in a solution with a lower HF concentration or after DI rinsing : 
an asymmetric D" peak at 2123 c m - 1 and a symmetric D" peak at 2114 c m - 1 , i.e., 
at the same position as the asymmetric D peak. This explains the simultaneous 
occurrence of the N peak and of the increase of the DAS peak. The polarization 
independence of the N peak indicates that the D" groups are inclined with respect to 
the surface. The decrease of the (inclined) monohydrides during the DI rinsing can 
then be related to the formation of the inclined D" dihydrides. This might imply 
some etching of the surface already during the 5 min DI rinse. This indeed agrees 
with observations that DI water can etch Si [16] and is also in accordance with 
the (111) facetting during extended rinsing which can be deduced from our MIR 
measurements and with the reported etching of (111) surfaces in boiling water [11]. 

The formation of the D" groups can probably also occur during the DI rinsing 
on those places where F terminates the surface after HF etching [17]. An indication 
for this process might be the increase of the integrated SiHx absorbance during 
rinsing and also the fact that XPS measurements show a decrease of the F concen
tration after DI rinsing [15,17]. This replacement of F groups by D" groups can 
then already occur during the HF etching itself when solutions with low HF con
centration are used. For highly concentrated HF, the F termination is more stable 
than the D" group termination and thus no replacement takes place. 

The dependence of the etch behaviour is related to the varying equilibria in 
the H F / H 2 0 solution [18,19]. At a pH below 1.5 the HF is not dissociated and only 
HF and the dimer (HF)2 are present. At medium pH (3-5) the H F j ions dominate 
and at a pH above 5.5 mainly F~ ions are present. Adding HC1 to the aqueous 
HF solution lowers the pH and results in a mixture of HF and (HF)2. It can be 
concluded from the results with the BHF and from the observation that low (this 
work and e.g. [3]) as well as very high pH's [3] give rise to dihydride dominated 
MIR spectra, that HF^ etches primarily along the (111) planes. 

The capacitor yield is enhanced for a 5% HF cleaning compared to a 0.1% HF 
cleaning [20]. This difference is attributed to slight roughening in the latter case by 
HF̂ " etching, whereas in the case of the 5% HF solution the oxide etching occurs 
solely by HF and H2F2. 

CONCLUSION 

The peak at 2123 c m - 1 which is present after aqueous HF cleaning with a low 
HF concentration and after DI rinsing is tentatively attributed to inclined dihy
drides. Etching in BHF as well as long time rinsing in DI water result in facetting 
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of the (100) silicon surface. On all cleaned samples a fast build-up of a hydrocar
bon contamination layer is observed. Oxidation of the passivated surfaces is a slow 
process so that even after more than 10 weeks some hydrogen passivation is left. 
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ABSTRACT 
The effect of a wet chemical cleaning process used as HF-last cleaning in 

an automated wet bench is investigated in a special tank, which has the design 
capability for in-situ displacement of an extremely diluted solution of HF by DI 
water. The performance of this tank is compared to that obtained on a 
conventional acid tank with its dedicated rinse tank to which the wafers are 
transferred. Surface microroughness measurements by AFM, surface trace 
contamination measurements by TXRF, particle contamination measurements 
using a laser particle counter and contact angle measurements have been done 
in order to characterize this cleaning process. It has been found that by using 
HF in-situ tank we improve particle contamination as well as contact angle. Etch 
rate has been found to be usable for HF-last cleaning with very high HF dilution, 
when etch time is around 5 minutes. This range of long etch time is good for 
batch etching uniformity. A theoretical study of the in-situ rinsing conditions 
has also been done and a good correlation of its results with measured values 
of a specifically designed set of experiments has been obtained. 

INTRODUCTION 
A dilute HF mixture is increasingly being used as a final step, often referred to as 

"HF-last" because it is done as the end of the complete cleaning sequence, just before 
final rinsing and drying. This last step provides hydrogen passivated surface and 
removes metals that are still present. [1] 

In this work, the effect of a wet chemical cleaning process used as HF-last cleaning 
in an automated wet bench is investigated, using a special tank design incorporating 
the capability of in-situ displacement of an extremely diluted HF solution byDI water. 
The performance of this tank (called in-situ rinse tank) is compared to that obtained 
on a conventional acid tank with its dedicated rinse tank to which the wafers are 
transferred. In such a case with conventional acid tank (called standard rinse tank) the 
transfer from the acid tank to the rinse tank causes hydrophobic wafers to be exposed 
to a liquid(acid)/air interface and to an air/liquid(water) interface. This is not desirable 
since particle contamination can occur from hydrophobic wafers being inserted into a 
liquid when the transfer is done. [2] 

The benefits obtained from HF in-situ are evaluated and the influence of H2O2 
added to dilute HF is also investigated. Surface microroughness is measured with a 
non-contact Atomic Force Microscope (AFM), chemical contamination is measured 
on the wafer using TXRF. Particle contamination is monitored with a laser particle 
counter and contact angle is used to monitor changes in surface stochiometry. 

The complete study has been done using 200 mm wafers. 
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IMPROVING HF-LAST CLEANING 
Transferring wafers after HF-last, from the acid tank to the next tank dedicated 

to rinse with DI water, causes hydrophobic wafers to be exposed to a liquid(acid)/air 
interface and to an air/liquid(water) interface. This phenomenon is well known and 
has been described and explained by several authors. Repeated experiments have 
shown that, in a single HF process batch, thick thermal oxide wafers (that stayed 
hydrophilic) will exhibit particle removal, while thin thermal or native oxide wafers 
that have been exposed to HF (turning hydrophobic) exhibit considerable particle 
addition. This finding has been attributed to the immersion of hydrophobic wafers; as 
the wafers are inserted into the DI water rinse tank, particles on liquid surface transfer 
and become attached to the wafers. 

Improved particle contamination can be expected with a special tank design, in 
which HF solution is first mixed and blended in a dedicated vessel, then transferred 
through a dual parallel filter, to the process tank. A continuous recirculation/filtration 
loop can be used throughout an in-line heater, such that the process temperature is 
controlled, within better than ± 1°C. 

After the HF cleaning process in the in-situ tank is finished, a couple of valves are 
switched such that dilute HF solution is displaced from the bottom of the tank with 
DI water. The wafers are finally transferred through a final rinse tank and to a final 
dry (Spin Rinser Dryer - SRD or IPA dryer). 

EXPERIMENT BASELINE 
Before starting the experiments, our drying process was referenced such that it 

would not lead to misinterpretation of contamination tests. Drying, as the last step is 
very critical, and an extensive study of the level of performance of a conventional IPA 
dryer, model FEL 281 supplied by S&K, has been done using a repeated series of 
measurements over more than 3 weeks. A single cassette fully loaded with 25 x 200 
mm wafers, carried inside a special quartz carrier using a 2-axis robot installed in a 
fully automated wet bench supplied by SubMicron Systems Inc was used for this text. 

The tests consisted of 5 minutes in an ambient temperature SCI solution 
(NH4OH: ̂ 0 2 : ^ 0 - 0.5:1:5in a Turbo Sunburst Megasonic process tank supplied 
by VERTEQ, using 250 watts power) followed by a 5 minute rinse in an QDR/overflow 
rinse tank, a 10 minute final rinse in an overflow rinse tank before a 15 minute IPA 
dry step in the S&K dryer. 

This allowed 33 test measurements to be made on the same set of wafers, only one 
set of particle count measurements (0.3 um and above particle size) were made per 
run. The difference between run n and run n-1 has been plotted versus the number of 
runs first (Fig 1), and finally in removal efficiency plot (Fig 2). 

It shows extremely good neutral behavior in terms of particle contamination from 
the total cleaning, rinsing and drying process, demonstrating the effectiveness of the 
drying technique and of the actual setup of the IPA dryer. 

EXPERIMENTS 

Particle contamination and etch rate 

In the first set of experiments particle contamination and thermal oxide etch rate 
resulting from both kinds of rinsing (standard rinse and in-situ rinse) after HF-last 
processing, are compared with different tank temperatures in the range of 20°C to 
40°C. 

HF process time of 300 seconds has been chosen for the HF process step. This 
condition has been found elsewhere to exceed the minimum time in order to reach a 
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stable and significantly high contact angle. [3] 
Rinse after HF process time of 300 seconds has been chosen as well for both kinds 

of rinsing, standard rinse and in-situ rinse. This condition has been found as a reasonable 
rinsing time. 

The HF dilution has been chosen for practical reason to be 50% HF:H20 = 1:208 
in volume, assuming that a little more native oxide than already grown on the test 
wafers is to be removed. 

Test wafers were 200 mm prime wafers from the box for the contamination test, 
and thermal oxide wafers for etch rate measurements. Oxide thickness is measured 
with a beam profile reflectometer, and the etch rate is obtained by averaging the 
difference before and after etch (based on 21 points per wafer). 

Fig 3 presents the particle contamination results from this first set of experiments, 
for particle size 0.3 micron and above. One can see that a reduction on particle 
contamination is always observed when in-situ rinse is used. The temperature effect is 
also quite significant in particle contamination reduction. 

Fig 4 shows the etch rate measured on this series of tests. The difference between 
standard and in-situ rinse etch rates, can easily be explained by the time required for 
the in-situ rinse to start up in the tank (different from the standard rinse). The 
mechanism of rinsing in the in-situ tank has been theoretically studied and the final 
experiments are described in this paper to support this work. The theoretical study is 
given in Appendix to this paper. 

One can see from these etch rates that oxide thickness removed is higher than the 
normal target for native oxide removal, especially at high temperature. This suggests 
that a more dilute solution could be used reducing acid cost. 

Surface characterization 

In a second set of experiments AFM measurement, contact angle measurement, 
optical absorption and thermal oxide etch rate resulting from both kinds of rinsing 
(standard rinse and in-situ rinse) are compared for different tank temperatures in the 
range of20°Cto 60°C. 

The same process conditions have been used, 300 seconds HF process time, 300 
seconds rinse time and same type of wafers. 

Fig 5 shows the etch rate measured on this series of tests, with the extended 
temperature range conditions of 20°C to 60°C. Non-uniformity top to bottom, not 
shown here is below 4% at 1 sigma, on the center wafers of the boat. 

Surface microroughness has been measured using a non-contact Atomic Force 
Microscope from Digital Instruments. RMS value instead of Ra value which is often 
used, and peak-to-valley (6 sigma) value from the AFM measurement are plotted on 
the next graph. (Fig 6). RMS value is higher than Ra value. 

Contact angle of the wafers resulting from the same experimental conditions have 
been measured using an accurate test bench specially designed by CNET. High contact 
angle means that the surface is well passivated. It is a very good measure of the degree 
of completeness of native oxide removal. This technique has been found to be well 
correlated to XPS measurement. 

Fig 7 shows the contact angle measured on this series of tests, with an extended 
range of temperature from 20°Cto 60 °C with a reference value at 40°Cto compare 
in-situ rinse and standard rinse. The maximum value one can get on a perfect silicon 
surface is 78.9degree. Angles very closed to this value have been obtained on the HF 
in-situ rinse test at 40°Cand above. It is worth noticing that these high contact angles 
have been measured 48 H after processing. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the 
surface passivation after HF in-situ rinse. 
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Spectroscopic ellipsometry has also been used on these test wafers, to characterize 
the silicon surface resulting from this set of experiments. The e 2 dielectric function 
(equivalent to the optical absorption) is used, which shows two intensity peaks, at 3.34 
eV (representing the crystalline structure) and at 4.30 eV (Fig 8). The latter is 
representative of surface microroughness and indeed a good correlation is shown with 
the previous figure. 

In order to characterize the wafer surface, TXRF measurements have been done 
on the same set of wafers. TXRF has been done on a RIGAKU TXRF, by LETI with 
a detection limit of 5x109 at/cm2. Measurements of a few species considered to be the 
most significant are reported. Average surface measurements for Fe and Cu on 2 wafers 
are plotted along with a non-processed reference wafer, for comparison (Fig 9). No 
significant differences in Fe or Cu contamination are observed for all cases, showing 
that the HF process is not creating contamination, within measurement limits, whatever 
the rinsing conditions may be. 

Addition of Hydrogen Peroxide to the HF solution 

In a third set of experiments, the above experiments have been repeated with 
addition of H2O2 to the dilute HF solution. The concentration used was 10 percent of 
the total dilute HF solution as Hydrogen Peroxide. 

The same process conditions have also been used, 300 seconds dilute HF with 
H2O2 process time, 300 seconds rinse time, and the same type of wafers 

Fig 10 shows the etch rate measured on this set of tests, using the extended 
temperature range of 20°Cto 60°C. 

In order to characterize the difference in wafer surface contamination, TXRF 
measurements have been made on the same set of wafers (especially looking at Cu) 
to demonstrate the effectiveness of H2O2 addition and the results of this test is 
presented. (Fig 11) 

Again, only average values of Fe and Cu measured on 2 wafers at the surface are 
plotted with an unprocessed reference wafer for comparison. No significant differences 
are observed with Fe contamination. However, a slight improvement is observed with 
Cu contamination with H2O2 addition. 

MODELLING OF HF IN-SITU RINSE PROCESS 
Another set of experiments has been designed, in order to support the work 

presented in Appendix 1. The goal was to measure the time to effectively in-situ rinse 
between wafers inside the wafer carrier. Wafer position number 25 on the carrier is 
exposed to different rinsing conditions, comparison is done with wafers 13 and 14. 

While the flow near a surface exposed to the liquid flow may be modelled with 
the help of the boundary layer concept for the wafers such as number 13 and 14 in a 
carrier, no such boundary develops between parallel surfaces for wafer number 25. In 
the first case it may be easily shown that the velocity profile is parabolic. (Fig 12) As 
an example, comparing the oxide removed 0.5 cm from the bottom of the wafer to the 
same distance from the top, the model shows a difference of 1.4nm between these 2 
points (1.1 nm have been measured in the same conditions). 

One important comment arising from these results, concerns the cost of HF 
disposal when using an in-situ rinse tank. Since it is possible to rinse in quite short time 
without seeing a detrimental effect on oxide etch uniformity across the boat on field 
oxide (obviously exposed silicon zones being totally cleared off, are not concerned by 
this) only moderate quantities of very dilute HF effluents are sent to the drain. 
A good estimation being around 250 liters per batch of 50 wafers when using optimized 
tank dimensions. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Both standard and HF in-situ rinse processes have been studied. The two 

techniques have been compared and characterized for 200 mm wafers processed in a 
state-of-the-art class 1 fab environment using advanced automated wet benches with 
an established IPA drying process. Very good results have been obtained for various 
concentrations and temperatures, both with and without addition of H2O2 to the dilute 
HF solution. High contact angle of the hydrogen terminated surface has been obtained 
with good passivation properties and an improvement in particle count by a factor of 
two has been achieved. AFM measurement has shown very low surface roughness while 
TXRF has shown low surface contamination and confirmed effectiveness of Cu 
removal by addition of the H2O2 to the dilute HF solution used. Rinsing has been 
achieved throughout the entire wafer carrier as demonstrated by the mathematical 
model given hereafter. The subsequent set of experiment has proven the validity of 
the theoretical study. The in-situ rinse process is relatively easy to implement. The very 
low concentration of HF required makes it inexpensive when using very precise 
quantities of 50% HF with DI water, even though HF solution is lost for every batch 
of wafers. 
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APPENDIX 
Modelling of in-situ rinse process (by Dr Allessandro Tonti) 

While we may model the flow field near a surface exposed to the liquid with the 
help of the boundary layer concept [4], no such boundary develops between parallel 
surfaces, such as between wafers in a carrier. In this case it can easily be shown [5] that 
the velocity profile is parabolic, and that it obeys the equation: 

A D n o 

2T\L 

The average velocity is 2/3 U m a x and may be set roughly equal to the normal, 
unimpeded fluid velocity in the tank. In our case 0.44 cm/s may be a realistic value. 
The Reynolds number for the flow between wafers, under these conditions is 17, i.e. 
the flow is completely laminar. 

At the onset of the in-situ rinse phase, pure water is injected in the etch tank with 
the same flow geometry used for the recirculation of dilute HF. After a small delay 
pure water enters between the wafers and starts to displace upwards the dilute HF 
solution following the same streamlines; the disturbance to flow is minimal due to the 
similarity of physical properties between two liquids. The separation surface between 
pure water and dilute HF arches between two neighboring wafers, while the dilute HF 

(1) 
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solution clings to the wafers as a layer of slowly decreasing thickness. 
By very simple mathematics it may be shown, as in [5], that the HF layer thickness 

is given by : 

x = v(zyt = ^-L(d2-z2yt = umay 
lt = D 

(2) 

This system may be solved for z,the distance of the interface from the mid-plane 
between wafers at a point removed by the length D from the leading edge. Of course 
the HF layer thickness is just ax=(d-z)x. Some representative figures related to the 
rinse process are given in Tab.I. 

Tab.I- HF LAYER THICKNESS(cm) AND RESIDUAL CONCENTRATIONS 
t 

Os 
15 s 
30 s 
45 s 
60s 
90s 
120 s 
180 s 
240 s 
300 s 
360 s 

ZL 

0 cm 
0 
0 
0.16 
0.2 
0.23 
0.244 
0.255 
0.262 
0.266 
0.268 

aL 
=(d-z)L 

0.28 cm 
0.28 
0.28 
0.12 
0.08 
0.05 
0.036 
0.025 
0.018 
0.014 
0.012 

a1/2L 2(Dt)l/2 fl/2L f0 

0.28 cm 
0.28 
0.081 
0.051 
0.036 
0.024 
0.018 
0.013 
0.009 
0.007 
0.006 

0 cm 
0.024 
0.037 
0.043 
0.049 
0.060 
0.069 
0.085 
0.098 
0.110 
0.120 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0.90 
0.59 
0.41 
0.26 
0.17 
0.12 
0.09 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0.54 
0.33 
0.23 
0.14 
0.09 
0.06 
0.05 Here the second column displays layer thickness values at the trailing edge of a 

diametral section; the third thickness values at the wafer center, and the fourth diffusion 
lengths for HF, taking a diffusion coefficient of about 10~5 cm2/s. 

We see at once that after 60 s the center values are practically one half those at 
the trailing edge, i.e. the interface is flat. After the same time the diffusion length 
becomes larger than the residual layer thickness aL, and becomes increasingly larger 
towards the end of the rinse, i.e. 300 s in our case. The residual fraction of chemicals 
or contaminants may be computed by using a triangular approximation to the diffusion 
profile [5], which gives: 

/ = 
2a(x,O (3) 

4V(£0 + a ( x , 0 

Some values given by (3) are listed in the last three columns of Tab.I, where fx t 
is the residual fraction at a distance x from the leading edge and at time t. The fraction 
remaining on the surface may amount, in the worst case (trailing edge), to about 10%. 
Impurities therefore are not efficiently swept away by in-situ rinsing, also, the HF 
concentration and the related etch rate are not negligible during the rinse phase. The 
removal is practically nil for particles, which diffuse much more slowly.The indication 
is that a very pure filtered HF must be used on very clean wafers so that residual 
contamination is not a problem. Anyway at the end of the rinse stage impurities are 
drained away from the hydrophobic wafer surface with the very dilute HF, so that the 
only residual contamination, if any, is due to adsorbed ions or plated-on metal layers. 
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Referring to the etch rate data published by [3] and summarized in Tab.II we may 
approximatively model the etching during rinsing and the resulting oxide thickness 
non- uniformity. 

Tab.II- HF ETCH RATE VS. CONCENTRATION AND TEMPERATURE 
HF concentration 
10% wt 
6 
2 
1 
0.4 
0.2 
0.1 
0.06 

E.R. @ 24°C 
50 nm/min 
30 " 
10 " 
4.6 " 
1.5 " 
0.6 " 
0.2 " 
0.09" 

E.R. @ 40°C 
110 nm/min 
90 " 
30 " 
14 " 
3.3 " 
1.5 M 

0.4 " 
0.1 " 

E.R. @ 60°C 
400 nm/min 
210 " 
60 " 
20 " 
6.5 " 
2.2 " 
0.5 " 
0.2 " 

For any point on the wafer the HF concentration and the related etch rate may 
be computed as a function of time, using the data in Table I and Table II; the total 
reduction in oxide thickness may be calculated by integration. (See Fig 13 and Fig 14). 

As an example, comparing the etch process at point G' (0.5 cm from the bottom, 
i.e.the leading edge) and at point B' (same distance from the trailing one) at a starting 
etch rate [6], of about 0.8 nm/min for the initial 0.25% HF, we find the following 
situation: 

point G': thickness loss during etching 4 nm, during rinsing 0.1 nm 
Total 4.1nm 

point B': thickness loss during etching 4 nm, during rinsing 1.5 nm 
Total 5.5nm 

Non-uniformity (Max-min)/2*ave =15%. 
Of course this figure can be considerably improved by rinsing at higher 

temperatures, which speeds up diffusion and causes the etch rate dependence on 
concentration to become steeper. This must be balanced with the effect of increasing 
the native oxide layer growth due to the increased temperature of the DI water during 
rinsing. A non-uniformity better than 10% may be also obtained. This oxide thickness 
non-uniformity is not observed after the wafer has become hydrophobic, but could in 
principle, be replaced by a subtler and less easily measurable non-uniformity in physical 
structure in this case. Therefore it is preferable to use high temperature in-situ rinsing. 
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CONTAMINATION REDUCTION IN DILUTE HF BY ADDING HCl 

I.Oki, H.Shibayama and A.Kagisawa 

Sharp Corporation,VLSI Research Laboratories, 
2613-1 Ichinomoto-cho TenrT City, Nara 632, 
JAPAN 

ABSTRACT 

The influences of HCl addition in dilute HF to 
Si surfaces and the electrical characteristics of 
the thin oxide were investigated. It is shown 
that the adhesions of particles and metallic con
taminants are reduced and the efficiencies of 
removing metallic contaminants are improved 
at the appropriate HCl concentrations in dilute 
HF, which results in the improvement of the 
electrical characteristics of the thin oxide. The 
formation of the unsoluble salts and the slight 
oxidation of Si surface by HCl are considered 
to be the main reasons of these advantages. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a wet chemical cleaning process of VLSI fabricat
ion, wafer cleaning in dilute HF is especially important, 
since it is used as precleaning before the thin oxide 
formation. However, the bare Si surface is susceptible to 
particulate and metallic contaminations in dilute HF. In 
order to form the reliable thin oxide, it is indispensable 
to avoid such contaminations in a cleaning process in 
dilute HF. Several alternative cleaning methods, such as 
H 20 2 added dilute HF cleaning [1], surface active buffered 
HF cleaning [2] and HCl added vapor HF cleaning [3] are 
investigated. In this paper, a new cleaning method of 
HCl added dilute HF is proposed, which results in low 
particulate and metallic contaminations and improves the 
electrical characteristics and reliability of the thin 
oxide [4]. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

CZ, P(100) wafers with 150 mm in diameter were used 
in the following experiments. 

The adhesions and removal efficiencies of particles 
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and metallic cntaminants on Si surface in dilute HF (1%,5%) 
with and without HCl addition were evaluated by means of 
the laser particle counting (ESTEC: WIS-850) and Total 
Reflection X-Ray Fluorescence (TECHNOS: TREX-610). HCl 
concentrations were varied from 0% to 5% in dilute HF. 

The adhesions of particles and metallic contaminants 
to bare Si surfaces were measured after immersing wafers 
in dilute HF with and without HCl addition for one 
minute. In the ease of evaluating metallic contaminations, 
each solutions were intentionally contaminated with 
impurity metals (Ni,Fe,Cu,Zn,Cr: 2000 ppb in the solution). 

The removal efficiencies of particles and metallic 
contaminants on Si surfaces were evaluated after imme
rsing the intentionally contaminated wafers in dilute 
HF, dilute HCl and HCl added dilute HF for one minute. 
The initial number of particles on Si surfaces were 
about 5000 ( > 0.16 urn ), and the initial concentrations 
of Cu, Fe, Zn and Cr on Si surfaces were 2x10 , lx 
10 , 2X1011 and 4xl014 atoms/cm , respectively. 

The influences of HCl in dilute HF to the micro-
roughness and the growth of native oxide on Si surfaces 
were evaluated by AFM ( Degital Instruments: Nanoscope 3) 
and FTIR - ATR ( Biorad : FTS-40 ). 

The electrical characteristics of thin oxide (100 A) 
grown by the thermal oxidation after cleaning in dilute 
HF with and without HCl addition were evaluated by the 
minority carrier recombination life time measurement 
( RE0: LTA-550 ), the dielectric breakdown measurement and 
the TDDB measurment of constant voltage stress (-16 MV/cm). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The adhesion of particles on Si surface after 
immersing in dilute HF are decreased as the concentration 
of HCl increases as shown in Fig.l. 

The adhesions of metallic contaminants on Si surface 
as a function of HCl concentration in dilute HF are shown 
in Fig.2. The surface concentration of Cu, Zn, Ni and Fe 
increases when 1% HCl added, however, above this conce
ntration of HCl, the adhesions of these impurity metals 
starts to decrease drastically. The surface concentrations 
of Cu are lxlO14, 2xl014 and 2X1011 atoms/cm2 after 
imersing in HF(1%), HF(1%)/HC1(1%) and HF(1%)/HC1(5%), 
respectively. It can be observed that the dependence of 
CI adhesions to Si surface on the HCl concentration is 
identical to the adhesions of metallic impurities, as shown 
in Fig.3. 
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This indicates that the CI on Si surface enhances the 
adhesions of impurity metals, so that the adequate HCl 
concentration is important to reduce the CI termination on 
Si surface. The decrease of CI termination at higher 
HCl concentration is explained that the Si surfaces are 
supposed to be oxidized in dilute HF when adequate HCl 
existed. Shown in Fig.4 are the FTIR-ATR spectra of 
Si surfaces after immersing in HF(1%), HC1(5%) and 
HF(1%)/HC1(5%). It can be observed that the backbond 
oxidation peaks of OgSiH and 02SiH2 appears at HCl(5%) 
and HF(1%)/HC1(5%) treated surfaces. 

The maximum removal efficiency of particles in dilute 
HF shows no improvement by HCl addition, however, the level 
of minimum removal efficiency is raised by adding HCl 
as shown in Fig.5, which indicates that the redepositons 
of particles washed off from Si surface are prevented. 

On the contrary, the efficiencies of removing 
metallic contaminants on Si surface, especially Cu and 
Zn, are improved drastically by HCl addition in dilute HF, 
as shown in Fig.6. It should be noted that the HCl 
alone does not enough to remove metallic contaminants 
efficiently. 

In a HCl added dilute HF solution, the oxidation 
process of Si surface by HCl and etching process of native 
oxide by HF are believed to be occuring repeatedly. The 
deposition of particles and impurity metal on Si surface 
are suppressed in the process of surface oxidation, because 
of passivation of active bare Si surface, and in the 
process of surface oxidation, metallic contaminants on Si 
surface are incorporated into native oxide and removed when 
native oxide is etched off. Furthermore, at higher HCl 
concentrations, the formation of unsoluble salts of 
impurity metals, such as CuCl, is considered to be 
suppressing the adhesion of the impurity metals. 

Fig.7 shows surface roughness (Ra) of Si wafers 
after immersing in HF(1%) and HF(1%) / HC1(3%) for 10 
minutes. HCl addition in dilute HF does not degrade the 
micro-roughness of Si surface. 

Fig.8 shows the minority carrier recombination life 
times of P-type Si wafers, which oxides were grown 
after cleaning in dilute HF with and without HCl addition. 
It can be observed that the minority carrier life time 
increases about 10 % by HCl addition, which result is 
consistent with the suppression of impurity metal de
position on Si surfaces [5]. 
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Fig.9 and Fig.10 show the oxide defect density and 
TDDB characteristics of thin oxide ( Si02 = 100 A ) grown 
by thermal oxidation after cleaning in dilute HF with and 
without HC1 addition. The oxide defect densities were 
caluculated using -InP/S, where P and S represent the 
yield (breakdown field > 8 MV /cm ) and the electrode area 
( 4 mm_ ) . The oxide defect densities are 0.6, 1.6 and 
1.9 cm x in thecase of cleaning in dilute HF, and 0.1, 
1.0 and 2.3 cm in the case of cleaning in dilute HF 
with HC1 addition. A relatively large dispersion of 
the defect densities in the latter case could be 
improved by optimizing HC1 concentrations. It can 
be observed that TDDB characteristics are improved by 
HC1 addition in dilute HF. This may be due to the 
improvement of cleaning efficiencies in dilute HF by HC1 
addition. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown the following advantages of Si wafer 
cleaning by HC1 added dilute HF compared with the 
conventional cleaning of dilute HF. 
(1) The adhesions of particles and impurity metals ( Cu, 
Ni, Zn, Fe ) from the solution are suppressed at the 
appropriate HC1 concentrations. 
(2) The cleaning efficiencies of metallic contaminants 
on Si surface are improved. 

The formation of unsoluble salts and the repeated 
processes of the slight oxidation of Si surface by HC1 
and the oxide etching on Si surface by HF, are considered 
to be the main reasons of these advantages, which 
result in reliability improvement of the thin oxide. 
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ABSTRACT 
For the purpose of preventing the generation of microroughness 

on the Si wafer surface in buffered hydrogen fluoride (BHF), the 
effect of the surfactant addition into BHF was investigated. It was 
found that the microroughness generation was prevented by a several 
10 ppm addition of the surfactants, which suppress the dissolution 
of Si into BHF from the Si wafer surface. It was also clarified 
that the microroughness generation was suppressed by lowering the 
NiUF concentration in BHF and the dissolution of Si depended on the 
OH" concentration rather than on the HF concentration in BHF. For a 
wide range of HF and NH4F concentrations in BHF, the hydrocarbon 
anionic surfactant is effective for the suppression of the 
microroughness generation. The suppression of the microroughness 
generation is explained by the adsorption of the surfactant 
molecules on the Si wafer surface in accordance with the Langmuir 
type adsorption equation. 

Introduction 
In semiconductor device fabrication process, it is very important to 

clean the Si wafer surface for the performance and the reliability of devices. 
Wet cleaning process and etching process have been increasingly necessary in 
order to remove the contaminants such as inorganic ions, organic matters, 
particles, and native oxide on the Si wafer surface. Recently, very thin oxide 
films and very shallow junction have been more and more important for device 
fabrication with reduced dimensions. Therefore, it becomes essential to 
prepare the smooth Si wafer surface without any contaminant (1). Buffered 
hydrogen fluoride (BHF) which has been widely used in wet process of device 
fabrication is excellent for the removal of particles on the Si wafer surface 
besides etching of Si oxide films (2). However, it is reported that the 
microroughness is generated on the Si wafer surface by immersion in BHF for a 
long time (3). The generation of microroughness must be prevented in order to 
improve the performance and the reliability of devices. In the present work, 
the effect of the surfactant addition was investigated to prevent the 
microroughness generation on the Si wafer surface in BHF. The relation 
between the microroughness generation and both HF and NH4F concentrations in 
BHF with and without surfactant addition was also investigated. Moreover, the 
suppression of Si dissolution by surfactant addition was explained by the 
adsorption of the surfactant molecules on the Si wafer surface according to 
the Langmuir type adsorption equation. 
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Experimental 
There are many kinds of BHF with various combinations of HF and NH4F 

concentrations. In the present work, 630BHF (HF=6wtJk NH4F=30wt%), which has 
been widely used in wet process of device fabrication, was used. Also, there 
are many kinds of surfactants with various chemical structures and 
characteristics. However, the surfactants which are suitable for BHF are 
limited by the following 8 items: namely, (I) the etching rate of the Si oxide 
film by BHF does not change by the surfactant addition, (II)metal ions in BHF 
do not increase, (III) particles in BHF do not adhere on the Si wafer surface, 
(IV)the surfactants do not make BHF foam, (V)the surfactants are not trapped 
by filtering, (VI)the surfactants do not decomposed by BHF nor react with BHF, 
(VH)the resists are not attacked by surfactants (Vffl) the surfactants dissolve in 
BHF. In this experiment, Three kinds of surfactants chosen by the pre-
experiments were used: They are hydrocarbon anionic, hydrocarbon cationic and 
perfluorocarbon anionic surfactants [ 5wtX isopropyl alcohol (IPA) solution ] . 
The three surfactants have the effect of improving the wettability of BHF. 
Moreover, it has been reported that the hydrocarbon anionic and 
perfluorocarbon anionic surfactants have the effect of preventing metal ion 
deposition on the Si wafer surface (4). 

The substrates used in this experiment are CZ-P type Si (100), and CZ-N 
type Si (100) and Si (111) wafers with the resistivity of 1-2 Q • cm. Each Si 
wafer was cleaned with H2SO4-H2O2 solution and the native oxide on the Si wafer 
surface was removed in 5% HF solution before the immersion experiment. The Si 
wafer was immersed in BHF for 24, 48 and 120 hours at 25 °C. After immersion, 
Si wafer was rinsed in pure water and dried by N2 blow. The microroughness on 
the Si wafer surface was investigated by scanning electron microscope (SEM). 
The concentration of dissolved Si in BHF after immersion was measured by 
induction coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometer(ICP-AES) (5). Thermal Si 
oxide film formed at 1000°C in wet atmosphere, phosphosilicate glass (PS6) and 
borosilicate glass (BSG) films formed by the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
method and annealed at 1000°C were used in order to investigate the influence 
of the surfactant addition on the etching rate of Si oxide films by BHF. The 
etching rate of Si oxide films by BHF was calculated from the etching time and 
the etching depth which was measured by the interference method. pH of BHF 
was measured by the glass electrode method. 

Results and Discussion 
Figure I shows SEM photographs of three types of Si wafer surface after 

immersed in 630BHF. The large microroughness is observed on every Si wafer. 
Etch-pits on Si (100) are circular and those on Si(111) are triangular. The 
surface of the N-type Si wafer immersed in 630BHF is rougher than that of the 
P-type Si wafer. Figure 2 shows SEM photographs of the wafer surface after 
immersed in 630BHF containing various surfactants. In case of perfluorocarbon 
anionic surfactant, 2000ppm IPA is added at the same time because it is 
dissolved in IPA as 5wtl The addition of hydrocarbon cationic surfactant or 
IPA scarcely suppresses the microroughness generation. On the other hand, the 
addition of hydrocarbon or perfluorocarbon anionic surfactant prevents the 
microroughness generation on the Si wafer surface. In case of 25ppm addition 
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of hydrocarbon anionic surfactant, the microroughness is not observed after 
immersed for 24 hours, but is observed after immersed for 48 hours. In case 
of 50ppm addition, the microroughness is not observed after immersed for 48 
hours. 

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the surfactant concentration and 
(a) pH and (b)the amount of dissolved Si after immersed in 630BHF. In case of 
no addition, the dissolved Si from the N type Si wafer in 630BHF is more than 
that from the P type. Although pH of 630BHF scarcely changes by the addition 
of either anionic or cationic surfactant, the amount of dissolved Si decreases 
with the increase of the surfactant concentration and the addition of anionic 
surfactant is more effective for the suppression of Si dissolution than that 
of cationic surfactant. Accordingly, an addition of more than 50ppm 
hydrocarbon or perfluorocarbon anionic surfactant is very effective for both 
the prevention of the microroughness generation on the Si wafer surface and 
the suppression of the Si dissolution in 630BHF from Si wafer. 

In general, Si is etched by OH" in an alkaline solution as follows(6) : 

Si + 40H" -> Si (OH) 4 + 4e" 

4H+ + 4e" -» 2H21 
In conventional BHF, Si is oxidized by OH" in BHF and is dissolved by HF in BHF 
as follows (7) : 

Si (OH) 4 + 6HF -> 2H+ + SiFe2" + 4H20 

2NH4+ + SiFe2" -> (MUhSiFe 

2H+ + 2F" -* 2HF 

In BHF containing surfactants, however, the oxidation process by OH" is 
considered to be suppressed by the adsorption of the surfactant molecules on 
the Si wafer surface. The reason why anionic surfactant is more effective for 
the suppression of Si dissolution than cationic surfactant is that the 
hydrophilic group of anionic surfactant molecule is negative and can prevent 

electrically the attack of OH" in BHF to the Si wafer surface. 
Figures 4 and 5 show the dependence of pH and the amount of dissolved Si 

on the NH4F concentration and on the HF concentration in BHF, respectively. The 
amount of dissolved Si increases with the increase of the NH4F concentration, 
and decreases with the increase of the HF concentration in BHF. 
Correspondingly, pH also increases with the increase of the NH4F concentration 
and decreases with the increase of the HF concentration. However, the 
dissolution of Si is suppressed by the addition of hydrocarbon anionic 
surfactant independently on the NH4F and HF concentrations. Figure 6 shows SEM 
photographs of the N type Si (100) wafer surface after immersed in 630BHF and 
in BHF with a low NH4F concentration. The microroughness is suppressed by 
lowering the NH4F concentration in BHF, and is also prevented by the addition 
of hydrocarbon anionic surfactant. Consequently, the effect of lowering the 
NH4F concentration in BHF on suppressing the microroughness generation on the 
Si wafer surface can be explained by the suppression of the Si dissolution due 

to lowering the OH" concentration in BHF with the change of pH. Anyway, the 
addition of hydrocarbon anionic surfactant is effective for the suppression of 
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Si dissolution and the prevention of microroughness generation. 
Next, the etching rate of Si oxide film was investigated. The etching 

rate of various Si oxide films is affected by the NH4F concentration in BHF as 
shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows the relationship between the surfactant 
concentration in 630BHF and the etching rate of various Si oxide films. The 
addition of anionic surfactant does not affect the etching rate of thermal 
Si02, PSG and BSG film, although the etching rate of each Si oxide film 
decrease by an addition of more than 200 ppm cationic surfactant. The 
uniformity of etching was also degraded by the addition of cationic surfactant. 
It is considered that the cationic surfactant adsorbs more easily on the Si 
oxide film surface than the anionic surfactant. 

Here, we consider a possible mechanism of suppressing the microroughness 
generation on the Si wafer surface by the addition of the surfactants. Since 
the pH value scarcely changes by the surfactant addition, the ionic 
equilibrium in BHF solution is considered not to be affected by the surfactant 
addition. Therefore, the interruption of Si dissolution by the surfactant 
adsorption on the Si wafer surface is considered to be the mechanism. If the 
surfactant molecules are adsorbed on the Si wafer surface according to the 
Langmuir type adsorption equation (8), coverage (0) of the surfactant molecule 
is given by 

e = KC/U+KC) [i] 
where C is the concentration of the surfactant and K is the adsorption 
equilibrium constant. Moreover, if the dissolution of Si from the surface is 
suppressed where the surfactant molecules are adsorbed, the amount of 
dissolved Si (Dsi) is given by 

Dsi = Do(l-0) [2] 
where Do is the amount of dissolved Si in case of no addition. From Eqs. 1 and 
2, Dsi is given by 

Dsi = Do/(l+KC) [3] 
Solid lines in Fig. 3(b) show the calculated value using Eq. 3. There is a 
very good agreement between experimental and calculated values. Used value of 
constant K is given in Table I. Accordingly, the adsorption of the surfactant 
molecules on the Si wafer surface can be described by the Langmuir type 
adsorption, and the effect of surfactants on suppressing the microroughness 
generation in BHF can be explained by the suppression of Si dissolution which 
is owing to the adsorption of the surfactant molecules on the Si wafer surface. 

Conclusions 
It was found that the generation of microroughness on the Si wafer 

surface in BHF was prevented by a several 10 ppm order addition of surfactant. 
It was confirmed that the effective prevention of the microroughness 
generation was observed by 50 ppm addition of hydrocarbon anionic and 
perfluorocarbon anionic surfactant. It was also found that the microroughness 
generation was suppressed by lowering the NH4F concentration in BHF and the 
dissolution of Si which causes the microroughness generation on the Si wafer 

surface depended on the OH" concentration rather than on the HF concentration 
in BHF. For the studied concentration range of NH4F and HF in BHF, the 
hydrocarbon anionic surfactant is effective for the suppression of the 
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microroughness generation. The suppression of the microroughness generation 
is owing to the surfactant molecules which suppress the dissolution of Si into 
BHE from the Si wafer surface. The adsorption of the surfactant molecules on 
the Si wafer surface can be expressed by the Langmuir type adsorption equation. 
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Table I. Adsorption equilibrium constant K in Eq. 3 used for 
fitting the data in Fig.3 (b). 
Kind of surfactant Type of wafer Value of K 

(xl06cm3/g) 
Perfluorocarbon anionic 
Hydrocarbon anionic 

Hydrocarbon cationic 

P (100) 
P(100) 
N(100) 
P(100) 
N(100) 

0.2349 
0.1875 
0. 1015 
0.0089 
0.0072 
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fa) 

Fig. 1 SEM photographs of the Si wafer surface after immersed in 630BHF for 24 
hours at 25 °C. Wafer type is (a)P(100), (b)N(100), and (c)N(lll). 

(a) 

(c) 

Fig. 2 SEM photographs of 
the P type Si (100) wafer 
surface after immersed in 
630BHF containing 100 ppm 
surfactant for 24 hours at 
25 °C. Surfactant type is 
(a)hydrocarbon anionic, 
(b)hydrocarbon cationic, 
(c)perfluorocarbon anionic 
with 2000ppm IPA, and 
(d)only . IPA(2000ppm) 
addition. 
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Fig.4 Dependence of pH and the amount 
of dissolved Si after immersed in BHF 
on the NH4F concentration in BHF . 
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Fig. 5 Dependence of pH and the amount 
of dissolved Si after immersed in BHF 
on the HF concentration in BHF . 
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Fig. 6 SEM photographs of 
the N type Si (100) wafer 
surface after immersed in 
(a) 630BHF (HF=6wt%, 
NH4F=30wt%), (b) 630BHF 
containing 400ppm 
hydrocarbon anionic 
surfactant, (c)BHF of low 
NH4F concentration(HF=6wtX, 
NH4F=15wt%), and (d)BHF of 
low NH4F containing 400ppm 
hydrocarbon anionic 
surfactant for 120 hours 
at 25 °C. 
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Fig. 7 Relationship between the etching 
rate of Si oxide films and the N M 
concentration in BHF. 
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Fig. 8 Relationship between the etching 
rate of Si oxide films and the 
concentration of hydrocarbon anionic 
and cationic surfactants in 630BHF. 
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ABSTRACT 

The effects of different HF-cleaning solutions on silicon surfaces has been 
studied, by wafer bonding in room temperature together with surfaces 
analysis using AFM (Atomic Force Microscopy) and ESC A (Electron 
Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis). The composition of the solution and 
the following water rinse, if any, have strong influence on the surface 
morphology, and hence the initial bonding. It was found that a solution of 
10% HF in water gives an extremely smooth surface, and also the best 
bonding behaviour of the surfaces studied. A water rinse after the HF 
cleaning introduces surface particles, which are destructive for the bonding 
process. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the past few years there has been a growing interest in solid-state bonding of 
semiconductors. Bonding between surfaces of different materials can be achieved without 
external force, intermediate adhesives or applied electrical field. The process is amazingly 
simple; just press two surfaces, which however must be exceptionally clean and flat, 
together in room temperature, heat them to 500-1000°C, and the bond is completed. Since 
the first report on silicon wafer bonding, by Lasky and co-workers in 1985 [1], most 
bonding work published have dealt with hydrophilic surfaces, i.e. the wafers are covered 
by a thin, chemically grown oxide. It has been reported that hydrophilic surfaces are 
necessary for the initial, spontaneous bonding to occur, and that hydrophobic surfaces 
can only be bonded with the aid of an applied pressure [2,3]. In contrast, we have shown 
that spontaneous bonding occurs also for hydrophobic, oxide-free surfaces [4]. Bonding 
of silicon wafers without any interfacial oxide is important, e.g. for high power devices 
and as an alternative to epitaxial layers. Hydrophilic bonding always gives an interfacial 
oxide, resulting in an unacceptably high density of electron states at the interface [5]. 
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OBJECTIVE 

In this work, we have studied the effects of different HF-cleaning procedures on the 
initial bonding of silicon wafers. Since there are still different opinions regarding the 
possibility of achieving spontaneous hydrophobic bonding, we found a closer 
investigation of how the different cleaning processes affect the surfaces essential. As the 
initial bonding of hydrophobic surfaces is attributed to the relatively weak van der Waals 
forces [6,7], which do not reach very far, the bonding process is very sensitive to 
changes in the surface morphology and chemistry. Hence, room temperature bonding can 
be considered as a way to characterise surfaces. We have cleaned silicon wafers in a 
variety of HF-solutions prior to bonding, and related this to the spontaneity of the initial 
contact wave at room temperature. We have also characterised the cleaned surfaces with 
regard to surface roughness, chemical nature and particle density. The roughness was 
measured with an AFM (Atomic Force Microscope), and the chemical nature using ESCA 
(Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis). The particle density was estimated using 
dark field microscopy. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The silicon wafers used in all experiments were 3-in, [100]-oriented wafers, with a 
thickness of 380±5 jam (Wacker, FZ, 10-12 Qcm, n- and p-doped). All experiments 
were performed in clean-room environment. Prior to bonding, the wafers were etched for 
1 minute in aqueous HF-solutions, having concentrations between 1 and 50%, or a HF-
solution buffered with NH4F to pH~5 (BHF). Some of the wafers were carefully rinsed 
in DI water after the HF-etch, while others were not. All wafers were blown dry in N2. 
As the wafers are contacted, the contact area spreads like a wave over the whole wafer. 
This "wave" was observed in transmitted IR-light, using an IR-camera and a video set
up, and the velocity of the wave front was determined. Normally, a slight pressure with 
the tweezers at the wafer edge was required to initiate the wave. If the contact area then 
grows without further help, the bonding is referred to as spontaneous. 

An Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) was used to characterise the silicon surfaces 
regarding topography and roughness. In principle, the instrument acquires a picture of 
the sample surface by scanning a fine tip across it. The AFM (Park Scientific Instruments 
model SFM-BD2-210) operates at room temperature, under a flow of dry nitrogen gas. 
The instrument was used in the contacting mode, wherein the sample acts to deflect the 
Si3N4 tip and cantilever by a repulsive force. The topography of the sample is 
represented by the piezo driving voltage required to keep this deflection constant. The 
image processing behind the three-dimensional topographies in this paper is kept at a 
minimum, so that the pictures represent the surface topographies as closely as possible. 
The tip is scanned laterally across a 200x200 nm area of the surface, and the tip radius is 
nominally less than 40 nm. Each cleaning procedure were performed as described above 
immediately prior to the AFM measurement. 

Chemical analysis of the surfaces was performed in a very sensitive ESCA-instrument 
(Scienta, ESCA-300), using Al Ka radiation [8]. The surfaces was again prepared as 
described above, and put into the vacuum chamber of the ESCA system within 30 
seconds after blown dry. In this instrument the signal from glancing angles can be used, 
without loosing sensitivity [8]. The information thus originates from the outermost atom 
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layers only. In the measurements made in this work, a take off angle of 8° was used, 
corresponding to an information depth of 5-10 A (i.e. 2-3 atom layers). 

It has been shown [9] that the amount of particles on a hydrophobic, HF-etched, 
silicon surface increases if the wafer is immersed in either the HF-solution again, or in 
water. If so, repeated dipping would of course be deleterious to the bondability. To 
verify this theory, we estimated the particle density on an HF-cleaned silicon surface, 
immersed one or several times in H2O. The liquid surface was intentionally contaminated 
with particles before immersing the wafers, to ensure that the particle density would be 
sufficient. The estimation was made using the dark-field mode of an Olympus BHT 
microscope. 

Some bonding experiments were performed inside a bonding chamber, similar to the 
one described by Stengl et al [10]. In this set-up, the wafers to be bonded are placed over 
each other, with spacers in between, and then spin-rinsed, spin-dried, and bonded inside 
the chamber without opening it. Thereby neither the water nor the wafer surfaces will be 
exposed to the surrounding air (except for the small volume inside the chamber), and 
probably the particle contamination will be minimised. 

RESULTS 

Room temperature bonding 
The spontaneity of the contact wave was strongly dependent on the cleaning procedure 

prior to bonding. The wafers which had not been rinsed in water after the HF-etch 
bonded spontaneously, while the rinsed wafers did not. These wafers could be pressed 
together, but they ended up with quite a large amount of voids (i.e. unbonded areas). In 
fig 1 are shown the measured contact wave velocities versus the concentration of the HF-
solution for non-rinsed samples. As can be seen, the highest velocity was received for the 
10% solution, while a concentrated (50%) solution gives surfaces that bond very slowly. 
The BHF-treated surfaces did not bond spontaneously. 

AFM 
In diagram 1 are the obtained RMS-values of the roughness before (black bars) and 

after (white bars) each treatment shown. It is obvious that increasing the concentration of 
the aqueous HF-solution will increase the resultant surface roughness. Between 10 and 
50% this increase is larger than between 1 and 10%. A water rinse after the 10% HF-etch 
does not increase the surface roughness. The BHF-surface is also comparable to the one 
treated in 10% HF. The reproducibility of these results was found to be very good. 

ESCA 
The obtained spectra, taken in 8° take off angle, from the different surfaces are shown 

in fig 2 a-d. As can be seen, the chemical nature does not differ very much in the different 
cases. In good agreement with other researchers [11] we find the fluorine peak (FIS) at 
about 686 eV, the oxygen peak (01S) at about 532 eV and the carbon peak (CIS) at 285 
eV, for all concentrations. The strong HF-solution (fig 2a) yields a somewhat larger 
fluorine signal than the more diluted solution, which agrees with other reports [12]. The 
oxygen signal is large on the rinsed sample (fig 2c), due to native oxide growth. The 
carbon peak consists of signals from C-O, C-H and C-C. On the water rinsed samples 
the signal from oxygen bonded carbon (C-O) is considerably larger. Fluorine is mainly 
present as Si-F and O-F. 
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Particle contamination 
Dark field micrographs of the surface cleaned in 10% HF before and after a water 

rinse, are shown in figure 3 a) and b). The particles were not homogeneously spread over 
the surface, why a representative part of the wafer area was chosen in each case. 
Nevertheless, it gives a fairly good picture of what happens during the cleaning steps. 
Remember though, that these are "artificial" particles densities, due to the particle 
addition. It is clearly visible that immersing the hydrophobic wafer into the H20-bath 
drastically increases the amount of surface particles. Covering the water surface with a 
thin layer of IPA (isopropanol) was found to substantially reduce this effect. After rinsing 
the HF-etched wafer in IPA/H2O, the amount of particles was comparable to the non-
rinsed hydrophobic surface. A hydrophilic wafer was found to be almost as particle-free 
after the rinse as before. These results are in good agreement with McConnel [9]. 

When using the bonding chamber, or "micro-cleanroom", the rinsed wafers were 
found to bond nicely, with no visible voids. This probably means that inside the chamber 
we can avoid particle contamination, which was not possible in the previous experiments. 
It also shows, that the particle contamination does not originate from the water itself. 

DISCUSSION 

HF-treated surfaces have been extensively studied, and are believed to be covered to 
about 90% by hydrogen [11, 12]. The initial bonding of hydrophobic surfaces is due to 
van der Waals forces [6,7]. As these forces do not reach far, the surface atoms must be 
brought very closely together for the room temperature bond to be possible. This makes 
extremely clean and smooth surfaces necessary. The chemical nature of the different 
surfaces studied in this work, as investigated with ESC A, do not differ very much. 
Hence, the variations in initial bonding behaviour cannot be explained by means of the 
surface chemistry. 

The AFM results (diagram 1) show that the more concentrated the HF-solution, the 
rougher becomes the surface. This correlates well to the measured contact wave velocities 
(fig 1), measured for the aqueous HF-solutions, where the velocity is strongly dependent 
on the concentration. However, such a correlation cannot be seen for the non-
spontaneously bonding, water rinsed, surfaces, for which the roughness was similar to 
that measured for non-rinsed surfaces. 

The etch rate of silicon in an HF-solution is small, but measurable [13]. Our results, 
showing that the 10%-samples are smoother than the 50%-samples, may lead to the 
conclusion that the latter one is etched faster, thus ending up with a rougher surface. 
However, it has been found that the etch rate of silicon in a concentrated, strongly acidic, 
HF-solution is so small that it is basically inert and only the native oxide is removed 
[14,15]. An explanation based on the etch mechanism is given: The etching proceeds in 
two steps, oxidation of the hydrogen-terminated silicon surface by water molecules in the 
solution, and removal of this oxide by the HF-molecule [15]. Thus the etch rate is 
depending on the OH"-concentration, and therefore higher in a more diluted, or rather 
less acidic, solution. This might explain our observations: in a concentrated solution the 
etch rate is so small that the roughness of the original native oxide/silicon-interface is 
maintained, while etching in the diluted solution has a "polishing" effect. Another 
explanation might be that the higher concentration etches defects, such as dislocations, 
twins, etc. The rough surface after 50% might thus be a result of defect decoration. 
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The effects of treatment in HF and BHF-solutions on the silicon surface morphology 
have been studied by several researchers [14,15]. It has been found that an aqueous HF-
solution, having a pH between 1 and 2 (corresponding to concentrations of 50 down to 
1% HF), probably etches silicon in an isotropic way, while buffering the solution with 
NH4F results in an etching anisotropy, which is increasing with pH [14,15]. For more 
alkaline solutions, this will result in atomically smooth (11 l)-surfaces, and consequently 
(lll)-facets on a (100)-surface. The number of contact points between the BHF-treated 
(100)-surfaces will therefore become small, which might explain the observed non-
spontaneous bonding of the surfaces treated in BHF. However, this could not be seen in 
the investigations made here. 

A water rinse does not increase the roughness of the HF-etched surface, according to 
the AFM-measurements. The ESCA-measurements showed a larger oxygen signal, but 
this should not have any influence on the bonding behaviour, as hydrophilic, native 
oxide-covered surfaces can very well be bonded [e.g. ref.l]. Hence, there must be 
another reason for the observed non-spontaneous initial bonding. McConnel state, that 
particles stick to the surface when the wafer passes the air/liquid interface, due to the 
downwardly bent liquid surface [9]. The liquid surface is extended down with the wafer, 
so that surface particles, originating from the air, are transferred to the silicon wafer 
surface. One way to avoid this effect was shown to be a thin layer of IPA (isopropanol) 
on the water surface [9]. Our results confirm this, and thus the problem seems to be 
solved. The use of a bonding chamber like the one presented by Stengl et al [8], in which 
the wafers to be bonded are rinsed and spin-dried in a "micro-cleanroom", would also be 
a solution to the particle problem. The wafers will not pass an air/liquid interface like if 
dipped into a beaker, and any possible particles inside the chamber would probably be 
unable to stick to the rotating wafers. Our results, showing a very good room temperature 
bond after rinsing and bonding of hydrophobic surfaces in such a chamber, support these 
theories. There were no presence of voids, as have been observed in the case of 
"ordinary" water rinsing, and the surfaces bonded - as far as can be seen -
spontaneously. This leads to the conclusion that the main reason to the observed non-
spontaneous bonding of water-rinsed wafers is due to surface particles, but also that the 
problem quite easily can be avoided. Of course the application must be considered, since 
a water rinse will influence the electrical properties of the bonded interface [16]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The chemical nature and morphology of the silicon surface is strongly dependent on 
the HF-cleaning procedure, considering both the composition of the HF-solution and the 
subsequent water rinse, if any. Extremely smooth and clean surfaces are necessary for 
the initial room temperature bonding between hydrophobic surfaces. There are many 
surface parameters influencing the initial contact wave, mainly the surface roughness and 
presence of particles. The best surface preparation for achieving a spontaneous, voidless 
bond in room temperature, is etching in a solution of 10% HF in water, with no 
subsequent water rinse. A water rinse will introduce particles on the hydrophobic 
surfaces. As long as the electrical properties of the bond are not critical, this is however 
an avoidable problem, e.g. by using spin-rinse and -dry or adding isopropanol to the 
rinse bath. A buffered HF-solution (with a pH of about 5) gives surfaces that do not 
bond spontaneously. 
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Figure 1. The contact wave velocity for room temperature, spontaneuos bonding, versus 
the concentration of the HF etch-solution prior to bonding. 
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F/gwre 2. ESCA spectra of silicon surfaces treated in a) 50% HF, b) 10% HF, c) 10% 
HF plus a water rinse and d) buffered HF (BHF). 
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a) b) 
Figure 3. Micrographs taken in dark-field of wafers etched in a) 10% HF and b) 10% HF 
with a subsequent water rinse. The surfaces of both the HF-solution and the rinse water 
where intentionally contaminated with particles. 
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Diagram 1. The RMS-values of the surface roughnesses as measured in an AFM before 

and after each treatment. 
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GAS-PHASE CLEANING 





VAPOR PHASE HF CLEANING IN CMOS PRODUCTION 

Sean O'Brien, Brynne Bohannon, Marylyn Hoy Bennett, 
Charlotte Tipton, and Allen Bowling 

Texas Instruments, 
Semiconductor Process & Design Center 

PO Box 655012 MS 944, 
Dallas TX 75265 

Vapor HF processes replaced all aqueous HF processes required 
for the manufacture of the Microelectronics Manufacturing Science and 
Technology (MMST) single-wafer processing CMOS device. Traditional 
applications included removal of 1) sacrificial oxides 2) nitride formed 
between the sacrificial oxide and silicon substrate during the tank drive 
process and 3) oxynitride layer formed over nitride during the LOCOS 
isolation process. Vapor HF was also used as a post-etch residue removal 
eliminating the need for some acids and organic solvents. The MMST 
goals of single-wafer gas phase cleaning, fast cycle time and high 
equipment availability were all easily met by these processes. In addition, 
process enhancements such as elimination of subsequent process steps and 
reduced cost of ownership make vapor HF a beneficial alternative to 
aqueous HF processing. 

Introduction 

The elimination of wet chemical processing is a key goal for 21st century 
semiconductor processing. Process requirements for sub-half micron technology along 
with chemical consumption and waste disposal costs are driving us toward replacing 
liquids with gases. In addition the requirements of fast cycle time and single wafer 
cleaning set forth by the MMST program at TI (1) are best met with dry processing. 
Currently, most dry cleaning technology will not support manufacturing requirements, 
but vapor HF cleaning is an exception. Aqueous HF and most solvent processing can be 
eliminated today by implementing typical vapor HF cleaning processes. 

Aqueous HF is one of the most common chemicals used for manufacture of 
CMOS devices. A typical CMOS device flow will have more than 15 HF process steps. 
While aqueous HF processes typically do not have batch loading effects that increase 
processing times, they usually require subsequent wafer cleaning to reduce unacceptable 
particle levels. The vapor HF process is so clean that additional particle removal 
processes can be eliminated, dramatically lowering cycle time. The net result is a fast, 
clean process free of liquid chemicals. 
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Equipment 

The tool used for vapor HF cleaning is an FSI Excalibur ISR (in situ rinse). This 
is a single wafer process tool operating at atmospheric pressure. The wafer is loaded 
into a chamber in which HF, N2, and H20 vapors are introduced. All processes used for 
this work are essentially identical. First is a pre-treatment purge step with dry N2. HF 
and H20 vapor are then introduced into the chamber where the wafer is spinning at 100 
RPM. HF, N2, and H20 vapor flow rates are adjusted to control oxide removal. After 
the etch is finished a post-treatment purge step with dry N2 followed by a liquid water 
rinse is used to remove etch residue. The wafer is then dried with a combination of high 
spin speed and dry N2 purging. HF concentration instead of exposure time is typically 
adjusted to control oxide removal. This is contrasted with aqueous HF where 
concentration is strictly controlled and exposure time is varied. A JEOL 845 scanning 
electron microscope was used for all micrographs contained within this paper. 

Process time 

Wafer processing with vapor HF is significantly faster than with aqueous HF due 
to the elimination of the subsequent SCl/megasonic clean, rinse, and spin-dry. These 
extra processes are required for wet HF processing to achieve comparable particle 
levels. Analyzing the cycle time and throughput of a single wafer cleaning tool is non-
trivial (2) so the batch cycle time of a 24 wafer lot is given in Table 2 with no 
consideration of single-wafer processing. 

Table n Cycle Time for HF Processing 

Clean Cycle Time (min) 

Vapor HF 24 
Aqueous HF - Megasonic - SRD 41 

Cost of Ownership 

For a cost of ownership analysis a comparison between vapor HF and aqueous 
HF processing is given in Table 3. Details are dependent on each facility, but clearly the 
elimination of procurement and disposal of wet chemicals makes vapor HF a much more 
economical and environmentally friendly process. 
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Table HI Cost-of-Ownership for HF Processing 

Aqueous HF * Vapor HF 

Capital cost (k$) 500 400 
Footprint (ft2) 42 25 

Chemical usage (gal/day) 
H20 3000 171 
HF 12 1+ 

NH4OH 12 0 
H202 12 0 
disposal 36 0 

* Process flow is HF - rinse - SCl/megasonic - rinse - spin rinse dry 
+ lbs per 1000 wafers 

Implementation into MMST Processing 

Oxide Strip 

Stripping of sacrificial oxides is a standard process requiring little development 
for the switch to vapor HF. Several different oxide layers ranging in thickness from 90A 
to 250 A are used as diffusion barriers, polysilicon sticking layers, and dummy gate 
oxides. When the oxide thickness approaches a few monolayers the effective etch rate 
slows down, leading to a requirement of an over etch beyond the level needed to 
compensate for oxide thickness variation. This is best described as the difference in etch 
rates between thin sacrificial oxide and thick field oxide. These are equal until the thin 
oxide approaches 100 A, where the field oxide etches faster than the thin sacrificial 
layer. Compensation for this is easily achieved by increasing the etch time. This can 
lead to excess removal of field oxide, so the grown field oxide thickness must take into 
account all oxide removed during sacrificial oxide stripping. 

Gate Oxide Integrity (GOI) testing showed little significant difference between 
vapor and aqueous HF. Table 4 lists several different methods of measuring GOI. It is 
important to note that only the pre-gate clean was vapor HF. The 2 previous deglazes in 
the pilot wafer flow were run with aqueous HF which can distort the results of the pre-
gate oxide deglaze. Subsequent GOI work confirms that vapor HF is superior to 
aqueous HF if done for all deglazes. 
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Table IV GOI for HF Processing 

Clean Def Density (cm-2) VBD (Volts) QBD (C/cm2) 

50 % Best 
Vapor HF 60.4 + 24 7.41+3.7 8 + 2 25 + 2 
Aqueous HF 73.3 + 41 6.68 + 4.1 22 + 3 33 + 1 

All GOI data is measured on 191 0.01 cm"2 120 A oxide capacitors. Defect Density is 
calculated from the turnover point in a Weibull distribution plot of Breakdown voltage 
(VBD). Charge to breakdown (QBD) is measured with exponential ramped current. 
50% point is median of QBD values, Best point is highest value for a single capacitor. 

Nitride Strip 

The tank drive process for MMST wafers includes NH3 in the process gas, 
which creates a 20 A layer of silicon nitride between the sacrificial oxide layer and the 
substrate silicon. (3) After the vapor HF deglaze process small circular regions of nitride 
remain which interfere with the growth of the subsequent sacrificial oxide. As seen in 
Fig. 1 these defects resemble liquid residue or watermarks, but the root cause is 
incomplete removal of this thin nitride layer. 

This nitride layer is easily removed with aqueous 10% HF, but the selectivity of 
oxide to nitride is much higher with vapor cleaning. The process occurs on unpatterned 
wafers and an extreme overetch has no deleterious effects on the wafers. The thin 
nitride layer is totally removed with this overetch. 

Oxyiiitride Strip 

Any sacrificial nitride layer must be cleared of its thin coating of oxynitride 
before stripping in either phosphoric acid or a dry plasma etch. (4) The nitride layer is 
not sensitive to overetch; however, the field oxide is exposed and any overetch must be 
carefully controlled. 

A liquid residue problem may be found on vapor processed wafers where 
adjacent regions of nitride and oxide geometries intersect. At the interface region 
between the 2 films, large (100 urn) diameter rings are seen on most wafers. Figure 2 
shows typical watermarks seen on patterned wafers. Adding a subsequent SC2-SC1 
clean in a wet bench in addition to changing the rinse cycle eliminates the residue 
problem. 
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Polysilicon etch clean 

Tight critical dimension (CD) control over polysilicon linewidths requires 
operation of the plasma etcher in a mode which deposits sidewall passivation polymer. 
(5) This deposited polymer is predominantly Si02 and is traditionally removed using a 
sulfuric acid (piranha) resist strip followed by an SCI megasonic. Figure 4 shows 
residue typically found after an inadequate piranha clean. Extending the process time 
proved unacceptable due to lengthy process times and inconsistent removal of the 
polymer. Inserting a vapor HF process in between 2 short wet cleans gave a faster 
overall process time and consistent removal of the etch residue. Table 5 compares 
processes used for removing this polymer deposit. 

Table V Process Time for Post Polysilicon Etch Clean 

Process Time Total* Process 

Piranha + SCI Strip 60 Marginal 
Acid 20 
SCI 20 

Wet - HF - Wet 37 Excellent 
Acid 15 
SCI 5 

Vapor HF 2 
Acid 3 
SCI 3 

All times in minutes 
* Single wafer process time includes water rinses and spin dry. 

Metal etch clean 

For post-metal etch, HF vapor cleaning is preceded by an 02 ash. The vapor HF 
process removes the etch residues providing a robust and efficient process while 
eliminating the need for traditional organic solvents. (6) Fig. 2 shows before and after 
SEM cross sections showing the impact of vapor HF on this residue. 

Contact etch clean 

Prior to Ti sputter deposition the exposed silicon substrate in the contacts must 
be deglazed to ininimize resistance caused by native oxide and ash residues. This clean 
also removes any remaining traces of resist residue remaining after the contact plasma 
etch. A short vapor HF clean removes the last trace of ash residue, and deglazes the 
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substrate without significantly increasing contact CD's. Table 5 shows excellent contact 
resistance was achieved on several MMST lots indicating the process capability can 
support high yield. 

Table V Contact resistance 

Clean Contact Resistance * 

Aqueous HF 1.35 + 0.094 
Vapor HF 1.00 + 0.12 

* Resistance normalized, measured in ohms on chain with 280 polysilicon contacts 
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1. Spot defects found after tank 
oxide deglaze, root cause is 
incomplete removal of nitride film 
formed during tank drive. 

2. Liquid residue defects seen on 
patterned wafers. Residue is 
probably a fluosilicic acid polymer. 

3. Polymer residue seen after polysilicon etch. Piranha - vapor HF - piranha clean 
sequence efficiently removes this. 
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Scanning electron micrographs of TiN/AlSiCu/TiN metal stack after 
reactive ion etch, in situ resist ash, pre (left) and post (right) etch rinse 
using vapor HF process. Etch residue is seen as grassy form. 
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A HF VAPOUR ETCH PROCESS FOR INTEGRATION IN 
CLUSTER-TOOL PROCESSES: 

CHARACTERISTICS AND APPLICATIONS 
WJ.C. Vermeulen, L.F.Tz. Kwakman, CJ. Werkhoven and E.H.A. Granneman 

ASM International, Rembrandtlaan 2a, 3723 BJ Bilthoven, The Netherlands 
and 

S. Verhaverbeke and M. Heyns 
IMEC, Kapeldreef 75, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium 

The effects of process parameters on the HF-H2O vapour phase oxide etch 
characteristics have been studied. The most important factors', e.g. etch rate, 
inhibition and selectivity, turn out to be largely influenced by the selection 
of one of the three established etch regimes, viz. a gasphase, an enhanced 
adsorption or a condensation regime. 
By integrating the HF vapour etch process with LPCVD processes in a 
load-locked, vacuum operated cluster tool, significant process 
improvements can be achieved in critical device fabrication steps such as the 
formation of poly-contacts, poly-emitters and NO capacitors, provided the 
proper etch regime is selected. 

INTRODUCTION 

For the successful fabrication of advanced ICs, adequate control over some of the 
critical production steps is a prerequisite. The continuous trend towards an increased level 
of integration and better device performance demands thinner films for the construction of 
active components. Since device characteristics have to be reproducible and well 
controlled, the need for thinner films not only puts more stringent requirements on the 
film properties themselves but also on the control of the interface of such films with the 
underlying substrate surface. In Bipolar and CMOS technologies, interfaces between 
silicon and thin films are amongst the most critical. For silicon surfaces, one effective 
way to improve the interface quality is to remove any unwanted native or chemical oxide 
prior to a LPCVD or oxidation process and to avoid re-contamination of the wafers 
during wafer transport and heat-up. 

To achieve this, a low pressure gaseous HF etch process is developed in a reactor 
that is integrated in a vacuum operated cluster tool equipped with LPCVD and oxidation 
reactors. The vacuum integration of this HF vapour process prevents regrowth of the 
native oxide prior to subsequent processing. The HF etch process itself removes surface 
oxides at room temperature and reduced pressure using a mixture of anhydrous HF gas 
and H2O vapour. The characteristics of this etch process are determined by the exact 
choice of the process parameters, viz. flow rate, flow ratio and total pressure. 

While the target of the etch process is to render silicon surfaces hydrophobic, i.e. 
free from oxide and properly passivated, it has to meet other boundary conditions as well: 
first, for several applications, etching of other exposed oxides should be minimized to 
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avoid unwanted side effects such as undercutting and, eventually, circuit shorting. 
Therefore, etch selectivities, oxide specific etch-inhibition and (local) loading effects have 
to be optimized. Second, the process can only qualify for production if throughput, 
controllability and reproducibility are demonstrated. In this study the process parameter 
space is investigated in terms of above mentioned target and boundary conditions. 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Etching of Si02 layers in liquid HF is a well characterized chemical process that is 
widely used in the fabrication of integrated circuits (1). Compared to the liquid based 
process, HF vapour phase etching of Si02 is a relatively new technique that only recently 
started to receive much attention. Although detailed knowledge on this new process is 
still lacking, several characteristics have been consistently reported by various groups. 
First, it is observed that exposure of Si02 to anhydrous HF yields etch rates that are very 
low and critically depending on the background moisture level in the etch ambient (2). It 
is found that a mixture of HF and H2O is required to obtain higher and better controlled 
etch rates (3,4). Second, depending on the type of oxide and its treatment prior to HF 
etching, etch rates and etch inhibition times may vary significantly (5). 

Explanations for these experimental observations are generally based on a 
differentiation between a true gas phase regime and a condensation regime. In the gas 
phase regime, etching is taking place via a slow gas-solid reaction that is catalyzed by 
adsorbed moisture on the oxide surface. In the condensation regime, the process 
conditions are such that the HF/H2O vapour condenses as a liquid film onto the oxide 
surface, and etching actually proceeds in a similar way as for liquid solutions. A 
comprehensive study of the HF/H2O vapour etch process is published by Helms and 
Deal (6). 

Given the fact that sorption and condensation mechanisms are critical steps in the 
overall etch process, it can be concluded that a more in depth analysis of these 
phenomena is needed in order to be able to control the process to a level that meets the 
stringent industrial requirements. Below, the sorption characteristics of the binary 
HF/H2O vapour mixture onto Si02 are reviewed from a theoretical point of view. 

Physical adsorption 
Independent of possible chemical reactions taking place, the HF/H2O vapour can 

physically adsorb onto a Si02 surface. Whereas in many situations the thickness of the 
adsorbate is limited to one monolayer (Langmuir adsorption), this thickness can become a 
few monolayers (BET adsorption) when polar molecules such as H2O or HF are 
involved (7). In equilibrium, the number of adsorbed molecules per unit area, Ns, is 
determined by the vapour pressure (p), the sticking coefficient (s), the vapour 
temperature (Tg) and the substrate temperature (Ts) and can be expressed as: 

Ns = Const. • p • s • exp (Q/RTS) / V(M.Tg) [1] 

For sub monolayer coverages, the sticking coefficient (s) is a function of the number of 
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available adsorption sites. Furthermore, for Langmuir and BET adsorption the binding 
energy (Q) is determined by the existing adhesion and cohesion forces, respectively. In 
figure 1, typical Langmuir and BET adsorption characteristics are shown as a function of 
p/ps, i.e. the ratio between the vapour pressure and the saturation pressure at which 
condensation occurs. From this figure it can be concluded that for pressures well below 
the saturation pressure adsorption is limited to sub monolayer coverage. On the other 
hand, for BET adsorption an appreciable amount of vapour can be adsorbed at pressures 
still below the condensation pressure. 

Based on these considerations it is plausible that, indeed, the HF/H2O vapour phase 
etching is impaired at very low HF and H2O pressures due to a lack of adsorption. Using 
the same reasoning, it can be expected that, if multilayer BET adsorption is assumed, 
appreciable etching already starts at pressures still below the saturation pressure. This 
could be of practical importance since etching in the condensed phase is known to leave 
residues that are difficult to remove in the vapour phase (8). 

HF/H2Q phase diagram 
In order to arrive at etch conditions where multilayer adsorption is expected to take 

place, the saturation pressure needs to be known. The saturation pressure of the HF/H2O 
vapour mixture is a function of temperature and the composition of the mixture. Due to 
the strong interaction between HF and water, the mixture does not behave as an 'ideal 
gas' but shows azeotropic behaviour with a maximum boiling point for a mixture 
containing « 38 mol% HF. In figure 2, the HF/H2O phase diagram, reconstructed from 
data published by Munter et al. (9), is shown for a temperature of 25 °C. In this diagram, 
the pressures at which condensation or evaporation takes place are indicated by the 
vapour and liquid lines, respectively. 

Factors affecting etch rate / uniformity 
So far, only adsorption of HF/H2O has been considered, neglecting the effects of 

the etch reaction itself. In the absence of water the gaseous etch reaction is thought to 
occur via the following, overall reactions 

Si02 + 6HF <=> 2H20 + 6H2SiF6 [2] 

Si02 + 4HF <=> 2H20 + SiF4 [3] 

An important step in the overall etch reaction, the (dissociative) adsorption of HF onto 
Si02, is catalyzed by hydroxyl groups or traces of moisture present or created at the 
surface. Since water is liberated, the reaction is autocatalytic. Clearly, when no H2O is 
added to the gas ambient, etch rates and inhibition times are strongly affected by the 
surface and bulk properties of the oxide being etched. Under such conditions, 
controllability of the etch process is difficult to achieve. By deliberately adding water to 
the vapour ambient, better control of the adsorption/desorption steps can be obtained. If 
the H2O surface concentration is increased by adsorption from the vapour phase, HF 
adsorption is enhanced and less sensitive to the accidental presence of moisture on the 
Si02 surface. Furthermore, if the H2O surface concentration is primarily determined by 
the adsorption from the vapour phase and not by the reaction, it does not increase 
significantly as etching proceeds, thus, the rate of the autocatalytic reaction is better 
controlled as well. 
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Although the addition of water may lead to a better controlled process in terms of 
inhibition and etch rate, one has to be careful in the selection of the etch conditions. When 
adding H2O to the HF vapour, the saturation pressure of the mixture is significantly 
lowered and, depending on the choice of the process pressure and temperature (eq.[l]), 
etching may take place in a gas phase, multilayer adsorption or condensation regime. In 
the latter two regimes the etch rate may be much higher and, if so, sufficient supply of the 
reactants is required to minimize etch non uniformity due to depletion effects. 

Because the etch characteristics in each of these regimes are difficult to predict from 
a theoretical point of view, experimental studies are required to explore the process 
window in more detail. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Equipment description 
For the characterization of the HF/H2O vapour etch process, an ASM Advance 

600/2 vertical reactor cluster system was used. The cluster system consists of a central 
wafer handling platform via which four process modules are integrated. Wafer transport 
from one process module to the next takes place in a reduced pressure ambient of high-
purity nitrogen. Typical leak-in and desorption rates of 10"3 Pa.l/s, ensure the internal 
contamination background level to be better than 10"4 Pa. 

All modules are batch type and for the LPCVD and oxidation processes, production-
proven and well-characterized hot wall vertical reactors are used in which 100 wafers are 
stacked in a quartz boat positioned on a boat elevator. 

The HF vapour etch module is a vertical batch reactor too, but cold wall and using a 
smaller number of wafers, typically 25, per process cycle. The reactor design includes a 
gas inlet section capable of delivering high vapour flows and a reactor geometry concept 
optimized for an uniform gas distribution across the wafers. Pressure control is realized 
by a closed loop system using a MKS throttle-valve in combination with a Baratron 
capacitance manometer for pressure readout. For this study, the H2O and HF vapour 
flows were independently controlled by mass flow controllers. With this setup, the exact 
composition of the vapour mixture that is fed into the reactor can be easily varied over a 
wide range. 

Experimental details 
In this study, 150 mm p-type <100> silicon wafers were used as starting material. 

100 nm thick thermal oxides were grown in the A600/2 oxidation reactor at 900 °C in a 
wet (83%) ambient. Thin chemical oxides were prepared by subjecting the silicon wafers 
to a full FSI-b clean (SP + HF + RCA). The thermal oxide wafers were used to monitor 
the etch process in terms of etch rate, uniformity and inhibition, while the FSI-b cleaned 
silicon wafers were used to monitor the effectiveness of native (chemical) oxide removal. 
The latter was checked by observing the dewet behaviour (hydrophobicity) of the etched 
surfaces after emerging in DI water. In some of the etch experiments undoped LPCVD 
TEOS oxide wafers, annealed for 30 minutes in N2 at 850 °C, were included as well. 

The amount of oxide removed in the HF vapour etch process was calculated from 
ellipsometric thickness measurements at a fixed refractive index of 1.46 before and after 
etching. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Adsorption characteristics of HF/H7O vapour mixtures 
As mentioned earlier, multilayer adsorption might take place at pressures well below 

the saturation pressure. In order to verify this assumption experimentally, a number of 
simple adsorption experiments has been carried out for several HF/H2O vapour mixtures. 
This was accomplished by feeding HF and H2O vapour into the evacuated and isolated 
reactor chamber at a constant flow rate and recording the pressure increase (9p/3t). In 
figure 3, one of the experimentally determined dp/dt curves is depicted. The curve can be 
interpreted as follows: the initial pressure increase is proportional to the filling time, i.e. 
9p/9t = c, in accordance with the ideal gas law if vapour adsorption is negligible. At the 
onset of enhanced adsorption (pe), a significant amount of vapour is lost at solid surfaces 
as a consequence of which dp/dt starts to reduce. Once the saturation pressure (ps) is 
reached, 3p/9t becomes either zero for pure H2O or an azeotropic mixture, or reaches a 
constant value again if the condensed liquid and the vapour have different compositions. 
As indicated in figure 3, the pressure interval where d/dt (dp/3t) * 0, has been defined as 
the enhanced adsorption regime. 

The experimentally determined pe and ps values for several HF/H2O mixtures are 
tabulated in table 1. Due to experimental constraints, these values are only accurate to 
within ± 10 %. The values found for ps using this technique are in good agreement with 
those reported by Munter et al. Interestingly, for all vapour mixtures investigated, the 
onset of enhanced adsorption is observed at pressures around (0.6 ± 0.1 )ps which 
suggests that the enhanced adsorption regime is primarily related to the value of ps and 
not to the exact vapour composition. This finding is visualized by the three regimes 
indicated in the phase diagram of figure 2. In regime I, the HF/H2O mixture will not 
condensate nor adsorb to a large extend (p < pe) whereas in regime III, the HF/H2O 
mixture exists as a condensed liquid (p > ps). In regime II, enhanced adsorption of the 
gaseous HF/H2O mixture is expected (pe < p < ps). 

It should be noted, though, that whereas both the reactor wall and 25 silicon wafers 
act as adsorption surfaces in this experiment, the actual pe for Si02 surfaces might be 
different from the values reported in table 1: first, the sticking coefficients swaii, ssi and 
Soxide are not necessarily the same and second, since at the oxide surface etching occurs 
and, thus, SiFx species are generated, the local adsorption conditions might be different 
due to the existence of a ternary system HF-SiFx-H20. The latter effect, although 
insignificant at low HF concentrations, can not be ignored at higher HF concentrations. 

Notwithstanding this limitation, the adsorption experiments have been useful to 
define the different etch regimes as will be demonstrated in the next sections. 

Gas phase regime etching 
If the etch process is intended to be used for native oxide removal on silicon, the 

target is to remove the native oxide completely while not etching other exposed oxides. In 
practice this means that the amount of other oxides etched should be controlled to a 
minimum (typically 5-20 nm). In this section the etch behaviour in the gasphase regime is 
presented in terms of etch rate, etch selectivity and inhibition effects. 

First, the etch kinetics, i.e. the influence of PHF and pn2o ° n the etch rate has been 
evaluated on thermal oxide. Although a detailed description of the reaction kinetics is 
beyond the scope of this paper, the experiments show that for total pressures < 0.4-0.5 
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ps, the etch rate is proportional to both the HF and H2O partial pressures. For total 
pressures approaching the value of 0.5-0.6 ps, however, a transition to much higher etch 
rates is observed. This transition point for the etch rate corresponds well with the onset of 
enhanced adsorption (pe « 0.6 ps) in the adsorption experiments. 

The observed kinetics support the idea that in the gas phase regime, H2O catalyzed 
adsorption of HF is the etch rate determining step. Since the etch rate is in first order 
determined by the reactant surface concentration, an increase of adsorbed HF will result 
in a higher etch rate. At low surface coverages, an increase of PH20 leads to a 
proportionally higher concentration of adsorbed water and of HF if adsorbed water acts 
as an adsorption site for HF. An increase in PHF also leads to a higher reactant surface 
concentration. Therefore, the HF surface concentration and, thus, the etch rate, is 
proportional to both pH2o and PHF-

As a next step, the etch behaviour on the TEOS and thin chemical oxides has been 
examined. For this, the etch parameters were fixed (PHF > PH20 and p < 0.4 ps) while the 
etch time was varied. Figure 4 shows the amount of oxide etched as a function of etch 
time for both thermal and TEOS oxides. Also indicated in this figure is the minimum etch 
time required to completely remove the chemical oxide. From the data several conclusions 
can be drawn. Firstly, although the etch rates for TEOS and thermal oxide differ 
significantly (4.5 nm/min vs. 0.2 nm/min), they are constant, indicating that the process 
is stabilized already in its initial stage. Secondly, the etch inhibition time for both types of 
oxide is approximately 60-90 seconds. Since the etch inhibition strongly relates to surface 
conditions, the inhibition time might vary from run to run. Repeat experiments show a 
variation of the inhibition time from 5-100 seconds. Finally, complete native oxide 
removal to a level where the silicon wafer shows immediate and complete 
hydrophobicity, can be achieved while only 3 nm of thermal oxide is etched. 

Based on the experimental data, it is concluded that the HF vapour etch process in 
the gas phase regime can be used successfully for the removal of native oxides if thermal 
oxide is the only other oxide exposed to the etch. The process guarantees complete 
removal of the native oxide whereas only 3-4 nm thermal oxide is removed. The low etch 
rates and relatively short inhibition times make that the etch uniformity and reproducibility 
can be controlled to within ± 10%. In spite of the low etch rate, throughput, an important 
economical factor, is, given the batch processing capability, up to industrial standards 
(> 50 wafers/hour). 

On the other hand, if other oxides such as TEOS oxides are exposed, native oxide 
etching in the gas phase regime is less attractive. The higher etch rates associated with 
TEOS oxide, make that approximately 100-125 nm TEOS oxide is etched in the time 
required for complete native oxide removal. In many practical applications, this exceeds 
the acceptable limits. For those applications where etch selectivity is critical, the etch 
process in the enhanced adsorption regime is an attractive alternative as will be discussed 
in the next section. 

enhanced adsorption regime etching 
As demonstrated in the previous section, gas phase etching may be used for native 

oxide removal but is not applicable if low etch selectivities are required. A different etch 
regime, i.e. enhanced adsorption or condensation regime, can be selected by increasing 
the pressure to above 0.5-0.6 ps. In figure 5, the effect of the total pressure on the etch 
process is shown. For a fixed etch time and three different HF/H2O flow ratios (indicated 
as a,b, and c with c one order of magnitude higher as a), the amount of thermal oxide 
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removal is plotted as a function of the total pressure, expressed as p/ps. A clear, very 
sharp transition from negligible etching (< 1 nm/min) to substantial etching (10-100 
nm/min) is observed. Since the transition points for the three different flow ratios all fall 
within the range 0.40-0.55 ps, it is believed that the increase in etch rate relates to the 
onset of enhanced adsorption of the vapour mixture. Further prove for this hypothesis is 
found from other etch experiments at a higher (9T = 5 °C) temperature: the transition 
points shift to higher absolute pressures but still correspond to a p/ps ratio of 0.4-0.5. 
The fact that the transition point shifts towards lower p/ps values for increasing HF/H20 
flow ratios, most likely, relates to the way ps is determined: in figure 5, the value of ps is 
taken as the saturation pressure of the binary HF/H2O mixtures. In reality, however, 
reaction products such as SiF4 and H2SiF6 are generated. Consequently, the real 
saturation pressure is that of a ternary HF/H20/SiFx system. If SiFx addition results in a 
lowering of the saturation pressure, the observed shift can be explained by an increase of 
the SiFx concentration at higher etch rates. 

Figure 5 contains additional relevant information. Although the etch rate increases at 
higher HF/H2O flow ratios, no such effect is observed when increasing the pressure 
from 0.5 to 0.9 ps at a fixed HF/H2O ratio. This suggests that the absolute partial 
pressures of HF and H2O have little effect on the etch rate. This finding is consistent with 
the multiple layer adsorption hypothesis. If etching takes place while many monolayers 
are adsorbed, the composition of the adsorbed layer approaches that of a condensed film 
and thus relates to the composition of the vapour mixture according to the phase diagram. 
Therefore, although the pressure might affect the thickness of the adsorbed layer, it has 
little effect on its composition. 

The TEOS/thermal oxide etch selectivity, evaluated as a function of p/ps, is shown in 
figures 6 and 7. As can be seen in figure 6, the pressures at which enhanced etching 
starts to occur differ for TEOS and thermal oxides. This difference accounts for the high 
etch selectivity at the low pressure end in figure 7. For pressures in the range 0.6-0.9 ps 
the etch selectivity is approximately 2.5, a value which is similar to that obtained in a 
diluted HF liquid etch. However, at a pressure equal to the saturation pressure, the etch 
selectivity is reduced to 1.2. To check whether the differences in etch selectivity are 
caused by different inhibition times or different etch rates, additional experiments have 
been carried out at three pressures (0.48 ps, 0.75 ps and 1.0 ps) with the etch time as the 
varied parameter. From the results, presented in figure 8 and table 2, it can be concluded 
that the etch selectivity is primarily related to a difference in etch rate for both oxides. The 
fact that the etch selectivity is close to unity at a pressure equal to the saturation pressure 
suggests that in the condensation regime the etch rate is no longer adsorption controlled 
but limited by the diffusion of either HF or SiFx in the liquid film built up at the oxide 
surface. That, indeed, a liquid film condenses at a pressure equal to the saturation 
pressure is experimentally supported by the observed increase in the time required to 
evacuate the reactor to base pressure after the etch process. 

Finally, complete etching of chemical oxide in the enhanced adsorption and 
condensation regime is, given the high etch rates, almost instantaneously. Immediate and 
perfect hydrophobicity of the etched silicon wafers is achieved for etch times that 
correspond with a removal of less than 3 nm thermal oxide, or, alternatively, 8 nm TEOS 
oxide. 

It is concluded that the HF vapour process in the enhanced adsorption regime is 
perfectly suited for the removal of native oxide even when other than thermal oxides are 
exposed to the etch ambient. Although the etch rate is relatively high (> 10 nm/min), the 
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oxide removal can be well controlled since the process is highly reproducible (< ± 5%). 
The adapted hardware allows for etch uniformities better than ±10% and given the batch 
approach, the throughput is no limiting factor. 

APPLICATIONS OF INTEGRATED HF VAPOUR ETCHING 

Although the feasibility of the HF vapour etch process is demonstrated, its 
implementation in production environments can only be justified if real improvements, 
either in terms of device characteristics or production costs (yield) are demonstrated. In 
the following, some of the successful applications of integrated HF vapour etching are 
briefly reviewed. 

One of the applications tested is that of poly silicon contacts (10). To realize a low 
contact resistance in sub-micron contact holes consistently, it is vitally important to avoid 
any interfacial oxide. As depicted in figure 9, the integrated HF vapour etch process is 
effective for this purpose. As compared to using ex-situ liquid HF, a lower contact 
resistance with a tighter distribution can be obtained. SIMS analysis shows that for the 
integrated HF vapour process the amount of interfacial oxide is less than 2E14/cm2, i.e. 
less than a monolayer. 

Another example of the benefits of integrated HF vapour etching is found in poly 
emitter applications. In bipolar devices the amount of oxide between the poly-Si and 
mono-Si emitter area strongly influences the transistor characteristics. By using an in-situ 
HF vapour etch followed by an intentionally oxide regrowth and LPCVD of polysilicon, 
the forward gain and emitter resistance can be tuned and, moreover, controlled within 
tighter limits (11). 

Another successful application of the integrated HF vapour process is demonstrated 
in the fabrication of DRAM devices. Shrinking of the interpoly NO dielectrics is limited 
by the minimum nitride thickness needed to withstand the subsequent reoxidation. In case 
of conventional processing, the nitride nucleation is hampered due to the fact that the 
polysilicon substrate is not entirely free of residual oxide. In the absence of any surface 
oxide, as is the case with integrated HF vapour processing, the nitride nucleation is 
instantaneous and very thin, oxidation resistant nitride films can be produced (12). 
Capacitors prepared using these nitride films, show better electrical characteristics even 
when thinner nitride films are used (13). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Silicon oxide etching in an HF-H2O gas mixture is governed by a subtle balance of 
sorption mechanisms and surface reactions. Three different etch regimes have been 
established. In the gasphase regime, the etch process is characterized by limited 
adsorption, low etch rates and high etch selectivities. In the enhanced adsorption regime, 
the HF and H2O are more readily adsorbed onto the oxide which makes the process less 
sensitive to the exact nature of the oxide. In contrast to the gasphase regime, etch rates are 
high and etch selectivities low. In the condensation regime etch rates are comparable to 
those obtained in the enhanced adsorption regime but selectivities are still lower and close 
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to unity. It is believed that at pressures approaching the condensation pressure the etch 
rate becomes limited by the transport of either HF or SiFx in the liquid film built up at the 
oxide surface. 

The benefits of integration of the HF vapour etch process with LPCVD processes in 
a cluster tool are demonstrated for various critical device applications. Compared to 
conventional technology, more flexible and better controlled interface engineering is 
achieved with the integrated HF vapour etch process. The better interface control is 
reflected in improved electrical characteristics with tighter distributions. 

It is concluded that since the process and associated hardware meet the stringent 
industrial requirements, integrated HF vapour etching can successfully replace liquid HF 
etching as an oxide removal step in the fabrication of advanced integrated circuits. 
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Figure 1. Langmuir and BET adsorption as a 
function of the relative pressure p/ps. 

Figure 2. HF/H20 phase diagram at 25 °C.The 
curves are calculated based on data of Munter et 
al. 
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Figure 3. Pressure versus filling time for the 
isolated reactor. The flow of the 10 % mol HF-
H2O vapour mixture is constant. The different 
pressure regimes are indicated by dotted lines. 
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Figure 6. Etched thickness of thermal oxide and 
TEOS oxide as a function of the relative 
pressure (p/ps). The dotted lines indicate the 
different etch regimes: I. Gas phase, II. 
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Table 1. Adsorption and saturation pressures 
for various HF-H2O vapour mixtures. 

Etch regime 

I. Gas Phase (P<0.5*Ps) 
H20/HF <1 
H20/HF >1 (P=0.48*Ps) 

II. Enhanced Adsorption 
(0.60 Ps<P<0.95*Ps) 

m . Condensation (P=Ps) 

Etch rate 
(nm/min) 

TOX 

0.2 

0.7 

22-28 

23.9 

TEOS 

4.5 

30.0 

5 1 - 6 4 

29.2 

Selectivity 
TEOS/TOX 

25 

45 

2.3 - 2.7 

1.2 

Inhibition 
TOX 

(s) 

5-60 

<15 

<5 

<5 

Equivalent TOX 
etched for FSI-b 
oxide removal (nm) 

<3.0 

>20 

<3.0 

<3.0 

Table 2. Summary of the etch results 
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CHEMICAL VAPOR CLEANING TECHNOLOGIES FOR DRY 
PROCESSING IN SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING 

S.E. Beck, D.A. Bohling. B.S. Felker, M.A. George, A.G. Gilicinski, J.C. Ivankovits, 
J.G. Langan, S.W. Rynders; Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., Allentown, PA. 
J.A.T. Norman, D.A. Roberts, G. Voloshin; Schumacher Co., Carlsbad, CA. 

D.M. Hess; Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA, 
A. Lane; Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX 

ABSTRACT 

Chemical Vapor Cleaning is a proposed methodology for removing metallic 
contamination from semiconductor surfaces. In this process a gas phase 
coordinating or chelating ligand reacts with a surface metal species to form a 
volatile coordination compound. This metal coordination compound then 
desorbs from the surface at relatively low temperatures and is removed from 
the process chamber under vacuum or gas flow. This paper will review the 
processing issues surrounding Chemical Vapor Cleaning and describe cur
rent results and trends for this technology area. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the manufacture of state-of-the-art semiconductor device structures, absolutely clean 
wafers must be utilized in order to obtain high yields and defect free performance^]. Con
tamination of wafers can arise from many sources including photoresists, process chemical 
contaminants, etching residues, and even from systems designed to clean wafers. This 
contamination is generally removed using various cleaning procedures, historically relying 
upon a series of acidic, alkaline, and de-ionized (DI) water rinse baths. These processes 
are historically referred to as the RCA method or SCI and SC2 (for Standard Clean 1 and 
Standard Clean 2). Wet cleaning of substrates is an important process which removes 
detritus, etches unwanted substrate material, and otherwise prepares a given surface for 
further electronics processing. Gas phase processes, or dry cleans, are not necessarily 
required on purely technical grounds, as wet cleaning technology has been extended each 
time geometries or design rules have become more challenging. Table 1 shows the design 
rule trends which will affect shifts towards dry or gas phase cleaning technologies. Table 2 
illustrates the analytical detection limits and cleaning efficiencies for state-of-the-art cleaning 
processes. Of particular interest is the large, increasing disparity between the minimum 
definition of critical metal impurity contamination and the practical contamination levels 
achieved with existing cleans. In addition, a similar disparity exists between the practical 
analytical detection limits and targeted contamination levels for future technology 
generations. These disparities indicate a need for improvements in both analytical methods 
and cleaning technologies. 

There are a number of compelling reasons why there will be a shift from wet processes 
to gas phase cleaning processes. These reasons include: 
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• Difficulties in purifying wet chemical systems to the next generation requirements 
which are estimated to include soluble molar metal contamination ranging from 1015M 
to near 10-34M, or in other notation 10-6 to near 10-26 ppbv. These metal concentration 
levels will be extremely difficult to attain except by point of use generation of the wet 
chemicals from gas phase reagents. 

• Environmental concerns regarding disposal of large volumes of slightly contaminated 
aqueous acid and base solutions. This is currently being overcome by expanded use of 
acid reprocessors and IPA dryers. However, at the trace metal concentrations 
described previously, reprocessor distillation columns are likely too inefficient to reach 
extremely low metal contamination levels. 

• Incompatibility of the wet clean processes with most cluster tool environments. With 
semiconductor manufacturing trends towards single wafer processing in a clustered tool 
environment there is a growing need for cleaning processes compatible with integrated 
tool processing. A secondary problem associated with wet cleans is that of handling 
wafers during the cleans in the relatively dirty environment outside the cluster. 

• Minimum gate oxide feature sizes are approaching 50A in thickness. Most wet 
processes also remove a substantial amount of substrate material which increases the 
efficiency of the clean but may destroy sensitive or very small features on the wafer. 
This could lead to problems with clean control and reliability, and ultimately to 
problems in device yield. 

Dry processes developed in the future will not replace standard wet cleans, but rather 
will be used in processes where wet cleans are impractical or inadequate, such as in cluster 
tool processing or gate oxide pre-cleans. Wet cleans will still dominantly be used for initial 
preparation of wafers prior to processing. Dry cleans will then be used to augment the wet 
cleans, removing any residual metal, water, or other material, and will be used for subse
quent cleans within the cluster. 

Dry cleaning potentially solves the problems outlined above in the following ways: 

• Gas phase processing chemicals are much easier to purify relative to metallic impurities 
than aqueous or wet systems, due mainly to the involatility of most metal salts. Of 
course, this will require that any developed gas phase processes also address the issues 
of materials compatibility with the gas phase chemical delivery systems. 

• Gas phase processes generally do not require large volumes of chemical reagents and 
are inherently more environmentally "friendly" than parallel wet processes. Gas phase 
processing may require chemical abatement systems to avoid environmental releases of 
products or process gases, but in most cases semiconductor fabs already have sufficient 
scrubber systems to handle effluent generated during chemical vapor cleaning. 
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• Gas phase cleaning processes will allow the wafer to go through multiple processing 
steps, being cleaned between each process, without being exposed to the atmosphere or 
clean room environment. 

• Although perhaps not universally the case for gas phase cleaning, most dry clean 
processes do not significantly roughen the wafer surface during a metal clean. 
Therefore, gas phase cleans will potentially allow strict control of film and surface 
feature thicknesses without the concern of dynamic feature changes during ancillary 
cleaning processes. 

These are the some of the apparent advantages of a dry/gas phase cleaning process today. 

Because the standard RCA cleans are so effective and remove a large variety of 
contaminants, shifting to an all dry process for some manufacturing applications is 
ccomplex. The various contaminants which need to be addressed by any cleaning process 
or sequence include thick and thin oxides, aluminum and transition metals (Cu, Ni, Cr, Fe, 
etc.), group I and II mobile ions (Na, Ca, K, etc.), particles, and hydrocarbons or adven
titious carbon. Employing an all-dry process will require a change in manufacturing mind
set as specific dry cleaning steps will likely be necessary for specific contaminants. 
Semiconductor manufacturers will also need to better understand the nature and concentra
tions of contaminants which should be removed prior to employing a cleaning protocol. 
The reasons for this are simply that some dry processes will be highly effective for a given 
contamination condition and inappropriate or ineffective for others. A specific example is 
the removal of thick oxide versus thin native oxide. Whereas an anhydrous HF process 
might be highly effective for the former^], a downstream hydrogen plasma clean might be 
the more appropriate for thin oxidePl. In addition to cleaning effectiveness considerations, 
understanding the nature and concentration of specific contaminants will allow the 
semiconductor manufacturer to choose certain cleaning procedures while omitting others, 
giving a much higher level of control to the manufacturing process and potentially higher 
wafer throughput. 

Of the various dry or gas phase cleaning methodologies available, research in dry 
cleaning has mainly focused upon the use of anhydrous HF or UV/downstream plasma 
enhanced halogen cleaning (vapor phase cleaning). Most of these rely on the surface con
version of metal contaminants to their respective metal halides which generally require 
moderate to high temperatures for removal. Mediating this reaction with alcohols has led to 
increased cleaning control for some researchersl2!. 

This paper will review the processing issues surrounding Chemical Vapor Cleaning 
(CVC), or the formation and removal of volatile metal complexes from surfaces, and 
describe current results and trends for this technology area. 
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DISCUSSION 

UV Halogen Processes 
Numerous groups have examined metal removal using either downstream plasma excitation 
or UV excitation to form volatile metal/halogen intermediates^5-6]. This chemistry relies 
upon the formation of the pure metal halides. As has been described by Ruzyllo, these 
metal halides are at best only moderately volatile^. Despite this issue of volatility, the 
UV/halogen process has been used quite effectively for the removal of metal contaminants 
although some collateral surface removal is almost always seen during the process. 

One novel way to potentially expand the utility of the UV halogen process would be to 
combine it with some of the concepts utilized for CVC. It is possible to use mixed halogen-
ligand systems to form much more volatile metal complexes, as compared to the totally 
halogenated systems. This concept was first described for cleaning by Gluck who used 
nitric oxide in combination with halogens to form mixed metal nitrosyl/halide complexes [8]. 
Although these complexes have limited volatility they do show the utility of adding a mix
ture of complexing agents to the gas phase cleaning matrix. For example, gold chloride has 
been used as a Chemical Vapor Deposition (C VD) reagent by volatilizing it in an ambient of 
carbon monoxide (Reaction 1)[9]. Although the product is only metastable (can not be 
synthetically isolated) it does have a lifetime long enough to allow transport from the 
reagent reservoir to the CVD chamber. 

AuCl(s) + CO > "Cl-Au-CO(vap)" [1] 

It is conceivable that addition of CO or other d-7T backbonding ligands to the cleaning 
ambient may also greatly increase the effectiveness of the UV/halogen cleans. Volatile 
copper halogen-ligand compounds are also well known. Copper(I) chloride reacts 
similarly as the gold compound to form a somewhat volatile product (Reaction 2)U<>]. 

Cu + i/2Ck > CuCl(S) + CO > OC—Cu Cu—CO [2] 
Cl' 

There has also been a great deal of work examining the formation of volatile metal 
complexes, with particular emphasis on copper, for plasma etching applications. As with 
the case shown in Reaction 2, copper(I) chloride can be removed from surfaces by using 
trialkyl phosphines (excellent d-n backbonding ligands) during the plasma exposureV i]. 
CuCl reacts with two equivalents of triethyl phosphine to form the volatile product accor
ding to Reaction 3. Similar reactivity would be expected in UV photoexcitation systems 
utilized for cleaning. Additionally, this chemistry would not be limited to copper but would 
be applicable to a number of transition metal systems. 

CuCl(g) + 2P(CH2CH3)3 > ClCulP(CH2CH3)3]2(vap) [3] 
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Recently, alcohols have been used to better control the reaction between HF and silicon 
oxide surfacest1!]. Alcohols may also be used to play a role in metal removal when used in 
a UV/halogen process to form the mixed halo-alkoxy metal compounds or simply 
homoleptic metal alkoxides. Compounds of this type have been used for a number of years 
for the CVD of metal oxidesi12!. Examples of volatile metal alkoxides include titanium and 
zirconium iso-propoxide or the more recently reported tertiary butoxides of aluminum, 
molybdenum, copper, and tungstenU3!. Aluminum t-butoxide dimer (shown in Figure 1) 
has a 200°C vapor pressure of 1 atm. 

CVC With Chelating Ligands 
Our work has focused upon the use of chelating or coordinating ligands which form 

volatile metal coordination compounds for the removal of metal contamination from 
surfaces. As previously described by workers at Air Products, some transition metals can 
be removed using Chemical Vapor Cleaning, or CVC. This methodology employs the 
heterogeneous reaction of coordinating ligand systems with specific surface metal 
contaminants. For example, iron and copper can be removed from oxide surfaces using 
either l,l,l,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedione (HFAC) or trifluoroacetic acidU41^. The 
limitations of this technique have not yet been determined experimentally, although 
conceptually there should not be a lower concentration reactive limit as long as the con
taminants reside on the surface of the substrate. The strict CVC technique does not result 
in etching or loss of substrate material. It is thought to be almost infinitely selective over 
the substrate, a theory borne out using AFM to probe wafer surfaces after a CVC clean! 19]. 

The overall reaction between HFAC and surface metal oxides has also been determined, 
focusing mainly upon the removal of copper from wafer surfaces l20L A simplified reaction 
schematic for the removal of copper(I) oxide is shown in Figure 2. HFAC removes Cu(II) 
and Cud) oxides from surface via a direct or disproportionation reaction, respectively. In a 
non-oxidizing environment the removal of copper(I) oxide leaves copper metal at the sur
face; this Cu(0) can easily be re-oxidized in an oxidizing ambient (dry 0 2 , Clo, etc.) to 
form copper(I) or copper(II) which can then can be removed upon further HFAC exposure. 
These reactions are described more fully in the recent paper by Georget20]. This process is 
not necessarily limited to iron and copper as many other metal HFAC complexes are known 
to be highly volatilel21!. 

Additional work by Pearton and coworkers examined the CVC removal of metal halide 
RIE residue removal t22L Plasma etching InGaAs and AlGaAs High Electron Mobility 
Transistor (HEMT) structures using BCI3/SF6 plasma leaves A1FX at the etch-stop layer. 
The etch-stop residue needs to be removed prior to metallization to assure good ohmic 
contact. In this case, HFAC was shown to remove greater than 70% of the surface metal 
halides at the contact interface at 250°C according to the idealized reaction shown as Reac
tion 4 (the structure of the product is shown in Figure 3). Although thermal budgets for 
this HEMT device can not tolerate the temperatures required for RIE etch residue removal 
using HFAC, the process does prove feasibility as a dry clean methodology. 

AlF3(s) + H+HFAQvap) > Al(HFAC)3(vap) + HF(vap) [4] 
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Only one gas phase/dry option is currently known for removing mobile ion 
contamination: chemical vapor cleaning. For example, native oxide surfaces contaminated 
with sodium ions can be cleaned by first converting the surface sodium to a more reactive 
state (Reaction 5) in a downstream plasma or using UV excitation and subsequently 
reacting this activated species with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS). This reaction results in 
the formation of volatile sodium hexamethyldisilamide (Reaction 6)t23>24]. The 
intermediate sodium amide is represented in quotations as it has not been unequivocally 
identified as the stoichiometric material. Rather, XPS evidence indicates that, although the 
sodium is bound to nitrogen on the surface, it is not clear whether this is truly sodium 
amide. Regardless, the sodium intermediate reacts with HMDS to form a volatile sodium 
complex which is removed from the surface. As with the CVC technique for transition 
metals, this process is highly selective towards those metals which can form volatile amide 
coordination compounds. The process does not remove any of the native oxide or 
substrate, although investigations of surface roughening on a nanometer scale have not yet 
been completed. 

Na20 + H7NH3 > "NaNH2(s)" + H20(vap) [5] 

"NaNH2(s)" + HN[Si(CH3)3]2(vap) > NaN[Si(CH3)3]2(vap) + NH3(vap) [61 

XPS evidence of sodium removal is shown in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 represents a 
full spectrum showing all significant XPS and Auger active peaks between 0-1 lOOeV. The 
principal sodium peaks are at 1073eV and 267eV for the Na(ls) XPS line and 
Na(KL23L23) Auger line, respectively. Chlorine at 193eV can be seen in trace quantities 
prior to cleaning in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows only the sodium (Is) XPS region before and 
after cleaning. Sodium levels are reduced to near the XPS detection limit (Fig. 4) after the 
H7NH3-HMDS treatment. 

SUMMARY 

Chemical Vapor Cleaning represents a truly dry, highly selective method for the 
removal of metal contamination from silicon and Si02 surfaces. Since CVC chemistries 
involve only gas phase reactants and products, they potentially represent an enabling tech
nology for clustered manufacturing processes in semiconductor fabrication. An example of 
this would be in manufacturing thin gate oxides for state-of-the-art MOS devices where 
gate thicknesses are approaching 50A. Current fabrication processes require a wet pre-gate 
clean due to the sensitivity of the device on final gate integrity. Unfortunately, such a 
fabrication sequence exposes the devices to numerous sources of contamination and 
damage. Replacement of the critical wet clean with in-situ dry processes would permit full 
clustering of these contamination sensitive steps and a reduction in contamination/wafer 
handling defects. Because of the gaseous phase of the reactants and products, the potential 
for high contaminant selectivity, and the potential for high cleaning efficiency, CVC 
processes represent a significant step towards the realization of ultra-clean, clustered 
processing that will be necessary for the fabrication of future generation ULSI devices. 
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Table 1: ULTRA CLEAN TECHNOLOGIES ROADMAP+ 
Device Technology* 
Minimum Feature Size 
Gate Oxide Thickness 

Comparable DRAM (Mbit) 
Single Wafer Processing (%) 

Liquid/Gas Phase Processing(%) 
Minimum Killing Defect (urn) 

Metal Contamination (atoms-cm-2) 
Metal Ions (atoms-cm2) 

Carbon/Organics (atoms C-cm-2) 
Mobile Ions (atoms-cnv2) 

Microroughness (A) 

1 9 9 2 
0.35 
90A 
64 
70 

25/75 
0.04-0.1 

<10io 
109 
1015 

<10io 
<5 

1995 
0.25 
65A 
256 
85 

15/85 
0.002-0.08 

109 
108 

1013 
<10io 

<3 

1 9 9 8 
0.18 
40A 
1024 
95 

10/90 
0.001-0.05 

108 
TBD 
1012 

<10io 
<2 

* First volume semiconductor production and dependent technologies. 

t From SI A Roadmap 

Table 2: 

Impurity 
Fe 
Cu 
Al 
Ni 
Cr 
Na 

Metal 
Mobile Ions 

Cleaning Technologies 

Current 
Analytical SOA 

108 (SPV) 
>10io (TXRF) 
>10io (VPD) 

>10io(TXRF) 
108 (VPD-ICPMS) 
lOiO-lOn (CV) 

108-1010 (ICP-MS) 
<10n (CV) 

State-Of-The-Art (atoms-cm-2) 
Current Wet 

Clean Analytical 
SOA 1 * 

2X1010 (VPD) 
>10i0(TXRF) 
>10i2 (AES) 

> 1012 (TXRF) 
> 10 io (TXRF) 

1010- i o n (CV) 
1010- lOH(VPD) 

<10n (CV) 

Current Dry 
Clean Analytical 

S O A i 
«2xl0i3(RBS) 
«2xl0i3(RBS) 
5x1013 (XPS) 
>10i4 (RBS) 
>1014 (RBS) 
<10H (XPS) 
>1014 (RBS) 

not determined 

Best published analytical coupled to cleaning. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of aluminum /ert-butoxide. 
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Figure2. Reaction mechanism for CVC of Cu(I) Oxide. 
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Figure 4. XPS survey spectrum from 0-1100 eV showing a silicon surface 
contaminated with NaOH before CVC cleaning (above) and after H*JNH3-
HMDS CVC cleaning (below). 
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Figure 5. XPS spectrum of the Na(ls) region of NaOH doped substrates 
before and after H/NH3-HMDS CVC cleaning. 
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THE EFFECTS ON SURFACES OF SILICON AND SILICON DIOXIDE 
EXPOSED TO l,l,l,5,5,5-HEXAFLUORO-2,4-PENTANEDIONE 

S.E. Beck, A.G. Gilicinski, B.S. Felker, J.G. Langan, 
M.A. George, D.A. Bohling, J.C. Ivankovits, and D.A. Roberts* 

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., Allentown, PA 18195 
^Schumacher Co., Carlsbad, CA 92009 

ABSTRACT 

This study explores the effects of chemical vapor cleaning (CVC) with 
l,l,l,5,5,5-Hexafluoro-2,4-Pentanedione (hfac) on surfaces of Si and 
S1O2. These surfaces are not significantly roughened due to short 
exposures to hfac. Trace amounts of fluorine were found on the exposed 
surfaces after exposure to the unpurified hfac. These fluorinated species 
may not be from the hfac ligand but may be from impurities within the 
reagent used in these experiments. The major volatile contaminant observed 
in the hfac is ethyl trifluoroacetate. These results underscore the need for 
high purity reagents when performing any type of clean. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently chemical vapor cleaning (CVC) with l,l,l,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-
pentanedione (hfac) was suggested as a method to remove trace levels of transition metals 
[1]. For any type of vapor phase cleaning to become a viable technology in the production 
of integrated circuits it must meet certain criteria. These criteria include the ability to 
remove contaminants to surface concentrations comparable to or better than wet cleans; the 
process must occur at low temperatures and at high throughput, the semiconductor surface 
must not be roughened, nor should a residue remain that would be deleterious to device 
performance and/or reliability. CVC with hfac has been shown to remove copper, iron, 
chromium, and nickel [1], and with some process optimization may therefore meet the first 
criteria. Surface metals removal has been accomplished at temperatures between 140°C and 
300°C [1,2], thus meeting the second criteria. Fast removal rates of copper films suggest 
that high throughput can be attained [2]. The purpose of this work is to examine the last 
two criteria; surface roughening and possible residue from the CVC process. It is now 
well known that the standard wet cleans (predominantly SCI) can roughen the silicon sur
face and that this increased surface microroughness can lead to severe degradation of MOS 
devices [3-5]. Thus for the CVC process to be a successful candidate as a replacement for 
standard wet cleans it must produce less surface roughening than SCI or ideally none at all. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

The wafers used in this experiment were p-type <100> silicon. For the silicon 
dioxide portion of this study an 800 A oxide layer was grown in a dry oxygen ambient for 
30 minutes at 1100°C followed by a 30 minute anneal in nitrogen at 1100°C. These wafers 
were then cut into 15 mm x 15 mm squares. Hfac exposures were performed at surface 
temperatures of 140°C, 165°C, 200°C. These temperatures were chosen to correspond to 
those for copper metal deposition from Cu(hfac)2; at 140°C adsorption takes place, 165°C 
the molecule decomposes on the surface, and 200°C desorption of the hfac ligand 
occurs [6]. 

The samples were mounted on a 2.5 cm diameter nickel sample holder that is 
capable of controllably heating the sample from room temperature to 300°C. Both the 
sample and sample holder were placed on a magnetically coupled transfer arm in a sample 
introduction chamber which was then evacuated to a pressure of < 105 torr. The sample 
was then transferred into the stainless steel CVC chamber and placed on a heating element. 
A Pyrex tube then was slid over the sample and holder making contact with a viton gasket 
below the sample, thus encapsulating it. Isolation of the reaction zone from the chamber 
stainless steel is necessary since hfac is known to react with stainless steel. The samples 
were heated to the desired temperature under a nitrogen purge. Exposures were initiated by 
switching the nitrogen flow through the hfac bubbler that was maintained at 0°C in an ice 
bath. All exposures were similar to those developed for cleaning in our laboratories. They 
lasted 2 minutes and were conducted at a total pressure of 10 torr, an hfac partial pressure 
of approximately 2.5 torr, and a nitrogen flow rate of 38 seem. (A full description of the 
CVC reactor and some experimental process conditions are given in reference [2].) All 
samples were transferred in vacuo between the CVC reactor and the XPS system. 

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and Contact-mode Atomic Force 
Microscopy (AFM) were done on the silicon dioxide and as-received silicon samples 
prior to and following hfac exposure. XPS was performed on a Physical Electronics 
XPS/Auger system with a double pass cylindrical mirror analyzer. The excitation source 
was a nonmonochromatized Mg Ka source. The analysis spot size was 3mm in diameter 
at a 54° take-off angle. The base pressure of the system was 2 x 101 0 torr. Curve fitting 
was done using software supplied by Perkin-Elmer. 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was done on a Digital Instruments NanoScope III 
contact-mode AFM. Samples were attached to steel sample pucks with isopropanol-based 
colloidal graphite. Images were obtained in air using commercial cantilevers and probes. 
Several probes were used in this work from Digital Instruments and Park Scientific 
Instruments. The best data were obtained with "oxide sharpened" silicon nitride tips from 
Digital Instruments, with a force constant of 0.12 N/m. Scans were made with a data den
sity of 2.1 nm per point in the lateral scan. 
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A 12 am ("D") scanner was used to obtain images at scan sizes of lum x ljum and 
2um x 2um. The lateral axes were calibrated with a lum spaced gold ruling. Height was 
calibrated with a 180 nm height standard and with a step height calibration device [7]. With 
these calibration samples, 21 A high squares (2um x 2um) were correctly imaged. The 
procedure for obtaining data was to make surface contact and measure a force curve. The 
AFM was set to attractive mode imaging by ensuring that the applied force was in the 
attractive regime. "Scope" mode was used to optimize scan rate and feedback gains. A 
series of lum images was then obtained. This was followed by a 2um scan to determine 
whether damage was induced during the lum scans. Damage was checked for by visual 
inspection of the 2um images, as well as by checking surface roughness in 0.5um boxes 
around the 2um image. From this determination, there was no significant difference in 
surface roughness in the initially scanned lum square versus the surrounding surface. 
After obtaining images, the lum scans were plane-fitted to remove the effect of sample tilt. 
One pass of a lowpass filter was run to remove high frequency electronic noise from the 
images before roughness calculations. Roughness measurements were made on the AFM 
images using version 2.53 of the Digital Instruments NanoScope software. RMS and Ra 

values were obtained on entire lum images, and ± standard deviation values are reported 
for the number of images that were used in the calculations. 

Damage to the silicon or silicon oxide surface was often found when the applied 
force was over 30 nanoNewtons. Maintaining low forces was critical to obtaining artifact-
free images for roughness analysis. As an additional check, field-emission SEM images of 
the AFM probe were obtained before and after the experiment to check on macroscopic 
damage to the probe during the analysis. 

A continuing effort is aimed at understanding the best methodology for 
quantitatively characterizing surface roughness in a way that is meaningful for understan
ding resulting device performance. RMS and Ra are borrowed from stylus profilometry at 
larger scales, yet the "wavelength" of analysis will determine the scale at which roughness 
is measured [8]. Fractal analysis methods have been proposed to deal with this, and more 
recently, power spectral density calculations have been proposed [9]. We are currently 
evaluating these methods to understand the best manner in which to interpret the AFM 
results. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Silicon Exposed to Hfac 
As-received silicon was examined by AFM and XPS before and after hfac 

exposure. Carbon concentrations on most samples before treatment generally ranged from 
10 to 20 at.%. This is attributed to both the isopropanol-based colloidal graphite used for 
sample attachment to the steel pucks before AFM measurements and to adventitious carbon 
from environmental exposure. Of interest is that in cases where there is gross carbon con-
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tamination, exposure of the samples to hfac reduces the overall carbon content on the 
silicon surface by more than twofold. Because these are qualitative results due to the 
process environment, specific conclusions can not be made regarding whether hfac either 
adds or removes carbon from native oxide. However, carbon levels after all exposures 
was less than 13 at. %. 

After hfac exposure all samples were found to have silicon, oxygen, carbon, and 
small amounts of fluorine on the surface. From the ratio of the metallic silicon to silicon 
oxide peaks in the Si(2p) XPS spectra and minimal changes in the surface oxygen 
concentrations, it was concluded that little or no etching of the native oxide occurred. 
Small amounts (<7 at.%) of fluorine were detected on these surfaces. Therefore, we con
clude that there is minimal reaction of the fluorinated species in the hfac with the silicon 
oxide and that this fluorinated species does not lead to significant etching. The 
carbon (C(ls)) and fluorine (F(ls)) portions of the spectra were similar for all conditions 
examined in these experiments. No specific evidence of the intact hfac molecule or 
molecular fragments such as CF3 were observed from the C(ls) or F(ls) spectra. 
However, the fluorine portion of the spectra revealed both metallic fluoride (presumably as 
SiFx) and organic fluoride. This indicates that some component of the exposure, either the 
hfac or impurities in the hfac, interacts with the native oxide surface to form small amounts 
of SiFx. This reaction is clearly minimal as evidenced by the low fluorine and carbon 
levels detected. 

AFM measurements reveal little or no change in the surface morphology due to hfac 
exposure under our process conditions. RMS (standard deviation) and Ra (mean 
roughness) values were obtained for the silicon samples exposed at 165°C and 200°C. 
Several sets of data were obtained with different probe tips. Comparisons of the effects of 
the CVC treatments were made between experiments with the same probes. The resulting 
roughness values are given in Table I. For the 165°C sample AFM was done with the 
same Digital Instruments tip but using a force of 130 nN. This force was unusual since 
sample damage was not found at this level. Careful checking of the 2 urn images for the 
high force pre-CVC experiment showed no significant differences and the data appear to be 
true reflections of surface topography. A comparison of the silicon surface roughness 
before and after treatment of the sample treated at 200°C is shown in Figure 1. For the 
exposure conditions studied, there appeared to be no change in surface microroughness 
within the error of the measurements. 

Silicon Dioxide Exposed to Hfac 
Silicon dioxide films (800A) exposed to hfac were examined by AFM and XPS 

before and after hfac exposure. In general, overall carbon levels were unaffected by hfac 
exposures. Small amounts (<5 at.%) of fluorine were observed on the surfaces after hfac 
exposure as compared to as received samples. XPS results for the silicon dioxide samples 
were very similar to those obtained for the as received silicon samples. There was no 
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evidence of intact adsorption of the hfac molecule on the oxide surface, although there was 
some evidence of C-0 and C-H type bonding probably due to adventitious carbon. The 
small amounts of fluorine observed were in the form of both organic (CFX) and metallic 
fluoride (SiFx). AFM was done on the samples before and after hfac exposure using the 
"oxide sharpened" Digital Instruments tip. The RMS, Ra, and force values before 
treatment were 1.6 ± 0.1 A, 1.3 ± 0.1 A, and 20 nN respectively. These values were 
again determined after hfac exposure and no significant differences were observed as 
compared to the pre-treatment values; RMS = 1.7 + 0.1 A, Ra = 1.3 + 0.1 A, at a force of 
22 nN. These values indicate that the hfac treatment under the conditions described in this 
paper did not significantly affect the surface roughness of silicon dioxide. 

Contaminants in Hfac 
Contaminants in cleaning agents can be deposited on the wafer surface being 

cleaned, as has been shown for wet chemical cleans [10]. In order to better ascertain the 
sources of fluorine surface contamination the hfac was analyzed for impurities using gas 
chromatography before and after fractional distillation. Atomic contaminants found by in
ductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) in the sample before purification 
were aluminum, calcium, chromium, copper, iron, magnesium, manganese, nickel, potas
sium, sodium, strontium, zinc, and zirconium. All of these were found in concentrations 
of 1 to 200 ppb. Most of the atomic contaminants were found at levels below 1 ppb after 
purification. Those above the 1 ppb level include aluminum (5.1 ppb), calcium (3.0 ppb), 
and iron (1.6 ppb). The major volatile organic contaminant found in the hfac by gas 
chromatography before and after distillation was ethyl trifluoroacetate which has a vapor 
pressure very similar to hfac itself. Although surface reactivity differences between hfac 
and ethyl trifluoroacetate have not yet been determined, the fluorine observed on the 
surfaces after hfac treatment may be due to the ethyl trifluoroacetate. Further experiments 
are currently underway to better determine the relevant chemical mechanisms causing the 
observed surface fluorination. 

SUMMARY 

We have also demonstrated that hfac treatments typically used for Chemical Vapor 
Cleaning of trace metal contaminants can be used successfully without significantly 
roughening the surfaces of silicon and silicon dioxide. However, exposure to unpurified 
hfac at elevated temperatures has been found to deposit small amounts of fluorine on the 
treated surfaces. This fluorine may not be from the hfac ligand itself, but may be from 
impurities within the liquid; ethyl trifluoroacetate was found to be the major contaminant in 
the hfac. It is our belief that cleaning reagent impurities will negatively affect the perfor
mance of current and future dry cleaning processes. Thus, purification of hfac is being 
pursued to better isolate variables in this cleaning process and show further viability for the 
CVC cleaning methodology. 
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TABLE I. AFM results for the as-received silicon exposed to hfac. 

165°C 
Sample 

200°C 
Sample 

Treatment 

Before j 
After 

Before | 
After 

RMS (A) 

0.70 + 0.05 
0.69 + 0.05 

0.83 ± 0.04 
I 0.83 ±0.04 J 

Ra (A) | 

0.55 ±0.04 
0.55 ± 0.04 

0.65 ±0.02 
0.65 ±0.02 

Force (nN) 

130 
22 

24 
22 

1 f Points 

4 
5 

2 

4 ; 
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Figure 1 The AFM image of the silicon surface exposed to hfac at 200°C (a) before and 
(b) after exposure. An "oxide sharpened" Digital Instruments tip was used for 
these measurements. 
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ABSTRACT 

The interactions of copper surfaces with 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedione (hfac) 
have been investigated. This investigation has provided supporting evidence for proposed 
reactions with hfac which are thought to be responsible for the vapor phase etching of 
copper. We have determined that there is a dependence of reaction products on the 
chemical state of the copper being removed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Two potential processes under intense investigation for advanced integrated circuit 
manufacture are copper metallization and vapor phase dry cleaning. While the intent of 
many researchers working on metallization is to develop selective copper deposition 
processes this will not necessarily eliminate the need for copper etching (1,2). It has 
been proposed that 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedione (hfac) can be utilized to etch 
copper (3,4,5). For dry vapor phase cleaning hfac has been explored as a possible 
cleaning agent for copper and other transition metals such as Fe, Ni, and Cr (6). While 
mechanisms of Cu deposition from Cu-6-diketonate complexes are well documented, the 
surface mechanisms for etching using the free B-diketone ligands have not yet been 
determined. 

In either reactive chemical vapor cleaning (CVC) of copper or reactive chemical vapor 
etching (CVE) of copper, hfac interacts with the surface bound copper to form a volatile, 
stable coordination compound as a metal chelate. In order to develop chemical processes 
which rely on this chelation chemistry, it is necessary to understand the relationship 
between the chemical state of the species to be removed (copper) and the possible surface 
reaction mechanisms. 
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Helms and Park recently developed a generalized thermodynamic model to describe the 
reactivity of metallic contaminants as a function of their chemical state on the surface of 
a silicon wafer (7). Contaminant metal bonding on native oxide surfaces of silicon were 
examined through ternary phase diagrams. The three component system in this approach 
is comprised of Si,0, and Metal. It is difficult to predict accurately the real chemical 
environment of a contaminant through this method and thus it is not possible to make 
predictions of mechanisms of a cleaning process. In this paper the interactions of hfac 
with the much simpler system of O and Cu were examined. The system of Cu and O is 
comprised of three oxidation states of copper: cupric oxide (Cu+2), cuprous oxide (Cu+1), 
and copper metal (Cu(0)). This paper provides results of an x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopic (XPS) investigation of hfac reactions with bulk films of CuO, Cu20, and 
Cu(0). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The substrates utilized were copper foils 1 mm thick and 150 mm Si wafers which had 
a film of sputtered copper (100 nm) deposited on a sputtered tantalum (100 nm) adhesion 
layer/etch stop. For investigations of Cu(0) surfaces samples were, cleaned in successive 
rinses of reagent grade acetone and methanol, and placed in the introduction chamber of 
the XPS chamber. For investigations of CuO surfaces, 15 mm square samples of the Si 
wafers were oxidized in a quartz tube furnace in an ambient of dry cylinder air at 350° 
C for four hours. This oxidation converts the metallic copper to CuO and oxidizes a 
portion of the underlying Ta to Ta205. CuO films prepared in this manner were typically 
170 nm thick as measured by a Tencor step profilometer. This thickness is within 5% 
of that predicted from the density change occurring upon conversion of the 100 nm Cu 
film to CuO. 

Cu20 films were prepared by oxidation of Cu metal in a 70 ppm ambient of 02 in N2 at 
800° C for 45 minutes. This partial pressure of 02 has been determined to be in 
equilibrium with Cu20 by Roberts and Smith (8). Following oxidation, the samples were 
cooled in an ambient of N2. This procedure oxidized the Cu(0) to Cu20, but left a thin 
surface layer of CuO and created a mixed film of Ta205 and Cu20 near the original Ta/Cu 
interface. 

The surface analysis system consisted of a Physical Electronics double pass cylindrical 
mirror analyzer with a 5 keV electron gun. A dual filament, dual source 300 watt x-ray 
gun was utilized to irradiate the sample with Mg ka radiation (1253.6 eV). The UHV 
chamber is connected through a sample introduction system to the reactor utilized for hfac 
reactions and sample manipulators allow direct transfer of the mounted samples between 
the UHV chamber and the hfac reactor. 

The reactor consisted of a pyrex tube which slid over the sample and sealed against a 
viton gasket encapsulating the mount and puck. Hfac was delivered to the pyrex tube 
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through a bubbler using a N2 carrier. This arrangement protects the walls of the reactor 
chamber from contacting hfac, thus eliminating potential contamination due to reactions 
of hfac with the stainless steel chamber. All gas connections and isolation valves were 
constructed of teflon, viton and pyrex. Gas analysis of the hfac delivery system showed 
a background 02 contamination level less than 5 ppm in the N2 measured at the exit port 
of the reactor at atmospheric pressure. 

During hfac exposures and XPS characterization the samples were mounted on a Ni puck. 
Sample heating was achieved through a graphite disk heating element embedded in the 
puck and a backside flow of UHP He to aid heat transfer to the sample. Temperature 
regulation was achieved through closed loop control, using a type R thermocouple placed 
at the heater surface. The reactor was equipped with a 12 mm diameter quartz McCarrol 
microwave cavity which was used to dissociate Ar/02 mixes for removing adventitious 
carbon from the sample surface by a downstream plasma process. The cavity was 
oriented parallel to the substrate surface so that bombardment by ions and UV photons 
was avoided. Surface temperatures were calibrated versus the thermocouple probe by a 
0.125 mm type R thermocouple brought in contact to a sample surface. Calibration 
temperatures were established at the operating pressures of the hfac reactions and 
downstream plasma cleans. 

All hfac exposures were conducted at a total pressure of 10 torr, a partial pressure of hfac 
of approximately 2.5 torr, and a N2 flow rate of 38 seem. Surface temperatures during 
these experiments were fixed at temperatures ranging from 140° to 265° C. Experiments 
were conducted by placing a sample in the reactor and encapsulating the sample in the 
pyrex tube. The surface was brought to the desired temperature and pressure under a 
flow of N2. The reaction was initiated by switching the N2 flow through the hfac bubbler 
for the desired amount of time. The reaction was terminated by switching the N2 to the 
bypass position and turning off the heater. Depending on the process temperature, 
approximately 5 to 10 minutes elapsed before the sample cooled to 100° C and could be 
transferred to the UHV chamber for surface analysis. 

RESULTS 

Elemental and chemical state information was obtained from the photoelectron spectra by 
two methods. O(ls), C(ls), and F(ls) chemical state information was deduced by shifts 
in the relative binding energy of the respective line positions (10). Cu chemical state 
information was obtained through the use of a combination of the Cu(2p3/2) and the 
Cu(L3M45M45) electron transition. This combination is defined as the Auger parameter 
which is the sum of the binding energy of the Cu(2p3/2) photoelectron and the kinetic 
energy of the CuQUMuM^) Auger electron (9,10). Accepted values of the Auger 
parameter are: Cu(0) 1850.8eV; CuO 1851.4eV and Cu20 1849.1eV (7). Cu(0) and CuO 
are further differentiated by the location of the Cu(2p3/2) at 932.4eV and CuO at 933.2eV 
and the absence of lower kinetic energy "satellite" peaks of CuO (9,10). 
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Copper Metal (Cu) 

For copper metal studies both Si and Cu foil substrates were utilized. Hfac exposures 
at 140°,165°,203°,and 265° C revealed no binding energy shifts to Cu(2p3/2) or O(ls), 
however small amounts of F and C were detected. The F(ls) spectra revealed a peak at 
688eV which is assigned to a C-F type bonding. There was no peak detected at 686eV 
which would be indicative of Cu-F bonding. An additional peak was detected at 689.3eV 
which can be assigned to a Cu-O-F type bond. The C(ls) spectra showed a peak at 284.8 
eV and a small peak at 292.7eV, these peaks are indicative of C-H and CF3, respectively. 
From other work it has been determined that hfac does not react with Cu(0) to form a 
volatile compound under the conditions investigated in these experiments, and therefore 
does not etch Cu(0) (11). 

Cuprous Oxide Cu(M) 

Cu20 surfaces were used as obtained from the oxidation furnace without any further 
cleaning. Surface analysis of these substrates revealed a significant signal at 285eV 
which we assigned to adventitious carbon. This adventitious carbon could interfere with 
identification of reaction products remaining on the surface following hfac exposures. 
To remove this interference the surface was subjected to a downstream microwave 
plasma. Plasma conditions were 250 millitorr and 100 seem flow of 95%Ar/5%02 at 
70 watts of forward power, a surface temperature of 140°C and a duration of 10 minutes. 
This procedure typically reduced the C(ls) signal by a factor of 10. The surface of these 
plasma cleaned samples are CuO with the bulk comprised of Cu20. Exposures of these 
surfaces to hfac at 140° and 165 °C left these surfaces unchanged for a 60 second 
exposure. However, at 203° and 265 ° C the CuO film was removed during the initial 
30 seconds of exposure to hfac, leaving Cu20 as the surface. A subsequent 5 minute 
exposure to hfac at the same temperature leaves Cu(0)on the surface. XPS spectra 
corresponding to this sequence of hfac exposure is illustrated in figure 1, which shows 
the Cu(2p3/2) photoelectron spectra for the 265° C sample before hfac exposure, following 
a 30 second exposure and 300 second exposure. 

Cupric Qxide Cu(+2) 

CuO surfaces prepared for these experiments contained a photoelectron peak at 285eV 
which corresponding to adventitious carbon. Therefore, theses surfaces were also cleaned 
with the 02/Ar microwave plasma. At temperatures of 140° and 165° C an exposure to 
hfac for 120 seconds leaves the Cu in the form of CuO, similar to results obtained for 
Cu20 surfaces. Under the conditions employed it is impossible to tell if only a portion 
of the CuO layer is being removed or if no reaction is taking place. Nevertheless, it is 
clear that the chemical state of the Cu remained unchanged for these two temperatures. 
Strikingly different results occur at 203° and 265° C for similar duration exposures. At 
these two temperatures the surface is etched to the Ta2Os interface with 3 at. % Cu left 
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behind as Cu(0). At an exposure of 120 seconds the Cu is still in the CuO chemical state. 
The change in oxidation state as a function of exposure is illustrated in figure 2 which 
shows the Cu(2p3/2) photoelectron spectra at 120 second and 300 second exposures at 265° 
C. 

DISCUSSION 

The results of the hfac interactions discussed above have been utilized to propose 
plausible mechanisms to corroborate existing information on the reactions of Cu(hfac)2 

and the thermochemistry of Cu, Cu20 and CuO. Our intent is to explain why interactions 
with Cu20 leave Cu(0)on the surface and why essentially all of the CuO is removed with 
only traces of Cu(0) left behind. 

Before discussing any of the concerns listed above it is beneficial to consider the 
thermochemistry of the Cu-0 system. It is known that CuO can be reduced to a lower 
oxidation state by the following reduction reaction (10): 

2CuO + A **Cu20 + Vi 02 [11 

where A is heat, photons or energetic neutrals. Rosencwaig and Wertheim demonstrated 
the reduction of CuO to Cu20 at 250° C by heating in high vacuum with exposures to x-
ray irradiation(12). In this investigation a film of CuO was exposed to the Mg Ka 
radiation from the 300 watt x-ray gun for 8 hours with periodic sampling of the 
photoelectron spectra. There was no observable change in the photoelectron spectra; 
however, our CuO film thickness is 170 nm. In another attempt to reduce the CuO film, 
a substrate was heated in 10 torr of UHP Ar at 265° C. The photoelectron spectra 
showed a change to Cu20 type bonding between 4 and 5 hours. We believe the reduction 
reaction occurs from the Ta205/CuO interface outward. As O is generated during the 
reduction it migrates away from the interface, driven by concentration gradients. As O 
migrates to the tantalum side it further oxidizes tantalum metal. In the Cu film, O 
migrates in a direction away from the interface creating a gradient of reduced copper that 
decreases with distance from the T a ^ / C ^ O interface and reaches the surface only after 
the entire film has been reduced. With a sampling depth of only 10 nm, XPS reveals 
changes in oxidation state only after the entire film has been reduced. Li and Mayer 
recently published a review of copper oxide reduction reactions and describe in detail this 
process (13). The overall reaction for CuO with hfac is illustrated in equation [2] (3). 

2 hfac + CuO ** Cu(hfac)2 + H20 [2| 

At sufficiently elevated temperatures reduction of CuO according to reaction [1] would 
then compete with the hfac complexation reaction. Further examination of the 
thermochemistry of the Cu-O system reveals that an equilibrium exists between Cu(0), 
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Cu20 and 02 (8,14). This equilibrium can be written in the form of a further reduction 
as illustrated by equation [3]: 

Cu20 + A ** 2Cu(0) + Vi02 |3] 

In this set of experiments it was observed that the reaction of hfac with Cu20 at 203° and 
265° C leaves a Cu(0) surface. This surface may form due to further reduction of Cu20 
to Cu(0) according to reaction |3] or by some other mechanism involving the hfac - solid 
reaction as indicated by the following overall reaction: 

Cu20 +2 hfac ** Cu(0) + Cu(hfac)2 + H20 [4] 

Unfortunately it is impossible to determine from data acquired in this study the exact 
reaction, [3] or [4], which is responsible for the creation of the Cu(0). Reactions of hfac 
with films of CuO at 203° and 265° C for durations of greater than 120 seconds leave 
very small quantities of Cu(0) at the interface of the Ta205 surface. This can be explained 
by invoking a combination of reactions [1],[3J and [4] to create a small quantity of Cu(0) 

at the original CuO/Ta2Os interface. For all exposures the O(ls) photoelectron spectra 
reveal a relative increase in amount of OH bonding after exposure to the hfac. This 
result substantiates arguments for the overall reactions in [2] and |4 | , where one would 
expect H20 product to leave a hydrogenated surface. 

F(ls) spectra of all samples exposed to hfac show a C-F bond at 688eV. It is possible 
that this bonding occurs from reactions of an impurity in the hfac, since none of the ratios 
of the peaks in the C(ls), O(ls) and F(ls) photoelectron spectra correspond to that 
expected for an hfac molecule. Investigators utilizing XPS to analyze surfaces of Cu(0) 

deposited from LCu'hfac (L= nuetral ligand) and Cuuhfac2 clearly see ratios of C(ls), 
O(ls) and F(ls) which correspond to stoichiometry of hfac (15). Furthermore it is not 
expected that the hfac molecule would dissociate at the surface temperatures utilized in 
this investigation. Future work will focus on identification of impurities responsible for 
changes to surfaces during hfac processes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The process utilizing hfac to remove Cu from a surface is dependent on the initial 
chemical state of the Cu. While detailed mechanisms are not known, three overall 
reactions which are known to occur in the hfac-Cu-0 system ([l],[2], and [3]) and one 
proposed reaction ([4]), can explain the surface behavior observed in these experiments. 
This information is useful in identifying process for chemical vapor cleaning (CVC) 
processes. 
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Figure 1. Cu 2p3/2 Photoelectron spectra of a film of Cu20 before hfac exposure and 
after hfac exposures of 30 and 300 seconds. The surface temperature was 265° C and 
hfac partial pressure 2.5 torr. The initial surface has "shakeup" peaks and an Auger 
parameter of 1852 which indicates the surface is CuO (cupric oxide). The 30 second 
exposure has an Auger parameter of 1848.6 which is indicative of Cu20 (cuprous 
oxide). The 300 second exposure has an Auger parameter of 1851.1 which is 
indicative of Cu(0) (metallic). The sample charged approximately 7.0 eV in all three 
experiments. 
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Figure 2. Cu 2p3/2 Photoelectron spectra of a film of CuO before hfac exposure and 
after hfac exposures of 120 and 300 seconds. The surface temperature was 203° C and 
hfac partial pressure 2.5 torr. The initial surface and 120 second exposures have 
"shakeup" peaks indicative, of CuO (cupric oxide). The 300 second exposure has a 
shift in the binding energy of leV and no shakeup peaks, indicative of Cu(0) (metallic). 
The hfac 300 second exposure represents about 3at.% of the sampled surface, the 
majority being Ta and O in a ratio of 1:2.5. 
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A gas-phase UV/CI2 cleaning process applied using a commercial 
dry cleaning module has demonstrated the ability to remove 
aluminum contaminant from a silicon wafer surface. Immersion in 
an SC-1 solution was used as a method of aluminum 
contamination. SIMS and Surface Charge Analysis were used to 
monitor the amount of aluminum remaining on the surface. The 
reduction of surface aluminum was increasingly effective with 
increasing wafer temperature and decreasing pressure. 

INTRODUCTION 

Besides iron, aluminum is recognized as the most difficult to eliminate 
metallic contaminant in silicon device processing (1). Therefore, methods of 
aluminum removal must be available in both liquid-phase and gas-phase 
cleaning modes. In the former case, the SC-2 solution (HCI:H202:H20) is 
effective in aluminum removal. In the latter case, various approaches have 
been tried with various degree of success. 

The purpose of this study was to explore further the use of chlorine 
interaction with the silicon surface in the presence of UV (ultra-violet) irradiation 
(UV/CI2 process) as a way to remove aluminum from the silicon surfaces. 
Chlorine is used as a reaction gas because it forms metal chlorides which are 
more volatile than other metal halides, and because it produces radicals while 
under UV irradiation. The feasibility of this approach has already been 
demonstrated (2). In this work the same method is implemented using a 
prototype commercial dry cleaning module. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Both p-type and n-type, (100), silicon wafers were used in this study. All 
wafers were subjected to standerd wet clean to establish reproducible starting 
surface conditions. Subsequently, they were contaminated with aluminum by 
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immersion in an SC-1 solution (3) consisting of 700 ml of H20, 150 ml of H202 , 

and 100 ml of HCI at 80 °C followed by D.I. water rinse. As demonstrated 
recently, even the concentration of Al in SC-1 as small as 0.1 ppb will result in 
the surface concentration of Al on the silicon surface as high as 1012cnrr2 (4). 
Dried wafers were then cleaned using a gas-phase UV/CI2 procedure 
implemented using a new type of a cluster tool compatible commercial 
apparatus (5). The tool is equipped with IR lamps as well as a Xenon UV 
flashtube which irradiates the inside of the reactor chamber through a sapphire 
window (Fig. 1). The tool in the version used in this investigation was equipped 
with an aluminum process chamber. Under certain process conditions erosion 
of the process chamber did interfere with cleaning processes. 

The cleaning procedure consisted of an anhydrous HF/CH3OH pre-
treatment to remove the native oxide from the wafer surface (6), followed by a 
UV irradiated chlorine radical gas exposure to remove the aluminum 
contaminant. The pre-treatment step was performed at 300 Torr, 80 °C for 30 
seconds. Various process parameters were used during the UV/chlorine 
exposure step (wafer temperature was varied form 70 °C to 200 °C and gas 
pressure from 10 Torr to 150 Torr). 

The amount of aluminum remaining on the wafer surface was measured 
directly by Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) immediately following 
the dry cleaning process. An indirect evaluation of the aluminum content was 
carried out using Surface Charge Analysis (SCA). Prior to SCA, 200 A thick 
thermal oxide was grown at 950 °C on a contaminated wafer surface to form 
negatively charged aluminum oxide complexes (7). By doing this, 
differentiation between negative charge associated with SC-1 aluminum and 
iron has become possible as the latter is known to remain during thermal 
oxidation at the oxide-Si interface where it introduces interface traps. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of SCA analysis performed on the wafers immersed prior to 
thermal oxidation for various times in SC-1 solution are shown in Fig. 2 for 
both p- and n-type silicon substrates. Initially positive, oxide charge turns 
negative upon exposure to SC-1 solution. Prolonged exposure to SC-1 
changes this charge only slightly. The change of oxide charge vs. immersion 
time for both dopant types is virtually identical (Fig. 2), and therefore, the 
mechanism of negative charge formation is idependent of the conductivity type 
of the substrate. 

In order to use SCA to monitor the removal of Al originating from SC-1 
solution, a correlation between Al presence on the surface and SC-1 
immersion was independently established. Among various surface 
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characterization methods, SIMS is particularly effective in Al detection, and 
hence, this method was used in this experiment. Figure 3 shows significant 
increase of the Al content on the wafer immersed for 10 min. in SC-1 as 
compared to the reference sample, thus, confirming SCA results showing Al 
deposition on the surface by SC-1 immersion. 

SIMS was also used for initial evaluation of the effectivness of the UV/CI2 

exposure in removing Al contaminants. Having the option of the in situ etching 
of chemical oxide in anhydrous HF/CH3OH mixture prior to UV/CI2 exposure, 
we have at first investigated the effect of this oxide on the aluminum removal 
process. The results shown in Fig. 4 indicate that the aluminum reduction is 
more efficient if the chemical oxide resulting from SC-1 immersion is etched off 
in situ prior to UV/CI2 exposure. Also, SCA analysis has shown that only limited 
change in the negative oxide charge is accomplished as a result of UV/CI2 

exposure only (Fig. 5) indicating slow rate of Al volatilization. This result is 
understood in the light of the recent determination that Al originating from SC-1 
solution is distributed on the surface and in the chemical oxide, whereas Fe 
and Zn are found on the surface on such oxide only (4). On the other hand 
however, a lack of ultrathin oxide on the silicon surface and/or non-uniform 
oxide coverage may promote surface roughening during UV/CI2 exposure. As 
revealed in this study by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) evaluation, no surface 
roughning was observed under the process conditions applied. At the same 
time however, no detectable etching of silicon as a result of UV/CI2 exposure 
was observed. It is generally assumed that the removal of heavy metals from 
the silicon surface during UV/CI2 treatment requires slight etching of silicon so 
that volatilization of metal chlorides is aided by the lift-off process related to the 
rapid evaporation of the silicon chlorides (2). As a result, observations made 
regarding chemical oxide etching in the context of aluminum removal may not 
necessarily be valid in the case of removal of other metals. This issue will be 
carefully ddressesd in our future investigations. 

All results presented hereafter in this paper are concerned with processes 
in which UV/CI2 exposure was preceded by in situ HF/CH3OH etching of 
chemical oxide. These results can be summarized as follows. 

Figure 6 shows the aluminum to silicon ratios derived from SIMS 
measurements performed on the wafers exposed to UV/CI2 for various times. 
As seen in this figure, the aluminum level decreases as the exposure time was 
increased up to 3 minutes. The final determination concerning UV/CI2 

exposure time needed to accomplish a complete removal of Al from the silicon 
surface under the process conditions used in this experiment could not be 
done at this time.This is because for the longer UV/CI2 exposure times 
errosion of the aluminum process chamber in our system intefered with 
evaluation of aluminum removal efficiency. 
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The SIMS results were confirmed by surface charge analysis. Figure 7 
shows variations of the oxide charge as a function of UV/CI2 exposure time. 
Comparison of curves in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 stresses the importance of the oxide 
etching process applied prior to UV/CI2 exposure. In Fig. 7, the nagative oxide 
charge is seen to gradually decrease and turn positive showing that Al is 
gradually being removed under these conditions. The surface charge analysis 
have also demonstrated that increased wafer temperature during UV/CI2 

exposure facilitates the volatilization of aluminum as illustrated in Fig. 8 by 
changes in the oxide charge. 

SUMMARY 

The results of this study have confirmed the ability of UV/CI2 processing 
to reduce aluminum on silicon surfaces. The effectiveness of the process was 
limited unless the silicon chemical oxide was etched off in situ prior to UV/CI2 

exposure. This may be related to the distribution of Al originating from the SC-1 
solution in the chemical oxide rather than on the surface of this oxide. In this 
study the removal of aluminum was accomplished without etching silicon. This 
last can potentially result in surface roughening. However, the removal of some 
other metals under the same process conditions, i.e. without slight etching of 
the silicon substrate, may not be as effective. 
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ABSTRACT 

A novel approach consisting of i) a low-temperature, 300-400°C, 
plasma-assisted oxidation to form the Si02/Si interface, and ii) 800°C 
rapid thermal chemical vapor deposition, RTCVD, to deposit the bulk 
Si02 film has been used to fabricate ultrathin gate-oxide heterostructures. 
This sequence separates Si02/Si interface formation from the bulk oxide 
film formation. We have studied the chemistry of the interface formation 
process by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and the electrical properties 
of the Si02/Si interface in device structures including MOS capacitors and 
FETs. The plasma-assisted oxidation pre-deposition treatment (i) removes 
residual carbon contamination from the Si surface, (ii) creates a ~ 0.6 nm 
Si02 layer that establishes the crucial Si02/Si interface and serves as a 
foundation for the subsequent rapid thermal CVD oxide, and (iii) forms a 
low Dit Si02/Si interface with peak channel mobilities, (J,eff, comparable 
to that of control thermal oxides formed with traditional high-temperature 
furnace oxidation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The drive towards ultra-large-scale integration implies a continuous down-scaling 
of device dimensions and, consequently, ultrathin gate dielectrics with thicknesses of 
< 10 nm Si02 equivalent thickness. This has provided an incentive for the development 
of low-temperature, low-thermal budget processes for fabricating reliable, ultra-thin gate 
dielectrics. Rapid thermal processing, RTP1'2, and low-temperature plasma-assisted 
deposition3-5 have emerged as promising candidates for this type of device processing. 
Both direct-plasma3 and remote-plasma4'5 enhanced CVD, RPCVD, processes have been 
reported for low-temperature gate oxide depositions. The remote-plasma process has been 
shown4'5 to produce thin oxide films at low temperatures, ~ 300°C, with very good 
electrical interface and bulk oxide properties, e.g., D^ ~ 2-5 xlO^O cm~2-eV_1, and 
breakdown fields, Eb ~ 10 MV-cm"l Recently, a two-step remote-plasma process 
consisting of a (i) plasma-assisted oxidation, and (ii) plasma-assisted deposition, was 
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shown4 to consistently produce excellent electrical interfaces with even lower mid-gap 
Djt of ~ 1-3 x 1010 cm^-eV"1. However, the low-temperature plasma-deposited oxide 
films are typically characterized by lower charge-to-breakdown, poorer breakdown 
integrity, and therefore lower reliability in comparison with thermally grown oxides 
formed by traditional high-temperature ( > 900°C) furnace oxidation. 

We describe a two-step process for the formation of gate oxide structures that 
separates interface formation from bulk oxide film formation, that includes high 
temperature post-processing as well. The key elements of this approach are (i) a low-
temperature, 300-400°C, plasma-assisted oxidation to generate a ~ 0.5-0.6 nm oxide 
which establishes the SiCVSi interface, and (ii) an 800°C RTCVD Si02 deposition that 
forms the bulk of the gate dielectric film. The plasma-assisted oxidation treatment (i) 
removes residual surface carbon contamination from an otherwise H-terminated Si 
surface by oxidation to CO, CO2, H2O, etc., (ii) forms a superficial (~ 0.6 nm) Si02 layer 
that (a) establishes a device-quality Si02/Si interface and (b) serves as a chemical 
template for the RTCVD deposited oxide. We have thus combined the advantages of 
chemically-controlled interface formation by plasma-assisted oxidation, and the robust 
character of SiC>2 films deposited at a relatively high temperature (800°C) by RTCVD. 
These two steps have been performed in situ and sequentially in a single-chamber UHV-
compatible reactor. This process has also been extended to include in-situ deposition of 
poly silicon gates followed by an ex-situ doping process at 900°C. FET devices formed in 
this way display peak field-effect mobilities that are comparable to those on control 
devices that include thermal oxides grown at 900°C. This paper includes effects of short 
rapid thermal annealing done in situ between the plasma-assisted oxidation and RTCVD 
oxide depositions. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The substrate materials used in this study were 4 inch p-type Si(100) wafers doped 
to ~ 2xl017 cm"3. The wafers were wet-chemically cleaned by the hot-RCA cleaning 
process described elsewhere6. A field oxide was grown thermally, and patterned and 
etched to reveal the gate-oxide regions. The wafers were hot-RCA cleaned again. Some 
were rinsed in 1:30 HF:H20 for 15 s, and then rinsed in running de-ionized water for 5 s 
and blown dry with filtered, dry N2. This ensured the complete removal of the wet-
chemically grown native oxides and left the Si surface H-atom terminated in the regions 
of the patterned wafer that were allocated to gate oxide deposition. On other wafers, the 
final HF rinse was omitted thereby leaving the final wet chemical oxide as a platform for 
the deposition of the RPCVD oxide film. 

A schematic of the dual RTP-RPCVD reactor is shown in Figure 1. The schematic 
shows a long quartz tube connected to an ultra-high vacuum compatible stainless-steel 
system. A quartz plasma tube is connected upstream to the main quartz chamber. 
Megaclass process gases are introduced through a gas feed connected to the top of the 
plasma tube. The substrate is located in an all-quartz region and, therefore, in an ultra-
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high purity environment during processing. The unused process gases and reaction by
products are evacuated through a dry mechanical process pump, Edwards Drystar 40, thus 
eliminating contamination problems usually associated with oil-based pumps. Substrate 
heating, in a range between 300°C and 900°C is accomplished with the use of external 
heater lamps, thus simplifying the internal construction of the reactor. A ~10~7 Torr base 
pressure is achieved with a turbomolecular pump before the initial processing and 
between subsequent processing steps. In summary, thus, the dual RTP-RPCVD reactor (i) 
lends itself to ultraclean processing, (ii) offers process flexibility, and (iii) possesses the 
advantages of multiprocessing capabilities, in that we can perform both rapid-thermal 
processing and remote-plasma processing or combinations thereof. 

For substrates subjected to both plasma and rapid thermal processes, the substrates 
were ramped up to the oxidation temperature, 300-400°C, in an Ar atmosphere, 200 
seem, 0.30 Torr, over ~2 minutes. Oxygen was then introduced at a flow rate of 10 seem. 
The plasma was then initiated and the wafer subjected to a 15 s plasma-assisted oxidation 
treatment using a 30W rf C^/Ar discharge. The gas flow and the heaters were 
immediately cut off following this treatment and the chamber evacuated by the turbo 
pump to remove any residual O2. The RTCVD Si02 film, -11 nm, was then deposited 
with 500 seem N2O and 25 seem SiH4, 10% in Ar, at a pressure of 3 Torr and a 
temperature of 800°C over a duration of -115 s. In a few cases, a vacuum rapid thermal 
anneal (800-950°C for 90s) was inserted prior to the RTCVD Si02 deposition. 

MOS capacitors and FETs were then fabricated by standard techniques. For the 
capacitors, Al was used as the gate electrode material. Post-metallization annealing 
(PMA) was performed in forming gas, 10% H2 and 90 %N2, at a temperature of 400°C 
for a duration of 30 minutes. Standard photolithography and etching procedures were 
then performed to complete the device fabrication. In the case of FETs, the processing for 
the devices included in-situ RTCVD of a - 200 nm polysilicon layer following the oxide 
deposition. This was performed using 300 seem S1H4, 10% in Ar, at a pressure of 5 Torr 
and a temperature of 700°C. This was then followed by (i) an ex-situ dopant drive-in 
process at 900°C, (ii) (Ti + Al) metallization over the doped poly-Si, (iii) patterning of 
the device structures, and (iv) a PMA in forming gas at 400°C for 30 min. 

Three types of device structures were studied. The important point to note is that 
the Si02/Si interface was formed in three different ways: (a) In the plasma-processed 
wafers, the interface was primarily formed between the plasma-oxide and the underlying 
silicon. For the wafers not subjected to the plasma-assisted oxidation, it was formed in 
one of two ways (b) by the final step of the RCA clean in which case the interfacial oxide 
is predominantly constituted of the wet-chemical native oxide, and (c) by the RTCVD 
oxide for those wafers subjected to the rinse in dilute HF following the RCA clean, in 
which case the interface is formed directly between the RTCVD oxide and the substrate. 
Note that, separately, a control thermal oxide (dry, 900°C) was also included to serve as a 
standard for comparison. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Chemical Analysis 

In a separate RPCVD reactor system integrated with a surface analytical unit, the 
surface of the Si wafer before and after a plasma pre-oxidation treatment was studied by 
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) following transfer of the wafer in vacuo from the 
main chamber to the analytical chamber. The results are summarized in Figure 3. Figure 
3(a) shows the AES spectrum of the Si wafer following wet-chemistry and prior to the 
plasma-oxidation treatment. The spectrum shows distinct C KLL and O KLL features, in 
addition to the Si LW features, attesting to the presence of appreciable carbon and trace 
oxygen remaining on the surface. Figure 3(b) shows the AES spectrum from the same 
surface immediately following the plasma-oxidation treatment. The carbon signal is 
virtually unnoticeable thereby attesting to the removal of carbon off the surface to the 
limit of the AES sensitivity, ~ 0.5 atomic percent. The higher oxygen intensity, on the 
other hand, is a consequence of superficial oxidation. It is emphasized that the 
disappearance of a C-atom signature is not a result of a burying of these C-contaminants 
since the oxide was sufficiently thin, -0.6 nm or 2-3 atomic layers as estimated from the 
attenuation of the Si LW features, to permit detection of any interfacial C-species at the 
SiCVSi interface. 

Electrical Analysis 

MOS Capacitor Characterization 

The electrical test data for the MOS capacitor structures obtained from the 
analysis of capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements is summarized in Table I. High 
frequency, 1 MHz, and quasi-static C-V curves were obtained using standard Hewlett-
Packard equipment. All C-V data were taken with a voltage sweep rate of 35 mV-s'l 
The interfacial density of trapping state densities, Dit, was calculated using the high/low 
frequency method discussed in Ref. 7. The flat band voltages, Vfb were also obtained 
using standard analysis procedures, also outlined in Ref. 7. For a/?-type substrate material 
with a hole concentration of ~ 2xl017 cm-3 and using an Al gate electrode, we expect a 
flat band voltage of -0.85±0.05 V. For this doping density, the minimum detectable value 
of Dit is ~ 2xl010 cm"2-eV_1. For a thermal oxide grown on the same substrate wafers, 
we obtained Dit = ~ 5xl010 cm~2-eV_1, and a flat band voltage of -0.88 V. The range of 
flat band voltages obtained for all wafers in this study was from -0.8 to -1.0 V, and the 
Dit values ranged from 3.5xl010 cm^-eV"1 to 12xl010 cm^-eV-1, consistent with our 
expectations for this level of substrate doping, and for the use of Al gate electrodes. 

The plasma-processed wafers clearly showed the lowest Dit values. Also, the V^ 
values were consistent with that observed with the control thermal oxide. Furthermore, 
we did not observe any significant differences between wafers that have been subjected to 
a vacuum pre-anneal at 800°C for 90 s, prior to the RTCVD oxide deposition, and those 
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that did not receive this pre-deposition treatment. The higher values of Dit for the 400°C 
oxidation are consistent with the results of previous studies4. On the other hand, we 
observed important differences for the wafers not subjected to the pre-deposition 
superficial plasma-assisted oxidation step: (a) for the case where the wafers were not 
subjected to the HF rinse, and therefore retained the last chemical oxide of the RCA 
clean, (i) the Dit values are measurably higher than those observed for the plasma 
processed wafers, and are not changed by the vacuum anneal, and (ii) the flat band 
voltage is significantly different from that for the control thermal oxide, i.e. less negative, 
-0.78±0.03 V; however, the Vfl, approaches the expected value when the in situ vacuum 
anneal is inserted in the processing sequence, (b) For those wafers for which the last RCA 
clean sacrificial oxide has been removed by the rinse in dilute HF, the values of Dit are 
significantly higher than for the other pre-deposition processing. In addition, the V^ 
values are higher than anticipated, indicating a positive fixed charge in the oxide. 

MOSFET Characterization 

Table II summarizes the peak MOSFET mobility (|Ieff) derived from the 
transconductance characteristics in the linear region (Vds = 0.05V). Also included in the 
table are the threshold voltage, VT, values for the respective cases. Figures 3 and 4 show 
the variation in |LLeff as a function of the effective field across the gate oxide, (V„-VT)/t0X 

for the different interface formation and thermal treatments. 

The peak effective mobility is the lowest for the case where the wet-chemical 
oxide is the interfacial oxide. Also, the VT value (Table II) is higher than that for the 
thermal oxide. Another important observation (Fig. 3) is that the fall-off in |Ieff at higher 
fields (fall-off characteristic) is shifted to lower field regions and also occurs at a much 
faster rate than that observed in the case of the control thermal oxide. Note that there is an 
improvement in the peak value of |Ieff when the wet-chemical oxide is removed prior to 
the RTCVD Si02 deposition. More importantly, the device formed with the plasma-
assisted interfacial oxide exhibits a |Lleff value comparable to that observed for the control 
thermal oxide. Furthermore, the shift in the |Ieff fall-off characteristic is less than that 
observed for the wet-chemical oxide interface (Fig. 3). Additionally, the VT value is 
closer to the expected value. Clearly, the wet-chemical native oxide is detrimental to 
interfacial quality. 

Vacuum annealing of the interfacial plasma-oxide was investigated to examine 
any effects on VT and the |LLeff fall-off characteristic. Annealing of the interfacial plasma-
oxide at 800°C for 90s showed little change in both (J.eff and VT values compared to no 
separate annealing case wherein any post-deposition thermal annealing occurred in situ 
during the poly-Si deposition and/or ex-situ dopant drive-in. The fall-off characteristic 
also remained unaffected (figure not shown). However, annealing at 950°C, while 
showing a small drop in the peak |Lleff, showed two specific improvements: (i) an 
improvement in the fall-off characteristic (as evidenced from its slope), as seen in Figure 
4 , and (ii) VT values approach those observed with thermal oxides. Based on these 
exploratory studies, we feel that the annealing process is an important step that needs to 
be optimized in order to induce any further improvements. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Our results show that low-temperature, 300-400°C pre-deposition plasma-assisted 
processing can be combined with intermediate-temperature, 600-800°C, rapid thermal 
depositions of Si02 thin films to yield high performance gate oxide structures. 
Specifically, device-quality Si02/Si interfaces have been formed with a two-step, low-
thermal budget process that separates interface formation from bulk oxide film formation. 
The key elements of the process are (i) a low-temperature, plasma-assisted oxidation of 
the Si, (ii) an 800°C RTCVD Si02 deposition, and (iii) a 700C RTCVD poly-Si 
deposition. The plasma oxidation pre-treatment (a) removes residual carbon 
contamination from the Si surface (b) forms a ~ 0.6 nm Si02 layer that establishes the 
crucial Si02/Si interface and serves as a "template" for the subsequent rapid thermal 
CVD oxide, and (c) forms a consistently low Dlt and high |Ieff Si02/Si interface. All 
processing is performed in-situ and sequentially in a single-chamber ultraclean, flexible 
reactor system. This aspect of integrated processing is essential in preserving the 
chemical integrity of the superficially oxidized surface prior to the RTCVD process. Our 
results emphasize that it is critical to remove the wet-chemical native oxide before 
commencing any processing. Furthermore, it is essential to passivate this clean surface 
with a plasma-oxide prior to the RTCVD processing. Annealing of this oxide shows 
further improvements as evidenced by improvements in VT and the rate of fall-off in |Ieff 
with gate oxide field. The combination of all of these results suggests that the interface 
formation process is a critical aspect of device fabrication for structures employing 
deposited oxides, and that the insertion of the plasma-assisted process holds promise as a 
complementary processing step in rapid thermal processing sequences for deposited 
dielectrics on Si substrates. 
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Table I: Electrical Test data on MOS Capacitor Structures 
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WAFER PROCESS 

Thermal Oxide (dry, 900°C) 

RTCVD Oxide 
(i) RCA clean oxide interface 
(ii) oxidation during RTCVD 
(iii) Plasma-oxide interface 

- as-deposited (no anneal) 
- vacuum anneal (800°C/90s) 
- vacuum anneal (950°C/90s) 

Peak Effective Mobility, 
(cm2/Vs) 

415.8 ±1.4 

379.9 ± 6.9 
386.7 ± 8.0 

410.2 ± 7.5 
414.8+ 5.5 
402.3 ± 6.7 

Threshold Voltage, VT 

(V) 

0.68 ± 0.003 

0.88 ± 0.06 
0.63 ± 0.05 

0.79 ± 0.05 
0.79 ± 0.06 
0.65 ± 0.04 

Table II: Electrical Test data on MOSFET structures 

D09: Thermaloxide(tox=110nm) 

D06: Plasma-oxide interface 
(tox=12.0nm) 

-1.00E+06 0.00E+00 1.00E+06 2.00E+06 3.00E+06 4.00E+06 

(Vgs-Vt)/tox (V/cm) 

Figure 3: MOSFET mobility, (ieff, in the linear region (Vds = 0.05V) versus effective field, 

(Vgs-VT)/t0X, in the gate oxide showing the detrimental effects of the wet-chemical native oxide interface. 
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Figure 3: MOSFET mobility, |ieff, in the linear region (Vds = 0.05V) versus effective field, 

(Vgs-VT)/tox, showing the effects of a 950°C RTA of the plasma-oxide prior to RTCVD Si02 . 
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In this study we evaluate the effectiveness of the hydrogen plasma 
cleaning of Si(100) prior to the deposition of the gate oxide in the 
fabrication of the "stacked-gate" field effect transistor. Atomic force 
microscopy and auger electron spectroscopy are used for surface 
characterization of the H-plasma clean. The data from AFM shows 
roughening of the silicon surface in the 150°C to 300°C range. From 
400°C to 700°C the surface has a relative rms roughness of -2.5 A, 
comparable with wafers not treated with the plasma. The AES data 
indicates less than monolayer coverage of carbon and oxygen. These 
surface characterization results are then correlated to the MOSFET 
performance. The performance of the MOSFET is characterized by the 
threshold voltage and the peak value of the effective mobility. The 
threshold voltages averaged -0.16 V±0.10 V for samples prepared with H-
plasma below 400°C while those processed above 400°C averaged 0.21 
V±0.14 V. For plasma durations of 10 minutes, from 400°C to 700°C the 
peak effective mobility increased from 211 cm2/Volt-sec to 264 cm2/Volt-
sec. The high field decay of the effective mobility is also measured as an 
indication of the scattering due to surface roughness. 

INTRODUCTION 

The hydrogen plasma clean has been investigated as an effective in-situ technique 
for the removal of adsorbates from the silicon surface prior to chemical vapor deposition, 
atomic layer epitaxy and molecular beam epitaxy (1-4). In these analysis the primary 
focus has been on the characterization of the surface using standard techniques of auger 
electron spectroscopy, low energy electron diffraction, reflection high energy electron 
diffraction, scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, scanning tunneling 
microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and others. In separate studies capacitors 
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and MOSFETs have been fabricated and evaluated on the basis of the processing 
parameters including ex-situ and in-situ cleaning configurations prior to gate oxidation 
(5-7). The preparation of low defect Si-Si02 interfaces in the metal-oxide-semiconductor 
structures is strongly dependent on the silicon surface microstructure and surface 
contaminants. Therefore, both approaches, surface analysis and device performance, 
address the same issues but from different perspectives. Cluster-based processing 
provides the environment to carry out both techniques concurrently. In this study 
hydrogen plasma cleaning has been considered as a possible in-situ cleaning step 
following ex-situ wet chemistry in preparation for the next steps in a cluster arrangement. 
In previous studies employing AES and LEED, the hydrogen plasma clean has shown 
that it can remove surface hydrocarbons and leave the surface in a reconstructed state (4). 
In preliminary work for this study, AFM has also shown that the hydrogen plasma clean 
can be used without significandy roughening the surface. Surface characterization 
becomes increasingly important if these analysis can be confirmed in the performance of 
completed electronic devices. With surface characterization and device performance 
correlated, surface preparation can be tailored to particular specifications which are 
known to enhance device performance. In experiments described here, we use the metal-
oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) as the test structure for the effects 
of the plasma parameters and compare the performance of these devices to the surface 
analysis of the hydrogen plasma-silicon interaction. The surface analysis produces 
information on contaminants at the surface; these primarily being carbon and oxide. 

EXPERIMENT 

The experiments were conducted in a prototype UHV cluster module processing 
system developed at the Center for Advanced Electronic Materials Processing (8). The 
equipment is incorporated into the "cluster" configuration in which three process 
chambers and one analysis chamber are served by a central wafer handler accessible by a 
wafer entry/exit load lock. The system uses 100 mm diameter wafers and has a load lock 
which accepts a 25 wafer cassette. The cluster includes a rapid thermal processing (RTP) 
module, a remote plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (RPECVD) module, and a 
remote plasma cleaning (RPC) module. The analysis chamber is accessible to the other 
modules through the RPC chamber and has capabilities for auger electron spectroscopy 
(AES) and reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED). A pressure in the 10-6 

Torr range is established and maintained in the load lock and wafer handler before and 
during any processing. The RTP module base pressure is maintained in the 10-7 Ton-
range while the RPECVD and RPC chambers have base pressures «5xl0-9 Torr. The 
analysis chamber has a base pressure in the mid 10-10 Torr range. Therefore, all transfers 
are made in an high vacuum environment and cross contamination between processes is 
essentially eliminated. 
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The plasma cleaning chamber is kept in the UHV range with a turbomolecular 
pump backed by a multistage roughing pump. The chamber is equipped with a 
convectron gauge, a cold cathode gauge and a residual gas analyzer. A capacitance 
manometer provides pressure feedback to a throttling valve for pressure control during 
processing. The wafer is heated with a PBN ceramic coated resistive element heater 
controlled by a current source in concert with a thermocouple. Plasma excitation occurs 
within a quartz tube mounted to the top of the chamber. The RF signal is fed to a coil 
which has 5 turns along approximately 5 cm of the discharge tube. Hydrogen is delivered 
to the tube via a mass flow controller in line with the laboratory gas delivery system. The 
sample was held » 10 cm from the end of the discharge tube during these experiments. 

The experiment was divided into three groups of samples. Twenty-five silicon 
wafers were allocated for the batch to be processed for device fabrication. The samples 
were (100) orientation p-type silicon, boron doped to a resistivity of 0.05-0.10 £2-cm and 
patterned with a 2000 A field oxide by the ERC-2 mask appropriate for MOSFET 
fabrication. The batch of 25 wafers was then ex-situ cleaned as detailed in Table I. 

Table I. Ex-Situ Cleaning Procedure 

Base solution: H20:NH4OH (30%):H2O2 (30%) => 5:1:1 
Acid solution: H20:HC1 (38%):H202 (30%) => 5:1:1 

1. Dip the wafers in the 80°C base solution for 10 minutes. 
2. Rinse the wafers in running DI water for 5 minutes. 
3. Dip the wafers in room temperature HF solution for 20 seconds. 
4. Dip the wafers momentarily in running DI water. 
5. Dip the wafers in the 80°C acid solution for 10 minutes. 
6. Rinse the wafers in running DI water for 5 minutes. 
7. Dip the wafers in room temperature HF solution for 10 seconds. 
8. Place the cassette of wafers in running DI water. Remove each 

wafer, spin dry, and load wafers into the load lock cassette. 
9. Move wafers to the load lock for pump down. 

The entire boat was then transferred to the load lock cassette and the load lock. 
Each wafer in turn was transferred into the plasma cleaning chamber for processing 
according to its specific process parameters. The parameters varied in this series include 
cleaning temperature, 200°C to 700°C, duration of plasma exposure, 2 minutes to 60 
minutes, and RF power, 20 Watts or 50 Watts. Pressure was held constant for this group 
at 15 mTorr. Following the hydrogen plasma treatment the wafer was returned to the 
load lock cassette. Each hydrogen plasma cleaned wafer was then moved to either the 
RPECVD or the RTP for oxide deposition. Target gate oxide thickness for both 
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processes was 100 A. Once again the wafer was returned to the load lock. The final step 
in the Cluster I processing was the deposition of the poly-silicon to provide the gate 
contact for the MOSFETs. Target thickness of the poly silicon deposition was 1000 A. 
Following all in-situ processing the wafers were removed from the load lock and 
transported to another facility at NCSU for the final processing as detailed in Table II. 

Table II. Processing Steps for Device Fabrication. 

1. POCI3 doping of polysilicon - 900°C 
2 Apply photoresist/ Etch polysilicon/ Strip photoresist 
3. RCA clean followed by a buffered oxide etch (BOE) 
4. Low temperature oxide deposition - 2000 A - 410°C 
5. Forming gas anneal - 500°C - 10% H2/ 90% N2 

6. Apply photoresist/ Etch oxide/ Strip photoresist 
7. Sputter titanium - 1000 A 
8. Evaporate aluminum - 8000 A 
9. Apply photoresist/ Etch aluminum and titanium/ Strip photoresist 
10. Forming gas anneal - 400°C - 10% H2/ 90% N2 

Sixteen wafers were allocated for AFM analysis. These samples followed the 
same ex-situ procedure as the device wafers and then were loaded for plasma cleaning. 
The samples were then treated with hydrogen plasma cleans similar to the samples 
prepared for MOSFET fabrication. In this parallel series the temperature was varied 
between room temperature and 700°C, the exposure was set at 10 minutes and the power 
was set at 20 Watts. Again, the pressure for each experiment was maintained at 15 
mTorr. Following the hydrogen plasma clean, the samples were then removed from the 
cluster module processing system and taken for AFM analysis. This analysis was 
conducted on a Park Scientific Inc. system outfitted with a 10 \i scanner and cantilevers 
tipped with silicon nitride pyramids with a 3:1 aspect ratio and nominal tip radius of 100 
A. 

The transistors used for this series had a gate areas of 100|i, 300JI, and 500|i. 
Analysis of the devices follows the simple model of transistor operation when obtaining 
the threshold voltage, Vt, and the effective mobility, \Leff-(9) The threshold voltage is 
more accurately defined as the extrapolated threshold voltage taken from the Id-Vd curve 
with a gate voltage of 3 V. The effective mobility is given by 
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where Cox is the capacitance of the gate oxide, VQ is the applied drain voltage, W is the 
gate width, and L is the gate length. g</ ~(dIdldVd)vg is the transconductance measured at 
gate voltage Vg. 

When the effective mobility is plotted, we can calculate two parameters of the 
electron mobility at the interface; those being the peak mobility and the high field falloff 
coefficient. The peak of the effective mobility curve can be compared to the ideal case 
for boron doped silicon at 300°C of 500 cm2/Volt-sec.(10) The high field falloff 
coefficient is a derived constant indicative of the contribution of surface roughness 
scattering to the mobility of the carriers.(ll) This analysis is based on the variational 
calculations of Ando, et. al.(ll) and presents a correlation between this surface scattering 
parameter, m, and the effective mobility given below 

^K+i^T- [2] 

where Ndep is the depletion layer space charge and Ninv is the inversion layer space 
charge. 

In-situ analysis using RHEED and AES for selected samples was conducted 
separately from the device series and the AFM series and was evaluated using standard 
techniques. 

RESULTS 

The evaluation of the surface morphology using AFM revealed two effects based 
on the wafer temperature and the duration of plasma exposure (Fig. 1). The baseline used 
for the relative rms roughness of the silicon wafer following the ex-situ clean but prior to 
plasma clean was 1.15 A±0.31 A where for each value cited the standard deviation is a 
statistical calculation based on multiple scans. Following the hydrogen plasma clean at 
the low temperatures (200°C, 300°C) and for the 10 minute durations the surface was 
roughened to an average value of 18.81 A+8.70 A. A representative AFM scan is shown 
in Fig. 2. For the cleans at higher temperatures, 450°C to 700°C, the surface roughness 
varied between 0.96 A and 3.69 A with no strong correlation to temperature (Fig. 3). The 
second observed effect was the temporal effects between 2 minute plasma exposures, 5 
minute exposures, and 10 minute exposures. The 2 minute and 5 minute plasmas for all 
temperatures left the surface with rms roughness values between 2.5 A and 3.7 A with no 
major differences between the two durations regarding morphology. In comparing the 2 
and 5 minute exposures to the 10 minute plasma there is a marked increase in the surface 
roughness of the low temperature samples. The temporal behavior of the samples from 
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450°C to 700°C show no increase in the surface roughness due to exposure length. 
RHEED analysis shows corresponding variations in changes to the substrate temperature. 
For the 200°C/10 minute samples we observe a very diffuse lxl diffraction pattern. At 
450°C/2 minutes the diffraction pattern was a diffuse 2x1 reconstruction. Both the 
450°C/10 minute and the 600°C/5 minute show a diffuse lxl RHEED pattern. The 
starting surface following the RCA clean yielded a sharp lxl reconstruction. The auger 
electron analysis of selected wafers produced the following results. The AES spectra of 
the starting surface prior to plasma cleaning was virtually free of contaminants with only 
trace quantities of carbon and oxide. Following the hydrogen plasma clean for the 2 and 
5 minute plasmas for 300°C and 450°C, increased quantities of carbon and oxygen 
become evident on the surface with greater than monolayer coverage. The 600°C/5 
minute sample produced a spectra with carbon and oxygen as well as nitrogen 
contamination. 

In the results of device performance, we begin with basic operation as seen in the 
overall yield of working devices and the extrapolated threshold voltage. The yield varied 
from 83% and 100% with an overall yield of 91%. The threshold voltage showed a 
significant variation over the range of process parameters. For plasma durations of 10 
minutes average per wafer values for Vf varied from -0.24 to 0.31 V with a strong 
correlation to temperature (Fig. 4). There is also evident a non uniformity in Yt across 
the wafer based on chip location. 

Measurements were taken of the low field transconductance which was 
mathematically converted to determine a peak mobility value and an effective mobility 
curve. The average peak mobility per wafer for the 10 minute processes varied from 
154±11 cm2/Volt-sec for the low temperature processes to 258±8 cm2/Volt-sec for the 
700°C case as shown in Fig. 5. The wafers treated for 2 minutes showed better mobility 
characteristics, ranging from 121±56 cm2/Volt-sec at 200°C to 299±37 cm2/Volt-sec at 
700°C. The effective mobility values were then plotted against the square of the total 
space charge as given in Eq. 2. The m coefficient for this series did not show any 
conclusive trends relative to the process parameters. A similar effect to the threshold 
voltage was seen in the variance of m based on chip location. Average m values ranged 
from 7.5 to 9.5. 

DISCUSSION 

The hydrogen plasma clean has been shown previously(4) and in this report to 
degrade the silicon surface for low temperatures and extended durations. In the case of 
this study we see an increase in the surface roughness with a corresponding drop in 
threshold voltage and peak mobility. In the low temperature regime (<300°C) the 
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substrate temperature is appropriate for the formation of S1R4 to produce an etch reaction 
at the surface(12). This plasma induced roughness produces interface charges as a result 
of the surface defects. This drives the threshold voltage down and lowers the mobility of 
the electrons due to an increased number of scattering sites. In the temperatures above 
400°C the surface coverage of atomic hydrogen is reduced therefore reducing the etch 
due to SiH4 fragmenting. A change in the mechanism of the plasma-surface interaction is 
seen in the increase of threshold voltage in the 300°C to 500°C range. At these higher 
temperatures the AFM, threshold voltage, and peak mobility again coincide with a 
decrease in the number of plasma induced defects. The higher temperatures leave the 
surface morphology unchanged with surface contamination as the foremost concern. 
Although there was increased presence of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen for the higher 
temperatures, the rms roughness, threshold voltage, and peak mobility continued to 
improve over the same range. More evidence for higher temperature contamination is 
supported by the RHEED study. In the low temperature cleans the reconstruction is a 
very diffuse lx l . We attribute this to surface roughening as opposed to surface 
contaminants as the AES for the low temperature samples showed only minor increases 
in the contaminant peaks. In the high temperature cleans the RHEED analysis cannot be 
related to the surface roughness with sufficient carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen as seen by 
AES to produce the diffuse lxl . Therefore the diffuse 2x1 reconstruction represents a 
combination of two effects: 1) the dominance of the high temperature etch mechanism 
leaving the surface structure highly ordered and 2) the onset of high temperature 
contaminants. We propose two possible explanations regarding the presence of carbon, 
oxygen, and nitrogen in the upper temperature regime. Both explanations involve 
equipment and not process configurations or hydrogen plasma interactions. First, the 
pyrolytic boron nitride heater could be the source of nitrogen and small traces of 
hydrocarbons as the ceramic is heated. Another possible source for these elements is the 
process gas which is not purified before entering the plasma cleaning chamber. 

CONCLUSION 

The electrical characterization indicates that the hydrogen plasma within certain 
parameter regions can be used as an in-situ cleaning technique without compromising 
device performance. Combining the AFM data and the threshold voltage data, process 
regimes can be established to plasma clean in a low-etch rate environment leaving the 
surface morphology similar to the starting surface. 
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Figure 1. The relative rms roughness vs. H-plasma duration and substrate 
temperature. The rms roughness were obtained from 10 u,m x 
10 um AFM scans of the surface after processing 

Figure 2. A representative AFM scan of H-plasma cleaned silicon at 
150°C for 10 minutes with a process pressure of 15 mTorr 
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Figure 3. A representative AFM scan of H-plasma cleaned silicon at 
450°C for 10 minutes with a process pressure of 15 mTorr 
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Figure 4. Plot of threshold voltage, Vf, vs. substrate temperature during 
H-plasma cleaning. 
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Removal of the residue polymer layer on silicon resulting from an 
oxide etch is examined using several cleaning approaches. Blanket silicon 
wafers were etched in a split powered diode reactor using a CHF3/CF4/Ar 
chemistry and then were cleaned either in-situ, in an independent isotropic 
downstream strip module or in an independent inductively coupled plasma 
downstream strip module. These different cleaning procedures used a 
variety of flourial based chemistries. These different approaches to post-
contact etch cleaning were then evaluated using X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy, single wavelength ellipsometry, thermal wave modulated 
reflectance, and Schottky barrier current-voltage measurements. 

INTRODUCTION 

Using carbon and fluorine based chemistries fo/ contact etching often leads to 
the formation of undesired polymer layers at the silicon surface. Even when these 
polymer layers are as thin as 20 A they still can degrade devices by increasing the 
contact resistance. In the past, attempts have been made to remove these polymers by 
exposing them to ozone sources,1 oxygen plasmas,2 hydrogen plasmas,3 and 
fluorinated plasmas.4 In this study, we subjected wafers that were exposed to an oxide 
etch process to five different "soft" etch cleanings, (ie., fluorine based chemistries) to 
assess the effectiveness of these different cleans on the removal of the polymer layer. 
In addition to removing the polymer, these fluorine based cleans were designed to 
remove etch-induced damaged silicon as well. Silicon lattice damage is a negative 
attribute of contact etching.5'6 Since the surface condition of the silicon maybe 
roughened from the cleaning, a slow, controllable etch rate of the silicon is important. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

In this experiment, we exposed a set of bare p type <100> orientation silicon 
wafers to the same oxide overetch conditions in an cxide etch reactor using a split 
powered diode. The etch conditions were 700 W, 550 mT, 22 seem of CHF3, 22 seem 
of CF4, and 200 seem of Ar at a temperature of 40 °C fcr 26 seconds. The wafers were 
split into five sub-sets and were subjected to different cleaning environments after 
etching. The first three sub-sets were cleaned in-situ directly following the overetch 
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process at 50 W and 800 mT. The first sub-set saw a gas chemistry of 20 seem of SF^ 
and 400 seem of Ar. The second sub-set saw a chemistry of 60 seem of SF6 and 80 
seem of O2. The third in-situ cleaned sub-set saw a chemistry of 80 seem of CF4. The 
forth and fifth sub-sets of wafers were cleaned in separate reactors installed at the exit 
load lock of the etch system. One of these was an isotropic downstream strip module 
(ISO) and the other was an inductively coupled plasma strip module (ICP). The 
cleaning conditions for the ISO system were 300 W, 1700 mT, 300 seem of NF3, and 
500 seem of He at 50 °C. The conditions used in the ICP system were 300 W, 750 mT, 
and 50 seem of CF4 at 80 °C. Table I shows the process conditions for the overetch 
and five post-etch cleans. 

Table I. Process conditions for etching and post-etch cleaning. 

I Overetch 

in-situ 
SF6/Ar 
in-situ 
SF 6 /02 
in-situ 

1 CF4 
ISO 

NF3/He 
ICP 
CF 4 

Power 
(Watts) 
700 W 

50 W 

50 W 

50 W 

300 W 

300 W 

Pressure 
(mTorr) 
550 mT 

800 mT 

800 mT 

800 mT 

1700 mT 

750 mT 

Gas Flow 
(seem) 

CHF3 22 seem 
CF4 22 seem 
Ar 200 seem 
SF6 20 seem 
Ar 400 seem 
SF6 60 seem 
O2 80 seem 

CF4 80 seem 

NF3 300 seem 
He 500 seem 
CF4 50 seem 

Time 
(seconds) 

26 

39 

41 

33 

148 

117 

Temp. 
(Celsius) 
40 °C 

40 °C 

40 oc 

40 °C 

50 oc 

80 °C 

For our evaluation of the five cleaning conditions, we employed X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), single wavelength ellipsometry, thermal wave 
modulated reflectance (TW), and Schottky barrier current-voltage (I-V) measurements 
to determine the condition of the silicon surface of wafers that were etched and wafers 
that were etched and cleaned by one of the five cleaning conditions. XPS was used to 
determine the composition and thickness of any films present after etching or after 
etching and cleaning. Singleowavelength ellipsometry was used to determine polymer 
thicknesses greater than 50 A which is the limit of our XPS analysis. TW has been 
used in the past to monitor reactive ion etching damage7 and we have used it to monitor 
damage to the silicon substrate after the etch and after the post-etch cleans. IV 
measurements were used to determine the resistivity of any remaining polymers or 
oxides. In addition, correlations between these four independent characterization 
techniques were examined. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements were taken on one wafer from 
each of the five sub-sets described above along with an etched wafer that did not see 
any post-etch cleaning and a control wafer-one that did not see any processing at all. 
Table II shows the elemental percentages and thicknesses extracted from our XPS 
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analysis of any polymers and oxides present before and after cleaning. Here, a 
noticeable difference in polymer thickness is observed between wafers cleaned in-situ 
and wafers cleaned in a secondary reactor. The wafers cleaned in-situ appear to have 
minimal polymer thicknesses (<10 A) whereas wafers cleaned in either of the two 
separate reactors had polymer thicknesses of >50 A. We feel that the reason for the 
thicker remaining polymers for these two separate reactors was due to insufficient 
processing times rather than a lack of performance by these tools. However, this 
remains to be verified. We note that, since these tools were installed at the exit load 
lock of the etch tool, samples cleaned using these cleaning approaches were not 
exposed to the ambient. Ellipsometry measurements taken on the etched sample 
showed a polymer thickness of -112 A. Similarly, samples cleaned in the ICP reactor 
after etching had a remaining polymer thickness of -56 Aoand samples cleaned in the 
ISO reactor after etching had a remaining thickness of -65 A. 

Table n. Elemental percentages and oxide and polymer thicknesses for etched and 
etched then cleaned samples. 

1 Control 
1 Etched 

SF6/Ar 
SF6/O2 

1 CF4 
1 ISO 
1 ICP 

Si% 

70.8 
1.3 

58.9 
59.0 
60.3 
19.6 
19.0 

0 % 

24.8 
1.6 

36.5 
36.9 
20.7 
8.5 
10.4 

C% 

4.0 
33.9 
3.2 
3.5 
9.6 
28.4 
29.5 

F % 

0.4 
62.9 
1.4 
0.5 
9.4 

43.5 
41.2 

Sip2 

(A) 
10 
? 

16 
17 
11 
? 
? 

(A) 
0 

>50 1 
0 
0 
9 

>50 
>50 1 

We targeted a total removal of 350 A of polymer and silicon for each cleaning 
chemistry. The object was to ensure that all of the polymer would be etched as well as 
some of the silicon damaged during the oxide etch. The in-situ cleans had times of 39 
seconds for the SFg/Ar, 41 seconds for the, SF6/O2 and 33 seconds for the CF4. A 
cleaning time of 148 seconds was used for the ISO system and a cleaning time of 117 
seconds was used for the ICP system. These times are listed in Table I with the other 
cleaning parameters. 

For the in-situ cleans, there were small variations of elemental percentages on 
the surfaces of wafers between the SFg/Ar and SF6/O2 cases and a large variation 
between these two cases and the CF4 case. The two SF6 cases showed approximately 
the same percentages of elemental contents. The CF4 case shows approximately the 
same percent of silicon (-60%) as the other two in-situ cases but it differs greatly in 
oxygen percent (20.7% compared to -37%), carbon percent (9.6% compared to -3.5%), 
and fluorine percent (9.4% compared to -1.0%) present. These surface layer 
components were interpreted as being in the remaining -9 A polymer layer for the case 
of CF4 whereas the remaining surface components for the SF6 based cases must be on 
the surface since there is no detectable remaining polymer layer. The remaining 
polymer from the CF4 case maybe the result of the cleaning chemistry depositing its 
own residue instead of an insufficient clean. Oxide thicknesses for these in-situ cases 
were 16 A for the SF^/Ar case, 17 A for the SF^/02 case, and 11 A for the CF4 case. 
We believe that the oxides found on the in-situ samples were native oxides that formed 
on the silicon between the time of cleaning and the time of XPS analysis. The XPS 
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analysis was performed on the wafers after they were removed from the vacuum 
chamber. The ISO clean left behind a relatively thick polymer layerowere the thickness 
could not be measured by XPS. Using ellipsometry it measured 65 A in thickness. The 
elemental percentages in this layer were oxygen 10.4 %, carbon 29.5 %, and fluorine 
41.2 %. The ICP clean left a similar polymer layer of ~56 A as measured by 
ellipsometry consisting of 8.5 % oxygen, 28.4 % carbon, and 43.5 % fluorine according 
to XPS. 

Thermal wave modulated reflectance (TW) measurements were taken on wafers 
from each of the five sub-sets. TW measures silicon lattice damage by employing a 
pulsed argon ion laser and a steady state helium neon laser which monitors the decay of 
the reflectance changes caused by the argon laser. Thermal wave analysis produces 
two values from the measurement: an initial value and a decay value. Low thermal 
wave values indicate minimal damage and large thermal wave values indicate heavier 
damage.8 Oxides and polymers present on silicon surfaces are compensated for in the 
thermal wave analysis. Our control wafer had initial and decay values of 37.3 and 32.6 
(37.3/32.6), respectively, and our etched wafer had corresponding values of 
886.9/552.7. The control values are typical of those reported for unprocessed bare 
silicon9 and the etched values are typical of what we have seen in the past and what 
others have reported for etched Si surfaces.7 After cleaning the three in-situ cases had 
initial and decay values of 264.1/116.5 for the SF6/Ar case, 97.5/66.7 for the SF6/O2 
case, and 498.0/309.2 for the CF4 case. We note that there are significant differences 
between the TW values for the two SF6 cleans even though their remaining polymer 
layers are very similar in composition and thickness. The wafers cleaned in the ISO 
and ICP systems showed the lowest sets of initial/decay values (56.7/50.1 for the ISO 
and 98.4/60.5 for the ICP) among the five cleaned sets. These cleans, however, 
allowed the largest polymer layers to remain. These thermal wave data are shown in 
Table III. 

Table III. Thermal wave values for etched and etched then cleaned samples. 

| Control 
Etched 
SF6/Ar 

1 SF6/02 
1 CF4 

ISO 
ICP 

Initial Value 
37.3 
886.9 
264.1 
97.5 

498.0 
56.7 
98.4 

Decay Value 
32.6 

552.7 
116.5 
66.7 1 

309.2 
50.1 
60.5 1 

Schottky barrier current-voltage measurements were taken on wafers from each 
set to determine the contact resistivity of the silicon surfaces. Typical forward bias 
currents from 0 to -4 V are plotted for each sub-set in Fig. I. The forward bias current 
of a Schottky diode has two regions where different mechanisms control the amount of 
current flow. Ideally below ~0.5 V forward bias, the current is dominated by the 
Schottky diode thermionic emission current.10 Above ~1 V forward bias, the series 
resistance of the silicon substrate eventually dominates the current. Differences in the 
amount of current on our etched and cleaned samples above ~1 V forward bias indicate 
the effects of the resistivity of any polymer layer present. At 4 V forward bias in Fig. 1, 
the etched sample shows the highest resistivity (lowest current) followed by the ICP 
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and ISO processed samples. The three in-situ cleaned samples show the least amount 
of resistance and the SF6/O2 and CF4 samples are the closest to the control value. The 
SFg/Ar sample shows different diode current-voltage characteristics than the other 
processed samples; i.e., the slope of the curve at ~-0.2 V is lower than the others. We 
attribute this difference to damage introduced during the SF6/Ar cleaning. We believe 
that this SF6/Ar clean contributed damage to the Si substrate as it etched away at least 
some of the polymer layer caused by the oxide overetch. The presence of argon in 
plasmas, which is the situation in this SF^Ar clean, has been implicated in situations of 
increased damage in other studies.11 

CONCLUSIONS 

XPS and ellipsometry results showed that both the ISO and ICP cleaning steps 
failed to remove most of the polymer present after etching whereas the three in-situ 
cleans were successful. However, thermal wave measurements showed that the ISO 
and ICP cleans resulted in having lower initial and decay values than did the three in-
situ cleans. This result certainly casts doubt on thermal wave's ability to monitor the 
status of silicon lattice damage after etching. This doubt occurs because the ISO and 
ICP values should be the same as the etched sample's values since the silicon surface 
was not exposed to the soft etch. In the TW characterization of the cases of the in-situ 
cleans using SF6/O2 and CF4 chemistries, the SF6/O2 had lower initial and decay 
thermal wave values than the CF4 case; hence, the thermal wave correlates with the 
XPS results in this case. The SF6/O2 case also has less carbon and fluorine present than 
the CF4 case. The SF6/Ar case compares well to the SF6/O2 case in polymer 
composition and thickness but the SF6/Ar cleaning procedure damaged the silicon 
surface. The result of this, in terms of thermal wave values, is that they lie midway 
between the SF6/O2 and CF4 values for the SF(JAr clean yet the reason for their being 
larger than the SF6/O2 values is Si lattice damage caused by Ar. This, of course, is not 
the reason for the large TW values for the CF4 clean. The forward bias currents for the 
Schottky barriers used to characterize the other cleans correlated to the XPS results for 
remaining polymer thicknesses indicating that the forward I-V's were sensitive to the 
remaining polymer. For the samples with the thickest amount of polymer present (ISO 
and ICP), the forward bias currents were the lowest and close to the etched sample. For 
the samples with the least amount of polymer present (in-situ SF6/O2 and in-situ CF4), 
the forward bias currents were two decades higher than the forward bias current of the 
etched sample and were close to the current of the control sample. However, the 
forward I-V for the Schottky barriers used to characterize the SF6/Ar clean did not 
correlate with polymer thickness. The reason for this is the Ar damage to the Si 
surface. 

In summary, the in-situ SF6/O2 clean performed the best out of the five cleaning 
conditions that we examined. The in-situ CF4 was second with higher concentrations 
of carbon and fluorine present and higher resistivity as seen in the forward bias current 
compared to the SF6/O2 case. The two secondary reactor cleans (ISO and ICP) were 
not run long enough to remove all of the polymer present as both left over 50 A of 
polymer on the silicon surface. The in-situ SF6/Ar clean removed all of the polymer 
present but introduced damage to the silicon surface. In terms of characterization it was 
seen that Schottky barriers I-V's can be used to detect remaining polymer after cleans if 
one does not want to use XPS or need the detail it affords. TW results are affected by 
the presence of polymers and can give a fallacious assessment of cleaning and damage 
removal. 
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Figure I. Forward bias current for the (a) control, (b) SF6/O2, (c) CF4, (d) ISO, (e) ICP, 
(f) SF<$/Ar, and (g) etched samples. 
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Downstream oxide etchers are prone to polymer formation and buildup 
from plasma byproducts. These polymers cause particle failures and 
lower device yields. Plasma clean and in situ descum processes were 
used to remove polymer deposits and prevent particle problems. The 
plasma clean process was not as effective in preventing defectivity. The 
in situ descum process was found to reduce particles, increase the number 
of wafers that could run before wet cleaning, and improve device yield 
and parametrics. 

INTRODUCTION 

Downstream oxide etchers used to create contact and via openings, are prone to 
polymer buildup due to plasma byproducts resulting from the etch process. Over a 
period of plasma time, the polymer formations grow to the point that separation from the 
chamber surfaces occurs. This resultant flaking causes catastrophic particle failures and 
device yield loss due to defects blocking these openings on the wafers. Chamber 
disassembly and cleaning (wet cleans) were required at intervals of 1250 wafers run, to 
prevent this phenomena from occurring. These wet cleans were responsible for 
approximately 60% of the equipment downtime per month. Plasma cleans were 
investigated to prevent this problem. In situ descum steps were tested to remove 
polymer deposits and other detectivity from the wafer surface before the oxide etch step. 

EXPERIMENTATION 

The tool was a downstream, isotropic oxide etcher using a NF3/He chemistry 
(baseline etch process), with O2 used as the gas in the descum step (1). The chamber 
consists of three key components that are inspected and cleaned during the wet clean: i) 
the ceramic ring, ii) the upper and lower grounding grids, and Hi) the upper electrode 
with the dispersion plate. Microscopic inspection was used to examine and photograph 
the chamber parts under magnification, and to determine both the degree of 
polymerization as a function of plasma time and the effectiveness of the plasma clean 
trials. Polymer was removed from the chamber surfaces, and analyzed using an energy 
dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS). Particle data (0.5-5.0 microns) were taken to test 
the effectiveness of the processes using a Tencor 4500 Surfscan. 
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Various aggressive plasma clean steps using ash-type chemistries were tried at 
designated intervals between product runs. The in situ descum step tested consisted of a 
fairly mild chemistry in regards to photoresist removal (different O2 gas ratio, low-
medium if power, medium pressure, and 10-15 second step time) in comparison to the 
clean processes. Characterization of these processes were done using Taguchi 
experimental designs (2, 3). Following this characterization, a system was dedicated to 
run only the in situ descum process (consisting of the in situ descum step prior to the 
baseline etch process) to determine the effect on particles and device yield, in 
comparison to the baseline-only process. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The dispersion plate has 12 concentric gas inlets, or slits as shown in Figure 1. 
Using microscopic inspection of the parts, it was discovered that the slits in the 
dispersion plate were the area in the chamber most prone to polymer deposits. The 
polymer buildup occurred as a function of plasma time (4). This led to chamber 
contamination from polymer flaking that resulted in higher particle levels (greater than 
50 add-ons) on wafers and contributed to device yield loss, due to blocked or partially 
open vias and contacts (5). Analysis of the polymer showed its composition to be 
mostly fluorine and carbon with some other minor components, such as silicon and 
aluminum (chamber material). Figure 2 displays the polymer analysis EDS spectra. 

Characterization of the clean processes was done using photoresist loss (as a 
model of polymer) as an output. These tests were run using O2 as the primary gas, 
varying the flow, pressure, and if power to maximize the resist removal, with run times 
up to 30 minutes. Dedicated clean processes using these aggressive ash-type chemistries 
(6000A/minute resist removal rate), done at periodic intervals between product wafer 
runs (1250 wafers-when wet cleans were required), did not consistently remove the 
polymer buildup on the dispersion plate. However, particle data showed a slight 
improvement using the plasma clean, particularly those counts taken directly after the 
clean was run. Although wafer runs could be extended beyond 1500 and up to 2200 
before particle failure, the plasma clean was not implemented at this point, due to poor 
repeatability. Microscopic examination of the dispersion plate slits, coupled with "pre" 
and "post" photographs were also used to judge the effectiveness of the plasma cleans. 
While disturbance of the polymer was observed after the plasma clean processes, 
undesirable side effects (in the form of chamber arcing) occurred (7). Using the most 
aggressive plasma clean recipe, complete polymer removal was not obtainable. It was 
concluded then, that the plasma clean was largely ineffective, at least when done at the 
standard interval (at 1250 wafers). 

Characterization of the in situ descum step was done with resist removal as an 
output. Various descum step processes were tested with differing targeted resist 
thickness removal (from 300 to 1200A removed). The descum step used was an 800A 
resist removal process, and was used in situ before the baseline etch process. Two 
distinct recipe groups were then run on the etcher, one of which had the in situ descum 
step, and the other with the baseline-only process. As a comparison, tests were run on 
the baseline process with the descum step done in a separate, dedicated tool. Particle 
levels on wafers increased with the separate descum tool process, and were lower using 
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the in situ descum step. The difference in polymer buildup on the dispersion plate 
between the baseline and in situ descum process was compared during inspections, with 
two separate sets of chamber parts being examined. Microscopic examination of the 
dispersion plate slits displayed a significant difference in polymer formation, clearly 
favoring the in situ descum process. In fact, after 1250 wafer runs with the system 
running predominantly the in situ descum process, the dispersion plate virtually matched 
the physical appearance of a freshly wet cleaned plate. The absence of large polymer 
formations precluded the need for separate plasma cleans. In effect, the in situ descum 
is an attenuated plasma-clean, whose superior performance may be explained as a result 
of the frequency, rather than recipe aggressiveness. The polymer was systematically 
etched away, before it ever had a chance to accumulate. The in situ descum step 
therefore eliminated the need for the plasma clean processes. 

Tests were also run with various ratios of the two oxide etch processes (in situ 
descum and baseline). These tests compared particle data between several etchers, 
taking into account the type of recipe run, over a specific number of wafers. A particle 
count was conducted every 250 wafers. At 25 wafers per lot, this represented 10 product 
lots run. Each product lot ran either the in situ descum recipe, or the baseline recipe. 
Figure 4 displays the particle data from the oxide etch process ratios. Particle counts 
were then recorded, and correlated to the ratio of one recipe to another (7-3, 9-1, 5-5, 
etc.). As these tests were done in a production environment, a substantial amount of 
data was able to be collected to support the validity of the results. The findings showed 
that when the in situ descum recipe was run at a ratio of 10/0, 9/1, and 8/2, particle 
counts ranged from single digits to a maximum of 20. As the ratio declined, from 7/3 to 
5/5, counts were still acceptable, numbering mostly in the teens with none higher than 
30. As the ratio declined even further, and the baseline process was more predominantly 
run, particle counts ranged from 40 to 70, with some approaching 100 when the 0/10 
ratio was encountered. 

During confirmation testing using the in situ descum recipe exclusively, over 
5000 wafers could be run before failing for particles and requiring a wet clean, and the 
average particle count during the cycle (tested after every 50 wafers) was reduced by 
3X. Device yield improvement, directly related to the reduced particle levels blocking 
vias and contact openings, was improved by 10-15%. Parametrics related to contacts 
and vias were on target and made more stable. The effect of the in situ descum 
processes on the contact and via profiles was measured using SEM micrograph analysis. 
This data showed that the effect on the profile was minimal, with the in situ descum 
process slightly improving the metal step coverage. The overall equipment uptime of 
the downstream oxide etcher improved by 10%, due to the decrease in the number of 
wet cleans that were required. 

The defectivity, device yield and equipment uptime data proved the in situ 
descum process was superior to the baseline-only process. The in situ descum step has 
been incorporated into each baseline process as an initial step. The baseline processes 
vary in length of step time only (long and short), and the incorporation of the in situ 
descum step increased the number of wafers run before particle failure from 1250 to 
either 2500 or 5000, depending on the baseline process. The yield increase and particle 
reduction has been consistent as each system was converted to the in situ descum 
process recipes. 
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Future investigations to decrease the overall downstream oxide etch process 
defectivity will be done using the main etch step gas flow ratios, temperature and total 
gas flow factors, along with testing of an if ramp process on the wafer particle levels. 
This will be done in conjunction with, and tested against the in situ descum process. 
Initial screening experiments demonstrated some improvement with changes in these 
process factors. 

CONCLUSION 

Inspection of the downstream oxide etcher chamber parts identified the 
dispersion plate slits as the area most affected by polymer build-up due to plasma 
reaction byproducts. The various clean processes done periodically during the wafer 
runs were ineffective in removing this polymer formation and preventing particle 
problems. An in situ descum process introduced as an initial step of the baseline etch 
process was found to prevent this polymer from building up, reduce the particle levels, 
and increase the device yield. This process extended the amount of plasma time (or 
wafers run) in the etcher before requiring wet cleaning, improving the equipment 
uptime. 
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Fig. 2. Polymer analysis spectra using energy dispersive X ray spectroscopy. 
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Fig. 3. Optical photographic comparison of polymer deposits from the downstream 
oxide etch processes. Left is the baseline process and right is the in situ descum process. 
The diagonal feature is the dispersion plate slit. The flaking polymer is visible in the 
center of the slit and is more prominent on the baseline process. Magnification is 25X. 
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Fig. 4. Particle levels in the downstream oxide etcher due to running the in situ descum 
and baseline process at various ratios after 1250 wafers. 
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An electron cyclotron resonance oxygen plasma was employed to 
remove polymer layers on silicon substrates subjected to oxide etching 
and some comparison was undertaken with UV-ozone cleaning. Several 
gas chemistries were used in the oxide etching and each resulted in the 
formation of different polymer layer thicknesses and compositions. X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy was used to establish this and to determine the 
thickness and composition of these polymer layers before and after ECR 
exposure. Schottky barrier current-voltage analysis was also used to 
monitor the contact resistance of the substrate surfaces before and after 
the ECR oxygen plasma treatment. 

INTRODUCTION 

Contact etching using fluorine based chemistries has many advantages such as 
high etch rates and selectivity between Si02 and Si. Chemistries such as CHF3 and 
CF4 have been used extensively1*2 and there is increasing interest in C2F6 based 
chemistries as well.3*4 One major drawback to using these chemistries is the formation 
of fluorocarbon polymers. Although they contribute to the high selectivity by 
passivating the silicon surface,5 these polymers, if left on the surface, increase the 
contact resistance seen in devices. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

In this study, we used electron cyclotron resonance plasmas to effectively 
remove polymer layers formed on silicon after endpoint during oxide etches. We 
looked at several residue polymer layers that were formed by different etching gas 
chemistries in several different reactor models. The reactors included a reactive ion 
etcher (RIE), a magnetically enhanced reactive ion etcher (MERIE), an oxide etch 
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system (OE), and two high density plasma systems (HD). In the RIE system we used a 
CHF3 chemistry. In the MERIE system, we used three different gas chemistries; 
CHF3/O2, CHF3/M or CHFyCFVAr. In the OE system, we used CHF3/CF4/AX. In 
the first HD system(HD I), we used C2F6 or CF3/CO. In the second HD system (HD 
II), we employed a CHFyCF^Ar chemistry. These etching chemistries left behind 
different polymers on the silicon surface; we then used an oxygen plasma in an ECR 
chamber to remove these polymers. 

Our ECR processing parameters were 400 watts and 0.4 mTorr for 20 minutes. 
The temperature was not controlled but increased from room temperature 10 not more 
than 120 °C in the twenty minute processing time. 

In carrying out this experiment, ellipsometry, XPS, and Schottky barrier 
current-voltage measurements were taken after each of the processing steps of etching, 
ECR oxygen cleaning, and post-cleaning buffered oxide etching with HoOiHF in a 4:1 
solution. The objective was to monitor the changes in thickness and composition of 
the films present on the silicon substrate after the different processing steps. 

The ellipsometry measurements were performed using a Rudolph Research 
Auto-EL ellipsometer. XPS analysis was done with a Kratus XSAM 800 pci system at 
a pressure of 2xl0"9 Torr.. Schottky barrier I-V analysis was performed by fabricating 
diodes on samples directly after oxide etch, on samples after etch and ECR oxygen 
clean, and on samples after etch, clean, and subsequent HF etch. The diodes were 
fabricated by thermally evaporating titanium dots at a pressure below 10"7 Torr. 
Shallow masks were used to define these structures and the diodes' area was 1 mm.2 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Film thicknesses and compositions- For the RIE system and CHF3 chemistry, 
the polymer thickness after etching was found to be 78 A for the etch conditions listed 
in Table I. The composition of the fluorocarbon layer was 58.5 % C, 23.7 % F, 13.0 % 
O, and 4.8 % Si and the spectra is shown in Fig. 1 a. After the ECR oxygen cleaning, 
the film thickness decreased from 78 A to 22 A and the composition of this film 
changed from a polymer (high carbon and fluorine content) to an oxide (high oxygen 
content). The composition of this "oxidized polymer" was 17.1 % C, 0.1 % F, 50.0 % 
O, and 32.8 % Si. The XPS spectra for the ECR oxygen cleaned sample is shown in 
Fig. lb. Samples from this system that received a post-clean HF etch show no 
detectable film to be present on the silicon surface. The spectrum for the HF etched 
sample is shown in Fig. lc. The changes in the thickness and elemental percentages 
after the three processing steps for the RIE system are summarized in Table Ha, b, and 
c. 

Three different chemistries were used in the MERIE system: CHF3/CFVAr, 
CHF3/Ar, and CHF3/O2. The etch conditions are listed in Table I. For the case of the 
CHF3/CF4/Ar chemistry, the polymer thickness (after etching) was found to be 66 A 
with a composition of 49.9 9c C, 32.6 % F, 10.5 % O, and 7.0 % Si. After the ECR 
clean, the thickness was reduced to 28 A with a composition of 22.3 % C, 1.7 % F, 
46.1 % O, and 30.0 % Si. As in the REE case, the film was converted from a polymer 
to oxide by the ECR oxygen exposure. After an HF etch, there appeared to be no film 
left (<5 A) on the silicon surface. These XPS results are summarized in Table Ha, b. 
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and c. For the CHF^Ar chemistry in the MERIE system, the thicknesses were 89 A 
after etch, 40 A after clean, and less than 5 A after HF etch. For the CHF3/O2 
chemistry, the film thickness was 59A after etch, 20 A after oxygen clean, and less 
than 5 A after an HF etch. 

For the oxide etch system, the gas chemistry of CHF3/CF4/Ar was used with 
the process parameters listed in Table 1. After etching, the fluorocarbon layer had a 
thickness of 52 A. After the ECR clean, the thickness was found to be 27 A. After the 
HF etch, there was no detectable film left on the silicon surface. 

For the first HD system (HD I), with the gas chemistry of C2F6, the polymer 
layer after etching had a thickness of 43 A and composition of 36.9 % C, 8.6 % F, 
29.8 % O, and 24.7 % Si. After the samples were subjected to the ECR cleaning, the 
thickness layer was reduced to 35 A and its composition was 20.5 % C, 0.7 %F, 47.1 
% O, and 31.7 % Si. After an HF etch, the film thickness was under 5 A. These XPS 
results are summarized in Table Ila, b, and c. For the same system but using a 
CHF3/CO chemistry, the polymer layer thickness after etching was 37 A. After the 
ECR cleaning, the thickness was reduced to 23 A. With a subsequent HF etch, the film 
thickness was reduced to under 5 A. 

For the second HD system (HD II), a gas chemistry of CHFyCF^Ar was used 
and the process conditions are listed in Table I. The polymer layer resulting from the 
etching had a thickness of 75 A with a composition of 52.3 % C, 29.8 % F, 12.3 % O, 
and 5.6 % Si. After the ECR cleaning, the thickness was reduced to 26 A and its 
composition was 22.5 % C, 0.7̂ % F, 45.8 % O, and 31.1 % Si. After the HF etching, 
the film thickness was under 5 A. The XPS results are summarized in Table Ha, b, and 

Table I. Process Conditions for the Different Etch Systems and Gas Chemistries. 

RIE System 
MERIE System 

Oxide Etch 

j High Density 1 

High Density 11 

Gas Chemistry 
(seem) 
CHF3 50 
CHF3 100 
02 3 
CHF3 26 
Ar 79 
CHF3 121 
CF4 24 
Ar 121 
CHF3 22 
CF4 22 
Ar 300 
C2F6 30 
CHF3/CO 90 
CHF3 20 
CF4 20 
Ar 150 

Power 
(Watts) 
1000 
550 

400 

1250 

500 

1500 
500 
1300 

Pressure 
(mTorr) 
50 
100 

75 

200 

300 

30 
20 
325 

B-field 1 
(Gauss) 

80 

0 

20 
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Table Ila. Composition and Thickness of Films after Etching. 

RIE System 
1 MERIE System 
High Density 1 
High Density 11 

Gas Chemistrv 
CHFi 
CHFVCFVAr 
C2F6 

CHFVOVAr 

%C 
58.5 
49.9 
36.9 
52.3 

%F 
23.7 
32.6 
8.6 

29.8 

% 0 

llo 
10.5 
29.8 
12.3 j 

* S i 
4.8 
7.0 
24.7 
5.6 

Thickness 
78 A 
66A 
43 A 
75 A 

Table lib. Composition and Thickness of Films after ECR Cleaning. 

! RIE System 
i MERIE Svstem 
High Density 1 

i High Density II 

Gas Chemistrv 
"CHR 
CHFVCFVAr 
C2F6 
CHFVCFVAr 

%C 
17.1 
22.3 
20.5 
22.5 

%F 
0.1 
1.7 
0.7 
0.7 

% 0 
50.0 
46.1 
47.1 
45.8 

%Si 
32.8 
30.0 
31.7 
31.1 

Thickness 
22 A 
28 A 
35 A 
26 A 

Table lie. Composition and Thickness of Films after HF Etching 

RIE System 
MERIE System 
High Density I 
High Density II 

Gas Chemistrv 
CHF3 
CHFVCF4/Ar 
C2F6 
CHFVCFVAr 

%C 
17.0 
13.4 
12.7 
19.9 

%F 
0 

0.7 
0 

1.0 J 

%0 
33.2 
27.4 
25.1 
29.4 

^ 
%Si 
49.8 
58.5 
62.1 
49.7 

Thickness 
<5 A 
< 5 A 
< 5 A 
<5 A 

Schottky Barrier Current-Voltage Characteristics- Schottky barriers were 
fabricated on samples from each set after etching, after ECR cleaning, and after HF 
etching to monitor the contact resistance of the wafers' surfaces. In each case, the 
etched samples had the highest resistivity compared to their respective cleaned 
samples. In addition, the HF etched samples had even lower resistivities than the ECR 
cleaned samples and in some cases the resistivity was comparable to the respective 
control. Here we define a control to be an unprocessed wafer from the same lot. 

In Figure 2, the forward currents of diodes fabricated on the etched, ECR 
cleaned, and HF etched samples are displayed for the RIE CHF3 case. Here we show 
that the lowest current (highest resistance) belongs to the etched sample followed by 
the ECR cleaned sample. The sample which received an HF etch after the ECR 
cleaning showed the best I-V characteristics compared to the control. To correlate to 
film thickness, we note that the etched sample had the thickest film (78 A) and highest 
resistance followed by the ECR cleaned sample (28 A) and the HF etched sample (>5 
A). 

In Figure 3, we see that the MERIE CHFyCFVAr case shows the same trend as 
the RIE case where the etched sample shows the highest resistance followed by the 
ECR cleaned sample. This is also true for the MERIE CHF.VAr and CHF3/O2 cases as 
well. In general, we saw an improvement in contact resistance after our ECR oxygen 
clean for each case that we evaluated. 

Based on these experimental results and previous models presented by this 
group,6*7 we propose the following model of our ECR oxygen cleaned films. During 
silicon dioxide etching, specifically after end-point, a fiuorocarbon residue forms on 
the silicon substrate as seen in Fig. 4a. This film acts as a protective layer increasing 
selectivity between Si02 and Si and can range in thickness from 30 to 120 A.? When 
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these films are subjected to an ECR oxygen plasma, the composition changes from a 
fluorocarbon-rich film to an oxide layer and the thickness is decreased. This is due to 
the oxygen from the plasma reacting with the carbon in the film creating molecules of 
volatile CO* and thereby reducing the total film thickness as seen in this study. In 
addition, the oxygen also bonds with the silicon within the film and at the surface of 
the substrate. All of this results in the picture seen in Fig. 4b. As seen in Fig. 4a and 
Fig. 4b, the Si02 etching damaged the silicon substrate leaving a heavily damaged 
silicon surface having many distorted Si bonds and a more lightly damaged region 
having only line and point defects. In the ECR oxygen treatment, some of the heavily 
damaged Si may have been oxidized. Finally, when the ECR plasma treated sample is 
subjected to an HF etch, the oxide formed during the plasma is removed leaving behind 
less than 10 A of an impurity laden film. Based on previous studies, we believe that 
this remaining film is composed mainly of C-Si bonding.3 As seen in Fig. 4c, the 
heavy damaged and light damaged Si layers remain under this film. 

Comparison of ECR Oxygen Cleaning to UV-Ozone Cleaning- UV-ozone 
cleans were performed on wafers that saw the same etch conditions as some of those 
that were cleaned using the ECR oxygen plasma. The UV-ozone cleaning conditions 
were 1 slpm of O2 for twenty minutes in a PR-100 UV-ozone Photoreactor system. In 
all cases, the ECR clean performed better than the UV-ozone clean. This was 
determined from thickness measurements and I-V characteristics performed on the 
cleaned samples. For example, when the total thickness of the etched sample was 75 
A, the UV-ozone cleaned sample had a thickness of 43 A whereas the ECR cleaned 
sample had a thickness of 24 A. Figure 5 shows the I-V curves for both an ECR 
cleaned sample and a UV-ozone cleaned sample along with the etched sample and 
control for the oxide etch (OE) CHF^/CFt/Ar case. Here the ECR cleaned sample 
shows a higher current than the UV-ozone cleaned sample. In addition, an HF etch did 
not affect the I-V curve of the UV-ozone treated sample but did reduce the resistance 
of the ECR treated sample. This suggests that the UV-ozone treatment was not 
successful in completely oxidizing the polymer whereas our ECR plasma treatment 
was successful. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have reported that our ECR oxygen plasma has successfully removed 
fluorocarbon films that form on Si during S1O2 etching. These polymers that ranged in 
thickness from 30 to 80 A and differed in composition depending on the etch tool and 
chemistry were removed by our oxygen plasma leaving behind a thinner oxide layer 
created during our ECR process. This oxide can be removed by a wet HF etch. In 
comparison to an UV-ozone treatment, the ECR oxygen plasma performed 
substantially better than the UV-ozone treatment in removing the polymer from the Si 
surface. 
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Figure 1(b). XPS results for the ECR oxygen cleaned sample from the RIE reactor 
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Figure 2. I-V curves for (a) an etched sample, (b) a control sample, (c) an etched and 
oxygen cleaned sample, (d) an etched, oxygen cleaned and HF etched sample for the 
REB CHF3 case. 
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Figure 3. I-V curves for (a) an etched sample, (b) a control sample, (c) an etched and 
oxygen cleaned sample, (d) an etched, oxygen cleaned and HF etched sample for the 
MERIE CHFyCFVAr case. ' 
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Figure 4. A model of the silicon substrate after (a) etching, (b) etching and ECR 
oxygen cleaning, and (c) etching, ECR cleaning and subsequent HF etching. 
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ABSTRACT 

The development of surface roughness and subsurface defects during H-
plasma exposure of Si (100) surfaces was investigated. The H-plasma was 
characterized with residual gas analysis (RGA) and a double Langmuir 
probe (DLP). RGA data was used to detect the etch products of the H-
plasma and Si (100) surface interaction. The data indicates that the silane 
fragment SiH2 decreases in signal intensity with increased sample 
temperature. The DLP data indicates that in the region above the Si surface 
the plasma density is ~ 2.5xl08 cm-3. The Si surface is characterized with 
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and cross-sectional transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM). AFM data indicates that surface roughness is greater 
for samples processed at lower process temperatures. TEM micrographs 
indicate that the surface is (i) rough for 60 min and (ii) smooth for 1 min H-
plasma exposures. The subsurface region is characterized with TEM and 
Raman spectroscopy. TEM micrographs indicate subsurface defects for 
150°C, 60 min H-plasma exposures. The 450°C, 60 min H-plasma 
exposures lead to TEM micrographs with no observable subsurface defects. 
The Raman data indicates Si-H bonding at ~ 2100 cm"1 for 150°C, 60 min 
H-plasma processing. In contrast, 450°C, 1 min H-plasma exposures result 
in no detectable Si-H signal in the Raman spectra. 

INTRODUCTION 

H-plasma cleaning of Si (100) surfaces has been shown to be an effective in situ 
process for removal of carbon and oxygen after an ex situ wet cleaning step (1). Some of 
the aspects of H-plasma cleaning are (i) control of surface structure (lxl, 3x1, or 2x1) due 
to H induced reconstructions (2), and (ii) chemical passivation of the surface (3). For a 
short duration H-plasma exposure (< 2.0 min), the above two aspects depend on the 
process pressure and substrate temperature (Ts). In this study we extend the substrate 
temperature range, and the results presented here indicate that surface roughness and 
subsurface defect formation also depend on the exposure time and substrate temperature. 

Previously Johnson et. al. (4) have shown that hydrogenation of n-type Si (100) 
for 60 min at 150°C results in the formation of {111} microcracks or H-stabilized platelets 
within 0.1 |im of the exposed surface. Furthermore, the hydrogenation of n-type Si (100) 
proceeds due to H-diffusion, and the defects are not related to plasma or radiation damage 
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(4). By applying the H-plasma in a remote mode, the concentration of ions reaching the 
surface is minimized. Thus, it is the stable neutral atomic species (i.e. atomic H) that react 
at the surface. 

In this study plasma, surface, and subsurface characterizations are used to 
determine process conditions which reduce surface roughness and subsurface defects A 
discussion of the etching process and the relationship between subsurface H and 
subsurface defects is included. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The samples used in this study were 25 mm diameter phosphorous doped Si (100) 
wafers with a resistivity of 0.8-1.2 Q.-cm and thickness of 20 mils. The ex situ surface 
preparation consisted of a 5.0 min uv-ozone exposure followed by a spin etch in 
l:l:10::HF:H2O:ethanol (5). Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) measurements 
indicate that the surface symmetry is lxl after the ex situ clean (2). The wafers were then 
exposed to a rf (13.56 MHz) excited hydrogen discharge. The excitation source was 
formed by a 12 turn coil around a 25.4 mm quartz tube. The samples were placed 40 cm 
downstream from the center of the excitation volume. In this setup the samples were 
remote from the plasma glow with the exception of some diffuse light around the sample at 
low pressures (< 20 mTorr). The process pressure was established by turbomolecular 
pumping and a throttle valve interconnected with a pressure transducer. Sample heating 
was accomplished by a tungsten coil ~ 4 mm from the backside of the wafer. The 
temperature was measured by a thermocouple placed directly behind the center of the 
sample. The H-plasma system is shown schematically in ref. 2. 

Real-time in situ identification of the gas phase species was achieved by residual 
gas analysis (RGA). The RGA operated in the Faraday Cup mode and was positioned 
between the throttle valve and the turbo pump. The charged species in the plasma were 
monitored with a double Langmuir probe (DLP). The probe is comprised of cylindrically 
symmetric double sleeved AI2O3 around 0.5 mm diameter tungsten wire. The I-V 
characteristics collected with the DLP were obtained from the sample surface region. This 
information is used to calculate the electron temperature and plasma density. 

Surface characterization included atomic force microscopy (AFM) and cross-
sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The AFM was used to study surface 
topography following the processing. 

The subsurface region was characterized with cross-sectional TEM and Raman 
spectroscopy. TEM specimens were prepared using conventional techniques including 
mechanical thinning and Ar-ion milling. TEM micrographs were recorded at 200 or 300 
keV. The Raman scattering was excited with 200 mWatts of 514.5 nm Ar+ laser radiation 
focused to a 100 |im x 3 mm spot. The spectra were obtained with an instrument 
resolution of ~ 4 cm-1 and a step size of 2 cm-1. 

RESULTS 

Silane fragmentation patterns were identified with the RGA (6). The largest peak in 
the silane fragmentation pattern is the 30 amu peak (SiH2). The SiH2 signal intensity was 
tracked as a function of substrate temperature, bias, and process pressure. Fig.l represents 
the substrate temperature influence on the concentration of gas phase SiH2. The data 
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indicates that the SiH2 is a maximum at ~100°C and decreases with an increase in substrate 
temperature. In contrast to the pronounced thermal dependence, the SiH2 peak does not 
vary significandy with substrate bias (±25 V) or process pressure (10 - 200 mTorr). 

The determination of the electron temperature (xe) and plasma density (no) from the 
DLP data followed the method outlined in ref. 7. For H-plasma conditions of 20 Watts and 
15 mTorr, Te ~ 4 eV and no is estimated from the expression 

C=|n0ef^A [1] 

where I*at is the ion saturation current, e is the electronic charge, A is the exposed area of 
the probe, and m{ is the ion mass. Using Eqn. [1], the plasma density near the surface is 
~ 2.5x10s cm-3. The flux to the surface can be calculated from the form 

[H+] = ̂  [2] 

where (v:) = J is the thermal average ion speed. From Eqn. [2] and assuming i -
Y 7tm{ 

0.043 eV (500 K), the H+ flux to the Si surface is ~ 2.4xl013 cm"2 sec1 . The DLP data 
can also be used to estimate the dissociation coefficient (%) for molecular hydrogen. The 
details of the calculation are in ref. (8). Using the value of %, the atomic H flux can be 
estimated. The resulting expression is 

[H] = 2.1xl018cm~2sec"1«x«P(mTorr) [3] 

where P(mTorr) is the process pressure in units of mTorr. For H-plasma conditions of 20 
Watts and 15 mTorr, % = 0.45 and the H flux to the Si surface is ~ 1.4xl019 cm"2 sec"1. 

AFM images can be divided into two temperature regions for H-plasma processing 
at 15 mTorr: (i) low temperatures (< 200°C) resulting in a root mean square (rms) 
roughness of > 15 A and (ii) higher temperatures (> 450°C) resulting in an rms roughness 
of < 5 A. A summary of the thermal and temporal trends of the rms roughness, determined 
from the AFM images, is displayed in Fig. 2. The temporal dependence does not exhibit 
an obvious trend. In contrast, the temperature dependence indicates that lower 
temperatures result in greater rms roughness values. 

Extended defects with an associated strain field are evident in two-beam and n-beam 
systematic images which are recorded under bright-field, dark-field or dark-field weak-
beam diffracting conditions. In the cross-sectional bright-field image (Fig. 3a), these 
defects are observed below the Si (100) surface after 150°C, 60 min H-plasma exposure. 
Defects denoted as a - type images in Fig. 3a are essentially closer to the surface (i.e. within 
10 nm), whereas defects denoted as b - and c - type images lie as deep as 200 nm and 300 
nm, respectively, from the silicon (100) surface. These defects have an image size which 
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increases typically from ~ 1 nm (i.e. a - type images) to ~ 70nm (i.e. c - type images). The 
number density, Nd, of extended defect images per unit area was > 10^ cm-2 from plan 
view micrographs not included here (12). Based on the trace analysis method, the habit 
plane of b - type images is one of inclined {111 }'s and the habit plane of c - type images is 
one of edge-on {111 }'s. In Fig. 3b for the 450°C, 60 min H-plasma exposure, these 
image features are not observed. 

Fig. 4a and 4b are the dark-field weak-beam electron micrographs of the Si (100) 
substrate after the 450°C, 1 min H-plasma exposure in cross-sectional mode and plan-view 
mode, respectively. No obvious contrast feature from a strain center due to the defect is 
observed. According to ref. 12, when the defect structure in Fig. 3a is imaged in plan-
view such that the H-exposed Si (100) is at the electron entrance surface of the specimen, b 
- and c - type images give rise to loop-like contrast features whereas a - type images 
typically appear as spots. If the same specimen area is imaged in two-beam, dark-field 
diffracting conditions at or near the Bragg condition (i.e. s„ ~ 0), then the loop-like 
features corresponding to b - type images and the spot-like features corresponding to a -
type images typically exhibit black/white lobe contrast. The black/white contrast is 
enhanced at regions of the image where sg < 0, as is expected for extended defects which 
are located near the electron entrance surface of the specimen. Even in the two-beam, dark-
field image where s« < 0, defect contrast was not observed in the specimen after the 450°C, 
1 min H-exposure. 

Raman spectroscopy data indicating subsurface H in Si (100) has been previously 
published (2,4). The Raman spectroscopy data in Fig. 5a is representative of the Si (100) 
samples exposed to 150°C, 60 min H-plasma conditions. The spectra indicates a dominant 
signal at ~ 1470 cm-1 due to the three phonon overtone of the optical phonon branch (4). 
Fig. 5b is representative of samples receiving the 450°C, 60 min H-plasma exposure. 
Comparing the spectra in Figs. 5 a and b, the spectra for 150°C, 60 min H-plasma 
exposure indicates an additional feature at ~ 2100 cm-1. This additional feature is 
associated with Si-H bonding in the Si crystal (4). For samples processed for 450°C, 60 
min H-plasma conditions, the Raman spectra is similar to unprocessed samples, i.e. no Si-
H features (2,4). Following the calculation of the N.M. Johnson, et. al. (4), the H 
concentration contained in the near surface region can be estimated. Equating the ratios of 
intensities at 520 cm-1 (not displayed here) and 2100 cm-1 to the respective ratios of 
concentrations, and using the Si atomic density, 5.0x1022 cm-3, the near surface H 
concentration is ~ 5xl019 cnr3. 

DISCUSSION 

The dose of ions and atomic H that the H-plasma processed samples received can 
be determined from the calculated fluxes. For the 60 min H-plasma exposures, the ion 
dose is ~ 8.75xl016 cm-2 and the atomic H dose is ~ 5.02xl022 cm-2. In other words, the 
ion dose is ~ 106 times lower than the atomic H dose. The dose ratio is the same for the 2 
min exposures. Given the large dose differential in the same plasma environment, it is 
reasonable to assume that the surface roughness and subsurface defects are largely due to 
atomic H reacting with the Si and not due to the ions. 

The atomic H interacts with the Si surface at low temperatures (< 350°C) to form 
SiHx species on the surface which can result in etch products (9). Etch products are 
indicated by the observed fragmentation of silane in the RGA spectra. The temperature 
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dependence of the RGA data displayed in Fig. 1 indicates that etching of the Si (100) by the 
H-plasma is enhanced at low temperature. The summary of the AFM data displayed in Fig. 
2 indicates that the rms roughness is increased at low temperature. Combining these 
results, the surface etching by the H-plasma results in rough surface topography. 

This prompts the question as to why the etching is increased at lower temperature. 
Previous calculations of the temperature dependence of the surface H coverage indicates 
that the atomic H surface concentration decreases with increasing surface temperature 
(8,11). Hence, the fact that the etching and roughness are increased at low temperature is 
related to the higher surface H concentration. At higher temperature, atomic H recombines 
on the Si (100) surface to form stable H2 desorption products thus decreasing the surface H 
concentration (9). The increased H concentration at low temperature produces bond strain 
between surface Si-H2 units (10). This bond strain weakens the Si-Si backbonds and 
makes them susceptible to etching by the atomic H (10). Therefore, surface etching is 
increased at low temperature due to the increase in atomic H coverage leading to weakening 
of the Si-Si backbond. 

During the 150°C, 60 min H-plasma exposure, the atomic H diffuses into the 
subsurface region of the Si sample (4). Following exposure to 150°C, 60 min H-plasma 
conditions, the Raman spectra indicates subsurface Si-H bonding (Fig. 5a) and the cross-
sectional TEM indicates subsurface defects (Fig. 3a). Increasing the processing 
temperature to 450°C results in Raman spectra with no indication of Si-H bonding ( Fig. 
5b) and no observable subsurface defects in the TEM (Fig. 3b). The Raman and TEM data 
collectively suggest that (i) the subsurface H concentration is related to the subsurface 
defects and (ii) the concentrations of subsurface H and subsurface defects are temperature 
dependent Since atomic H is not implanted into the Si (100), it is reasonable to associate 
the depth of subsurface defects with the diffusion of subsurface H. The depth of diffusion 
of atomic H can be estimated based on an effective diffusion coefficient for 150°C of Dcff « 
1.8xlO"13 cm2 sec-1 (13). Hence, the calculated depth for 60 min is ~ 254 nm. The depth 
of the defects observed in the TEM micrographs is < 300 nm. The close agreement 
between the diffusion depth of atomic H and the depth of defects suggests that the defects 
are related to the subsurface atomic H. The temperature dependence of the subsurface H 
and subsurface defects can also be explained in terms of atomic H diffusion. At higher 
temperatures, two changes influencing atomic H diffusion occur. First, the surface 
concentration of atomic H is reduced (11) so the concentration available for diffusion into 
the sample is decreased. Second, the effective diffusivity of atomic H is increased so H 
can migrate rapidly and not build up in the subsurface region. Therefore, higher 
temperature (450°C) H-plasma processing results in a reduced subsurface H concentration 
and, hence, no subsurface defects. 

CONCLUSIONS 

To summarize, the RGA spectra indicates that surface etching of Si (100) by plasma 
excited H decreases with increased substrate temperature. AFM images indicate that 
surface roughening is decreased for samples exposed to the H-plasma at increased 
temperature. The TEM data indicates that surface roughness is decreased for H-plasma 
conditions of 450°C. The TEM data also indicates that the subsurface defect density is 
reduced for 450°C, as opposed to 150°C, 60 min H-plasma processing. The TEM and 
Raman data suggest that the subsurface defects are related to the subsurface hydrogen 
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concentration. Furthermore, the reduction of subsurface defects is achieved by H-plasma 
processing at higher temperature (450°C). 
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Fig. 1 Temperature dependence of the 30 amu signal from residual gas analysis spectra 
collected during H-plasma processing. 
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Fig. 2 Summary of the temperature and exposure time dependence of the rms surface 
roughness, calculated from AFM images, following H-plasma exposure. 
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Fig. 3 TEM cross-sectional mode: bright-field images of Si (001) after 60 min H-plasma 
exposures at (a) 150°C, where three image features are identified: a - type, b - type, and c -
type images, and (b) 450°C, where the a -, b - or c - type image features are not observed. 
Both micrographs, (a) and (b), have the same scale as indicated in (a). 
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Fig 4 Si (001) after a 1 min H-plasma exposure at 450°C. In (a), cross-sectional mode: 
dark-field weak-beam image at g, 3g, s3g ~ 0 with g = [004]. In (b), plan-view mode: 
weak-beam dark-field image at g, 3g, s3g ~ 0 with g = [ 2 2 0 ]. No obvious contrast 
feature from a strain center due to the defect was observed. 
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Fig. 5 Raman spectra collected from Si (100) following H-plasma exposure for 60 min at 
(a) 150°C and (b) 450°C. The feature at ~ 2100 cm"1 is related to Si-H bonding in a Si 
crystal. 
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ABSTRACT 

We have demonstrated that high-efficiency in situ chamber cleaning with the 
short gas residence time is available for Si02 RIE chambers by using NF3 plasma. The 
plasma of NF3 gas, which has a low bond energy, can generate high density ions and 
radicals with low kinetic energy. The cleaning efficiency of several halogenated-gas 
plasmas have been evaluated based on extracted-plasma-parameter analysis. In this 
analysis important plasma parameters, such as ion energy and ion flux density, could be 
extracted through a simple rf waveform measurement at the excitation electrode. The 
accuracy of this technique has been confirmed with a newly developed rf-plasma direct 
probing method and the ion current measurements. 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to establish fluctuation-free processing for future ULSI fabrication, it 
is a necessity to make the processing chamber conditions always identical at the start 
of each processing[l]. To this end, the condition of the chamber inner surface must be 
absolutely clean, or must be stabilized with a deposition layer. The technique of 
intentionally forming a film on the chamber walls, a pre-deposition layer, guarantees 
near-identical conditions for subsequent processing. However, such a technique has 
many problems. The biggest problem is that of particle generation, which is the leading 
cause of decreasing device yield at present. Therefore in order to keep the chamber inner 
surface free from sub-products, the establishment of high-efficiency in situ chamber 
cleaning technology is desired. 

In order to establish high accuracy pattern etching with high etch rate and 
selectivity, a new etching technique is proposed[2], which is characterized by a high gas 
flow rate and a high pumping rate. In this technique, a high etch rate for crystalline 
silicon has been obtained. The reason for increased etch rate is that the high gas flow 
rate supplies a sufficient reactant gas and the high pumping rate enables the effective 
evacuation of reaction products[2-4]. Then it is expected that the effective evacuation 
can suppress sub-products deposition onto chamber walls and internal fixtures, and that 
the high-gas-flow-rate technique can enhance the removal of the deposited materials. 

The purpose of this paper is to present high-efficiency in situ chamber inner 
surface cleaning technology, which enables us to ideally initialize the chamber 
conditions after each process run. Firstly we describe a convenient plasma-evaluation 
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technique, which is called extracted-plasma-parameter analysis [5-7], for estimating the 
cleaning efficiency of several halogenated specialty gases. In this analysis the two 
important plasma parameters, ion energy and ion flux density, could be extracted 
through very simple rf waveform measurements at the excitation electrode. This 
technique also enables us to in situ monitor the plasma parameters without inducing any 
contaminations and external disturbances to the plasma. And based on the results of this 
analysis, the high-ion-density and low-ion-bombardment-energy plasma has been 
created. The accuracy of the technique has been confirmed with a newly developed rf-
plasma direct probing method[8,9] and the ion current measurements. We also 
demonstrated that in situ chamber cleaning under a high gas flow rate and a high 
pumping rate enhances the removal of sub-products adhering on the inner surface of 
reactive ion etching (RIE) chambers used for Si02 etching. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Experiments were performed using a parallel-plate capacitively-coupled RIE 
equipment having 13.56MHz rf excitation. The electrodes and the chamber were made 
of stainless steel with mirror-polished surfaces to minimize outgassing. A high-voltage 
probe (Tektronix P6015) was attached directly to the backside of the plasma excitation 
electrode in order to minimize the stray impedance effects, which allows for the input 
voltage waveform Vrf(t) to be read on an oscilloscope. And plasma parameters were 
extracted as in the following[5,6]. The instantaneous voltage of the plasma excitation 
electrode is expressed by 

V> = ^ri t fwO+K* • ( **< 0 )• (1) 
Here, Vrfo is the amplitude of the rf waveform, GO is the angular rf driving frequency, 
and Vdc is the self-bias voltage of the powered electrode. And the time-averaged 
plasma potential Vp was estimated by using the well known equation[10,ll] in this 
experiment, 

Vp = ^*Y± , ( KA< 0 ). (2) 

The ion energy (Eion) bombarding the substrate surface was defined as a difference 
between the time-averaged plasma potential and the self-bias voltage of the substrate 
electrode: 

Kn = V,~V* > < ^ ° >• (3) 
In addition a new parameter called Flux Parameter is introduced as a measure of ion 
density, 

p 
Flux Parameter = — (4) 

pp 

where P is the rf input power and Vpp = 2Vrfo. Since P/Vpp has a dimension of current 
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and relates to the plasma density, the parameter can be taken as a measure of ion flux 
density incident on the substrate surface[7,12]. By use of these plasma-parameters, we 
have estimated the cleaning efficiency of several halogenated specialty gases. And the 
accuracy of the analysis has been confirmed with a newly developed rf-plasma direct 
probing method[8,9] and the ion current measurements. Moreover the rf-excited plasma 
potential Vp(t) has been measured directly by the probe. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Firstly we will describe how dramatic changes can occur when sub-products are 
deposited on an inner surface. Figure 1 shows the relationship between the reactor 
surface condition and the SiH4 decomposition rate[13,14]. Only this experiment was 
carried out in an 1" electropolished SUS316L tubes, whose internal surface has a 
composition of about 65% Cr203 by 02 passivation of the original stainless surface[15]. 
This figure shows the effect of poly-silicon deposition degree on the unreacted silane 
fraction as a function of gas residence time, i.e. the mean time a gas remains in the tube, 
at 0.01% SiH^Ar at 400°C. Initially, the decomposition rate was slow on the bare 
reactor surface without any silicon deposition. After the first poly-silicon deposition by 
flowing a pure SiH4 gas at 450°C for 30 minutes, the decomposition rate doubled. And 
we have found that the thermal decomposition rate stabilized after four cycles (a total 
deposition rate was 2.5 hours), where the inner surface of the tube was totally covered 
by a poly-silicon layer. In other words, with a change in the surface condition a 
fluctuation in processing occurs. In order to avoid this type of fluctuation, the condition 
of the inner surface must be absolutely clean, or must be stabilized with a deposition 
layer. However, the technique of intentionally forming a film on the inner surface is by 
no means acceptable for high quality processing, because particle generation is quite 
crucial. Therefore the establishment of high-efficiency in situ chamber cleaning 
technology is quite essential in order to maintain the process reproducibility. 

Figure 2 shows the relationship between plasma parameters and the bond energy 
for five specialty gases. These plasma parameters have been extracted, as we have 
indicated before. It can be clearly seen from this figure that the lower the bond energy 
of a gas is, the lower its ion bombardment energy and the higher its ion flux density. 
However, the time-averaged plasma potential does not appear to depend on the bond 
energy. These results lead to the conclusion that the optimal gas for in situ chamber 
cleaning is halogenated gas with low bond energy, which can generate high density ions 
and radicals with low kinetic energy. 

We have evaluated the etch rate of a mixture of the photoresist TSMR-8900 and 
an OCD silica solution coated onto a silicon wafer in order to simulate the sub-products 
adhering on the inner surface of RIE chambers used for Si02 etching. The Si02 RIE 
process is believed to be the major cause of yield loss due to process induced particles. 
Figure 3 shows the etch rate of chamber deposited materials by using NF3(a), CCl4(b) 
and HBr(c) plasmas as a function of bombarding ion energy and ion flux density, where 
the gas flow rate was 50sccm. We have seen that the etch rate of deposited material is 
in general the greatest when fluorinated gases with low bond energy are used, while 
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chlorinated gases and bromium gases etch it only slowly. It is also seen from Figure 3(a) 
that a large etch rate is obtained even for smaller ion bombardment energies when the 
ion flux parameter is high. 

Figure 4 shows the etch rate of deposited materials and the gas residence time 
as a function of NF3 gas flow rate at a constant pressure of lOmTorr. The rf input power 
was maintained at 150W, then the ion bombardment energy was also a constant value 
of 320eV. The increase in the flow rate resulted in a dramatic increase in the etch rate. 
The reason for increased etch rate is that the reduction of gas residence time would 
provide a dramatic increase in the etching spices and the effective evacuation of reaction 
products. Then it is confirmed that in situ chamber cleaning with a high flow rate and 
a high pumping rate can enhance the removal of the sub-products adhering on chamber 
walls and internal fixtures. 

Figure 5(a) shows the photograph of a grounded electrode after Si02 etching by 
CF4/H2 plasma for 10 hours, where the total pressure was 45mTorr and the flow rate of 
CF4 and H2 were 15 and lOsccm, respectively. The grounded electrode has been 
discolored into brown by adhered sub-products. Figure 5(b) shows the electrode after 
in situ chamber cleaning by NF3 plasma for 30 minutes. It is clearly seen that the sub-
products have been completely cleared away from the electrode. The cleaning conditions 
were the rf input power of 300W, NF3 gas flow rate of 50sccm, and the pressure of 
lOOmTorr. It is confirmed that high-efficiency in situ chamber cleaning is available for 
Si02 RIE chambers by using NF3 plasma. 

Figure 6 shows the waveforms of the plasma potential Vp(t) and the excitation 
electrode voltage Vrf(t) at 60mTorr in argon, where the rf input-power is 90W. By use 
of a newly-developed rf-plasma direct probing method, the relationship between the 
plasma potential and the rf electrode voltage has been clarified. The important point to 
note is the distortion of the plasma potential. In general, it has been considered that the 
waveform of the plasma potential is sinusoidal for the simplified capacitive model of the 
sheath[10]. Therefore the distortion of the measured waveform seems to be induced by 
the increased direct current (i.e. the positive ion current and the electron current) flowing 
through the sheath, which is not small compared to the displacement current for the 
resistive model of the sheath. 

Figure 7 compares the rf input-power dependence of the time-averaged plasma 
potentials obtained by two different methods. One is measured by a newly developed 
rf Langmuir probe with the high impedance between the probe and ground, and the other 
is estimated from the voltage waveform of the plasma excitation electrode by use of 
Eq.(2). As can be seen in the figure, estimated values from voltage waveforms are in 
good agreement with those which are accurately measured by the new rf Langmuir 
probe. Then it is confirmed that the time-averaged plasma potential could be estimated 
through a simple rf waveform measurement. 

Figure 8 shows the relationship between the flux parameter calculated by using 
Eq.(4) and the ion current fed into the rf electrode for NF3, CC14 and Ar. The ion current 
was determined by measuring the saturated current while the dc voltage of the electrode 
was continuously changed to the side of negative bias. The ion current is almost 
proportional to the flux parameter. Therefore, by use of this new parameter we can 
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estimate the ion flux density. However, the straight line drawn in the graph does not 
pass through the origin. If the flux parameter indicates the ion flux density, the line 
would indeed pass through the origin. The precision with which Vpp are measured in 
this work is adequate to eliminate measurement uncertainty as the reason for the nonzero 
intercept in Fig. 8. The most likely explanation for the failure of the line to pass through 
the origin is that the rf input power measured at the rf generator includes not only the 
power-loss in the plasma but also that of a matching network and parasitic resistance. 
The flux parameter, however, could be used as a measure of ion flux density. Then the 
accuracy of extracted-plasma-parameter analysis has been confirmed. 

CONCLUSION 

We have demonstrated that high-efficiency in situ chamber cleaning with the 
short gas residence time is available for Si02 RIE chambers by using the plasma of NF3 

gas which has a low bond energy. And the accuracy of extracted-plasma-parameter 
analysis has been verified by the accurate characterization of rf-generated plasma by a 
new probe measurement technique, and by the ion current measurements. Moreover the 
rf-excited plasma potential has been measured directly by the probing method, which 
has clarified the relationship between the plasma potential and the rf electrode voltage. 
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Initial Evaluation 

Figure 1 The thermal decomposition 
characteristics of SiH4 with the surface 
condition transition. 
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Figure 2 The relationship between bond energy and estimated plasma 
parameters, such as ion bombardment energy(Eion), the flux parameter 
and the time-averaged plasma potential(Vp). 
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Figure 3 The etch rate of a mixture of 
photoresist and an OCD silica solution 
modeled sub-products of etching chamber 
for NF3(a), CCl4(b) and HBr(c). 
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Figure 5 The photographs 
etching for 10 hours(a), and 
plasma for 30 minutes(b). 
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Figure 7 The rf input-power 
dependence of the time-averaged 
plasma potential which is measured 
by a newly developed rf Langmuir 
probe and estimated from the voltage 
waveform of the plasma excitation 
electrode. 

Figure 8 The relationship 
between the flux parameter and 
the ion current. 
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ABSTRACT 

Selective etching of native oxide in the presence of thermal and deposited 
oxides is studied in a low pressure-single wafer reactor using azeotropic 
HF/H20, H20, azeotropic HC1/H20, and anhydrous HF + IPA. The 
oxide etch rate and the time required to initiate the etch is sensitive to the 
type of reactants introduced into the etch chamber. This initiation time, or 
"delay time," has a significant influence on etch selectivity. SIMS 
encapsulation studies were performed to determine surface contamination 
levels associated with the gas and vapor phase cleans. 

INTRODUCTION 

The selective removal of a native or chemical oxide from a Si surface is required 
for many applications involving the manufacture of VLSI devices. A successful 
selective etch process must have the capability of removing native oxides in the presence 
of thermal, deposited, or doped oxides. Selectivity issues are important for the 
following applications illustrated in Fig. 1: 1) Pre-Gate Oxidation, 2) Pre-Tungsten 
silicide, 3) Pre-Poly, and 4) Pre-Nitride Cleans (1). Another important application not 
shown here is the removal of native oxide in a contact opening prior to metal deposition. 
In all of the above applications, the native oxide must be selectively removed from a Si 
surface in the presence of thermal or CVD oxides. Currently alternatives for native 
oxide removal include aqueous chemical cleaning, rapid thermal cleaning, plasma 
cleaning, and gas and vapor phase cleaning. A comparison of methods is presented in 
Table I (2). Using aqueous chemistries, the minimum native oxide thickness is obtained 
using an "HF Last" clean followed by a DI rinse. This type of processing has been 
associated with a particle deposition problem due to the reactivity of the Si surface. Wet 
cleaning can also result in poor selectivity since all types of oxides begin to etch upon 
immersion in a wet bath. Rapid thermal cleaning at high temperatures in hydrogen is 
capable of removing native oxide through the desorption of SiO. However, non
uniform removal of the oxide film can cause surface pitting and sidewall undercutting. 
Carbon contamination on the wafer surface is likely to form carbides that can affect the 
integrity of a subsequent process. Plasma cleaning can cause surface damage due to ion 
bombardment and charging affects. It is also associated with contamination of the 
wafer surface. Vapor HF methods can alleviate many of the contamination and damage 
issues listed above, but may be limited by the presence of surface residues and poor 
selectivity. This is especially true when removing native oxide in the presence of doped 
oxides. 
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In this report, we examine the dependence oxide etch selectivity on the chemistry 
of the reactants during HF vapor processing. The reactants include combinations of 
azeotropic HF/H2O, azeotropic HCI/H2O, H2O, IPA, and anhydrous HF. Previous 
workers have studied the affects of wafer temperature (3,4,5), processing pressure (6), 
and reactant moisture content (7). Using an azeotropic HF/H26 source to produce the 
reactant vapor, Wong et al. (3) determined that the etch selectivity of PSG to thermal 
oxide could be increased from 18:1 to at least 2,900:1 by raising the wafer temperature 
from 25°C to 50°C. Watanabe et al. (6) developed a low pressure selective etching 
technique resulting in a etch ratio of 2,000:1 between BPSG and thermal oxide. This 
allowed them to use the BPSG as a mold for 256 Mb DRAM capacitors. Miki et al. (7) 
showed that the etch selectivity was strongly dependent on the moisture levels in the 
reactor when using anhydrous HF. Lowering the moisture levels allowed the etching of 
native oxides in the presence of doped CVD oxides. In general, however, etching with 
anhydrous HF without adding a solvent such as water or alcohol can result in uneven 
etching with poor uniformity and reproducibility. This lack of control is likely a result 
of localized etching in areas of increased surface water contamination levels. 

Table I. Limitations of Cleaning Methods. 
CLEANING METHOD 
Aqueous HF 
Rapid Thermal Cleaning 
Plasma Cleaning 
Vapor HF 

PROBLEMS 
Particle Deposition, Selectivity Control 
Surface Pitting, Sidewall Undercutting 
Surface Damage, Contamination 
Residues, Selectivity Control 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Native oxide, thermal oxide, and deposited oxide films were processed on a 
single wafer-low pressure HF vapor system (8). The wafer was held in a SiC chamber 
at ambient temperature and pressures below 350 Torr. Etch selectivity data has been 
collected using gas and vapor phase mixtures of HF, H2O, HC1, and IPA. Under 
normal operations, a N2 carrier gas is used to transport azeotropic HF/H2O (38.4% 
HF), azeotropic HC1/H20 (22.8% HC1), H20, and high purity IPA vapor to the wafer 
surface. In addition, this reactor has the capability for delivering anhydrous HF without 
a carrier gas. The combinations used in this study are listed in Table II. Typically the 
HF source, either the azeotropic solution or anhydrous HF, is delivered to the chamber 
while the second source delivers either H2O or azeotropic HCI/H2O as dilutants or IPA 
as a solvent when etching with anhydrous HF. Oxide thicknesses were measured using 
film thickness reflectometry and ellipsometry. Oxide etch rates and "delay times" (the 
time required to initiate the etch reaction) were then determined. SIMS encapsulation 
experiments were performed to determine the surface contamination levels and compare 
the vapor cleans to a conventional HF strip followed by a DI water rinse. 

Table II. Reactant Source Combinations Used on Vapor Phase System. 
SOURCE #1 
Azeotropic HF/H2O 
Azeotropic HF/H2O 
Azeotropic HF/H2O 
Anhydrous HF 

SOURCE #2 
— 

H20 
Azeotropic HC1/H20 
IPA 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Etch selectivity of different thick oxides using aqueous processing is simply 
defined by the ratio of etch rates for the various materials. This definition must be 
modified when determining the vapor phase HF etch selectivity of native oxides for two 
reasons: 1) vapor phase processing leads to a significant "delay" time during which no 
etching takes place, and 2) a comparison of the selectivity of native or chemical oxides 
to thicker oxides films is difficult since native oxide etch rates are not particularly 
meaningful compared to the time required to remove the native oxide. Therefore, etch 
selectivity between native oxide and other oxides is defined simply by the amount of 
thermal or deposited oxide removed during the time required to over etch the native 
oxide by 50%. While this definition of native oxide etch selectivity is necessarily 
arbitrary, it allows a meaningful comparison of selectivity using different reactants and 
films. It is assumed that this etch time gives complete removal of the native oxide. 

Azeotropic HF/HbO 

An example of the dependence of the delay time and the etch rate on the type of 
oxides is shown in Fig. 2 for etching using N2 carrier gas supplying a single azeotropic 
HF/H2O source. Under this set of processing conditions, the condensation process 
leads to a unique delay time for different types of oxides. During this delay time, the 
reactants are introduced into the chamber, but partial pressures are sufficiently low that 
etching does not take place. The delay times for native oxide, thermal oxide, TEOS, 
PSG (4%), and BPSG (4%B, 7%P), are 4 sec, 7.1 sec, 5.7 sec, 8.1 sec, and 2.0 sec, 
respectively. The etch rates were not measured for native oxide. The etch rates for 
thermal, TEOS, PSG, and BPSG are 48 A/sec, 78 A/sec, 189 A/sec, and 129 A/sec, 
respectively. The vapor phase etch characteristics of these oxides illustrate the difficulty 
in assigning values of etch selectivity relative to native oxide. Using the above 
mentioned 50% native oxide over etch definition of selectivity rather than a ratio or etch 
rates as used for wet chemical processing, the over etch time for native oxide is 12 sec. 
This over etch time is simple determined by first locating the time where the "knee" 
occurs in the native oxide etch curve and then increasing this time by 50%. Following 
this definition, the native oxide etch selectivity for thermal oxide, TEOS, PSG, and 
BPSG is, 217 A, 523 A, 725 A, and 1250 A, respectively. These values are also listed 
in Table III for thermal oxide and TEOS. HF vapor processing has the potential for 
improved selectivity since there is the potential for controlling the delay time as well as 
the etch rate. 

Dilution of the azeotropic HF/H2O mixture with H2O reduced thermal oxide etch 
rates but also shortened the delay time. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for different ratios of 
N2 carrier gas flows supplied to the azeotropic HF/H2O and H2O sources. The delay 
times are less than 3 sec for all cases compared to the delay time of 7.1 sec shown in 
Fig. 2 for the etching of thermal oxide using azeotropic HF/H2O. The dilute etching of 
native oxide is compared to thermal oxide and TEOS in Fig. 4. In this case, the 50% 
over etch time for native oxide is approximately 9 sec compared to 12 sec for the 
azeotropic HF/H2O sources. A comparison of Figs. 2 and 4 and Table in shows that 
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the dilution of the azeotropic HF with H2O significantly reduces both the etch rate and 
the delay time of the thermal oxide and TEOS. The reduction in etch rate dominates, 
giving native oxide etch selectivities for the of the thermal oxide and TEOS 21 A and 38 
A, respectively. The native oxide etch selectivity is improved by adding additional H2O 
compared to the single azeotropic HF/H2O source due to the much reduced etch rate of 
the thermal oxide and TEOS. 

Table III. Thermal and TEOS Etch Selectivity: Amount of Oxide 
Removed During a 50% Native Oxide Over Etch. 

REACTANTS | 
1 Az.HF 1 
1 Az.HF+H20 1 
| Az.HF+Az.HCl 1 
| Anhyd. HF+IPA | 

Native Oxide 
50% Over 
Etch sec 

1 12 1 
1 9 | 

8 
1 18 1 

Thermal Oxide | 
Rate 

A/sec 
| 48 
1 3.2 

3.3 
1 1.5 

Delay 
sec 
7.1 
2.0 
12 
15 

Sel. 1 

A 1 217 
21 
0 1 

<10 | 

1 TEOS 
Rate 
A/sec 

78 
5.4 
— 

J 6_ 

Delay 
sec 
5.7 
1.0 
— 
15 

Sel. 1 
A 
523 | 
38 
— 

<20 
Note: Az. is azeotropic Anhyd is anhydrous. 

Azeotropic HF/HoO + Azeotropic HCl/HoO 

In contrast to the case of diluting the azeotropic HF/H2O with additional H2O, 
mixing the azeotropic HF/H2O with azeotropic HCI/H2O increases the delay time for 
thermal oxide to over 12 sec while lowering the native oxide delay time. Since the 50% 
over etch time of native oxide of 9 sec is less than the 12 sec thermal oxide delay time, 
the selectivity is 0 A. The etch rates for azeotropic HF/H2O and azeotropic HF/H2O 
diluted with HCl are nearly the same. Diluting azeotropic HF/H2O with HCl therefore 
has a marked improvement in selectivity as illustrated in Fig. 5. 

Anhydrous HF + IPA 

Repeatable and uniform etching with anhydrous HF requires the addition of a 
solvent. If a solvent is not present, trace amounts of water on the wafer or in the reactor 
can cause local initiation of etching. Water resulting as a byproduct of this reaction can 
cause further local etching leading to non-uniform etch conditions. Gas phase 
processing using mixtures of alcohols and HF has been studied by previous workers (1, 
5, 9). IPA has an advantage over water as a solvent since it will wet the bare Si surface 
after the native oxide is removed. Indeed, stripping native oxide with a HF/IPA mixture 
has the potential of a more complete removal of native oxide since there is no 
hydrophilic/hydrophobic transition. A comparison of native oxide, thermal oxide and 
TEOS etch as shown in Fig. 6 indicates that during the 50% over etch time of 18 sec, 
less than < 10 A of thermal and < 20 A of TEOS are removed. This improvement in 
selectivity compared to the azeotropic HF/H2O case is due to a combination of the long 
delay times and low etch rates as indicated in Table III. It should be noted that the etch 
rates for thermal oxide and TEOS shown in Fig. 6 are not linear during the early stages 
of etching. The etch rate calculations are made for short etch times as this rate if of more 
importance when measuring etch selectivity. 
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Si Surface Contamination 

Considerations other than etch selectivity are important when determining the 
appropriate vapor etch chemistry for a given application. For example, while vapor 
phase HF/H2O/HCI has been found to give equivalent electrical results compared to 
aqueous cleaning for pre-gate oxide cleans (10), this vapor mixture is not suitable for a 
pre-epi clean due to the formation of defects in the epi. However, a dilution of the vapor 
HF with IPA has produced high quality epi. SIMS encapsulation studies comparing 
vapor HF cleaned wafers and vapor HF + IPA cleaned wafers show less carbon and 
oxygen when the added IPA is used. Improved wetting of the reactants on the Si 
surface during the transition from hydrophilic to a hydrophobic conditions likely leads to 
a more complete removal of the native oxide when IPA is present. 

Two series of wafers were given the cleans listed in Tables IV and V prior to 
CVD of epi and tungsten silicide, respectively. SIMS studies were then performed 
sputtering back through these encapsulating layers to the interface between the deposited 
films and the Si substrate. The data in Table IV compares surfaces where the native 
oxide is stripped with azeotropic HF, azeotropic HF followed by an IPA Dry, and a 
mixture of azeotropic HF + IPA. For these vapor cleans, the mixture of HF and IPA 
produces the lowest level of interfacial oxygen. The low fluorine levels are due to the 
desorption of fluorine below the temperature of the epi deposition. 

The wafers listed in Table V were given either a standard 10:1 HF dip plus spin 
rinse dry, an azeotropic HF/H2O vapor clean, or an anhydrous HF + IPA vapor clean 
prior to a dichlorosilane based CVD tungsten silicide deposition. The interfacial 
contamination as determined by SIMS are also plotted in Fig. 7. These data indicate that 
a standard wet HF followed by a DI Rinse process lowers the oxygen level at the 
interface by two orders of magnitude compared to the sample that was not cleaned. The 
azeotropic HF/H2O clean leaves slightly more oxygen while the mixture of anhydrous 
HF + IPA has a significantly reduced oxygen signal. This capability of reducing the 
oxygen level using the anhydrous HF + IPA may be related to the lack of a hydrophilic 
to hydrophobic transition. There are not significant differences in the carbon signals for 
the cleaned samples. It is however interesting to note that the alcohol clean does not 
cause a increase in carbon levels. The fluorine signal is also reduced for the vapor 
cleans, although fluorine in the WF6 gas source makes it difficult to determine the 
source of this contaminant. A direct comparison between the contamination levels 
shown in Tables V and VI cannot be made because of the differences related to the CVD 
encapsulation techniques used. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The vapor phase etch selectivity of native oxide relative to thermal and deposited 
oxides can be improved by diluting an azeotropic HF/H2O source with H2O or 
azeotropic HCI/H2O. Anhydrous HF mixed with IPA as a solvent also has shown 
improved selectivity. The observed differences in selectivity are related to changes in 
both the etch rate and the delay time during which no etching takes place. SIMS 
encapsulation studies of contamination at the interface between a CVD film and a Si 
substrate are dependent on the pre-clean. The lowest contamination levels are found 
when vapor IPA is introduced into the vapor cleaning system. 
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Table IV. SIMS Epi-Encapsulation (at/cm2). 
1 CLEANING METHOD 

Wet HF with DI Rinse 
Azeotropic HF/H2O 
Azeotropic HF/H20 + IPA 

OXYGEN 
2 e l 3 
l e l 5 
l e ! 2 

CARBON 
l e l 3 
4 e l 3 
2 e l 2 

FLUORINE 1 
< 1 . 7 e 9 
<1 .7e9 
<1 .7e9 

Table V. SIMS Tungsten Silicide-Encapsulation 
CLEANING METHOD 
No Clean 
Wet HF with DI Rinse 
Azeotropic HF/H2O 
Anhydrous HF + IPA 

OXYGEN 
4 e l 5 
4 e l 3 
5 e l 3 
8 e l 2 

CARBON 
l e l 4 
6 e l 3 
5 e l 3 
4 e l 3 

(at/cm2). 
FLUORINE | 
4 e l 3 | 
l e l 3 
l e l 3 
4 e l 2 
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Poly Si 

Rg. 1. Applications for HF vapor processing include: 
1) Pre-gate Oxidation, 2) Pre-Silicide CVD, 3) Pre-Poly 
CVD, and 4)Pre-Nitride CVD [1]. 
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IN-SITU SURFACE ANALYSIS 
IN HF VAPOR-PHASE CLEANING OF Si 

D.J. Oostra and F.J.G. Hakkens 
Philips Research Laboratories 

P.O. Box 80.000 
5600 JA Eindhoven 

The Netherlands 

HF/H 2 0 vapor phase cleaning of thermally oxidized Si is 
investigated in a high-vacuum compatible etch facility. The transition 
curve separating the pressure region of controlled etching from the 
region of very fast etching is determined as a function of HF and H 2 0 
gas pressure. In-situ Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and x-ray 
photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS) demonstrate that up to 1015 carbon 
atoms/cm2 and to lesser extent O and F are present at the surface 
after gas-phase etching. The results indicate that C builds up after the 
etch process. Epitaxial Si and SiGe layers have been grown after 
etching by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) at temperatures as low as 
600 °C. Channeling RBS measurements indicate a minimum yield as 
low as 2.7%, comparable with the minimum yield of bulk Si. 

INTRODUCTION 

HF/H 2 0 vapor phase cleaning has attracted much attention as a 
reliable way for reproducibly removing oxide layers from Si surfaces and 
creating a terminated, passive surface (1). Such a dry cleaning technique opens 
the way to integrated cluster-tools in which cleaning and subsequent processing 
of Si wafers takes place without intermediate exposure of the wafers to an 
uncontrolled atmosphere (2). Subsequent processing may involve poly-silicon 
deposition or re-oxidation for bipolar or MOSFET transistor fabrication, 
respectively. Another application is in the combination of this low-temperature 
cleaning with molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD) of Si and SiGe. In all these examples the state of the Si surface before 
the processing will influence the final interface. For example, residual organic 
or metal contaminants after the cleaning step will be incorporated at the 
interface. Knowledge of the state of the surface after the cleaning step and at 
the onset of the next processing step is thus extremely important. In this study 
we present preliminary results obtained on an experimental set-up dedicated 
for in-situ study of the state of the surface after cleaning. After the cleaning 
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process and/or analysis of the surface, samples can be processed further, 
without breaking the vacuum. In the case described below, Si and SiGe have 
been deposited by CVD. 

EXPERIMENT 

HF/H 2 0 vapor phase cleaning of Si has been investigated in a high-
vacuum compatible etch facility, indicated in Fig. 1. Si samples (p-type, 25 
ftcm) with a thermal oxide of 100 nm are cleaned by introducing H 20 and HF 
vapor in a chamber made of HF resistant steel (Monel). Details on the etch 
chamber have recently been published (3). Samples can be transported via a 
gold-coated gate-valve into a high-vacuum cold-wall process chamber for low-
pressure CVD (LPCVD) of Si or SiGe, or can be transported further to a 
chamber for Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and Auger electron 
spectroscopy (AES) analysis, or to an analysis chamber for x-ray photo-electron 
spectroscopy (XPS). Etch rates have been obtained from the O and Si peak in 
RBS spectra obtained in the channeling geometry. In these experiments 2 MeV 
He+ ions coming in normal to the surface in a 170° scattering geometry (10° 
between incoming and outgoing beam) have been used. The final state of the 
surface after etching has been investigated by AES and XPS. In AES 3 keV 
electrons have been used. Auger electrons have been analyzed in a single-pass 
cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA). In the XPS experiments, Mg-Ka (1253.6 
eV) radiation has been used. Photo-electrons have been collected in a double-
pass CMA positioned at an angle of 30° with the surface normal of the sample. 
Survey scans have been made using a 100 eV pass energy, peak scans were 
obtained with either a 50 eV or a 25 eV pass energy. LPCVD has been 
performed immediately after etching the sample, without pre-baking. The 
LPCVD process employs SiH4 and GeH4 as source gases at pressures of about 
100 mTorr. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Etch Rates 
HF/H 2 0 etch rates at room temperature of thermally grown Si02 have 

been determined at pressures varying between 1 and 10 Torr. From the 
obtained etch rates, the transition curve separating the region of controlled 
etching, with etch rates of a few nm/min, from the region of very fast etching, 
with etch rates of more than 100 nm/min, is determined. This transition curve 
is indicated in Fig. 2. In the region above the curve, 100 nm thermally grown 
Si02 is etched within 1 minute of exposure to H 20 and HF. For comparison, 
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the condensation curve as calculated by Helms and Deal (4) is included. 
Noticeably, the measured curve is less dependent on HF pressure than expec
ted from the calculated condensation curve. An off-set between the curves is at 
least expected to be caused by our arbitrary definition of the transition curve. 
Furthermore, a substrate temperature somewhat different from that used in the 
calculation leads to differences in etch velocities because of changes in the ad-
and desorption and reaction rates. However, parameters like dilution of the HF 
concentration during etching, the concentration of reaction products, and the 
state of the surface upon introduction may also play a role in the HF depen
dence. 

Our experiments showed that contamination of HF gas, e.g. by a minute 
leak in the gas inlet system, causes the measured transition curve to move 
upward, i.e. to higher H 20 pressures. A point at the transition, like 7 torr H 2 0 
and 1 torr HF, can therefore be used to check the cleanliness of the gas 
system. 

AES Analyses 
An example of AES analyses of the surface before, half-way, and after 

etching is indicated in Fig. 3. At the top a spectrum of a sample on which a 
100 nm thick oxide layer has been grown is shown. Some carbon may be 
observed at the surface, probably caused by adsorbed hydrocarbons. After part 
of the oxide layer is etched in the controlled etch region with a gas mixture of 
7 Torr HF and 3 Torr H20, the middle spectrum is obtained. This spectrum 
does not show any indication of contaminants. After etching the total oxide 
layer, the bottom spectrum is obtained. This spectrum demonstrates that after 
etching oxygen is still present at the surface and furthermore, that carbon is 
present. This final result is in agreement with the results of van der Heide et 
al. (1) and Ermolieff et al (5) who observed with ex-situ XPS that after HF 
vapor phase cleaning of Si wafers C, O and F are present at the surface. 
However, contrary to the observations of van der Heide et al. (1), our results 
suggest that C builds up at the surface after the etching process. This C 
contamination is not present at the original Si02-Si interface, as checked by a 
depth profile AES analysis. Therefore we think that this C contamination is 
caused by adsorption of hydrocarbons from residual gases. This implies that a 
passivation of the Si surface against C build-up is not obtained. A similar 
conclusion was reached by Kasi et al. (6,7) after experiments in which they 
cleaned Si surfaces by a combined RCA clean and HF etch and subsequently 
exposed the surfaces deliberately to hydrocarbon contaminants. This C conta
mination indicates the need for clean processing or more elaborate passivation 
procedures. For example, wet HF/H 2 0 cleaning followed by UV-ozone 
cleaning is known to yield oxidized C-free surfaces (6-8). 

The amount of F present at the surface cannot be measured with AES. 
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Therefore, an XPS analysis has also been performed on etched surfaces. The 
results obtained with this technique are discussed below. 

XPS Analyses 
An XPS survey scan obtained on a sample etched in 7 Torr HF and 3 

Torr H 20 is shown in Fig. 4. The spectrum confirms that C, O and F are 
present at the surface. Detailed peak scans with a pass energy of 50 eV (not 
shown) have also been obtained. The results are in good agreement with the 
results of Ermolieff et al. (5). The F peak is relatively broad, which indicates 
two F bonding states, generally ascribed to Si-F and O-Si-F. Using the same 
procedure as Ermolieff et al, i.e. with the sub-monolayer theory of Madey and 
Yates (9), modified by Carley and Roberts (10), the surface concentration of 
O, F and C has been obtained using: 

IJSS y4pAC0S6 

Im, Is, Sm, and Ss are the XPS peak intensities and Scofield's photo-ionization 
sensitivities (11) of the substrate material (s) and adsorbates (m), respectively. 
Ms is the molecular weight of the silicon substrate and p its mass density. X is 
the electron mean free path of the Si(2p) electrons (~ 2.5 nm). 6 is the angle 
between the normal of the surface sample and the detection line and A is the 
Avogadro number. This leads to a surface coverage of 9xl014 C/cm2, 4xl014 

O/cm2, and 2xl014 F/cm2. Noticeably, the carbon contamination is larger than 
that reported by van der Heide et al. (1). An analysis obtained several hours 
after etching indicated that the amount of C increases slowly at the cost of the 
amount of fluorine present. This suggests that Si-F bonds are exchanged by Si-
C like bonds. 

In our experiments, a similar amount of contaminants has been obser
ved after etching samples in 3 Torr HF and 3 Torr H20, which suggests that 
the coverage by contaminants is not very dependent on the etch conditions. 

Epitaxial Growth 
The contaminants present at the surface do not impede epitaxial growth 

of Si and SiGe by LPCVD. After etching, Si samples were transferred to the 
reaction chamber, heated resistively to a temperature of 600 °C or higher and 
subsequently exposed to a pressure of 100 to 200 mTorr SiH4 or SiH4/GeH4. 
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Figure 5 shows channeling-RBS measurements of LPCVD Si grown at 750 °C 
and as low as 600 °C. In both experiments the minimum yield at the surface is 
2.7%, which is comparable to the minimum yield obtained on crystalline Si 
wafers, indicating epitaxial growth. It should be mentioned, however, that such 
a minimum yield is not a sufficient condition to obtain device-quality epi-layers. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, HF/H 2 0 vapor phase cleaning of Si is investigated in-situ 
in a high-vacuum facility. First results obtained on etching of Si02 demonstrate 
that the transition of controlled to very high etch rates is less dependent on HF 
vapor pressure than expected. Furthermore, the transition appears to be 
sensitive to contamination of HF gas. After etching, C, and to a lesser extent, 
O and F are observed at the Si surface. The results indicate that the C conta
mination builds up after the etch process by adsorption of residual gases. This 
indicates the need for more elaborate cleaning and passivation steps, e.g. by 
additional UV-ozone cleaning. Still, the measured amounts of these contami
nants are low enough to allow for epitaxial growth of Si or SiGe by LPCVD. 
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Fig. 1: Experimental set-up with load-lock (1), 
CVD chamber (2), H F / H 2 0 etch chamber 
(3), RBS and AES analysis chamber (4), and 
XPS analysis chamber (5). The last stage of 
the RBS ion beam line (6) is indicated, inclu
ding the spot-defining slit section (7). 
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Fig. 2: Transition curve (solid line) separating 
controlled etch rates (nm/min) from very fast 
etch rates (>100 nm/min). The condensation 
curve as calculated by Helms and Deal (4) is 
also indicated (dashed line). 
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Fig. 5: Channeling-RBS spectra of LPCVD 
Si, deposited at 600 °C and 750 °C on Si(001). 
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VAPOR PHASE CLEANING OF POLYSILICON EMITTER AND TITANIUM 
SALICIDE STRUCTURES FOR 0.35 MICRON TECHNOLOGIES 

Brynne Bohannon, Texas Instruments, Dallas, Texas 75265 
Bob Witowski, SEMATECH, Austin, Texas 78741 

Joel Barnett, FSI International, Austin, Texas 78746 
Dan Syverson, FSI International, Chaska, Minnesota 55318 

In an effort to advance device technologies, gas phase cleans are being devel
oped by several researchers1"4. This study, supported by SEMATECH, Texas 
Instruments, and FSI International, evaluated vapor phase cleaning utilizing 
an FSI EXCALIBUR® MVP for application in a Phase III, 0.35 micron tech
nology node, in attempt to identify cleaning advantages over conventional 
wet cleans. Two applications are reported, 0.6|Jm emitter diode pre poiysilicon 
deposition clean for BiCMOS devices and pre-titanium deposition clean prior 
to salicide formation on 0.6|im poiysilicon interconnects for BiCMOS and 
CMOS devices. The goal in this study was to accomplish technical parity or 
improvement in electrical performance of short loop test vehicles. The re
sults of these tests are reported here. 

INTRODUCTION 

The applications selected for this study were chosen based on process sensitivity and/or 
desired improvements in electrical performance. In shallow emitter junctions, surface char
acteristics are critical in controlling electrical properties of the final transistor. Trace levels 
of metallic contamination can result in excessive leakage currents. Surface roughness as 
well as residual native oxides, can also influence emitter formation. In salicide processing the 
concerns are similar to emitter processing, although an increased sensitivity to particulate 
and/or oxide surface defects can result in poor selective silicide formation. A vapor phase 
approach to cleaning was selected by SEMATECH member companies for these critical 
applications based on demonstrated and perceived process advantages. FSI International 
was selected as supplier of the vapor cleaning system, an EXCALIBUR MVP (Multi Vapor 
Processing) system. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Mixtures of hydrogen fluoride, hydrogen chloride and water vapor diluted in nitrogen 
are injected in the EXCALIBUR MVP system to reduce oxides and surface metallics on 
wafer surfaces. In addition to those gases, ozone generated from oxygen is injected to re
move hydrocarbon or organic contamination. The clean is completed by brief dispenses of 
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de-ionized water, removing water soluble residual metal chlorides and fluorides. The system 
controller allows logical sequences and/or combinations of the above mentioned chemis
tries. Processes are carried out one wafer at a time at approximate atmospheric pressure and 
ambient temperatures. Figure 1 depicts the system used in the study and the cross section of 
the process chamber where reactive gases are injected and water rinsing takes place. 

Wafers used in this study for metric characterization, as well as substrates for building 
short loop test structures, were 150 mm P type <100> silicon with a nominal resistivity of 15 
ohms/square. Metallic contamination removal was determined by intentionally contaminat
ing substrates by resist ashing technique5 and analyzing using a Rigaku Total Reflectance X-
ray Fluorescence (TXRF) analyzer. Surface roughness measurements of the cleans were 
determined using a Digital Instruments Nanoscope EI Atomic Force Microscope (AFM). 
Design of experiment (DOE) methodologies were used to model the vapor process effects 
on etch rates, uniformities and selectivities of various oxides, as well as metallic ion contami
nation removal. Where appropriate, processing parameters were borrowed from a parallel 
program at AT&T to reduce characterization time. The initial focus was to not exceed oxide 
loss targets for each application. Once completed, this "etch" process became the foundation 
for construction of recipe sequences to be used in the application splits. Variations in the 
exposure time to HC1 and ozone were the primary considerations in the split designs. Each 
application would compare vapor processes to the in-house standard aqueous clean over the 
course of 3 to 4 short flow split lots. The intentions at outset were to progressively reduce 
the number of splits to one or two final vapor processes. However, due to schedule priority, 
lots were required to be processed in parallel, therefore not allowing progressive refinement. 

A cross sectional diagram of the short flow diode structure is indicated in Figure 2. The 
various cleans were performed prior to low pressure chemical vapor deposition of polysilicon. 
The test structure and criteria used to characterize diodes were as follows: (1) Junction 
leakage information was collected from N+/P moat block diodes (Figure 3) with a LOCOS 
edge. Diode area was 1.45xl0"3/cm2 with a perimeter of 0.17 cm. Each die contained 1250 
diodes. Leakage is reported as the reverse current at 0.5 volt bias. (2) Van der Pauw struc
tures (Figure 4) were used to determine single point 0.6jJ,m diameter polysilicon to silicon 
contact resistance. Contact chain structures with 4960 chained contacts (Figure 5) were 
used to determine cleaning effects on high density structures. The resistance for both resis
tance structures was detennined by the voltage drop produced with an injection current of 
1.0xl0"3amps. 

Figure 6 depicts the cross section of the titanium salicide structure. Cleaning required 
the removal of approximately 100A thermal oxide from an implant anneal on 3750A polysilicon 
prior to deposition of 600A titanium. Initial silicide was produced in forming gas at 585°C 
followed by a low pressure anneal at 750°C after titanium strip. Resistivity of interconnect 
polysilicon was measured using a constant length (760um x 0.6|im) resistor bridge (Figure 
7). A serpent and comb structure (Figure 8) provided continuity and bridging yield informa-
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tion on serpentines 19460jim long, 0.6̂ xm wide, with 1.2}im spacing. In all testing each 
wafer contained 24 die which were probed by an automated probe station. All collected data 
was then analyzed using Statistical Analysis Software (SAS). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Analytical Data 

Experimental design studies indicated that metallic contamination removal did not model 
well with experimental results, therefore, decisions on processes were based on best oxide 
selectivities and uniformities that produced wafers with residual metallics below detection 
limits for TXRF. Figure 9 reveals average surface metals detected by TXRF of various 
wafers, including control wafers (as received), contaminated wafers (after resist ash), and 
two vapor cleans with and without HC1 added. Intentional contamination of wafers pro
duced metal levels in excess of 1 x 1013 atoms/cm2. Vapor HF processes followed by short 
rinse and dry reduce metals. However, the more noble metals are not completely removed. 
The addition of HC1 gas to the vapor process clearly produces a cleaner wafer surface when 
compared to using vapor HF alone. All detectable metals are reduced below detection limits 
of approximately 1 x 1010 atoms/cm2. 

A short study was performed to determine the surface roughness characteristics of the 
various cleans that would be used in the comparisons. Sample wafers were exposed to aque
ous HF dips and vapor cleans with and without HCL As can be seen in Table 1, no significant 
differences are found between cleans evaluated. 

Table 1: Surface roughness characteristics of various cleans compared to control wafers. 

PROCESS 

Control 
10% HF 60" dip - rinse/dry 
1%BHF 45" dip-rinse/dry 
1%BHF 90" dip-rinse/dry 
Vapor HF - rinse/dry 
Vapor HF + HC1 - rinse dry 

RMS (A) 

1.73 
1.67 
3.96 
1.68 
1.55 
1.35 

^average (A) 
1.34 
1.32 
1.50 
1.33 ! 
1.21 
1.03 

Emitter Diode Results 

Vapor processes were selected from the general characterization work. The desire was 
to produce a native oxide free "clean" surface, therefore, variations on the HF-HC1-R/D 
scheme were used. Ozone, although desirable, was left out of the study due to contamina
tion problems produced by the ozone generator. The first lot, #1151, was split into four 
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different vapor cleans which were compared to the process of record, a 45" 1% BHF dip 
followed by a 10 minute rinse-dry (Table 2). All of the splits, except vapor split #4, were 
preceded by a reversed RCA clean [(HC1 + H 2 0 2 + H20) - (NH4O4 + H 2 0 2 + H20)]. 

Table 2: Pre-polysilicon emitter diode clean matrix. 

Process of record 

EMIT 1 

EMIT 2 

EMIT 3 

EMIT 4* 

90" 1% BHF(Aq) - 10* Rinse - Dry 

5" 0.2% HF + 3.3% HC1 - Rinse/Dry 

5" 0.2% HF + 3.3% HC1 - 7" HC1 purge - 10" HC1 + Rinse - Rinse/Dry 

5" 0.2% HF + 3.3% HC1 - 7" HC1 purge - 10" HC1 + Rinse - Rinse/Dry 

5" 0.2% HF + 3.3% HC1 - 7" HC1 purge - 10" HC1 + Rinse - Rinse/Dry 

; * No pre-furnace RCA clean used 

The results of the first lot, #1151, are graphed in Figures 10 and 11 plotting junction 
leakage and single point contact resistance. The data indicates that no significant differences 
were found injunction leakage, although a minor reduction in distribution is realized. From 
the Van der Pauw structures, all four vapor splits produced lower contact resistance and 
smaller variations than the wet HF dip process, with the best vapor process producing ap
proximately 1300 ohms resistance. The net conclusion was to reduce the vapor splits from 
four to two, selecting EMIT 1 and EMIT 3 to be applied to the remaining lots. 

Based on good results from lot #1151, EMIT 1 and EMIT 3 were chosen for the next 
two lots, 9947 and 1070, to further compare with the standard wet HF process. Similar 
effects were observed, that is, no significant difference injunction leakage with slight reduc
tions in leakage distribution (Figure 12), and lower single point contact resistance and distri
bution (Figure 13) for both vapor cleans. Contact chain resistance data collected on these 
two lots are plotted in̂  Figure 14. In this case, vapor clean EMIT 1 provided the lowest 
resistance and smallest error, followed by EMIT 3 and then the standard wet clean, possibly 
an indication that the etch process in EMIT 3 was not as robust as EMIT 1 in removing 
oxides and residues generated in high density contact chains. Yield data (Figure 15) ex
tracted from the contact chain structures reveal significant differences between the vapor 
cleans and the wet processes with EMIT 1 yielding 100% on both lots. 

Emitter Cleaning Discussion 

In this comparison, it was found that none of the cleans had a significant effect on 
average junction leakage, although slight improvements in distribution were realized when 
processed using vapor. Data from contact resistance measurements of polysilicon to single 
cystal silicon indicated that the vapor process was consistent in reducing interface resistance 
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with slight improvements in distribution. Contact chain resistance was lower and yield was 
higher for one of the vapor cleans evaluated, EMIT 1. This improvement is possibly due to 
the addition of HC1 to the etchant chemistry allowing the removal of a small amount of sub
oxide or silicon layer which could impede intimate contact. Reasons that may explain the 
poor distribution of the wet clean and higher contact resistance may relate to the high prob
ability of non-uniform wetting of thousands of contacts followed by subsequent extensive 
water rinsing allowing re-oxidation of the silicon. 

Titanium Salicide/Polysilicon Results 

The objectives in this application are to remove the oxide formed on polysilicon during 
an anneal and produce sheet resistivity of less than 5 ohms/D or better than the standard wet 
clean. The standard wet process is a 90 second 1% buffered HF immersion followed by a 10 
minute DI water rinse and then spin dry. Four lots were processed with each splitting the 
standard clean to various vapor cleans (Table 3). 

Table 3: Pre-titanium silicide clean matrix. 

Standard wet clean 

SIL1 

SIL2 

SIL3 

SIL4 

90 sec. 1% buffered HF - 10' rinse/dry 

5" 0.7% HF - 10" R/D (rinse dry) 

30" 12% (W)03 - 20" 1.7% HF etch - 10" R/D 

5" 0.7% HF + 3.3% HC1 etch - 10" R/D 

30" 12% (W)03 - 5" 1.7% HF + 3.3% HC1 etch - 10" R/D 

The target sheet resistivity of 5 ohms/D was met for all cleans including the standard 
clean (Figure 16). The most significant difference between the standard and the vapor cleans 
was improved standard deviations, primarily in SIL 1 and SIL 3. SIL 2 and SIL 4 both 
utilized the ozone process. It was discovered later that these processes were not purging the 
ozone sufficiently, therefore allowing re-oxidation of the polysilicon after etching the oxide. 
This may account for the higher distributions on these vapor splits. Average yield from the 
serpent and comb structures (Figure 17) indicates that all vapor cleans performed slightly 
better than the wet clean with SIL 2 producing the highest yield at 100% across two lots. 
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Titanium Salicide Clean Discussion 

In this study, all cleans exceeded the objective of 5 ohms/D polysilicon sheet resistivity. 
Two cleans SIL 1 and SIL 3 produced tighter resistivity distributions, possibly due to the 
elimination of water marks that can be found with most wet processes and reductions in rinse 
times from 10 minutes to 10 seconds. More study is required, to fully understand the distri
bution differences of various cleans. 

CONCLUSION 

From this study it can be concluded that vapor phase cleaning, when compared to wet 
cleaning, exceeded our expectations of technical parity on 0.35}im devices. We have demon
strated surface metallic impurity removal without increasing surface roughness of silicon. 
Emitter clean work based on short loop diodes identified two vapor processes that improved 
junction leakage distribution and significantly lowered contact resistance. Chain structures 
also indicated lower contact resistance and higher yield when using the vapor process. In the 
salicide study, the two vapor cleaning processes tightened resistivity distributions over the 
standard wet clean and produced slightly higher yield. The improvements in polysilicon con
tact resistance and polysilicon sheet resistivity will lend itself well to the objectives of emitter 
and salicide processing where minimization of these attributes is important. 
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Figure 1: Vapor cleaning system and cross sectional diagram of process chamber. 
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Figure 2: Cross section of diode test structure used in for study of pre polysilicon deposition 
cleans. 
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Figure 3: Moat block diode array for junction leakage data collection. 
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Figure 4: Van der Pauw structure for measuring single point contact resistance. 
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Figure 5: Contact chain structure for collecting chain resistance and yield data. 
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Figure 6: Cross section of polysilicon structure used for the study of pre titanium salicide 
cleans. 
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Figure 7: Constant length resistor bridge for measuring sheet resistivity. 
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Figure 8: Serpentine and comb structure for measuring bridging and continuity. 
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Figure 9: The effect of various vapor cleans on surface metallic contamination. 
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GAS-PHASE ETCHING OF SILICON OXIDE WITH 
ANHYDROUS HF AND ISOPROPANOL 

Jeffery W. Butterbaugh, C. Fred Hiatt and David C. Gray 
FSI International, Chaska, MN 55318 

The ability to clean the surface of a silicon wafer in a vacuum environment 
with gas-phase reagents has been identified as a key technology for the 
production of sub-half-micron integrated circuits. One step of the cleaning 
process is the removal of native oxide before gate oxidation, epitaxial 
growth, or metal deposition. In this study the etching of silicon oxide with 
a gas-phase mixture of anhydrous HF, isopropanol and nitrogen was 
investigated in a single-wafer reactor. Reactor pressures up to 150 torr 
and wafer temperatures up to 50 °C were investigated. Over a relatively 
small parameter space, oxide etching rates greater than 800 A/minute were 
obtained. The etching characteristics were examined as a function of 
pressure, flow rate, wafer temperature and feed gas composition. The 
importance of water to the etching reaction was also investigated. It is 
unclear whether isopropanol itself takes part in the etching reaction, or if it 
simply enhances the etching reaction between silicon oxide, HF, and water. 

INTRODUCTION 

Wafer cleaning during integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing is a critical part of the 
production cycle and accounts for approximately 60% of the time required to 
manufacture the IC. Shrinking critical dimensions, thinner dielectric film thicknesses 
and larger chip sizes cause even greater challenges for cleaning processes. As feature 
sizes approach 0.25 microns and smaller, even trace amounts of contamination from 
organics, metal ions, and native oxides will drastically reduce process yields and raise 
production costs. The most common way to prepare wafers for oxide growth, epitaxial 
layer growth and other film deposition is to perform a final critical cleaning step just 
prior to introducing the wafers into the growth reactor. However, most wafer cleaning 
processes involve wet chemicals and wafer surfaces can become contaminated during 
the transfer from the cleaning process to the reactor. 

Atmospheric, vapor-phase, HF/H20 processes are currently being implemented for 
silicon wafer cleaning and the removal of native oxide from the silicon surface (1,2). 
This type of process significantly reduces chemical usage and disposal problems over 
traditional wet bench and spray processes. However, due to the nature of the process 
(non-vacuum, water vapor) it is difficult to integrate into a vacuum cluster. A method 
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must be developed which will clean the wafer in a dry environment so that it can be 
transferred directly into a vacuum system for subsequent film growth and deposition 
processes. 

The current process being investigated is the removal of silicon oxide with a gas-
phase mixture of anhydrous HF and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) in nitrogen. Removal of 
native oxide is just one cleaning step that is needed for pre-gate or pre-deposition wafer 
conditioning. Cleaning processes for the removal of organic, metallic and particulate 
contaminants as well as final conditioning of the wafer surface also must be developed. 

Aqueous mixtures of HF and alcohol have been under investigation for pre-
oxidation cleans in the past (3). Researchers found an improvement in the electrical 
properties of thin oxide films grown on silicon after aqueous HF/ethanol cleaning (4). 
Work has been reported on silicon oxide etching with HF/methanol mixtures in an 
atmospheric, vapor-phase reactor, as well (5). Atmospheric, vapor-phase HF/methanol 
was reported to provide much better native oxide:BPSG selectivity than vapor phase 
HF/H20. 

More recently, Ruzyllo et al reported on the use of methanol with HF in a vacuum 
chamber for etching silicon oxide (6). That work was analogous to the work reported 
here, except that methanol was used instead of IP A. Ruzyllo et al found a significant 
enhancement to the oxide etching rate with the addition of methanol to the feed gas (via 
a bubbler). The oxide etching rate with the HF/methanol system was found to be 
strongly dependent on the wafer temperature and reactor pressure. Many of the 
dependencies reported by Ruzyllo et al. for the HF/methanol system were found in the 
current study of the HF/IPA system. 

Currently, the details of the mechanism by which alcohol takes part in, or enhances, 
the reaction of HF with silicon oxide are not understood. It is possible that water is still 
an important reactant in the etching processes and that the addition of alcohol enhances 
either water adsorption or the reaction of water with HF and silicon oxide. In order to 
determine the importance of water as a reactant it is necessary to remove water 
completely from the HF/alcohol system. However, this is difficult due to the nature of 
the mid- to high-vacuum reactors used for this process and also because water is a 
product of the reaction of HF with silicon oxide. Nevertheless, an attempt was made in 
this work to determine the importance of water in the HF/alcohol silicon oxide etching 
process. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

The experimental reactor is a vacuum chamber which can accommodate wafers up 
to 200 mm in diameter. Reactive gases are fed through stainless steel tubing and are 
evenly distributed in the reactor. The volume of the reactor is variable. The wafer is 
heated and the wafer temperature is measured by thermocouples which contact the back 
side. A dry pump is used to evacuate the chamber to a base pressure of a few tens of 
millitorr. 

A quadrupole residual gas analyzer (RGA) is used to sample gases from the reactor 
exhaust or from the reactor feed gases. A long sampling line is required (about 1 m) 
due to physical limitations of the apparatus, but a sampling assist pump is used near the 
RGA sampling orifice to minimize the residence time of sample gases in the sampling 
tube. A needle valve at the RGA end of the sampling tube controls the pressure in the 
RGA. The RGA is controlled by a PC and has the capability of automated library 
searches and scan analysis which was used to get a rough idea of the alcohol and water 
concentration in the bubbler feed gas stream. This analysis is only roughly quantitative 
since it does not take into account relative cracking probability and sensitivity of various 
species 

Anhydrous HF is fed to the reactor through heated lines and a heated mass flow 
controller. IPA is fed to the reactor by passing dry N2 through a reservoir of liquid IPA 
at room temperature. The N2/IPA stream can also be run through a cartridge of type 
3 A molecular sieves to remove any moisture from the stream. RGA analysis indicates 
an IPA concentration of approximately 4% in the nitrogen carrier gas emerging from the 
bubbler containing 100% IPA. With a mixture of 50% water and 50% IPA in the 
bubbler, the nitrogen carrier contains about 2% IPA and 1.5% water as it exits the 
bubbler. With 100% water in the bubbler, they nitrogen carrier contains about 2 % 
water. With only dry nitrogen flowing through the reactor at 100 torr, about 0.2% 
background water is measured at the exhaust. 

The etching rate was measured with thick oxide films grown on 150 mm p-type 
(100) silicon wafers. 4000 angstrom thermal oxide films were grown at 1000 °C. The 
oxide thickness was measured before and after etching at 49 points on the wafer with a 
Prometrix Spectramap SM200/e. Uniformity of etching was calculated as one standard 
deviation of the 49 points divided by the mean, also known as the coefficient of variance 
(COV). 

The dependence of the oxide etching rate was measured as a function of total flow rate, 
pressure, wafer temperature, feed gas composition, and reactor volume. Oxide etching 
rate was also measured as a function of added water by flowing the bubbler stream with 
and without the molecular sieve and also by adding water to the IPA bubbler (figure 1). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 illustrates the relative stability of the process over both a 2-day period and 
a 20-day period during which the system was down for maintenance. For the first two 
pairs of runs on the first day there appeared to be a second wafer effect, but on the 
second and twenty-third day this effect was not seen. Wafers were placed in the 
chamber by a load lock robot so the chamber was under vacuum between process runs. 
A possible explanation for variations in etching rate is variable water partial pressure in 
the reactor due to the production of water by the reaction process. 

Figure 3 shows the dependence of etching rate on wafer temperature. As the wafer 
temperature is increased above room temperature, the etching rate decreases 
significantly. This is similar to the temperature dependence of HF/H20 vapor etching 
reported by Wong and coworkers (2). In the case of vapor-phase etching, the 
temperature dependence was explained by the need for a water condensate layer on the 
wafer surface in order for the etching reaction to proceed (2). A similar mechanism may 
also dominate in the HF/IPA process as suggested by Ruzyllo et al (6). Under vacuum 
conditions it is possible that the etching reaction and product desorption are relatively 
fast causing reactant adsorption to be a rate-limiting step. Higher wafer temperature 
would decrease the rate of adsorption leading to a lower surface concentration of 
reactants and a decrease in the reaction rate. 

Etching rate increases dramatically with an increase in total reactor pressure from 
50 to 150 torr as shown in Figure 4. This pressure dependence is another characteristic 
of an adsorption-limited surface reaction. The pressure and temperature dependencies 
of the etching rate with the HF/IPA system are similar to those with the HF/methanol 
system as reported by Ruzyllo et al (6). In fact, the etching rates for the two systems at 
similar conditions (40 C, 100 torr) are almost identical. 

In another set of experiments the HF fraction in the feed gas was varied while 
holding the total flow and IPA concentration relatively constant. Figure 5 shows the 
effect of HF fraction while the IPA concentration was held at about 2%. The oxide 
etching rate is roughly proportional to the HF concentration under these conditions. 
Increasing etching rate with increasing total pressure and increasing HF fraction (both of 
which increase the HF partial pressure) is consistent with a rate-limiting step of HF 
adsorption. 

Also indicated in Figure 5 is the very low etching rate (less than 5 A/minute) when 
IPA is not included in the feed gas. At this time, more detailed data on the dependence 
of etching rate on IPA fraction is not available. It appears that above about 2% IPA in 
the feed gas mixture the etching rate is independent of the IPA fraction. 
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Considerable effort was made to eliminate water from the process chamber in order 
to determine the importance of IP A, itself. RGA analysis indicates a baseline level of 
water in the chamber which is difficult to remove due to the relatively high base 
pressure of the reactor. With 100% IP A in the bubbler, there was no detectable 
difference in water concentration of the feed gas with and without the molecular sieve. 
The etching rate of thermal oxide films also showed no significant difference with the 
molecular sieve being used as opposed to not being used (see Figure 6). However, this 
only indicates that the affect of water which is introduced by the alcohol bubbler is 
below the threshold of the background water already in the process chamber. In the 
future a turbomolecular pump will be used to reduce the base pressure of the reactor. 

Water was also added to the reactor by mixing the IPA with water in the bubbler 
and also by totally replacing the IPA with water. With a 50% IPA, 50% water mixture 
in the bubbler added water was measurable by RGA. RGA analysis was also able to 
show that the molecular sieve was trapping added water out of the bubbler stream 
(Figure 7a). Figure 7a also shows that the sieve must first become saturated with IPA 
before a steady IPA concentration is reached at the output. 

Figure 7b shows RGA analysis of the gases leaving the reactor during an etching 
process. As the HF flow is started, the evolution of SiF4 is clearly seen as the intensity 
at m/e=84 increases (this peak corresponds to SiF3

+ and should actually be at m/e=85). 
At these conditions the residence time in the reactor is about 1 minute, which correlates 
well with the rise time seen in the HF concentration. It is apparent from Figure 7b that 
water is an important reaction product in the HF/IPA oxide etching process. 

A summary of experiments performed with and without added water is shown in 
Figure 6. It is clear that alcohol significantly enhances the oxide etching rate above that 
obtained by just adding water to the process. Once alcohol is added to the process it is 
unclear whether added or background water is still important since water cannot be 
totally eliminated from the process. 

SUMMARY 

The dependence of HF/EPA oxide etching on process parameters was measured and 
shown to agree well with data reported for the HF/methanol process (6). The 
HF/alcohol oxide etching process appears to HF-absorption limited. An attempt was 
made to establish the relative importance of water and alcohol in this study. While the 
enhancement of thermal oxide etching rate with alcohol addition is again confirmed, it is 
unclear whether water is still an important contributor to the etching reaction. Further 
investigations of the importance of water are being made in a high vacuum apparatus so 
that initial water concentrations can be carefully controlled and monitored. 
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Figure 2. Etching rate repeatability and uniformity at 40 C and 100 torr. 
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SILICON SURFACES EXPOSED TO ANHYDROUS 
HF/CH3OH ETCHING 

Kevin Torek and Jerzy Ruzyllo 
Electronic Materials and Processing Research Laboratory 

The Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, PA 16802 

Emil Kamieniecki 
QC Solutions, Inc. 

Lexington, MA 01821 

Anhydrous HF/CH3OH has been demonstrated to be a viable method for 
native/chemical oxide etching. After the oxide etch, the silicon surface 
activity was studied using XPS, surface charge analysis, and contact angle. 
SCA and contact angle results for anhydrous HF/CH3OH etching are 
compared with those obtained using liquid HF/H2O solution. The surface 
activity after anhydrous HF/CH3OH oxide etching was found to be 
sensitive to process parameters. Intermediate formation of water during 
oxide etching is believed to play an important role in determining the silicon 
surface activity following anydrous HFCH3OH oxide etching. 

INTRODUCTION 

HF-last RCA cleaning is being intensely studied for ULSI applications. One 
feature of such cleaning is the chemical passivation of bare silicon by aqueous HF 
etching under proper conditions. Failure to chemically passivate the bare silicon 
surface against oxidative attack results in the silicon becoming partially covered 
with a native/chemical oxide film of uncontrolled thickness when the unprotected 
material comes into contact with oxygen and moisture. Such contaminant films 
degrade the quality of material systems which depend on a clean interface, such as 
epilayers, silicide, contacts, polysilicon emitters, and MOS gate insulators. 

In this study, oxide etching by anhydrous HF/CH3OH, originally proposed 
by Izumi et. al. (1), is being investigated as part of a future cluster tool compatible 
cleaning technology in which the oxide etch takes place at reduced pressure and 
elevated temperature. The feasibility of this approach was confirmed in our initial 
investigation (2). One aspect of this experiment is the characterization of the silicon 
surface following anhydrous HF/CH3OH oxide etching. Specifically, the Si surface 
activity following anhydrous HF/CH3OH oxide etching is evaluated as a function 
of process parameters. Surface Charge Analysis (SCA) and contact angle 
measurements are the tools chosen for tracking surface activity. The activity of the 
silicon surface from which native/chemical oxide was etched using anhydrous 
HF/CH3OH is compared to that resulting from a dilute HF:H20 native/chemical 
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oxide etch. SCA and contact angle measurements are well suited for surface 
monitoring since no further processing other than native/chemical oxide etch is 
required. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

In this work, a prototype commercial reactor (3) is used to implement the 
anhydrous HF/CH3OH process (Fig. 1). Briefly, HF, purified N2, and CH3OH-
laden N2 are fed through mass flow controllers into the reactor. Methanol is 
contained in a temperature-controlled bubbler. Wafer temperature and reactor 
pressure are controlled by IR lamps and a dry mechanical pump. 

P-type (100) Si wafers were used as shipped. The condition of the silicon 
surface following native/chemical oxide etching was monitored at regular intervals 
using SCA and contact angle measurements. For SCA measurements, samples 
were biased into accumulation first. Two SCA parameters were used to monitor re-
oxidation: AQ0X.acc and IQFacc .AQ0X-acc is the hysterisis in the depletion width vs. 
induced charge plot in the accumulation region. This hysterysis has been attributed 
to slow states at the silicon surface. IQF, interface quality factor, is defined as (4): 

IQF = dgnd m 

and is directly proportional to interface trap density Dit: 

Dit = 
Lq2WdJ 

•[IQF-1] [2] 

where Qind is the induced charge, Qsc is the depletion charge, es is the silicon 
permittivity, and W^ is the depletion width. IQFacc is the value of IQF evaluated 
during the sweep from accumulation towards depletion when the Fermi level is at 
midgap. Low IQFacc values are obtained on electrically passivated silicon surfaces. 
For passivated surfaces, lower AQ0X.acc values indicate thicker oxide, while the 
opposite is true for IQFacc (4). High initial surface activity, on the other hand, 
results in increasing AQ0X.acc with ambient air exposure time. The behavior of 
IQFacc is the same for either initially passive or initially active surfaces. For contact 
angle measurements, 20 [i\ water droplets were dispensed onto the samples and 
photographed after 1 minute. Contact angle was measured from the pictures to 
about ± 2° (5). A 2 minute HF(l):H2O(10) immersion followed by a 1 minute rinse 
was used as a control for SCA measurements. For contact angle measurements, the 
HF was diluted to HF(l):H2O(100) and wet etch without any rinse was used as the 
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least active surface. While the use of different HF:H20 ratios in the SCA and 
contact angle experiments may result in differing surface activities for the two wet 
etch standards, the surface activity trends with varying anhydrous etch paramaters 
may still be compared using the different wet etches as the "standard" surface 
activity for the different analytical techniques. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

XPS spectra of anhydrous HF/CH3OH etched surfaces show indirect 
evidence of silicon surface passivation by hydrogen in that Fis, Ois, and Cis peaks 
are very weak (2). For HF:H20 etching, post-etch surface activity depends on HF 
concentration. It follows that, by varying anhydrous HF/CH3OH etch parameters, 
it should be possible to control surface activity, similar to liquid HF and vapor HF 
etching (6). SCA and contact angle measurements were used to rapidly evaluate the 
effects of various anhydrous HF/CH3OH etch parameters on surface activity. 

The shape of the SCA plot of W^ versus Qind and its evolution with ambient 
air exposure time is illustrated in Fig. 2. A single SCA measurement consists of 
three bias sweeps. The first sweep, towards accumulation, traces out the lines in the 
lower right-hand side of the figures. The second sweep, into depletion, traces out 
the lines in the upper half of the figures, and the final sweep traces out the lines in 
the lower left of the figures. Figure 2a shows Wd vs. Qind curves for a dilute HF 
dip with water rinse (HF(l):H2O(200) for 2 minutes + H2O rinse for 1 minute) 
taken 3, 23, 36, 49, and 59 minutes after etching. AQ0X.acc decreases as the 
native/chemical oxide becomes thicker, consistent with previous observations (7). 
The slow states resulting in AQ0X.acc are believed to be associated with defects 
identified with ionized silicon atoms (8). IQFacc increases as the silicon-
native/chemical oxide interface becomes more electrically active. This IQFacc 
increase may be due to a decrease in the hydrogen passivation of the bare silicon 
wafer. Figure 2b shows the same curves for an anhydrous HF/CH3OH etch 
process taken 80, 179, 230, 327, and 445 minutes after etching. The evolution of 
these curves is generally different from those in Fig. 2a. Decreasing positive 
surface charge results in the curves shifting to the left with time. Also, IQFacc for 
the anhydrous HF/CH3OH etch decreases with time. Increasing AQ0X.acc and 
decreasing IQFacc indicate an initially weakly passivated silicon surface becoming 
passivated with native/chemical oxide. 

While the curves in Fig. 2b indicate an incompletely passivated surface after 
that particular HF/CH3OH etch recipe, the evolution of AQ0X-acc and IQFacc is in 
general sensitive to the anhydrous HF/CH3OH etch parameters. A more detailed 
evaluation of surface activity trends following anhydrous HF/CH3OH etching 
utilizes the unique capabilities of the reactor used in this study. Process variables 
included N2 flow rate through the bubbler (methanol flow rate), etch time, and HF 
flow rate. Pressure, temperaure, and total flow were held constant at 300 Torr, 
60°C, and 1550 SCCM. 
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The effect of methanol flow rate on surface activity is shown in Figs. 3 and 
4 via IQFacc and contact angle measurements. As noted earlier, different HF:H20 
dilutions were used in the different experiments but the anhydrous etch trends are 
directly comparable. The trend is toward less activity with more methanol flow, 
with activity reaching a minimum at 1300 SCCM. Figure 4 shows that the least 
active surface was achieved for an HF(l):H2O(100) dip and N2 blow dry without 
any rinse. However, when followed by a 1 minute rinse the aqueous etch results 
gives rise to a more active surface. The rinsed surface, which is more realistic based 
on safety, is at least as active as an anhydrous HF/CH3OH etched surface where 
1500 SCCM methanol flow rate was used. 

The effect of etch time on surface activity is depicted in Figs. 5 and 6. The 
activity of anhydrous HF/CH3OH etched surfaces appear to reach a minimum for a 
3 minute etch under the conditions indicated in Fig. 5. The 3 minute, 500 SCCM 
methanol flow rate etch, figures 5 and 6, resulted in IQFacc and contact angle 
evolution similar to the 1 minute 1500 SCCM methanol flow rate etch, figures 3 
and 4. 

Finally, the effect of HF flow rate on surface activity following the oxide 
etch was evaluated. Methanol flow rate and etch time were held at 500 SCCM and 1 
minute while HF flow rates of 58, 40, 20, and 10 SCCM were used. The trend is 
towards less active, more hydrophobic surfaces as the HF flow rate is reduced from 
58 to 10 SCCM. This is a confirmation of results discussed earlier, showing less 
active surfaces for higher CH3OH/HF flow ratio, except instead of increasing 
CH3OH flow, HF flow was decreased with the same general effect on surface 
activity. 

Interpreting the variation of surface activity with etch parameters 
necessitates a consideration of the etch mechanism. In general, anhydrous HF + 
vapor oxide etching, with various condensible gases including methanol, occurs 
through a thin condensed layer on the oxide surface. The elevated temperature and 
reduced pressure capabilities of the system used in this study allow great control 
over this condensed layer. A direct study of the thickness, composition, and 
uniformity of this layer has not yet been undertaken. In addition, no effort was 
made so far to directly detect native/chemical oxide etch endpoint. 

While we do not have direct chemical or endpoint information, we 
conjecture that intermediate H2O generated by the etch reaction plays an important 
role in determining the stability of the bare silicon surface, especially in light of the 
effect rinsing had on the surface activity of the wet etched sample. Higher methanol 
flow rate may result in less H2O being present during the final stage of etching, 
which may result in lower surface activity for the higher CH3OH flow rates. 
Similarly, for the 500 SCCM methanol process, longer times can be expected to 
result in less H2O being present during the final stage of etching. For the 500 
SCCM, 1 minute etch, the lower surface activity with lower HF concentration in the 
incoming gases may be analagous to the case of aqueous oxide etching where lower 
surface activity is obtained for oxides removed by highly diluted aqueous HF 
etching than for those removed by concentrated solutions. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Overall, the anhydrous HF/CH3OH etching yields a range of silicon surface 
activity depending on etch parameters. Less active surfaces were obtained for 
recipes using a higher methanol/HF flow rate ratio and longer overetch. Changes in 
the state of the Si surface can be readily monitored using SCA and contact angle 
measurements, The activity of silicon surfaces following anhydrous HF/CH3OH 
etching was compared with that of silicon surfaces after aqueous HF etching. The 
anhydrous HF/CH3OH etch was found capable of producing a bare silicon surface 
less active than that produced by a dilute aqueous HF etch with H2O rinse. We 
propose that the formation of water during anhydrous HF/CH3OH etching plays an 
important role in determining the activity of bare silicon surfaces following various 
anhydrous HF/CH3OH etch recipes. 

Surface charge analysis reveals that initially passivated bare silicon surfaces 
evolve in a manner differing both qualitatively and quantitatively from those on 
surfaces not initially passivated. The differences in surface charge evolution reflect 
the different chemical and electrical changes taking place on the silicon surface. 
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We report the results of an evaluation comparing wet chemical and vapor-phase cleaning 
of the pre-gate oxide and pre-contact levels. The gate oxide is a 9 nm CMOS 
application, while the pre-contact clean is at the titanium silicide level prior to the 
titanium and aluminum alloy thin film depositions. The vias are 1 ̂ m in diameter with 
BPTEOS and TEOS dielectrics. Results for modular (zone) tester lots indicate that 
improved or equivalent performance can be achieved with the vapor-phase clean. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the later part of 1992 SEMATECH established Project E42, a 
Vapor-Phase Cleaning Applications Development Program, which utilized the resources 
of AT&T Bell Laboratories, Texas Instruments, FSI, International and SEMATECH to 
evaluate the readiness of vapor-phase cleaning for specific cleaning requirements. The 
TI portion of this project will be reviewed in a separate paper in the proceedings. 
Following the completion of the SEMATECH defined project in December, 1992, 
AT&T and FSI, International continued the evaluation of vapor-phase cleaning through 
August, 1993. This report will primarily review our findings for the two specific 
applications defined by the SEMATECH project, however, we have enhanced the data 
base upon which these evaluations are made by including the additional data collected 
during the extension into 1993. 
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The two targeted CMOS process technology applications were pre-gate oxide 
cleaning technology and pre-contact cleaning. We have opted to treat each application as 
a complete subject within the subheadings that follow the experimental section of this 
report. Brief descriptions of the application, the standard clean, desired attributes, zone 
tester and electrical data will be included. The extent of the discussion is constrained by 
the page count limits placed in proceedings papers. We conclude with a summary of our 
findings. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The vapor-phase equipment used in the work described here was an Excalibur II 
beta-site vintage prototype. The Excalibur II tool is a single wafer vapor-phase 
processing unit offering anhydrous HF and HC1,03, and H20 vapor. HF is also available 
for backside wafer processing. Chemical etching, cleaning, insitu rinsing and drying can 
all be achieved with great recipe flexibility through the "Windows environment of the 
computer interface. A typical recipe sequence includes the following steps: chamber 
load, purge, one or more chemical dispenses, purge, rinse/dry, purge and chamber 
unload. 

The work described here was accomplished inside the AT&T Bell Laboratories 
Device Development Line (DDL) in Allentown, PA. During the course of the 
vapor-phase evaluation the primary function of this cleanroom was completion of the 
development of 0.5 m technology. The timing of the SEMATECH project was such that 
the pre-gate application was evaluated with a nominally 9 nm gate oxide, 0.5 p.m 
technology short loop zone tester, and the pre-contact application was evaluated with a 
0.9 |im technology window/via short loop zone tester. All the experiments were 
conducted with 125 mm wafers. 

Monitor wafers for light scattering events (partick counts) were either SEH or 
MEMC wafers fresh from the shipping containers. These were not reused, but instead 
used as substrates for the oxide etch uniformity studies after oxidation. The etch studies 
were all based on a 20 nm etch target from a 100 nm dry thermal oxide wafer. The work 
horse metrology instruments used were the Tencor 6200 Surfscan for light scattering 
events and Prometrix 200 for oxide film thicknesses. All TXRF was accomplished at 
SEMATECH utilizing commercial Rigaku instrumentation. SIMS and ESCA were done 
in Bell Labs with a Perkin Elmer PHI-6300 and PHI-5400 respectively. 

PROCESS DEMONSTRATION 

A subset of the process demonstrations apply directly when attempting to 
interpret the electrical results described later in this paper, and so we very briefly review 
them here. 
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Particle adders (all LSC counts >0.2 nm) were determined for 125 mm Si 
monitor wafers (with typical initial counts <5) exposed to a standard 5 sec, 0.2 LPM HF 
chemical dispense followed by insitu spin rinse and dry. Within days following 
installation the particle adders were <25. During three extended reproducibility studies 
<5 adders per wafer were found over an extensive data base. A chamber cleaning recipe 
was developed that quickly returned the particle counts to acceptable levels following 
routine and unscheduled maintenance or following episodic particle bursts. 

Etch uniformity (% 1 sigma/mean) for all categories (lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer 
and within wafer) was determined for a nominally 20 nm etch from a 100 nm thermal 
oxide. The etch uniformity was studied in three extended reproducibility studies and 
sampled with monitor wafers during the course of the complete 18 months. With the 
exception of lot to lot, the etch uniformities were all < 2%. The lot-to-lot was <5%, and 
the larger variability most likely may be attributed to differing furnace oxides and wafer 
storage conditions. 

TVS data confirmed mobile ion levels below 1 x 1010 cm'2. Transition metal 
contamination removal was measured using monitor wafers coated and ashed with 
photoresist. The test methodology is described in reference 1. Figure 1 is a bar graph 
summary of the TXRF data for six elements and four wafer conditions. The relatively 
high Zn and Ca levels are characteristic of this vendor's monitor wafers. Following the 
ashing of the photoresist Fe, Ni, Cu and Cr levels between 10" and 1012 are typical. The 
particular asher used was a conventional oxygen plasma barrel asher, however we have 
found this data to be representative of downstream and ozone photoresist ashers as well. 
The HF with spin rinse and dry is effective at reducing all metal contaminants to below 
detection limits except for the Cu, confirming earlier findings at SEMATECH (2). The 
addition of HC1 to the rinse sequence produces a wafer surface with all metals below 
detection limits. We emphasize that space limitations prohibit us from including the 
extensive data that we have supporting the graphical summary in Figure 1, however we 
have sufficient data to justify the calculation of means and standard deviations for the 
contaminant residuals, and we have repeated these experiments more than a half dozen 
times over the duration of this project. 

Extensive evaluation of both monitor wafers and wafers that were stripped of a 15 
nm sacrificial oxide indicated no significant difference in surface microroughness (as 
measured with AFM) between unprocessed controls, the standard wet bench cleans or 
any vapor-phase chemical dispense sequence. After very extensive SIMS and ESCA 
studies for light element contamination, complimenting the TXRF, we can conclude that: 
all the surfaces are exceptionally clean, the atomic surface fluorine concentration is 
reduced by a factor of 2-3X by the use of the in-situ rinse following the AHF. All the 
vapor-phase recipes have a 1-3 atomic % flourine level which is 2-5X that of the wet 
bench HF last standard. 
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PRE-CONTACT CLEAN APPLICATION 

The modular zone tester used as the vehicle for the pre-contact application is one 
of a family of Metal 1 testers used for our 0.9 jim and 1.25 jim production environments 
as well as our 0.5 p.m development technology. These testers monitor the window, 
window-to-gate, and dielectric yields as well as associated parameters. AT&T's view of 
the desired outputs and attributes for the pre-contact clean are: 

• Charing of the oxidized/nitrided uppermost layer of the titanium silicide. The oxygen 
and nitrogen are incorporated during RTA forming of the silicide. 
• Not to increase the window diameter by >20 %. The windows are nominally 1 îm in 
diameter. 
• Does not undercut the BPTEOS. The selectivity ratios for the wet chemical process are 
such that this can happen. 
• No pitting attack of the titanium silicide. 
• Acceptable contact resistance. 
• Approach 0.1 defects per million windows. 

The pre-Ti deposition wet clean following RTA window reflow is an 8:1 
EG/BHF dip. The wet bench used for the standard clean is automated with a robot to 
insure that the 30 second etch is precise. 

The contact window tester chip is divided into three major sections: contact 
(window) yield, dielectric yield, and parametrics and reliability. The contact yield 
portion of the chip is composed of four nominal yield sections, one doublet yield section 
and one smaller than nominal window yield section. Each yield section contains 11 
subsections with about 10,000 contact windows each. With 112 chips on each zone tester 
wafer there are roughly 74 million contact windows per wafer. The characterization of 
the contact yield sections is as follows: 4 Volts is forced through all 11 subsections and 
the current is measured. IF R = V/I is > 1 Mohm, THEN each of the 11 subsections is 
measured alone, AND IF R > 1 Mohm the subsection is a fail. 

A family of CONMAT, "contact material", vapor-phase recipes were investigated 
using a 16 cell DOE matrix. The details of the experimental design phase of this work 
are described in the program final report (3). Basically the CONMAT recipe is a short 
time, low flow vapor-phase HF light etch, optimized for a 5 nm thermal oxide equivalent 
target (meant to mimic the oxy-nitride present atop the titanium silicide after forming). 
The BPTEOS to TEOS etch selectively is between 1.1 and 1.2. 

The test data for a representative lot is presented in Table I. The first three 
columns: cell name, window contact resistance and standard deviation are 
self-explanatory. The window step ratio is a measure of the metal coverage. It is the ratio 
of the resistance of a metal runner that follows the via step to a similar planar runner that 
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does not follow the steps. The data for the contact resistance and window step coverage 
are identical in view of the standard deviations. The dielectric thickness derived from the 
electrical tests provides data for a direct comparison with the etch deltas derived from 
thermal oxide monitor wafers processed with the tester lots, and with a predicted 
BPTEOS etch delta based on modelling work. The last five columns present the defects 
per million vias (N0) for the window, doublet and sub-nominal via chains, and the 0.95 
confidence levels for the nominal via defect density. 

Table I. 
Cell 

Stnd wet 

CONMAT 

CONMAT 

CONMAT 

CONMAT 

Pre-Contact Clean Ap] 
Window 

Contact 

Resistance 

0.40 

0.41 

0.44 

0.43 

0.45 

Std 

Dev 

0.10 

0.11 

0.12 

0.11 

0.12 

Window 
Step 

Ratio 

1.09 

1.09 

1.09 

1.09 

1.08 

Dlication - Tester Data Summary 
Stnd 

Dev 

0.02 

0.01 

0.01 

0.02 

0.02 

Dielectric 

Thickness 

5,423 

5,087 

5,135 

5,038 

4,870 

Stnd 

Dev 

69 

100 

132 

87 

54 

No 

Window 

0.31 

0.25 

0.31 

0.29 

0.27 

No 

Doublet 

0.22 

0.20 

0.17 

0.21 

0.14 

No 

Subnominal 

0.42 

0.39 

0.58 

0.48 

0.37 

0.95 
Poisson 

CLLow 

0.26 

0.20 

0.26 

0.24 

0.22 

0.95 
Poisson 

CLHigh 

0.36 

0.31 

0.38 

0.35 

0.33 

The data we considered in determining the relative effectiveness of the vapor-phase 
cleans to the standard wet bench clean is based on comparison of the mean value for the 
nominal window defects (per million) to the low and high 95 % confidence level limits 
of the wet clean cell within the lot. With this criteria applied we conclude the 
vapor-phase CONMAT recipe demonstrates improvedor equal to wet performance in each 
of the three lots processed. 

PRE-GATE OXIDE APPLICATION 

The modular gate oxide tester used as the test vehicle has a 9 nm gate oxide. 
AT&T's view of the pre-gate cleaning requirements and desired attributes are: 

• Must remove 15 nm gate zero sacrificial oxide 
• Leave the Si surface free of metallic, organic and particle contamination. 
• Atomically smooth Si surface. 
• No over etching beyond 20 nm thermal oxide equivalent 
• Gate oxide defect density < 1 cm"2 and Fowler-Nordheim Voltages > 15 volts. 
• Superior gate oxide thickness reproducibility and uniformity. 

We point out that the atomically smooth Si surface attribute comes from reports 
in the literature rather than from AT&T's experience with wet benches and our current 
products. Significant particle reductions throughout front end processing and a focus on 
pregate oxidation cleaning improvements have measurably reduced D0 values obtainable 
with a conventional thermal oxidation. Earlier work by one of the authors (PKR, 4) 
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focused on the advantages of the stacked oxide dielectric, which has been advanced 
considerably by Motorola (5). That work suggested achievable limits in conventional 
thermal oxide D0 values somewhat higher than those obtained in this study for either the 
standard wet or vapor-phase cleans. 

Figure 2 is a schematic of the test structure used to characterize the pre-gate oxide 
device lots. The large area capacitor (~ 0.1 cm2) is tested under accumulation using a 
voltage ramp. The failure criteria is >1 jiA/cm2 leakage. The defect density data 
(LGOX-Do where D0 = -ln(Y)/A) represent failure due to oxide shorts that are potential 
reliability failures. J-Ramp accelerated aging test of small area grid capacitors (2.5 x 10*4 

cm2) generates charge-to-breakdown, NM and oxide tunneling characteristics. The failure 
criteria is Vmeasured < 0.85 Vprevious. NM and VM represent intrisic wear-out characteristics of 
the gate oxide. We point out that we have not characterized these nine lots for TDDB 
wear out or CV characteristics. The data we have compiled includes D0 data for both 
large area and patterned small area capacitors. The patterned, or PGOX D0 will 
emphasize perimeter related effects. The breakdown field of the gate oxide VM 

represents a measure of the intrinsic dielectric strength. The J-ramp aging test yields NM, 
charge to breakdown and VFN, Fowler-Nordheim tunneling characteristics which speak to 
wear-out of the gate oxide. FNVs of 15 volts and log NM values approaching 0.7 to 0.9 
are generally accepted targets for successful 0.35 ^m technology regardless of the nature 
of the gate oxide dielectric: conventional or stacked. 

The standard pre-gate cleaning sequence is a megasonic ammonia 
hydroxide-hydrogen peroxide, followed by sulfuric and hydrogen peroxide, an HF last, 
overflow rinse and dry. In all vapor-phase cells the HF last was replaced with the AHF 
dispense targeted for a 25 nm thermal oxide etch equivalent. The in situ spin was run 
either without or with vapor HC1. Again Figure 1 shows the added benefit of HC1 in the 
rinse for copper removal. 

Over the course of the 16 month program nine lots of gate oxide testers, each lot 
containing approximately 40 wafers were completed through electrical testing. We 
emphasize that all this data has been considered in formulating the discussion below. 
The formal SEMATECH end of contract member company review (6) and report (3) 
only considered the electrical data from the first four lots, and unfortunately operator 
errors in areas outside the pre-gate cleaning split severely degraded the value of over half 
of that data. 

To include even a representative sampling of the raw data from the quantity of 
test data associated with nine lots is well beyond the space limitations allowed. In Figure 
3 we do present box plots from one lot. The box plots in Figure 3 present the mean D0 

and the 95 and 5 percent confidence level points for each of the cells. If the mean of one 
cell fell outside 2 sigma of the standard clean then the cell was judged as either improved 
or poorer relative to the standard clean. 
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Applying this criteria to the LGOX D0 data in Figure 3 we judge the relative 
effectiveness of two vapor-phase cells as improved and two others as equal, relative to 
the wet standard. The details of the processing chemistries corresponding to the 
vapor-phase cleans have been detailed in reference 3. As the size of the electrical results 
data base grew, it became evident that the LGOX D0s were more or less equivalent, while 
at the same time it became clearer that the PGOX D0s were indicative of a substantial 
improvement. In Figure 4 screened PGOX D0s plotted relative to the standard are 
presented as a function of test voltages, for the failure criteria described above. This data 
comes from lots processed at very different times and in fact, in multiple oxidation 
furnaces. At the 4.5V level we have also plotted the 95% confidence level (2 sigma) 
point of the standard cleans in order to emphasize the statistical significance of the 
difference in three of the four examples. 

Another important intrinsic oxide quality parameter is Tox FNV. It is the oxide 
"thickness" derived from the Fowler-Nordheim analysis of the J-ramp test. We have 
found that the vapor-phase pre-gate oxidation cleans yield conventionally grown thermal 
oxide gates with very low non-uniformities across the wafers. Tox FNVs < 0.5% standard 
deviation have been repeatably obtained. We also note that although the Log Nbd and 
Vbd values for the vapor-phase cleans are not as dramatically improved as the PGOX 
D0s, that the standard deviations for these parameters are almost without exception half 
the size of the relative wet clean standard deviations. 

In summary, the electrical test data suggest the following vapor-phase pre-gate 
clean advantages: a statistically lower patterned GOX D0, some improvements in Nbd 
and Vbd, within wafer standard deviations on many parameters that are half the size of 
the wet clean standard deviations, and equivalence of large area GOX D0. From our 
process demonstration work we know we have exceptionally low particle counts, no 
detectable microsurface roughening and a silicon surface containing no detectable metals. 
We have on the order of 3 atomic % fluorine on the vapor-phased processed surfaces. In 
view of these findings can we offer even a tentative correlation that would support the 
electrical data? Given that both the standard wet cleaning sequence and vapor-phase 
clean are very low particle count processes one would expect the LGOX to be less 
sensitive to differences then the more device realistic PGOX. Since we have no copper 
issue with our devices or fabrication line it is not surprising that we found the with HCl 
vapor-phase cells to be about the same as the without HCl cells. The improved Tox FNV 
can be thought of in terms of a "microporosity" measure within the initial stages of the 
thermal oxide growth on the vapor-phase cleaned bare silicon surface. Certainly, 
numerous references in Tseng and Tobin (5) cite the advantages of small quantities of 
fluorine at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface. Whatever the conditioning of the silicon 
atomic surface in preparation for the thermal oxidation it would appear that the 
vapor-phase processing clearly provides a more uniform condition across the wafer and 
wafer-to-wafer within a cell than the wet clean. 
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Figure 1. Upper Left. Bar graph summary of TXRF data evaluation of the relative effectiveness of 
vapor-phase HF with and without HCl in removing ashed photoresist transition metal residues from 
blanket-coated, bare silicon wafer surfaces. 

Figure 2. Upper Right. Schematic diagram of the gate oxide (GOX) module tester. 

Figure 3. Lower Left. Relative Large Area GOX Do's for one lot of module tester wafers. The box 
indicates the mean and 95 % CL limits for each cell within the lot. 

Figure 4. Lower Right. Relative Patterned Small Area GOX Do's for four different lots . The standard 
clean's 95 % CL at 4.5 V is indicated by the dashed line. Three of the four lots show statistically 
significant marked improvements. 
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The removal of a polymer-like film deposited by a 
fluorocarbon -based reactive ion etching (RIE) chemistry 
using UV/Ozone followed in-situ by an HF/CH3OH oxide 

etch was investigated. The two step cleaning is accom
plished in a prototype of a cluster-tool compatible dry 
cleaning module. RIE on bare silicon wafers using a CHF3 
chemistry was performed to simulate an overetch process. 
The change in the polymer thickness during the UV/Ozone 
removal process was monitored using an ellipsometer. 
XPS results indicate a significant reduction in the carbon, 
fluorine and oxygen content on the silicon surface after the 
cleaning process. Surface charge analysis (SCA) was also 
used to compare the surface condition of the etched and 
cleaned sample with an unetched sample. 

INTRODUCTION 

Selective etching of Si02 on Si is an important part of processing 
highly integrated circuits. Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) is a method of 
pattern transfer that combines physical sputtering with chemical etching 
and provides a high degree of anisotropy. The sputtering and the 
exposure to the plasma can lead to bombardment damage. More over, 
etching results in the deposition of an involatile polymer in the case of 
fluorocarbon -based RIE chemistries. This polymer prevents exces
sive etching of the Si substrate. Prior to subsequent processing the 
polymer film must be removed. This concerns also very thin oxide layer 
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that remains on the surface following polymer volatization. Typically, 
these two applications are performed separately, e.g. 02-plasma 
ashing of polymer followed by an HFih^O etching. In this experiment 

we are investigating integration of these two steps using a prototype of 
a dry cleaning reactor. 

The UV/Ozone process (1) has been found to be effective for 
removing a variety of organic contaminants from the surface including 
polymer-like films deposited by RIE (2). On the other hand, an 
anhydrous HF/CH3OH process was found effective in thin oxide 
etching applications (3). The goal of this study was to combine these 
operations into an integrated post-RIE cleaning process. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

RIE of bare silicon wafers was carried out to simulate an overetch 
process. A CHF3/N2 chemistry was used with a gas flow of 40 seem of 
CHF3 and 60 seem of N 2 at 100 mT. The applied power was 550 watts. 

The overetch process deposited a polymer approx. 65A thick the 
presence of which was confirmed using x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) and the thickness measured with an ellipsometer 
using a fixed index of refraction of 1.465. 

A prototype of a cluster tool compatible commercial apparatus (4) 
was used in this study, Fig. 1. The process chamber in the apparatus is 
compatible with eight inch wafers. It is equipped with IR heating lamps, 
a 500 watt high pressure broad spectrum xenon lamp which irradiates 
the inside of the chamber through a sapphire window. The system is 
also equipped with an ozone generator. The system uses an all 
stainless steel gas delivery system. 

The Si wafers with the polymer film were cleaned using various 
combinations of UV and ozone exposure. The addition of methanol to 
the UV/Ozone process was also investigated. Oxygen was flowed 
through the ozone generator and into the chamber while methanol 
contained in a bubbler was carry into the process chamber using a N 2 

carrier gas, when needed. Irradiation by the IR and/or UV lamp was 
done through the sapphire window. A pressure of 500 Torr and 
temperature of 120°C was maintained in the process chamber. An 
ellipsometer was used to monitor the change in the polymer thickness 
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following the UV/Ozone exposures. XPS was performed at various 
stages during the cleaning process to determine the effectiveness of the 
polymer removal. 

Following the UV/Ozone cleaning process a anhydrous HF/CH3OH 
etch was performed in the same process chamber to remove the 
residue layer left after the UV/Ozone cleaning process. The process 
was carried out at 80°C and 300 Torr for 1 minute. 

Additional information concerning condition of the surface was 
obtained from surface charge analysis (SCA) (5). SCA measurements 
were taken after the various processing steps and comparisons were 
made with control samples that were not exposed to RIE. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the ellipsometer measurements on the RIE Si wafers 
indicate the presence of a polymer film 60-70A in thickness. The 
effectiveness of the polymer removal for the various combinations of UV 
with ozone are shown in Fig. 2, which shows the remaining polymer 
thickness after various processes. UV exposure and ozone alone 
resulted in a very slow removal rate. The combination of UV with ozone 
significantly increased the removal rate of the polymer. The addition of 
methanol to the UV/Ozone process was found to further increase the 
removal rate of the polymer film . This is likely due to the formation of 
OH which, as a very strong oxidant, accelerates the process of polymer 
oxidation. With the addition of methanol most of the polymer is 
removed within the first 5 minutes. Since the recipe using the 
combination of UV, ozone, and methanol was found to be the most 
effective at removing the polymer the rest of the study will emphasize 
this process. 

The removal rate decreases as the film thickness approaches 20A. 
Further UV/Ozone cleaning did not decrease the thickness of this 
remaining film. Figures 3 and 4 show the change in the composition of 
the film due to the UV/Ozone/methanol process. Initially, Fig. 3, the 
polymer film is composed mainly of carbon, fluorine, and oxygen. After 
the UV/Ozone/methanol process, Fig. 4, the level of carbon and fluorine 
have been decreased but the amount of oxygen has drastically 
increased. The Si peaks have also become more evident. The high 
oxygen content of the film and the presence of the Si peaks indicate 
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that the film has a SiOx composition. Applications of a anhydrous 

HF/CH3OH etch was found to be effective in removing most of the 

remaining film. The film thickness after the anhydrous HF/CH3OH etch 

could not be measured by the ellipsometer. Figure 5 is the XPS 
spectrum of the surface after the anhydrous HF etch. The oxygen peak 
has been greatly reduced and the presence of carbon and fluorine 
have also been greatly reduced. The remaining small oxygen peak 
could be due to reoxidation of the surface during transport from the dry 
cleaning chamber to the XPS apparatus. Further application of the 
UV/Ozone and HF/CH3OH procedures in sequence was found to 

further reduce the carbon concentration at the surface but do not affect 
the concentration of the surface fluorine, Fig. 6. As the fluorine peak 
remains relatively unchanged throughout the cleaning process, it is 
likely that the fluorine was slightly implanted during the RIE process. 
Another possibility is that fluorine results from the HF/CH3OH process. 

However, it would be difficult to explain the presence of fluorine on the 
surface which was not exposed to the HF/CH3OH process (Fig. 3). 

The XPS characterization provides information on the chemical 
condition of the surface, but not on its physical state. Surface Charge 
Analysis (SCA) provides results that can be linked with both chemical 
and physical state of the Si surface. The SCA was used in this study to 
compare the RIE treated surfaces with the control surfaces. Figure 7 
shows the SCA results of the control sample that had gone through a 
anhydrous HF/CH3OH etch only and RIE processed samples that had 

been cleaned with the UV/Ozone/methanol followed by a anhydrous HF 
etch and the repeat UV/Ozone and HF cycle. The SCA shows that the 
Si surfaces are very different. Since XPS results indicate that most of 
the polymer is being removed the differences in the SCA results is be 
due to the surface damage caused by RIE. 

SUMMARY 

The polymer deposited by a CHF3 RIE process can be removed by a 

UV/Ozone process. The additional of methanol to the process was 
found to increase the removal rate of the polymer. After the UV/Ozone 
process an oxygen rich film is remaining on the surface. A anhydrous 
HF/CH3OH etch was found to be successful in removing this film. The 
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XPS results indicate that the presence of carbon and fluorine have 
been significantly reduced by the UV/Ozone clean followed by the 
anhydrous HF/CH3OH etch. The surface damage resulting from the 
RIE remains unaffected by the surface treatments applied in this study. 
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Figure 2 
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Removal of the RIE polymer as shown by the decreasing thickness of 
the polymer film as measured by ellipsometry using a constant index 
of refraction of 1.465. 
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Figure 3 XPS spectrum of a sample after a CHF3/N2 RIE. 
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Figure 4 XPS spectrum of a sample after the UV/Ozone with the addition of 
methanol (CH3OH). (Note the change in the vertical scale) 
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Figure 5 XPS spectrum of a sample that was UV/Ozone cleaned followed by 1 
anhydrous HF etch. 
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Removal of Fe and Al by Pyrochemical Cleaning 

Young Limb, Bich-Yen Nguyen and Philip Tobin 

Motorola, Advanced Products Research and Development Laboratory 
Austin, Texas 78721 

A new HCl-based thermal cleaning process which we call Pyrochemical 
cleaning was developed. The cleaning efficiency of this new cleaning 
process was examined by intentionally introducing contaminants on the 
wafer surface and measuring with a TXRF spectrometer the residual 
contaminant concentration after the cleaning. The results showed that the 
new cleaning process is effective in removing metallic contaminants 
including Fe and Al. The reliability of Al-contaminated gate oxide was 
observed to dramatically improve when Pyrochemical cleaning was 
utilized. 

Introduction 

As device feature size scales down, chip size rapidly increases and the number of process 
steps for fabrication also increases. Therefore, the effect of process-induced 
contamination becomes increasingly important for successful production of the scaled-
down devices. Furthermore, new processes such as CMP, trench isolation and salicide 
processing may also aggravate the problem. It is believed that the process-induced 
contamination must be controlled below the IE 10 atoms/cm2 level for successfully 
manufacturing ULSI devices (1). It is a challenging task and can not be achieved without 
an effective cleaning process. In order to enhance cleaning capability, we developed a 
new HCl-based thermal cleaning process which we refer to as Pyrochemical cleaning. 

Pyrochemical Cleaning 

The removal of metallic contaminants on a wafer surface by a typical Pyrochemical 
cleaning is achieved by heating the wafer at 650C in 3% HC1, 2% 02 and N2 ambient 
for 30 minutes as illustrated in Figure 1. During the heating, the metallic contaminants 
react with HC1 and 02, form volatile reaction products, metal chlorides and/or metal 
oxychlorides and are eliminated by evaporation. During the heating, hydrocarbons can 
also react with the 02, to produce volatile reaction products such as H20, CO and C02. 
The major advantage of Pyrochemical cleaning is to allow the early elimination of 
contaminants prior to hot processes which may remain on the wafer surface after wet 
cleaning and other processes which cause irreversible damage to the device. 
Pyrochemical cleaning may be substituted for SC2 cleaning or used as a last clean prior 
to a gate oxidation when cost-effective chemicals are utilized in wet cleanings. 

In this paper, we will show that Pyrochemical cleaning is very effective in removing two 
primary metallic contaminants found on wafer surface in the fabs, Fe (2, 4) and Al (3) 
and the secondary metallic contaminants such as Ni, Cr and Cu as well. We will also 
demonstrate that the catastrophic reliability degradation of gate oxide induced by Al and 
Fe contamination is avoided by Pyrochemical cleaning. 
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Experimental Procedure 

P type, (100) oriented, polished Si wafers, on which the surface heavy metal 
concentration is below 5E10 atoms/cm2, were used. The wafers were intentionally 
contaminated at a localized area or on the whole surface of the wafers using a spin-on 
technique with aqueous NH40H and H202 solutions containing a known concentration 
of dissolved contaminants. The removal of metallic contaminants by a cleaning process 
was assessed by measuring the change of the contaminant concentration on the monitors 
before and after the cleaning. The contaminant concentration was primarily measured 
using Rigaku models 3725 and 3726 TXRF spectrometers having the minimum detection 
limit of 1E11 and 5E9 atoms/cm2 for Fe, respectively, and also by VPD-ICP-MS. The 
Pyrochemical cleaning was carried out in standard horizontal diffusion furnaces with 
fused silica tubes. 

The gate oxide was grown on N type, (100) wafers at 900C in 02 ambient with 3% HC1 
unless specified otherwise. The effect of Al and Fe contamination on gate oxide integrity 
was assessed by intentionally contaminating the Si substrate with different 
concentrations of Fe and Al using a spin-on technique after RCA clean prior to the 
oxidation. 

Results and Discussion 

Removal of Fe. Ni. Cr and Cu 

The removal of Fe, Ni, Cr and Cu by Pyrochemical cleaning was investigated by 
intentionally contaminating a monitor wafer with a high concentration of Fe, Ni, Cr and 
Cu, approximately, 7-9E13 atoms/cm2, and measuring by TXRF the change of the 
concentration after the cleaning. Figures 2 (a) and (b) exhibit the TXRF spectra of Fe, Ni 
Cr and Cu as contaminated and after Pyrochemical cleaning, respectively. The TXRF 
spectra of Fe, Ni, Cr and Cu disappear after Pyrochemical cleaning, verifying that the 
contaminants are totally removed. 

The HC1 concentration dependence of Pyrochemical cleaning efficiency on Fe, Ni, Cu 
and Cr was examined. Five wafers were intentionally contaminated with approximately 
equal amounts of Fe, Ni, Cr and Cu followed by Pyrochemical cleaning with varying 
concentrations of HC1 from 0 to 3%. After the cleaning, the concentration of the 
contaminants on the wafers were analyzed by TXRF. The result, plotted in Figure 3 
reveals that the removal efficiency of Pyrochemical cleaning is strongly HC1 
concentration-dependent. It shows that the efficiency increases with increasing 
concentration of HCL, reaching 100 % for all the contaminants including Cr at 3% HC1. 

Effect of Fe Contamination On QBD 

The effect of Fe contamination on QBD of 105 A oxide was investigated by intentionally 
contaminating the Si substrate with varying concentrations of Fe from 5E11 to 4.5E12 
atoms/cm2 prior to the oxidation. The oxide was grown at 900C with 3% HCL In order to 
see the effect of HC1 during the oxidation on QBD, 105A oxide was also grown without 
HCL Figure 4 exhibits the QBD characteristics of the oxides grown with and without 
3% HCL. It is seen that the QBD is not affected by the Fe contamination regardless of the 
concentration range studied when 3% HC1 is used. However, the QBD with no HC1 is 
seriously degraded even for the lowest concentration of Fe contamination studied, 5E11 
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atoms/cm2. This result clearly suggests that Fe can be a benign contaminant if HC1 is 
used properly. 

Removal of Al 

Figure 5 (a) and (b) reveal the removal of Al by Pyrochemical cleaning. A monitor wafer 
was intentionally contaminated with a high concentration of Al, approximately 4.3E15 
atoms/cm2 and followed by Pyrochemical cleaning and measurement by a TXRF. Figure 
5 (a) and (b) reveals TXRF spectrum of the Al as contaminated and after Pyrochemical 
cleaning, respectively. It is clearly seen that the Al spectrum completely disappears after 
Pyrochemical cleaning, showing that the Al was removed. 

Effect of Al Contamination on OBD 

The effect of Al contamination on 105A gate oxide was examined by intentionally 
contaminating the silicon surface with a high concentration of Al, about 4.7E13 
atoms/cm2 prior to the oxidation and subsequently growing the gate oxide with 3% HC1 
without and with Pyrochemical cleaning. The result is seen in Figure 6 (a) which reveals 
that the QBD characteristics of the former without Pyrochemical cleaning is extremely 
poor whereas that of the latter with Pyrochemical cleaning, Figure 6 (b) is normal. These 
results clearly shows that the Al contamination can cause a catastrophic reliability 
problem for the gate oxide which is avoided by removing Al by Pyrochemical cleaning. It 
is also interesting to find from Figure 6 (a) that the QBD is severely degraded even 
though 3% HC1 is used during the oxidation. It indicates that the use of HC1 during the 
oxidation does not alleviate the detrimental effect of the Al contamination as it does for 
the Fe contamination and thus Al must be removed before the oxidation. 

Removal of SCI-induced contamination 

The SCI-induced metal contamination and the resulting degradation of QBD 
characteristics of 105A oxide when SCI is used as a pregate clean, were examined. In 
addition, the removal of the SCI-induced contaminants by Pyrochemical cleaning and the 
consequent recovery of the QBD were also demonstrated. The SC1 solution was mixed 
with a standard electronic grade H202 and NH40H. The purity of the SCI was analyzed 
by ICP-MS and a TXRF spectrometer as shown in Figure 7. The SCI contains Al, Fe 
and Zn as major impurities, approximately 19, 9.5 and 5.4 ppb, respectively, and 2-4 
ppb of Ni, Cr and Cu as minor impurities. Figure 7 also depicts the concentration of the 
contaminants induced on the wafer surface when a wafer was cleaned by the SCI. It 
shows that the wafer is contaminated with a high concentration of Al and Fe, 
approximately 9.4E12 and 7.0E11 atoms/cm2, respectively and also with a small 
concentration of Zn, 1.6E11 atoms/cm2. No other elements were found on the wafer 
surface in a measurable amount by VPD-ICP-MS. In order to compare the propensity of 
Al, Fe and Zn sticking on Si substrate, a relative adhesion coefficient for Al, Fe and Zn 
was calculated from Figure 7. We assume a linear relationship between the impurity 
concentration in the SCI and the contaminant concentration induced on the wafer after 
the SCI clean to calculate the relative adhesion coefficients shown in Figure 8. Clearly Al 
has the strongest tendency of sticking to the Si surface and is followed by Fe. It displays 
that the relative adhesion coefficient of Al is about a factor of 6 higher than that of Fe. It 
means that even a very low Al impurity in SC 1 can result in a high Al contamination on 
the wafer and can pose a disastrous reliability problem of gate oxide. Figure 9 reveals 
the removal of the SCI-induced contaminants by Pyrochemical cleaning. The 
concentration of Al is drastically reduced and that of Fe and Zn is diminished to a non 
detectable level after Pyrochemical cleaning. 
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Effect of SCI Clean on QBD 

Figure 10 shows the QBD characteristics of 105A oxides which were grown with three 
different pregate cleans: SCI clean, Pyrochemical clean after the SCI and RCA clean. 
The QBD characteristics of the Pyrochemical pre-cleaned oxide is the best and followed 
by that of the RCA oxide and that of the SCI oxide. It is obvious from Figure 7 that the 
poor QBD of the SCI oxide results from the excessive Al contamination induced by 
SCI. Even though the oxide was also contaminated with Fe, it is unlikely that it 
contributed to the degradation of the QBD because the oxide was grown with 3% HCl. It 
is evident from Figure 9 that the excellent QBD characteristics of the Pyrochemical 
oxide results from the removal of Al by Pyrochemical cleaning. 

Conclusions 

1. Pyrochemical clean effectively removes Fe, Al, Cr, Ni, Cu and Zn from wafer surface. 

2. Fe contamination severely degrades the QBD characteristics of thin oxide. However, 
the QBD is not affected by Fe contamination when 3% HCl is used during oxidation. 

3. Al has a greater tendency of sticking to Si surface in SCI. 

4. Al contamination severely degrades the QBD characteristics of thin oxide. The use of 
HCl during oxidation does not alleviate the degradation of QBD induced by Al 
contamination. 

5. The degradation of the QBD induced by Al contamination is recovered when Al is 
removed by Pyrochemical cleaning. 

6. Use of Pyrochemical cleaning dramatically improves the QBD characteristics of the 
thin oxide grown with SCI as a pregate clean. 
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THE INTERACTION OF HYDROGEN PLASMAS WITH Ga-BASED III-V 
SEMICONDUCTOR SURFACES 
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Raleigh, NC 27695 
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University, New York, NY 10027 

The interaction of hydrogen with Ga-based semiconductor (GaAs, GaP, 
GaSb) surfaces using both remote RF plasma and electron cyclotron 
resonance (ECR) plasma reactors was studied. Surface sensitive techniques 
such as Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS), and low energy electron diffraction (LEED) are used 
to characterize the surfaces in integrated ultrahigh vacuum processing 
systems. It is concluded that hydrogen does demonstrate a significant 
cleaning effects on all Ga-based III-V semiconductor surfaces. However, a 
both chemically clean and structurally ordered surface is difficult to obtain 
due to the differences in reactivity of different oxides. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Hydrogen plasmas have been previously used to remove surface contamination such 
as carbon and oxygen from GaAs (100) surfaces. 1 However, many aspects of hydrogen 
processing of GaAs surfaces, such as surface passivation and damage (both physical and 
chemical), as well as surface cleaning, i.e., removal of surface contaminants, have not been 
explored in a comprehensive way. In addition, little is known about how hydrogen interacts 
with other III-V compound semiconductor surfaces such as GaP and GaSb. Previous 
experimental results indicated that mid-band gap interface states could be increased when Si 
surfaces were exposed to hydrogen plasma treatments.^ In the case of compound ni-V 
semiconductor surfaces, such surface processing is more complex since the rate of reaction of 
hydrogen with the oxides of the two atom constitute could be different due to the different 
bond energies of these oxides. This paper exams the interaction of hydrogen with three Ga-
based semiconductor surfaces (GaSb, GaP, GaAs), not only in achieving surface cleaning 
and/or ordering, but also in understanding how and why surface passivation and damage 
occur. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

Our experiments were carried out in two different UHV integrated processing 
systems. Hydrogen plasmas were generated by either a remote RF or microwave electron 
cyclotron resonance (ECR) source. Both types of plasma sources are highly efficient in 
producing atomic hydrogen and have common characteristics of being downstream and 
remote, and generally producing low damage to substrates. Typical operating conditions for 
the RF plasma source are 10-30 mTorr at RF power 15-50 W. The ECR hydrogen plasma 
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typically operates at 0.5-1 mTorr and a microwave power of 50-70 W. However these 
ndividual processing parameters such as operating time and drive power, should not be 
directly compared, since more fundamental plasma parameters, such as plasma density, ion 
and electron temperature, etc. determine the rate of reactions. In both systems, power was 
coupled into the process gases using a quartz tube. The base pressures in both systems were 
5-10xl0~9 Torr. Sample surfaces were exposed to downstream RF and ECR plasmas at 
remote locations of approximately 8 and 12 inches, respectively. For the studies described in 
this paper, the samples were grounded. However, no significant differences in surface 
cleaning were found when bias voltages were applied to the substrates. In the remote RF 
plasma system, hydrogen was either fed through the plasma tube, or injected downstream 
via a dispersal showerhead ring and activated from a He plasma. Hydrogen was also pre-
mixed with He at different ratios, but this did not produce significant differences in the 
cleaning results. The details of both remote RF plasma^ and ECR plasma operating 
conditions for hydrogen cleaning of semiconductor surfaces, as well for the XPS 
measurements have been discussed previously.3 The system that has the remote RF plasma 
source was equipped with Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) and Low energy electron 
diffraction (LEED), both on-line in a separate analysis chamber. The other system with the 
ECR plasma source was equipped with an Al monochromatic X-ray Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy (MXPS), also in a separate analysis chamber. Samples were transferred under 
UHV conditions to the respective analysis chambers after exposure to hydrogen in the 
respective processing chambers. AES has a higher surface sensitivity for chemical analysis 
than MXPS, and LEED provides information relative to surface crystallinity. In addition, the 
high resolution MXPS provides a unique capability in studying surface passivation through 
changes in the band bending as well the bonding chemistry (see Fig. 3). Combining the 
results of all three complementary surface sensitive techniques, we can exam this 
fundamentally interesting and technologically important process from several different 
vantage points. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

As we can anticipate, highly reactive atomic hydrogen, generated by a plasma 
process, can be effective in removing surface contaminants. Consider first H interactions 
with GaSb surfaces. A significant reduction of native oxides and of surface carbon has been 
achieved by exposure of chemically treated surfaces to atomic H as shown in Fig. 1. The 
spectra labeled a show an n-type (111) GaSb surface after one minute of off-line processing 
in a 50% NH4OH solution. The resulting oxide is composed primarily of Sb2C>3 and Ga203, 
with some SD2O5, as determined respectively from core-level chemical shifts of 2.4 eV, 1 
eV, 3.8 eV toward higher binding energies (BE). The rather large shifts for the Sb atoms 
allow the oxidized component to be well separated from the substrate peak; however, for Ga, 
the oxidized component appears as a shoulder on the Ga substrate peak. After 30 minutes of 
ECR-hydrogen plasma processing (1 mTorr at a microwave poser of 60 W) at room 
temperature, the Sb-oxide signal is completely gone, while the Ga203 shoulder is only 
slightly reduced (see spectra labeled b). The results displayed in Fig. \(b) also show that the 
C Is signal has disappeared, indicating that the hydrogen plasma eliminates surface 
hydrocarbons. At the same time, the substrate intensity for both the Sb and Ga peaks 
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increased significandy, also consistent with overlayer removal. However, a careful curve 
fitting of Ga 2p3/2 core level features shows that sub-monolayer residual Ga-oxide is still left 
on the surface. These data then demonstrate that the Sb-oxides react more readily with the 
hydrogen plasma than Ga2C>3; this is a predictable result since the Sb-oxides are less 
thermodynamically stable than Ga203, as indicated by free energy of formation data.4 In 
summary, Sb-oxides and surface carbon can be removed easily by an ECR-H plasma at room 
temperature, while Ga-oxide is found more difficult to remove. 

Hydrogen cleaning of GaP surfaces was motivated by the need for a low-temperature 
cleaning before growth of Si epitaxial layers by a remote plasma process. Both GaP (100) 
and GaP (111) samples were examined. Figure 2 summarizes the results for remote RF H-
plasma interactions with GaP (111) surfaces. The experimental conditions for this surface 
treatment are as follows: a flow rate of 25 seem H2 through that plasma tube; a chamber 
pressure of 10 mTorr, a maximum exposure of 6 minutes; a sample temperature at 530°C and 
an RF power 50 W. The AES spectra show that sample heating alone, e.g., 530°C for 20 
minutes, will heat desorb some hydrocarbon adsorbates, but will not significantly reduce the 
oxygen signal. H-exposure times from 30 s to 2 minutes significantly reduce the oxygen O 
KLL intensity as shown Fig. 2(A). Longer treatments to 6 minutes eventually minimize, but 
never completely eliminate the oxygen signal. A LEED pattern after the 6 minutes exposure 
gives sharp (lxl) diffraction spots on a diffuse background. Similar AES results have also 
been obtained on GaP (100); however, the LEED pattern is no better than that of GaP (111). 

Special attention was paid to GaAs surfaces in this paper. Figure 3(A) shows 
XPS spectra for GaAs (110) surfaces for different ECR-H exposure times at 1 mTorr and 
at a microwave power level of 50 W. The XPS spectrum of a chemically cleaned surface 
typically has mixture of AS2O3 and Ga2<>3. AS2O3 is identified using XPS by a 3 eV 
chemical shift toward higher binding energy of the As 2p3/2 peak with reference to the As 
peak of the GaAs substrate, whilst the Ga 2p3/2 peak of Ga203 has a 1 eV chemical shift 
toward higher binding energy with reference to the Ga 2p3/2 peak in GaAs. A comparison 
of a and b in Fig. 3(A) show that a 20-minutes hydrogen plasma exposure removes 
nearly two-thirds of the AS2O3; however it does not cause any detectable removal of the 
Ga203. After the 20 minutes exposure, that all of the As 2p3/2 and Ga 2p3/2 peaks shift 
0.25 eV toward higher BEs. The fact that both core levels shift in the same direction and 
by the same amount indicates a change in energy of the electronic states and surface 
bands. This shift toward higher BE of both As and Ga substrate and oxide peaks was 
observed repeatedly for n-GaAs (110), and demonstrates a flattening of the surface bands 
relative to the initial oxidized surface. As shown in the traces labeled c, additional 
processing to remove nearly all of the As-oxide, but leaving a Ga-oxide rich surface, 
caused an eventual shift of the peak positions by -0.40 eV to higher BEs from the initial 
surface. Paralleling the studies on GaSb shown in Fig. 1, for GaAs we find that 
hydrogen reduces the less strongly bonded As-oxide much more readily than Ga-oxide.^ 
When the surface As-oxide and elemental As are removed from GaAs at room 
temperature (as in c), band flattening at the GaAs surface, associated with fewer mid-gap 
states and therefore less surface Fermi level pinning can be attributed to a reduction of As, 
and As-oxide related surface states, as well as hydrogen termination.^ This passivation 
effect has been previously observed by in situ photoluminescence experiments.^ 
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Heating during plasma processing expedites the removal of Ga-oxides and also 
affects the positions of the Ga and As, GaAs substrate peak positions. For example, spectra 
labeled e show the results of heating the sample to 350°C during a 20 minutes exposure to 
plasma-generated H. The As peak moves ~0.48 eV to lower BE, and the Ga peak shifts 
-0.39 eV, also toward lower BE. In addition, the peaks become narrower and more 
symmetric. An additional 20-minutes of plasma processing at a sample temperature of 350°C 
(see the spectra labeled/) produces the maximum shift observed toward the position of a bare 
pinned surface. During this processing step the Ga-oxide is significantly reduced 
demonstrating that heating accelerates the reduction of Ga-oxide, but also increases band 
bending. This band bending change can be explained as follows: initial band flattening after 
room temperature processing can be attributed to the removal of unstable surface carbon, As-
oxides and free As, all of which were previously thought as the origins of high interface mid-
gap states." Following this, when a sub-monolayer Ga-oxide covered GaAs surface is 
exposed to highly reactive hydrogen plasma at higher temperature (350°C), the plasma-
generated hydrogen not only further reduces the Ga-oxide, but also attacks substrate GaAs by 
etching the GaAs, and generating volatile Ga-H and As-H species. This last step creates 
surface defects, therefore inducing electronic states in the middle of the band gap, which in 
turn cause surface band bending with the Fermi-level heavily pinned in the middle of the band 
gap. 

Figure 3(B) contains AES spectra of GaAs (110) before and after a remote RF 
hydrogen plasma exposure of 5 minutes. 100 seem He flows through plasma tube and 20 
seem of H2 goes through down stream gas ring; the process pressure is 30 mTorr and RF 
power is 50 W. After this exposure trace amounts of C and O can still be detected. The 
purity of the H2 was checked with a differentially pumped mass spectrometer. No gas phase 
contaminants were detected up to pressures of 100 mTorr., indicating that the gas delivery 
system was leak tight. With down stream injected H2, there is little chance of quartz tube 
wall corrosion. This has been detected in other experiments with H2 delivered through the 
plasma tube. We therefore believe the trace amount of oxygen, which was routinely seen, 
after the downstream H2 injection comes from strongly-bonded Ga-oxide, which is not 
chemically reduced. 

The observation of (lxl) LEED patterns (see Fig. 3(C)) shows that these surfaces 
have long range order, while the diffuse background suggests that this order may be limited 
in a small surface domains. This is consistent with the XPS results which show that final 
chemically-cleaned surfaces are electronically damaged. Both AES and XPS show that there 
is an initial rapid reduction of the carbon and oxygen signals, followed by a slow removal of 
surface oxygen by additional processing. This can be clearly shown in the XPS data where 
less strongly bonded species like As-oxide and Sb-oxide are removed even at room 
temperature; however, the more strongly bonded Ga-oxide is reduced slowly at higher 
temperatures (typically 350°C to 430°C). We believe the final cleaning quality is determined 
by the purity of the process gases, as well as the base pressure of the vacuum systems. At 
the final stage of surface cleaning, taking GaAs as an example, there can be competitive 
reactions of reduction and reoxidation due to residual oxygen and water vapor in the vacuum 
ambient. Reoxidation becomes significant at final stages of the cleaning process. The 
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oxidation and reduction rates for both As-oxide and Ga-oxide are different and they compete 
to determine what remains on the processed surface. For a surface like GaP, which has 
much slower oxidation rate than GaAs, the final cleaned surface (see Fig. 2(A), trace d) is 
often significantly less oxidized than GaAs (see Fig. 3 (B)) as revealed in the respective AES 
spectra.' 

In conclusion, the use of plasma-generated hydrogen demonstrates a significant 
cleaning effects on all of Ga-based HI-V semiconductor surfaces studied as revealed by AES 
and XPS spectra, and LEED. Reoxidation during the hydrogen plasma process plays a 
significant role in determining the final cleanliness of these surfaces. However, a chemically 
clean and structurally ordered HI-V surface is difficult to obtain due to the differences in the 
reactivity and stability of the different native oxide constituents, e.g., AS2O3 and Ga2C>3. 
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Figure 1: Processing of GaSb surfaces, a: treated 50% NH40H b: 
exposed to an ECR-H at room temperature for 30 min. 
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Figure 2: (A); Auger electron spectra for GaP(l 11) after : a) wet chemicai cleaning, b) 
530°C anneal, for 20 min., c) 2 min. H-plasma exposure, at 530°C, and d) 6 min. H-
plasma exposure, at 530°C; (B) LEED image of GaP(l 11) after 6 min. H-plasma. 
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Figure 3: (A) XPS spectra of the As2p3/2 and Ga2p3/2 core levels:a)for the initial 
surface prepared by 50% NH4OH (1 min.) after solvent cleaning; b) after ECR-H plasma 
processing for 20 min. at room temperature(RT); c)with an additional 20 min. exposure at 
RT; d) another 15 min, at RT; e) after an additional 20 min. processing at 350°C; f) final 
20 min. processing at 350°C; B)Auger spectra of GaAs(l 10), a) before and b) after 
remote H-plasma cleaning; C) LEED image of GaAs(l 10) after 30 sec. remote rf H 
plasma. 
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PARTICLE CONTROL 





PREVENTION OF PARTICLE DEPOSITION IN HF SOLUTION 

A.Saito, K.Ohta, H.Itoh and H.Oka 
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292 Yoshida-cho, Totsuka-ku, Yokohama 244, JAPAN 

A serious problem for LSI fabrication is that particles very 
easily adhere to the Si wafer in hydrofluoric acid(HF) solution. 
It was clarified that this is due to the zeta potential of the Si 
wafer and a particle becoming high. To prevent particle 
deposition, a new method for HF solution using an anionic 
surfactant, called "zeta potential control", was developed. 
When the surfactant is added to the HF solution, the number of 
deposited particles was reduced to less than one fifth. 

INTRODUCTION 

As semiconductor devices are finely fabricated, the deposition of small 
particles deteriorates the production yield. A serious problem now is that 
particles very easily adhere to the Si wafer in hydrofluoric acid (HF) 
solution. It is thought to be because the zeta potential of the Si wafer and a 
particle become high. 

The mechanism of particle deposition in wet processes has been 
clarified[l]. The particle deposition depends on the balance of van der 
Waals force and the electrical repulsive force between the substrate and a 
particle. The ionic strepgth of the solution, zeta potential of the substrate 
and a particle, and particle size influence the particle deposition. Most 
particles are charged negatively, so when the zeta potential of the substrate 
and a particle become high (the value of zeta potential is nearly zero), the 
particle easily adheres to the substrate. The zeta potential of a Si particle 
depends on its surface situation. The zeta potential is thought to become 
high when the native oxide of the particle surface is removed in HF 
solution. So particles very easily adhere in HF solution. 

Therefore it is very important to control the zeta potential of the 
substrate and the particle. A novel method for prevention of particle 
deposition was proposed at the 179th meeting which was held in spring 
1991 [2]. That method was called "zeta potential control". Particles are 
prevented from adhering to the Si wafer by controlling their zeta potential. 
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The zeta potential can be changed by adding organic solvent to the water. 
But, this is not effective in the case of etching solutions such as HF 
solution. 

In this paper the effect of adding anionic surfactant (surface active 
agent) to the HF solution was investigated. The relationship between the 
zeta potential and the particle deposition is also discussed. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

1 |im-size Si particles (Ko-jundo Kagaku) were used as dispersing 
particles, and n-type Si wafers (Shin-etsu Kagaku) as substrate. Several 
anionic surfactants were used as shown in Table 1. 

The zeta potential of the particle was measured by electrophoresis^] 
using LASER ZEE TM MODEL 501 (Pen kern). The surface energy of 
pure water containing surfactant was measured by Du Notiy tensiometer. 
The contact angle of pure water containing surfactant on Si wafer was 
measured after the wafer was dipped in HF solution to remove the native 
oxide. 

The particle deposition experiment was performed as follows. A Si 
wafer was dipped into the various concentrations of HF solution with 
dispersed Si particles. The number of particles deposited on the wafer was 
measured using laser inspection system LS-6000(Hitachi). The same 
treatment was made after adding the surfactant. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Surfactants in pure water 
Fig.l shows the zeta potential of a Si particle versus the concentration 

of surfactants in pure water. The zeta potential was changed to the lower 
value as the anionic surfactant was added. This is because the surfactant 
adsorbed on the Si surface. Surfactants containing fluorine atoms were 
more effective in changing the zeta potential. 

Surfactants can change the surface energy of liquid. Fig.2 shows this 
effect in pure water for the surfactants used in Fig.l. There was good 
coincidence between the zeta potential and the surface energy except for 
surfactant No.2. Although it has the ability to change the surface energy, 
the zeta potential was not changed as shown in Fig.l. 

The adsorption of the surfactant on the Si surface must be considered. 
Next the contact angle of the water containing the surfactant on the Si 
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wafer was measured. As shown in Fig.3, the contact angle of surfactant 
No.2 did not decrease, which means it does not adsorb well on the Si 
surface. This is the reason why the zeta potential was not changed using 
surfactant No.2. The zeta potential change of a Si particle can be explained 
by both the surface energy change and the adsorption of the surfactant on 
the Si surface. 

Surfactants in HF solution 
The zeta potential of a Si particle in HF solution was measured. 

Ammonium perfluoroalkyl carboxylate was used for the HF solution 
because it was the most effective for changing the zeta potential in pure 
water. 

Fig.4 shows the zeta potential of a Si particle versus the concentration 
of HF solution. The zeta potential became high as the concentration 
increased. In low concentration, the surface of the Si particle was covered 
by native oxide, so its zeta potential was almost the same as a non-treated 
Si particle. As the concentration of HF increased, the thickness of native 
oxide decreased and the zeta potential became high. In 0.5% HF, the 
surface is almost free of native oxide and the zeta potential was nearly zero. 

When the ammonium perfluoroalkyl carboxylate was added to the 
solution, the zeta potential of a Si particle became low because of 
adsorption of the anionic surfactant on the Si surface. It was shown that the 
surfactant was also effective in HF solution as well as in pure water. 

Fig.5 shows the relationship between the number of deposited particles 
and the concentration of HF solution. The number of deposited particles 
was smaller below 0.1% HF than above 0.1%. This is because the zeta 
potential of the Si wafer and a particle was not so high that particles did not 
adhere to the Si wafer. Particle deposition below 0.1% HF is attributed to 
the wettability of the Si wafer. When the wettability is good, the water 
containing particles attaches to the wafer. These particles remain on the 
wafer after the drying process[4]. 

When the surfactant was added to the HF solution, the number of 
deposited particles decreased, which corresponded to the zeta potential 
change shown in Fig.4. The number of deposited particles was reduced to 
less than one fifth. 

CONCLUSION 

The particle deposition in HF solution was clarified. Particles easily 
adhered to the wafer because of the high zeta potential. When the anionic 
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surfactant was added to the solution, particles did not adhere because the 
zeta potential became low. 
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Table 1 Surfactants used for experiment 

No.1 Tri-(2-hydroxy ethyl) ammonium 
dodesylbenzene sulfonate 

No.2 Tri-(2-hydroxy ethyl) ammonium dodesyl sulfate 
No.3 2-hydroxy ethyl ammonium octyl sulfate 
No.4 Ammonium perfluoroalkyl sulfonate 
No.5 Ammonium perfluoroalkyl carboxylate 
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OF PROCESS CLEANLINESS AND TRUE PARTICLE REMOVAL 
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Many experiments in wafer cleaning technology rely on comparing 
wafer particle counts before and after processing steps. The number of 
particles often changes dramatically, but there are more difficult cases where 
the variations appear slight. They need to be analysed in greater detail by 
separating the effects of true particle removal efficiency and process 
cleanliness. A new method for rapidly accomplishing this, utilising powerful 
PC-based software and a modern light point defect counter, is here 
presented for the first time. Other possible applications, related to crystal 
material quality, include improved analysis of oxidation induced stacking 
faults, crystal originated particles, minority carrier recombination lifetime 
and oxygen precipitation behaviour. 

INTRODUCTION 

Experiments and process development in wafer cleaning technology often rely on 
comparing wafer particle counts before and after processing steps. In many cases a huge 
reduction in the number of particles occurs, and the process is characterised by particle 
removal efficiency (case A, fig. 1.). In other cases an equally obvious increase in the 
number of particles is seen (case B, fig. 1.), especially if the step is repeated several 
times. The process is characterised by the number of particles added per wafer per pass 
(PWP) [1]. In reality, however, there are often processes where the particle levels 
change only slightly (case C, fig. 1). Significant particle deposition and removal 
processes, only marginally affecting the total number of particles, may still occur. We 
aimed at finding an efficient and thorough method for comparing wafers before and after 
processing steps, particle-by-particle. Particles would have to be identified as: 

1. Removed particles, existing before the process and eliminated by it. 
2. Fixed particles, present before the process and not moved by it. 
3. Added particles. These are added during or after the process. 

This classification would make it possible to calculate true particle removal 
efficiency. Applying this method to real processes would have to result in a clear picture 
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of particle deposition and removal taking place, which is useful information when 
developing and trouble-shooting equipment and processes. Decisions could then be 
made whether to enhance cleanliness or particle removal efficiency. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The light point defect (LPD) counter used is a Censor ANS-100 [2]. Mechanically 
it works by placing the wafer to be scanned on a movable vacuum chuck by a robotic 
arm. Laser light is focused onto the wafer into a spot size of 30 x 200 urn2. The chuck is 
simultaneously rotated and translated with the result that the laser spot describes a spiral 
path on the wafer. The scattered light is detected and expressed as ppm of the incident 
light. The whole wafer scan is stored in an array of 256 * 256 pixels. The width of a 
pixel is thus about 800 urn on a 200 mm wafer but only 400 urn on a 100 mm wafer. 

The instrument is sensitive, capable of detecting particles smaller than 0.1 urn, and 
has a high counting accuracy. The spatial resolution is good and the size and position 
information of each detected LPD is stored. It is a highly advanced instrument compared 
with the instruments of the previous generations. We felt, however, that it should be 
possible to develop more sophisticated ways of analysing the tremendous amounts of 
data generated by the measurements, than provided by the original Censor software. 

An MS Windows™ software package written in C++, VTTWAFER, was adapted 
for reading and analysing Censor ANS-100 data files. Special emphasis was placed on 
speed, flexibility and graphics. Many different types of analysis can be performed, each 
in its own specially designed window. The Haze Window is the normal starting point, 
single wafer files can be opened and haze or LPD maps displayed using a number of 
different colour palettes. Features include zooming, filtering, file comparison, haze and 
LPD bin definiton and freely definable edge and flat exclusions. Multiple files can be 
opened for exporting the haze and LPD bin distribution data to spreadsheets for further 
analysis. 

The Particle Window is designed for comparing LPD maps. Two wafers, or two 
sets of wafers, can be compared for common (matched) particles. Particle patterns are 
compared and optionally moved and rotated to find the maximum number of particles 
having the same, or nearly the same position, in both sets. This is done because of the 
inescapable differences in wafer positioning even between subsequent measurements; the 
same particles will not necessarily end up in the same pixels when a measurement is 
repeated. Particle reduction may be applied, by which particles in adjacent pixels are 
reduced to one (the biggest). This will in many cases give truer results as "shadowing" is 
eliminated. The user may also decide how large size differences will be allowed during 
matching. 
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The Batch Window allows 2D or 3D representation of batch data. Data can be 
averaged over multiple wafers. Particle matching between two different batches can be 
done in this window which means that it is possible to show e.g. the average 2D 
distribution of particles removed from a cassette of wafers during a process step. 

The analysis capability of VTTWAFER is enhanced by an option to import data 
from other types of measurement equipment. 

APPLICATIONS 

We have been developing and using VTTWAFER for analysing particle-related 
experiments for over one year now. The effort has been worthwile, VTTWAFER has 
provided us with important in-sights, fast process evaluation, and above all it has been 
possible to convincingly convey experimental results. 

The reliability of the particle matching concept can be questioned. However, 
repeated measurements of the same wafer show that, unless it has been subject to bad 
storage or treatment, the number of unmatched particles is generally below 2 to 5 % on 
consecutive measurements. In these cases the unmatched particles usually are distributed 
close to the lower limit of the dynamic range. They can then easily be explained by small 
variations in particle sizing. 

Some problems have also occured, e.g. once the particle matching failed 
completely when remeasuring a set of wafers after an interval of two months. We found 
that the zero position of the vacuum chuck of the ANS-100 had changed over time. 

Comparing Megasonic Units Using True Particle Removal Efficiency 

Two cassettes of similarly contaminated wafers were measured with the ANS-100 
(particles > 0.2 urn). They were processed in two different Megasonic units, of which 
unit B was newly installed, and then re-measured. The total particle count decreased for 
unit A and increased for unit B (fig. 2). VTTWAFER, however, showed that most 
particles present after processing in unit A were present before the cleaning (i.e. fixed), 
while most particles present after processing in unit B were added during the cleaning 
(fig. 3). The average true particle removal efficiency for Megasonic unit B (52 %) was 
thus significantly greater than for Megasonic unit A (42 %). Fig. 4 shows a small area of 
a processed wafer featuring removed, fixed and added particles. 

Comparing total particle counts before and after processing would in this case 
have been totally misleading because of the difference in cleanliness between the two 
Megasonic units. However, using VTTWAFER it was still possible to conduct relevant 
experiments while waiting for unit B to clean up. This was of great value working in a 
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production environment where time allocated to experimental work necessarily is a 
scarce resource. The difference in removal efficiency between the two Megasonic units 
remained after the cleanliness of sytem B was improved. 

Characterising Particles by Annealing 

Knowledge of particle composition can be valuable when eliminating particle 
sources. VTTWAFER's particle matching features can be utilised for this purpose. We 
tested the concept by annealing wafers (10 min, 1050 °C, Ar ambient) contaminated 
with particles assumed to be either silica polish residue or plastics from liquid tubing. 
The particle patterns remained almost unchanged proving that the particles were not 
easily evaporated (e.g. plastic). The same wafers were annealed once more, this time in 
an ambient containing 10% oxygen. Again almost no changes in the particle patterns 
were observed, thus indicating that the particles were not organic. 

Studying Particle Patterns 

Sometimes particles appear in more or less distinct patterns on wafer surfaces. 
These patterns will often appear much more clearly when averaged over multiple wafers, 
suitably filtered and displayed in 2D or 3D. Fig. 5 displays the distribution of particles, 
averaged over one cassette of wafers, after cleaning in a spray post system. The 
concentration of particles is much larger in the central regions of the wafer. This may be 
due to uneven distribution of chemicals on the wafer surface. The picture thus gives a 
clue on how to improve the process. 

VTTWAFER also offers the possibility of combining particle-to-particle 
comparisons and averaged 2D or 3D distribution maps. That may be helpful in 
characterising both cleaning processes (removed particles) and processes such as wafer 
storage and transport that may cause contamination (added particles). Fig. 6 shows the 
distribution of removed particles from one cassette of wafers held stationary above a 
megasonic transducer. A slightly higher number of removed particles can be observed in 
the beam area (perpendicular to the flat), but the differences between different wafer 
areas are surprisingy small. Fig. 7 displays the averaged distribution of added particles 
after a hermetically sealed cassette of wafers was dropped from a height of one meter. 
VTTWAFER revealed that the original particles were not affected but that the impact 
generated some large particles, probably originating from the cassette. Their distribution 
is centered close to the area of impact. 

Characterising Semiconductor Material Properties 

The data analysis capability of the software can also be used for visualising crystal 
material properties measured using an LPD counter or other suitable tools. These 
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properties include oxygen and carbon concentrations, resistivity, oxidation induced 
stacking fault (OSF) density, minority carrier recombination lifetime (x) and crystal 
originated particle (COP) density. Fig. 8 shows an LPD map featuring a fairly high 
density of OSF's in a circular formation close to the wafer periphery. The radial OSF 
density distribution from the same wafer is shown in fig. 9. The stacking faults were 
made visible through wet oxidation followed by a 4-minute defect etch (Wright). Very 
low OSF densities, well below 1/cm2, can easily be measured if the defect contrast is 
enhanced by a short chemo-mechanical polish after the etch. The COP density can be 
visualised in a similar way, but in this case the possibility of comparing LPD maps before 
and after the slightly etching clean [3] is of great help. Fig. 10 shows a minority carrier 
recombination lifetime map, measured using a SEMILAB WT-85 system [4] and 
imported to the VTTWAFER software. Far more advanced data analysis can be 
performed, e.g. data from several wafers, of the same crystal, can be combined to yield a 
lifetime map for any crystal cross-section. Lifetime measurements can also be used to 
evaluate the oxygen precipitation behaviour and its uniformity. In fig. 11 the distribution 
of nuclei for precipitation is made visible by first submitting the wafer to a dry oxidation 
(4h@850 °C plus 12h@1000 °C) and then measuring the lifetime, which has been 
reduced by precipitation. The radial structure is a result of the crystal growing process. 

The possibility of presenting data from several different instruments in a clear and 
standardized fashion makes it easier to find correlations between different properties and 
thus to optimise crystal material quality. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is obvious that advanced software can significantly increase the value of the 
information provided by modern LPD counters. Particles can be classified as removed, 
fixed or added by comparing wafer LPD maps before and after processing. This allows 
the calculation of true particle removal efficiency, even under circumstances where 
process cleanliness is not established. This concept has a number of applications in 
research and process development related to wafer cleaning, storage and transport. A 
wide range of other applications exist in the area of semiconductor material 
characterisation. 
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Figure 1. Three different cases (A, B, C) 
showing how processing can affect the 
number of particles on wafers. 

I 1000 

Figure 2. The average number of 
particles / wafer / cassette, before and 
after two different processes. Proc. A 
appears better at particle reduction, but 
this is not the truth, as revealed by fig. 3. 

PROCESS A 

Figure 3. The particles of the processed 
wafers of fig. 2, classified as either fixed 
or added by PC software analysis of 
particle maps measured with the Censor 
ANS-100. The cleanliness of process A is 
superior, as shown by the smaller number 
of added particles. Process B is revealed 
to be better at removing particles. 

Figure 4. A small area of an 
LPD map based on two 
measurements, the wafer 
processed in between. The 
particles removed are shown 
as unfilled triangles. The 
fixed particles, i.e. not 
affected by the process step, 
appear as crosses. The 
particles added are shown as 
filled diamonds. The size of 
the symbol indicate the size 
of the particle. 
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Figure 5. The distribution of particles, 
averaged over one cassette of wafers, 
after cleaning in a spray post system. 

Figure 6. The distribution of removed 
particles from one cassette of wafers held 
stationary above a megasonic transducer. 

/XY-plane aa1 Unmatch [ (/cm2)] 

Figure 7. The averaged distribution of particles added to 
one sealed cassette of wafers by dropping the cassette from 
a height of one meter. The particles are fairly large and 
probably originate from the cassette. Their distribution is 
centered close to the area of impact. 
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Figure 8. Oxidation induced stacking 
fault distribution (experimental crystal), 
made visible by a 4 min Wright etch and 
subsequent LPD scan. 

Figure 9. The radial distribution of the 
stacking faults on the wafer in fig. 8. 

Lifetime Tau [us] 

/ Lifetime Tau [ms] 

Figure 10. Minority carrier recom
bination lifetime map of a 30 Qcm P100 
wafer after dry oxidation (30 min, 
900 °C). The high lifetimes recorded, 
almost 2 ms, indicate a very clean wafer 
with regard to metals. 

Figure 11. Oxygen precipitation 
behaviour can easily be monitored by 
oxidation (e.g. 4h@850 °C plus 
12h@1000 °C, dry) followed by lifetime 
mapping. The ring structure originates 
from nuclei born during crystal growth. 
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ELECTROKINETIC CHARACTERISTICS OF NITRIDE WAFERS IN AQUEOUS 
SOLUTIONS AND THEIR IMPACT ON PARTICULATE DEPOSITION 

Der'E Jan and Srini Raghavan 
Department of Materials Science and Engineering 

University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721 

ABSTRACT 

A streaming potential cell for handling 5" wafers was fabricated and 
the interfacial electrical characteristics of LPCVD and PECVD 
silicon nitride wafers subjected to different cleaning procedures were 
measured using this cell. The isoelectric point (IEP) of silicon nitride 
was dependent on the cleaning method as well deposition technique. 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic measurement of Si/O and Si/N 
ratio of films were made to explain the difference in IEP values. 
Polystyrene latex (PSL) particle deposition from aqueous solutions 
onto silicon nitride wafers was investigated and correlated with the 
electrokinetic potential data. 

INTRODUCTION 

Silicon nitride films are widely used in integrated circuit processing as 
passivation and gate dielectric material, and as local oxidation masks. Low pressure 
chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) and plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition 
(PECVD) are the most common techniques employed to deposit silicon nitride 
during device fabrication. LPCVD nitride films are typically deposited from a 
mixture of dichlorosilane and ammonia and are stoichiometric Si3N4 films with a 
Si/N ratio close to 0.75. On the other hand, PECVD nitrides deposited from a 
mixture of silane, ammonia and/or nitrogen have a composition of SixNyHz, where 
z is typically 0.2 to 0.3. 

Nitride films are exposed to a variety of liquid chemicals during integrated 
circuit manufacturing. An important characteristic of a wafer surface that plays a key 
role in particulate contamination during wet chemical processing is its electrokinetic 
(zeta) potential. Particulate contaminant deposition onto the wafer surface depends 
on the nature of charge developed by the wafer and the contaminants in a given 
liquid medium. Specifically, electrical double layers develop at the wafer/liquid and 
contaminant/liquid interfaces, and the interaction of these double layers determine 
whether the contaminant may be attracted to the surface of the wafer or not. If the 
contaminant and the wafer surface are charged alike, the double layers will interact 
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in a repulsive manner making the deposition of the contaminant unfavorable. 
Colloidal contaminants will be attracted to the surface of the wafer, if the wafer and 
the contaminant are oppositely charged. 

The measurement of electrokinetic data for "real" wafers has not been 
reported in literature. Electrophoretic data collected on particles have been used as 
representative values of wafers. The electrophoretic method is not suitable to 
characterize the properties of thin surface layers deposited under defined conditions. 

The objectives of the research work reported in this paper were to develop 
a technique to characterize the electrokinetic potential of silicon nitride wafers 
processed in various aqueous cleaning solutions and to carry out particulate 
contamination studies on these wafers in an effort to correlate the electrical 
characteristics to particulate contamination. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic 
measurement of Si/O and Si/N ratio of films has been made to explain the 
difference in IEP values of nitride wafers subjected to different cleaning treatments. 

EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS 

Five inch LPCVD and PECVD silicon nitride wafers were donated by IBM 
corporation. The substrate for the nitride films was boron doped (100) silicon with 
a resistivity in the range of 10-20 n-cm. LPCVD nitride films (IBM trademark : ZI 
PAD) were deposited at 785 ± 10 °C and at a pressure 0.2 ± 0.02 Torr, using NH3 

(160 cc/min.), SiH2Cl2 (40 cc/min.) and N2 (400 cc/min.) in a hot-wall tube reactor. 
The thickness of the films was measured to be 3000 ± 100 A. The deposition of 
PECVD (IBM trademark : WC ASM) films was carried out in a parallel plate 
reactor operating at a temperature of 400 ± 7 °C , with NH3, SiH4 and N2 flowing 
at a rate of 2000, 290 and 1200 cc/min. respectively. The thickness of PECVD 
nitride layers was 3600 ± 100 A. 

All chemicals used to clean the wafers were of electronic grade. H202 (30%), 
H2S04 (95-97%), buffered oxide etch (BOE 100:1) and NH4OH (27-31%) were 
purchased from Olin Hunt Specialty Products Inc.. Phosphoric acid (85-87%) was 
obtained from Jones-Hamilton and polystyrene spheres (0.5 jum) were bought from 
Duke Scientific Corporation. Electronic grade water from a Millipore RO-DI system 
(Milli-Q 4-bowl) was used to make the required electrolyte solutions. All electrolytes 
used for the regulation of ionic strength and pH were of electronic grade. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Silicon nitride wafers were subjected to the following chemical treatments: (i) 
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piranha (H2S04:H202 = 5:1) at a temperature of 90 ± 5 °C for ten minutes, (ii) 
RCA1 (NH4OH:H202:H20 = 1:1:5) at a temperature of 80 ± 5 °C for 10 minutes, 
(iii) piranha followed by BOE (100:1) for 1 minute and (iv) treatment (iii) followed 
by a ten minute phosphoric acid (180°C for LPCVD nitride film and 150°C for 
PECVD nitride film) clean. All cleaning treatments were carried out in a class 100 
clean room at the University of Arizona. 

A streaming potential cell capable of handling 5" wafers was specially 
designed and constructed for the zeta potential measurements. It was constructed 
from two ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) blocks each with an 
accurately cut depression to take 5" wafers. A PTFE gasket of 14.7 cm in diameter 
and 0.076 cm in thickness was used to separate the silicon nitride wafers. An area 
of 0.8 cm x 14.2 cm was cut in the center of the gasket to create a liquid flow 
channel. The top block had suitable cutouts for liquid inlet and outlet ports and for 
electrode placement as shown in Fig.l. Two platinized platinum electrodes were 
located on the top block of the cell to measure the streaming potential. The 
platinum electrodes were regularly platinized using a 3.5 % (w/v) solution of 
chloroplatinic acid doped with 0.005 % w/v lead acetate to reduce the asymmetry 
potential generated between the electrodes due to polarization (1,2). A Paar EKA 
(Electrokinetic Analyzer) instrument was used to measure streaming potential values 
at pressure drop values ranging from 20-90 mbar. The slope of the streaming 
potential (Es) versus pressure drop plot was automatically recorded and used to 
calculate the zeta potential according to the following equation: 

, K A E S (1) 
f - 47T?7 — X 

e Ap 

In the above equation, 77, e,« are viscosity, dielectric constant and conductivity of the 
solution, respectively. 

Wagenen et al (3,4) and Bowen (5) studied the hydrodynamic requirements 
for accurate measurement of streaming potential using a flat plate configuration. 
According to their work, two main requirements must be met: (i) laminar flow in the 
channel and (ii) the length (Le) of channel needed to generate the steady laminar 
flow must be less than 10 % of the total channel length (L). For the designed 
streaming potential cell, at the highest flow rate of 550 cc/min., the Reynold's 
number was calculated to be around 2000 indicating the existence of laminar flow 
conditions in the channel between the wafers. 

A VG ESCALAB MKII photoelectron spectrometer with an aluminum anode 
(Ka l2= 1486.6 eV) as the X-ray source was employed in the XPS analysis. The FT-
IR spectra of nitride wafers were obtained with a Perkin Elmer 1800 Fourier-
transform infrared spectrometer, in the region from 800 to 4000 cm"1. During the 
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measurement, the sample chamber was purged with nitrogen gas to reduce moisture 
content. Twenty scans at a resolution of 4 cm"1 were signal averaged. 

Particle deposition experiments were carried out in the cleanroom. The DI 
water contained in a 2-liter PTFE tank was spiked with a small predetermined 
volume of 0.5 /xm polystyrene particle dispersion (3 x 107 particles/cc) to yield a 
particle level of 5,000 or 15,000 particles/cc. The pH of the DI water to which PSL 
particles were added was first adjusted to 9.7 and the precleaned nitride wafers were 
dipped in the contaminated water for 5 minutes and then dried by spinning. The 
number of polystyrene particles on the wafer was then counted using a Tencor 5000 
surface scanner. The pH of the contaminated water was then sequentially adjusted 
to lower pH values and the deposition experiments were repeated. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The hydrogen content of PECVD nitride wafers was first determined using the 
FTIR transmission technique. Fig. 2 shows the FT-IR spectrum of PECVD nitride 
wafer. Evidence for substantial amounts of bonded hydrogen may be seen from the 
strong absorption peaks characteristic of N-H and Si-H stretching at 3350 and 2160 
cm"1, respectively. Based on the method proposed by Lanford and Rand (6), the 
atomic density of hydrogen per unit area was calculated using the formula: 

Total H/cm2 - 1.36 x 1017 x (1.4 x area of N-H + area of Si-H) (2) 

Using equation (2) and the thickness of nitride film, the hydrogen content of PECVD 
nitride films was calculated to be approximately 2.0 x 1022 atoms/cm3 (or roughly 25 
atomic % ). The fraction of hydrogen present as Si-H was calculated to about 0.37. 
It may be mentioned that the fraction of hydrogen bonded to Si is a strong function 
of Si/N ratio in the feed gas stream (7,8). The hydrogen content of LPCVD wafers 
was also measured and was found to be approximately 4 atomic %. 

Zeta potential values of LPCVD nitride wafers measured in 0.001 M KC1 
solution are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of solution pH. It is can be seen that the 
IEP (isoelectric point) values of LPCVD nitride wafers vary from 3.5 to 5.3 
depending on the cleaning process. The wafers cleaned by piranha and RCA1 
exhibit IEP values of 3.8 and 4.5,respectively. Since the hydrogen peroxide in both 
solutions is a strong oxidizer, the oxidation of nitride wafers during cleaning in these 
solutions may be expected. It has been shown that the IEP of Si02 film is in the pH 
range of 2.8 to 3.5 (2,9). The IEP of nitride wafer cleaned by piranha, and then 
etched by BOE to remove the thin oxide film grown on the nitride wafer during the 
piranha cleaning shifts the IEP to a pH of 5.3. This value most likely represents the 
real IEP value of the LPCVD nitride wafer. The wafer cleaned by piranha, BOE 
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and followed by a phosphoric acid etch to remove 2000 A of silicon nitride layer 
exhibits an IEP value of 3.5. The reason for this low IEP value may be due to the 
adsorption of phosphate ions on the nitride wafer. 

Zeta potential of PECVD silicon nitride wafers cleaned by different methods 
is shown in Fig. 4. The IEP values of PECVD wafers cleaned by piranha and RCA1 
occur at pH values of 4.2 and 4.8 respectively, which are slightly higher than those 
of LPCVD nitride wafers. The wafers cleaned by piranha followed by BOE show an 
IEP of about 4.9 which is lower than that of the LPCVD nitride wafer subjected to 
a similar treatment. The zeta potential values of PECVD nitride wafers cleaned by 
piranha, BOE and then etched by phosphoric acid are negative in the pH range of 
3.5 to 9.3. 

In order to explain the difference in IEP values of LPCVD nitride films 
cleaned by different procedures, Si/O and Si/N ratios of the surface of the cleaned 
wafers was carried out using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The XPS 
results are summarized in table I. The atomic densities were calculated by 
determining the areas under the peaks for each element divided the atomic sensitivity 
factors which are 0.42, 0.66 and 0.27 for N (Is), O (Is) and Si (2p) respectively (10). 
The results show that the nitride film cleaned by piranha followed by BOE has the 
largest Si/O and N/O values (lowest O content). The nitride film cleaned by 
piranha, BOE and then phosphoric acid has the lowest Si/O and N/O values. This 
indicates that the IEP value of nitride film decreases with increasing level of 
oxidation during the cleaning. 

Table I Si/N, Si/O and N/O ratios of cleaned LPCVD wafers 
as determined by XPS. 

Sample Treatment 

Piranha 

Piranha, and then 
BOE 

Piranha, BOE 
and then 

Phosphoric acid 

Ratio 

Si/N 

0.77 

0.81 

0.80 

Si/O 

2.99 

3.78 

2.53 

N/O 

3.88 

4.66 

3.16 

IEP 

3.7 

5.3 

3.5 

In an effort to correlate the zeta potential values of wafers to the extent of 
particulate contamination, LPCVD nitride wafers cleaned by piranha and by piranha 
followed by BOE were dipped in DI water adjusted to different pH values containing 
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0.5 /xm PSL particles at a concentration of 5000/ml and 15000/ml. The zeta 
potential values of PSL particles were previously measured to be -50 mV to -100 mV 
in the pH range of 3.0 to 10.0. Electrostatic adsorption of PSL particles onto the 
surface of nitride wafer would be favorable at pH values lower than the IEP of 
nitride wafer. 

The results of the contamination experiments for LPCVD nitride wafers 
cleaned by piranha and piranha followed by BOE are shown in Fig. 5 and 6, 
respectively. From Fig. 5 it can be seen that the number of PSL particles on the 
nitride wafer cleaned in piranha increases with decreasing pH and changes sharply 
in the vicinity of the IEP value (3.5) of the wafer. Deposition appears to be 
favorable at pH values where the wafer has a positive zeta potential. The results for 
the wafers cleaned with piranha followed by BOE, shown in Fig. 6, also follow the 
general trend exhibited by the data in figure 5. Contamination increases sharply at 
pH values below IEP (5.3) for both concentrations of PSL particles. These results 
indicate that electrostatic interaction between PSL particles and wafers is a 
contributing factor for contamination. At pH values above IEP, electrostatic 
repulsion between negatively charged wafer and particles result in a substantial 
reduction in particulate contamination. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The zeta potential of 5" LPCVD and PECVD silicon nitride films was 
characterized using the streaming potential method. The results shows that the IEP 
of the silicon nitride films depends on the cleaning treatment. The IEP of the 
LPCVD and PECVD wafers cleaned by piranha followed by BOE are 5.3 and 4.9 
respectively, and most likely represent the real IEP of the nitride wafers. Si/O and 
Si/N ratios determined using XPS reveal that the IEP value is affected by the level 
of oxidation that occurs during cleaning. Polystyrene latex particle deposition from 
aqueous solutions onto nitride wafers correlated with the zeta potential data. 
Electrostatic interaction between PSL particles and wafers appears to a contributing 
factor for contamination. 
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Fig. 1 A schematic sketch of the 
streaming potential cell 
for 5" wafers. 
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Fig. 3 Zeta potential of LPCVD 
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different methods as a 
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Fig. 4 Zeta potential of PECVD 
nitride wafers processed in 
various cleaning solutions 
as a function of pH. 
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A DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS APPROACH TO AN OPTIMIZED 
SC-1/MEGASONIC CLEAN FOR SUB-0.15 MICRON PARTICLE REMOVAL* 

P. J. Resnick, C L. J. Adkins, P. J. Clews, E. V. Thomas, and S. T. Cannaday 
Sandia National Laboratories 

Albuquerque, NM 87185-5800 

A statistical design of experiments approach has been employed to evaluate 
the particle removal efficacy of the SC-1/megasonic clean for sub-0.15 u.m 
inorganic particles. The effects of megasonic input power, solution 
chemistry, bath temperature, and immersion time have been investigated. 
Immersion time was not observed to be a statistically significant factor. 
The NH4OH/H2O2 ratio was significant, but varying the molar H202 
concentration had no effect on inorganic particle removal. Substantially 
diluted chemistries, performed with high megasonic input power and 
moderate-to-elevated temperatures, was shown to be very effective for 
small particle removal. 

INTRODUCTION 

RCA cleans (SC-1 and SC-2) have been in existence for over 20 years and it is well 
known that the SC-1 clean, coupled with high frequency acoustic power (megasonics), 
effectively removes particles above 0.30 j.im from silicon surfaces (1). However, it is not 
clear whether the SC-1 clean will adequately remove smaller particles on future generation 
devices with reduced design rules. As part of the work for the SEMATECH/Sandia 
Contamination Free Manufacturing Research Center, a statistical design of experiments 
approach has been employed to evaluate sub-0.15 \xm particle removal efficacy of the 
SC-1/megasonic clean. Until recently, routine detection of smaller particles was not 
possible due to the limitations of surface particle metrology equipment. However, with 
the introduction of equipment capable of detecting particles well below 0.15 jam in size, it 
is now possible to experimentally assess the performance of the SC-1/megasonic clean for 
small particle removal. An extension of the SC-1/megasonic clean to the next generation 
technology for small particle removal would represent a significant cost of ownership 
savings for the industry. 

The objective of the designed experiments was to understand any limitations to 
particle removal that may exist in the SC-1-type chemistry with the use of megasonics, and 

* This work was performed at Sandia National Laboratories, which is operated for the 
U.S. Department of Energy under contract no. DE-AC04-76DP000789. This work was 
funded through a cooperative research and development agreement with SEMATECH. 
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to obtain an empirical response surface for process optimization. The effects of 
megasonic input power, solution chemistry, bath temperature, and immersion time on 
particle removal were investigated and are reported below. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Prior to performing the designed experiments on the megasonic cleaning system, it 
was necessary to determine the number of particles that are contributed by the spin rinse 
dryer (SRD). A large number of added particles from the dryer would greatly reduce the 
signal-to-noise ratio, making data analysis difficult. A small experimental matrix was 
performed to assess the effects of spin speed, spin time, nitrogen flow (on/off), and heater 
(on/off) on particle addition from the Verteq 1600 SRD. This tool was operated in "dry 
only" mode in these experiments, as well as all subsequent experiments. Virgin 150 mm 
silicon wafers were immersed in a DI water cascade overflow bath and spun dry under 
various process conditions. A Tencor Surfscan 6200 was used to measure particles on the 
wafers. The dryer was found to contribute negligible numbers of particles (often less than 
10) > 0.13 micron in size, provided the nitrogen flow remained on. 

Following the spin dryer evaluation, a screening experiment using a Verteq focused 
beam megasonic process tank was designed and performed to determine the main effects 
in the SC-1/megasonic clean. The wafers used in this, and all subsequent tests, were 150 
mm Unisil, n-type (100) silicon wafers. A stable and reproducible "contaminant" particle 
source was required. Silicon nitride was chosen as a contaminant particle because it is 
difficult to remove, it is detectable on bare silicon, and it is representative of a 
semiconductor fab environment. Approximately 1000 silicon nitride particles in the 0.10 
to 0.30 u.m range were deposited on each wafer using an aerosol technique. The RCA 
process chemistry was varied from the standard concentration to one that was very dilute 
by changing both the weight fraction of hydrogen peroxide and the ratio of ammonium 
hydroxide to hydrogen peroxide. Megasonic input power ranged from 0 to 300 watts and 
bath temperature ranged from 25°C to 65°C. The wafer immersion time was evaluated in 
terms of its constituent components, which were chain speed and number of passes over 
the transducer. The chain speed refers to the speed at which the wafer cassette is 
physically transported over the transducer, and ranged from 25 to 70 mm/minute. The 
number of passes over the transducer ranged from 2 to 6. The resulting total immersion 
time ranged from 6 to 52 minutes. Seven wafers were processed in each run — three 
wafers were contaminated with silicon nitride particles, two wafers were contaminated 
with ashed photoresist, and two wafers were uncontaminated (blanks). The ashed 
photoresist was intended to provide a response for a different (organic) particle, and the 
uncontaminated wafers were used to provide a blank correction to the particle removal 
data. 

The cleaning efficiency is defined in terms of the removal of the added silicon nitride 
particles. A more rigorous expression for the cleaning efficiency is given in terms of the 
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number of light point defects (LPDs) added and removed. This terminology is used 
because it is often difficult to distinguish particles from other light scattering events 
(caused by surface roughness, for example) with conventional laser based scanning 
instruments. The cleaning efficiency, r\, may be expressed as 

Light Point Defects Removed - B 
7] = — , [1] 

Light Point Defects Added 

where B is the number of light point defects removed from the uncontaminated wafers 
(blank correction). 

The screening experiment indicated that neither chain speed nor number of passes 
over the transducer (within the experimental range stated above) had a significant effect 
on particle removal. A confirmatory experiment, in which the only variables were chain 
speed and number of passes, validated this finding. All subsequent experiments were 
performed with a constant chain speed (44 mm/min) and two passes over the transducer, 
for a total immersion time of 10 minutes. 

A full-factorial experiment was performed to determine the linear response and 
assess factor interactions. The bare (uncontaminated) wafers included in these runs were 
used to provide blank corrections to the data. The data from these runs indicate that 
megasonic power is a significant factor, as well as bath temperature and chemical ratio. 
The data also indicate interactions involving power. The full-factorial matrix was 
augmented with additional experimental points which allowed the fit of the data to a 
quadratic regression equation (third order terms and higher were not supported by the 
experimental design). These experimental matrices, along with the reduced results, are 
given in Table I. The results obtained from the ashed photoresist wafers were too 
irreproducible to obtain a regression fit; however, the data indicate that particle chemistry 
is significant. 

The regression fit of the data indicated that input power was indeed the dominant 
factor, appearing in linear, quadratic, and interaction terms with bath temperature and 
chemical ratio. The effect of megasonic input power diminishes above ~150 W, at which 
point there appears to be little benefit from increasing power. Increased temperature 
substantially increased the particle removal efficiency, provided that the input power was 
below 150 W. The regression equation for particle removal efficiency, based on 
transformed parameters, is given as 

/ = A + flT + /?2P + AR + AP2+AT-P + AP-R. [2] 
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where T is dimensionless bath temperature, P is dimensionless megasonic input power, 
and R is a logarithmic transform of the volume ratio of ammonium hydroxide to hydrogen 
peroxide. These parameters have been transformed into dimensionless quantities for 
orthogonal centering about zero through the following: 

temperature (deg C) - 45 
20 ' l J 

power (watts) - 150 
150 ' 

' •>4 [ N H ' 0% :0>'° [9> 

The function / is the predicted particle removal efficiency transformed through a modified 
logit function, which is used to constrain the response to values between 0 and 1. The 
inverse of the modified logit function is given in equation [6]. 

Predicted Efficiency = — ^ — - + 0 . 0 1 . [6] 
(\ + ef) 

The regression coefficients are given in Table II, along with the associated standard errors. 
Contour plots (generated from the regression) showing the dependence of cleaning 
efficiency on input power, bath temperature, and chemical ratio are presented in Figures 1 
through 3 for a particle size range from 0.1 to 0.3 urn The contour lines represent 
constant cleaning efficiency. Particle removal efficiency depends strongly on power when 
the input power is below about 150 Watts, as seen by the close spacing of the contour 
lines (below 150 W) in Figures 1 through 3. Cleaning efficiency also depends strongly on 
bath temperature, particularly at lower megasonic power levels. This phenomenon is 
shown graphically in Figure 4, where cleaning efficiency is seen to change rapidly with 
increasing temperature at low power, but at high power the cleaning efficiency is 
independent of temperature. Chemical ratio had only a moderate effect on particle 
removal, within the defined experimental space. 

DISCUSSION 

Power was found to be the dominant factor with respect to the cleaning efficiency of 
the megasonic/SC-1 cleaning system. The data have been presented thus far in terms of 
megasonic input power. In order to increase the applicability of these results to other 
cleaning tools, a more generic expression of power, such as power density, is desirable. 

T = 

P = 

R = 
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To a first approximation, power density can be estimated as input power divided by the 
area of the transducer (for focused beam megasonics). This is only an approximation 
since transducer efficiency and coupling losses, which might be significant, are ignored. 
For the equipment used in these studies, the transducer area was about 77.4 cm2. 
Therefore the maximum input power of 300 Watts would correspond to a power density 
of about 3.88 W/cm2. The power density at which increased power had little benefit is 
about 1.9 W/cm2 (corresponding to an input power of about 150 Watts). 

Although chemical ratio is a statistically significant factor for particle removal, the 
response surface is not very sensitive to relatively small (one decade) changes in the 
chemical ratio. Excellent cleaning efficiencies were attained with highly dilute chemistries. 
Indirect evidence of surface roughening was observed for cleans performed in 
concentrated chemistries, particularly at high power and high temperature. Under these 
process conditions, LPD counts were often higher after performing a clean than prior to 
the clean. High LPD counts were also observed on the blank correction wafers. No such 
observations were noted for dilute chemistries. The conclusion that increased LPD count 
is a manifestation of surface roughening, under conditions of concentrated chemistry and 
high temperature, is consistent with the findings of Ohmi (2) and Meuris et al. (3). 
Preliminary work on bath lifetime indicated that a dilute SC-1 chemistry (1:10:130) 
operated at 45°C has a bath half-life of over 250 minutes. This half-life calculation is 
based on loss of NH4OH. The H202 concentration was observed to be stable at 45°C 
over the duration of the seven hour test period. Bath cleaning effectiveness remained 
unchanged during the seven hours. By comparison, the traditional SC-1 chemistry 
operated at 70°C has a half-life of 16 minutes (4), based on the decomposition of 
hydrogen peroxide. 

Silicon nitride particles were used for the purposes of this study. As noted above, 
high removal efficiencies were attained for various bath chemistry, temperature, and 
megasonic powers. The experimental results obtained from the ashed photoresist wafers 
indicate that particle chemistry is a factor. The importance of particle "type" has been 
observed in previous studies (5). How this factor affects regions within the experimental 
space where high removal efficiency has been observed will be examined more closely in 
future experiments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on statistically designed experiments, megasonic power has been observed in 
these experiments to be the dominant factor for silicon nitride particle removal using SC-1 
type chemistries. Bath temperature and the ratio of ammonium hydroxide to hydrogen 
peroxide modify the effect of power on particle removal. Immersion time in the bath was 
not a significant factor over the experimental range of 6 to 52 minutes. Using dilute 
chemistries, cleaning efficiencies of greater than 95% were consistently attainable with 
input megasonic power above 150 W (1.9 W/cm2, based on perfect transducer efficiency). 
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The use of substantially diluted chemistries has significant cost saving ramifications 
for semiconductor manufacturers. The reduced chemical usage also reduces waste water 
treatment requirements, resulting in an environmentally conscious mode of manufacturing. 
Additionally, bath lifetimes may be extended by using dilute chemistries at moderate 
temperature (e.g., 45°C) rather than the traditional high temperature processes. 
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TABLE I 

Tabulated particle removal efficiencies from full-factorial and response surface 
matrices (some replicates omitted). Chemical Ratio is defined as NH^OFTF^C^I-^O 

Run# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

Temp 
(Peg C) 

65 
65 
25 
25 
45 
65 
65 
25 
25 
45 
45 
25 
45 
45 
45 
65 
45 
45 
65 
65 
25 
25 
45 
65 
65 
25 
25 

Power 
(Watts) 

0 
300 
300 
0 
150 
300 
0 
0 
300 
150 
0 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
300 
150 
0 
300 
300 
0 
150 
300 
0 
300 
0 

Chemical 
Ratio 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

5 
5 
5 
5 
12 
68 
68 
68 
68 

10:59 
10:130 
10:130 
10:130 
10:130 
10:130 
10:130 
10:130 
10:690 
100:600 
100:600 
100:600 
100:600 
100:1300 
100:6900 
100:6900 
100:6900 
1 30:6900 

%Si3N4 Removed 
0.10-0.30 urn 

92 
84 
97 
59 
94 
92 
97 
45 
96 
93 
69 
101 
94 
88 
98 
98 
98 
88 
72 
100 
97 
25 
105 
100 
73 
93 
18 

%Si3N4 Removed 
0.15 -0.30 jam 

90 
84 
124 
55 
85 
82 
104 
38 
92 
89 
60 
99 
90 
76 
97 
94 
96 
81 
55 
104 
90 
21 
114 
97 
71 
83 
14 

A 

TABLE II 

Regression coefficients and standard errors 

A A A A A 
Coefficient: 
Std. Error: 

3.06 
0.29 

0.542 
0.22 

1.325 
0.22 

-0.004 
0.22 

-1.143 
0.36 

-0.562 
0.23 

-0.675 
0.23 
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300 

Figure 1. Contour plot of cleaning 
efficiency as a function of megasonic 
power and bath temperature with 
[NH4OH]/[H2O2] = 0.01 

150 
Power (Watts) 

Figure 2. Contour plot of cleaning 
efficiency as a function of megasonic 
power and bath temperature with 
[NH4OH]/[H2O2] = 0.10 

^100n 
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Power (Watts) 

Figure 3. Contour plot of cleaning 
efficiency as a function of megasonic 
power and bath temperature with 
[NH4OH]/[H2O2] = 1.0 

Figure 4. Three-dimensional 
response surface plot. 
[NH4OH]/[H2O2] = 0.01 
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Ultra fine particles with diameter of several to several hundreds 
of nanometers were adhered onto the Si surface and the removal 
efficiency of the ultra fine particles using various cleaning solutions 
was investigated. It has been found that the conventional cleaning 
methods are unacceptable for removing Au ultra fine particles with 
diameter of less than several tens of nanometers. In addition, it has 
also been found that particle removal by chemical etching, such as 
DHF-H202, causes increased surface roughness due to local chemical 
reactions. 

INTRODUCTION 

With continued advances in ULSI fabrication technology, the preparation of 
Ultra Clean Wafer Surfaces is essential. An Ultra Clean Wafer Surface is 
characterized as a surface which is 1) Particle free, 2) Organic-contamination free, 
3) Metallic-contamination free, 4) Native-oxide free, 5) Completely hydrogen-
terminated, and 6) Surface microroughness free (1). 

In particular, realization of a particle free wafer surface is one of the most 
important items, because particles will definitely contribute to the pattern defects, 
which automatically deteriorate the ULSI yield. Therefore, particles are the biggest 
obstacle to realize the high performance process which achieves the 100% yield. In 
general, it is considered that the diameter of particles which adversely affect the yield 
is larger than one tenth of the ULSI pattern size. Therefore, as the pattern size has 
already been smaller than lfxm in fabrication, ultra fine particles with diameter of 
0.1 |im or less have recently become important. At the beginning of the 21st century, 
we wish to make ULSI with 0.1 [Am pattern size. And then, the particles in the range 
of lOnm will become critically important. And ultra fine particles of this type are 
expected to be difficult to remove. Despite this serious concern, however, the study 
of ultra fine particles on Si wafer surface has not been carried out very much due 
to the difficulty of detecting and handling technique of the ultra fine particles. 
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In this study, we have adhered ultra fine metallic particles onto the Si wafer 
surface, and the removal efficiency of the ultra fine particles using various cleaning 
solutions was investigated. And then, we also studied surface microroughness caused 
by the particles. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Required Technologies for Studying Ultra Fine Particles on Si Wafer Surface 

Two technologies are required to study ultra fine particle removal: 
1) the technology to detect ultra fine particles on the Si wafer surface and 
2) the technology to get ultra fine particles to adhere onto the Si surface in large 
numbers without having them cluster together. 

Ultra fine particles with diameter of 0.1 \im or less can not be detected on the 
Si surface with a laser light-scattering particle counter which has a detection limit 
larger than 0.1 u,m. At present, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is the only 
effective method for detecting such particles. In order to detect ultra fine particles of 
O.ljLim or less with SEM, however, it is necessary to magnify the Si surface by 
10,000 to 100,000 times. In this case, the observation area is only 1 to lOOum2 in 
size. Due to the very small observation area, it is extremely difficult to locate an 
ultra fine particle. This problem has constituted one of the major obstacles studying 
ultra fine particle removal. The challenges for this study, then, were to establish a 
technology which can generate particles of a uniform size and then to get these 
particles to adhere homogeneously to the Si surface in sufficient numbers so that 
there are several per l-100(uim2 yet without clustering. The authors employed a gas 
deposition method to get the ultra fine particles to meet these challenges. 

Sample Preparation by Gas Deposition Method 

In the gas deposition method, particles generated by gas phase condensation 
are adhered onto the substrates (2). Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the 
apparatus for the gas deposition method. Generally, in the gas phase condensation 
method, metal atoms evaporated from an evaporation source collide with gas atoms 
and during cooling down they condense to form a fine particle. Further growth of the 
particle takes place with the coalescence of the particles. This method is generally 
used to make ultra fine particles. But we still have some problems here. In the 
regions further from the evaporation source, particles will cluster together. If particles 
are clustered together, they will work as large size particles even though the 
individual particles are very small. Therefore, we provide two chambers, one is for 
vaporizing, and the other one is to deposit the particles to the substrates. And we 
provide a different pressure by using He gas and vacuum pumps. Because of the 
pressure difference, the appropriate size of particles without clustering, will be 
brought to surface through the transfer pipe. 

The ultra fine particles generated by this method feature the following unique 
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characteristics: 1) Almost all kind of metal elements can be used to make ultra fine 
particles. 2) Ceramic particles can be generated by using reactive gases. 3) Particle 
size can be easily controlled (about lnm ~ l^im) by varying the parameters of metal 
temperature and gas pressure. Particle size distribution is sharp. 4) Individual particles 
do not cluster together (In other words, isolated particles can be generated.). 5) Ultra 
fine particles are of high purity level because they are generated through condensation 
in a high-purity inert gas. 

Figure 2 shows the SEM images of prepared sample wafers. For the 
comparison, these images have the same magnification. But, in actual observation, 
appropriate magnifications are used. As can be seen, the particles with diameter of 
150nm to 4nm are obtained. In conventional studies, 150nm is small enough, but for 
us it's still large. And, Atomic size of Gold is about 0.3nm. Therefore, 4nm is almost 
close to the size of the atoms. 

The authors selected Au particles to adhere on the Si surface for the following 
three reasons. Firstly, the metallic particles are not very well studied. Secondary, it 
is one of the metals which have higher electronegativity than Si. It is well-known 
that this type of metals are adsorbed onto the Si surface and severely deteriorate 
device performance. It is interesting, therefore, to examine its behavior. Thirdly, Au 
is stable in the chemicals. Therefore, it is favorable for the study of the particle 
removal in the various chemical solutions. 

The sample Si wafers were Cz (100) oriented N-type. 

Cleaning Methods Examined 

The cleaning sequence in this study was carried out as follows. 

(1) Ultrapure water rinsing (lOmin at room temperature) 
i 

(2) Diluted HF (DHF) cleaning (lmin at room temperature) 
(HF: 0.5%) 

I 
(3) APM cleaning (lOmin at 80-90°C) 

(NH4OH : H202 : H20 = 1:1:5) 

APM (NH4OH - H202 - H20) cleaning (SC-1 cleaning) is the conventional cleaning 
method for particle removal proposed by W.Kern and D.A.Puotinen (3). 

(1) Ultrapure water rinsing (lOmin at room temperature) 
I 

(2) DHF-H202 cleaning (1 or 5min at room temperature) 
(HF: 0.5%, H202: 3%) 

DHF-H202 cleaning is the cleaning method for metal removal proposed by 
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T.Shimono et al (4). All cleanings were followed by rinsing with ultrapure water 
(UPW) for lOmin and drying by nitrogen gas blowing. The results of each cleaning 
were observed by SEM. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Removal Efficiency of Ultra Fine Metallic Particles 

Figure 3 shows the SEM images of the sample wafer with 150nm Au fine 
particles after various cleanings. Particles can not be removed by UPW rinsing and 
DHF cleaning. However, APM cleaning can remove the particles. This tendency 
coincides with the result of the conventional study. And, as can be seen from Figure 
4, if the radius of the particles becomes smaller, in the range of lOnm, it's very 
difficult to remove them. With UPW cleaning and DHF cleaning, no obvious 
difference was observed from the initial state. In the case of APM cleaning, the 
number of the particles decrease, but particles are becoming larger in size. Further, 
Figure 5 shows the result for 4nm particles which is close to the size of the atoms. 
Also, in this case, the number of the particles decreases after APM cleaning, but 
particles are becoming larger in size. Figure 6 indicates the result of previous studies. 
For any size of the particles, after UPW cleaning and DHF cleaning, almost no 
particles are removed. But, after APM cleaning, the number decreases for any size. 
When we consider the numbers of particles, it looks like decreasing. But, particles 
have become larger. To consider this effect, therefore, we used the total volume of 
particles on the vertical axis. In the case of APM cleaning, the total volume of 
150nm particles decreases. But the total volume of 13nm and 4nm particles shows 
no major change, so they are not removed. 

This is believed to be because Au ultra fine particles move on the Si surface 
and cluster together, growing in size while combining atoms. Horizontal movement 
can be described by Brownian movement caused by the collision with liquid 
molecules. From the Einstein equation, displacement Y after t seconds is given by: 

x = ! k T t 

y 3 x LX a [1] 

where k = Boltzmann constant, T = absolute temperature, \x = coefficient of viscosity, 
and r - radius of particle (5). In the case of 10 nm particles, the displacement after 
1 second is calculated as 6jim (in 20°C water). They move in a horizontal manner, 
but particles also wish to move vertically. However, the Van der Waals force restricts 
the vertical movement. Therefore, Brownian movement results only in a horizontal 
motion, so they can not move in a vertical manner. For reasons mentioned above, we 
believe that small particles were not removed in this study. 

Surface Microroughness Caused by Particles 

In wet cleaning processes, cleaning solutions which have dissolving effect are 
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generally used. Contaminants and Si surface are generally dissolved by the cleaning 
solutions. Contaminants like organic materials decompose in the strong oxidizing 
agent such as SPM (H2S04 - H202) and ozonized ultrapure water. In this case, Si 
surface is also oxidized but Si is not dissolved. However, Si surface is etched by the 
solutions such as DHF-H202, APM and DHF. We must be careful using this type 
of chemicals. When the surface is masked with particles, the surface will be etched 
irregularly due to the different etching rate between the area masked with particles 
and the clean surface. It will cause surface microroughness. 

This time, we have investigated such particle induced microroughness by using 
the DHF-H202 cleaning. Figure 7 shows the SEM images of a Si wafer with Au 
ultra fine particles after DHF-H202 cleaning. Many small holes were observed on the 
Si surface. On the other hand, in the case of a Si wafer without particles, no obvious 
differences was observed between the initial state and after DHF-H202 cleaning 
(Figure 8). 

A possible mechanism for the roughening is shown in Figure 9. In DHF-H202 

solution, the etching rate of Si02 by HF is always larger than the Si oxidation rate 
by H202. Therefore, the Si surface is always exposed to the solution. And then, when 
there are metallic particles like Au which features higher electronegativity than Si, 
Au will attract electrons from Si to facilitate Si oxidation. Therefore local excess 
oxidation occurs. Since the oxidation area is etched by HF rapidly, irregular etching 
will occur. Therefore, the surface is damaged. 

CONCLUSION 

This study has established a method to evaluate ultra fine particle removal 
efficiency using the gas deposition method. It has been found that the conventional 
cleaning methods are unacceptable for removing Au ultra fine particles with diameter 
of less than several tens of nanometers. In addition, it has also been found that the 
Si surface gets rougher when the DHF-H202 cleaning is performed to remove Au 
ultra fine particles. This is believed to be because Au, which features higher 
electronegativity than Si, attracts electrons from Si facilitating Si oxidation. 

In conclusion, we would like to propose that, for ultra fine particle removal, 
a new cleaning method is urgently required. Moreover, we should notice that when 
there are particles on the Si surface, cleaning by chemical etching causes surface 
roughness increase due to local chemical reactions. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the sample preparation apparatus 
(Gas Deposition Method). 
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Figure 2. SEM images of prepared sample wafers. Au ultra fine 
particles with diameter of 150nm to 4nm on the Si wafer are 
obtained by Gas Deposition Method. 
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Figure 3. SEM images of the sample 
wafer with Au fine particles (150nm) 
after various cleanings. 

Figure 4. SEM images of the sample 
wafer with Au ultra fine particles 
(13nm) after various cleanings, 
(note increase in particle size) 
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Figure 6. The removal efficiency of 
the Au ultra fine particles using 
various cleaning solutions. 
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Figure 5. SEM images of the sample 
wafer with Au ultra fine particles 
(4nm) after various cleanings. 
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0.3um 

(A) Initial (B) DHF-H202 Cleaning 
(0.5%, 3%) 1min 

(C) DHF-H202 Cleaning 
(0.5%, 3%) 5min 

Figure 7. SEM images of the sample wafer with Au ultra fine 
particles after DHF-H202 cleaning. The Si surface got rougher. 

0.3um 
I J 

(A) Initial (B) DHF-H202 Cleaning 
(0.5%, 3%) 5min 

Figure 8. SEM images of the sample wafer with Au ultra fine 
particles after DHF-H202 cleaning. No obvious differences was 
observed. 

IN HF/H2O2 SOLUTION 

Si02 etching rate by HF > > Si oxidation rate by H2O2 
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Electronegativity : Au (2.4) > Si (1.8) 

Au takes electrons f rom Si to facilitate Si oxidation 
O 
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Figure 9. Mechanism of surface microroughness caused by Au 
particles with DHF-H202 cleaning. 
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A new liquid-phase particle counting technology is developed for monitoring 
deionized water used in the deep submicron LSI process. This technology can 
separately detects particles from bubbles in the liquid, and has a sensitivity of 
detecting 38 nm particles. It is based on electrophoresis and light scattering, and 
is proven effective through experiments using ultrasonically generated bubbles. 

INTRODUCTION 
As devices have become smaller, cleaning technologies have become a key issue in 

LSI (large scale integrated circuit) fabrication. Effective cleaning is essential for main

taining high yield and reliability. Dust particles in deionized water and cleaning solution 

must be monitored to keep and improve clean fabrication processes. Various liquid-

phase particle counters have been developed for this purpose and are widely used. How

ever, they are not necessarily effective in practical use because they detect bubbles gener

ated in the particle filtration system as dust particles. 

Two approaches1,2) have been reported for detecting particles and distinguish them 

from bubbles through optical measurement of their refractive indices. One2) is based on 

the Mie theory34), and is not applicable to the Rayleigh scattering region (particle diam

eter, Dp < 0.2 jam). The other0 is based on the phase shifts of scattered light. The mea

surement difficulties in the Mie scattering region occur because the phase of the light 

scattered from a particle is a cyclic function of the particle size and refractive index. 

Furthermore, the signs of phase shifts change at a specific particle size, which depends on 

the particle material. 
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The purpose of this work was to develop a technology for measuring a wide range 

particles (Dp: from < 0.05 ujn to > 10 jim) and distinguishing them from bubbles. For this 

purpose, the electrochemical separation of particles and bubbles were measured with a 

laser ultramicroscopic particle counting system. 

PRINCIPLE OF SEPARATE DETECTION OF PARTICLES AND BUBBLES 

Particles are accompanied by an adhesive layer that surrounds them in liquid. Their 

motion is governed by the electrostatic potential at the interface between the adhesive 

layer and the liquid. The potential is called the f -potential, and depends on the particle 

material and the liquid. In contrast, bubbles are not accompanied such a layer and are 

electrically neutral. Therefore, we can separate particles from bubbles by using the 

electrophoresis phenomenon. The velocity U of the electrophoresis is described as a 

function of the f -potential in the following way. 

Ue= e £E/(4?r rj)= aE, (1) 

where f is the f -potential, e is the dielectric constant of liquid, rj is the viscosity of 

liquid, and E is the electric field intensity. The electric field directs the migration of 

particles in the flowing liquid. Thus, we can distinguish particles from bubbles by detect

ing change in the flow direction. It is noted that Eq. (1) is almost independent of particle 

size and shape5). This result is of practical importance, because it allows particles to be 

separated from bubbles independent of their size and shape. 

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

Figures 1 (a) and (b) show the measurement system. A flow cell made of quartz is 

irradiated by a laser light (He-Ne laser, power: 10 mW, wavelength: 633 nm) focused by 

a cardioid condenser (Olympus, DCW). The irradiated region in the cell extends almost 

parallel to the flow direction. Particles in the liquid are counted by detecting the light that 

is scattered when the particles pass through the irradiated region (Fig. 1 (a)). The smallest 

polystyrene particles detected were 38 nm. The flow cell has a pair of electrodes (Pt) 1 

mm apart at its side walls. An electric field E (0~3 kV/mm) is formed between the 

electrodes to direct the motion of the flowing particles (Fig. 1(b)). 

Directional change increases the particle counting rate (counts /s). On the other hand, 

the motion of bubbles is not influenced by the electric field and their counting rate remains 

constant. Figure 2 shows the detection cross-section for particles under the electric field. 
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The particle concentration TV and the bubble concentration N, can be calculated from the 
increase in the counting rates as follows. 

Np-x(C(E)-C(0)), (2) 

Nb=C(0)/(UWd)-Np, (3) 

where K =l/( a EWL) , 

C(E): the average counting rate under the electric field E, 

C(0): the average counting rate under no field, 

U : the flow velocity, 

W :the width of the detection volume, 

d : the thickness of the detection volume, and 

L : the length of detection volume. 

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 
Figures 3 shows the counting rate of polystyrene particles added to sample water 

where the electric field is repeatedly applied. As expected, the counting rate was in

creased by application of the electric field. The detection cross-section of particles was 

Wd+a EWL IU (ocC(E)) and that of bubbles was Wd (ocQO)) as shown in Fig. 1 (a) and 

Fig. 2. Accordingly, C(E)/C(0) is a linear function of the electric field intensity. This is 

experimentally confirmed by Fig. 4. 

The bubbles were generated for a limited period and in a controlled manner, by an 

ultrasonic cell that was placed at the upper stream and driven by a voltage of 50 V (fre

quency: 1.08 MHz). To check the generation of bubbles, we measured the particle size 

distribution of sample water with and without ultrasonication (Fig. 5). It is clearly seen 

that the bubbles larger than 2 jim (D^) were generated by ultrasonication. The life time of 

a bubble is proportional to Dp
3, and of the order of 1 second6). It is longer than the time 

interval ( ~ 0.1 sec) between generation and detection in this experiment. 

Figures 6 (a) and (b) show an example of the separate detection of particles and 

bubbles using this technology. The sample water contains not only polystyrene particles 

(Dp: 0.8 jim, concentration: 3.5 X 104 ml1), but also bubbles. The increase of counting 

rates induced by ultrasonication reflects the generation of bubbles (Fig. 6 (a)). The con

centrations of polystyrene particles and bubbles were calculated using Eqs. (2) and (3). 

Figure 6 (b) clearly shows that this system measured the concentration of only the poly

styrene particles, independent of whether or not bubbles were present. The value of the 

concentration is also consistent with the sample preparation condition. 
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CONCLUSION 
A liquid-phase particle counting technology was developed for detecting and distin

guishing them from bubbles based on electrophoresis and light scattering. The validity of 

this method was proven through experiments with ultrasonically generated bubbles. 
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THE EFFECTS OF INCREASED CHEMICAL TEMPERATURES IN A 
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ABSTRACT 

Considerable effort has been expended to optimize the bath temperature and 
blend of the APM chemistry (Ammonia Peroxide Mix - NH4OH:H202:H20) 
to maximize particle removal and minimize surface roughness in an 
immersion process (1,2,3). But little work has been done to optimize these 
parameters in a spray processor which employs shorter chemical exposure 
times and lower process temperatures. This study reports the results of 
raising the APM chemistry temperature and changing the APM blend ratio 
on the particle addition and removal performance of an acid processor. Higher 
chemistry temperatures increased the particle removal efficiency and, with 
reduced NH4OH and H202 concentrations, did not lead to an increase in 
particle addition. Also described is an in-line chemical heater that was used 
in the experiment 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1970 Kern first published the now standard "RCA clean" which consists of basic 
and acidic peroxide solutions (4). Recently, considerable effort has been expended to 
optimize the bath temperature and blend ratio of the APM chemistry (Ammonia Peroxide 
Mix - NH40H:H202:H20) to maximize particle removal and minimize surface roughening 
(1,2,3). All of this work has concentrated on immersion processing with bath tempera
tures generally ranging between 70 and 90°C and immersion times of approximately 10 
minutes. With the exception of Pirooz et al. and Sugihara et al., this work only investi
gated variations in the solution temperature and NH4OH concentration (5,6) This paper 
reports an initial study of the particle performance of RCA cleans in an acid processor as a 
function of on-wafer temperature, the NH4OH concentration and the H202 concentration. 
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The experiment was conducted in an FSI MERCURY® OC spray processor. In the 
MERCURY OC, a carrier of wafers is mounted on the axis a turn table that can rotate 
from 0 to 750 rpm. Chemicals and rinse water are dispensed in a nitrogen atomized 
stream from separate spray posts mounted in the side of the chamber. At low rotational 
speeds, the fluids are evenly distributed and form "puddles" on the wafers. The centrifu
gal force present at high speeds is used to throw off spent chemicals or rinse water and to 
aid in drying. The chemical delivery system begins with pneumatic valves which feed DI 
water and chemicals into a mixing manifold and are proportionally driven by the system 
controller utilizing feedback from flow pickups in each chemical line. After blending in 
the manifold, the chemistry travels to the chemical spray post and is atomized onto the 
wafers with nitrogen. 

It is difficult to achieve on-wafer temperatures in the 70 to 90°C range with this 
system. First, there are many components which cause transient cooling effects, wetted 
components which absorb heat when changing from cold to hot solutions. These include 
the valves, tubing, chamber, turntable, cassette and the wafers themselves. Second, after 
the temperature of these components has equilibrated, there are still continuous heat 
losses that limit the steady state temperature. The DI water base of an APM solution 
begins at 95°C in the water heater but then cools through convection as it flows to the 
MERCURY chemical mixing manifold and from the manifold to the spray post. In the 
manifold, the hot DI is mixed with cold NH4OH and H202 causing a further drop in fluid 
temperature. In the chamber there is further cooling due to evaporation and convection. 
Maximum on-wafer temperatures for the RCA chemistries is near 50°C with a 95°C water 
heater set point 

In order to increase the on-wafer temperature, an in-line chemical heater was added 
between the mixing manifold and the spray post. The heater consisted of a spiral of 3/8" 
PFA tubing surrounding three, 2 kW infra-red lamps. Aqueous based fluids efficiently 
absorb the IR radiation whereas the PFA is largely transparent at the wavelengths of 
interest When operating at full theoretical power, the heater can produce a 45°C tem
perature rise with a flow rate of 2,000 cc/min. Reheating the chemistry near the spray 
post can overcome many of the mechanisms which cause temperature loss in the standard 
system. Increasing the flow rate of the cleaning chemistry can also reduce the effects of 
the cooling mechanisms but would increase chemical consumption. Therefor, increased 
flows with more dilute blends were also investigated. 
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EXPERIMENT 

On-wafer temperature measurements were made with a RTD attached to the back of 
a test wafer with an epoxy adhesive. The RTD signal was recorded by a HOBO-TEMP 
miniature data logger which was fixtured within the wafer cassette. Temperature curves 
for flows of DI water were taken under three conditions: 

1. 1650 cc/min flow, in-line chemical heater inactive 
2. 2400 cc/min flow, in-line heater inactive 
3. 2400 cc/min flow, in-line heater operating with a set point of 95°C 

For particle experiments, prime, 150 mm, P (100) wafers were first precleaned in an 
FSI MERCURY® MP to remove any contamination from shipping. Particle addition 
experiments consisted of two runs of 25 of these wafers in the MERCURY OC for each of 
three treatment conditions listed below. Challenge wafers for particle removal were 
prepared by dipping precleaned wafers in a bath of 10:1 HF for one minute followed by 
rinsing and drying in a PHOENIX® Spin Rinse Drier. Particle removal experiments con
sisted of two runs of 25 challenge wafers each for each of three treatment conditions listed 
below. All particle measurements were made with an ESTEK™ 8500 Wafer Inspection 
System calibrated with NIST traceable latex spheres. 

Particle test wafers were processed in the MERCURY OC using the B clean cleaning 
sequence: 

4:1 H2S04:H202, 60 seconds 
Hot rinse, cold rinse 
100:1 HF, 90 seconds 
Cold rinse 
NH4OH:H202:H20,180 seconds, blend ratio varied by treatment 
HC1:H202:H20,90 seconds, blend ratio varied by treatment 
Hot final rinse and spin dry 

The APM and HPM blend ratios for the three particle performance treatments were as 
follows: 

1. Standard dispense, 1650 cc/min, 0.6:1:5 APM blend and 1400 cc/min, 1:1:5 HPM 
blend 

2. High flow dispense, 2400 cc/min, 0.6:1:5 APM blend, 2400 cc/min, 1:1:5 HPM 
blend, both with 95° C in-line chemical heater set point 

3. 2400 cc/min dispenses with heater active and blend ratios reduced to 0.25:0.25:5 
for both APM and HPM 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures la, lb and lc show the on-wafer temperature data for DI water flowing at the 
total flow rate of the standard APM dispense conditions (1650 cc/min), the high-flow 
dispense conditions (2400 cc/min) and the high-flow dispense conditions utilizing the 
in-line heater respectively. Increasing the total flow rate from 1650 cc/min to 2400 cc/min 
increased the peak APM temperature from 50° to 56°C. Equally important, it shortened 
the time constant of the transient effects. The time to reach 1/2 of the maximum 
temperature rise dropped from 42 to 30 seconds and the average temperature during the 
cycle rose by approximately 8°C. Further increasing the flows to 3 to 41 / min would 
further reduce the time constants of the transient effects and increase the steady state 
temperatures. 

Combining the in-line chemical heater with the high flows further raised the peak 
temperature by 10° to 66°C and raised the average temperature by 6°C. The transient 
response during the initial temperature rise was not improved with the activation of the 
heater. The temperature curves of the high flow with heater matched those of the high 
flow without heater for the first 30 seconds. 

The hot rinse preceding the HPM cycle preheated the wafers and complicated the 
HPM temperature data. Instead of asymptotically heating toward the steady state tem
perature from ambient, the wafers are cooling toward steady state. Further, the flow rates 
of the hot rinse exceeded the capacity of the DI water heater and reduced its output 
temperature. This resulted in reduced temperatures for the HPM chemistry being dis
pensed during most of the HPM cycle. The rise in the on-wafer temperature at the end of 
the high flow HPM cycle probably reflects the recovery of the DI water temperature 
toward 95°C. Activation of the in-line chemical heater reduced the effect of the dip in DI 
heater temperatures and provided an 11°C increase in the average on-wafer temperatures 
in the HPM cycle. 

The wafer temperature never equilibrated during any of the four minute dispenses. 
Therefor, it is impossible to determine quantitatively the increase in steady state tempera
tures from either the increase in flow rate or the chemical heater. Likewise, because the 
system has multiple time constants whose dominance varies through the dispense, a 
quantitative improvement in transient response is difficult to define. Tests to allow the 
construction of an analytic model which predicts the temperature response of the system 
are planned for the future. 

However, the pragmatic goal of increasing the on-wafer chemistry temperature was 
clearly reached. Increasing the flow rate during the APM dispense shortened the duration 
of some transient effects which allowed the system temperature to rise more quickly. 
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Higher flows also yielded higher maximum temperatures through dominance over steady 
state cooling effects. Combining the in-line chemical heater with high flows did not further 
reduce the duration of transient effects during APM but did significantly increase the peak 
and average temperatures of both the APM and HPM chemistries. 

Figures 2a, 2b and 2c respectively show data on particle addition to initially clean 
wafers for three treatments: 

1. Standard dispense, 1650 cc/min, 0.6:1:5 APM blend and 1400 cc/min, 1:1:5 HPM 
blend 

2. High flow dispense, 2400 cc/min, 0.6:1:5 APM blend, 2400 cc/min, 1:1:5 HPM 
blend, both with 95°C in-line chemical heater set point 

3. 2400 cc/min dispenses with heater but with blend ratios reduced to 0.25:0.25:5 for 
both APM and HPM 

There was no statistical difference at the 95% confidence level between treatments 1 
and 3; both were approximately particle neutral, they neither added nor removed particles 
from initially clean wafers, for particles larger than 0.15|im. Treatment 2, however, 
showed a significant degradation, adding over 20 particles per wafer on average. The 
source of these particles has not been determined at this time. One possibility is that the 
increased temperatures allowed some contaminated liquids to dry in place rather than flow 
down the drain. A second possibility is that the increased aggressiveness of the APM 
chemistry with temperature lead to roughening or pitting of the surface. Further work is 
necessary in this area. 

Figures 3a, 3b and 3c show the particle removal performance of the above three 
treatments for "HF Last" particles. The improvement from 92% to 95% removal be
tween treatments 1 and 2 is to be expected based on the increase in the on-wafer tempera
ture. The improvement from 95% to 98% between treatments 2 and 3 is more difficult to 
explain. While the total flow rates and in-line heater set points for the treatments were 
identical, it is possible that treatment 3 was on average hotter than treatment 2. Treat
ment 2 had larger volumes of cold H202 and NH4OH mixed in with the stream of hot DI 
water yielding a lower temperature mixture. While the mixture did reach 95°C during the 
dispense, there may have been a difference in the transient heating characteristics which 
were not monitored during the cleaning runs. 

Assuming that the particle removal activity is dominated by the APM chemistry, a 
more likely explanation lies in a change in the chemical activity of the APM associated 
with the reduced H202 and NH4OH concentrations. Possible differences in the two 
treatments include a change in the silicon etch rate, a change in the solution pH, a change 
in the thickness of the electrostatic double layer and a change in the Zeta potential of the 
silicon and contaminant particle surfaces. 
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Sugihara et al. have investigated the variation of silicon etch rate with APM blend 
ratio (5). Their figure 1 shows an area of "excessive etching rate" for low H202 concen
trations and an area of "low etching rate" for low NH4OH concentrations. While no etch 
rate was measured for a 0.25:0.25:5 ratio which lies between the regions of "low" and 
"excessive" etching rate, 0.25:0.25:5 does lie midway between two ratios which were 
measured as being 7.5 and 17 A/min. Therefor, it is likely that the etch rate for 
0.25:0.25:5 is near the rate for 0.5:1:5 which Sugihara et al. reported as 11 A/min. 

Itano et al. have investigated the pH of APM solutions for blend ratios of x: 1:5 and 
x:0:5, but not for intermediate H202 concentrations (7) The decrease in NH4OH concen
tration from 1:1:5 to 0.25:1:5 is reported to give a decrease in solution pH from approxi
mately 9.9 to 9.5 at 80°C. However, a decrease in H202 concentration from 0.25:1:5 to 
0.25:0:5 is reported to increase the pH from approximately 9.5 to 10.5. It would appear 
from Itano's data that the net effect of changing from 1:1:5 to 0.25:0.25:5 will be a slight 
rise in pH from its initial value of 9.9. 

Reducing the NH4OH concentration does lead to an increase in the range of the 
electrostatic double layer repulsion forces which inhibit the particle from approaching the 
surface and re depositing (8). The range of this interaction is proportional to the inverse 
square root of the ionic strength of the solution (9) In the absence of a change in H202 

concentration, a 2x decrease in NH4OH concentration would yield a 1.4x increase in the 
thickness of the double layers. This increase in thickness would reduce the rate of re 
deposition from the fluid and hence improve the net particle removal efficiency. The effect 
of the simultaneous change in the H202 concentration has yet to be determined. 

Both the particle deposition from dilute city water and the Zeta potential of F^C^ 
particles show a broad minimum in solutions with a pH between 8 and 11 (7,10). There
for, the small shift in pH expected in this experiment should not account for the variations 
in net particle removal that were observed. Because none of the mechanisms discussed 
above clearly accounts for the observed improvement in net particle removal, further 
experimentation will be necessary to understand the substantial improvement in net par
ticle removal that was observed in this experiment 

CONCLUSION 

The on-wafer temperatures of RCA chemistries in spray processors can be increased 
significantly by utilizing higher chemistry flow rates and can be further increased by the 
use of an in-line chemical heater. Where possible, a hot rinse to preheat the wafers before 
dispensing the cleaning chemistry greatly increases the average on-wafer temperature for 
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short dispenses. While increased on-wafer temperatures can result in greater particle 
removal efficiency, it is necessary to modify the blend ratios that are optimal at lower 
temperatures to prevent particle deposition. 
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Figures la - lc. On-wafer temperatures traces for two, 4 minute dispenses of DI water 
with each followed by brief cold and hot rinses. Dispense flow rates were set to simulate 
the chemical dispenses: a) 1650 cc/min with in-line heater inactive, b) 2400 cc/min with 
in-line heater inactive, c) 2400 cc/min with in-line heater active at 95°C set point 
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Figures 2a - 2c. Particle addition performance for treatments 1,2 and 3 for particles 
larger than 0.15 îm. The x axis indicates the initial wafer particle count before the test 
clean. The y axis indicates the net change in the particle count due to the test clean (post 
count minus pre count). 
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The effects of residual iron contamination introduced during wet chemical 
processing on subsequent thermal oxide characteristics are investigated. 
Iron concentration is measured using a-diffusion length technique applicable 
to real-time line monitoring. The density of gate oxide weak spots is given 
as a function of iron contamination level for oxide thicknesses ranging from 
75 to 200A. Reduction of oxide thickness from 20nm to lOnm requires a 
reduction in iron contamination by 100 times. Iron contamination limits 
concerning gate oxide integrity are established. 

INTRODUCTION 

The relationship between circuit yield and base silicon material properties is often 
difficult to determine given the complexity of modern ULSI fabrication procedures. The 
detrimental effects of foreign material particulate defects on circuit yield are relatively easy 
to understand and visualize, and for this reason have received a great deal of attention in the 
struggle for better yields. Indeed significant progress in this area now allows routine 
production of 4, 16, and soon 64 and 256 Mbit complexity circuits. Less obvious are the 
adverse effects of low level chemical contaminates in the silicon materials. Over time, this 
class of defect has often been lumped into the somewhat ambiguous category of Non-
Visible-Defect (NVD). Formost among these defect generators are transition metal 
impurities introduced into the silicon through contaminated chemicals or "dirty" processing 
equipment. Realizing that some background contamination level is unavoidable, 
understanding how, and at what concentration, contamination begins to adversely effect 
device operation is critical for process control specifications. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Heavy metal contaminates originate in the starting silicon wafers or can be 
introduced at any of the various stages of IC processing by contaminated chemicals, 
corroded supply lines, wafer handling, process tooling, etc. A recent survey of over 2000 
state-of-the-art Czochralski silicon substrates showed a iron concentration in the range of 
5xl09 to lxlO12 

c m -3 *»z Projected requirements for 200mm ULSI wafers call for iron 
contamination levels lower that 1.4x10*1 cm~3 (approximately 3 parts per trillion) though 
most suppliers feel even lower contamination levels will be required . 

Metallic contamination can be introduced into the silicon wafer during almost any 
process operation in the integrated circuit fabrication sequence. Metallics are generally 
introduced on the wafer surface from contaminated chemicals, corroded supply lines, 
improper cleaning, contact with stainless steels, and photoresist processing. If this 
contamination is not cleaned from the wafer surface , the metal will be diffused into the 
wafer during subsequent thermal processing. Due to the high diffusivity, metallic surface 
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contamination becomes distributed throughout the wafer after even minimal thermal 
processing . Among process related sources, ion implantation, plasma processing, and 
chemical cleans are most often cited as contamination sources ' . 

The effect of heavy metal impurities on silicon electrical properties depends on the 
form the impurity takes in the silicon crystal matrix6. Metallic impurities which remain 
dissolved within the silicon matrix create efficient mid-bandgap recombination centers and 
thereby reduce minority carrier lifetime. The corresponding increase in generation rate 
leads to increased diffused junction leakage. Heavy metal impurities may also agglomerate 
and form distinct, separate phase, high conductivity, metal-silicide precipitates. These 
precipitates occur within the bulk or at the surface of the wafer. Heavy metal precipitates 
which occur within the device fabrication region are extremely detrimental to IC yield. 
Such precipitates degrade thin dielectric and diffused junction properties. The ratio 
between the amount of precipitated heavy metals and the amount of dissolved, interstitial 
heavy metals is characteristic for each type of heavy metal and the process conditions. ' 

For advanced VLSI process technologies, the most critical yield limiting aspect of 
heavy metal contamination is the detrimental effect of heavy metal silicide precipitates on 
thin gate oxide dielectric breakdown . The problem is exacerbated as technology scaling 
reduces feature size and film thickness such that the precipitate defects are more 
pronounced in effect. Previous studies which have investigated the effects of iron impurity 
contamination on silicon devices have shown that iron precipitates primarily as a rod-like 
FeSi2 phase . These precipitates were shown to occur at or near the silicon surface or Si-
Si02 interface and can reduce the breakdown voltage of thin Si02 layers. Most of these 
experiments were performed at very high levels of iron contamination, e.g. [Fe]=10 to 
10 cm , which is much above the range required for state-of-the-art micron and sub-
micron fabrication technologies. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experimental effort consisted of MOSDOT fabrication on clean wafers and on 
wafers intentionally contaminated with iron. Throughout all the processing steps, extreme 
care was taken to avoid the uncontrolled introduction of metal contaminates. High quality 2 
ohm-cm, <100>, 3" p-type float zone wafers were used for the experimentation. Float 
zone wafers were chosen to eliminate any unwanted internal gettering uncertainties. During 
several of the experimental runs, equivalent Czochralski process wafers were included for 
comparison to the float zone wafer results. 

Following a SC1/HF/SC2 clean sequence, wafers were intentionally contaminated 
with iron by spin applying a 1 to 40 ppm aqueous FeCl3 solution onto the wafer before the 

oxidation following the procedure described by Hourai . A controlled amount of 
contaminated solution is applied to the hydrophilic wafer surface while the wafer is 
stationary on a teflon spinner chuck. The solution is left in contact with the wafer surface 
for 60 seconds. After the adsorption period, the wafer is spun dry at -3500 rpm. 
Following the contamination procedure, the wafers were taken immediately for oxidation. 
Control samples were withheld from the contamination procedures to provide reference 
oxide quality data. 

The surface iron contamination was driven into the wafer bulk by an in-situ anneal 
in N2 at the oxidation temperature for 25 minutes before the oxygen flow began. For all 
the furnace process runs, quartzware boats were kept separate as to which had contained 
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the iron contaminated samples and which had the clean samples. Thermal oxides of 7.5, 
10, 13, 16, and 20 nm were grown at 850°C and 900°C in dry 02- Aluminum electrodes 
were formed by thermal evaporation to define the MOSDOT capacitors. The wafers were 
subsequently annealed for 20 minutes at 450°C in a 5% H2/95% N2 forming gas ambient. 

Iron concentration was measured on all samples after oxidation via diffusion length 
analysis. Diffusion length was measured using a surface photovoltage (SPV) procedure . 
The iron concentration analysis procedure using diffusion length measurements is outlined 
in detail by Zoth . The SPV iron determination method provides an iron detection limit of 
-lxlOlO cm-3. Iron concentration on the samples tested covered a range of 1010 cm-3 to 
1014 cm-3. 

Oxide breakdown was determined in accumulation mode by applying a ramp 
voltage stress of lMV/cm/sec until a current of 0.02 to 0.2 A/cm^ was exceeded 
(dependant upon the oxide thickness). At this current level, significant deviation from 
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling had occurred. TDDB stress testing was performed by 
applying constant electric field (typically lOMV/cm) and monitoring the leakage current 
through the capacitor. Approximately 250 MOSDOTs were used for the ramp voltage I-V 
testing and 100 MOSDOTs on each wafer were used for the TDDB testing. All testing was 
performed at 22°C. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The spin on technique proved very effective at introducing iron contamination into 
the silicon wafers. There was some lack of reproducibility in the low concentration 
samples, but nevertheless a spectrum of samples in the desired concentration range was 
obtained. The oxidation temperature also had an effect on resulting silicon contamination 
level for a given solution contamination concentration. The 900°C oxidation repeatably 
resulted in about 2 to 3 times more iron contamination than the 850°C oxidation for the 
same contamination solution. This is most likely a result of solid solubility considerations. 
The solubility of iron at 900°C is approximately l x l O ^ atoms/cm3, while the solubility at 
850°C is approximately 5x1013 atoms/cnA Figure 1 shows the measured wafer iron 
contamination level as a function of the solution concentration for the two different 
processing temperatures. The oxidation time had very little effect on the contamination 
level achieved. 

During the contaminated oxidations, clean wafers were interspersed with the 
intentionally contaminated wafers to monitor any cross contamination that occurred 
between the wafers. Results from these measurements are shown in figure 2. Wafers 
upstream from the contamination are not effected were not affected by the iron doped 
wafers. Wafer 8, a clean wafer sandwiched between two highly contaminated wafers, 
experienced a 2X increase in iron contamination level compared to clean wafers not in 
direct proximity to the contamination. While this increase is certainly significant, it was 
less than expected considering the proximity to the iron doped wafers. This result suggests 
that iron contaminates are not efficiently transported in the vapor phase from wafer to wafer 
during the oxidation process. Subsequent oxidation runs in the furnace showed the furnace 
baseline background iron contamination level of approximately 5x1010 atoms/cm3 was not 
effected (within the measurement error) by the iron contaminated wafer oxidation. 

Oxide Breakdown and Reliability Testing 
The detrimental effects of low level iron contamination on gate oxide quality is 

clearly shown by the ramp voltage oxide breakdown testing. The critical iron concentration 
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at which oxide breakdown voltage degrades is a function of the oxide thickness, with 
thinner oxide layers being more susceptible to contamination. This trend is illustrated in 
figure 3, which shows oxide breakdown field histograms for the 20, 16, 13, 10, and 7.5 
nm oxides, each with approximately 5x10*2 cm" 3 iron concentration. At this iron 
contamination level, the oxides thicker than 13 nm are only slightly effected, defect density 
is low and the breakdown field is near 12 MV/cm, typical of high quality oxides. Once the 
oxide thickness approaches lOnm or less, a distinct degradation in oxide quality at this iron 
concentration is noticed. For [Fe] = 5x10*2 cm"3, the lOnm oxide mean breakdown field 
is reduced to only 7.5 MV/cm and a wide dispersion in breakdown field exists across the 
wafer. At this contamination level, The 7.5 nm oxide is very poor quality with average 
breakdown field of 1.3 MV/cm and defect dominated breakdown behavior. 

Oxide defect density analysis is shown in figure 4, where defect density is plotted 
as a function of iron concentration for the oxide thicknesses evaluated. The evidence of a 
critical iron contamination threshold for each oxide thickness is clearly shown in this 
figure. As would be expected, the iron contamination threshold which degrades oxide 
quality decreases as the oxide thickness is reduced. 

Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) oxide reliability testing evaluates 
the wearout lifetime of gate oxides. TDDB test results for the various oxide thicknesses are 
shown in figures 5a through 5d. The detrimental effects of low level iron contamination on 
oxide lifetime are clearly shown by this test data. For each of the iron contaminated 
samples, the distinct change in slope of the TDDB failure curves indicates activation of a 
second breakdown mechanism occurs between 10^ and 10^ seconds as a result of the high 
field stress. Referring to figure 5b, the oxide failure rate is seen to increase dramatically, 
then return to the initial slope value. The increased failure rate is due to the rapid wearout 
of MOSDOTs that contain iron silicide precipitates. Once these MOSDOTs have failed, the 
remaining MOSDOTs which do not contain precipitates fail at the expected log-normal rate, 
and the slope returns to the initial expected value. Such a mechanism is consistent with our 
model which relates oxide failure to iron-silicide precipitates at the Si-Si02 interface. The 
enhancement in local electric field around the precipitate causes increased charge injection. 

Gate oxide thickness has distinct effect on the iron contamination relation to 
reliability failure. For the 20nm oxides, for even the highly contaminated [Fe] =4x10*3 
cm"3 sample, approximately 10^ seconds elapse before significant oxide wearout begins to 
occur. Equivalent concentration levels for thinner oxides cause rapid oxide failure. 
Contamination levels above the threshold level for the particular oxide thickness 
significantly reduce the oxide quality. The TDDB data is summarized in figure 6, which 
plots time to 50% failure (t50) versus iron concentration for the various oxide thicknesses. 
For these stress conditions and a given desired lifetime, the maximum acceptable iron 
contamination limits can be determined. 

Iron Contamination Control Limits for Advanced ULSI Processing 
At this point, it is relevant to compare iron contamination thresholds indicated 

critical by the TDDB test to those identified by our previous iron-induced defect density 
analysis. By comparing the iron concentration which results in TDDB t50 = 105 seconds 
to the iron concentration which causes a defect density = 2 defects/cm^, a decision can be 
made as to which is the limiting gate oxide degradation factor, TDDB reliability or defect 
density. These comparison criteria (10^ sec and 2 defects/cm^) were determined by a 
review of relevant literature concerning ULSI yield and reliability projections. The results 
of this comparison analysis (figure 4 to figure 6) are shown in Table 1. The critical iron 
contamination thresholds for the two types of testing are very close. This test method 
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cross-correlation increases the confidence of the contamination control limits which must be 
set for each oxide thickness. 

Table 1: Comparison of threshold iron contamination control limits determined by TDDB 
stress results and ramp voltage oxide breakdown defect density testing. Threshold criteria 
are time to 50% failure for the TDDB stress results and contamination level at 2 defects/cm2 

for the ramp voltage testing. 

Iron Concentration(cm~3) @ Iron Concentration(cm~3) @ Defect 
TQX (nm) t5Q = 105 sec Density = 2 defects / cm2 

8 lxlO11 8xl01 0 

10 4xlO n 3 x l 0 n 

13 lxlO12 lxlO12 

20 i x io l3 2x1013 

Oxide Failure Mechanism Related to Iron Contamination 
The review of literature presents several studies that demonstrate the following: 1) 

during oxidation, iron contaminates pile-up at the Si-Si02 interface, 2) iron precipitation is 
enhanced by silicon self-interstitials released during thermal oxidation, 3) iron precipitates 
as a rod-like conductive FeSi2 phase, 4) precipitates form at the Si-Si02 interface and can 
penetrate the oxide region, and 5) oxide breakdown can occur as a result of interface 
metallic precipitates. 

Data collected during this study is consistent with the above findings. The 
proposed physical failure model is shown in figure 7. The failure mechanism combines the 
reported properties of iron in silicon with electrical test data on oxide breakdown 
characteristics. Iron contamination introduced from the wafer surface is quickly 
incorporated by rapid in-diffusion during the beginning of the hot process cycle. The 
interstitial iron precipitates as iron-silicide (FeSi2) due to the impurity supersaturation that 
occurs during wafer cooling from high temperature (>800°C) operations. These 
precipitates tend to form at the Si-Si02 interface because of impurity pile-up and enhanced 
nucleation during the oxidation process. At the very low contamination levels used in this 
study, direct observation of iron precipitates in silicon is near impossible using imaging 
techniques. Key to the analysis is the finding that the precipitate weak spots are especially 
detrimental because of the 'lighting-rod' effect which occurs due to the conductive 
singularity protruding into the dielectric medium. Thus, the electrical effects of very small 
precipitate defects are magnified far beyond what is explainable by oxide thinning 
considerations alone. This, combined with the fact that the gate oxide is so very thin (i.e., 
6 to 10 nm = 10 to 25 atoms thick), explains why such minute trace contamination levels of 
iron in silicon are very detrimental to gate oxide quality. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The susceptibility of thin silicon oxides to low-level iron contamination has been 
evaluated by comparing the oxide breakdown and reliability characteristics of oxides grown 
on clean wafers to oxides grown on wafers intentionally contaminated with iron. Extreme 
care was taken throughout the experimentation to eliminate and control second order oxide 
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breakdown mechanisms not related to iron contamination. Experimental results show the 
dramatic lowering of gate oxide integrity (GOI) and Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown 
(TDDB) reliability quality in the presence of iron contamination. Using the experimental 
data, iron concentration control limits have been set which must be met to maintain a given 
oxide quality level. The control limits were determined by analyzing the GOVoxide defect 
density results together with the TDDB wearout results. Both test methods correlate well 
to indicate the threshold iron contamination limits which must be maintained to produce 
high quality gate oxide layers. As expected, thinner oxide films require more stringent 
contamination control specifications. The data indicates that a reduction of oxide thickness 
from 20nm to lOnm, corresponding to a transition from l.Ojim to 0.5jim technology, 
requires a reduction in iron contamination level by two orders of magnitude (from 10*3 
cm-3 to 1011 cm-3). 
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Figure 1: Iron contamination in silicon wafer resulting from spin-application of iron 
contaminated solution. At high solution contamination levels the wafer concentration 
saturates at the iron solubility level for the given oxidation temperature. 
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SURFACE RECOMBINATION VELOCITY AND RECOMBINATION LIFETIME 
IN IRON CONTAMINATED SILICON 
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Raleigh, NC 27695-7916 

A theoretical simulation of available experimental data on recombination 
lifetime and surface recombination velocity in silicon samples contaminated 
with iron has been performed. Both, n-type and p-type samples have been 
studied based on experimental data, determined primarily by deep level 
transient spectroscopy and photoconductance decay, for samples 
intentionally doped with iron. Differences observed for n- and p-type 
silicon, as well in the absolute value of bulk lifetime and the surface 
recombination velocity, along with their temperature dependencies are 
explained. The effect of iron contaminants present in concentrations typical 
of modern silicon device material has been evaluated by comparing the 
theoretical lifetime results to the experimental data. Finally, the problem of 
"true" bulk lifetime determination by transient photoconductance is 
discussed in terms the total recombination process which proceeds via both 
bulk and surface recombination centers. 

INTRODUCTION 

Iron in p-type silicon is present in two forms, namely interstitial iron Fq and the 
iron-boron complex FeB. The ratio of Fq to FeB is dependent on the total iron and boron 
concentrations, and temperature [1-3]. At room temperature and below iron is typically 
paired with boron, while at temperature above 180 °C this complex dissociates and 
interstitial Fej prevails. In n-type silicon the only form is the Fq. Both Fej and FeB 
recombination centers are donor in nature; however, they are characterized with different 
electrical properties and recombination activity. In addition to iron, additional unknown 
background contamination can independently coexist. This unknown defect can be modeled 
as a type III recombination center. It is assumed that bulk states are localized in the energy 
domain and each defect creates one single state with fixed energy. Electrical properties of 
defects used for theoretical simulations of bulk lifetime are listed in Table I. For surface 
states we assume for recombination velocity calculations that two independent types of 
surface states are continuously distributed within the silicon forbidden bandgap. The first 
type originates from the silicon/silicon dioxide interface and is characterized with a 
parabolic energy distribution. These states are donor in nature when located below the 
middle the bandgap, and acceptor when located above [4], The second type surface states 
are described with a gaussian distribution and originates from surface contamination by 
iron. These two types of surface states are responsible for the presence of surface charge 
Qit, which is neutralized by a charge contained in the near-surface space charge region, 
Q,cr Additionally, a constant fixed positive charge within the oxide, Q^ is assumed for 
calculations. A full list of data used for surface recombination velocity calculations is 
presented in Table II. 
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Table I. Electrical properties of defects used for theoretical simulations of 
bulk lifetime 

name 
n d 
n e 
n tot 

u0 U 
En 
a p i 
CTn1 

Et? 
CTp2 
a n 2 
n n 

% 
a p 3 
CTnl 

P-type 
1*1015 
0. 
5*10io 
1.0*10"23 
0.68 
-0.46 
1.5*10-i4 

5.*10"13 

-0.19 
4.4*10-16 
6.3*10-i5 

2*101° 
0.3 
1*10-15 
1*10-14 

n-type 
1*1015 
0. 
5*101° 
0.0 
- (a) 
- (a) 
- (a) 
- (a ) 

-.19 
4.4*10-16 

comments 
doping concentration 
excess electron concentr. 

[cm-3] 
[cm3] 

total Fe concentr. (Fej + FeB) jcnr3] 
pre-exp factor 
binding energy 
energy FeB 
hole capt. cross sec. FeB 
electr. capt. cross sec. FeB 
energy Fej 

' hole capt. cross sec. of Fe; 
6.3*10~15 electr. capt. cross sec. Fej 
2*101° 
0.3 
1*10-15 
1*10-14 

background trap III concentr 
energy trap III 
hole cap. cross sec. trap HI 
electr. cap. cross sec. trap III 

[cm3] 
[eV] 
[eVl 
[cm2] 
[cm2] 

Hi 
[cmz] [cm2] 

. [cm-3] 
[eVl 
[cm2] 

[ [cm2] 
(a) not applicable in n-type silicon 

Table II. Electrical properties of defects used for theoretical simulations of 
surface recombination velocity 

name value comments 
lif 1*109 density of states in oxide [cm"2] 
nj t l 1*1010 surf, states with parabolic distr. [cm-2] 
o"pl(

a) 1*10-17 hole cap. cross section [cm2] 
an j(

a) 1*10-16 electron cap. cross section [cm2] 
apl(

b) 1*10~16 hole cap. cross section [cm2] 
an i<

b) 1*10~17 electron cap. cross section [cm2] 
nit2 1*109 surf, states with gauss, distr., Fej [cnr2] 
% "° - 1 9 energy of Fej [eV] 
ap2 4.4* 10" l6 hole capture cross section of Fê  [cm2] 
on9 6. 3* 1Q-15 electr. capt. cross section of Fe; [cm2l 
va) for states located below, and (") above the middle of the forbidden bandgap 

RESULTS 
Bulk Lifetime 

It is assumed that the recombination process is controlled by three kinds of 
recombination centers: thus, the total bulk recombination lifetime is given by formulae: 

1 1 + 1 + 1 
T T T T ' J 
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where TFeB? ̂ Fe, and Tin are related to iron-boron complex, interstitial iron and unknown 
background contamination, respectively. Each bulk lifetime component can be described by 
the Shockley-Read-Hall theory, as illustrated below: 

Po + Pik + Ari i n 0 + n 1 k + An _^_PO—vix j + 1 ^_o ijc ^ k = i,2, 3 [ 2 ] 
Tk a n,k v th n U p 0

 + n0 + An CTpfkvthnu p 0 + n0 + An 

The meaning of used symbols is listed in Table I; for more detailed explanation see, for 
example, Ref. 5. The temperature dependent concentration of iron-boron and substitutional 
iron is and given by Eqn. 3: 

nFeB= ntot ndUO e xP ( p j r ) / [ * + "dUOexP ( p f ) 1 
[ 3 ] 

nFe=n t o t-nF e B 

The results of theoretical simulations for bulk lifetime are presented in Figs, la and b, 
where the temperature dependence of lifetime for p- and n-type silicon is shown, 
respectively. The influence of background recombination centers is also illustrated. Note 
that the bulk lifetime at room temperature is lower in a p-type sample than in an n-type 
sample, (290 us vs. 1500 us), even though iron in p-type silicon forms the shallow FeB 
complex, which is less active than the deeper Fej present in n-type material. This difference 
results from both, the donor nature of iron and the larger capture cross section of FeB pair 
with respect to Fej. Recall that the recombination activity of a defect is not solely dependent 
on energy level, but on the combined action of energy, capture cross section and 
donor/acceptor nature of defect. Not only the room temperature lifetime, but also the 
temperature dependence of lifetime for p- and n-type silicon are significantly different from 
each other, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This difference derives from the dissociation of FeB 
pairs observed only in p-type material. As a result, the lifetime vs. temperature curve is 
characterized with a local minimum at temperatures about 180°C. In n-type silicon, where 
the only form is interstitial Fej, a monotonic lifetime increase with temperature obtains. The 
theoretical simulations are summarized in Table III. 

Table III. Bulk recombination lifetime components for data of Table I. 

type total FeB Fej 
rusl [us] [us] 

p-type 290 340 1*106 
n-tvpe 1560 — 2380 

Surface Recombination Velocity 

background contaminant 
[us] 
2160 
4520 

The total concentration of surface states n^ is given by: 

nit = 
2 

Z nit,k [ 4 ] 
k = l 
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where the nm and njt2 components originate from the silicon/silicon dioxide interface and 
surface iron contamination, respectively: 

liUk= I ^ i t , k d E ' 5 1 

It is assumed based on some experimental evidences [4,6], that the niti energy distribution 
can be described by parabolic function, while due to insufficient information the nit2 was 
arbitrarily selected to be gaussian, with the maximum located at the energy observed by 
deep level transient spectroscopy for bulk defects associated with interstitial iron. Thus, 

D i t l ( E ) = A ( 1 + BE 2 ) [ 6 ] 

D i t 2 (E) = C e x p [ - ( ^ - j ^ ) 2 ] , fo rE v <E<E c t 7 J 

where A, B and C, D are defect distribution parameters associated with parabolic and 
gaussian curves, respectively. Furthermore, it was assumed that capture cross sections of 
surface states, as listed in Table II, were energy independent, although the proposed 
solution is not restricted in this term. Calculations for n- and p-type material were 
performed for the same set of data, with the Fermi level location as the only difference. 
Total integrated concentrations of surface states n i t l=1010 cnr2, and nit2=l(F cnr2 were 
assumed, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 3. These states yield a value for surface charge 
which is controlled by the Fermi level position (e.g. doping concentration) with respect to 
the surface state level and donor or acceptor nature of the state. In addition to fast state 
charge, there was a fixed positive charge n p 109 cm-2 present within the oxide layer. In 
order to satisfy the charge neutrality requirement the fast state and fixed oxide charges are 
compensated by the (^cr As a result, the semiconductor bands bend at the surface, and 
surface potential is generated [7,8]. The surface potential Vs can be found as a root of the 
charge balance equation: 

Qf+ Qit(V s)+Q s c r(V s) = 0 [ 8 ] 
where 

Q u ( V . ) = | [qi , i (V.) + q i l 2 ( V , ) ] d E [8a] 

and 

q i t , k ( V s ) = q [ F * - f s , k ( V s ) ] D i t , k ; F * = { 0 

1 for donor states r g u 1 

for acceptor states 

Et v - EF - q Vs -1 
fs,k(Vs) = ( l + e x p tJc ^ ) [ 8 C ] 

The q and % is the electronic charge and the Fermi level, respectively. Detailed description 
of the Q$cr charge component can be found in Ref. [6,7]. The energy distribution of surface 
charge without oxide charge included, at the total charge equilibrium condition is presented 
in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), respectively, for n- and p-type silicon. This distribution is obviously 
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different from the distribution of surface states since some surface states are neutral while 
others are charged (positively for donor and negatively for acceptor states). In case of n-
type material, for data listed in Table II, the total surface charge including oxide is negative, 
while for p-type it is positive. The corresponding surface potential is also negative and 
positive, respectively. These energy distributed surface states give rise to a surface 
recombination process [8] whose activity depends on the surface state concentration and 
their location affected by surface potential with respect to Fermi level. Surface 
recombination velocity is also consisted of two components: 

S = i s k ( V s ) [ 9 | 
k = l 

where 

Sk(Vs) = UthVaD,k0p,k
(nfnfo) Jk(VJ 

1 J k ( V s ) = I E~E P l t , k
q V EF-E dE f9*! 

cosh I. - p j r 1 - u0,k] + cosh (-pj?. + - p j r 1 - u a k ) 
Ew 

and 

v °„,k 
t » o . k = l n ( A / - » £ ) 

with ni and Ej being the intrinsic carrier concentration and the energy of the middle of 
forbidden bandgap (set to be zero, reference level), respectively. Finally, the surface 
lifetime and the effective lifetime as measured, for example, with a transient 
photoconductance technique, can be expressed as follow: 

Tsurf ~ " 

with a being the first root of 

and 

a D '1 01 

tan ( a d / 2) = r 11 I 

a D { l l ] 

1 _ 1 + 1 
Teff Tbulk Tsurf t 1 2 1 

Results of numerical calculations for surface potential, charge, recombination velocity and 
lifetime at room temperature are summarized in Table IV. 
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Table IV. Surface potential, charge, recombination velocity and lifetime for 
p- and n-type silicon for data listed in Tables I and II. 

type Vs 
ImVl 

n -2 
p +10 

Qf+Qt 
f cm z ] 

-1.6E9 
+4.5E9 

[ cm/s 1 
5.6 
5.6 

s2<
b> 

I cm/s 1 
8.4 

119 

S 
[ cm/s ] 

14 
125 

r u s i 
2350 
269 

Teff 

r us i 
940 
139 

surf. rec. vel. resulting from (a) Si02/Si interface, and (b) iron contamination 
(c) wafer thickness cl = 650 jam assumed 

CONCLUSIONS 

Theoretical simulations of bulk lifetime and surface recombination velocity illustrate 
that: 
• bulk lifetime for silicon contaminated with iron is lower in p-type than in n-type material 
by about one order of magnitude. This difference is attributed to the donor nature of iron 
recombination centers. This lifetime is of the order of several hundred microseconds in p-
and several milliseconds in n-type material. 
• experimental lifetime data observed for commercial n- and p-type silicon show that this 
material is contaminated with iron at concentrations of about l(P cm-2. 
• temperature dependence of lifetime in p-type samples contaminated with iron is 
characterized with a specific local minimum around 180°C. This minimum results from Fe-
B complex dissociation. In n-type samples iron is located interstitially and a monotonic 
increase of lifetime with temperature is observed. 
• surface recombination velocity is higher in p-type material then in n-type by about one 
order of magnitude. This recombination velocity results from both the Si02/Si interface, 
and surface iron contamination; however, at low and moderate iron contamination levels 
(< 109 cm-2), it is governed mainly by SiO^/Si states. Typical values of srv are of the order 
of several hundred cm/s while for n-type several tens of cm/s. 
• surface lifetime simulated for oxidized samples is of the same order of magnitude as the 
bulk lifetime and is longer for n-type material than for p-type. Therefore, an effective 
lifetime is determined by photoconductance decay measurements and its value is limited by 
the lower recombination component, bulk or surface. Even for samples not contaminated 
with iron, the effective lifetime would not exceed values which result from the 
recombination activity of SK^/Si surface states, i.e. several hundred microseconds for p-
and several milliseconds for n-type silicon. Since n-type surface lifetimes are higher than 
those in p-type, the effective lifetime for n-type silicon is longer. 
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Fig. 1. Theoretical temperature dependence of bulk recombination lifetime for (a) n-type 
and (b) p-type silicon contaminated with iron. An additional lifetime reduction due to an 
unknown background contamination is also shown. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of bulk recombination lifetime for n- and p-type silicon contaminated 

with the same amount of iron, NF e=5*101 0cnr3 . 
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Fig. 3. Energy distribution of surface states resulting from Si02/Si interface (parabolic 
curve, donor type for negative and acceptor for positive energies, respectively) and from 
surface contamination by iron (gaussian curve, donor type). 
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Fig. 4. Energy distribution of combined surface state charge resulting from SiC^/Si 
interface and iron contamination for (a) p-type and (b) n-type silicon. 
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MONITORING AND OPTIMIZATION OF 
SILICON SURFACE QUALITY 

Hichem M'saad, Jurgen Michel, A. Reddy, and L. C. Kimerling 

Department of Materials Science and Engineering 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Cambridge, MA 02139 

We have used contactless photoconductance decay measurements to 
monitor cleaning processes, surface contamination and surface rough
ness. Changes in surface chemistry are evidenced by a degradation 
(increase) in the surface recombination velocity (decrease in measured 
decay time). We have applied the tool to monitor cleaning effectiveness, 
surface cleanliness and roughness during cell processing. 
We show that 5 x 10~4 M of I2 in methanol is sufficient to electrically 
passivate the silicon surface with iodine. The measured minority carrier 
lifetime in this solution is 90% of that in 48% HF. We illustrate that I-
terminated silicon surfaces are more stable than H-terminated surfaces. 
We confirm that deionized water is responsible for the roughening of 
silicon surfaces. We show that NH4F is a superior alternate clean to 
dilute HF. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The preparation of the silicon surface prior to various processing steps has be
come one of the most critical issues in semiconductor fabrication. Control of the 
silicon surface chemistry and topography is crucial. HF etching has been the key step 
in producing contamination-free and chemically stable silicon surfaces. We demon
strate that iodine termination of silicon dangling bonds leads to a more electrically 
stable Si surface than hydrogen termination. We also show that NH4F solutions 
provide an electrically superior surface termination than HF-treated surfaces. We 
attribute these results to the fact that basic solutions produce atomically flat sur
faces as compared to the atomically rough HF-treated surfaces. 

Because of its simplicity, non destructive nature, and in situ measurement capa
bility, radio-frequency photoconductance decay spectroscopy (RF-PCD) is a major 
tool for the study and characterization of semiconductor surfaces in our laboratory. 
Minority carriers injected by a xenon flash lamp produce eddy currents which are 
detected as transient absorption of the rf signal. The signal decays are digitized 
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and analyzed by computer. A block diagram of the inductively coupled apparatus, 
operating at 50 MHz, is shown in Figure 1. The wafer is placed over a 3 cm-diameter 
coil. The circuit coil acts as the primary of a transformer while the wafer acts as 
its secondary counterpart. In this study, we use RF-PCD to achieve improvements 
in semiconductor cleaning technology as a process monitor of surface recombination 
velocity. 

STANDARD CLEAN PROCEDURE 

Before minority carrier lifetime measurement, the wafer is first cleaned to remove 
any surface contamination. Our initial cleaning procedure was a three-step process 
whereby the wafer is first piranha-etched for one minute, rinsed with DI water with a 
resistivity of 18 Mf2-cm, and dilute HF (DHF) etched for one minute. After HF etch
ing, the surface is predominantly terminated by hydrogen (1). The H-terminated 
surface is hydrophobic and is passivated against reoxidation (2). Throughout clean
ing, Fluoroware™ teflon vessels and CMOS-grade chemicals were used. We have 
consistently achieved reproducible results based on this cleaning. 

Poorly prepared wafer lots can require additional treatment. When experiment
ing with a new batch of FZ(ll l) wafers, we obtained values in the range between 
60 and 80 ^5, which are very small for float-zone Si. We then re-cleaned the wafers 
and re-measured. The lifetime increased appreciably. A third cleaning yielded even 
a greater increase in lifetime. The cleaning process was repeated until the change in 
measured lifetime was minimal which usually occurred after the fourth cleaning. A 
schematic representation of our observations is shown in Figure 2. For every wafer 
batch, we optimize the cleaning process as discussed above. 

Our standard clean was developed by variation of etching times. Changing the 
duration of the piranha etch and keeping the DHF etch time constant results in a 
six to eightfold increase in lifetime after four minutes of etching. We have noticed an 
increase in measured lifetime after three minutes of DHF etching, a modest increase 
after four minutes, and a decrease with five minutes of etching. The decrease in 
lifetime at long etching times is attributed to surface roughening with DHF expo
sure as demonstrated by Higashi et al. (3). The standard cleaning is a five-minute 
piranha etch and a four-minute DHF etch (Table 1). 

HALOGEN PASSIVATION 

We have reported in a previous publication that iodine and bromine can elec
trically passivate Si surfaces (4). In this paper, we report a comprehensive study 
of the stability of the iodine passivation. We have determined the iodine concen-
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tration that produces the optimum passivation in methanol by dissolution of I2 

crystals of known mass in 50 ml of methanol. The silicon wafer was first cleaned 
and immersed in 48% HF for measurement. It was cleaned again and immersed in 
methanol. A watchglass was used to cover the beaker to prevent evaporation of the 
methanol solution. The iodine solution was added drop-wise and lifetime was mea
sured in situ until the surface was saturated as indicated by an asymptotic lifetime 
value. Figure 3 shows the variation in measured lifetime with iodine molarity for 
both n- and p-type FZ-Si. We see from both graphs that lifetime increases linearly 
once iodine concentration reaches 4 x 10~5 M and remains constant beyond 5 x 
10~4 M of I2. This highest measured lifetime is 90% of the value in 48% HF solution. 

We conducted a series of experiments on two different wafers to compare the 
passivation stability between iodine and hydrogen. This subject is of practical inter
est because of storage times during wafer processing. To measure the stability of H 
passivation, the sample was cleaned as described above and placed in concentrated 
HF for measurement. It was then removed from HF with teflon tweezers and placed 
on a Fabwipe directly over the measurement coil. The lifetime was then measured 
at specific time intervals. The first measurement was taken within one minute of 
transferring the wafer to the clean room air and the rest were taken at 5 minute 
intervals. The sample was cleaned again and placed in methanol (with a watch-
glass cover) for measurement. Iodine solution was then added drop-wise until the 
measurement saturated. The sample was then removed from solution using clean 
teflon tweezers, placed on a Fabwipe, and measured every 5 minutes. Results are 
shown in Figures 4 and 5. The n - F Z ( l l l ) of Figure 4 had a higher lifetime immedi
ately after removal from the iodine solution. It took twice as long for the measured 
lifetime of the I-treated wafer to return to the expected value in air. In Figure 
5, the p-FZ(lOO) wafer lifetime after iodine treatment decayed to an asymptotic 
value 50% higher than HF:air level. In surface recombination velocity (srv) terms, 
this difference corresponds to srv=394 cm/s and 998 cm/s in air for the I- and H-
passivated surfaces, respectively. The iodine passivation yielded consistently higher 
lifetime values than hydrogen passivation at all times. The tendency for the surface 
to contaminate in air is relatively less for iodine-treated surfaces. It is well known 
that the hydrophobic H-terminated silicon surface is subject to fast carbon-hydride 
recontamination during subsequent handling in air (5,6). 

S U R F A C E R O U G H N E S S M O N I T O R I N G 

As the next generation of chips approaches minimum line-width dimensions of 
0.3 //m, the gate oxide thickness of CMOS capacitors drops below 50 A. Silicon sur
faces treated with aqueous HF solutions prior to the growth of gate oxides are rough 
on this nanometer scale. Flatter Si surfaces are required for uniformly thin oxides. 
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Higashi (3) and Pietsch (7) have reported that , unlike HF acid, ammonium fluoride, 
a highly buffered HF solution, produces atomically flat surfaces on S i ( l l l ) that are 
monohydride-terminated. Using both vacuum scanning tunneling microscopy and 
low-energy electron diffraction, they were able to obtain flat surfaces that are ex
tremely well ordered exhibiting terraces which extend thousands of angstroms with 
an rms roughness substantially "smaller than 0.07 A". The formation of the terraces 
is a consequence of the anisotropic etching of highly basic solutions such as NH4F. 

Since DI water roughens Si surfaces (8), we have conducted an experiment to 
see whether surface roughness can be correlated to measured lifetime. A CZ-Si wafer 
was cleaned, and placed in 48% HF for minority carrier lifetime measurement. The 
wafer was then DI water rinsed for 5 min and placed in a fresh 48% HF solution 
for another RF-PCD measurement. The process was repeated many times and the 
data is summarized in Fig. 6. The lifetime decays with water rinsing. This result is 
attributed to the added active sites produced by the surface roughening by DI water. 

Based on this experimental capability, we studied the application of RF-PCD 
as a surface roughness monitor for different cleans. N-type FZ S i ( l l l ) were cleaned 
with a five-minute piranha etch followed by four-minute immersion in the solution 
of interest: i.e. 500 ml of 50:1 HF; or 500 ml of 40% NH4F; or 250 ml of 40% 
NH4F with 250 ml of 50:1 HF. The wafer was then placed in 48% HF as a standard 
ambient for lifetime measurement. It should be noted here that 48% HF does not 
alter the surface morphology or the H termination implying that the HF itself does 
not etch the surface (9). 

The lifetime results are shown in a histogram (Fig. 7). A significant increase 
in lifetime relative to DHF cleaning (from 435 /is to 560 fis) was observed with 
NH4F etching. These values are quantitatively reproducible suggesting _that the 
clean chemistry can yield an atomically identical interface! These results support 
the claim by Higashi that the smoothening of the surface is reversible (3). The state 
of the surface in blends of NH4F and HF follows the rule of mixtures. 

C O N C L U S I O N 

We have employed radio-frequency photoconductance decay spectroscopy as an 
in situ monitor of the silicon surface and cleaning effectiveness. The method is, in 
addition, an effective monitor of surface roughness on a nanometer scale. 

We have shown that I-terminated S i ( l l l ) surface is more electronically stable 
than its hydrogen-terminated counterpart upon exposure to air in a clean room en
vironment. The NH4F treatment is a more effective solution than DHF based on 
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the use of surface recombination velocity as a measurement of clean effectiveness 
and surface roughness. 
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Table 1: Wafer cleaning procedure before minority carrier lifetime measurement 

1) 5 min piranha etch 
3:1 H 2 S 0 4 / H 2 0 2 

2) 15 sec DI water rinse. 

3) 4 m i n 5 0 : l D I : H F etch. 
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Strobe 
Lamp 

Fig. 1: Schematic of the radio-frequency photoconductance decay 
apparatus. The system is computer-controlled. 
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Fig. 2: Variation of measured lifetime with number of cleans for a 
contaminated phosphorous-doped float zone Si(l 11) to a resistivity 
of 2.66 Q-cm. The wafer is 5 cm in diameter and 520 Jim thick. 
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Fig. 3: The variation of lifetime with iodine concentration in methanol. 
The increase in lifetime is attributed to the passivation of the silicon 
surface with iodine. The surface recombination velocity is lowered as 
iodine bonds to the surface atoms, (a) n-type FZ Si(lll) in non N2-bubbled 

methanol and (b) p-type FZ-Si in N2-bubbled methanol. 
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Fig. 4: Superior passivation stability of I vs. H. The wafer is float-
zone n-Si(l 11). te is the time that the wafer was exposed to air. 
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Fig. 5: Superior passivation stability of I vs. H. The wafer is float-
zone p-Si(100). te is the time that the wafer was exposed to air. 
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Fig. 6: Influence of sequential exposure between 48% HF and 
DI water on decay time for a Czochralski Si(100). The decrease 
in lifetime is attributed to the roughening action of DI water on 
Si surface. The wafer is rinsed in DI water for 5 minutes each time. 
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Fig. 7: Variation of lifetime with etch solution showing the 
correlation between surface roughness and measured lifetime. 
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METAL CONTAMINATION MONITORING 

IN A SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING ENVIRONMENT 

E. E. Fisch, R. H. Gaylord, S. A. Estes 
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Essex Junction, Vermont 05452 

A new method for monitoring metal contamination introduced by 
silicon wafer cleaning equipment is presented. Developed and tested in a 
manufacturing environment, the method is based on diffusion-length 
mapping using the commercially available Electrolytic Metal Tracer 
(ELYMAT). Controlled comparisons between minority carrier diffusion 
length measurement results and surface metal concentrations measured by 
Total Reflection X-Ray Fluorescence Spectroscopy (TXRF) were carried-
out to define optimal wafer processing. Experiments run on wafer 
cleaning tools in the manufacturing line verified sensitivity of the 
monitoring method to tool condition. The advantages of this monitoring 
method include reproducibility to better than 5%, minimal monitor 
processing, measurement simplicity, monitor reuse, and high-resolution 
wafer maps which often provide diagnostic clues to the origin of the metal 
contamination. The importance of identifying metal levels is illustrated 
with manufacturing examples. 

INTRODUCTION 

A method for monitoring metal contamination introduced by commercial silicon-
wafer cleaning equipment has been developed and tested at IBM's semiconductor 
manufacturing facility in Essex Junction, Vermont. The widespread use of RCA-type* 
cleaning cycles throughout integrated circuit processing makes them a prudent target for 
improved monitoring and, ultimately, reduced metal levels. Many aspects of 
performance, such as particle levels and etch rates, are already well measured; metal 
levels have received much less attention. Certain metals (especially 3-D transition 
metals) have low room-temperature solubility and a high diffusion coefficient in silicon. 
These properties, in combination, can reduce carrier lifetimes, cause crystal damage, and 
degrade oxide integrity. Both the increasing number of steps required for ULSI device 
manufacturing, and the shrinking device dimensions have driven acceptable metal levels 
below 10*0 atoms/cm^ per process step. The vulnerability of new technologies to metal 
contamination has motivated commercial development of semi-automatic equipment to 
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detect trace metal levels. The monitoring method outlined in this paper is based on one 
of these -- the "Electrolytic Metal Tracer" (ELYMAT)2. 

The foundation of our metal monitoring plan is minority-carrier diffusion-length 
(L<j) wafer mapping. It is sensitive to metals like Fe, Mo, and Cr, which form bulk 
recombination centers in silicon. The average L^ provides a quantitative target which 
can be used for control limits, while the map provides a visual footprint of the 
contamination source. Figure 1 shows an "Elymap" of a wafer after cleaning in a spray-
type chemical tool and illustrates the meaning of "footprint". In theory, the technique is 
well suited to tool monitoring. The purpose of this work was to develop a reproducible 
method for monitoring wet cleaning processes, including the anneal to drive the surface-
metal contaminants into the silicon, which is required for the L^ measurement technique. 
This was accomplished in two steps: 1) to establish the effectiveness of the L^ 
measurement and drive-in on controlled wafers; and 2) to test the method for 
effectiveness, reproducibility, and ease of integration into a wafer-fabrication line. 

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ELYMAT METAL TEST 

The ELYMAT measurement has been described previously2. The measurement 
cell is shown schematically in Figure 2. The voltage bias shown, positive back side 
relative to the front, is appropriate for p-type silicon wafers in the back-side photocurrent 
(BPC) mode. The HF-filled cell has two purposes: it suppresses surface recombination 
by hydrogen passivation of the silicon surface, and creates a wide-area space charge 
region for free-carrier collection. The front side of the wafer is illuminated with a 
scanning 670 nm laser. Minority carriers are generated near that surface. Because surface 
recombination is eliminated, the carriers either recombine in the silicon bulk or are 
measured as BPC current (IBPC9 a t t n e ^ac^ s P a c e charge region. The diffusion length 
(L^) is easily calculated from IBPC 2 - The current is measured as a function of the 
scanning laser position, so a high-resolution L^ map is generated. The ELYMAT also 
has a front-side photocurrent mode (FPC). (Other monitoring work^ has shown that the 
FPC photo-induced and dark currents are meaningful parameters, driven by the presence 
of Cu and Ni. In our monitoring, the FPC current was much less sensitive to the wafer 
cleaning processes than the BPC current, and will not be discussed here.) 

In addition to the laser-induced photocurrents, there is a finite "dark" current (1^) 
that is measured with the bias on and without photogeneration. This dark current gives 
an average "generation rate" for the entire wafer and is sensitive to fast-diffusing metals 
like Ni and Cu that form near-surface precipitates. The ELYMAT detection limit for 
these metals has been estimated^ to be less than 1 0 ^ atoms/cm^. This average quality 
factor is measured each time a BPC ELYMAT scan is taken, but it cannot be mapped. 
Our measurements on processed monitor wafers showed that 1 ^ was either stable from 
tool to tool, or corroborated the diffusion-length data. 
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EQUIVALENT F E CONCENTRATION 

Although the diffusion length is a physically meaningful quantity, it is not 
recognized as a tool's quality parameter. A busy manufacturing-tool owner is unlikely to 
respond to "a reduction in L^". To make the importance of monitoring data more 
immediate, a calculation was developed to report the data in terms of a metal 
concentration. Diffusion-length reduction is attributed to a concentration of metal. 
Because L^ does not provide elemental identification, one metal (Fe) was chosen for the 
calculation. Other factors may well contribute to the final diffusion length. This 
possibility led to the use of the word "equivalent" in the final quality parameter's 
designation: equivalent Fe concentration (equ. Fe/cm3). The details of the calculation are 
simple. First, it is assumed that any degradation in diffusion length is entirely due to the 
presence of Fe recombination centers. (This was found to be quantitatively valid for 
most wet cleans.) Next, the Elymat diffusion length is corrected slightly to correlate to 
surface photovoltage L^'s. It was found that 

Ld[SPV] = Ld[ELYMAT] / L 1 I1] 

in the regime where both techniques are valid. Now, Zoth's Deep-Level Transient 
Spectroscopy (DLTS) Fe concentration/surface photovoltage L^ calibration curves^ can 
be used to convert ELYMAT L^'s to an "equivalent Fe concentration": 

equ. Fe/cm3 = 1017 / (Ld[ELYMAT])2 t2] 

This equation provides the basis of the scheme of metal monitoring which we describe 
below. 

OPTIMIZATION OF MONITOR PROCESSING 

We intentionally contaminated standard eight-inch virgin silicon monitor wafers 
(<100>, 10 ohm-cm) with Fe for this study. The choice of Fe was partly motivated by 
the widespread use of stainless steel in silicon processing equipment. The elements Fe, 
Cu and Ni are all common metal contaminants, but Fe dominates for many processes. 
After an initial RCA-type clean, wafers were dipped half-way into an iron-spiked 
solution, rinsed thoroughly in deionized water and air-dried in a class 100 hood. The 
surface concentration was determined with Total Reflection X-Ray Fluorescence 
Spectroscopy (TXRF). The wafers were subsequently processed in one of three N2-
ambient, drive-in anneals: 

(i) 650°C furnace anneal for 30 minutes 
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(ii) 1050°C furnace anneal for 30 minutes 

(iii) 1100°C rapid thermal anneal (RTA) for 1 minute 

L(j maps were measured on the ELYMAT. The bulk silicon Fe levels resulting from each 
anneal can be calculated from the diffusion length data using Equation [2] since, by 
design, Fe is the dominant contaminant. The anticipated bulk Fe contamination is 
calculated from the pre-anneal TXRF surface concentration data by assuming that both 
sides of the wafer are contaminated equally and that all of the surface metal is driven 
into in the bulk: 

[Fe atoms/cm^] = 2 [Fe atoms/cm^] / wafer thickness [3] 

Large deviations of the equivalent Fe result from that indicated by this calculation are 
evidence that the given anneal did was not suitable. The data are summarized in Table 1. 

High metal levels were detected on the control side of the wafer that received 
anneal (ii), suggesting that the high-temperature cycle in our monitor furnace evaporated 
residual metals from some other source (furnace walls, filler wafers)^. There was no 
evidence of cross-contamination when the other two anneals were used. The close 
correlation between ELYMAT and TXRF data for anneals (i) and (ii) indicates that 
either of these anneals could be used with good success. The 30-minute drive-in anneal 
at 650°C was chosen as the process of record for metal drive-in since the RTA anneal 
was logistically inconvenient for manufacturing. The 650°C temperature is high enough 
to allow metal to diffuse into the silicon, yet low enough to prevent contamination from 
other sources. This anneal also produced the clearest Elymap, as defined by the 
delineation between the control and Fe-dipped halves of the wafer. 

The reproducibility of the monitor anneal scheme was tested by repeating 
anneal/measurement cycles on monitor wafers with different initial metal levels. When 
wafers were measured, annealed, and re-measured there was no statistically significant 
change in diffusion length. This repeatability implies that, using Equation [2], it is 
possible to determine the amount of equ. Fe/cm^ added by a single clean cycle, even if 
the wafer has seen previous processing steps. To test the feasibility of subtractive data 
interpretation, two wafers were processed simultaneously through three clean/anneal 
cycles (wafer clean, 650°C anneal). The L^'s were measured before and after each cycle, 
converted to equ. Fe/cm^, and subtracted to determine the amount of equ. Fe/cm3 added 
by the individual clean. The resulting data is shown in Figure 3; the two wafers 
registered comparable metal levels for each cleaning cycle. 
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ROUTINE METAL MONITORING 

The measurements and assumptions described above form the basis for the 
manufacturing metal monitoring scheme which is presented in this section. Virgin P-
silicon <100> wafers are used for monitors and the ELYMAT is used in BPC mode only. 
The process flow for the RCA-type clean is: 

1. L̂ j pre-measurement 
2. clean to be monitored 

3. drive-in anneal 

4. L^ measurement 

5. repeat steps 2-4 repeated until L(|<200 um 

Raw Ljj data is entered into a process-control program that calculates the equ. Fe/cm^ 
added, plots it on a tool control chart, and flags the operator if the point exceeds an upper 
control limit. The limit is calculated for each tool according to standard statistical 
process control guidelines. 

The wafer must be replaced when the metal levels are high enough to compromise 
the sensitivity of the technique. Repeatable L^ measurements for our configuration of the 
ELYMAT is about 130 um, so the 200 um limit is conservative. Handling damage can 
also impact the wafers after repeated measurements, although this is not generally a 
limitation. The number of permissible runs for a given wafer varies according to the 
level of metals added by the cleaning tool. We have cycled a single wafer as many as ten 
times. Of course, the wafer map becomes the composite of metal distributions from all 
previous processing steps when a monitor is reused. The financial advantages of 
reducing the number of raw wafers usually outweighs the overlay of information on the 
Elymap. When a tool problem is suspected, a virgin monitor can be run to obtain the 
unobstructed Elymap of the metal distribution. 

The monitoring method outlined above clearly determines physical differences in 
cleaning tools. The sensitivity was illustrated when twelve monitors were processed, one 
through each of twelve chemical cleaning tools, and annealed in a single furnace. The 
data indicated extreme tool-to-tool variations (Figure 4). A subsequent inspection of each 
tool revealed that the differences correlated perfectly to delaminated spots on cover lids 
and/or to an older version of chemical distribution. Tool maintenance was then initiated 
to resolve the previously undetected problems. 

In addition to illustrating that trace metal monitoring is possible, we must verify 
that it is necessary in order to justify the cost. This was accomplished by identifying low-
metal cleans with this monitoring scheme and linking specific pre-cleans to 4 Mb DRAM 
device performance. Pre-clean tools were ranked according to the equ. Fe/cm^ metal 
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level data. Our cleaning tools perform within reasonable limits, but variations in the 
typical amount of metal added by a particular tool were used to identify "good" and 
"bad" tools. This ranking was applied to evaluate the effect of metals in the two 
experiments below: 

1. Five 4 Mb DRAM lots were dedicated to "good" pre-clean tools, and five lots were 
dedicated to "bad" pre-clean tools. The lots dedicated to "good" tools had consistently 
higher yield at electrical test. 

2. A critical furnace pre-clean was identified and production lots were run randomly on 
any of eight cleaning tools. Electrical data recorded during eighty days was sorted 
according to pre-clean tool. High levels of gate-to-substrate shorts were found on the lots 
which ran through "bad" pre-clean tools. 

CONCLUSIONS 

One option for monitoring metal contamination on wet chemical wafer cleaning 
tools has been described. The monitoring technique is not only financially attractive and 
simple, but also effective. Although the ELYMAT measurement neither detects all 
metals, nor speciates the elements, it is a valuable monitoring tool. The ELYMAT data 
demonstrated a sensitivity to manufacturing cleaning-tool metal differences. The 
importance of identifying (and reducing) these metal levels in 4 Mb DRAM 
manufacturing was proven by correlating improved device performance to low-metal 
cleaning tools. 
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Table 1. Raw data and calculated iron concentrations in the silicon bulk of wafers intentionally 
contaminated with iron. 

Anneal Temperature 
(°C) 

650 

1050 

1100 

Wafer Half 

Control 

Fe-dipped 

Control 

Fe-dipped 

Control 

Fe-dipped 

Raw Data 

TXRF 
Fe/cm2 

DL 

5.3 x 1 0 1 0 

DL 

5.1 x 1 0 1 0 

DL 

4.5 X10 1 0 

ELYMAT 
Ld (jim) 

702 

330 

230 

180 

470 

260 

Calculated from Equ. (2) or (3) 

TXRF 
Fe/cm3 

1.4x10 1 2 

1.4X101 2 

1.2 x 1 0 1 2 

ELYMAT 
eq Fe/cm3 

2.5 x10 1 1 

1.2 x 1 0 1 2 

2.5 x 1 0 1 2 

4.0 x 1 0 1 2 

5.9 x10 1 1 

1.9 x 1 0 1 2 

Diffusion-Length 
Color Scale 

Figure 1. An ELYMAT diffusion-length map of a 
silicon wafer cleaned in a chemical 
spray tool and annealed at 650 C for 30 
minutes. The effect of the spin-dry is 
clearly visible. 
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Photocurrent 

Principle of Operation (BPC mode) 

Figure 2. The ELYMAT measurement ceil with 
voltage bias set to measure photo-
induced current in BPC mode on a p-
type silicon wafer. 
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Figure 3. Monitor reuse investigated with two 
monitor wafers run through identical 
clean/anneal/measurement cycles. 

Figure 4. Baseline measurements of cleaning 
tools link average equivalent from 
concentrations with real tool 
differences. 
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The use of surface photovoltage (SPV) techniques to monitor and control 
spray processor cleaning in a manufacturing environment is described. The 
principle advantages of the SPV technique are that it provides short-loop 
feedback on process quality and that the fabrication of electronic test 
structures is not required. Results from the implementation of SPV 
monitoring techniques show that iron contamination may be tracked and 
controlled at a sensitivity level well below that required by ULSI 
technologies. 

INTRODUCTION 

Spray processor cleaning operations have become a standard in the IC industry. 
Spray tools are relatively automatic, wafers being cleaned are exposed only to fresh 
chemicals, and the tools add few particles. However, significant risk is associated with the 
use of these tools due to the potential for the introduction of molecular contamination or 
non-visible defects. Factors such as mis-programming, contaminated chemicals provided 
by bulk dispense or point of use storage systems, or failure of wetted surface passivation in 
the spray tool may all result in metallic contamination being introduced in one or many 
succeeding loads of wafers. In-line process monitoring reduces this risk and at the same 
time provides useful feedback needed for process optimization. 

In most studies of issues related to metals and cleaning, surface analysis techniques 
or the fabrication of electrical structures have been used to obtain experimental responses. 
The SPV technique used in this work employs the carrier transport properties of the silicon 
wafer itself as a sensitive sensor to monitor process cleanliness. A capacitive probe is used 
to measure the spectral response of the wafer surface potential from which the diffusion 
length of minority carriers is determined. Iron and other metals may be detected through a 
modulation of their electrical activity produced by successive pairing and dissociation of the 
metal with dopant atoms in the crystal (1,2). In the case of iron, its association with boron 
may be broken with either thermal or optical energy (3). Measurement of minority carrier 
diffusion length, with the iron atoms paired with boron in the crystal, followed by a 
diffusion length measurement with the iron boron pairs separated provides a measure of 
iron concentration with a sensitivity approaching the 108cm-3 range. 

Metals, iron in particular, have been shown to degrade thin oxide quality (4) and to 
contaminate surfaces to varying degrees as a function of cleaning chemistry (5). Robust 
processes must guard against inadvertent metal contamination of wafers especially prior to 
thermal processing. This work investigates issues related to the implementation of metal 
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monitoring in spray processors using SPV techniques. Monitor wafer quality, surface 
contamination, thermal drive-in treatments, timing to measurement, and sensitivity issues 
are addressed. A short loop process for sample preparation is described. Examples of the 
utility of the method toward identifying problems are given. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

SPV measurement of diffusion length, L, is performed under conditions which 
produce very low excitation. In this situation L may be related to the concentration of 
recombination centers in the silicon (3). In p-type silicon, and in this work, diffusion 
length measurements were used in conjunction with low temperature defect reactions 
between iron and boron to determine the quantity of iron in the material (1,3). To 
accomplish this, iron was first paired with boron by a one day storage at room temperature 
or by a short 80°C anneal (6). An initial diffusion length, Lj, was measured and then the 
wafer was heated to 200°C for ten minutes followed by a quench on a cold metal plate or in 
water. Rapid cooling is required to prevent formation of Fe-B pairs which are ten times 
less efficient as recombination centers compared to free interstitial iron, Fej (1). A final 
diffusion length, Lf, was measured and the concentration of iron, [Fe], was calculated from 
(1): 

[Fe] = 1.1 x 1016 [ Lf-2 - Lj -2 ] (cm-3) [1] 

For low concentration measurements diffusion length values must be obtained with 
a reasonable degree of precision. The SPV instrument used in this work (CMS-IIIA) was 
an earlier model compared with current instruments (7) yet it should exhibit a measurement 
precision of five to ten percent. A gauge study was performed on silicon materials with 
varying diffusion length. Diffusion length measurements were performed on two p-type 
and one n-type wafers on a regular basis. This data will be used to establish the 
repeatability of the measurements in relation to nominal diffusion lengths. 

Another possible source of variation is the starting silicon material. CZ material 
from five sources were measured at a minimum of nine points per wafer and [Fe] was 
calculated. Four inch samples from four vendors were measured as received with no 
additional processing. Two groups of 5" wafers were measured. The first, including 50 
wafers, were cleaned and given a rapid thermal oxidation, RTO, at 1150°C for two minutes 
and then SPV measurements were performed. The second group was also measured, as in 
the case of the 4" material, without any processing. 

To compare the effects of cleaning and thermal processes a few samples were given 
RTO or gate oxidation including CI with and without a pre-thermal-treatment "RCA" clean 
(8). The wafers were then measured for Fe using thermal activation. 

Studies were performed on spray processors in the manufacturing line. Wafers to 
be processed were first screened by cleaning followed by RTO as above. This oxidation 
process is adequate to uniformly contaminate silicon wafers with surface deposited Fe (1). 
These wafers were measured at 61 places before and after thermal Fe activation and cold 
plate quench for [Fe] determination. Nearly 250A of oxide was formed by this process 
which was removed prior to processor screening. The wafers were then divided among 
spray processors for a standard pre-furnace clean, "RCA1": HF:H20: "RCA2". After the 
clean process wafers were given RTO and then measured by SPV. Other wafers were 
identified and processed through selected spray processors without the pre-screening 
described above. Following the clean all wafers were given RTO and [Fe] was measured 
by SPV using thermal activation and water quench. 
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Finally a corroded thermocouple was discovered in an older model of spray 
processor by visual inspection. This was used to assess the surface/bulk contamination 
which would result from cleaning in that environment. Wafers were cleaned in another 
spray processor and in the contaminated tool. Then the wafers were given RTO and [Fe] 
was measured by SPV using thermal activation. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the instrument gauge study are shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3. 
This data was collected over a few months time. Eleven hundred diffusion length 
measurements were taken on a nominal L=204jim p-type wafer and on an L=146|LLm n-type 

wafer. Nine hundred measurements were taken on an L=374|im p-type wafer. The 
standard deviations of these measurements were 2.35jam, 1.23jim, and 3.35|Lim 
respectively. Six sigma divided by twice the mean for each wafer resulted in values of 
3.4%, 2.5%, and 2.7%. These results indicate an overall variation of 3% in the range of 
measured values at a given L. For Li=350|Lim, this value implies a minimum [Fe] 
determined with this instrument would be roughly 5.4x 109cm-3 (9). This value assumes 
Fe to be the dominant recombination center. 

Fig. 4 depicts the results of the material comparisons. In the case of the A: 5"CZ 
data recall that this group was cleaned and given RTO before [Fe] determination. For the 
purposes of monitoring spray processors for contamination the four materials in the center 
of the figure are acceptable based on an estimation that lxlOncm-3 is a threshold value to 
maintain acceptable oxide defect levels in 0.5Jim technologies (4). Optimization studies 
would require low [Fe] levels and the scatter in the data would imply that prescreening of 
all samples would be necessary. 

Wafers which received no clean followed by RTO exhibited an iron level of 
2xl013cm-3. Those which were oxidized in a gate process averaged 4xl012cm-3, a five 
times improvement. Wafers which were cleaned and given RTO or gate oxidation indicated 
[Fe] from 2 to 3x101 icm-3. The latter is nearly a lOOx improvement over the no clean RTO 
case. RTO was chosen as the contamination drive-in method over the furnace for speed 
reasons and since a cold wall system should minimize contamination provided by the 
thermal process. An estimate of the amount of Fe on the non-cleaned surface yields 
lxl012cirr2 which with RCA clean and oxidation is reduced to nearly lxl010cm-2. These 
results are consistent with TXRF comparisons between RCA1, RCA2, and no clean 
treatments. Surface iron resulting from RCA1 was determined to be 1 to 2xl012cirr2, 
RCA2 resulted in no detectable surface Fe, and no clean resulted in Fe as high as 
1.4xl012cm-2. The TXRF data also predicted the result of mis-programming of a spray 
tool. An error had been made in the down loaded program to an older model of processor 
which called for two consecutive RCA1 steps rather than an RCA1 followed by RCA2. 
Wafers processed in this process exhibited [Fe] close to lxl013cm-3. The corroded 
thermocouple comparison resulted in an average value of [Fe] of 2xl010cm-3 for the 
controls and 2 to 3x10! 2cm-3 from the contaminated system indicating significant Fe 
contamination of wafer surfaces. Iron levels this high would produce post activation 
diffusion lengths shorter than lOOjim. 

Screening of the spray processor systems for [Fe], depicted in Fig. 5, showed that 
all systems were within tolerable levels for technologies in the range from 0.5|im to ljim 
(4). Iron data shown are from wafers processed at the top and bottom of a cassette. The 
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average of the two is also shown. The results of maintenance on processor C are seen in 
the last case for that system. 

Time series for six different spray processors are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Data 
for older model systems are shown in Fig. 6. The system indicated by a diamond shows 
an out of control point above 10i3cm-3, somewhat higher than the corrosion case described 
above. Inspection of the system indicated a small scratch in the turntable passivation. Fig. 
7 indicates that following initial excursions all three systems settled to a nominal range 
lower than 3x101 icm-3. Some of the noise in Fig. 7 was determined to be related to 
monitor material L fluctuations. In this case [Fe] was estimated from final L measurement 
only. Isolated groups of wafers exhibited unusually low L values or regions with low L 
values. The majority of wafers exhibited Lj values greater than 350jLim, but for occasional 
samples Lj could measure near 100|im. An iron reading of lxlCH2cm-3 is equivalent to 
0.02PPB, which is well within most monitor wafer specifications. If the final goal is 
optimization or control of [Fe] to very low levels then pre-measurement is a necessity. 
However, depending on the technology level which must be controlled to, it should be 
possible to avoid pre-screening. In addition the contamination specification need not be 
reduced for most applications. Fig. 8 represents a tool which may be used to address the 
sensitivity level, [Fe] range, expected given a post activation L measurement over a range 
of Lj values. Equation [1] was used to generate this figure and Fe is assumed to be the 
principle contaminant (1). To use the figure enter at a value of Lf on the x axis. Proceed at 
this value of x toward increasing [Fe]. This line will intersect the Lj lines over a range of 
[Fe]. For example if Lf is 200|im, then [Fe] will range from 4.7xl010cm-3 to 2xl011cm-3 
for 220|Lim<Li<400jim. Similarly, control to a maximum of lxl0ncm-3 would require 
Lf>250(im. A flag for a catastrophic event might be an Lf value below lOOjLim, 
independent of the initial Lj value. Such an event would necessitate further investigation 
just as an out of range electrical in-line monitor would. Further, although the pair 
dynamics following RTO are not well understood, this approach might also allow 
measurement immediately following RTO without a thermal activation to provide a quick 
indication of the maximum [Fe] present. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this work show that SPV measurements of diffusion length may be 
used to monitor metal contamination in spray process cleaning systems. Cases 
representing catastrophic risk were detected quickly allowing corrective measures to be 
taken. In addition, surface concentrations of contaminant estimated from SPV 
measurements appear to correlate with TXRF surface analysis techniques. Sampling and 
control efforts may be tailored to the desired [Fe] threshold for a given technology and the 
range of [Fe] expected may be estimated from L values following thermal activation. 
Hence, an estimation of [Fe] contamination which may exist in a cleaning system may be 
obtained in roughly one hour including the clean process. 
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Fig. 8. Calculations of [Fe] versus post activation diffusion length value, 
Lf using Equ. [1]. Values of initial diffusion length are shown inset below 
their respective lines. Dashed lines are midpoint values, i.e. 400>380>360. 
Length values are in micrometers. 
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The surface photovoltage (SPV) method was used to optimize cleaning 
efficiency and to monitor, in-line, heavy metal contamination and charge 
during critical processing steps for Statistical Process Control (SPC). 
Examples of the optimization of various cleaning steps, effects of the purity 
of virgin and reused chemicals, and the surface topology on cleaning 
efficiency will be given together with examples of SPC monitoring of real 
problems in processing lines. 

INTRODUCTION 

The reduction of the gate oxide thickness with technology evolution requires the 
continuous reduction of heavy metal contamination levels. 1 The heavy metals precipitates 
formed during oxidations at silicon/Si02 interface^ will cause localized high electric field 
regions which will result in formation of weak spots in the gate oxides leading to GOI^"" 
(gate oxide integrity) and reliability problems.^ Fe is the most prevalent heavy metal 
contaminant during IC processing 1, and it has been shown that, to maintain the density of 
weak spots in the gate oxide caused by Fe precipitates below 1 per cm^, the Fe 
contamination introduced during pre-gate cleaning and oxidation has to be reduced from 1 x 
1013 cm"3 level for 200A thick oxide (1 jam technology) to 8 x 1010 cm-3 level for 100 A 
thick oxide (0.35 Jim technology). Capability to measure heavy metal contamination with 
sufficient sensitivity is required in order to optimize cleaning steps and for development of 
measurement procedures necessary for Statistical Process Control (SPC) of IC lines. 

We used the SPV method^ to measure heavy metal contamination after cleaning** 
and to monitor, in-line, heavy metal contamination and charge during critical processing 
steps for SPC. Examples of the optimization of various cleaning steps, the effect of purity 
of virgin and reused chemicals, and surface topology on cleaning efficiency will be given 
together with examples of SPC monitoring of real problems in processing lines. 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

SPV provides a means for non-contact, non-destructive, real-time monitoring of 
minority carrier lifetime, metallic contamination and surface charge in silicon wafers at 
various stages of processing.^ The SPV measurements were performed with commercially 
available equipment^ with sensitivity for Fe detection in the 10° cm" 3 range 12 and were 
done on product as well as monitor wafers. This allowed evaluation of the effects from 
surface topology, characteristic for a given technology, on cleaning efficiency. The 
measurement of charge takes 0.6 sec/point and diffusion length 2 to 4 sec/point. For this 
work, we used p-type CZ medium oxygen content 10 Qcm wafers. 

During SPV measurement the potential barrier present at the silicon surface or 
silicon/dielectric interface is used as a detector for the photovoltaic effect which is sensed 
by a non-contact capacitive transducer. The diffusion length of minority carriers and 
surface recombination is determined independently from the spectral dependance of SPV 
signal.6 Surface charge is obtained from the dependance of the SPV signal on light 
intensity.^ Identification and determination of Fe and Cr concentrations (even in the 
presence of other recombination centers, e.g., oxygen precipitates) was measured via 
changes of lifetime during dissociation of Fe-BH'12 and Cr-B^ pairs. Due to the 
difference in pairing energies, characteristic for each heavy metal, pair dissociation can be 
selectively performed in-situ for each of the metals by a combination of light and 
temperature. 12 

Fe and Cr contamination, introduced during cleaning, were measured after a high-
temperature treatment (a typical oxidation/annealing sequence used during IC processing or 
RTA at 11C0°C for 5 minutes^) which was used to drive these metals left on the surface by 
cleaning into the bulk of the wafer. In the case of SPC of critical steps, e.g., gate or field 
oxidation, well drives, or oxidations involved in LDD formation and S/D implant anneals, 
the wafers were measured after oxidations/anneals. Surface recombination measurements 
after cleaning and prior to a high-temperature treatment provided information about Cu and 
Ni contamination.^ Only surfaces with similar chemistry and similar surface charge values 
were compared. This measurement was especially useful to monitor contamination 
introduced during HF based cleaning operations, e.g., HF last cleans. 

Al and Ca were determined from surface charge measurements after cleaning and 
prior to high-temperature operation. In addition to Ca or Al contamination, the measured 
charge depends on surface chemistry 15, e.g., change in degree of surface oxidation or 
hydrogenation which can change in time. Figures la and lb show surface charge as a 
function of time after completion of SC-1 cleaning steps for various levels of Al and Ca 
contamination present in chemicals. The time is measured from the completion of wafer 
rinse. The step-like reduction of the surface charge at certain times corresponds to growth 
of monolayer of room temperature oxide 15 on the surface. 

All charge measurements performed for SPC of Al and Ca contamination during 
SC-1 cleans were done between 5 to 30 minutes after completion of the rinse which 
eliminated the variable related to various degree of surface oxidation. The Al and Ca 
changes in the range of lxlO^cm'^ result in surface charge as shown in Figures 2a and 2b 
which compares surface charge with surface Al and Ca concentration as measured by AAS. 

In contrast to Fe and Cr measurements, the surface recombination and surface 
charge measurements provide information about the increase or reduction of the 
contamination level, but not quantitative data about the Al or Ca concentrations. These 
measurements were used successfully for SPC monitoring of contamination during SC-1 
cleaning steps. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
EFFECT OF SURFACE TOPOLOGY ON CLEANING EFFICIENCY 

In order to evaluate the effect of pattern (surface topology) on cleaning efficiency, 
we compared the contamination after cleaning of blank monitor wafers and device wafers 
which went through typical steps involved in LDD formation (Figure 3). The pattern was 
formed using 0.75 jitm technology. This data clearly shows Fe contamination level in the 
patterned wafers to be about one order of magnitude higher than in the blank monitor 
wafer. The comparison of the contamination introduced during various steps involved in 
LDD formation indicates that the difference occurs during ion implantation step followed by 
activation. This step involved photoresist operation, implantation, ashing and stripping of 
photoresist cleaning and annealing for implant activation. It has been identified that the 
surface topology of the product wafer has a detrimental effect of the cleaning of photoresist 
residue from the pattern corners which is the heavy metal contamination source during the 
high-temperature treatment used for implant activation. Although, due to proprietary nature, 
the details of circuit layout and details of the processing steps involved in LDD formation 
can not be discussed, this data clearly identifies the capability of the SPV technique to 
evaluate the effect from device pattern or cleaning efficiency. 

COMPARISON OF CLEANS 

The results of various experiments, designed to compare contamination levels for 
various cleans, are shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6. In all cases, the Fe was measured after 
drive-in performed during 900°C/20 min oxidation. Unless stated otherwise, all cleans 
were done on the silicon wafers as received from the silicon supplier. Surface Fe 
contamination in these wafers was around few x 10^ cm~2 level as measured by SPV after 
RTA drive-in7 and TXRF. 

Figure 4 compares various cleaning methods (MEGA grade chemicals were used). 
The best results were obtained for the modified SC-1, SC-2 cleaning (0.2:1.5 ratio of 
ammonia:H202:H20) which also gives the best surface roughness. Figure 7 compares the 
results of Fe contamination for SC-1, SC-2 cleaning for various shipments of SEMI grade 
and MEGA grade chemicals received over a period of four and a half months. Fe 
concentration level measured in some of these chemicals by ICPMS are, also marked in 
Figure 5. Fe concentration in chemicals measured by ICPMS tracks verty well with Fe 
introduced to wafers during these cleans. The results for MEGA grade chemicals are very 
consistent and do not vary substantially with successive shipments while the results 
obtained for SEMI grade chemicals depend very strongly on the shipment since the 
contamination level in SEMI grade chemicals could exhibit large fluctuations. 

Figure 6 shows the effect of cleaning temperature on heavy metal contamination 
introduced during SC-l/SC-2 cleaning process. A decrease of temperature resulted in a 
reduction of Fe concentration (plating of heavy metals decreases with temperature), but also 
leads to an increase of positive charge in the oxide which is probably related to an increase 
of organic contaminant level. There is an optimum temperature for SC-l/SC-2 cleaning 
steps which is a trade-off between heavy metals and organic contamination. 

In order to optimize usage of chemicals, the effect of heavy metal contamination 
build-up in wet chemical sinks during repetitive cleaning cycles without chemical 
replacement was investigated as a function of cleaning load (number of wafers cleaned). 
The silicon wafers (lots of 50 wafers) were initially coated with photoresist, the photoresist 
was ashed, piranha strip and wafers were cleaning using SC-l/SC-2 sequence and 
oxidized. The same wet chemicals were used for cleaning of subsequent lots. The 
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resulting Fe contamination as a function of cleaning cycles is shown in Figure 7. It is 
apparent that, for this cleaning configuration, the gradual build-up of heavy metals in 
SC-l/SC-2 bath which resulted in increasing wafer contamination started to take place after 
about three cleaning cycles (150 wafers). In this case, the replacement of chemicals after 
each cleaning cycle was not necessary. 

APPLICATION OF SPV TO SPC OF CLEANS 

Examples of application of SPV for SPC of pre-oxidation cleaning are shown in 
Figures 8 and 9. In both cases, the wafers were measured after oxidations. Split lot 
experiments showed that the heavy metal contamination from cleaning operations exceeded 
one order of magnitude heavy metals levels introduced from the furnace ambients, 
therefore, resulting variations in the heavy metal contamination level could be attributed to 
control and reproducibility of cleaning operations. Figure 8 shows the SPC chart for a wet 
chemical sink in which chemicals were not replaced after each cleaning cycle. Each point is 
an average of the 5-point Fe measurements on two wafers from a 50-wafer batch cleaned 
and oxidized at 900°C for 30 minutes. The allowable Fe contamination threshold for this 
particular technology is marked by the dashed line. Above this level, Fe has a detrimental 
effect on gate oxide integrity.^ This SPC chart shows that about eight cleaning runs could 
be performed before the contamination in the liquid will build up to unacceptably high level 
and chemicals have to be replaced. 

Figure 9 shows the SPC chart of contamination introduced by self-contained spray 
acid processor. Each point corresponds to one cleaning run (average value for two wafers, 
9-point measurements on each wafer). The cracking of the protective coating of the 
turntable resulted in an unacceptable increase of the Fe contamination level. The 
replacement of the turntable rectified this problem. These results are similar to data 
reported by Hoff and co-workers from AT&T Microelectronics of Orlando. ^ 

SPC OF Ca, Al AND Cu CONTAMINATION 

Al, Ca and Cu contamination are monitored on the wafers after cleaning but prior to 
oxidation. The SPC chart of surface recombination used to monitor Cu contamination after 
HF dip ("HF last" cleaning sequence) is shown in Figure 10. Each point corresponds to 
average value of surface recombination measured on one wafer from a 25-wafer lot after 
rinse. In the case of the non-contaminated HF (stable line), Cu concentration was below 
detection level of TXRF (less than few x 10^ cm"2). Values of Cu surface concentration 
measured by TXRF on wafers with high surface recombination are marked in Figure 12. It 
is clear that SPV measurements detect Cu contamination problems. 

The SPC chart of charge used to monitor Al/Ca contamination left by SC-1 cleaning 
is shown in Figure 11. Each point corresponds to average value of charge measured on 
two wafers from a 25-wafer lot (9 points per wafer) after the rinse. The reduction of the 
charge indicates an increase of Al contamination resulting from contaminated chemicals at 
the point of use. The ICPMS analysis of the contaminated chemicals revealed Al 
concentration of 76ppb in the solution which introduced negative charge of the surface. 

SUMMARY 

The SPV method was used to optimize cleaning efficiency, study the effects of 
pattern and chemical purity on heavy metal contamination left during cleans. Fe 
contamination level introduced during cleaning was measured quantitatively following high 
temperature operation, oxidation or RTA used to drive in Fe into the bulk of the wafer. 
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Variations of Fe contamination levels in the wafers, on the level of 10*0 cm" 3 (which 
corresponds to 10^ cm~2 surface contamination), after cleaning were monitored as a 
function of changes of processing conditions. The Al, Ca and Cu contaminations were 
monitored through their effect on surface charge and surface recombination after 
completion of the rinse and prior to oxidation. These measurements were extremely useful 
in monitoring of "HF last" cleans. Since SPV measurements are fast, they do not require 
any wafer preparation and the performance of various cleaning stations can be easily 
evaluated and they can be used as a real-time monitor for SPC. 
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Figure 1: Surface charge as a function of exposure time to SC-1 solution contaminated 
with various levels of: (a) Al, (b) Ca 
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We report on the use of HF chemical sensors to improve the control of 
both 100:1 and 15:1 HF etch baths used in a bipolar technology 
manufacturing line. The commercial HF sensor selected for this 
application is based on the induction of a current from a primary coil to a 
secondary coil when the coils are immersed in hydrofluoric acid-water 
solutions. The design of the sensor is such that only polymer surfaces are 
exposed to the acid. The output of the sensors are used in a Wet Chemical 
Advisor we have developed to improve the operator control of the etch 
baths. We present data demonstrating how the Advisor was used to 
understand the sources of both episodic and drift variations to the 
specified bath chemistries. 

INTRODUCTION 

The etching of silicon dioxide films by HF acid solutions is one of the most 
widely used wet chemical operations in semiconductor manufacturing. If the wet 
chemical benches are well designed, the baths properly made-up, the incoming oxide 
films of consistent quality and the operation of the etching process well controlled, then 
repeatable and uniform etching of the dielectric can be obtained from lot-to-lot, within 
the carrier from wafer position 1 through 25, and within the wafer across the surface 
area. Recent SEMATECH projects have set maximum nonuniformity targets of 2 % in a 
number of wet chemical and vapor-phase cleaning projects. From the vantage point of 
the manufacturing engineer two of the more significant variation sources are errors made 
by the shop people in making up baths and ineffective use of manually intensive process 
control procedures. Unfortunately, the consequences of these variances can show up as 
episodic losses of entire product lots as the result of significant over or under etching. 

Recent advances in chemical sensor technologies suggested that there was a more 
effective way to control these wet chemical etch processes. We have used HF sensors to 
provide signals to a PC platform we call a Wet Chem Advisor. The software code we 
have developed for this advisor provides significant engineering, process analyst and 
shop operation advice. Bath make-up errors and manual process checks have nearly been 
eliminated. We will review some of the sources of variations in the device line 
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discovered as a result of our work and discuss how the Wet Chem Advisor has changed 
the methods used to control the etch processes and eliminated these sources of variation. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The device fabrication line that this work was accomplished in is a rather mature 
100 mm silicon wafer bipolar device cleanroom in AT&T's Allentown, PA 
manufacturing location. The line produces a mix of older bipolar devices and newer 
BEST (Bipolar Enhanced Self-Aligned Technology) BICMOS products (1,2). The same 
cleanroom manufactures wafers based on submicron and 10 micrometer lithographies. 
The conventional bipolar devices have no gate oxide, whereas the BEST device codes 
have nominally 15 nm gates. The cleanroom is very small by industry standards and 
space limitations play a critical roll in many decisions about wet chemical processing 
facilities. Our shop operators are expected to both move the product wafers and provide 
process control to the six front end HF facilities we utilize. Although more senior shop 
people are used to make-up baths on first shift Monday morning, our fab does not have 
full-time process analysts available to monitor and control the etch facilities. In normal 
operations our HF baths are made-up early on Monday mornings and dumped last shift 
on Friday. 

The manual control of etch baths is based on the use of monitor wafer standards 
and etch rates derived from the etch deltas measured after a standard etch time in a given 
bath. The bath is spiked or diluted, and the iteration repeated until the etch rate 
specification is met. This had been the existing operator practice within this fab for some 
time, and was to be used when baths were first made-up as well for a process check 
throughout the five day work week during each of the three shifts. The shop recipe for 
first making up a bath is derived from knowledge of the bottled chemical concentrations 
and the total volume of the etch facility. The target concentration expressed in the 
standard volume ratio is either 15:1 or 100:1. 

The HF wet decks are each fitted with continuous circulation and filtration of the 
HF. The recirculation flow is approximately 41pm and a typical total volume is 2& liters. 
The facilities have temperature controllers. Most of the HF wells do not have covers, and 
in those sinks that do have covers they are used intermittently. The sinks are all manually 
operated with digital timers that the operators set after checking the lot traveler with shop 
flow. Shop flow dictates the etch facility and etch time for the process step. During the 
course of this work two of the facilities were upgraded with robotic arms, and we will 
describe later how the Advisor is to be utilized to download the etch time to the robot 
arm. 

The silicon dioxide used in the work described below is a dry thermal oxide 
grown at 900 degrees C in oxygen with 1 % HC1 or equivalent TCA. Oxide thicknesses 
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were measured with either a manual single point Rudolf or Nanospec ellipsometer or 
with an automated multipoint Prometrix Spectramap. 

THE WET CHEM ADVISOR 

The HF Wet Chem Advisor is a PC platform receiving input signals from two 
sensors located in each etch facility. For this particular bipolar application there are six 
facilities that have had the sensors installed. The sensors themselves are commercially 
available units: an HF sensor(3) and a temperature sensor(4). The HF sensor operates on 
the induction principle. An AC reference signal in a primary coil induces a signal in a 
secondary coil that is connected to the first coil by the conductivity of the HF solution. 
All the sensor components are completely enclosed in HF compatible polymer 
compounds. The output signal is 4-20 mA DC and serves as one input to the Wet Chem 
Advisor. The temperature sensor is a negative thermal coefficient thermistor. This type 
of sensor was selected for its excellent sensitivity over the normal room temperature 
operating range. It is easily implemented into the PC platform, as it requires only a 1 mA 
current loop from the PC's 5 volt bus. The various HF and temperature signals are input 
via a 16 channel multiplexed A/D converter. The source code for the Advisor is written 
in C and provides easy software access to the multiplexor hardware. 

The software code has been designed to provide the manufacturing engineer and 
shop operation with simple to interpret and easy to implement advice. Table I 
summarizes these features. 

Table I. HF Wet Chem Advisor Feature Summary 

Optional Control Limits 

Operator Warning 

Corrective Action 

Summary Status 

The engineer has the option to set upper and lower HF 
concentration control limits around the target. 

An out of control situation is signalled to both the 
engineering station(the PC Advisor) and light post at the 
etch station. 

The Advisor calculates the quantity of water or HF 
required to bring the facility back to target and displays 
this for the operator and engineer. 

The default screen on the PC summarizes the current 
status of all six facilities: HF concentration, etch rate, 
water to HF ratio, bath temperature and status relative to 
target specification. 

The replacement of the labor intensive process control procedures with the Wet 
Chem Advisor is dependent on being able to demonstrate that the advisor is both accurate 
and reliable. We have developed algorithms to calculate, within the PC based Advisor, 
the etch rates of silica based upon sensor input for bath temperature and HF 
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concentration. The incorporation of temperature coefficients has improved the accuracy 
of the sensor beyond the commercial vendor's specifications. Figure 1 is a family of etch 
rate curves for a dry thermal oxide for HF concentrations between 0.5 and 4.5 weight 
percent, and between 16 and 34 degrees Celsius. It is readily evident that an error of 10 
% in the HF concentration together with an error in the bath temperature control of 2 
degrees Celsius can produce an etch rate that is >20 % from a target value. It may not be 
obvious, but the data also suggests chat if the temperature is left uncontrolled, and it is 
not monitored as a process variable, then the set of concentrations and temperatures 
producing an electrical output at the sensor is not unique. Maintenance issues, feedback 
and control deficiencies and poor equipment performance all contribute to make it 
difficult to reliably control the etch bath temperature fluctuations to better than several 
degrees, and thus in our view accurate real time temperature input is required in order to 
insure the calculation of accurate current etch rates. 

In order to evaluate the use of the Advisor within the manufacturing environment 
before committing to final design, and as a means to investigate the order of magnitude 
of relative sources of variation, a prototype Advisor system was installed in one 100:1 
HF bath for a period of two weeks. The Advisor's output was not available to the shop 
operators and thus the archived data represents a reasonable description of the "before" 
standard sources of variation. Figure 2 presents a subset of the data collected in that 
evaluation. The bath target in terms of weight percent HF is 0.58. The trace in the figure 
is the bath concentration as determined by the Advisor and stored in the PC. Nine data 
points taken every 3 minute period are averaged to create the trace in the figure. The 
curve in this figure starts on the last day of the first week, bridges the weekend when the 
bath is dumped, comes up again when the bath is mixed on Monday morning by the 
operator, and covers the entire second week. The bath is at the target HF concentration 
and target etch rate as determined by oxide thickness delta measurements at the start of 
the trace on the left hand side of the figure. As water evaporates from the bath the HF 
concentration drifts up. The slope of this evaporation effect is fairly constant, as one 
would expect for an environment with a somewhat controlled temperature and relative 
humidity. The downward spikes in the trace indicate the effort of the shop operators to 
drive the bath back into specification through semi-regular additions of 200:1 HF. As 
mentioned above the Advisor display functions were not available to the operators and so 
this trace provides a history of the "normal" operator procedures and a measure of this 
procedure's relative effectiveness. It is clear from the concentration prepared in the bath 
make-up on Monday that operator error in mixing the chemicals can be a major source of 
episodic variation. On the second day of week two the Advisor was used by engineering 
to bring the bath back into specification and the oxide thickness etch delta was 
determined to be on target. Over the balance of the second week the impact of both 
evaporation and operator spiking can be seen. 
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VARIATION SOURCES 

There are many sources of variation in the wet chemical etching of dielectric 
silicon dioxide thin films. These variations manifest themselves as nonuniformities in 
lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer and within wafer etch deltas. The source of the variance 
generally falls into one of three categories: [1] inherent oxide quality, [2] changes in the 
state of the wet chemical environment providing the etch medium, or [3] plain operator 
error. We consider operator errors that impact the bath itself as type two, and these the 
Advisor can detect, remedy and eliminate. Other than installing robotic arms over the 
critical etch tanks, there is little that can be done to insure that the operator is at the sink 
when the timer sounds in a manually intensive production environment. 

It is generally thought that the thermal oxides produced in furnaces equipped with 
computer controlled mass flow controllers and sophisticated thermal ramping programs 
are of very high quality, possessing uniform properties across the wafer, from 
wafer-to-wafer and from lot-to-lot. For this reason we expect the variation associated 
with the oxide thin films to be small compared with some of the variances associated 
with the wet chemical etching. Figure 3 presents some data (5) which helps to quantify 
the within wafer and wafer-to-wafer uniformity of etched thermal oxides. Thermal oxide 
wafers obtained from seven different AT&T semiconductor device fabrication lines were 
etched in the same bath at the same time. Before and after oxide thickness measurements 
on the same Prometrix instrument assured minimal variations other than the inherent 
differences of the oxides themselves. This data suggests that although the thermal 
oxidation furnace programs are essentially the same from location to location, the 
thermal oxides produced are not identical in their response to HF etching. All locations 
have within wafer % standard deviations below 5 %. Some locations have exceptionally 
uniform values. The bipolar fab is the data at 2 %. We can conclude from this type of 
data, and independent electrical test data that qualifies the gate oxide in our BEST 
devices, that the silicon dioxide films themselves do not represent one of the more 
important sources of variation relative to others. 

The trial described above in Figure 2 helped to provide some relative magnitude 
on the sources of variation that we certainly appreciated prior to the two week study. As 
we started to install the sensors and use them as individual facilities prior to wiring them 
into the Advisor network, we learned about other more subtle sources of variation. A 
complete listing and discussion would be beyond the scope and page limits associated 
with this proceedings type manuscript, and so we have opted instead to touch upon some 
of the more important sources of variation. These are summarized in Table II. They are 
by no means unique to this bipolar device line. 
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Table II. Sources of Variation in Etching Silicon Dioxide Thin Films in HF Baths | 

Wrong initial bath 
concentration 

Normal drift of 
concentration from target 

Changes in total volume 

Ineffective process check 

Wafer storage issues 

Operators take liberties with the precision of the 
volumetric measurements. 
Residual acid (if the bath was not thoroughly rinsed 
when drained) or residual water (if it was rinsed out) 
trapped in plumbing that does not drain impacts the 
accuracy of the make-up recipe. 
No etch rate check or insufficient statistics in qualifying 
a fresh bath. | 

Selective evaporation of water from the binary mixture. 
The use of hand gun sprays. 

Evaporation and drag out reduce level in the overflow 
reservoir. An effective process control based on spiking 
needs a consistent total volume. 

No etch rate check because of demands for operator's 
time. 
Errors in performing the process check. 
Insufficient statistics. 

No sulfuric acid-hydrogen peroxide preclean for organics 
removal. 

To place some of these variations in perspective with the 2 % associated with the 
inherent quality of the oxide described above, we can state that the 12 % error in bath 
make-up in Figure 2 has been found on occasion to approach 20 %, although these are 
clearly episodic instances and were remedied with operator retraining. The daily drift rate 
in Figure 2 can be used to estimate an evaporation effect on the order of 5 % per day, 
even with the "before" manual spiking practice. 

ADVISOR METHODOLOGY 

The Wet Chem Advisor approach is very simple and straightforward. Provide an 
in-line, simple to use and interpret, exception-based alarming, process monitoring 
system. In our approach we have permanently placed sensors in each of the bath's HF 
recirculation loops assuring continuous in-line sampling. An alternative portable 
dip-stick sampling approach is possible, but in our manufacturing environment this 
would have simply added to the manually intensive operator/engineer work load instead 
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of reducing it. "Two levels" of status information are calculated and displayed. For the 
engineer, process analyst or layout operator the multifacility summary display at the 
Advisor's PC provides a single source for all the real time data being acquired and for all 
the derived parameters of interest. For the shop operators the light post at the etch facility 
provides a visual "go, no go" indicator. They can readily ascertain the bench status even 
from other nearby facilities where they frequently have to split their work load. We have 
considered the use of a smaller alphanumeric display at each etch facility to duplicate the 
"advice" line of the Advisor so that operators do not have to physically walk to the 
Advisor to obtain the spiking guidance. The fab is so small though that we are going to 
revisit this feature at a future date after the operators have had sufficient experience with 
the system. In this way they can provide their collective input for practical 
improvements. The light post is illuminated red when the concentration and temperature 
conditions causes the etch rate to move beyond the control limits set by engineering for 
that facility. Since the entire Advisor system is presently undergoing prove-in these 
control limits have yet to be established. Several months worth of sensor data and 
derived bath parameters are continuously stored in the Advisor. This data can be used as 
input into commercial process control statistical packages, and part of our initial 
evaluation will be to work with the production and quality assurance engineers to select a 
single statistics package that best meets the collective present and future requirements. 
Statistical packages are also available within high level shop flow and product tracking 
systems. Within AT&T, Processing Information Exchange (PIX) information 
management systems (6) allow engineers a single point of access to data from the 
cleanroom operations, electrical testing and final chip probe. As a result of 
interconnecting the shop flow system with the Advisor to server the needs of the robotic 
etch facilities the gateway to the PIX system is also established. How the data can best be 
used to provide historical moving averages, ranges or cumulative sum deviations from 
the mean is yet to be determined. 

With the incorporation of robotic arms at two etch facilities the Advisor's 
functional responsibility also includes the element of control. Although not yet 
implemented the planned approach for using the Advisor's information to control the etch 
process is as follows: The shop flow system queried by the operator will both direct the 
operator to a robotic sink and simultaneously download, through the Advisor, the 
information needed to prepare the robot for the manual start. The operator activates the 
robot after loading of the cassette(s). The etch time downloaded into the robot will be 
calculated by the Advisor based on current conditions instead of being a fixed etch time 
as presently used with the sink timers. We estimate that for a bath which is roughly 10 % 
off the target this would add or reduce a standard 5 minute etch cycle by at most 30 
seconds. Such a control strategy is easily implemented into a robotic system, but in our 
view would prove counterproductive for manually operated sinks, even if the varying 
etch times were downloaded to the sink timers from shop flow. 
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SUMMARY 

We have presented data demonstrating how the Advisor was used to understand 
the sources of both episodic and drift variations to the specified bath chemistries. We 
have designed an exception-based advise and control strategy built into a PC platform 
that uses a relatively simple software code to provide real time information in a factory 
compatible, simple to use format. 
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AFM OBSERVATION OF Si(100) SURFACE AFTER HYDROGEN 
ANNEALING AND WET CHEMICAL PROCESSING 

Y.Yanase, H.Horie, Y.Oka, M.Sano, S.Sumita and T.Shigematsu 

Sumitomo Sitix Corp., Silicon Technology Center 
Kohoku, Kishima-gun, Saga 849-05, Japan 

Hydrogen gas plays an important role in the epitaxial growth process, 
acting as both a high temperature pre-cleaning ambient and the carrier gas 
during epitaxial growth. Effect of hydrogen (H2) on the morphology and 
micro-roughness of Si(100) surface was investigated using AFM (atomic 
force microscopy). The surface after H2 annealing showed a periodic 
terrace and step structure reflecting the double-domain (2x1+1x2) 
reconstructed structure. This structure was maintained even after 
subsequent HC1 vapor etching and epitaxial layer deposition in the Si 
epitaxial process. H2 annealed Si wafers were used as a reference in the 
evaluation of the change in the morphology and the micro-roughness of 
the Si surface caused by the wet chemical process SC-1 cleaning 
(NH4OH/H2O2/H2O). It was found that although the micro-roughness 
on the terrace increase with SC-1 cleaning, the periodic step and the 
terrace structure are preserved after the SC-1 cleaning. This result shows 
that the wet chemicals react in layer by layer manner, and that the etching 
sites exist not only at the step edge, but also at the terrace. 

INTRODUCTION 

Along with the device size miniaturization in VLSI/ULSI's toward sub-half-micron 
level, the effect of surface micro-structure or of so-called micro-roughness is expected 
to become critical to device reliability as well as to manufacturing yield. 

There have been various basic studies on the structure of silicon surface, mainly on 
clean Si(lll) surface, using reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) (1), 
low energy electron diffraction (LEED), transmission electron microscopy and 
diffraction (TEM-TED) (2) and reflection electron microscopy (REM) (3). 

By using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) (4), atomic images of a cleaned 
Si(lll)-7x7 (5) and (100)-2xl (6) reconstructed structure were observed under ultra 
high vacuum (UHV-STM). 

As compared to these techniques, atomic force microscopy (AFM) (7), which utilizes 
a fine needle closely placed to the surface to be observed in controlling the atomic force 
between the needle and the surface, can observe surface micro-roughness more directly, 
and can be applied to non-electro-conductive materials. Observation of atomic step 
structure was reported by several researchers (8). 

However, most of these surface observation was done under UHV, and the surface 
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was pre-cleaned with wet chemical treatment (9,10) and subsequent high temperature 
thermal etching in vacuum environment (11,12). In other words, the surface is far 
different from actual condition to be applied to ULSI manufacturing. 

Izunome et al. (13) reported periodic step and terrace formation on Si(100) surfaces 
after silicon epitaxial growth observed by AFM in air without pre treatment. They found 
that this periodic structure, with a double atomic layer step and terrace, was formed 
during the epitaxial layer growth depending on the mis-orientation angle from the [100] 
direction. 

In this work, we have investigated Si wafer surface that has been subjected to vapor 
phase epitaxial growth process, which consists of hydrogen annealing, HC1 vapor etcing 
at temperature ranging 700-1160°C, and subsequent epitaxial layer deposition, by using 
an AFM. We have also investigated the effect of mis-orientation, effect of the annealing 
temperature, and effect of subsequent wet chemical treatment, i.e., cleaning with 
NH4OH/H2O2/H2O mixture (14,15), on the surface morphology or surface structure of 
silicon wafers. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Periodic step and terrace formation during epitaxial growth process 
Firstly, we investigated the periodic step and terrace formation on Si(100) vicinal 

surfaces during Si epitaxial growth process. The following three types of samples were 
prepared using CZ-grown 150 mm diameter (100) oriented P + wafers (B-doped, 20 m 
Q ' cm) as the starting material. The mis-orientation angle was about 0.1° towards the 
[OlT] direction as measured by an X-ray diffractometer. 

(a) A P-type epitaxial layar (1011 m thick, 10 Q • cm) was grown on top of the 
P + wafer with a conventional vertical reactor using SiHCl3 and H2 under 
atmospheric pressure at about 1100°C, while I^Hg was used as the dopant gas. 
The heat treatment process is shown in the solid line in Fig. 1. 

(b) The P + wafer was subjected to HC1 vapor etching and cooled down as shown by 
the dotted line in Fig. 1, without depositing the epitaxial layer. 

(c) The P + wafer was subjected to the same heat treatment as (b) but the gas ambient 
was only H2 and no HC1 gas was used. 

the surface structure of these three samples was investigated under atmospheric air 
ambient using an AFM with a NanoScope II (Digital Instruments). Conventional 
pyramidal shaped Si3N4 cantilever tips were used and their spring constant was 
0.58N/m. The atomic force was less than InN and the observation area was 2x2 jn nfi at 
the center of the wafer. 

The AFM images observed in these samples are shown in Fig.2. The periodic step 
and terrace configuration were observed in (a), (b) and (c). These results indicate that 
the periodic step and terrace configuration is formed during the H2 annealing process as 
well as during epitaxial growth. We believe that the formation is attributable to H2 
thermal etching and reconstruction. 
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Effect of mis-orientation on the surface morphology of H2 annealed wafer surface 
The relation between the mis-orientation angle and the surface morphology of H2 

annealed wafer surface was investigated for various mis-orientation angles. In this 
measurement, Si(100) wafers with a resistivity of 40 Q *cm and mis-orientation angles of 
less than 0.05° to 2.0° towards the [Oil] direction, and Si(lll) wafers with a 
resistivity of 10 Q • cm with mis-orientation angles of less than 0.1° towards the [112] 
direction were used. These wafers were annealed at 1100°C in H2 for lOmin before 
AFM observation. 

The AFM image observed in the H2 annealed Si(100) surface with a mis-orientation 
angle less than 0.05° is shown in Fig.3. The periodic step formation and two 
directional step edges alternating with each other, were seen. Island and defects were 
observed with the same direction as the step edges. The step height was measured to be 
about 0.14nm, which is in good agreement with that of a mono-atomic step height. This 
structure reflects that of the atomic images of the clean Si(100) surfaces with the 
double-domain (2x1+1x2) reconstruction observed using UHV-STM (6). 

Fig.4(a)-(f) show AFM images of the H2 annealed samples with various mis-
orientation angles. In the AFM image of samples with mis-orientation angles of 0.1° 
and greater towards the [OlT] direction, vertical stripes with an S/± composition were 
observed towards the [011] direction. Chadi (16) labeled these downward steps running 
parallel to the dimer rows as S\ and running perpendicular to the dimer rows as Sg. 
However, Sg steps were observed between the S \̂ steps as saw teeth like steps. This 
result indicates that the surface of Si(100) after H2 annealing is composed of mono-
atomic steps and flat terraces on a atomic level. 

We also investigated the Si(lll) surface after H2 annealing and found a step height 
of 0.31 nm indicating the surface composition to be that of a mono layer, as shown in 
Fig.5. In the Si(l 11) case, however, the terrace is flatter than the Si(100) terrace. 

Effect of H2 annealing temperature 
The relation between the H2 annealing temperature and the surface structure was 

investigated using the samples with mis-orientation angles of less than 0.05° . The H2 
annealing temperature was from 700 to 1160°C for lOmin. These samples were dipped 
in a 5%HF solution for lmin to remove the native oxide before H2 annealing. 

Fig. 6 shows the AFM images for the samples H2 annealed at various annealing 
temperatures. For samples annealed at temperatures of 800°C or lower, the AFM image, 
shown in Fig. 6(a),was similar to that of a mirror-polished wafer prior to H2 annealing. 
In the case of 900°C annealed sample, shown in Fig. 6(b), many pits with depths of about 
lOnm were observed. 

During H2 annealing at 900 °C the native oxide layer that are present on the surface 
will be removed by H2. However it is believed that the removal of this native oxide is 
imperfect at temperatures of about 900 °C. Therefore, some areas of bare silicon will 
appear before others. Due to small amount of moisture and oxygen that are present in 
the reactor, these areas of bare silicon will be etched according to the following 
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reactions (17,18). 

Si(s) + H20(g) -> SiO(g) + H2(g) [1] 

Si(s) + 02(g) - 2SiO(g) [2] 

The etching rate by the moisture is faster on bare silicon than on Si02, therefore a 
difference in etch rates will be established. The result of these differing etch rates is 
thought to be the cause of the formation of pits on the surface of the samples annealed 
inH2at900°C. 

In the case of the sample annealed at 1000°C for lOmin, shown in Fig.6(c), the 
atomic step is observed but there was a high level of roughness on the terrace. For the 
sample annealed at 1000°C for 60min, the level of roughness on the terrace and the 
observed pits were the same as in the case of the lOmin annealed sample. From these 
results we believe that the annealing time is not related to the terrace roughness and pit 
formation but is due to the moisture and oxygen present in the reactor. 

For annealing temperatures of 1100°C and higher, shown in Fig.6(d), the terrace was 
observed to be flat and clear step morphology was observed. 

Effect of wet chemical processing after H2 annealing 
In order to study the effect of wet chemical wafer cleaning process on the surface 

micro-roughness, H2 annealed Si(100) wafers were cleaned in NH40H/H202/H20 
solutions with various mixing ratios. The mixing ratios of the NH40H/H202/H20 
solutions were 1/1/5 and 1/10/100 at 80 °C. Following three types of samples were 
prepared: 

(sample A) : Etched amount from the surface was lOnm; mixed ratio of the etchant 
was 1/1/5. 

(sample B) : Etched amount from the surface was 40nm; mixed ratio of the etchant 
was 1/1/5. 

(sample C): Etched amount from the surface was lOnm; mixed ratio of the etchant 
was 1/10/100. 

The samples were then subjected to the AFM observation with an area of 4x4 \i vcP-. 
Figs.7(a)-(e) show, AFM images of a mirror polished sample, a H2 annealed sample 

and the samples that were subjected to the different SC-1 cleaning processes. The 
surface of the mirror polished sample, Fig. 7(a), was found to have no periodic structure 
nor morphology, and a roughness average, Ra, of 0.07nm. The roughness average, Ra, 
was measured over a 3 JJL m length. The H2 annealed sample, Fig.7(b), showed a 
periodic atomic step structure as previously observed. The Ra was measured as 0.04nm 
on the terrace. In the case of sample A, Fig.7(c), which was the image observed in the 
H2 annealed sample cleaned in a NH40H/H202/H20 (1/1/5) SC-1 cleaning solution, 
lOnm was etched from its surface after cleaning. The AFM image of sample A after SC-
1 cleaning showed that it has a step morphology slightly less clear than the H2 annealed 
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sample. The Ra on the terrace was measured as 0.07nm, the same as that of the mirror-
polished surface. Sample C, Fig. 7(e), which was cleaned in a NH4OH/H2O2/H2O 
(1/10/100) SC-1 cleaning solution also had lOnm etched from its surface after the 
cleaning. The AFM image of sample C showed little difference from that of sample A, 
and also had an Ra of 0.07nm on its terrace. For sample B, Fig.7(d), a H2 annealed 
wafer cleaned in a NH4OH/H2O2/H2O (1/1/5) SC-1 cleaning solution, 40nm was 
etched from its surface. In this case the step morphology became unclear and the Ra was 
measured to be 0.12nm, the worst of all cases. The mono-atomic step height is about 
0.135nm and in the case of samples A and C, the step morphology were still observed 
even though lOnm had been etched from their surfaces. 

This result suggests that the etching of the SC-1 cleaning process proceeds with a 
layer by layer mechanism. On the other hand, the roughness on the terrace increases 
with the amount of SC-1 etching (sample B). Therefore it is concluded that the etching 
sites of SC-1 cleaning not only exist on the step edge but also on the terrace. 

CONCLUSION 

Surface structure of Si(100) wafers that were subjected to epitaxial growth process 
and associated gas etching or hydrogen annealing process, was investigated with AFM 
observation. After H2 annealing the surface had a periodic terrace and mono-atomic 
step formation reflecting the double-domain (2x1+1x2) reconstructed structure. The 
vicinal Si(lll) surface has a double atomic step and terrace formation, and the flatness 
on the terrace was better than that of the Si(100) surface. The change of the 
morphology and micro-roughness due to subsequent SC-1 wet chemical cleaning 
process after the H2 annealing was also investigated. The surface morphology after SC-
1 cleaning was found to remain unchanged to that of the H2 annealed sample, It is 
concluded that the etching with the SC-1 cleaning solution proceeds with a layer by 
layer mechanism. However, we found that etching sites exist not only on the step edges 
but also on the terrace. 
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Fig. 1. The epitaxial heat process. 

Fig.2. AFM image (2x2 p. m2) of 
epitaxial sample (a), 
HC1 vapor etched sample (b), 
H2 annealed sample (c), 
showing a periodic structure 
in the [011] direction. 
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Fig.3. AFM image (4x4 /i m2) of H2 annealed Fig.5. AFM image (lxl ju m2) of Si(l 11) 
Si(100) surface with mis-orientaion surface after H2 annealing, 
angle less than 0.05° 

Fig.4. AFM image of Si(100) surface after H2 annealing with various mis-orientation 
angles, a<0.05° ,b=0.1° , c=0.2° , d=0.5° , e=1.0° and £=2.0° . 
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Fig.6. AFM image (4x4 ji m2) of H2 annealed Si(100) surface after H2 annealing with 
various annealing temperatures, (a) 800 °C, (b) 900°C, (c) 1000°C, (d) 1100°C. 

Fig.7. AFM image (4x411 m2) of (a) mirror polished sample, (b) H2 annealed sample 
and H2 anneald samples after SC-1 cleaning with NH4OH/H2O2/H2O 
mixing ratio of (c) l/l/5(10nm) : sample A, (d) l/l/5(40nm) : sample B 
and (e) l/10/100(10nm): sample C. 
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This paper addresses the analytical requirements for future clean 
silicon wafers, the limitations of present analytical technology for 
surface contamination analysis, and where some new TOF-SIMS 
capability may fit within these requirements. The focus is on metal 
contamination. Some comments are made on detection of organic 
contamination; particulate contamination is not addressed in this 
paper. 

INTRODUCTION 

As integrated device linewidths continue to decrease, the need increases to further 
reduce surface metal contamination on silicon wafers. The estimated analytical 
requirements for future clean silicon wafers are listed in Table I. 

Table I. Estimated Analytical Requirements 
for Metals on Future Silicon Wafers 

Elements Detection Requirement 
Na, K, Li <10y atoms/cm2 

Al, Ca <1010 atoms/cm2 

Ti, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn<108 atoms/cm2 

Present analytical techniques which are used for measuring surface metal 
contaminants include: TXRF, VPD/AAS, VPD/TXRF, VPD/ICP-MS, SIMS and TOF-
SIMS [1]. TXRF provides detection limits of the order 109Cm-2 to 10lOCm-2 for 
transition metal contamination, with an analytical depth of approx. 80 Angstroms [2]. 
VPD technologies provide detection limits on the order of 108cm-2 to 109cm-2 for all the 
metals listed in Table 1 [3], however, the collection efficiency is a function of the chemical 
bond [3,4], so that accuracy of the measurement is unknown. SIMS provides detection 
limits for the alkali and light metals on the order of lO^cm"2, however, SIMS is not as 
sensitive enough for transition metals because of the matrix mass interferences. There is 
an opportunity for a single analytical technique which could reach the detection limits in 
Table I without the chemical bond issue of VPD/..technologies. 

Present-day TOF-SIMS can provide high sensitivity analyses of sample surfaces at 
primary ion doses <10l2cm-2, i.e. below the "static SIMS" limit. This high surface 
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sensitivity is due the high secondary ion transmission and simultaneous mass detection 
capability inherent of the technique. An analysis can be carried out in such a way that 
almost aJl secondary ion of a given polarity are collected in a mass spectrum, unlike 
conventional SIMS. These analytical conditions, where approx. 1% of the surface layer is 
affected by the primary ion beam are very well suited for the characterization of organic 
contaminants. TOF-SIMS has become a rather established analytical technique for organic 
surface analysis of e.g. polymer materials, providing characteristic ion mass spectra of the 
molecular compounds. If the primary ion dose exceeds the static SIMS limit, characteristic 
organic molecular information is irreversibly lost. Information on atomic contaminants for 
this surface layer is automatically provided. 

The application of TOF-SIMS in atomic metal contamination analysis of silicon 
wafers requires different considerations. Detection limits of 109-10l0cm-2 per monolayer 
of material can be obtained by TOF-SIMS and are presently unrivaled by other techniques. 
If only the outermost surface layer of the sample is analyzed, the result is interesting in 
itself but quantification of the result is rather ambiguous since no direct comparison to any 
other technique is available. Impurity concentrations from the outer monolayer can be 
skewed by surface coverage with organic contaminants and by non-uniform diffusion of 
the contaminants through the native oxide. All the above factors indicate that the TOF-
SIMS analysis should be integrated throughout the native oxide layer to take best 
advantage of the intrinsically high sensitivity of the technique and to provide quantitative 
results. This goal can in fact be achieved by utilizing a pulsed high current primary ion gun 
with the TOF spectrometer in order to consume and analyze the complete native oxide 
layer over an extended area within a reasonable time period. This approach promises metal 
detection limits of the order 108-109cm2 for many contaminants. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The experiments were conducted using a Charles Evans & Associates model TFS-
4000MMI time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometer. A detailed description of the 
mass spectrometer is given in reference [5]. The instrument is configured for ion 
microscope ion imaging analysis with lateral resolutions up to approx. 1mm, as well as 
microprobe imaging with lateral resolutions of approx. 0.2mm. The system is equipped a 
microfocused Ga Liquid Metal Ion Gun (LMIG) for high resolution microprobe imaging 
applications. The LMIG is operated at beam energies between 15 and 25keV. A high 
current pulsed Cs primary ion gun is provided for high speed data acquisition and 
microscope imaging applications at high mass resolution. The Cs column is operated at 
primary ion energies of llkeV and is capable of providing well is excess of 104 Cs 
primary ions into a sub-nanosecond pulse. Mass resolutions of m/Dm=7500 at 28si+ and 
m/Dm= 13000 at C2F5+ are routinely obtained. The instrument is also equipped with low 
energy (15eV) electron charge compensation to provide analysis of electrically insulating 
surfaces. 

The data system allows the storage of every position (x,y) and time (mass) 
coordinate during the analysis. This storage procedure results in a "raw data" file, 
containing all information collected during the analysis and is the available for a 
retrospective data replay on any suitable computer system. It is thus possible to 
reconstruct ion images from any arbitrary secondary ion signal detected within the analysis 
mass range (typically 0-1000u). Conversely, mass spectra can be reconstructed from any 
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sub-region of the secondary ion images which appear to be of interest. Additionally, it is 
possible to integrate selected peak intensities for a given time period (e.g.lmin.) and 
monitor the evolution of the ion signals with analysis time. For analyses utilizing high 
primary ion beam doses, the result can be displayed in form of a depth profile while the 
analysis is still in progress. 

RESULTS 

1. Trace metal analysis 

Trace metal analysis of silicon wafers by TOF-SIMS has to date been primarily 
applied to the topmost monolayers of the sample surface. This approach can provide the 
"true" surface concentration of impurities but is relatively dependent on the condition of 
the surface layer. Any wafer surface analyzed so far in this laboratory exhibited relatively 
large amounts of organic surface contaminants which usually cover only a fraction of the 
surface monolayer but can, in extreme cases suppress metal detection from the surface. No 
obvious correlation between high levels of metal contaminants and organic surface 
contamination is observed. It is clear that the wafer surface analysis has to extend at least 
beyond the organic surface contamination layer. 

Probably the most pressing reason to extend TOF-surface analysis throughout the 
native oxide layer of the wafer surface is the issue of impurity quantitation. Standard 
surface analysis techniques such as TXRF analyze the top 80 Angstrom of the surface and 
VPD/AAS dissolves and analyzes the native oxide layer. In order to provide cross 
calibration of the TOF surface analysis with these techniques, quantitative analysis can 
only be provided if the analyzed sample depth is comparable. This approach has been 
implemented in the TOF analysis by utilizing a high current pulsed Cs source. The ion gun 
is operated at repetition rates of 33 kHz and rastered over an area of up to 
180mmx 180mm. Under these conditions it is possible to provide material removal rates of 
approx. 1.5 Angstrom/minute during the analysis with an analysis duty cycle of 100%. A 
30 minute analysis therefore provides an analysis depth of roughly 50 Angstrom which is 
compatible and allows comparison of the data with TXRF and VPD/AAS analyses. First 
experiments utilizing this mode of TOF-SIMS operation are reported in this section. 

The need and virtues for such in-depth trace element analysis by TOF-SIMS 
obtained with the high current Cs gun is illustrated in Figure 1. The analytical area was 
lOOmmxlOOmm with an analysis depth of 50 Angstrom. The total analysis time was 30 
minutes. The silicon wafer had been intentionally contaminated with transition metals by 
spin coating and was previously analyzed by VPD/AAS, as well as TXRF. The Fe surface 
concentration was given as lxl0l3cm-2. The TOF-SIMS depth profile in Figure 1 was 
generated by integrating the secondary ion counts of 56Fe, 28Si2, Si02, C4H8, and Cu 
for 45 seconds in each cycle during the analysis. At the same time, the counts for all 
detected secondary ions are integrated in the resulting mass spectrum over the duration of 
the analysis. It is clearly seen in Figure 1 that Fe and Cu penetrate well into the native 
oxide layer of the wafer surface. The C4H8 secondary ion intensity, which is indicative for 
hydrocarbon surface contamination, falls very quickly from the beginning of the analysis 
(surface) and disappears after a few minutes due to primary ion beam damage. The 
maximum of the Fe ion intensity is not observed at the very surface but some monolayers 
deeper, indicating that Fe is depleted at the surface or partially masked by other 
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contaminants. This qualitative behavior is not observed for Cu, which immediately starts 
out at high levels and drops to low levels as the analysis proceeds through the native oxide 
layer. This seems to indicate that the initial depletion of Fe at the top surface is not due to 
coverage by organic contaminants but a result of Fe diffusion into the native oxide. 

In summary, the depth profile in Figure 1 shows that extended analysis depth are 
crucial if semi quantitative TOF-SIMS analysis is to be attempted since surface diffusion 
can very strongly influence the observed surface concentrations. The layer-by-layer 
analysis provided by TOF-SIMS does, however also provide at least qualitative insight 
into the depth distribution of the contaminants as a rather interesting byproduct. This 
information appears rather important as an additional indicator for the origin of some 
contaminants, particularly alkali metals. Extended analysis depth (and area) does, of 
course, also increase the detection sensitivity. 

To demonstrate that TOF-SIMS can provide quantitative metal contamination 
analysis on silicon wafers under the above experimental conditions, a set of wafers having 
different Fe surface concentrations was analyzed. The wafer were first analyzed by TXRF 
to determine the Fe impurity levels and then analyzed with the TOF-SIMS system. The 
wafers had Fe surface concentrations between 4x1010 and lxl0l3cm-2 as determined by 
the TXRF measurements. The TOF-SIMS analyses were obtained for analytical areas of 
65mmx65mm on at least two spots of the wafer surface with an analytical depth of 
approx. 50 Angstrom. Selected samples were again analyzed using ion collection areas of 
lOOmmx 100mm, and 150mmx 150mm and utilizing the same analytical depth. The 
maximum data acquisition time was 30 minutes. 

Figure 2 shows a correlation of the surface concentration obtained by TOF-SIMS 
and those determined by TXRF. For TOF-SIMS the integrated Fe counts obtained during 
the analysis were normalized to the integrated counts of Si2. This normalization is 
assumed to provide a representation of the relative Fe concentration with respect to Si and 
is relatively insensitive to potential fluctuations of the primary ion current. For a given 
analytical area the integrated Si2 intensity will provide a course measure of the amount of 
material consumed. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the normalized Fe surface 
concentration determined by TOF-SIMS correlates rather well with the TXRF 
measurements within the experimental errors. The solid line shown in the graph represents 
a slope of one and thus a linear relationship between the TOF-SIMS and TXRF 
experimental data. Semiquantitative analysis of metal impurity concentrations on silicon 
wafers thus appears to be feasible under conditions where the complete native oxide layer 
is analyzed. 

It should be noted at this point that good correlation of impurity concentrations 
determined by TOF-SIMS and TXRF is also obtained under conditions where only the top 
surface is analyzed. The main difference is, however, that the scaling of the Fe intensity 
determined by TOF-SIMS was not linear with respect to TXRF and the fitting lines 
indicated a much shallower dependence of the normalized TOF-SIMS results, more 
compatible with a square root dependence. This effect, observed in this and other 
laboratories [6], may have been a result of surface diffusion. 

The detection limits achievable by TOF-SIMS are dependent on the ability of the 
instrument to separate the element of interest from interfering signals (e.g. 56Fe from 
28Si2), secondary ion transmission, and the analyzed area. An additional restriction does 
result from the fact that the analysis has to be completed within a reasonable time period, 
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which should probably not exceed 30 minutes. The analysis time is strictly related with the 
analyzed area. Figure 3 shows the number of secondary ion counts for &>Fe obtained for 
three different analysis areas. The analysis depth in all three cases was approx. 50 
Angstrom with a maximum analysis time of 30 minutes. The Fe counts for each analytical 
area were normalized to the highest Si2 intensity within the set. The three sets of data are 
compatible with a linear dependence of the integrated Fe intensity versus Fe concentration 
determined by TXRF. The smallest analysis area of 65mmx65mm would provide the 
minimum detectable Fe peak with 30 counts at a surface concentration of approx. 109cm-
2 and provide a rather intense signal at 10l0cm-2 levels. This extrapolated detection limit 
can be improved by utilizing an ion collection area of 150mmx 150mm with detectable Fe 
signals in the mid to high 108cm-2 contamination levels. The detection of Fe in Si is a 
relatively demanding task on the spectrometer due to the proximity of the interfering Si2 
species. Further, more detailed studies are required to unambiguously determine whether 
Fe can indeed be detected at these low levels. With present performance levels for TOF-
SIMS instruments [7,8] it would seem to be a good estimate to place Fe detection limits 
into the region of 109-10l0cm-2. 

TOF-SIMS detection limits for other elements than Fe can at least be estimated 
using reasonable assumptions for ionization efficiency and proximity of interfering ion 
species. It shall be assumed that the analytical area is 150mmxl50mm, 50 Angstrom deep 
(Figure 3). The detection of Al is rather straightforward since the only interfering mass 
species is C2H3. Additionally, Al has better ionization efficiency than Fe (by a factor of 
>2). The achievable detection limits can therefore rather safely be placed at surface 
concentrations of 108cm-2. A similar situation applies for Mg. Na on the other hand has 
no interfering mass species and is known to have ionization efficiencies approx. 10 times 
higher than typical transition metals, resulting in estimated detection limits around 107cm-
2. Similar detection limits are expected for most alkali metals. On the other extreme, Zn 
provides rather poor detection limits under SIMS conditions due to its low ionization 
efficiency and detection limits in the mid 109cm-2 are expected, i.e. in the vicinity of 
TXRF detection limits today. 

Using the above assumptions, it is interesting to estimate the contamination levels 
of F Na, Mg, and Al for wafers having different Fe surface concentrations. Table II below 
gives the result of such an estimate. The surface concentration was estimated from the 
signal intensity normalized to Si2, using Figure 2 as reference, and conservatively 
assuming that the actual metal concentration is a factor 2 lower for Al and Mg, and 10 
times lower for Na. The ionization efficiency of Fluorine is excellent for negative 
secondary ions but F+ is also formed rather inefficiently and a correction factor of 50 was 
applied with respect to Fe. 

Table II. Surface Areal Densities for Elements 
on the Surface of the Spin Coat Contaminated Silicon Wafers 

Sample Fe(TXRF) F(TOFl Na(TOF) Mg(TOF) Al(TOF) 
cm"2 est.cm"2 est.cm"̂  est.cm"^ est.cm"2 

2 4xl010 lxlO12 3xl010 4xl010 8xl012 

1 7xl010 3xl012 6xl010 5xl0 n 2xl013 

4 lxlO11 lxlO12 9xlO n 5xl010 3xl012 

3 9xlOn 2xl012 3xl010 5xl010 5xl013 
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The estimated Fluorine surface concentrations for the four wafers were found to 
be rather uniform in the region of 10l2cm-2. Additionally, it was observed that the 
maximum intensity of F was always observed at the beginning of the analysis and can thus 
be identified as a "true" surface contaminant. This result is not very surprising since the 
cleaning procedure most likely involved a wafer immersion in hydrofluoric acid. Contrary 
to Fluorine, Na, Mg, and Al yielded the highest intensity below the top monolayer and 
remained at high levels throughout the native oxide layer. Sample#4 appeared to have the 
highest Na contamination level but showed the lowest Mg and Al levels of the group. 
Sample#l showed the highest overall low mass contamination levels despite of the rather 
low Fe contamination. It should be noted that this particular sample had a Zn 
contamination level of 10l2cm-2. Although this set of data gives only a rather course 
estimate of the low mass contaminants, it seems rather clear that wafers that exhibit low 
levels of transition element contaminants are not necessarily the one having low alkali 
metal or, e.g. low levels of Al. This particular element region is, of course not within the 
analysis range of TXRF. 

2. Organic surface analysis 

Organic surface analysis of wafer surfaces is automatically obtained in the early 
phases of the analysis when the primary ion dose is below 10l2cm-2. Under these primary 
ion dose conditions it is possible to obtain secondary ion mass spectra which contain 
signals characteristic to the structure of the organic compound(s) in question [9]. In order 
to obtain an organic secondary ion mass spectrum of the sample surface, the primary ion 
current is typically reduced since the mass spectrum can only obtained from a fraction of 
the topmost monolayer. Typical analysis times for such measurements are 5-10 minutes. 

Figure 4a shows the positive secondary ion mass spectrum obtained from the 
surface of a silicon wafer in the mass range of 0-250u. Without going to great detail it is 
rather obvious that the majority of ion signals observed in this mass spectrum is due to 
organic molecular species. The most prominent molecular signals in the low mass range 
are due to hydrocarbon contaminants and are of the type CnHm+ (m=15, 27, 29, 41, 43, 
etc.). These signals are observed on virtually any sample surface and are thus relatively 
unspecific. This type of "fingerprint" mass spectrum is, however, also observed from clean 
surfaces of polyethylene and may well partially be due to packaging materials. Figure 4b 
shows an expanded region from the same mass spectrum around mass 42. The four 
secondary ion signals can be unambiguously identified as SiCH2, C2OH2, C2NH4, and 
C3H6 with an error of less than 0.001 mass units. The signal at C2NH4 strongly indicates 
the presence of amines on the surface. A further examination of the mass spectrum shows 
that a variety of higher mass signals of this type are observed (particularly at even masses), 
indicating the presence of a relatively high molecular weight amine on the surface and not 
simply a residue of an Ammonium Hydroxide cleaning step. A more detailed analysis of 
the organic contaminants is rather difficult since the history of the sample is not known. 

A typical organic contamination signal caused by packaging materials is observed 
at mass 149u (Figure 4a). Exact mass assignment identifies this ion signal as C8O3H5 
within 0.0004 mass units. This signal is typical for any dialkylphtalates which are 
commonly used as plasticizer for polymeric materials. 
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The example in Figure 4 gives only relatively unspecific organic contamination 
signals. It should, however be noted that a rather strong variation in the amount of organic 
contaminants was observed in the wafers analyzed for metal impurities in the previous 
section. The most pronounced difference was found in the presence of amines on the 
surface which are usually not due to the packaging container (most commonly 
polyethylene or polypropylene). Before the TOF-SIMS analysis, the samples were inside a 
polystyrene box, which apparently did not cause any major organic contamination of the 
wafer surface. 

TOF-SIMS can also be applied for the investigation of small area contaminations 
such as particle contaminants on wafers or residues on integrated circuits. Sub-micrometer 
analysis is typically performed using the microfocused beam of a Liquid Metal Ion Gun 
(LMIG). Analyses utilizing the pulsed LMIG as primary ion gun can provide lateral image 
resolutions better than 0.2mm. Organic as well as inorganic information can be extracted 
from analytical areas smaller than Immxlmm. The identification of organic particles with 
sizes much smaller than 1mm will depend on its composition, particular the secondary ion 
yield of the compound in question. This restriction does not apply for the analysis of 
elemental impurities since the destructive effect of the primary ion beam is not critical for 
this type of application. 

CONCLUSION 

TOF-SIMS can provide high sensitivity surface analysis of silicon wafers with metal 
detection limits well below 109cm-2 for many elements. The detection limits for alkali 
metals and halogens are expected to be well below this limit. Any element can in be 
analyzed and particularly good detection limits are expected for those elements which are 
not accessible by TXRF analysis. Additionally, TOF-SIMS analysis also provides 
information on organic contaminants at the surface layer of the sample and specific 
molecular information can be extracted in either small or large area analysis. 
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Figure 1. TOF-SIMS analysis of a silicon wafer with lO^cm'^ surface concentration of 
Fe using the pulsed Cs primary ion gun. The data for selected secondary ions are 
presented in form of a multielement depth profile. Each cycle represents the integrated 
counts for the respective secondary ions in a 45 second period. All data are collected 
within the same analysis. The total analysis time was 30 minutes and the estimated 
analysis depth is approximately 50 Angstroms. The analyzed area is lOOmmx 100mm. 
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Figure 2. Fe surface concentration determined by TXRF versus the normalized intensity of 
Fe (Fe/Si2) determined by TOF-SIMS. The approximate analysis depth for TOF-SIMS is 
approx. 50 Angstroms. 
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Figure 4. Positive secondary ion mass spectrum obtained from the surface of a silicon 
wafer. The Cs primary ion dose was approx. 1011 cm"2. Figure 4a shows a logarithmic 
display of the mass spectrum in the mass range from 0 to 250u,. Figure 4b is an expanded 
section of the same mass spectrum showing the signals around mass 42\i with their 
respective identification. 
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ABSTRACT 

Advances in the electronics industry towards large-scale integration of 
semiconductor devices have placed strict demands on the ability to measure and 
monitor ultratrace levels of impurities. Metallic contaminants above 1010 

atoms/cm2 can cause electrical component failures and ultimately result in lower 
yields. This work describes the use of ETV-ICP-MS as a complimentary 
alternative analytical technique to assessing metallic impurity levels on silicon 
wafer surfaces. Instrument capabilities and limitations toward this application 
will be discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Significant reduction of contaminants on silicon wafers surfaces is 
needed in order to meet future requirements of the microelectronic industry. 
Contaminants, namely alkaline and alkaline earth, and transition metals are 
known to lower device yields. Some of the common defects include leakage 
and anomalous drift currents, oxide breakdown, and minority carrier lifetime 
degradation as a result of high diffusivities and solubilities of these contaminants 
in silicon and silicon oxide. Several analytical techniques are presently capable 
of detecting trace level impurites on the surface of silicon. In terms of chemical 
analysis, secondary ion mass spectrometry, SIMS [1,2]; total reflectance X-ray 
fluorescence, TXRF [3J; ion chromatography [4], and graphite furnace atomic 
absorption, GFAAS |2] are typically employed for silicon surface analysis. 
Recently, ICP-MS with flow injection has been applied for wafer surface 
analysis [5,6]. However, ICP-MS using electrothermal vaporization (ETV) 
is introduced here as an alternative method sample introduction method. Prior 
initial work on ETV-ICP-MS for silicon wafer surface analysis have shown 
excellent detection limits of 107 atoms/cm2 [7]. ICP-MS possesses many of the 
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advantages of other techniques, namely low volume work, multielement 
capability, analysis speed, low detection limits, and sample versatility. The goal 
of this paper is to discuss the instrument capabilities and limitations toward this 
application. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A VG Plasmaquad 11+ Turbo series quadrupole-based ICP-MS and a 
Mark III electrothermal vaporization accessory were employed. The ICP-MS 
instrumental parameters, and calibration standard preparations have been 
described elsewhere [8|. The ETV-ICP-MS conditions described in this text 
were optimized to obtain routine performance for the elements studied. 

A method similar to droplet surface etching (DSE) known as acid drop 
(AD) was used for collecting silicon wafer surface impurities [9]. A water 
droplet (typically 250-500 nL) consisting of a 10% HF (v/v) and 20% U202 

(v/v) solution is added on to and scanned over the entire front wafer surface 
within one minute. The use of hydrogen peroxide enables this technique to 
extract essentially all of Cu that has been found to electroplate on the silicon 
surface after an HF-treatment [3,5,9]. Recovery studies consisted of intentional 
contamination on wafers using atomic absorption standards of known 
concentration and volume. 

The instrument can rapidly analyze one (using single ion monitoring, 
SIM) or more elements (multielement scan or peak jump) simultaneously. SIM 
is used to obtain maximum sensitivity, thus lower detection limits. 
Multielement analysis is applied when only limited volumes (<200 jaL) are 
available. In the multielement scan, a selected atomic mass range is swept over 
the data acquisition time while in peak jump only certain isotopes are selected. 
However, with peak jumping, the quadrupole requires extensive settling 
(stabilization) times before signal is acquired. Due to ETV's transient nature, 
multielement scanning mode was used since it provided more reproducible 
results over the peak jumping mode. This effect is explained further in the text. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Recovery studies were performed by spiking and evenly dispersing a 
known amount of trace metals standard solution and drying the liquid on silicon 
wafers. The contaminants are subsequently extracted using HF-Kp,, mixture as 
described in the Experimental Section above. Table I shows that the average 
recoveries of intentionally-contaminated 200-mm wafers at 5xl010, lxlO11, and 
5xlOn atoms/cm2 are within +16% of the expected value except for Ti. These 
values were based on at least four wafers with single extraction per wafer and 
duplicate runs per wafer. The decreased recovery for Ti at 5xl010 atoms/cm2 is 
ascribed to the formation of a refractory carbide with the graphite tube prior to 
the vaporization stage. Note however, excellent recoveries are obtained above 
this level and extracting with hydrogen peroxide mixed with HF leads to 
essentially 100% Cu recovery. 

Correlation between similar sample introduction techniques such as 
ETV-ICP-MS and GFAAS using the graphite furnace were also performed. 
The graph in Figure 1 indicates that ETV-ICP-MS for iron correlates well with 
GFAAS. The data represents over 75 wafers tested in the range between low 
1010 atoms/cm2 to high 1011 atoms/cm2. The analysis of 56Fe by ETV-ICP-MS is 
facilitated by removal of ^Ar^O isobaric interference originating from water as 
the oxygen source. This is accomplished by venting moisture through the 
sample injection orifice during the drying stage 18]. ETV possesses the 
advantages over flow injection with ultrasonic nebulization (FIA-USN-ICP-MS) 
and GFAA since all critical elements including Fe can be analyzed 
simultaneously by one technique [5]. Similar correlation was obtained for other 
elements such as Na, Zn, Cu, Ni, and Cr. 

The detection limits for a 200-mm wafer using SIM and multielement 
scanning shown in Table II demonstrate that ETV-ICP-MS is capable of 
measuring at 10M09 atoms/cm2. The detection limits will vary with wafer size, 
extraction collection volume, and injection volume for methods such as IC, ICP-
MS, and GFAAS where total liquid impurity collection from a single wafer is 
critical. The absolute detection limit for ICP-MS is in the tens of picograms to 
sub-picogram range. However, the sensitivity will decrease as the number of 
elements for analysis is increased. Despite a data collection time of 1.2-3 
seconds, the technique's transient nature with a residence (i.e., integration/data 
collection) time of 0.5 seconds allows only a limited number of sweeps through 
the entire mass range of interest. The scanning mode in multielement ETV 
analysis requires fewer adjustments to the quadrupole stabilization time. This is 
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in contrast to the peak jumping mode where it is necessary to perform a 
stabilization for every isotope of interest. This results in less signal variation 
and hence preference with the scanning mode. 

High sample throughput is achieved since analysis time is only 60-70 
seconds per measurement for 12 elements (typically Na, Mg, Al, Ti, V, Cr, 
Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn). This is in contrast to GFAAS where only one 
element is analyzed for the same allotted time, and TXRF where typically 1000 
seconds are required for sufficient signal detection. 

In quadrupole-based ICP-MS, where resolution is around 0.5 amu, 
elements such as Ca and K are presently not amenable to ETV-ICP-MS due to a 
large ^Ar mass spectral interference in the vicinity of the isotopes of interest. 
The detection limits for P, Si, O, N, CI, and S are also poor compared to the 
other techniques due to air entrainment and low ionization factors. 

We believe ICP-MS continues to provide a valuable research tool in 
defining cleaning process for silicon wafers. However, it is presently not 
amenable for routine work due to the operation, calibration, and maintenance 
complexity when analyzing sub-ppb levels of impurities on wafer surfaces. 
However, with ongoing automation, data processing, and sample handling 
issues, we expect ICP-MS with possibly high resolution-based systems and 
advances in wafer surface preparation to drive to lower analytical detection 
limits. 

CONCLUSION 

This work describes how the ICP-MS is employed as an alternative and 
complimentary technique in monitoring impurity levels on silicon wafers. ETV-
ICP-MS is able to measure metallic impurities at the levels well below 1010 

atoms/cm2. ETV-ICP-MS is also capable of analyzing iron, and is invaluable 
for high-throughput and multielement ultratrace level work. 
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Table I. Average Percent Recoveries of Trace Metals on Bare 200-mm 
Wafers 

Isotope/ 5E10 1E11 5E11 
Element Recovery (%) Recovery (%) Recovery (%) 

23Na 113 101 114 

24Mg 104 104 103 

27 Al 108 104 92 

46Ti 76 94 99 

53Cr 93 101 98 

55Mn 97 95 103 

56Fe 100 100 111 

58Ni 98 99 98 

59Co 98 99 101 

63Cu 100 98 105 

64-Zn 97 84 101 
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Figure 1. Correlation for Fe Between ETV-ICP-MS and GFAAS on 
Silicon Wafers. 
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TABLE II. Typical Detection Limits on 200-mm Si Wafer Surfaces 

Element/ 

I so tope 

2 3 Na 

2 4 M g 

27A1 

" 

46T i 

56pe 

" 

5 9 Co 

6 6Zn 

•• 

5 3Cr 

5 5 Mn 

60 N i 

63Cu 

Detection 
Limit* 
ppbw 

0.1 

0.1 

0.05 

0.1 

0.3 

0.03 

0.1 

0.1 

0.05 

0.1 

0.3 

0.1 

0.3 

0.1 

Detection Limit 
Atoms/cm2 

2.1E+09 

2.0E+09 

8.9E+08 

1.8E+09 

3.1E+09 

2.6E+08 

8.5E+08 

2.4E+08 

3.6E+08 

7.5E+08 

2.7E+09 

8.7E+08 

2.4E+09 

7.6E+08 

Sample Introduction 
Method 

ETV-multielem scan 

ETV-multielem scan 

ETV-SIM 

ETV-multielem scan 

ETV-multielem scan 

ETV-SIM 

ETV-multielem scan 

ETV-multielem scan 

ETV-SIM 

ETV-multielem scan 

ETV-multielem scan 

ETV-multielem scan 

ETV-multielem scan 

ETV-multielem scan 

Sample Volume 
mL 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

based on at least 3a of a blank baseline noise peak height. Typical injection volume 

is 60 pL. 
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O b s e r v a t i o n of Hydrocarbons on S i l i c o n Wafers 

u s i n g APIMS-TDS 

N. Yabumoto, N. Kawamura *, and Y. Komine* 

NTT Interdisciplinary Research Labs., *NTT LSI Labs. 
3-1 Morinosato Wakamiya, Atsugi-shi, Kanagawa, 243-01, JAPAN 

ABSTRACT 
An APIMS-TDS (atmospheric pressure ionization mass 

spectroscopy-thermal desorption spectroscopy) system has been 
developed for analyzing hydrocarbons on silicon wafers. The 
measurement is carried out with flowing highly purified gas. 
Desorption of hydrocarbons is observed sensitively without a fear 
of oil back from vacuum system. Combustion reaction is also found 
out in the case of oxygen gas flowing. They are completely burned 
during thermal oxidation, but they may react with silicon to make 
silicon carbide in heating in argon gas. 

INTRODUCTION 
Silicon wafer surfaces are attacked by many materials such as 

particles, metals, native oxide, water and hydrocarbons during LSI 
fabrication process. Among these materials, particles, metals, and native 
oxide are analyzed by several methods, for instance laser counting, total 
reflection X-ray fluorescence, secondary ion mass spectroscopy, atomic 
absorption spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Thermal 
desorption spectroscopy (TDS) has an ability for detecting small amounts 
of water n. It can also analyze hydrocarbons. However, we have a fear 
that we may not distinguish the hydrocarbons which exist on the silicon 
surface before setting TDS apparatus from ones which are adsorbed by oil 
back during pumping down. This problem always happens when we analyze a 
trace amount of carbon related contamination in the vacuum system. 

Atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectroscopy (APIMS) has been 
used to investigate ppb-ppt level impurities in highly purified gas2). 
We made a TDS system using an APIMS as a detector (APIMS-TDS). The aim of 
this system is to detect hydrocarbons with high sensitivity without a fear 
of oil back from vacuum system and to perform in-situ observation of 
reactions on the silicon surface under flowing gases. 

This paper reports the detection of hydrocarbons on silicon wafers by 
APIMS-TDS after HF-cleaning, and the combustion of hydrocarbons during 
thermal oxidation. The effects of hydrocarbons on heating process are also 
mentioned. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Samples were cut to 2 cm x 5 cm from 4-inch n-type silicon (100) 

wafers both side of which were mirror polished. After RCA cleaning, the 
samples were dipped in \% HF solution and rinsed in de-ionized water. 
After this treatment, the samples which were intentionally contaminated 
by acetone and ethanol were also prepared. 

Ionization potentials of hydrocarbons are lower than that of argon 
gas. If hydrocarbons desorb from the silicon surfaces in argon gas, they 
are detected by APIMS. The sample was heated programmably at 20°C/min 
from room temperature to 1000°C in a quartz tube as shown in Fig. 1. The 
quartz tube was piped to the APIMS apparatus by a 1/4-inch diameter, 40-
inch long SUS316 electro-polished (EP) tube using the ultra-clean-gas-
piping method3). The temperature of this EP tube was controlled at 120°C. 
1 1/min of highly purified argon gas supplied through a zircon getter type 
purifier flowed during measurement. The concentrations of all impurities 
in the argon gas were less than 5 ppb. In order to distinguish it from 
the background spectrum, the APIMS-TDS spectrum was measured by means of 
the magnet sample transport systemn. 

APIMS-TDS analysis of the oxygen gas was also carried out in order to 
investigate the reaction of the hydrocarbons during thermal oxidation. 
When heated in oxygen, the hydrocarbons are burned in addition to desorp-
tion4). It was expected that the hydrocarbons on the silicon surface would 
disappear after oxidation but might remain when heated in the argon gas. 
After APIMS-TDS in argon gas and in oxygen gas, the surfaces were observed 
by RHEED to identify hydrocarbon related defects. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Argon gas was purified for about one day after setting the sample in 

the quartz tube. 5-10 1/min of highly purified argon gas was initially 
passed in order to drive out the air components. The flow rate was then 
reduced to 1 1/min. Figure 2 shows the purification progress of argon £as 
in the APIMS-TDS system under 1 1/min gas flow. Moisture (H20

+, H 30
+), 

carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and ethylene which are derived from the 
air decrease gradually with time. The dew point also becomes low. H 30

+ is 
a cluster ion which is formed by the reaction of H 20

+ + H20 -> H 30
+ + OH. 

Consequently, H 30
+ is observed when there is enough moisture for this 

reaction, i. e. 100 ppb in the gas3). After the argon gas becomes pure, 
the quartz tube is heated to 1050°C twice at 20 hours and 22 hours to 
remove the adsorbants on the inner surface of the tube. The moisture 
comes out at this time. 

Figure 3 shows the APIMS spectra after gas purification. This is the 
condition just before TDS analysis. Relative ion intensity (RIX) is 
defined as the ratio Ix/It. where Ix is the ion intensity to note and 
It is the sum of the total ion intensities. The impurities observed in 
the purified argon gas are methane, moisture, oxygen, carbon dioxide and 
hydrogen which is observed by the forms of ArH+ and Ar2H

+. The 
concentrations of all impurities except hydrogen are below 5 ppb. 

Spectra from the sample and background of the APIMS-TDS system were 
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measured from M/e=2 to M/e=100 to investigate the desorbed components. 
Figure 4 (a) and (b) shows APIMS-TDS spectra of the silicon surface 
cleaned by HF solution and the background. In the background, only the 
signals for argon, water, and hydrogen appear. H20

+, ArH+ and Ar2H
+ 

increase gradually with temperature. Ar+ and Ar2
+ hardly change. In the 

HF-cleaned surface, H20
+, H30

+, ArH+ and Ar2H
+ desorb with peaks, and 

spectra of other mass numbers appear corresponding to hydrocarbons. Ar+ 

and Ar2
+ decrease slightly in response to the increase of other spectra, 

because the sum of the totalion intensities of APIMS is almost constant. 
The main spectra considered to correspond to hydrocarbons are shown 

in Fig. 5. Although the desorbed species have not yet been determined from 
these spectra, they begin to desorb at about 300°C and some of them 
continue to desorb at 1000°C. This indicates that several kinds of trace 
amount hydrocarbons are adsorbing on the silicon surface before setting in 
the APIMS-TDS system. 

Figure 6 (a) and (b) shows APIMS-TDS spectra of the HF-cleaned 
silicon surface in argon gas and TDS spectra in vacuum, respectively. 
Since the background of ethylene in the APIMS-TDS spectra is extremely 
small, spectra from the sample show clearly. On the other hand, the 
background of TDS spectra is pretty high because of the existence of trace 
nitrogen. 

It is well known that HF cleaning causes a hydrogen-terminated 
silicon surface. The hydrogen is desorbed from the silicon (100) surface 
as hydrogen molecules by the reaction of SiH2 -* SiH + 1/2H2 at about 
400°C, and SiH -> Si + 1/2H2 at about 500°C. In APIMS-TDS spectra in argon 
gas, hydrogen appears with the forms of ArH+, Ar2H

+ and H30
+, as 

shown in figure 7. ArH+ is formed by the two reactions of Ar+ + H2 
-» ArH+ + H, and Ar2

+ + H2 -> ArH
+ + H + Ar. Ar2H

+ is formed by Ar2
+ + H2 

-* Ar2H
+ + H. The spectra of Ar+ and Ar 2

+ have two small minimum values 
corresponded with two peaks of ArH+ and Ar2H

+. H 30
+ occurs from H 20

+ + H2 
-> H 30

+ + H, which is different from H 30
+ formation by the collision of 

H 20
+ and H20. As ArH+, Ar2H

+ and H 30
+ ions are generated from hydrogen, 

their spectrum figures are similar. The total volume of desorbed hydrogen 
is given by the sum of these spectra, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The relative 
volume of ethylene to hydrogen is about 1/100 in both APIMS-TDS and TDS. 
The increase in the background of hydrogen with temperature is small and 
the coincidence between signal and background at high temperatures is good 
in APIMS-TDS. 

In inert gas and in vacuum, hydrocarbons might react with silicon to 
form silicon carbide in addition to desorption in the heating process. On 
the other hand, hydrocarbons might burn in oxygen to form carbon dioxide 
and water. There is about 100 times more hydrogen than hydrocarbons, and 
this also reacts with oxygen to form water. Therefore, if water is 
detected, it does not prove that hydrocarbons on the silicon surface burn 
in the oxygen. If carbon dioxide is detected, the proof that hydrocarbons 
burn in the oxygen can be found out. Carbon dioxide is detected by APIMS 
as C03" ion in oxygen gas. Figure 8 shows the APIMS-TDS spectra of C03~ 
when oxygen is flowing. Samples of ethanol dip and acetone dip in addition 
to HF dip are also shown in the same figure. Hydrocarbons burn at 400-
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600°C. These temperatures coincide with the ignition temperatures of 
various hydrocarbons. 

Hydrocarbons on the silicon surface finish burning at 650°C. We 
compared a sample that was heated to 1000°C in argon after heating to 
650°C in oxygen (Fig. 9 (a)) with one that was heated only in argon to 
1000°C (Fig. 9 (b)) by means of RHEED. RHEED observations were carried 
out after HF cleaning followed by heating to 1000°C in the APIMS-TDS 
system. Only silicon (100) RHEED pattern is observed in (a). The other 
RHEED pattern which is thought to be based on the formation of silicon 
carbide and surface roughness is observed in (b). The same pattern was 
also observed on the sample that was heated in vacuum. Consequently, 
hydrocarbons on the silicon wafer may cause secondary contamination by the 
heating process except thermal oxidation. 

SUMMARY 
An APIMS-TDS (atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectroscopy-

thermal desorption spectroscopy) system has been developed for analyzing 
hydrocarbons on silicon wafers. This system achieves high sensitivity 
observation of desorption of hydrocarbons without a fear of oil back 
contamination from a vacuum system. It is also able to investigate 
reactions of contamination with various flowing gases. Several kinds of 
trace hydrocarbons were adsorbed on the silicon surface after HF cleaning, 
and they were completely burned in thermal oxidation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Sensitive light scattering measurements are used to quantify the amount of 
residues after photoresist stripping on different substrates. The high 
sensitivity of this technique provides unique information regarding the 
efficiency of several stripping procedures by identifying photoresist traces 
that could not be detected by other methods. The proposed procedure permits 
the optimisation of photoresist contamination removal steps like dry and wet 
stripping on a quantitative basis. 

INTRODUCTION 

The complete stripping of photoresist layers is a crucial step in achieving low 
contamination levels during wafer processing (1). Till now, the effectiveness of the 
photoresist removal has been only evaluated in a qualitative way due to the lack of a 
more quantitative technique which can measure the photoresist residues on the wafer 
surface. In this paper, the use of sensitive light scattering measurements is proposed as 
a tool to quantify photoresist residues. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Standard I-line positive photoresist (UCB-JSR 1X500) was spun on silicon, 
thermal oxide and LPCVD nitride substrates. The photoresist was exposed by a stepper 
using a dedicated test structure maskset. After the photoresist development, a high dose 
ion implantation (4 1015 ions/cm2 80 KeV As) was used to cross-link the photoresist 
layer on some samples. This type of treatment makes the photoresist hard to be 
removed (2) as a "graphitization" of the top layer occurs (3). 

Different stripping procedures were applied to the I/I and blank photoresist 
samples: dry O2 plasma ash in a PRS800 reactor followed by a wet strip in a 4:1 
H2S04:H202 (SPM) solution, and dry or wet stripping only. Since the photoresist 
pattern is not transferred to the wafer surface, it is possible to detect the photoresist 
residues with sensitive light scattering measurements. To this purpose a Censor ANS-
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100 machine is used It detects the photoresist residues as light point defects (LPD's) in 
the ranges of 0.15 to 0.30 or 0.30 to 2.0 p,m latex sphere equivalent (LSE). The 
photoresist residues can be identified by comparing the LPD distribution over the 
wafers with the pattern of the test structure maskset. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The sensitive light scattering measurements performed after stripping the I/I 
photoresist layer clearly show the residues that are not removed by the different 
treatments (Fig- 1), as the pattern of the test structure maskset can be easily identified 
on the LPD plots. After O2 plasma ashing for 45 min a residual layer is left on the 
wafers (Fig. 2a) and a subsequent treatment for 50 min in SPM at 95 QC is unable to 
remove the residues (Fig. 2b) (4). Furthermore, a cleaning for 10 min in a 0.25:1:4 
NH40H:H202:H20 (SCI) bath at 70 QC after the stripping can not erase the photoresist 
pattern from the wafers surface either (Fig. 2c). The analysis of blank photoresist 
stripping presented better results when compared to the removal of the I/I layers. A 30 
min O2 plasma dry strip of these samples leaves a considerable amount of residues on 
the wafers (Fig. 2d) but the original photoresist pattern can hardly be recognised. A 
subsequent wet strip for 10 min in SPM at 80 °C can remove the remaining layer (Fig. 
2e) and the particle contamination measured after the stripping treatments of the blank 
photoresist layer is reduced by a 20 min SCI cleaning at 70 QC (Fig. 2f) (5) or by a 2 
min immersion in a 0.5%HF:0.1%IPA solution (Fig. 3). Moreover, the samples with 
blank photoresist can be efficiently stripped by a 10 min immersion treatment in a SPM 
solution at 80 -C in agreement with earlier reported results for AZ-type resists (4). 

In order to verify if the detected pattern on the stripped I/I samples results from 
the roughening of the silicon surface exposed to the ion beam a detailed haze mapping 
is performed on a region of 3.5 x 3.5 mm2 of these samples. The obtained images (Fig. 
4) show that the haze values at the areas that have received the ion implantation are 
comparable to the ones from the masked regions. This indicates that the detected 
patterns do not result from differences in roughness between photoresist protected and 
silicon exposed regions. Furthermore, it is possible to notice on the detailed haze maps 
that most of the light scattering occurs at the borders of the photoresist pattern (Fig. 4). 
The analysis of the samples with Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) has shown that very 
tiny residual walls are present on those borders (Fig. 5). These walls have 150 nm in 
width and only 20 nm in height which demonstrates the high sensitivity of the used 
technique for detecting residual features on the wafer surface. The samples were also 
investigated with Image Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (Image-SIMS) and the 
results do not have shown any difference in the amount of carbon contamination 
between the photoresist stripped and the silicon open areas, as the residual walls are too 
small to be resolved by the technique. 

The residues that were measured with the Censor after the stripping of the high 
dose VI photoresist layer can not be detected by fluorescence microscope inspection or 
by low sensitivity light scattering particle measurements. This indicates that the high 
sensitivity provided by the Censor is fundamental for an in depth study of photoresist 
removal. The measuring technique has shown to be independent of the substrate on 
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which the photoresist layers are applied as it can precisely detect residues on silicon, 
thermal oxide and LPCVD nitride substrates. 

It is also observed that the temperature of the SPM solution plays an important 
role in the particle cross contamination of the stripping bath. In this study, wafers that 
have received a half coating with a photoresist layer but no I/I were stripped for 10 min 
in SPM solutions at 80 or 95 gC. In the case of the treatment at 80 -C almost no particle 
cross contamination can be observed on the wafers (Fig. 6) whereas, when the SPM 
solution is heated at 95 QC a high particle contamination can be detected (Fig. 6). In 
both cases the particle contamination is reduced to values comparable to before the 
photoresist application by either a 20 min treatment in an SCI solution at 70 qC (Fig. 
6) or a 2 min immersion in a 0.5%HF:0.1%IPA bath (Fig. 6). 

A similar experiment was conducted by covering half wafer with photoresist 
and performing a high dose I/I on the samples before they were stripped for 45 min in 
O2 plasma and 20 min in SPM at 80 QC. The amount of residues left after stripping are 
strongly reduced in this case (Fig. 7) when compared to the mask exposed samples 
(Fig. 2b). This result agrees with what has been observed before as only one residual 
wall remains at the border of the previous photoresist layer (Fig. 7) for the half covered 
wafers. This indicates that to reproduce the amount of residues that can be generated 
during CMOS processing a maskset exposure should be applied instead of the half 
wafer or the total wafer covering procedure when studying I/I photoresist stripping 
processes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The thorough analysis of different stripping processes can be conducted by 
quantifying the photoresist residues from the LPD plots. Sensitive light scattering 
permits to reveal residues that are not detected by other methods and thereby provides 
fundamental information. The results for high dose I/I and blank photoresist layers 
clearly indicate the residues that are not removed by the stripping procedures. This 
permits the optimisation of the treatments on a quantitative basis. It was observed that a 
residual layer remains on the wafers for the high dose I/I resist, whereas a clean surface 
can be obtained for the blank samples when standard dry and/or wet stripping 
procedures are used. The residues of the I/I layer have been identified to be tiny walls at 
the borders of the photoresist pattern. From the LPD plots it is possible to identify the 
critical steps regarding photoresist contamination so that further actions can be taken to 
completely remove the residues. 
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Figure 1: High dose I/I 
photoresist residues detected as 
LPD's by the Censor ANS-100 
after dry stripping for 45 min in 
O2 plasma, wet stripping for 50 
min in SPM solution at 95 -C 
and cleaning for 10 min in SCI 
at 70 QC. 
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Figure 2: LPD plots from the Censor ANS-100: a, b and c are the results for high 
dose I/I photoresist; d, e and f are the results for blank photoresist. A and d show the 
residues after plasma dry ashing treatment; b and e indicate the effect of a further SPM 
wet stripping and c and f present the residues left after a final cleaning in SCI. 
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Figure 3: LPD's in 
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Figure 4: Typical 
haze detailed mapping 
of a region of 3.5 x 
3.5 mm2 measured by 
the Censor ANS-100 
after 45 min dry 
followed by a 50 min 
SPM wet strip of an 
I/I photoresist layer. 

Figure 5: Atomic 
Force Microscope 
results from a region 
of 14 x 14 |im2 of an 
I/I photoresist coated 
wafer that have been 
stripped for 45 min in 
O2 plasma and 50 min 
SPM solution. 
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Figure 7: Typical 
LPD plot of a 
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SPM at 80 SC wet 
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Surface photovoltage (SPV) measurements of minority carrier diffusion 
length in silicon have been used to study the incorporation of metallic 
impurities from resist as the result of plasma ashing and chemical clean-up 
processes. The SPV method provides quick feedback of the amount of 
metallic contamination introduced when ashing is performed and avoids the 
lengthy production of electronic test structures. Iron contamination levels 
above lO^cm-s have been observed and their effect on MOS electrical 
structures is shown. 

INTRODUCTION 

Productive resist removal processes must not only remove organic material, but in 
addition, metallic species present in the resist must be removed. Although resist ashing 
typically removes the organic species effectively, post-ash cleans are employed to remove 
the non-volatile species including metals. The traditional approach to study contamination 
in relation to process techniques has employed electronic test structures and surface 
chemical analysis techniques. For example the role of the plasma ash process in imparting 
a heavy metal dose to the wafer surface during resist stripping has been previously studied 
using such methods (1). SPV measurement of contamination provides a productive 
alternative which yields comparable information. In the case of resist removal and clean-up 
processes the interaction between materials and process techniques may be addressed in a 
rapid manner while avoiding the fabrication of electronic test structures and surface 
chemical analysis. 

Among the metal species present in the positive photoresist used in this work, Fe, 
Cr, and Ni exhibit the highest concentration levels, with typical analyses indicating levels in 
the tens of PPB range. The upper specification limits for all metals have been dropping in 
recent years but these limits still extend roughly from 10 PPB to 100 PPB. Further, ultra-
clean resist may not lead to contamination free substrates, as even "clean" resists have been 
shown to contaminate (1). As process complexities increase and device tolerance to metals 
decrease, robust process design will be required to manufacture next generation devices. 
Such designs will depend heavily on an understanding of the relationships between process 
techniques and contamination. 

This study addresses conventional process techniques to demonstrate the utility of 
the SPV measurement toward quantifying the in-process contamination level of wafers at 
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various stages of a masking level loop. SPV measurements allow quick determination of 
contamination levels with limited additional processing. The SPV technique uses the 
silicon wafer properties to assess the presence of contamination (2). Before and after 
measurements of wafers can quantify the level of defects acting as recombination centers 
introduced by a given process. The measurement is performed by a non-contact probing 
apparatus which senses the response of the wafer surface potential to optical excitation. 
The spectral dependence of this response is used to determine the minority carrier diffusion 
length in the wafer. Iron is the principal contaminant present. Its concentration in the bulk 
of the silicon wafer, following the resist removal process and a thermal incorporation step, 
may be determined from diffusion length measurements. In this method, low temperature 
defect reactions are used which cycle Fe in boron doped silicon between a paired 
association with boron, Fe-B, and the isolated interstitial Fei (3). The Fej concentration is 
minimized by pair formation with boron over time periods of 1 day at room temperature or 
by a short 20 minute to 1 hour 80°C anneal. At this point, with pair concentration 
maximized, a maximum possible diffusion length (L) is measured. Interstitial iron is 
produced by pair dissociation achieved with a 200°C anneal followed by rapid wafer 
cooling to minimize Fe-B pair formation. The Fej species created by this process act as 
efficient recombination centers and result in the measurement of a minimum diffusion 
length value. Therefore, a typical iron concentration measurement involves a pairing 
process and Li measurement followed by the thermal anneal to form Fej and a subsequent 
Lf measurement. For the purposes of this study [Fe], the iron concentration in the wafer, 
is calculated from (3): 

[Fe] = 1.1 x 1016 [ Lf -2 - Lj -2 ] (cm-3) [1] 

The defect behavior of the other metals present in resist is not well understood at 
present. For example, evidence exists that Cr may form pairs with boron and that this pair 
concentration may be modulated with temperature (4). Such processes are expected to 
effect low (PPT) iron concentration measurements but are not expected to significantly 
influence the results of the present work. 

The purpose of this investigation, therefore, was to demonstrate the use of SPV 
measurements in the study of metallic contamination transferred to silicon by resist ashing 
and to assess the efficiency of subsequent cleaning methods in the removal of metallic 
species. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

In this study, p-type (100) silicon wafers with resistivity in the range of 5 to 50 Q-
cm were used. All wafers were cleaned by a modified "RCA1;(NH40H:H202:H20)": 
HF:H20: "RCA2;(HC1:H202:H20)" process in an automated spray tool (5). Two sets of 
experiments were performed. In the first, control samples were given a rapid thermal 
oxidation, RTO, for 2 minutes at 1150°C following cleaning. Other experimental samples 
were processed as follows: No chemical coating; HMDS coat only; HMDS+positive 
resist coat +soft bake. These wafers were processed through a batch photoresist ash and 
then split between no additional clean and a sulfuric-peroxide (SP) post-ash clean. The 
wafers were then combined and processed through RTO as above. SPV measurements for 
contamination determination were taken following RTO. The wafers were then stripped of 
oxide, cleaned by the "RCA" process above, and oxidized in a furnace gate oxidation 
process to a thickness of 150A. Aluminum capacitors were then fabricated on all samples. 
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SPV mapping measurements were performed with the capacitors in place and electrical 
characterization consisting of breakdown distribution measurements were performed. The 
second experiment addressed the effects of post-ash cleans, the effect of thin oxide 
presence prior to resist coat and ash, and the effect of RTA ambient. Similar starting 
material was cleaned and oxidized to 150A. The wafers were split into two groups and the 
oxide was removed from one group. This group received an additional spray "RCA" 
clean. The two groups were then recombined, coated with resist and plasma ashed as in 
experiment 1. The wafers were then split three ways and given: no additional cleaning; a 
spray "RCA(A)" clean, in which the HF step between the organic removal and metals 
removal sections of the process is excluded; or a spray sulfuric peroxide clean. The 
wafers were then processed in one of two rapid thermal environments, O2 or N2, at 1150°C 
for two minutes. At this point SPV measurements were performed to assess the 
contamination levels present in the processed wafers. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the first experiment of this study background process [Fe] levels, contamination 
induced by the batch ashing reactor, and the possibility that adhesion promotion chemistry 
may act as a contamination source were investigated. The experiment also compared the 
maximum levels of contamination obtained when samples were not cleaned following resist 
ashing with contamination present following a post-ash SP clean. The background [Fe] 
contamination levels for samples cleaned in "RCA" and then given an RTO averaged 7 x 
10i0cm-3. Wafers not coated with resist but ashed with other coated wafers exhibited 
levels from 1012cm-3 to 1013cm-3 indicating a potential for vapor transport of 
contamination in the batch vacuum system. The majority of wafers in the group receiving 
no resist coat, or HMDS coat only followed by the ash process exhibited [Fe] in midrange 
10ucm-3. Further, SP clean appears to be ineffective in removing this contamination. 
This result is consistent with previous direct plasma work in which the authors found that 
the role of that energetic environment was to drive the contamination into the silicon beyond 
the reach of subsequent chemical cleans (1). These findings are summarized in Fig. 1. 

The right half of Fig. 1 depicts the comparison between coated and ashed wafers 
which received no subsequent cleaning prior to RTO and similar wafers which were 
processed through an SP clean between ash and RTO. The average [Fe] contamination 
level of the wafers which were not cleaned following the O2 ash is 1.9 x 1013cm-3 whereas 
the SP clean removed surface contamination which led to a bulk value after RTO which 
was roughly 10%, 1.8 x 1012cm-3, of the non-cleaned value. Assuming a uniform 
distribution of iron throughout the wafer (3) a surface concentration dose of 1 x 1012cm-2 

resulted from the O2 ash process. Contamination levels as high as 1013cm-3 may be above 
the threshold between good and poor device quality, lead to the formation of FeSi2 
precipitates (3), and reduce gate oxide quality (6). Breakdown characteristics of 
representative samples of C-V dots formed on these substrates following RTO oxide 
removal are shown in Fig. 2. Low field failures exist in all cases for contamination levels 
from 10ncm-3 to 1013cm-3 and the cumulative 50% failure value of the field varies from 
10.3 MVcm-1 down to 10 MVcmr1 for the most contaminated wafers. Typical oxide defect 
densities for failure at or below 8 MVcm-1 for [Fe] of 10ncirr3 , determined from the 
breakdown field data, were less than 20cm-2 whereas for 1012cm-3 to 1013cm-3 

contamination levels* defect densities ranged from 25cm-2 to 80cm-2. In Fig. 2 the percent 
failing for the 1 xl0ncm-3 versus oxide field is lowest overall. Below 5 MVcm-1 the 1 x 
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1013cm-3 percent failure is highest and for fields greater than 5 MVcm1 this concentrations 
percent failure data is nearly the same as the 1 x lCM2cm-3 data. These results, although 
somewhat high, are consistent with a previously reported range of oxide defect densities 
wherein the contamination threshold observed was roughly 10i3cm-3 (6). In addition the 
present results support the earlier supposition of Zoth and Bergholz that an iron 
concentration of lO^cm-s was near a critical threshold dividing good from poor quality 
devices (3). 

These results were obtained with bare silicon wafers as starting material and only 
one post-ash clean was performed. Fig. 3 presents a summary of the effects addressed by 
the second group of experiments in this study. Considering the first four cases of Fig. 3, 
oxide presence does appear to block some of the contamination from entering the silicon 
wafers. Pairwise comparisons between these averages over groups of wafers given no 
post-ash clean indicate a reduction in bulk [Fe] by a factor of two to three if thermal oxide 
were present under the resist during the ash process independent of the RTA ambient used. 
Further, over all of the cases investigated the oxidative anneal process appears to lead to 
lower levels of bulk contamination compared to the nitrogen anneal ambient. This latter 
point may be significant to technologists engaged in process improvement investigations in 
which sensitivity to low levels of surface contamination is an issue. Further study is 
required to assess the effects that RTA ambients including, for example, argon, nitrogen, 
or nitrogen/oxygen mixtures may have on the efficiency of surface contamination transfer 
into the bulk silicon. 

On average, the spray processor "RCA(A)" cleans yielded slightly better results 
than the SP cleans in the same tool type. These results could be expected given the 
variation of chemical activity in the "RCA(A)", i.e. organic then metal removal, versus the 
SP clean. When "RCA(A)" and SP clean results are ratioed pairwise to the matching no 
clean cases with no oxide present, i.e. (RCA(A)/no clean), the post-ash process clean ((A) 
or SP) may be estimated to reduce the contamination transferred to the bulk silicon by 
approximately 90%. These results are consistent with the results of experiment 1 of this 
work. Similar treatment of the cases in which oxide was present indicate that roughly 80% 
of the contamination was removed by the two cleaning methods regardless of the RTA 
ambient. This result suggests that thin oxide is able to collect contamination but in this 
study the cleans could not remove it and the RTA process drove the contamination into the 
silicon. To minimize contamination reaching the wafer from resist ashing the amount of 
oxide needed to trap the contamination as a sacrificial layer to be removed before a 
subsequent thermal process should be studied. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, direct plasma ash of photoresist was shown to contaminate both bare 
silicon and thermal oxides to levels higher than may be tolerated by future generations of 
devices. Further, conventional cleaning methods are not able to remove 100% of this 
contamination. The RTA ambient used to incorporate the contamination must be addressed 
in relation to the sensitivity desired in the experiment. These results were obtained using 
SPV techniques with limited post processing after the resist removal process. Hence, the 
time required to obtain meaningful results in process contamination and cleaning 
experiments may be shortened to hours and only one additional thermal process is required. 
The results obtained are quantitative and correlate to previous studies which employed the 
fabrication of electrical test structures and surface analysis techniques. 
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In summary, it should be noted that the resist processes studied in this work were 
rather benign when compared to more challenging processes such as high dose implant and 
plasma etch. Still significant potential for the introduction of contamination has been 
observed and should be the subject of additional study. 
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